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PUBLIC LAW 88-246, 88TH CONGRESS, S. 2311,
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judgment are representative of, and give equal emphasis to, the op-
posing points of view on the respective topics.

SEC. 2. The compilations on the high school debate topics shall be
printed as Senate documents and the compilations on the college de-
bate topics shall be printed as House documents, the cost of which
shall be charged to the congressional allotment for printing and bind-
ing. Additional copies of such documents may be printed in such
quantities and distributed in such manner as the Joint Committee on
Print ing directs.

Approved Deeetnber 30, 1963.
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FOREWORD

"What should be the future direction of the foreign policy of the
United States?" is the 1979-1980 high school debate topic selected by
the National University Extension Service. The three debate proposi-
tions that have been designated within this topic are :

Resolved, That the United States should significantly change its
foreign trade policy;

Resolved, That the United Statos should significantly reduce its
public and private distribution of weapons to foreign countries; and

Resolved, Th4t the United States should significantly reduce its
foreign assistance programs to totalitarian governments.

This volume begins with a group of articles selected to provide an
overview of foreign policy considerations and a general context for
discussions of the three propositions. It also contains separate groups
of background materials and essays on each of the debate proposi-
tions. In choosing items for the collection and for the bibliography,
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) attempted to sample the
wide speet nun of opinions reflected in current literature on these issues.
No preference for any policy is indicated by the selection or position-
ing of articles herein, nor slould one infer CRS disapproval of any
policy or article not included.

Staff members of the Foreign Affairs and National Defense Divi-
sion, Economics Division, and Library Services Division of CRS co-
operated in the eompilation of these materials. Robert Shuey coordi-
nated the collection with the assistance of Julia Carlson, who also pre-
pared the bibliography, notes, and information on additional resources.
George Holliday, with assiqance from Vladimir Pregelj, Raymond
Ahearn, Arlene Wilson, Jeffrey Brookstone, and William ( '-rax,
selected materials on the trade issue. Vita Bite and Jeffrey Brookstone
helped seleet articles for the section on foreign assistance, and Robert.
Shuey, with the advice of Richard Grimmett, selected materials on
arms transfers. A rnokl Bellefontaine and James Barker of CRS,
helped in the administration of the project.

The Congressional Research Service wishes to express its apprecia-
tion to those t.opyright holders that have granted permission for the
reproduction of materials. Such permission is acknowledged in each
such instance.

iiood luck to each debater in researehing yot:r topic and presenting
your arguments.

GILBEirr Gum:,
Director. Congm8sional Research Service.
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INTRODUCTION

This manual is designed to facilitate research preparations for the1979-80 debates. Following is information to help the deblter makefull use of the materials included.
The first group of articles includes several that address all the debatepropositions from a broad perspective and may provide some usefulconcepts and data.
In a few cases, articles included in one of the three sections on theindividual debate propositions are also applicable to another proposi-tion. For instance, some articles that discuss U.S. arms transfers alsoapply to discussions of foreign aid since many arms transfers qualifyas foreign aid. Similarly, there is some overlap between the four sec-tions of the bibliography, especially between the section on the generaldebate topic and the three sections on the debate propositions.
U.S. Government documents listed in the bibliography may befound in most U.S. Government depository libraries which can beidentified by your local public library. The Library of Congress cannotdistribute copies of these or other materials to debaters.
Suggestions are included at the end of this volume on additionalresources. Filially, there is included a list of relevant publications thatare available for purchase from the Superintendent of Documents,Government Printing Office.
If several individuals wish to use the material in this volume, entiresections,.art ides, or pages can be removed easily by creasing the pagesat the spine, t hen pulling t hem out .
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WHAT SHOULD BE THE FUTURE DIRECVON OF THE FOREIGN POLICY OF
THE UNITED STATER?

This year's national high school debate topic is the subject of many
essays and much discussion in America. To a large extent, our future
foreign policy will be the product of past and present relations be-
tween the United States and other countries; future political, mih-
tary, and economic activities throughout the world; and changes in theworld's physical environment, cultural systems, and technological
capabilities. However, as one of the most powerful actors in the com-munity of nations, and as a matter of national self interest, it isincumbent on the United States to exercise initiative in planning the
course of its foreign policy.

There are many policy alternativt.! avajable to guide this country's
interactions with allied, communist, and nonaligned states, with
wc,Althy industrialized nations, oil rich countries, developing states,and the very poor countries of the world. In choosing the nation'scourse, our leaders must weigh political, military, economic, social,and psychological considerations, and are expected to incorporate
ethical as well as pragmatic principles.

The following articles discuss these and other factors involved in
the formulation of national goals, strategies, and programs, and pro-vide a variety of normative views on the proper future direction ofU.S. foreign policy.

A miERIt'A's Wax is A TURBI'LENT WORLD*
I remember when I first came to Tech, the entire world was at war.Our nation was under attack on two fronts and was desperately gear-ing up for a total war effort that we had not known since we foughteach other in the 1S60s.
In 194'2-43, it was not yet a time for victories for the United Statesnor for our allies, and many people feared that Western democraciesmight be overwhelmed. We now face a very different world from theworld in which I came of age. The old empires are gone, and the mapsare covered with new and developing nations with names that we hadthen never heard.
But one thing has not changed as much as I had hoped. It is still aworld of danger, a world in which democracy and frecdom are stillchallenged, a worhl in which peace innst be rewon day by day.Too many people still lack the simplest necessities of life, and toomany are doprived of the nmst basic human rights. As the events ofrecent days have showmi . peace remains a fragile thing, vulnerable to

assaults (rom all sides.

°Test of apeech by President Jimmy Carter at the Georgia Institute of Technology inAtlanta on rebrunry 21) 1979. IteluirBnent of State Bulletin, v. 79, Mardi 1979 : 21 23.
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Disturbances in Iran, the western Indian Ocean, and in Southeast
Asia are a challenge to our determination and our leadership. They
underscore the imix)rtance of strength in our national defenses,
wisdom in our diplomacy, and steadfastness in the pursuit of arms
control and peace.

I want to speak to you today about America's purpose in this world
of change and turbulence.

Ever since the end of the Second. World War, the United States has
been the leader in moving our world closer to a stable peace and
genuine security. We have the world's strongest economy: we have the
world's strongest military forces: and we share burdens of mutual
defense with friends abroad whose security and prosperity are as vital
to us as to themselves.

With onr strong allies, we have succeeded in preventing a global
war for mori . than one-third of a cent urythe longest period of gen-
eral peace in modern titnes. And as President of the United States, I
am determined to keep our nation at peace.

We help to sustain a world trailing and monetary system that has
brought, greater ptosperity to more of the world's people than ever
before, in history.

We are working to resolve conflicts among other nations so that each
can develop its own future in inilependence and peace. And we have
helped to maintain the conditions in which more than 100 new nations
have eome into being and in which human hopeand its fulfillment
has taken a revolutionary leap forward.

In short, we in the United States provide the bedrock of global
security and economic advance in a world of unprecedented change and
conflict. In such a vorld America has four fundamental security re-sponsibilities: to provide for our own nation's strength and safety; to
stand by our allies and our friends; to support national indepenaence
and integrity of other nations; and to work diligently for peace.

We do noi oppose change. Many of the politival currents sweepingthe world express a desire that we sharethe desire for a world inwhich the legitimate aspirations of nations and individuals have a',renter chance for fulfillment.
The I Tnited States cannot control events within other Ina ions. A fewyears ago, we tried this and we failed. But we reeognized as inevitable

that, the uncertainty and the turmoil that come with change can haveits darker side as well. We saw this in a senseless act, of violence lastweek in Afghanistan, when a brave and good manAmbassador
Adolph Dubsgave his life in the performance of his ditty as a repre-sentative of the United States. As we meet hese tislav at GeorgiaTech- enjoying the blessings of freedom and peace-swe must remsm-her that we are in( lebted for those blessings to the sacrifice of men andwomen like Spike I nibs.

We also see the darker ,hle of change Wl'en conntries in turbulenceprovide opportimit ies for exploitation by the ontsi(lers who seek sot
to adVance hiniute a ins: but rather to extend their OWn power and their
own position at the sxpense of others.

IRAN

As I speak to you today, the country of trans-with which we havehad close relations for the last 30 years-ssis in revolution. It, has been
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fiotrnizAgr ASIA

For us in the United States, any crisis in the Middle East has the
most immediate and serious consinuenees. But, we are also deeply con-
cerned by what is liappening now in Southeast Asia: The same princi-
ples of American policy apply : We support the independence and
integrity of the regional nations; we will stand by our friends; and we
will continue as a nation to work for peace.

Just in the last few weeks we have seen a Vietnamese invasion. of
Cambodia and, as a result, a Chinese frontier penetration into Viet-
nam. Both actions threaten the stability of one of the world's most
important and promising regionsSoutheast Asia.

We have opposed both military actions. Let me outline very briefly
the principles that govern our conduct.

Firq, we will not get, involved in conflict between Asian Communist
nations. Or r national interests are not. directly threatened, although we
aro concerned, of course, at the wider implications of what might
happen in the, future and what has been happening in.the past.

We have been using whatever diplomatic and political means are
available to eneourage restraint on all parties and to seek to prevent a
wider war. While our influence is limited because our involvement is
limited, we remain the one. great power in all the world which can
have direct and frank discussions with all the parties concerned. For
this reason, we have a useful a ad important role to play in the restora-
tion of stability. I'Ve will continue our efforts, both directly with the
count rits involved and through the United Nations, to secure an end
to the fighting in the region, to bring about a withdrawal of Vietnam
forces from Cambodia and of Chinese forces from Vietnam, and to
gain the restoration of the independence and integrity of all nations
invol ved.

At the same time, we are continuing to exprem our deep concern
that, this conflict may widen still furtherwith unforeseen and grave
consequences for nations in the region and also beyond.

In anv event, the United States is fully prepared to protect the
vital interests of our people wherever they may be challenged. We arein close, consultation with our friends and allies in the region, espe-
cially the members of the Ass(wiation of South East Asian Nations
the ASEAN nations. Their continued stability and prosperity are of
great unportmwe to us.

The normalization of relations between the United States and the
People's Republic of China is already an accomplished fact and will
not be reversed. This was the simple, long-overdue recognition of thereality of the government in Peking.

In the last few days, we have consulted directly with leaders aroundhr world and with our Own congressional leaders as wellabout
events both in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. The responsibili-ties that we faee are serious, and they are shared by the Administra-
tion a nut 1 t 1 le l')egress. hy our nation and our alliesand our eommon
understanding and (ter adherence to a common cause are vital.

All of us know that the internal a ffairs of Iran or combat even
ani(mg, Communist, nations are of concern to Hs. Many nations aretrotibledeven threatenedby the turmoil in Southeast Asia and in

1 2
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the Middle East. To stand by our friends and to help meet their
security needs in these difficult times, I will consult with the Congress
to determine what additional military assistance will be required.

This added measure of support is crucial for stability throughout
the Indian Ocean area. And let me repeat, in the Middle East, in
Southeast Asia, and elsewhere in the world, we will stand by ourfriends, we will honor our commitments, and we will protect the vital
interests of the United States, and you can depend on it.

U.S. SECURITY AND SALT

As we face this immeditty, series of crises, we also look constantly tothe broader needs of security. If we are to meet our responsibilities,
we must continue to maintain the 1..ilitary forces we need for our
defense and to contribute to the defense of our allies. This year, I have
proposed a substantial real increase in the defense budget. The eventsof recent weeks underscore the responsibility of the Congress to ap-propriate these funds in full.

There must be no doubt that the people of the United States arefully prepared to meet our commitments and to back up those commit-
ments with military strength.

Turmoil and crisis also underscore the vital needs to work wherever
possible, to stabilize and to reduce competition in strategic nuclear
weapons.

This effort has the same ultimate goals as does our strong defense:
the goals of security, stability, and ç ace. In pursuit of these goals,
our nation faces no more important task this year than the successful
conclusion of a strategic arms limitation agreement.

Just as we work to support national independence and to aid ourfriends and allies in times of trial, we must work to regulate nuclear
arms capable of threatening life throughout this planet. For a SALT
agreement is a fimilamental element of strategic and political stabilityin a turbulent worhlstability which can provide the necessary poli-tical basis for us to contain the kinds of crises that we face today and toprevent their growinE into a terrible nuclear confrontation.

After more than six years of negotiations, conducted by three dif-
ferent Presidents, agreement has now been reached on most of themajor components of a sound and verifiable SALT II treaty.

The emerging agreement will establish for the first time equal num-bers of strategic arms for both sides. It will thus reverse t he Soviet's
numerical advantag,e which was temporarily established in the SALTI treaty of 1972, when they had about a -10 percent built-in negotiatedadvantage.

To reach these new levels, the Soviets will he required to reducetheir overall number of strategic arms. Over .2:10 Soviet missiles orbombersabout 10 percent of their strategic forceswill have to bedestroyed or dismantled. At the same time, because we are now wellbelow the agreed ceiling, we could substantially increase our own op-erational strategic forces.
The SALT II agreement will also provble negotiated Hinds onbuilding new types of weapons .and Iimits 1)11 the improvement of

existing onesthe so-called qualitative arms race can be contmlled.
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SALT II will limit the size of land-based missiles and the number
of warheads that can be placed on them. Without these limits, the
Soviets could vastly increase the number of warheads on their large
land-based missiles, with grave implications to the strategic balance.

SALT II will, therefore, contribute to our ability to deal with the
growing vulnerability of our land-based wissiles. Without it, tlw
Soviet Union could continue to increase the number of their warheads,
tending to nullify our effort to protect our missiles.

The agreement will also permit us and our allies to pursue all the
defense programs that we believe might eventually be neededthe
MX missile; the Trident submarine and its missiles; air-, ground-,
and sea-launched cruise missiles; cruise mi&sile carrier aircraft ; and a
new penetrating bomber. These would be permitted.

TL is SALT 11 would allow our own prudent programs to move
ahead and also will place important limits on what the Soviets might
otherwise do. And this SALT II agreement will be a basis for further
negotiations for additional substantial cuts in the level of nuclear
armaments.

Without the SALT II agreement, the Soviet Union could have
nearly one-third more strategic forces by 1985 than with SALT II.
We would, of necessity, as a nation, match such a buildup. The costs
would be enormous, the risks self-evident. And both nations would
wind up less secure.

The stakes in SALT are too high to rely on trust. Any SALT II
treaty that 1 sign will be adequately verifiable, using our own inde-
pendent means of guaranteeing Soviet compliance with terms of the
agreement.

SALT II will specifically forbid any interference that would im-
pede our ability to verify compliance with the treaty. Any effort on
the part of the Soviet Union to interfere with our verification activi-
ties wouhl be a detectable violation of the agreement itself and an
early ignal of any possible cheating.

Finally, let me put this agreement in the context of our overall re-
lation., with the Soviet 17nion and the turbulence that exists in many
parts of the world. The question is not when SALT can be divorced
from this complicated context. It- cannot. As I have often said, our
relationship with the Soviet Union is a mixture of cooperation and
compet And as President of the United States, I have no more
difficult and delicate task than to balance these two, I cannot and I
will hot let Ow pressures of inevitable competition overwhelm pos-
Abilitie-. for c(toperat ion any more than I will let cooperation blind
us to the realitie, of competition. which we are fully prepared to
meet.

Because t his carefully negotiated and responsilde arnr-. control agree-
ment will make the world safer and more secure, it is in our national
interest to pur,ue it. even as we continue competition with the Soviet
Union elsewhere in the world. Therefore. I will seek both to conehnle
this new SALT agreement and to respond to any Soviet behavior
which iolversely affects our interests.

To reject A LT II wouhl t hal the inevitable competition in
st ratetrie nuclear arms would grow even more dantreroos. Each crisis,
eArli mti, earl' puitit a tint low iei .1011- :I- it limy be in
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its own rightwould take on an added measure of significance andan added dimension of danger, for it would occur in an atmosphere ofunbridled strategic competition and deteriorating strategic stability.It is precisely because we have fundamental differences with the SovietUnion that we are determined to bring this dangerous dimension ofour military competition under control.
In todays world, it is vital to match the pursuit of ideals with 'heresponsible use of force and of power. The United States is a sourceof bothideals and power. Our ideals have inspired the world formore than two centuries; and for three generations, since World WarII, our power has helped other nations to realize their own ideals.The determination and strength of purpose of the American peopleare crucial for stability in a turbulent world. If we stand together inmaintaining a steady course, America can protect its principles andinterests and also be a force for peace. Americans have always ac-cepted the challenge of leadership, and I- am confident that we will doso now.



MORGENTHAU ON FOREIGN POLICY
A Center Dialogue*

Earlier this year, Ha.t J. Morgenthau led a discussion at the Center
on American toreign policy. He is a political scientist and historian
who has taught at the University of Chicago and the City University
of New York. He is the author and editor of a number of books, includ-
ing Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace,
and Politics in the 20th Century. Following is an edited version of
the dialogue.

Mors J. MORGENTHAU. 'Three major elements constitute what I call
the "'pathology of American power" in our foreign policy. They are,
first, the residues of past thin-king, which inhibit correct thinking on
current American foreign policy issues, especially those connected with
nuclear power ; second, the tendency to take certain verbalizations for
reality, dkente being an example of that ; and, third, the sentimental-
ism which identifies certain env-A ions and emotional preferences with
the reality of international phenomena, patricularly that of the Third

In the first issue, there is a contrast between the objective situation
with regard, say, to nuclear warfare, on the one hand, and, on the
other, certain modes of thought and action which have come down to
us through history but which have now been made obsolete by the
reality of nuclear weapons. Concepts, such as victory and defeat, attack
and defense, are deeply ingrained in our thinking. 'They tend to influ-
ence our actions. But, in truth, they are cbsolete, they are inoperable
because of the availability of nuclear weapons. Much of the present
argument about military strategy between those who favor nuclear
arms control or disarmament and those who believe the Russians want
to achieve a usable nuclear superiority and to destroy the United
States reflects a school of thought still trying to apply traditional,
conventional military concepts to the nuclear field. Another school
seeks to develop a radically different philosophy, one appropriate to
t he nuclear age.

The second rhenomenonthe tendency to take words for the real
thing, to substitute concepts for realityis exemplified on the inter-
national scene in many different ways. I choose the concept of detente
as a striking example of what I mean. When we speak of detente as a
policy, we assume that we have a choice between detentethat is to
say, the diminution, if not the elimination, of tensionand another
kind of foreign policy which. one must assume, will cultivate tension
or which at least will not be (oncerned whether tension is eliminated
or decreased.

The truth is that in the nuclear age it, is impossible to pursue any
other policy Ina one of detente. Indeed, since the beginning of the

ReprInted by prmhollon Dom World Issuew. v. 2. December 1977-January 1978: 10-10.
(10)
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nuclear age, both the United States and the Soviet Union have con-
sistently pursued a policy of détente. Vis-i-vis each other, they have
acted with unprecedented self-restraint in situations which, in a non-
nuclear or pre-nuclear age, would probably have led to war. For exam-
ples of that, take the Berlin crisis; take the Cuban missile crisis; take
the Arab-Israeli war in 1973.

It is simply misleading and, in a sense, absurd, to talk about e
"policy of dkente" which might stop or might be replaced by Some-thing else, or as something which had not existed before. Detente is
not a policy, it is a precondition of the survival of both the United
States and Russia.

The third problem is more inchoate than the others. We taik about
two different kinds of confrontationthe East-West confrontationand the North-South confrontationand we assume that, while they
are of relatively equal weight, the East-West confrontation is less
important today than the North-South confrontation. This seems to
me to be a complete misreading of the actual situation. The East-West
confrontationessentially the confrontation between the United States
and the Soviet Unionis still today, as it has been since the end of
the Second World War, the central issue facing the United States
and the world. There are still only two superpowers capable of destroy-
ing each other through a nuclear war. All the other nations play sub-
ordinate roles in this overall picture.

Moreover, the developing nations, the so-called "Soutl- " are, interms of power, utterly inferiorin different degrees, of 2ourseto
both the United States and the Soviet Union. It is not so much that
the East-West confrontation has been replaced by the North-South
confrontation, as it is that the North-South confrontation has opened
up a new theater, a new arena, within which the East-West confronta-
tion takes place. The political center and focus remain. The fate of
the world still depends upon how the United States and the Soviet

7111011 arrange t hei r mutual relations.
What is relatively new is that those relations are now taking place

not only in the traditional theater of Europe, but also in a new theater
roughly described as the "North-South confrontation." The United
States and the Soviet Union meet, for example, in Africa; they face
each other there for the same purpose and with the same potential
consequences with which they have faced each other in Europe since
the end of the Second World War.

To think that the East-West confrontation has been replaced by the
North-South confrontation is to evt de the real problem. Perhaps that
is why it has been popular; it takes our mimls off the traditional con-
flict situation between the United States and the Soviet Union. It
makes it appear that there is a new relationship which is less threaten-
ing and less dangerous than the one between the industralized and the
developing Third World nat ions.

There is a widespread belief that, in this latter relationship, the
United States has a special moral responsibility toward the Third
World. This assumes the United States is responsible to some extent
for the conditions in which Third World nations find themselves. Now,
it is perfectly troy that some of those nations are developing and that
we are helping them to improve their economic status. It is also true,
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however, that most of those nations, in spite of massiye aid from a
number of indnstralized icountries. have not been able to mprove their
economic lot, not merely because of what the United States has been
doing to them. but primarily because of natural deficiencies, and be-
(anise of the domestic and cultural situation inside those nations, The
polemic shift of responsibility to the United States, Or to the capital-
1st iv or imperialistic nations in general, for the misery in which much
of nutlikind fimls itself has had a debilitating effect upon the policies
of the I'nited States and of other Western industrhil nations. AN'e have
accepted sonie of the responsibility for the fate which has befallen
many Thire Worhl nations.

If you look at the situation not in terms of emotional prejudices or
ideological preconceptions, but in terms of the aetual situation that
prevails in much of the Third World, you realize that something as ele-
mental as a deficiency in food. for example, is not primarilyperhaps
not at allthe result of the economic and political policies of the
United States or other industrialized nations. Rather, it is the result
of national deficiencies which cannot be remedied by any outside aid.
'rake Somalia. for instance, or Bangladesh. They suffer certain cultural
defieiencies; their whole concept of man and the world erects insuper-
able barriers to economic development in general and to the develop-
ment, of a food supply in [flirt icular.

Flirt herniore, omit her neligenous factor accounts for the differences
in econ,anic welldwing Iet ween the industrial and the developing na-
tions. It is the political situation which exists in many of the latter
count ries. The sca reit y of food and the incidence of famine are not
simply the result of nut !Ind colnlit ions ; they are an artificial situation
Imaight almait by particular politieal conditions. China had been
perilalieally ravaged by famine until the ascent of the Communist
IH)Wer, when famine was, if not eliminated, at least greatly 1..educed
by political reform ninl by the establishment of effective aannmstra-
t ion awl tadicies aimed ixplicitly at that goal.

When you look at other nations still suffering Periodically from
famu iine. you rya ize t hat their governments are ei, 1. indifferent to
the incidence of famine or. Iwcause of' internal deficiencies, are in-
capable of doing anything about it.

I will not tl.Hgli tin, whole cat alogue t he indigenous deficien-
cies in these conat ries, I Want only to make the point that alt uncritical
acceptance of the polemic which puts the burden of responsibility on
us and to which we linvu !wen exposed by unceasing propaganda, has
bccome, becau-e it has beell so unceasing. a substitute for truth. That,
lia luid not only negative intellectual consequences. it kits also had
negat lye Imlitical colvnpunps. It has paralyzed our ability to take
not Ion In olir own int el'et and. insofar as it is possible. in the interests
of the Third World it

Dox McDoxAt n Editor of' the ( 'enter Magazine and World
coehl .011 -ay :1 bit more on the extent to which you see the

nacd Shtes as having imy special burden of responsibility at all,
e-pecially toward Latin America ?

Mowyvritki'. I have difficulty in seeing that. Latin Amerieans have
a typically multi\ aknt attitilde toward the giant on their north. On
t he one 11:111,1. the giant is envied and criticized ; on the other hand,
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they try to imitate him. The whole concept of Latin America is itself
an -abefraction with very little relationship to reality. The United
States could he held responsible today for the conditions that exist in
one or another Latin American country only if the United States had
had the power to do something about conditions in that country when
the country first started.

There is a story allegedly told in Brazil. When God created.Brazil,
He said to St. Peter, "I will give to Brazil the biggest coastline, the
biggest pampas, the biggest natural resources, the .biggest river." St.Peter said, "But if you do that, you will make Brazil the most power-ful country in the world." God replied, "Wait until you see the kind ofpeople I am going to put in there." So, there are existential conditionswhich even the most powerful and most benevolent nations in the worldcan do nothing about.

MOD0NAI.D. You said that we have paralyzed ourselves because wehave guiltily aml sentimentally taken on the burden of responsibility
for what humus in other countries. But one thinks of the United
States and Chile. We wee not paralyzed in Chile. We moved in rather
forcefully. Where and how have we paralyzed ourselves in our dealing
with Chile and other snmll nations(

MoitueNTnAu. We papilyzed ourselves in not supporting the indig-enous forces for change which could have created stable societieswhich--let me put it more care fuPywould at least have had a chanceto create more stable swiet it's than were actually created.
CtsirroN. F:on MAN (('enter Associate) . That does make us, in asense, responsible.
MORGENTHALT. Provided. if you had pursued such a policy, that youhad the power to change the situation in the Third World. I grantyou that, in a sense, we have a responsibility for the misery whichexists in the Third World. But it is not the responsibility for whichwe are acensed. It is the responsibility for not supporting the forcesfor chauge which had a chance.
FAD1M4N. There is a responsibility which conies of inaction, apassive responsibility.
Ons h. GRA II NI, .1r. (Center Associate. Professor of AmericanHistory at the I iii versity of ( 'alifornia at_ Santa Barbara). Couldwe have sonic examples where we failed to support tf
Monoesrrii.w. Take Vietnam. Take Chile. Take ninny other coun-tries where there has been a third force bet ween Communism andmilitary dietitowship, or where we ha", a chance to create eonditionsfor the IL evy I MIMIC Ilt of a third force which might have created aviable ...
JOSEPII .1. SCHWAB ( 0111 cc s(lei:1 I least the United Statesneed not have Act tbd t he destruction of the third force, as in the caseof Salvador Allende in (lido.
Nionor.vrieke, or to i fy t he third force with Communism and(lest my it.
FAIn MAN. The great examp!:, Isingt 'hina itself.
MOIVIENT11... At least in theitry one can make that lunnt regarding

China. Nobudy knows what would have happened if we had sup-ported the relatively feeble t bird foree in Chinn.
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SCHWAB. Shifting the question from one of moral responsibility to
one of prudence, what would it, he in our interest to do with respect to
both South America and South Africa

MORGENTHAU. IA't us make some distinctions. Let us put South
Africa to the side for a moment. In South America there is very little
we can do. Prudence implies the ability to act effectively according
to the purpose vou have set for yourself. But take any Latin American
country, take hrazil or Argentina, two countries blessed with enor-
mous resources. In terms of objective resources, Brazil could be the
equal of the I7nited States in Latin America. But, as that somewhat
silly story I told implies. Brazil's human material and her social and
moral conditions are not conducive to the kind of development the
United States has undergone, and which has led to our prosperity
and our power. To transfer those qualities, which are responsible for
our development, to another nation is simply impossible. If you tried
to do that, you would he accused of imperialism before any positive
results could appear. So you are faced with a situation in which you
a7e called upon to aet ; hut when you act, you are condemned for having
Leted. In consequence, the rhetorie of the "good neighbor policY"
becomes a subst it ute for act ion ; there is no action.

Sctiwne. Does the same apply to the South African and Rhodesian
sitnat ion ?

MORGENTII The fart that we are raising the question of South
Africa or Southwest Africa as a question of A nwrican foreign policy
is itself significant. What yon have there is such an intricate, com-
plex sitaatifin that it seems to nie absinIl to think an outside power
can have a decisive inflnence. Of course, we have an interest, in pre-
venting a rave war in southern Africa, not only for humanitarian
reasons. bitt also, 1 think, fin. very concrete Anterican reasons. If a
race war breaks out in southern A frica, it will inevitably have serious,
if not, eatustriphic. repercussions in the United States. Whatever posi-
tion the white government of the I vnited States would take in such a
rare war, it twist consider that millions of black Americans will,
naturally and exiAentiallv, look at such a war in southern Africa
from a difkrent perspective titan that of the white citizens of the
United States.

(;ItAilAmt. Ytui ve no sympathy. then. with tile moral overtones of
Jimmy Carter', Administ ration.

Mown...NT!! %t-. 1 think it is sheer dilettantism. It makes the speaker
feel good. It makes thy listener feel gothf. Rut it does not change any-
t hing in t MI I World.

NI(' DONALD. PO Mit %%link also have effects? Let us agree that the
reality of tli4onle has Iwon pursued since World AVar 11. But when
ono now brings it out into the opcn :Ind art iculates dlltynte publicly,
.104; that not affect !milli, opinion in such a wav that the purposes of
Ilt1 chi Illay !Hurt' ,nrely be achieved ?

MonoENTn. . 'run could be. Bun, yon SPV. it IiiesSes things up
terribly. Yon i'att rend in t4iitorials in The ew York TiouR that the
policy of dt;tt,nte k endangered by this, that. or the other thing. And
iii another edinwial. you read that the policy of ill'iente Inn; come to an

thi: The mil of foreign policy are buried
Ill t 110 l bii tft hat tionense.
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GRAHAM. What are people arguing about when they argue about
detente? They are arguing about something.

MORGENTHAU. They do not argue about anything real.
Sch MAIL The new hard line the Russians ha.,--t taken with Carter;

if that is not a questioning of detente, or a threat to it, what is It ?
MOROENTIIAU. The Russians are reacting to the rhetoric about

human rights. For us, human rights are one moral postulee among
other postulates. But what we call a denial of human rights is a
cornerstone of the Russian political and moral system. According
tt, the official doctrine of the Soviet Union, the government is the
direct succe&sor of Lenin and Marx. In consequence, it has a monopoly
on ruth and virtue. Anybody who questions that monopoly must
be out of his mind and ought to be sent to an insane asylum.

There is perfect logic in this. When you argue with a Russian about
freedom of the press, for instance, he tells you that genuine freedom
of the press exists only in the Soviet Union, because only the Soviet
Union allows the truth to be printed. Pravda means truth. And in
capitalistic countries, with their freedom of the press, the press, says
the Russian, is free to print lies. Which is morally superior?

So, here is a situation in which our conception of human rights
comes smack up against the Rumian conception which is entirely
different. There is no dialogue. We are not talking about the same
moral issues. We are starting from opposite and irreconcilable
assumptions.

Further, the Russians consider our defense of human rights to be the
beginning of the overthrow of the government of the Soviet Union.
Their own weakness has led them to fear, in an almost paranoid way,
the attempt of the West, first to encircle the Soviet Union under
Stalin, and now to overthrow the government of the Soviet Union.

SCHWAB. If they are almost paranoid about their protection of
human non-rights, on the mw hand. and do not dare violate detente
on the other, they, too, are in a vise,

MORORNTHAI'. On the one hand, in view of the structure of inter-
national relations, one defends one's interests, if need be by force.
On the other hand, one realizes that the use of force in the relations
between the United States and the Soviet Union means the destruc-
tion of both.We are in the same dilemma as they.

SCHWAB. So, what are they going to do about it ? They are in it t00.
MORGENTHAt'. Tlwre is no answer to that dilemma, because the

dilemma is a result of the conjunction of the availability of nuclear
weapons with the struvture of intermitional relations, based upon
the sovereign equality of our nat ions.

C. HERMAN Parrciirtv ( Professor Emeritus of Political Science,
University of California at Santa Barbara). Your earlier remarks
about cultural deficiencies in developing nations, and now the sug-
mistion of our own cultural deficiencies along with those of the Soviet
Unionif we put this all together, does that lend us to laissez-faire
nationalism ? Are von saying we cannot cope with these problems?

MowENTIIAt-. We must recognize that. we live in a pluralistic uni-
verse. There are all kinds of cultures, smile of which we don't like, some
of which we detest. This is a condition of existence over which we have
no control. The Present Administration's attempt to exert control is

4, I
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futile. From time to time, we should express our allegiance to human
rights. But to make this, as the Secretary of State has said, the center
of our foreign policy seems to me absurd. It cannot be the center of
any policy. It is not a policy. It is a moral declaration.

The point I was making when I referred to cultural deficiencies Was
that the backwardness of a great number of so-called Third Worldna-
t low; is not the resit lt of imperialistic machinations, or natural deficien-
cies, but of a culture whieh is so different from Western culture tad
it cannot possibly produce the same kind of capitalism or techno-
logical society our culture has produced.

ParrenErr. And ours produced Nrietmun.
MoMIENTII.W. 1 wouldn't, well, in a sense, you can sa3r that, sure.
LAURENCE I. IIEwEs, Jr. ((1enter Associate). I have been following

the V.S. foreign aid program ; and it Seems to me that it has been an ad-
venture in going from reality to unreality. We began the Marshall
Plan, the reconstruction of Europe, and it worked fairly well. We
shipped over our technology and capital goods, and the response in
Western Europe was positive. So we assumed that we could use the
slime teehnology in places like India and Indonesia. We have never
l)eell able to reconcile the fact that we succeeded in one place and failed
in the other. Yet it wasn't always complete failure. We did put a lot
of money into South Korea. Whether tlett was for moral or some less
admirable reasons. the effect has been to create the material conditions
for growth in the ordinary economie meaning of the term. But we
don't know why our ahl works in sonic places and not in others.

lbautvvrilAy. I think we know why the Marshall Plan succeeded
and why most of our foreign aid programs did not succeed. The Mar-
shall Plan was a blood transfusion for a temporarily disarrayed,
highly developed, modern industrial society. That is an entirely differ-
ent situation than trying to create out of nothing a modern industrial
:ociety in Int lonesia, let us say. If you put enough money into a par-
t icular pinre, yon do get. results. West Berlin is an example. We wanted
to create a showplace of Western capitalism, in contrast to the drab-
ness a m I hack w a rd wss of Con vault ism in East Germany. We succeeded
temporarily. At tile Iliollabat We an. no longer succeeding.

GRA ItAm. You re ferret I earlier to the arms control argument in the
Vnited States. Aml we tio have a good argument between those who
ready do not lxklieve in arms control and those who do. That argu-
:tient focused a rotnit I Pa iii Warlike at the time of his nomination as
Ii rect or of the Arms ( 'ontrol and Disarmament Agency and those op-
lotsed to him, Senator I Icnry Jackson and others. You used the phrase
"nitlically different.- and I understood you to mean or imply that those
NV110 :in' Viv:n1A/II. American oppooents (>f arms control have a radically
di fferclit conception than those who have tra(Iitionally manned the
1 )coa !man or I )clen-c and made Inulgetary decision. I don't see them
a ha v radically. different compptions.

at, N TII 1'. Tlie term "rad ica liv di fferent conception" concerns the
nat mmci Of t arm, competition. For people like Paul Nitze and Sen-
ator Jackson. there is no qualitative difference between conventional

Ild Imilcle:Ir weapons. A. (kneral Curt is Lel; .y once put it, a nuclear
bomb N anotlict bomb. Of course. Nitze is much more sophisticated
t t Icit. But e.,entjally he would say there is a continuation between
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the most powerful conventional TNT bomb and, lets says, a tacticalnuclear weapon. You can use either one as you see fit.According to the other school of thought, to which I adhere, there isa quantitative, unprecedented difference between a nuclear weapon anda conventional weapon. This difference must be reflected in the policiesone pursues and advocates. When you deal with conventional weaponry,you are operating in a military economy of scarcity. There are alwaysmore targets presented than there are weapons available. For this rea-son, it is perfectly legitimate to embark upon a conventional arms race.The more machine guns you have, the more howitzers you have, themore airplanes you have, the better off you are against a potentialenemy.
But when you deal with nuclear weapons, you are operating withina military economy of plenty. Your destructive power transcends byfar any possible targets you can imagine. According to one estimate,the United States has, in the form of nuclear warheads, the equivalentof two tons of TNT for each man, women, and child living on thisearth. Or take the twenty-five-megaton warheads the Russians have.These are so powerful that, according to the estimate of the AtomicEnergy Commission one such device eploded at a certain height overChicago will kill people walking in the streets of Buffalo. We bothhave absolutely unimaginable destructive power. This being the case,the accumulation of weaponsperfectly rational as applied to con-ventional armsis utterly irrational when applied to nuclear weapons.Furthermore, the distinction between victory and defeat becomesirrelevant in a nuclear context. Both belligerents will suffer fatal dam-age in a nuclear exchange.
As far as disarmament is concerned, that has proven to be impossiblewith regard to conventional weapons. The attempt to disarm wasstarted right after the Napoleonic Wars, with Russia suggesting it toGreat Britain in 1S1s, if I am not mistaken. All such attempts failed,

with the exception of the disarmament on the Great Lakes and, tempo-rarily, the Wtishington treaty for naval disarmament in 1922. Gener-ally, all disarmament efforts have failed because the conventional armscompetition is a nwre function of the competition and struggle forpower between mitions. But when it comes to nuclear weapons, dis-armament is perfectly possibole because of the enormous destructivenessof nuclear weapons, so that very quickly you reach a plateau of optimalnuclear power, beyond which it is irrelevant to go.
GRAIL% m. You are saying disarmament. I do not. hear anyone, argu-ing very much for disarmament. They are arguing for arms control.But in an arms-cimtrolled world we would have an enormous nuclearcapacity and might well use it, and I don't see Paul Warnke ques-tioning that.
MIMIENTIIAU. You have to take one step at a time. Considering what

you are up against, you are not going to show all your cards at once. Ithink Warnke would probably agree.with me, but he is wise enough,as a political actor, not to say everything heknows, especially when heis being questioned by it congressional committee.
ClitAttAm. And Curtis Why agrees with you, doesn't he, that any-body who talks arms control is secretly a disarmament person ?
MottoEN"rmtic. That is correct.
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SCHWAB. You say that, given the existence of nuclear weapons, dis-
armament is possible. Doesn't that overlook the reality of Pentagont
here and in Russiainterested only in the aggrandizement of their
budgets and their size'? The continued aggrandizement of nuclear
power is currently the substitute for war as a means for overcoming
recessions and depressions.

MottoENTILw. This is, in a sense, comet, but only because people do
not. understand the distinction I make between conventional and nu-
clear weapons; or they understand it, but do not put it into practice.
One of my best students became a leading official- of the Central In-
telligence Agency. and he had to brief the Joint Chiefs of Staff about
what we are discussing here. He told me that whenever he discussed
with General Earle Wheeler the difference between nuclear and con-
ventional war, the general said that, of course he recognized the.dis-
t inct ion. But my former student never saw a trace of that recognition
in the position papers with General Wheeler's signature. There is a
cultural gap bctween what we here around this table can understand
thecretically and what the actor on the political or military stage can
transform into reality. There is simply a non sequitur.

11-cDoNALo. A few months after he was defeated in the 1976 Presi-
dential campaign, Gerald Ford said in a University of Michigan speech
that. there were some things he would have done differently on disarm-
ament. but that he could not do so because of forces in the Pentagon
and the 1)epartment of Defense. To what extent can President Carter,
or any President, succeed in any policy to which the Pentagon is fun-
damentally opposed?

MOROENTHAU. That b a different question. I can only discuss these
matters in rational terms, that is, in terms of what should be done,
and what can be done, on the assumption that everybody acts ration-
ally. That there are forces which think and act irrationally is some-thing one really cannot take into account theoretically. You can takeit into account only when you are dealing with those problems in
pructire.

MeDoNALD. How would you have solved Gerald Ford's practical
problem I

MoatiENTilau. Yon can solve it only by creating a counterforce, onebased Oil a rational undeNtandingof the issues.
Mrpox.mo. A President would have to try to shape a different kindof public opinion ?
MoimENTILtu. And also private opinion, the opinion of the policy-makers and of the opinion-makers themselves. I have found more sym-pathy for my position among the military than I have in certain civil-

inn circles.
F.tnt MAN-. Yetto cumin back to Mr. Schwab's pointyou have saidthat when your student tried to explain a basic distinetion to General

Wheeler. the Pentagt Hi was nt able to grasp it.
MtuatEsTil At'. lie was able to grasp it and the people in the Pentagon

art' able to grasp it in t heory, kit t hey are unable to get away from the
nioeles of military thinking aml action that have been with us since thebeginning of history.

tlit.m.tm. In your writing you have always stressed the pernicious,
ness Wrungt !linking and bad ideas. But isn't it true that this dis-
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cussion here has revealed that institutional arrangements areapparently just as important in their consequences?
MOMENTUM% Institutions do, of course, play their part. But the

pull and drag of received ideas and customary action, the idea thatthis is the way wt have always done things, is extremely important.
The availability of nuclear weapons means we have to get away from
concepts that have been with us from the beginning of history. To
convince a general that victory is not acceptable, that it is not even apoible aim of warfare, is a task of great magnitude. General Douglas
MacArthur said tthere was no substitute for victory. But there is asubstitute for victory when you understand this.

Gsminzd. General George J. Keegan, Jr., was here a few months
ago, and assured us that the intentions of the Soviet Union are dis-
cernible from information secured by overflight, by photographs, and
by I don't know what all. From the array of Soviet forces and how
they are disposed tactically, Keegan reads the Soviet intentions as ag-
gressive, likely to be triggered at any time.

MORGENTHMI. Anybody who believes that must also believe that the
Russians have taken leave of their senses. The United States has an
inviolate sea-borne nuclear deterrent. Let us suppose that the Russians
can destroy everything on land, but we are going to smash them to
pieces with hundreds of megaton warheads in our submarines.

GRAHAM. Keegan argued that the Russians have a massive civil de-
fense program, that they are ready to take whole cities underground.

MOMENTUM'. T hat is nonsense.
SCHWAB. They could not come back up again for several thousand

years.
MOROENTI1M7. They do have a civil defense program to protect their

political cadre so that their political regime can continue. .And certain
categories of peoph---say the managers of their plantswould be pro-
tected for a particular purpose. But the idea that they can put two
hundred million Russians beneath the surface and let them be there is
nonsense. Another thing that makes nonsense of any civilian defense
effort in a nuclear war is that there will be tens of millions of casual-
ties. None of our clever technocrats, I Ierman Kahn included, have ever
considered the situation that will exist when the survivors emerge from
their holes and are surrounded by tens of millions of corpses. Are they
saying that that will have no psychological or physical effect ? What
about epidenlics? What about. the cadre of undertakers which they
must also put underground so that they can dispose of the corpses?

SCHWAB. Meanwhile, radioactivity will kill them off as . . .
MoituENTii.ty. The whole idea that you can make a kind of clean

division between the uncontaminated individuals who are under-
ground and the others who are dead or dying above ground is some-
thing out of Alice in Wonderland. It is plain silly. But my point isthat the fart that it is silly obviously does not prevent its being em-braced. Look at the military strategy during the First World War.
It was sheer madness to kill off the youth of Europe on both sides for
nothing. Stalin made this point to Lady Astor. When she asked him
how many people had been killed in the collectivization of agriculture
in Russia, Stalin Ilidn't answer, but he asked, "Ilow many people were
killed in the First World Warr Lady Astor said, "Seven million
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people." And Stalin answered, "Seven million people killed for
not hing."

So, you see, one must be careful not to dismiss absurd propositions
simply because they are absurd. Lots of them have been believed and
have been put into practice.

WILLIAM GORMAN (Center Associate). That would apply to the
proposition that the Soviets intend to initiate a nuclear war.

MOROENTHAU. Surely.
GORMAN. So, you cannot have it taith ways. One of your themes

is the degree of irrationality that can enter history. So, you have to
accept the possibilityagainst your pointsthat the Russians, too,
might behave irrationally and embrace the absurd as far as a nuclear
war is concerned.

MOROENTHAU. One is reduced to prayer.
GORMAN. Um willing to join in that.
ARNOW M. PAUL ( Attorney ; Lecturer in Constitutional History,

University of Californ:a at Santa Barbara). What I get from your
presentation, Professor lorgenthau, is that the very hard, intractable
questions raised by Sorin.n Cousins back in 1945 are stir with us; that
we have made no progress in answering them; that, in fat', the over-all
world situation has worsened because of the nature of the nuclear
constituency and nuclear weapons; and that we are sidetracked and
bemused by other aspects of national foreign policy, including what
you have described as a dilettantish quest for human rights through-
out the world, a quest which you say disregards cultural differences,
and by the belief that dkente means anything other than restraint
front the use of nuclear weapons. Also you hold that the real test of a
rational foreign policy today is the degree to which one mobilizes
opinion and opinion-makers for the reduction and ultimate elimina-
t ion of nuclear arms. Is that a fair statement

MOROENTHAU. I would not say elimination, because I do not think
that is possible. The stakes are too high. Let me suppose that both sides
agreed to the elimination of nuclear weapons, and that one side cheats
by kreping five. That would make it the master of the world.

GRAHAM. But that is General Keegan's argument. And that argu-
ment logically leads you to keep adding new weapons on top of the
old, as long as they are better than those being added by the other
side to their stockpile.

lf( 7nEvritAu. I don't see why that follows logically.
PA..... Internationalization of control and inspection might be the

answer.
MOROENTHAU. Until 1968, we had a situation in which one missile

equaled one nuclear warhead. You could photograph, from space
satellites, every single missile every day in the Soviet Union. And we
do that, of eouNe. But now that multiple warheads have been put on
tie missiles, we can no longer be sure how many warheads there are.
One missile may equal fifteen warheads, an enormous difference, one
too great to reconcile yourself to. And then the problem of verification
becomes extremely difficult, if it is solvable at all. So, I am pessimistic
about genuine disarinanwnt, or even genuine arms control, because of
the verification problem. How do you verify the incidence of cruise
missiles, the nature of cruise missiies The question is, how many of
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these MIRVsmultiple independently targeted re-entry vehiclesdoes the other side have? Are they staying within the Vladivostoklimits? Or will they go beyond them If you don't know, you willreassure yourself by adding some extra ones for yourself. The otherside will do the same. Am then have a subterranean nuclear armsrace.
MCDONALD You have saki that the appearance of nuclear weaponryshould make a qualitative difference in military strategy and militarythinking. Would you go a step further and say it should also have aneffect onthough apparently it hasn't yetpolitical thinking aboutinternational relations? Is Realpolitik now the world-law and- world-federation approach, rather than traditional nation-state concepts ofand approach to foreign policy I
MORGENTHATJ. I have made the point for more than twenty-fiveyears that the nation-state, as the principle of political organization,has become obsolete. It has, been rendered obsolete, not only-by nucleartechnology, but also by the technology of transportation andcommunications.
GRAHAM. You do not say this out of any idealism about the humanfamily V It comes out of some more realistic assessment
MORGENTHAU. I don't quite see the distinction. To begin with, think-ing about foreign policy is motivated by a humanitarian concern :how to preserve humanity, how to prevent a third world war.GORMAN. In your opening remarks you said that the United Statesis not responsible for conditions in the Third World. But it seems tome unrealistic to deny that, however you use the term "responsibility"regarding the Third World, we must develop some policy in terms ofwhat you have just said, humanitarianism.
MORGENTHAU. But I come back to the principle of Roman law, ultravireo nemo obligator, beyond his powers nobody is obligated. TheUnited States is not powerful enough, not wise enough, not rich enoughto transform the world in the image of a happiness that is peculiar tothe United States and that may not be shared by other cultures tobegin with.
For instance, there is an ethnocentric fallacy in the concept of for-eign aid which is that. what we in the United States regard as the ul-timate .in happiness is bound to be so regarded also by the rest ofhumanity, and that if we would just. bring our technological civiliza-tion to the rest of the world, we will have rendered a great service tomankind.
GORMAN. It is too easy in this exchange for you to imply that I amrecommending as a policy something that would be that silly.
MORCIF.NTHAti. I am not implying anything of the kind.GORMAN. You quoted this Roman saying. Obviously a decent re-sponse to the misery that exists in a large part. of the world must obeywhatever good sense is in that. maximum, which is: don't try to dosomething you can't succeed at, it will only mess things up. That isobviGus. Further, one must not fail to notice that there are seriouscultural and historical differences between America and other nationsin the world. But, duly sensitive to all of those things, the questionremairm What do we do?
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THE Fury= Or AMERICA'S FOREIGN POLICY*

Two days ago this nation joyfully and 'confidently celebrated its
200th birthday. And in a little less than 4 months our people will go to
the polls to elect a President and begin charting our course through our
t hirsi century.

No two events more vividly symbolize our contemporary challene
its hope and its promise. For 200 years we struggle to build a natit n
from a wilderness, a sanctuary for the oppressed, and a home for all
those who love liberty and believe in man's right to govern himself.
And during those 200 years. despite occassional setbacks and mistakes,
we have succeeded in vindicating the dreams of the great men who
came together in Philadelphia to proclaim a new nation. At home we
have created a society more free, just, and prosperous than any other
on earth. And abroad no nation has done more to defend peace, pro-
mote prosperity, feed the hungry, heal the sick, spread knowledge,
welcome refugees from tyranny, and champion the rights of man.

The past gives perspective to our endeavors, pride in where we are,
and hope for what we may become. But the future, as always, depends
on choices which now are ours to make.

Much will be said in the months between now and November about
the state of our nation. Some of it will make sense; some will not. Some
of it will reflect reality; some of it will notbut rather the desire to
create a temporary mood or t o capitalize on it. Let us recall that 4 years
ago we were told by some that we had become a nation of potential war
criminals, that our military establishment had passed the bounds of
reason and was out of control, that our foreign policy aggressively in-
vited conflict., and that we were neglecting the needs of our people.
That was not, true then. It is not true now.

Today we are told that we have let our military position slip to the
point that we are second-rate, that we are being pushed around and
that our government is resigned to seeking the best. available terms.
That also is not true, and the American people know It. They know we
remain far and away the strongest nation in the world. They know
that. America's dedication to peaee and progress is essential to the
wovld's security and well-being. They have learned painfully long ago
tint mil,tary conflict abroad threatens Anwrican lives; more recently
they have seen lam global economic conflict can threaten American
jobs and well-being. With our defense shield the core of the security of
free countries, with our economy representing a third of the gross na-
tional product of the ont ire free world, our actions and the confidence
of these nations who depend on us are crucial for the prospects of all
free peoples. We must avoid a complacency that is unworthy of our
challenges. But equally we must resist a rhetoric of impotence which
d 54111 lets friends and emboldens adversaries.

'Telt of a speech by Secretary Henry A. Klatiinger before the Chicago Council on Foreign
lielationN and the Mld-America Comm Hee, July O. 1976. Department of State Bulletin. v.
75. Aug. 2, 1976 : 149 157.

(22)
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THE COLLABORATION OP THE DEMOCRACIES

The collaboration of the industrial democracies of Western Europe,
North America, and Japan has been the central core of America's for-
eign relations throughout the postwar period. It remains the principal
focus of our foreign policy today. And it has been constantly strength-
ened in recent years.

The intensity, regularity, and scope of the permanent dialogue
among the industrial democracies can scarcely be exaggerated. Presi-
dent Ford since he has been in office has conferred with the leaders of
our NATO and Japanese allies at four Summit meetings and ovsr 60
Individual meetings, abroad or in Washington. I have met with For-
eign Ministers or heads of government of the inlustrial democracies
over 200 times since I have been Secretary of State, including over 100
times with hsulers of the major nations represented at the Puerto Rico
Summit. This solidarity is a record unmatched by any other groupof independent nations. For many years there have been no major dis-
putes between America and our allies; today there are no significant
differences in approach or policy. The re!ations among the industrial
tlemocracies have not been as close in many decadesand are far closer
than they were 10 years ago.

Of course, frequency of consultation is not enough. We must nevercease to keep our alliances relevant to current conditions. Our allianceswere formed a generation ago to stave off C0111/11011 dangers: the threat
of Communist aggression, and the fear of economic collapse. Thesegoals have been substantially achieved.

Our economies are the most prosperous on earth ; we comprise 65
percent of the world gross national product and 70 percent ef its trade.
Onr technology. managerial skill, and productive dynassism haveproven to be indispensable to all nations that seek to develop their
eonomie. and improve the lot of their citizens. The developing cowl-

tries null 1 hi' SOCI7111St countries. despite their habitual denunciation
(if the free imirket system, now recognize that they must turn to the
inditst vial deinoerue ies for t rade and assistance in impmving their owneconomies.

We confront the agemla before ns with contkknce and aware that
our cohesion which has hrottglI us this far remains crucial to all thatwo do:

We must maintain Oil I common security in changed circumstances.
For most of the postwar period we relied on strategic forces for bothdeterrence 111111 defense. 'ha la v, hp numbers and destructive power ofnuclear weapons tend to produce a strategic stalemate. Challenges be-low the strategic nuclear level become more dangerous; forces for re-gional delenselaml, sea, and airtherefore grow more important.
Our alliance forces must reflect these new realities and be strengthenedin crucial categories.

We must continue to coordinate Our economic strategies to encour-
age economic growth while emit rolling inflation. In II periot I of grow-ing economic interdependence. we cannot afford to have national eco-nomic policies working at cross-purposes.

We must develop joint approaehes to relations W it h the developing
nations. Almost all development in thy world today gains its impetus
from the industrial democracies. There is no reason for defensiveness.
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vision of a better world and with a full sense of responsibility toward
the awful cataclysm of nuclear war. We must avoid both a sentimen-
tality that would substitute good will for strength, and mock tough-
ness that would substitute posturing for a clear perception of our
interests. We will maintain the balance of power, but we will also
recognize that peace, to be lasting, must rest upon more than a balance
of terror constantly contested. Specifically :

We will continue to seek a fair and reliable agreement on strategic
anns limitation because this is in our interest and the interest of the
world peace. The President will not hesistate to sign an agreement that
protects our national interests and those of our allies. But he will
never agree simply for the sake of agreement or run risks with our
national security.

We will continue, together with our allies, to seek negotiated solu-
tions to East-West political problems in order to diminish the risks
of confrontation.

We will continue to develop cooperative ties on the basis of reciproc-
ity to foster responsible international behavior and a mutual interest in
better political relations.

It goes without saying that a reduction of tensions requires an equiv-
alence of obligations and commitments:

Agreements reached must be balanced and reliable; they must be
complied strictly both as to their letter and their spirit.

There must be consistent patterns of behavior in different parts of
the world. We will not permit the relaxation of tensions to be prac-
ticed selectively. We cannot accept insistence on restraint on strategic
arms or in Central Europe while tensions are exacerbated in other
parts of the world in the name of national liberation or proletarian
internationalism.

There must be tolerable definitions of ideological rivalry. We do
not fear ideological competition; indeed, we assume it. We have every
reason for confidence in the power of the idea of freedom. But we can-
not agree that ideology alone is involved when Soviet military power
is exerted in remote areas or when ideology is invoked so that regional
or local instabilities can be exploited.

The relaxation of tensions must not become a subterfuge to play
allies off against each other. Allied cohesion insures that relaxation
of tensions is broadly based ; division and competition among us would
only dissipate our advantages and open up opportunities for
adversaries.

In Europe the rein xat ion of tensions must apply to the Eastern aswell as Western half of the continent. There should be no room for
misconceptions about American policy :

We are determined to deal with Eastern Europe on the basis of
the sovereignty and independence of each of its countries. We recog-
nize no spheres of influence and no pretentious to hegemony.

For this reason we will continue to develop our bilateral ties in eco-
nomic and other fields with the nations of Eastern Europe, and encour-
age similar efforts on the part of our Western European allies.

We will continually seek improvements in the basic conditions of
human life in Eastern Europein terms of emigration, unification of
families, freer flow of information, increased travel, and economic
interchange.
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Improving relations between East and West is a long-term process.
We pursue it on the basis of our purposes and our ideals. We will never
slackt,n the quest for peace.

We can only benefit from the challenge of peaceful competition. No-
where have the industrial democracies suffered setbacks because of lack
of strength. Without exception the problems have been internal; they
are therefore within our power to remedy.

We must not so bemuse ourselves with rhetoric that we forget that
in every category of relevant power the democracies have the means to
preserve and foster their objectives. We need only to stay together and
stay the course.

In the military field we have the strength to defend our interests.
In the economic area our performance has been overwhelmingly su-
perior. In the ideological competition it is not our nations but the East
that has shown fear of the power of freedom. The winds of change are
blowing from the West. If we act with wisdom and unity the free na-
tions have it in their power to leave their children a safer and more
hopeful world than the one we found.

THE E EMU Nt STRUCTURE )1.' A GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Within the past decade, and part icularly over the past several years,
a new dimensitm o f int ernat Iona! affairs has moved to center stage :
the relat ions between the Nort kern and Southern Hemispheres.

For the first time in history the international system has become
t ruly global. I >ecolonizat ion and the expansion of the world economy
have given birth to scores of new centers of power and initiative. The
globe's security and prosperity have become more and more indivisible.

Yet in a world of over 150 sovereign nations, ninny of which have
only recently achieved indepemlence, progress toward understanding
of our common dest iny has been !mit ing and uneasv. Too ninny nations
st ill seek to extort what is meaningful only if freely offered. Attempts
nt economic warfare, awl sterile disputes between the industrial and
developing nations, have been all too eharacteristic of international
conferences. Such tactics overlook some basic realit ies :

Development is an arduous and long-term process, not susceptible
tl) quick or easy solut ions. It requires great efforts to bring about social
ciit nge -above all by the gleyeloping countries themselves.

f there is to lw any lupe of development, the new nations need the
sustained help of the industrial democracies. Tlw Communist countries
have been, to all pract ical purposes, irrelevant to this process and
clearly unwilling to assist it.

A. serious de velopment effort milli I res cooperat ion. Confrontation and
art ificial voting majorit irs destroy the psThological basis for a sus-
tained relationship. Parliamentary victories in international forums
prove empty if they are not followed by the willing implementation of
the minority.

The United States has a vital stake in the health of the world eco-
nomic system. We need only recall t he oil embargo of 1973 to know that
inteulepentlence is more than a slogan. 'that event .helped to produce
the worst inflation as well as the most severe recession of the postwar
period. The priee awl supply of energy and raw materials, the condi-
t anis of t ratio and invest ment, the prot ect ion of the environment, the
use of the oceans and spacethese are all issues on which American

4



jobs and livelihood and progress depend. And we know as well that nostructure of international relations can be durable if the world remains
divided between the rich and the poor, the privileged and the oppressed,
the hopeful and the despairing.

We have offered our cooperation in our own interest and in the hope
that it will help build a better world. But we insist that others meet usin the same spirit. We will not submit to blackmail or to pressure.
We will resist hostile resolutions and unworkable proposals. Artificial
majorities and claims to a monopoly on morality in world forums will
only undermine public support here and in the other industrial de-
mocraciesthe only nations capable of contributing effectively to
development.

The task is to build consensus based on mutual respect and self-
interest. Only in this way can we encourage realistic methods of inter-
national collaboration and lay the foundation for a cooperative inter-
national economy.

To this end the United States has in the last few years assumed a
role of leadership. We lutve offered comprehensive initiatives in such
areas as energy, food, trade. finance, commodities, technology trans-fer, and the special problems of the poorest countries. We have done
so in many international forums: at the Seventh Special Session of the
U.N. General Assembly last September; at the Paris Conference on
International Economic Cooperation in Dcember; at the Jamaica
Conference on world monetary issues in January; at the 17.N. Confer-
ence on Trade and Development in Nairobi this spring [May, 1976.1.
Progress has been acliieved on many of our proposals; many new insti-
tutions and vehicles of cooperation are already underway.

'Thus, just as we seek to move beyond a balance of power in East-
West relations, o we are seeking long-term cooperation in North-
South relations with a view to bnihling a genuine world community.

in this enterprise then. is no !now illiportallt play(' to start than in
our own hemisphere. It' we aro to build a stable, prosperous, and just
world structure, we will need the firm foundations of close bonds with
our friend?: in Latin America.

Our traditional special relationship in the hemisidiere antedates our
coopenition wiih other regions of the developing world. We sham
unique experiences in the Americasthe exploration and development
of neW VOW inent-., the forgoing of natimis free from colonial domina-
tion, the development of unique hun,an and moral ideals. We have
shaped Lemocratie institutions and spurred economic growth, con-
seious that we benefited greatly from our relationship with each other.
We have long held a common interest in shielding our hemisphere
from the intrusion of others. We have led the world in building inter-
national orgimizations to sei've our moperative endeavors for both
collective security aml reonomic progress.

The challenge we face today is that history --and haked the verygrowth and success we have achievedhave complicated onr relation-
ship. What used to be a simple perrept ion of hemispheric uniqueness.
and a sel f-conta Med exclusi ve relat ionship, have beeome enmeshed in
the wider concerns we all now have in the rest of the world.

The United States recognizes its global responsibility to maintain
the world balance of power, to help resolve the age-old politieal con-flicts that peace, and to help sluipe a new international
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Grder encompassing the interests and aspirations of the more than 150
nations that now comprise our planet.

At the same time, in the sixties and seventies Latin American na-
tions have become steadily more prosperous and self-confident. They
are now major factors in their own right on the world scene. Their
economics are among the most advanced of the developing world; in-
deed, they can be said to constitute a "middle class" among the nations
of the world, encouraging progress but with an increasing stake in
stability. They are inereasingly important in the global economy and
the world's political forums. And they have a growing sense of
solidarity with developing nations in Africa and Asia. Such global
involvement is inevitable; at the same time, it inevitably creates new
and conflicting 1ressures on traditional friendships.

The United States has sought to build a new framework in our
hemispheric relations which takes into account new realities without
sacrificing the precious advantage of our tradition of collaboration.

Most important, given the long period of neglect, real or perceived,
our sister republics in the Western Hemisphere now know that we care.
We have inaugurated a new dialogue based on equality and mutual
respect and on a recognition of sovereign independence. This dialogue
does not reflect demands by one side and defense of old patterns by the
other. On the basis of the new Latin American strength and self-
confidence we now deal with one another with a mutuality of regard
and understanding quite impossible a few years or even a decade ago.
There is a growing recognition that we have shared concerns as well
as different perspectives; that the nations of this hemisphere, where
men sought a haven from oppression, have an opportunity to begin a
ncw era of cooperation between industrially advanced and developing
countries.

In the past few years the United States has offered initiatives to deal
coherently with the catalogue of hemispheric issues: political, eco-
nomic, and moral. A milestone in this process came at the General
Assembly of the Organization of American States in Santiago last
month [June 7-10, 19761 where we presented a comprehensive series
of proposals:

To advance hemispheric cooperation for development, including
trade opportunities and access to contemporary technology;

To strengthen joint e ffo rts to deal with the issue of human rights
in the hemisphere; and

To modernize our inter-Ameiican system of political consulta-
tion.

The United States is demonstrating leadership on all these issues.
As a result, Latin American nations expressed their belief at San-
tiago that a new chapter in hemispheric relations is opening up. There
was a climate of candor, of friendship without. complexes, nod of com-
mon endeavor. Our initiatives no longer arise fears of paternalism or
domination, but are welcomed again by our sister republics as reflect-
ing mutual interests and our proper role.

We believe that. we have inaugurated a new era of inter-American
cooperation based on equality and mutual benefit. And we believe, too,
that this can serve Hs a bridge between developed and developing na-
tions everywhere and as an example for the world community.

3 6
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Al =ROA AND THE WORLD

The world has entered a new era. We live in a time marked by change
and uncertainty; our age cries out for new patterns of order and new
efforts to better the human condition. The challenges of peace and prog-
ress andjustice require sustained and devoted effort from the respon-
sible nations of the world, and a permanent role of leadership by the
United States.

The ITnited States has faced challenge before. No other people could
have celebrated its birthday so joyfully or with such optimism about
its future. America has always stood for something beyond its
own physical strength. The heritage we have celebrated this week is
a vision.of mankind's most glorious ideals: the equality of all peoples
and individuals; the right to life, I il wrty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Only in our free countries where these principles are secure do they
sometnnes seem platitudes; to a world in which the majority of man-
kind lives without them they are the burning issues of our time.

America's success has come from its blend of pragmatism and ideal-
ism. Our pragmatic tradition has helped us confront reality, neither
blinded by dogma nor daunted by challenge. Our idealism has given
us not only principles to defend, but the conviction and courage to
defend them. In today's world of complexity, we need more than ever
a moral compass to steer by, a sense of conviction that enables us to
persevere through the stages of the attainable toward the ideal which
will always be beyond.

The world no longer offers us the snnplicity of detachment or tem-
porary applications of overwhelming power. In a world of interde-
pendence, of unending challenge, and of diversity we must recognize
our permanent involvement. Nor do we hal reason for apology o!.
hesitation. We remain the most powerful nation on earth. And there is
much to accomplish together with the other industrial democracies
ItS long as we offer the leadership for which all free nations long. And
other nations will join us in collaborative endeavors if they see us
the world's most powerful nationoffering leadeNhip.

So it is time to put an end to our domestic divisions, for they are
the prineipal obstacle to the full realization of our opportunities. We
have eonsumed too much of our substance in domestic strife; we run
the risk that in pursuit of such self-absorption we will lower our sights.

great aehievements were dreams before they were realities.. The
truly c rent iv e act ions do not grow out of fine calculations of expediency
and technical analyses. They require a vision which draws men to far
horizons.

Almost 70 years ago Winston Churchill. with that blend of opti-
mism and humanity that so set him apart front lesser men. deseribed
onr contemporary challenge:

"What is the use of living. if it be not to strive for noble causes and
to make this muddled world a better place for those wbo will live in
it after we are gone ? Ib)w else ean we inn ourselves iii harmonious
relation with the great verities and consolations of the infinite and the
eternal ? And I avow my faith that we are marching towards better
days . "

So let us avow our faith that we are marching toward better days.
And throngh that act America, with its vast strength, its optimism and
idealism, car make a decisive contribution to a world of peace, prog-
ress, and justice.



CHAPTER 4

The World EconomyManaging
Interdependence

rROM THE EARLY 1950* THROUGH THE LATE 19601, growing
economic interdependence provided the major impetus toward sus-

tained, rapid growth in the world economy. Just 10 yean ago, in his last
Economic Report, President Johnson wrote:

In the past two decades, enormous progress has been made in building
a closely knit international economy. Remarkabk growth in the volume
of international commerce has gone hand in hand with sustained world
prosperity; each has contributed to the other. At times, deep and obvious
strains in the International monetary system have imperiled this progress,
but these financial difficulties have been weathered without a serious set-
back in economic growth or world trade.

Much has changed throughout the last decade. In some areas the momen-
tum of the 1960s has continued : an ever-growing share of world produc-
tion is devoted to international trade. Financial markets have become more
integrated internationally and have adapted to the task of recycling
unprecedented flows of funds from surplus to deficit countries. For a few
countries of the Third World and the douthern tier of Europe, rapid export
rowthand particularly the shift in the composition of exports toward
manufactured goodshave occasioned rapid rises in income growth and
production.

There have also been fundamental changes in the international economic
system. The most dramatic change, of course, was the breakdown of the
Bretton Woods system of pegged exchange rates, and its replacement by a
system of market-determined flexible exchange rates. This change has, by and
large, helped the world economy to adjust to the severe problems confronting
it in the past 5 yearsthe rise in oil prices and the poor harvests of 1973-74,
the subsequent serious recession, persistently high and divergent rates of
inflation in most industrial countries, and the hesitant economic recovery
outside the United States.

The evolution of the floating rate regime has given individual countries
more elbow room for steering their economies in different directions. The
extent of independence, however, is limited and the need for some coordina-

*Chapter 4 of the Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers from : U.S. Presi-
dent, 1977 (Carter). Economic Report of the President Transmitted to Congreu
January 1979 together with the Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers,
Washington. U.S. Uovt. Print. Olt. 1979. p. 135-162, 305.
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tion of economic policies remains. Indeed, to some extent the major lesson
of 1977 and 1978 is that policy divergences produce severe strains: the rapid
expansion in the United States relative to other major industrial countries
triggered a large and potentially destabilizing depreciation of the dollar
during 1978. The the in U.S. inflation and the depreciation of the dollar
led the United States to implement a policy of monetary and fiscal restraint,
in coordination with a cooperative action to deal with exchange-market
disturbances.

A second major change from the picture 10 years agoand one which
has been appreciated only slowlyis the pronounced decline in growth
dynamism of the industrial world. Growth of potential output has been
retarded, but growth of actual output has fallen even further. Aggregate
riemand has been sluggish throughout the industrial world outside of the
United States since 1973. Weak investment and cautious consumers gen-
erally slowed private demand. Yet the need to reduce inflation and the large
external and public deficits made policy makers cautious. As a result, the
overall growth in the countries making up the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) slowed to an average of 3.0 per-
cent over the 1973-78 period, compared to 4.9 percent in the preceding
decade.

The reasons for the slowdown of potential output are not fully evident.
The slowin of investment virtually everywhere has resulted in an aging
capital stock. The growth of trade has slowed, and the earlier economic gains
from economic integration have not been repeated. In many countries the
hidden unemployment in agriculture has largely disappeared, leaving little
of the productivity bonus that accompanies a declining primary sector.
Clearly the sharp rise in the cost of energy has led to some costly substitution.
To a lesser extent, generally higher and more volatile commodity prices may
have retarded some productive sectors.

Finally, both actual and potential output growth has probably been re-
strained because of new views concerning the value of change and economic
growth. Occasionally, a new spirit of "preservationism" has created pressures
to protect the existing structure of jobs and wages and bolster weak sectors.
In part, this spirit is a reaction to acute problems in key industries: excess
capacity in steel, shipbuilding, and textiles, for example, burdens many
economies. But a more cautious attitude has also increased the difficulties of
shifting resources from declining to expanding sectors. Preservationist pres-
sures encourage protectionist trade measures or internal subsidies that could
make the world economy even less dynamic and more prone to inflation.
The adventurous spirit that once characterized much industrial activity and
is vital to rapid structural and economic change may have been suppressed
at least temporarily by the uncertainties of the recent past.

Managing interdependence today is a major challenge. We have been
through a period in which--in contrast to the robust postwar expansion
growth potential has declined and inflationary pressures have increased. To
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some extent these conditions may prevail for a number of years. In the past,
numerous structural factors favored rapid expansion and rising productivity:
relative commodity and energy prices fell, trade barriers were lowered, new
technologies came in quickly, and economies of scale were realized. These
favorable factors have been w.-akened or reversed. The challenge to policy.
at home and abroadis twofold: to steer our economies safely through
these more hazardous waters and to create conditions that favor sustained
economic growth. Improved international coordination of domestic policies
will be essential to accomplish both of these tasks.

THE GLOBAL ECONOMY: DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS

In many ways 1978 can be seen as a year of transition for industrial coun-
tries. Here in the United States economic growth began to slow after a
strong recovery earlier. In the other major industrial countries, where re-
covery had been hesitant, growth accelerated somewhat, though not enough'
to reduce excess capacity substantially or to prevent a continued upward
drift in unemployment (Chart 9)..

The inflation rate accelerated in the United States. In most other indus-
trial countries, inflation rates, which on average exceeded those in the
United States during 1974-77, continued to decline. As a result, the rate
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of inflation in the United States in 1978 was higher than the average level
for the major foreign countries (Chart 10).

External positions also changed markedly during 1978. For the OECD
countries as a group the combined current account deficit declined sharply.
The deficit of the United States widened somewhat, but this was more than
offset by the large rise in the combined surplus of the other major countries,
especially Japan, and a marked decline in the combined deficit of the smaller
OECD members. Nevertheless as the year progressed there were increasing
indications that the major imbalance between the positions of the United
States and Japan was beginning to be reversed. Both the Japanese surplus
and the U.S. deficit were smaller in the second half of 1978 than in the first
half.

The year 1979 should see some correction in the cyclical divergence that
has arisen since the oil crisis. As shown in Table 31, the anticipated slowing
of growth in the United States is matched by an expected slight rise of
growth abroad. For the first time since 1975, growth abroad is likely to
exceed growth in the United States. ( It should be noted that the growth rates
presented here are year over year, rather than fourth quarter over fourth
quarter as generally presented elsewher . in this Report.)

Chart 10

Consumer Mice Inflation Rate in the
U.S. and Six Major Industrial Countries
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TAJILI 31.-Assual growth in seal GNP in the United States and other major
industrial countries, 1960-79
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Inflation rate differentials are also expected to narrow somewhat during
1979, in line with the anticipated slowing of inflation in the United States
and a possible increase in inflation in some foreign countries. Trade and
current account imbalances are expected to diminish further as a result of
the shift . relative growth and of the large exchange rate movements
during 1978.

GROWTH AND INFLATION

In the major foreign countries there was a modest rise in the growth of
gross national product (GNP) in 1978. Table 32 records the growth rates of
GNP during 1977 and 1978 for each of the major foreign countries and the
United States. Also included are two columns showing the average annual
growth of GNP prior to 1974 as well as the average rate of growth since then.

TABLI 32.-Annua1 grwth in real GNP in major industrial countries, 1960-78
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The final column shows the percentage difference between the actual
GNP in 1978 and the level of GNP that would havo existed in 1978 if growth
had proceeded after 1973 at its 1960-73 trend rate. The gap recorded in the
last column is not meant v.) indicate the precise difference between actual
and potential output. Few deny that potential output growth has slowen
everywhere in recent years, and in some cases sharply, although considerable
uncertainty remains about the current underlying trend for potential output.
What the gap does indicate is that, for whatever reasons, the major indus-
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trial countries outside the United States have witnessed a dramatic reduction
in growth since the oi1 crs.

Evidence that at least part of the slower growth is due to a slowdown in
potential growth is shown in Table 33. Each of the large industrial coun-
tries has shown significantly lower productivity growth in the last 5 years
compared to the earlier period. Clearly, part of the poor productivity per-
formance is due to low utilization rates. Even after correcting for utilization
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and recognizing analytical shortcomings in the productivity measure, how-
ever, some slowdown is evident. The largest absolute decrease occurred in
Japan, where growth in GNP per worker slowed from 8.9 to 3.4 percent
annually.

Whatever the new rates of potential growth may be, the actual GNP
growtl. outside the United States was apparently not abu. - the underlying
potential growth in 1977 and 1978. In the fifth year after the onset of reces-
sion, recovery toward a fuller utilization of potential among countries outside
the United States continues to be extremely hesitant and incomplete.

To some extent the slowing of potential growth and the weakness of
actual growth relative to potential since 1975 are tied together. In Japan,
for instance, the sharp fall in potential growth reduced capital requirements
and hence reduced required investment as a share of output. Because this
fall was not matched by a decline in the personal saving rate, a problem of
excess saving emerged. This imbalance was absorbed partly by the rise in
the external surpluses and government budget deficits and partly by the
decline in income and production relative to potential output. In Japan, as
in other countries, low rates of actual investment constitute a major reason
for the hesitant recovery of demand. At the same time, as mentioned
earlier, sluggish investment has led to a marked aging in the capital stock
and has further checked the growth of potential output by limiting produc-
tivity increases.

The principal factors constraining more expansionary policies during the
current recovery have been persistently high rates of inflation in most coun-
tries and the resulting judgment that relatively cautious fiscal and monetary
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policies were needed. Even in those countries making notable progress in
reducing inflation by 1977particularly Germany and Japanfear of re-
newing inflation continued to dampen enthusiasm for more expansionary
fiscal and monetary policies.

In 1978 constraints on policies eased somewhat outside the United States
as rates of inflation declined almost everywhere (Table 34). For the United
Kingdom and Italy, where the rates had been highest, the decline was im-
pressive. As a result of relaxed constraint, fiscal policies also tended to
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become significantly more expansionary in the majok foreign countries:
according to OECD estimates, the direct impact of fiscal policy shifts in
1978 amounted to over one-half of 1 percent of GNP for the major for-
eign countries, excluding Japan, and to over 2 percent for Japan.

The 1978 pattern of changes in growth and inflation rates was heavily in-
fluenced by the marked decline of the dollar and the consequent appreciation
of most other major currencies. In countries where exchange rates appreci-
ated, it is broadly true that GNP growth lagged behind the growth of domes-
tic demand and that inflation rates declined. In this environment fiscal
policy became more expansionary during the course of the year. These shifts
in fiscal policy were both necessary and appropriate. They were necessary
because extra stimulus was required to offset the negative effect on GNP of
the adverse shift in real net exports. And they were appropriate because the
reduction in inflation due to currency appreciation gave policy makers
breathing room to shift toward more expansionary policies. Moreover in
German), and even more in Japan, a reduction in the current account
surplus required a shift in policy to make sure that shifts in export and
import volume would eventually become large enough to offset the effects
of the currency appreciation on terms of trade.

For the United States the opposite set of circumstances prevailed. A weak
external sector, accelerating inflation, rapidly declining unemployment, and
a depreciating currency made it necessary to shift toward a more restrictive
fiscal and monetary policy. Indeed, this shift occurred during the year.

The need to realign and coordinate economic policies, both in the United
States and abroad, so as to promote external adjustment and reduce diver-
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gences in economic performam., across countries was increasingly recognized
during 1978. In the course of meetings that culminated in the Economic
Summit at Bonn in July 1978, a significant degree of coordination was
realized. At the Bonn meeting the leaders of the seven largest ;Austria)
countries discussed the major goals and problems in the world economy, and
a Concerted Action Program was devised in which each country made
appropriate specific commitments.

The Bonn Summit marked a turning point, particularly for the United
States. The United States noted that curbing inflation has become the top
priority of economic policy. The President therefore pledged to take specified
actions to reduce the U.S. inflation rate, obtain a more rapid reduction in
our current account deficit, and adopt an energy policy which would, by
1985, cut our imports of petroleum by 2.5 million barrels per day.

In addition, Germany and Japan proposed steps to increase giov th and
thus reduce external surpluses: Germany to provide additional fiscal stimu-
lus totaling 1 percent of GNP; Japan to achieve a 7 percent growth in real
GNP between March 1978 and March 1979. The other participating coun-
tries (France, Ita!v, the United Kingdom, and Canada), whose high rates of
inflation provided less scope for specific action, made broadly complementary
commitments. At the same time, each country recognized the overriding
importance of not allowing sluggish growth, sectoral difficulties, or trade
imbalances to serve as pretexts for actions that would undermine the frame-
work of free trade among nations. A joint commitment, covered more fully
later in this chapter, was adopted to secure a rapid and successful outcome
for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Considerable progress has been made in meeting these commitments. As
discussed earlier in this Re port , the United States has in place a major
anti-inflation program and has shifted both fiscd1 and monetary policies
toward restraint. The 1978 National Energy Act, signed at year's end,
establishe comprehensive framework for rationalizing energy policy and
reducing oil imports along the lines discussed at Bonn. Germany completed
legislation in December 1978 that fully implements its own commitment.
Although Japan began in September to carry out a supplementary fiscal
program to stimulate growth. it now seems likely to fall well below the 7
percent growth target.

The Concerted Action Program adopted at Bonn marks an important
step 'n international economic cooperation. On a substantive plane, the
measures taken helped put the major economies onto more balanced and
sustainable paths. More important is the symbolic significance: it is now
clearly recognized at home and abroad that, in a world where countries
are interdependent, policy choices by one nation directly affect economic
performance in others. If some countries grow very slowly, their trading
partners will be forced to abandon dynamic export industries: if one
country attempts to protect its industries, at the border or by domestic
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subsidies, others will have to retrench; if one nation pursues extremely
rapid growth or inflationary policies, the resulting exchange rate deprecia-
tion may lead to uncertainties and market disorders. Inc reasing awareness
of these linkages and acceptance of the responsibilities they imply represent
the goal of policy coordination exemplified by the Summit.

PROSPECTS

Although the shift toward more rapid growth abroad is a welcome devel-
opment, the world economy continues to face difficult challenges. GNP
growth, while expected to maintain the 1978 rates, will remain low by the
standards of the 1960s, and it will be hard to generate enough jobs to
reduce unemployment. In some countries more extensive use of specific job
programs and special incentives to reduce structural unemployment of young
workers must effectively supplement demand management policies if further
increases in unemployment are to be avoided.

Most economies also face excess capacity in basic industries such as steel,
textiles, and shipbuilding. The consolidation of these sectors by reducing
capacity, and the resulting loss of jobs, aggravate labor market problems.
Ways must therefore be found to smooth the transfer of workers from declin-
ing to expanding sectors. Securing a more rapid rate of job creation is made
harder by continued low rates of investment in plant and equipment. While
some growth in investment occurred in 1978, the basic circumstances have
not changed substantially. Excess capacity remains large and prospects indi-
cate only a moderate growth in demand. In this environment a sharp accel-
eration of investment during 1979 is not foreseen.

While faster growth would greatly benefit most foreign economies, infla-
tion rates in all but a few OECD countries remain too high for governments
w. pursue policies that are significantly more expansionary. Even relatively
restrictive macroeconomic policies will bring only a gradual decline in in-
flation. In some countries inflation may accelerate again as the favorable
effects of exchange rate appreciation and commodity price declines wear
off.

Thus, despite some easing of constraints on policy in countries outside the
United States, the economic envirnnment pres!nts difficulties. Few easy solu-
tions are available; and accordrag to an increasing number of observers, it
will take a continued effort to bring about conditions more favorable to
sustained economic growth.

CURRENT ACCOUNT DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS

In 1978 there were marked changes in global payments positions (Table
35). First, the large current account surplus of the countries making up the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) diminished sharply
and unexpectedly from about $32 billion in 1977 to an estimated $11 billion
in 1978.
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This remarkable decline resulted from volume and price effects in about
equal measure. The volume of OPEC oil exports actually fell somewhat in
1978, a consequence of the slackened pace of growth in energy demand in
the industrial countries and the rapid 1978 expansion of other s -gives of
oil. North Sea, Alaskan, and increased Mexican production, accounted
together for a rise in production of 1.2 million barrels per day, or roughly
4 percent of total OPEC production.

At the same time, the volume of imports into OPEC countries continued
to grow at a significant though slowing rate, a result of the momentum of on-
going development plans in a number of OPEC countries. Price move-
ments have also been important in reducing the OPEC surplus. The dollar
price of oil remained roughly constant, while import prices rose.

Second, in the so-called non-oil developing countries (that is, the poorer
countries outside of OPEC and the OECD) the combined deficit expanded
considerably last year. The terms of trade, which had been generally fav-
orable in 1977, turned against such countries in late 1977 and early 1978.
Late last year, however, the terms of trade again strengthened appreci-
ably. Borrowing conditions for most of these developing countries remained
favorable, and many of them borrowed substantial amounts to service out-
standing debt, maintain the growth of their imports, and increase their gross
reserves for the third consecutive year.

The most striking change in 1978, however, was the disappearance of the
OECD deficit. The aggregate deficit of the OECD countries, $28 billion in
1977, gave way to a small surplus in 1978. This turnaround was the second
largest worded year-to-year change in the OECD external position; it was
exceeded only by the large shift from surplus to deficit which followed the
OPEC price rise. It was surprising that the decline passed virtually unno-
ticed and had little effect on dmelopments during the year compared to
those occurring in the 1974-75 period.

The OECD can be usefully divided into three groups. The first comprises
countries in surplus; the second contains small countries, chiefly in deficit;
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and the United States is the third. Starting with the surplus countries, one
should note that the largest part of the decline in the OECD deficit is ac-
counted for by the rise in the combined surpluses of Japan, Germany, France,
Italy, and Switzerland. These countries, along w ith the United Kingdom,
experienced strong gains in theirterms of tradethat is, the prices received
for exports rose more rapidly than prices paid for imports, principally be-
cause of appreciation in their exchange rates.

A gain in the terms of trade affects the favored country in two ways. First,
it increases income and thus tends to have a stimulating effect on aggregate
demand similar to that of a tax cut. Second, after some time, however, the
higher export prices tend to depress the volume of exports, while the lower
import prices tend to raise the volume of imports, thereby reducing aggre-
gate demand. Table 36 records the movement in current account balances
for each of the countries named above, except Switzerland, and shows the
relative size of the two different effects in 1978: the ratio between the gain
in terms of trade and domestic demand, and the ratio between the change
in the volume of net exports and GNP.

TAILS 36.Current account balances for seldcted major industrial countries, 1976-78
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Even though estimation of gains in terms of trade is subject to a consider-
able margin of error because of serious measurement difficulties, the results
are striking. These five countries experienced very large gains in income from
the terms of trade in 1978 and, excepting the United Kingdom, had little
or no offset from the declining volume of net exports. The income gains, how-
ever, do not appear to have been matched by a corresponding rise in the
growth of real output, especially when allowance is also made for the expan
sionary shifts in fiscal policy. A possible explanation for this relatively weak
multiplier effect is that, because these income gains were perceived to be
transitory, they were largely absorbed in increased household and corporate
saving, rather than in increased expenditures.

The second group of OECD countries, comprising the smaller nations,
in the aggregate reduced their deficits in 1978 by about $10 billion. This

cts
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seduction was especially welcome in view of the very large deficits these
countries had run from 1974 to 1978, when their net indebtedness grew
by close to $80 billion. Indeed, external positions had become unsustainable
for a number of countries in this group and severe retrenchment was neces-
sary. Stabilization programs were developed in connection with upper credit-
tranche drawings from the International Monetary Fund for Portugal and
Turkey. Governments in the Scandinavian countries acted to forestall fur-
ther accumulation of debt that might well have become a source of dif-
ficulty in a few years. For still others, the extent of improvement in their
current account was limited by adverse shifts in the terms of trade stemming
from the fall in a number of raw materials prices. For the group as a whole,
the decline in current account deficits can be explained almost entirely
by the reduction in import volumes relative to export volumes.

The United States stands alone in the third category. Throughout the
postwar period the growth of U.S. imports tended to be greater in relation to
domestic growth than the growth of exports in relation to growth abroad.
Until 1975 a rough balance between import and export growth was main-
tained by the fact that growth abroad tended to exceed U.S. growth. From
1975 mrough 1978, however, growth in the United States surpassed the aver-
age growth abroad. As a result, the current account of the United States
shifted sharply. In 1977, a year in which U.S. economic growth exceeded
that of its trading partners by about 1 IA percentage points, the U.S. current
account shifted by almost $20 billion, from a surplus of $4.3 billion to a
deficit of $15.3 billion. Roughly three-fourths of this shift is accounted for by
the more rapid growth of merchandise import volumes compared to export
volumes. The remainder of this shift reflected changes in the terms of trade
and in the composition of trades, only partly offset by gains in service trans-
actions.

On the basis of preliminary estimates the current account shifted toward
deficit in 1978 by a further $1 7 billion. There was, however, substantial
improvement from the first half of the year to the second, when growth
in export volume picked up and import growth began to moderate. Despite
the depreciation of the dollar during this period, the expected adverse shift
in the terms of trade was restrained to a significant degree by the constancy
of the price of oil imports and by the general increase in the prices of manu-
factuied goods relative to the prices of primary commodities.

The shifts that occurred in 1978 in current account positions among
the countries of OPEC, the non-oil developing countries, and the OECD
countries are not likely to be reversed in 1979. The large oil price increase
announced by OPEC last December will seriously complicate the task of
economic management in the industrial and non-oil developing countries.
This pric e increase is not expected to result in a substantial widening of
the OPEC surplus from 1978 levels; however, since imports by OPEC will
also continue to rise. It can be said that the industrial countries are now pay-
ing the "OPEC oil tax" largely in current goods and services rather than

4 9
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1 0 Us. As a result, the so-called recycling problem has become much less
troublesomethough the surpluses of a few individual OPEC countries will
continue for years to come. More generally, the traditional pattern of re-
source flows between countries, in which the major industrial countries are
net capital exporters to the developing countries and to other poorer coun-
tries within the OECD, appears to have been firmly reestablished.

Barring a substantial run-up in commodity prices, the deficits of the non-
oil developing countries are likely to rise somewhat in 1979. Such a rise in
deficits would appear to be consistent with the strong liquidity positions of
many countries in this group, the ability of a growing number of countries to
borrow successfully on international financial markets at lower interest
spreads and longer maturities, and the apparent willingness of banks to
increase their lending to developing countries despite a few isolated debt
rescheduling problems during 1978.

Among industrial countries of the OECD, a more balanced distribution
of surpluses and deficits is likely to emerge in 1979. The U.S. current account
deficit is expected to decline considerably from the levels at the end of 1978,
dropping to about an annual rate of $248 billion by the end of 1979. This
reduction will result from two conditions: first, the effects of slower U.S.
economic growth on imports; and second, a steady and vigorous growth in
exports as markets continue to adjust to the improved price competi-
tiveness of American goods and services that resulted from last year's de-
predation of the dollar.

Some decline, too, is anticipated in the surpluses of Japan and Germany.
Expectations for the decline of the Japanese surplus are grounded primarily
in the anticipation of a further fall in the volume of Japanese exports. Im-
port volumes rose only moderately in 1978 after allowance for large account-
ing transactions made under the emergency import program. They are un-
likely to accelerate strongly this year, despite the appreciation of the yen,
because of the relatively closed structure of many Japanese import markets.
This one-sidedness in adjustment by Japan is likely to intensify the difficulty
of reducing the Japanese surplus to a sustainable level over a longer period.
The need for a sustained reduction of barriers in Japanese import markets is
well recognized by Japanese officials, and extensive discussion between
Japan and the United States during 1978 has laid the groundwork for
progress toward this end.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENTS

For the international financial markets 1978 was a year of unusual in-
stability. Serious questions were raised at home and abroad about the func-
tioning of foreign exchange markets, culminating at year-end with the
charter of the new European Monetary System and with the dollar support
measures of the United States. These developments were responses to in-
creased volatility and to disorderly conditions in the foreign exchange mar-
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Mts. In die case of the European Monetary System they arose also from
concern about the undesirable side effects of a system of floating exchange
Satos for closely integrated economies and from the need to foster closer
economic integration in Europe.

THZ OPERATION OF FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES

The developments of 1978 must be seen as a part of the continued evolu-
tion of international financial arrangements. It is therefore appropriate to
begin this discussion by reviewing the role of floating exchange rates in
macroeconomic adjustment over the 1973-78 period.

Floating Rates ix Principle

The role of floating exchange rates can best be seen in the need for adjs.. z.-
ment among national economies. All countries are continually subjected to
shocks that lead both to internal imbalances (excessive or deficient utiliza-
tion of domestic resources) and to external imbalances (foreign trade or
capital flows at unsustainable levels). A system of flexible, market-deter-
mined exchange rates (or, in short, "floating" rates) allows snore automatic
external adjustment than a system of fixed parities, and thus leaves more
scope for domestic macroeconomic policies to adapt to the changing re-
quirements for internal balance.

External adjustment occurs as exchange rates move to equilibrate trade
and net capital flows. More precisely, for a given change in official holdings,
the rate will move to a level that either brings the value of goods and serv-
ices exported and imported into balance or induces changes in private asset
holdings to finance the discrepancy.

The equilibrating mechanism works on both the capital and current ac-
counts. For a country incurring a large current account deficit, the currency
depreciates to reduce the current account deficit by increasing the country's
price competitiveness. That process, however, takes time. In the interim,
currency movements will induce private holders of wealth to accumulate
the country's assets to the extent necessary to finance the deficit.

'The second feature of an idealized system of floating exchange rates can
be seen as a consequence of the first. Because floating rates tend to assure
external equilibrium, countries can enjoy greater independence of macro-
economic policies and performance. Under a regime of fixed exchange rates,
the extent to which a country's macroeconomic policies could diverge from
those of its trading partners was limited in important ways. Divergent
policies would lead to trade imbalances, with expansionary countries moving
toward deficit and restrictive countries toward surplus. There was no auto-
matic mechanism to generate the needed capital movements to support the
imbalances. Indeed, outflows of capital from countries pursuing relatively
expansionary policies to countries pursuing restrictive policies sometimes
exacerbated disequilibria in overall balance of payments positions. A coun-
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try's freedom to engage in independent macroeconomic policies was thus
constrained by its capacity to absorb or lose reserves.

Under a floating rate regime, however, wide divergences of macro-
economic policies would, in principle, be possible. For those countries
pursuing rapid growth through expansionary macroeconomic policks or
those accepting high inflation, the presence of a depreciating currency would
allow the balance of payments to remain close to equilibrium.

Critiqust of Floating Rates

For more than 5 years the major economies have ftmctioned under a
floating rate regime. The new regime has been successful in permitting the
industrial economies to absorb shocks that were unprecedented in the post-
war period. At the same time, overall economic performance and exchange
market behavior have been much less satisfactory than was expected, leading
many to wonder whether the exchange rate regime was at least partly
responsible for the poor performance.

Critics have argued that floating rates have had four failings: they have
not eliminated balance of payments disequilibria ; they have not allowed
the degree of policy independence that had been anticipated; they have
proved inflationary; and they have introduced major new elements of
instability and uncertainty to financial markets.

First, floating rates clearly have not eliminated current account surpluses
and deficits. These deficits and surpluses have not, in general, fallen from
the levels of the late 1960s and early 1970s and, on many occasions, some
have been even higher.

Such an observation, however, does not imply a failure of floating rates
to perform their adjustment function. The imbalances that have occurred
have not usually resulted from floating per se, but from the greater divergence
of macroeconomic performances and from the exceptionally large shocks to
the international system, such as OPEC price rises and large increases in
agricultural and commodity prices. Exchange rate changes have generally
responded well to these deficits and surpluses and have helped to move
economies back toward external equilibrium, even if not as quickly or as
F.moothly as originally hoped. A balance of payments equilibrium, more-
over, does not necessarily require that the current (or trade) account should
be balanced, only that the current or trade account deficit or surplus be
willingly financed. In fact, deficits or surpluses on current account may well
'represent the equilibrating counterpart to structural or "autonomous"
capital inflows or outflows.

In contrast, during the final years of the Bretton Woods system, balance
of payments disequilibria that resulted at least partly from divergent macro-
economic performances led to several serious and protracted balance of
payments crises. Normal trade and investment patterns were disrupted as
governments responded to these disequilibrium situations by imposing trade
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and capital controls and other emergency measures before they were finally
forced to change their exchange rate parities.

A second cause of concern exists because floating has led to less policy
independence than had been anticipated. To be sure, countries have been
significantly more independent than in prior years, especially in the realm
of monetary policies. A good example lies in the ability of Germany, during
the early phase of the current expansion, to pursue a relatively restrictive
monetary policy, while that of the United States was relatively expansionary.

Although independence has been greater than with fixed rates, it
has by no means been complete under floating. There have been obvious
limitations to policy flexibility, partly because exchange rate changes cannot
insulate national economies from their partners' performance or from inter-
national economic shocks. We have learned that in an increasingly inter-
dependent international economic system floating exchange rates do not free
countries from the effects of their neighbors' economic policies and per-
formances. Similarly, countries must recognize their responsibility to act in
ways that do not inflict excessive adjustment costs on others.

The third major criticism of the floating rate system has been that it
contains an inflationa. y bias. Two lines of argument have been presented
to support this view: first, that floating generates inflation because it fails
to impose needed discipline on the conduct of fiscal and monetary policies:
second, that because of asymmetries and ratchets the increased inflationary
pressures associated with depredation are not matched by commensurate
downward price pressures in countries whose exchange rates are appreciat-
ing. Thus, it is argued, the net effect of exchange rate changes is inflationary
for the world as a whole.

Neither of these arguments is entirely convincing. Regarding the first
argumentpresumed lack of disciplineit is important to note that even
without external pressures there are clearly powerful internal forces which
oppose inflation. Recent experience in the United States and some countries
of Europe, where large current account deficits and currency depreciations
.have led to quite restrictive economic policies, indicates the extent to which
difficult stabilization policies will be undertaken even in a flexible exchange
rate system.

Moreover, a regime of fixed rates allows inflation to spill over the borders.
Price rises originating in one country spill over into other countries directly
if exchange rates cannot shift. Indeed, to at extent that inflation otiginat-
ing in one country is shared by others when exchange rates are fixed, disci-
pline in the conduct of fiscal and monetary policies may be sseaker than
under floating rates, where the full inflationary impact of inappropriate pol-
icies is felt domestically.

The evidence to support the second argumentthat there are asym-
metries in the effects of exchange rate changes on inflationis mixed. While
it is true that there exists considerable evidence of increasing downward
rigidity in the levels of prices and wages in a number of countries, there is
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no comparable evidence that rates of inflation are less responsive to currency
appreciation than to depreciation.

Finally, factors od. sr than floating exchange rates provide a more COM-
pelling explanation for the high and persistent inflation in the industrial
countries: slower productivity growth, excessive demand pressures, external
shocks such as those created by OPEC, and structural changes and rigidities
in domestic labor and product markets.

A final criticism of floating has been that it induces excessive volatility
in exchange rate movemenu. Chart 11 presents the path of the trade-
weighted dollar since 1970, using an index of dollar movements against the
10 major currencies, and 1972-76 total multilateral trade shares as weights.
In addition to these longer-run swings in rates, it is certainly true that day-
to-clay movements in exchange rates have been larger in the float than in the
preceding Bretton Woods era. It is difficult to determine whether these
movements have been excessive. In a fixed rate system such as
Bretton Woods, day-to-day variability is sharply reduced by the active
intervention of central banks to keep the rate within a narrow range. Fur-
thermore, for as long as the range remains credible, private actions tend to
keep the rate within the range whenever transient factors lead to a rate
movement to the upper or lower limit. Day-to-day variability is thus largely
eliminated. On the other hand, the fixing of exchange rates while economic
conditions are changing makes it likely that exchange rates will increasirgly
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diverge from levels that would be consistent with underlying economic
factors. Eventually the credibility of the.range is challenged by market par-
ticipants, and potentially disruptive speculative attacks can then occur until
rates are forced to new, more appropriate levels.

In a floating rate system, day-to-day variability of exchange rates is inevi-
table as market participants respond to new information about economic
developments that alters their perceptions about appropriate exchange
rate patterns. Indeed, these day-to-day movements in principle constitute
the means of accomplishing longer-run adjustment of exchange rates to
changing economic circumstances. This fundamental role of exchange rate
movements raises the question whether the observed short-run variability of
exchange rates has been larger than was required to allow the necessary
medium-term flexibilay. This question is complex and has not bees thor-
oughly addressed. A preliminary examination of recent experience and
related studies by the Council of Economic Advisers has uncovered mixed
evidence. In some cases, short-run variability over the last 5 years has been
broadly commensurate with longer-run changes, while in other cases short-
run changes have been less than might be consistent with the longer run. No
cases of persistent, excessive volatility were found.

There is a sense in which the floating rate system itself may have led to
excessive volatilitythrough the relaxed constraints on macroeconomic
behavior. As noted above, a floating rate system allows grtater divergence
in macroeconomic experience. Unfortunately, when greater scope for
divergent policies and performance is allowed, market uncertainty about
appropriate exchange rates is also increased. The uncertainty, in turn, can
cause market exchange rates to move in an erratic and disorderly fashion
as market participants react, and overreact, .to transitory bits of information
and rumors.

Greater exchange rate noise and uncertainty are among the costs of a
floating rate system. Achievement of greater stability in exchange rate
markets is dependent on the closer and more effective coordination of macro-
economic policies among countries and on the continuing efforts of each
country to sustain macroeconomic policies that are consistent with internal
and external adjustment.

In general, however, the evidence, although not conclusive, does indi-
cate that floating has worked well over the long run, especially consider-
ing the magnitude of the shocks to the mternational financial system. In
fact, given these shocks, it is not Jear that any system other than generalized
floating would have been viable during the period. Exchange rate move-
ments, while large, have broadly responded to economic fundamentals,
have facilitated adjustment, and have tended to move the system toward
rather than away from greater stability. If exchange rates are at present too
volatile for some countries, steps to increase the coordination of macro-
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economic policies could be helpful. Recognition of the current level of
interdependence through improved coordination across countries may help
to bring greater stability to the foreign exchange markets as well as to pro-
vide an international environment that is favorable to domestic policy goals.

IMPORTANT 1978 DEVELOPMENTS

The summer and fall of 1977 marked the beginning of a protracted fall
in the value of the dollar and an increase in the day-to-day volatility of
exchange rates in general. Both of these trends continued through Le first
3 quarters of 1978.

The Variability col Exchange Rates and Depreciation 01 the Dollar

The extent of exchange rate variability can be seen in the average day-to-
day change of major currencies. In general the daily variation in exchange
rates decreased between 1973 and 1975, remained comparatively small from
1975 to about the middle of 1977, and then increased markedly in the sec-
ond half of 1977 and in 1978 (Chart 12).

The decline in variability from 1974 to the 1975-77 period is probably due
to a lessening of shocks to the world economy and the gradually growing
ability of market participants to work with a regime of floating rates. The
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source of the sudden increase since late 1977 is less clear. Only to a small ex-
tent can it be explained by the fact that the computed variability is somewhat
amplified when the level of the exchange rate is moving sharply in one direc-
tion rather than fluctuating around a steady trend. A more plausible explana-
tion was the heightened uncertainty about the dollar's future equilibrium
level in view of the growing current account deficit, a subsequent accelera-
tion in inflation in the lin. States, and, for a time, uncertainty about the
response of U.S. economic ,es to these developments.

The value of the dollar 1 began to change dramatically in late 1977.Chart 11 shows the trade-weighted value of the dollar against the major
currencies for 1970-78. Two distinct periods can be identified during the
recent experience. From September 1977 through March 1978 the dollarfell by 8.7 percent on a weighted average basis against other currencies.
During this period the markets tended to focus on the rapid widening of the
U.S. trade and current account deficits and their expected persistence. Even
though a substantial portion of the deficits could be accounted for by the
cyclical position of the United States relative to its major trading partners,
growth forecasts suggested that this cyclical divergence would not soon be
eliminated.

After a brief period of leveling off in April and May 1978, a second dollar
decline began in early June and carried through until the end of October.
Some part of this renewed decline can be accounted for by the acceleration
and persistence of inflation in the United States, which aroused much con-
cern in international financial c ircles. From a purely technical point of view,
this is not a sufficient explanation, however, since the inflation rate in the
United States, while substantially higher than that in Germany,.Switzerland,
and Japan, was not much higher than the average level among all our major
trading partners. And the parallel shift in interest rate differentials in favor
of the dollar was more than sufficient to offset the change in underlying in-
flation in the United States. Finally, the dollar's fall came in the face of
increasing evidence that the L'.S. current account position was improving
markedly.

By the end of October, then, there was considerable evidence that the
primary reason for the dollar's fall was the uncertainty in foreign exchange
markets. Little attention was paid to the anti-inflation message on Octo-
ber 24. Market participants continued to shift out of dollars despite an appar-
ent consensus of market expectations that the dollar was undervalued from a
long-run point of view. Almost all market participants commenting in the
press or in dis(ussions during the fall of 1978 expected an eventual turn-
around of the dollar. Only the timing and the duration of the expected
recovery were uncertain. Market participants, however, were highly uncer-
tain ahcut the future course of U.S. macroeconomic policy, and this uncer-
tainty encouraged shifts out of dollars because it made the dollar a riskier,
and hence less attractive, asset
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THE NOVEMBER I INITIATIVE

On Nosember 1 the Administration aid the Federal Reserve imple-
mented a strong dollar support program. Its basis was the judgment that,
whereas some of the earlier 1977-78 dollar decline had been necessary to
correct the external disequilibrium, the continued decline of the dollar had
become disorderly and was not justified by fundamental economic condi-
tions. On the contrary, all the econometric evidence, the government fore-
casts, and the private forecasts indicated that the U.S. current account
deficit was likely to narrow sharply in 1979. Indeed, it had already fallen
from the levels reached in the first half of 1978.

The dollar depreciation from September 1977 through the summer of
1978, combined with U.S. economic policies recently put in placethe
National Energy Act, a new national export policy, the shift toward more
restrictive monetary and fiscal policies, and the other elements of the anti-
inflation programwas thought likely to be effective in slowing inflation
at home and bringing about a more appropriate external balance. Further
dollar depreciation, especially that induced not by fundamental economic
factors but by uncertainty about future exchange rates or policies, was
therefore unnecessary for adjustment and would have led to a misalloca-
tion of resources at home and abroad, possibly even to serious instability in
the financial system. Such movements would have added further to U.S.
inflationary pressures and thus harmed the prospects for the anti-inflation
program. They could also create the kind of instabilities in exchange mar-
kets that could threaten economic prospects in other countries.

In the light of these considerations, the United States announced a dollar
support package that contained two parts. First, the United States mobilized
$30 billion in resources as its share of a joint intervention program with Ger-
many, Japan, and Switzuland. Second, the Federal Reserve tightened
domestic monetary poiicy by raising the discount rate from 81/2 to 91A per-
cent and by imposing a 2 percent supplementary reserve requirement on large
time deposits. The Federal funds rate also rose from 91/4 to 97/8 percent on
November 1

The $30-billion intervention package comprised several different items:
(1) the Treasury's drawings on our International Monetary Fund reserve
position of $2 billion and $1 bi:lion in Deutschemarks and yen respectively;
(2) the Treasury's sales of a total of $2 billion of special drawing rights to
Germany, Japan, and Switzerland; (3) a doubling of the Federal Reserve
swap lines with Germany. Japan, and Switzerlandto $6 billion, $5 billion,
and $4 billion respectively; and (4) the Treasury's commitment to issue
up to $10 billion in toreign currency denominated securities in foreign private
markets.

The markets responded favorably to the dollar support policy By the end
of the first week of the program, the trade-weighted dollar was 7.7 percent
higher than it had been at its low point at the close of business on Of tober
30. By November 30 it had risen an additional 2.4 percent; and, while some
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declines occurred in December and early Januaryprincipally with the
news of the OPEC price increases and the instabilities in Iranby the mid-
dle of January it was again roughly 7.7 percent above its October low. Thus
the foreign exchange markets at the beginning of 1979 were clearly in a dif-
ferent condition from what they were in the summer and fall of 1978. The
one-way speculation had largely ended, and economic fundamentals ap-
peared to be much more important market factors than they had been 2 or
3 months before. Market participants, who bad been primarily concerned
about preventing further foreign exchange losses and uncertain about the
specific timing of an expected dollar upturn, were now taking a more
healthy wait-and-see attitude about the future course of market funda-
mentals. The November 1 action, bolstered by the greater certainty that it
generated, appears to have achieved its basic purpose. In the period ahead
the value of the dollar should depend on sustained progress in the U.S.
trade and current accounts and on the success of the new anti-inflation pro-
gram, rather than on the level of market uncertainty.

While the dollar's decline in the fall of 1978 was an instance of a mal-
functioning of exchange markets, the overall history of exchange rates in
recent years does not suggest that such malfunctions are chronic. Rather,
they are temporary but acute symptoms that are most likely to de,, lop when
general macroeconomic conditions are diverging, or in transition, thereby
generating greater uncertainty about future economic conditions and poli-
cies and an increased dispersion in expectations about future exchange rates.
Conversely, as general macroeconomic conditions and policy directions
become better established, exchange markets can he expected to perform
more smoothly ti eir function of adjusting rate levels to such economic
divergences as remain between countries, Such a calming of exchange
markets may take time and 1 .ay require considerable further efforts toward
coordinating in,n roecoriornic policies across countries. Excessive market
sensitivity, built up during periods of disorderly movement, is likely to induce
continued higher than normal variabdity in rate movements until accumu-
lated evideme of greater undei lying stability beconits firmly established.

THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM

The rnembeis of the European Ff-onoinic Community reached agreement
on a new European Monetary System expected to be implemented in
1979. The development of this system is consistent with the Community's
continued efTorts to work toss ard economic and imlitical unification and with
its members' concern about the negative effects on economic activity and
investment of what they consider increasingly excessive and unnecessary
volatility in exchange rates

In the short run this new agreement amounts to adding France, Ireland,
and Italy to the Snake arrangement of the Benelux nations. Denmark. and
West Germans, old, Noussay droppnaz out. 'thew s, ill be expanded credit
arrangements and increased margins around parity changes (up to 6 percent
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for new members) as well as greater flexibility for parity changes. The
United kingdom, which initially will participate in only part of the system,
may become a full member later in 1979. The European Monetary System
is considered by many participants to be an important step toward a full-
fledged monetary union of the European Community countries, with fixed
exchange rates, a European Currency Unit for use as a numeraire as well as
for intra-Community central bank settlements, and a European Monetary
Fund with comprehensive credit facilities.

In the early part of its existence, any system of fixed exchange rates must
concern itself with the establishment of consistent rate patterns and adjust-
ment mechanisms. Otherwise, whenever rate patterns or fundamental
economic conditions appear unsustainable, market participants are likely
to test the weakest and strongest currencies. Judging from past efforts, gov-
ernments can sometimes forestall such attacks by judiciously adjusting cen-
tral rates when economic conditions warrant such action. The adjustment of
central rates, however, cannot be too frequent, for then future changes
would tend to become anticipated by the market, and the self-stabilizing
property of the systemwhich is its major benefitwould be dissipated.
On the other hand, if rate adjustments become too infrequent, funda-
mental disequilibria will become so large as to attract massive, and success-
ful, speculative attacks.

To maintain a fixed-margin arrangement, therefore, it is necessary to
forestall situations in ss hich central rates cease to be credible and to do this
by working actisely toward convergence of macroeconomic conditions and
policies. For the countries of the European Monetary System, this necessity
is clearly recognized. Indeed, to some extent the European Monetary System
was regarded as an instrument for achieving precisely this sort of conver-
gence. Its success will depend in the shorter run on its flexibility, the viability
of its credit arrangements, and the eventual full-time membership of all
Community members, and in the longer run on the convergence of member
countries macroeconomic policies and economic conditions.

THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT OF WORLD TRADE

Until recently, the postwar period has been one of very high growth of
national economies and improved living standards. One of the major sources
of this vitality has been the progressive dismantling of trade barriers. Each of
the three major industrial regions (North America, Europe, and Japan) has
experienced increased trade flows. This increase is due in large part to the
vision of those who built the Common Market, progressively opened up the
Japanese economy, and sustained the Kennedy Round of multilateral tariff
reductions.

During the last decade, however, movement toward increased competi-
tion in international markets has flagged. Indeed since 1974 there has been
some regression in trade policies. In response, the United States, along with
governinents of other major industrial countries, has committed itself to pro-
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moting free trade and reducing protectionist pressures around the world.
The aims of U.S. trade policy are to enable the United States and other
economies to benefit from the moat efficient allocation of worldwide re-
iources and to channel U.S. resources into sectors of comparative advantage.
In 1978 the major activities of U.S. policy makers in this area involved the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations in Geneva, the determination of domestic
trade policy, and the development of the President's National Export Policy.

In recent years the growing economic interdependence in the international
community, along with an increasing incidence of shocks and resulting ad-
justment policies, has led to an increasing number of trade problems around
the world and consequently to more cases of overt or indirect protection and
reaction. These trade problems and increasing protectionist pressures have
several causes: the emergence of newly industrialized nations who are com-
peting to gain an increasing proportion of the export market for industrial
goods; the development of long-term structural problems in several sectors,
resulting from shifts in the pattern of world consumption and production;
the appearance of significant current account deficits after the oil price in-
crease in 1973; greater skepticism about the functioning of the international
trading system; and, above all, the recession, stagnant domestic markets, and
associated high levels of unemployment since 1974. Accordingly, individual
nations have taken several measuresincluding safeguard actions (protect-
ing domestic industry against injury from imports), antidumping proceed-
ings, and actions to offset export subsidies. These policies have been con-
centrated in certain industrial sectors, particularly textiles, automobiles, steel.
and shipbuilding

THE MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

The Administration, in conjunction with its major trading partners and
numerous developing nations, is committed to resolving these trade problems
through the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The goals
of these multilateral negotiations have been to relax tariff and nontariff
barriers to trade, to formulate rules for trade and codes of fair cc duct, to
develop effective mechanisms for settling disputes, and to allow tions to
benefit from specialization without unduly losing control over the growth
patterns of their own economies.

By the end of 1978 these goals seemed close to achievement when signifi-
cant agreement was reached on the reduction of most of the tariff and
nontariff barriers to trade. The trade package (still subject to final agree-
ment in early 1979 and to legislative approval later in the year) includes
codes on subsidies. gcKernment procurement, standards, customs valuation,
and licensing. It also includes a package of tariff cuts by the United States.
with reciprocal ruts from our trading partners. The U.S. cuts are projected
to averag.- about rin pert ent. In addition, negotiators agreed to remove sev-
eral particularly burdensome industrial and agricultural nontariff barriers.
And finally, the trade package provides measures to improve the General

42.137 t) . .
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Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) framework for dealing with agri-
cultural trade issues, trade with developing countries, balance of payments
measures, export restrictions, and the general management of trade disputes.

Among the most significant areas of agreement for U.S. trade interests
are the codes on safeguards, on subsidies and countervailing duties, and on
government procurement. The safeguards code ensures that countries will
observe international trading rules as set forth in the revised GATT Article
XIX when they restrict imports of particular products in order to afford
temporary relief to domestic producers from injurious foreign competition.
This revised article provides for a broad coverage of trade policies, improved
criteria and conditions for taking safeguard action, more openness and due
process in domestic safeguard procedures, and better international surveil-
lance. There is also likely to be some scope for selective action when an
injury can be ascribed to imports from particular countries. Such selectivity
would be subject to consultation and negotiation with the affected countries
and to surveillance by a GATT committee of representatives from each of
the signatories.

The agreement on subsidies and countervailing duties will limit trade-
distorting subsidies, and wih enunciate more clearly a country's right to
take counteractions against such practices. Export subsidies will be defined
mom broadly than they have been in the past (for example, they can exist
even if the domestic price and export price are the same) ; they must be
imposed and regulated with greater "transparency" (that is, so that they
are more visible to the domestic and foreign public) ; they will be prohibited
on primary mineral products and nonprimary products; and their use for
agricultural products will require greater discipline. In addition, signatories
will agree to consider the impact on their trading partners when using
economic subsidies in general. Countermeasures can be imposed if a subsidy
causes injury to domestic producers, the impairment of benefits from GATT
concessions, or serious prejudice to other signatories (if, for example, it
reduces a nation's expected benefits from international agreements). This
particular code will be enforced through a tightly controlled process for
settling disputes (the recommendations of the international committee must
be reported within 120 days of a complaint).

The government procurement code is intended to reduce the scope for
discrimination against foreign suppliers when governments purchase articles
for their own use. It entails agreement on greater transparency in the bid-
ding and awarding of government contracts for purchases of goods; and,
since the elimination of all discrimination is unlikely, it also requires agree-
ment about the official entities that would be covered by the code. The latter
problem is particularly difficult since many of the entities which are private
in the United States are governmental in many foreign countries.

Nevertheless significant reduction of discrimination in government procure-
ment, subject to settlement of disputes by an international panel, should
be achieved.
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Taken together, the tentative agreements reached in the Tokyo Round of
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations represent significant progress in our
continuing efforts to reduce barrif rs to international commerce and to
strengthen and expand international trading rules, and they should con-
tribute to an increase in trade and :nvestment around the world. This agree-
ment represents the first time since the 1960s that the international com-
munity has reduced the barriers to trade across such a broad spectrum of
tariff and nontariff measures. For the United States in particular, the lower-
ing of our own import barriers should help reduce inflationary pressures by
increasing the competitiveness of imports and of import-competing prod-
ucts. At the same time, our export capabilities will receive a boost through
the lowering of both tariff and nontariff barriers in our major export
markets.

U.S. DOMESTIC TRADE POLICY

Despite increasing trade problems and pressures for protectionist trade
policies around the world, the Administration remains committed to a free
and open trading system. In many highly concentrated domestic industries,
foreign competition helps prevent market power from becoming excessive.
Nevertheless cases occur from time to time where, under U.S. law, import
relief is necessary: where injury exists, where imports are the major cause
of injury, and where such temporary actions can contribute to adjustment.

In 1978 the International Trade Commission investigated petitions for
import relief by over 30 industries, covering imports valued at over $2 billion.
The International Trade Commission recommended increased protection in
the form of tariffs or quantitative restrictions on more than $1.3 billion of
trade in such goods as stainless steel flatware, high-carbon fcrrochrome,
CB radios, refined copper, industrial fasteners, and bicycle tires and tubes.
Relief was granted in escape clause cases involving approximately $750 mil-
lion in imports (for example, GB radios, high-carbon ferrochrome, and
industrial fasteners). In these cases the Administration decided in favor of
import relief because it would aid substantially in the development of more
efficient industries, arid because the direct benefits of relief were sufficiently
high to outweigh the costs to consumers and other sectots of the economy.

ThE NATIONAL EXPORT POLICY

Faced with the large external deficit and the need for action, the Admin-
istration felt that increasing 17.S. exports could he a valuable way to move
toward adjustment. In the light of the weak dollar, the deteriorating posi-
tion of U.S. manufactured exports, and the low profile accorded export
efforts in the United States, the Administration announced the National
Export Policy on September 26, 1978. This National Export Policy, in con-
junction with the successful com-lusion of the Multilateral Trade Negotia-
tions. will ensure a strong export industry and an ens ironment foi fair
competition from imports for the period ahead.
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Before 1976 the largest U.S. trade deficits for a full year were the $5.3-
billion deficit in 1974 and the $6.4-billion deficit in 1972. In comparison, the
trade deficits in 1976, 1977, and 1978 were $9 billion, $31 billion, and an
estimated $35 billion respectively. The U.S. share of total manufactured
exports of 15 industrial countries fell from almost 30 percent in the late
1950s to 19.2 percent in 1972. It rose to 21.1 percent in 1975 but has de-
clined steadily since th-n, falling to 18.9 percent by the first quarter of 1978,
the lowest since mid-1972 (Chart 13).

The outlook for 1979 and the early 1980s is much brighter. U.S. exports
of manufactured goods have already shown a strong turnaround in 1978.
This improvement, and the favorable outlook, derive from several factors.
First, some of the trade deficit can be explained by our faster growth COM
pared to that of our major trading partners. As their growth rates abroad
increase in relation to ours, in accord with recent trends and commitments
made at the Bonn Summit, our exports should increase relative to our im-
ports. Second, the depreciation of the dollar over the last 18 months will
provide a continuing spur to exports in the coming years. Third, by reduc-
ing inflationary pressures, the Administration's anti-inflation program will
improve our international competitiveness, increasing our exports and re-
ducing our imports. Fourth, the successful conclusion of the Multilateral
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Trade Negotiations in Geneva will reduce tariff and nontariff barriers in our
export markets and should improve our export capabilities.

Finally, the Administration has committed itself to a stronger emphasis
on foreign markets for U.S. goods by developing the National Export Policy.
This policy includes the following major provisions: an increase in the size
and the flexibility of the Eximbank's activities; a commitment from the
Small Business Administration to channel up to $100 million of its loan
guarantees to small export businesses; an earmarking of $20 million of the
Commerce and State Departments' budgets to assist small- and medium-
sized businesses in their marketing efforts abroad; an increase in the level
of short-term agricultural export credits by almost $1 billion; and a de-
cision to ask the Justice Department to clarify ambiguities about the en-
forcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the international appli-
cation of our antitrust laws.

Perhaps the most important contribution the Federal Government can
make to improving our trade position is to assure a more sensible regulatory
environment. Too frequently, obstacles to production or investment have
raised domestic costs or encouraged imports. If agencies are required to take
into account the effects on trade and other costs of regulations, greater scope
can exist for competitive forces, thereby allowing domestic producers to gain
a greater share of domestic and foreign markets.
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THE MORAL PURPOSES AND
PHILOSOPHICAL BASES OF
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY'
by Paul Seabury

Jacob Burckhardt, dealing with morality and politics in his Civiliza-
tion of the Renaissance in Italy, wrote: "We must leave those who
find pleasure in passing sweeping censures on whole nations, to do
so as they like. . . . A great nation, interwoven by its civilization,
its achievements, and its fortunes with the whole life of the modern
world, can afford to ignore both its advocates and its accusers. It
lives on with or without the approval of theorists."

Would a Burckhardt made familiar with the qualities of
our late-twentieth-century world find this observation applicable to
contemporary America? We can view his proposition skeptically.
Ideas and perceptions now pass through open societies with swift-
ness and intensity. Now, our intellectual class increases in numbers
while claiming final judgment on the character of our nation and
its conduct. Its approval, or the withholding of it, can have a great
effect upon national policies. In free societies it exercises an au-
thority it never before possessed. The qualities, purposes and actions
of our civilization are open to its scrutiny and subject to its judg-
ment. ideas cannot be ignored.

In the American Bicentennial year, to face once more the
question of morality and U.S. foreign policy is to engage in déjà vu
adventure like rummaging through a family attic piled high with
boxes of old letters. Quarrels over this matter span our national
history, which is odd, considering both the changes in the nature
of our society and the even more dramatic changes in America's
relationship to the outside world. The cast of characters alters;
themes remain constant.

Something else is odd about this. A concern about the
relation between morals and politics is not uniquely American. But
few other nations take philosophic purpose in foreign affairs as

Paul Seabury is Professor of Political Science, University of California at Berkeley,
and a National Board Member of Freedom House. He is the author of Power,
Freedom and Diplomacy (Random House, 1963) and The Rise and Decline of the
Cold War (Basic Books, 1%7); and co-author (with Edward Friedland and Aaron
Wildavsky) of The Great Detente Disaster: Oil and the Decline of American
Foreign Policy (Basic Books, 1975,.
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seriously as Americans do. Some Americans, too, say that the issue
is fruitless. How is it possible for any country to fashion, or to agree
upon, principles of national conduct in a world in which dangers
and challenges, adversaries and friends, are always in flux? Why
bother to frame principles of conduct in a world of many actors,
few of whom are likely to take them seriously? Irving Kristol, for
instance, says that ideology "can obtain exasperatingly little pur-
chase over the realities of foreign policy" since "the nations of the
world do not constitute . . . a community and propose few princi-
ples by which their conduct may be evaluated." SUch logic requires
that philosophers need not apply for jobs in a shop where necessity
and expediency are being fused.

But those who would lead philosophers gently away from
affairs of state usually do so in order to get them out of their hair.
Few Realists may deny the force of moral judgments, and the in-
fluence these when unleashed bring to bear upon our nation's
posture and power in the world. But the passions of moral prefer-
ences enforce the intensity and persistence with which national
goals are pursued, established or resisted. For example, only cynics
would question the deliberate passion in Woodrow Wilson's words
(taken from his Second Inaugural Address) only weeks before
America's ertry into the European war:

The shadows that now lie dark upon our path will soon be dipelled and
we shall work with the light all about us if we be but true to ourselves
to ourselves .5s we have wished to be known in the counsels of the world
and in the tnought of all those who love liberty and justice and the right
exalted

II

For better or worse, since the beginning of the republic
Americans have displayed strong sentiments about their country's
role in world affairs. Liberty occupies a central thematic place among
them. Emblazoned on monuments, sung about in anthems, stamped
on coinage and expressed on placards, it still dominAes our civic
thought and language. Even Realists, downgrading moral elements
of statecraft, would (if offered the choice) prefer an outside world
populated by civic cultures respecting human and civic rights under
law, as we do. That the American concept of independence fuses
ideas of individual and national self-determination as aspirations
"free men and free soil" leads some to conclude that this con-
ceplion haN universal pertinence. From fefferson, through Wilson
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and Franklin D. Roosevelt, on and on, even recently through Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, the word "goes forth." Even as aspiration, the
American view extends the hope that freedom may spill over into
other lands; and from time to time this view affects America's
international activities in momentous ways.

Some American Realists, objecting to such a tendency, see
dangers of messianism in it since, were a passion for freedom ever
to get out of hand, who could tell where it would all end? Hamilton
early saw the handwriting on the wall, when Republicans like Jeffer-
son tried to drag the infant nation into war with B.itain to defend
the forces of revolution in Paris. The instinct to fight for freedom
wherever a good cause was to be found could parachute adven-
turers ontc, snowy plains in Tibet, distant from concrete interests of
the republic. Much later, Dulles, a moio..st with respect to the fate
of captive nations, religious freedom, and the like, was sobered by
the real dangers of nuclear war in 1956, and forswore the "libera-
tion" of Eastern Europe when that might have been possible. But
Jefferson's portrait, not Hamilton's, now hangs behind the American
ambassador's desk at the United Nations to stand for a most senti-
mental force of freedom.

The Realist-Idealist debate about principles and interests
has been greatly enlarged by writers and practitioners. George Ken-
nan, in a probing essay, said he could not find a standard, other
than that of the national interest, by which to judge disputes among
notions:

let us face it: in most international differences elements of right or wrong,
comparable to those which prevail in personal relationships, are if they
exist at all simply not discernible to the outsider. . . . Morality, then,
as the channel tl individual self-fulfillment yes. Morality in governmen-
tal method, as a matter of conscience and preference on the part of our
people yes. But morality as a general criterion for measuring and com-
paring the behavior of different states no. Here other criteria, sadder,
more limited, more practical, must be allowed to prevail.

The distaste of such wise diplomats for morals arises from
fear that morality leads to excess. Jefferson's idea, that America
abandon safe neutrality for philosophical principle, caused Wash-
ington, resisting it, also to resist a storm of public outrage. In his
Farewell Address, shaped in response to that experience, he warned
against "inveterate antipathies against particular nations and pas-
sionate attachments for others." There is something to be said for
this view; moralism laight flame into dangerous projects.

(19
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But principled action is not so simply dismissed. A few
months ago, a British delegate at the United Nations called former
American Ambassador Moynihan a reincarnated Wyatt Earp for sug-
gesting that President Amin of Uganda was a "racist murderer."
Mr. Richards went on to say:

There is a difference of perception between the United States and ourselves
as to what the United Nations is all about. Mr. Moynihan sees it as a place
where you fight about ideas. We see it as a place in which to advocate our
interests and increase our influence.

With this, the cat again shot out of the bag. Can ideas actually be
disconnected from interests? Max Weber wrote:

Interests material and spiritual ones and not ideas, directly govern the
relations among men. But the "pictures of the world" which have been
created by ideas all too frequently, like the tracings of a pencil, sketch out
the routes along which interests move.

We should ask, not what can be done to disconnect interest and
ideas, but, rather, why and for what reasons are they closely
connected?

Ill

Must a chasm separate American "pure thought" about
foreign policy ideals from interests? There is a vast chasm between
the Marxist assertion that ideology is a supestructure planted atop
some material base like an advertising logo, and the fact that ideals
can be powerfully woven into the fabric of our ordinary existence.
That Americans value civic freedom is closely connected to the
practical benefits they derive from it. That Americans also want
others to see it this way is not unconnected to practical interests.
Before reversing his mind about such matters, Senator William
Fulbright offered a wise insight into the reason why Americans are
that way. Americans, he said, wish to live in a "world of wide
horizons "

The liberal values Americans extol have precise, if both
general and mundane, application. Large assertions freedom of
information, press and speech; freedom of ideas, expression and
assembly; freedom of individual workers to change jobs; freedom
of movement from one place to another; equal opportunity and
equality before the law; freedom of religion and the free market
economy turn up in our ordinary lives and practices. Freedom
of movement, for instance, signifies the ease with which a worker
arrives at or chooses a place of work, or with which a family chooses
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a vacation. The mobility of American culture, exemplified by the
ubiquitous automobile, is an inseparable part of American culture.
We could not imagine the nation otherwise.

During much of our country's history, this choice of civic
and individual freedom has been flaunted by Americans in the face
of authoritarian and traditionalist regimes. It has been the confi-
dence of an upstart challenger; given the fact that the European
monarchies were having their troubles, it was to be expected that
their downfall facilitated by such heroes as Lafayette, Kosciusko,
Kossuth and Garibaldi, as well as the Frankfurt parliamentarians of
1848 would be followed by liberal regimes. The rest of the (non-
European) world, subject to the dominion of European imperialists,
was a further example. Here, Americans protested the practice and
doctrine of imperialism; while the United States had few interests
in or connections with the imperial possessions of European states
outside the Western Hemisphere, at least it could claim to cham-
pion the freedom of "all" a pose for the most part, since until
Franklin D. Roosevelt's time not much American leverage was put
upon colonial powers to shed their possessions.

It is important to remember this phase of our national
past because the situation now, in the late twentieth century, differs
from what many once assumed to be, if not inevitable, then a very
likely prospect. The great empires (aside from that of the Soviet
Union) have passed; the monarchies of the European system for the
most part are long since gone; a system of independent or quasi-
independent nation-states now girds the globe. Yet, for a variety of
reasons which I propose to. explore now, it may be said that the
cause of civic freedom inseparable from American national inter-
ests as we have known them is probably in worse repair in the
world than it has been in a long, long time. There are certain
tendencies that make the situation (at least for the time being) quite
bleak.

IV

Some of the most important manifestations of the diffi-
culty are so obvious, and have been with us for so long, that we have
become as accustomed to their profile as are Japanese to the loom-
ing presence of Mount Fuji. We have become accustomed to the
presence of two sprawling, rowerful communist empires each
doctrinally committed to the abolition of liberol democracy, rivaling
each other by sponsoring movements of "liberation" in various parts
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of the noncommunist world in order to consummate the decline
and fall of bourgeois societies (us). The importance of each of these
manifestations of gross hostility is that even though each is now well
into adulthood, both are products of our own century. The ideas .

and systems of political control and regimentation, and the fervor
their rival versions of the "New Man" doctrine continue to inspire
among minorities and intellectuals in many places, bear witness to
the fact that the contentions between them, and between them and
"us," are inspired by far more than Realpolitik considerations.

Pragmatic Americans, including many thoughtful scholars,
for a long time have held forth the sociological proposition that
somehow, in each of these mighty empires, a new generation of
leaders will introduce counsels, not only of prudence but even of
tolerance. The compulsions of coping with new societal problems
created by the technological revolution, in this view, may diminish
the ideological element in their behavior, notably in their behavior
toward us. While this hope may some day come to fulfillment, and
allow what we call the "human spirit" to reassert itself, signs of it
today remain slight. The Sakharov circle, viciously repressed in the
Soviet Union, could probably caucus in a telephone booth; the
search for even one mainland Chinese Solzhenitsyn has yet to begin.

By now it is clear that one major reason for the recent
muting of American fulminations about the tyranny of these regimes
is the fact that both (separately or in combination) are quite danger-
ous. If the East European crisis of 1956 was not enough to demon-
strate this, the missile crisis of 1962 surely was; and thus today few
would quarrel with the proposition that, minimally, our national
capacity :o regulate our differences with each of them is a matter
of the highest national importance. We would seem to prefer a
Kissinger to a reincarnation of John Foster Dulles if only because,
in his very special way, Kissir 3er's diplomacy didactically has sought
to instruct everyone concerned about the necessity of careful con-
duct in a thermonuclear age. The contrast between his admonish-
ments and those of Cordell Hull in the 1930s would be worth
examinmg Hull once chided his fellow Americans for what he called
a "careless tolerance of evil institutions"; probably Kissinger would
rephrase the message constructively to call for a "careful intoler-
ance" 01 them.

Another aspect of the current situation should cause us
unease The emotive force of civil freedom, once assumed by
Americans to be intectious, hac very nearly failed in the Third

7 2
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World.' The rather naive expectation that independence might be
followed by phases of political and economic modernization, in the
direction of open societies, now is rarely discussed. Rather, what
can be seen is the widespread collapse of Western political forms
in areas such as sub-Saharan Africa where they existed briefly, if
only in rudimentary form. We have learned that "national inde-
pendence" among the many potentialities latent in "national in-
dependence movements" can mean the possibility of tyranny. It
is a profound irony that South Africa, where racial suppression acts
as the cement of political order, has the freest press in all of Africa,
and allows political opposition, while the scenes of most vicious
racial warfare and genocide have been to her north in nations such
as the Sudan, Nigeria, Ugarhia, and now Angola. Our disillusion-
ments grow as we take note of the pervasiveness of anti-Western
ressentiment in many of these regimes a glue which binds them
in a negative solidarity.'

Thus it is that the "cause of freedom," in its traditional
form, has few followers today on the international scene, and many
dedicated opponents. The democracies once regarded as van-
guard by the world now seem a beleaguered minority rendered
more conspicuous targets by their relative affluence, and more sin-
gular by virtue of the fact that they contain a fast-dwindling propor-
tion of the peoples of the earth.

Considering the ubiquitous anti-American sentiments cur-
rently erupting, like acne, in many places, one might find solace in
a remark Burckhardt made about Venice in Renaissance Italy, sur-
rounded by competitive and warring city states:

Venice in particular was long accused on all hands of seeking to conquer
the whole peninsula or gradually so to reduce its strength that one State
after another must fall into its hands. But on a closer view it is evident that
this complaint aid not come from the people, but rather from the courts
and official classes, while the mild government of Venice had secured for
it general confidence.

V

Despite the disconcerting features of our time, it seems
that Americans today view the necessary ethical bases of our for-

' I do not intend here to suggest a homogeneity where no homogeneity exists;
the Third World for my purposes is the ex-colonial world of diverse new states which
have come into existence since World War IL

' The strength of this rt,ssentiment can best be seen in the solidarity shown by
Third World nations with the OPEC states in their oil war against the West eventhough the OPEC price rise rook its greatest toll from the poorest of them.
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eign policy more as a decalogue of "don't's" than of "do's." The
towering reason for this Vietnam speaks with such oracular
resonance that it reminds one of the suspicious mother who, unable
to see her young child playing in the back yard, shouted, "Jimmy,
whatever you're doing out there stop!" "No more Vietnams"
whatever the slogan may mean (and it certainly contains contrary
possibilities) now is a conversation stopper. The conventional
wisdom of America, for the time being, ignores Mark Twain's
famous cat tale:

We should be careful to get out of an experience only the wisdom that is
in it and stop there; lest we be hke the cat that sits down on a hot stove
lid. She will never sit down on a hot stove lid again and that is well; but
also she will never sit down on a cold one any more.

If it were merely the Vietnam experience, with its hollow
advice as to what we should not do, it would be one thing. But
there is more; we face, rather, a formidable Vietnam-Watergate
syndrome. The Watergate part of it, fused onto the 'other, marvel-
ously elevates Lord Acton's principle (that all power corrupts, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely) into a cardinal doctrine of
statecraft. It has raised to high levels of pubi;c salience old ques-
tions that have always troubled American democrats. American
democrats have a long, if not an unbroken, tradition of suspecting
power; and perhaps on balance this has been a healthy suspicion.
But the anti-institutional hatreds unleashed in the 1960s, and much
enlarged in the 1970s, now raise fundamental questions of common
sense.

John Locke, chief formulator of our "social contract" and
the main architect of our conception of a government of shared
powers, had no illusions about the difficulty of dispersing the
powers of government when it came to foreign affairs. As he wrote
in his Civil Government: "What is to be done with foreigners,
depending much upon their actions and the variations of designs
and interests, must he left in great part to the prudence of those
who have this power committed to them, to be managed by the
best of their skill for the advantage of the Commonwealth."

A novel question, in the debate about moral purpose and
foreign policy, concerns the height of standards of public morality
for a law-abiding republic that can and should be applied in
America's external relations. What is peculiar about this moral
crusade to reform the habits and prerogatives of the nation's foreign
policy establishment is that many of the questions posed with fervor

7
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here are not even raised in most other nations. Whether the im-
provement of American moral standards may, or may not, have an
exemplary multiplier effect in the conduct of nations generally is
rarely discussed. Whether a moral America may prosper and remain
secure in a world in which important adversaries (and even many
of America's friends) are far less heedful of such standards brings
to mind the fateful implication in Leo Durocher's famous cliché:
"Nice guys finish last."

While a long list of fundamental questions have been
reintroduced into our discussion of ethics and world politics, they
can be reduced to a consideration of the ideal character of Ameri-
can behavior rather than that of nations generally. The subject,
long debated among international lawyersShould nations inter-
vene in the affairs of others? is complex enough; but in recent
discussions it has narrowed to a simplistic and unilateral formula-
tion: Should America iriervene in other nations' business? And
from this portentous beginning, the list goes on. Does the American
presidency still have a respected authority to apply, or threaten to
apply, force in international encounters without formal endorse-
ment and ratification from Congress? Should policy officials be held
to the highest standards of both full candor and veracity in their
public statements about serious international issues? Does the pub-
lic, and/or its elected legislature, have an absolute "right to know"
about all the significant connivances, chicanery and confidences
of America's diplomats, agents and policymakers? Should all of
America's international transactions even the most sensitive
be at all times open to view? Is the doctrine of "full disclosure"
essential to repair Americans' alleged lack of confidence ii their
foreign-policy leadership?

Recently it has occurred to me that the moralists who
would hold their foreign-policymakers to such high standards of
public accountability in an otherwise imperfect world assign to the
American people the same qualities assigned by the Book of Com-
mon Prayer to the Deity: "to whom all hearts are open and from
whom no secrets are hid." Yet, with this difference that while
the Deity presumably can keep a confidence, the public, by defi-
nition, cannct. What is known or knowable to all Americans is
there for all to see 4./..rsries and friends alike. When Tom
Paine, as secretary ,) the :oreign Affairs Committee of the Conti-
nt.ita! Cony,ress, pursued a moralistic vendetta of his own, and
publi',hed in the Philadelphia press up-to-date details of the secret
arms deal being made with the French court at Versailles, he was
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quickly and properly sacked from his job. If he were alive and
similarly inspired today, it would not be surprising at all if he filed
a million dollar lawsuit for punitive damages, and then sat back to
await a Pulitzer Prize.

It is true that a certain body of opiaion in this country
holds that public confidence in institutions, now frayed and fretted,
can be restored only by "opening up the system"; seen in this light,
the demand that it be done in the field of foreign-policymaking is
closely connected with demands of a similar sort made against
many other institutions. But the moral onslaught against "secrecy"
seems unobjectionable until one notes that on the opposite side
of the coin are two other contrarily nuanced slogans, "privacy" and
"confidentiality." It has by no means been shown yet that "full
disclosure" whether of a nation's ongoing deliberations and ac-
tions in world politics or of the private lives of even minor politi-
cians necessarily improves the quality of civic life. Full disclosure
in public life can, for instance, degrade and debase deliberations;
it can cause highly gifted individuals (wisely) to choose less-charged
careers in which to exercise their talents; and, with respect to the
matter currently under discussion, it can sterilize and destroy the
morale of agencies essential to the well-being of the nation.

VI

The often-asked question, "Can American democracy
survive Cold War?" remains as insistent in a time of détente as it
was when characterized by higher states of tenrion and confronta-
tion Problematical though the question is, it has always had two
dimensions: internal and external. Today, when past actions of
government are unearthed to display the excesses of vigilance, it
risks being overlooked that, quite paradoxically, the years of Cold
War tensions (and are they fully over with yet?) were ones in which,
on balance. American civil liberties were enlarged and extended,
not constrdined.

It may be something of a tribute to America's effective
politic al leadership in those recent years that the best of her leaders
took the struggle ot liberty to be a two-front war; that the defense
ot ci ii freedoms ahroad vvould be particularly meaningless if con-
ducted at the expense of domestic ones, and vice versa. Now,
howeser at a time when many Americans choose inopportunely
to pull down the shades, thus to conceal from themselves the
nation's difficulties abroad it would be a problematic crusade
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to try to construct morally pure standards of civic virtue which
paralyzed America's international activities. A prosperous and mor-
ally self-satisfied nation is not to be confused with one that is truly
secure. The precious mineral of freedom is not sufficient to its own
protection. We can recall Francis Bacon's words, "For Solon said
well to Croesus (when in ostentation he showed him his gold),
Sir, if any other man hath better iron than you, he will be master of
al/ this gold."

VII

Principled actions must happen in a complex world.
Max Weber distinguished an ethic of ultimate ends from an ethic
of responsibility. To act exclusively upon high standards risks ignor-
ing the consequences of action. Fiat justitia, pereat mundus -- do
justice, though the world perish is an absurd consequence of an
ethic of ultimate ends. Another possibility is that the pursuit of
principle often leads to a collision with another. Yet choices must
be made between or among valued objects. Any action, principled
or not, requires choices in a flawed world, and thus a danger in
morality is a tendency to seek simplistic solutions. Tunnel-vision
morality, sights set upon one aspect of reality and closed to others,
is vision dangerously reduced. To be mindful of principle when in
action is as difficult as the task of a commander in dubious battle
seeking to relate tactics to strategy. In foreign policy the final diffi-
culty is to frame action in forms that elicit public approval. All
these facets of the problem are well known.

The novel aspect about public morality in America today
is that insistence on an ethic of perfection for American foreign
policy may end up as rationale for non-action. Alexander Bickel,
when asked to comment on the state of morality in America a few
years ago, replied, "it threatens to engulf us." He was far from
being wrong. Americans rightly have come to be uneasy about the
uses of American power in the world; possible abuses of it are
great and awesome. But among the worst abuses is its non-use.
To withhold power and influence in some small instances of trouble
may be wise; but a known, persistent tendency to withhold even
limited power risks the greater danger that much higher inputs of
power will have to be used later. (The California senator who
opposed a single American or a single dollar for Angola, yet pro-
posed total cessation of grain shipments to Russia if Russians did
not clear out, is a case in point.)

41-157 0 - 79
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Pericles said that while a few make policy, "we are all
able to judge it." But a difficulty arises when attempts to justify
and explain the uses of power strike no responsive chord in the
public. If Kennedy rhetoric may have been too high, recent Ad-
ministration rhetoric may have been too low. Metternich's skills
were those of a facile diplomat determined to restore and to main-
tain order. The need for order is no less in our time, but it is hardly
sufficient. International relations theorists and defense analysts take
a great deal of interest in the balance of power, but no one ever
gets excited about it. A new Administration, if there is to be one,
may go beyond the mere search for a stable world and restored
public confidence. It may speak to American minds and hearts with
reminders of the high stakes and costs for an American free society
in a world where, for better or worse, it is far from omnipotent yet
perhaps one of man's best hopes. Just before his nomination in
1932, Franklin Roosevelt wrote a piece for Foreign Affairs. He ended
with these simple words: "It is the spirit which counts."

7 8



CHAPTER 3

The United States in the
North-South Dialogue:
A Survey'

Martin M. McLaughlin
The present phase of the much longer-term debate on international eco-
nomic issues between the developed and the developing countries grew out
of intensified pressure by the world's poorer countries in 1973-74 for funda-
mental changes in the existing international economic order, which they
perceived to be working against their interests and which they had been
actively seeking to change since the creation of the U.N. Conference on
Trade and Development in the early 1960s. At the 1974 Sixth Special Ses-
sion of the U.N. General Auemblyspurred on by the successes of OPEC,
which they saw as strengthening their bargaining powerthey demanded
better access for their manufactured goods to the markets of the industrial-
ized world, more stable and preferably higher prices For their raw materials,
renegotiation of their external public debt, curbs on the activities of multi-
national corporations and improved access to their technology, a growing
share in the world's industrial production, a new and less demeaning aid
relationship, and a greater voice in the management of the international
monetary system and the international financial institutions. Collectively,
their goals came to be known as the "new international economic order."

The debate moved from what was essentially a challenge and con-
frontation in 1974 and early 1975 toward a more genuine "North-South

Note: The author wishes to thank the many ODC colleagues and others who con-tributed to this survey. especially Mildred Weiss.
,The term was first introduced by the Declaration and Action Programme on the

Establishment of a New Intrnational Economic Order, U.N. General Assembly Resolu-
tions 3201 (S-V1) and 3202 (S-V1). May 1, 1974

Reprinted by pen/Anton from The United States and World Development : Agenda197P. New York. 11rsevr. 1979 i) 77-11:1. ( Praeger Special StudIrs
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dialogue" (as it then came to be known) in late 1975, following the Seventh
Special Session of the U.N. General Assembly in September of that year.
The limited but promising consensus reached at that session appears to
have been more rhetorical than real, however, since the positions of the
North and the South on these international economic issues have advanced
relatively little since then.

After a year of discussion in 1976 that at best yielded mixed results,
many leaders in the South hoped that the new Carter Administration would
not only carry forward the somewhat more conciliatory approach of the
latter period of the Ford Administration, but would also undertake bold,
imaginative initiatives of its own. Major meetingsnotably the continua-
tion of the Conference on International Economic Cooperation, negotia-
tions on the Common Fund, and a number of negotiations on individual
commodities--were delayed (and in some eases extended) until the spring
of 1977, in order to permit the Carter Administration to participate, and
to capitalize on the promise the change in U.S. leadership seemed to offer.
However, several factors have made it difficult for the United States to
change its role in the dialogue very markedly. These include the current
world economic situation, the sharply rising U.S. trade deficit, and the lack
of agreement within the Administration on what specific gains (other than
lessened confrontation) the United States and other Northern countries
should seek in the negotiations.

In its first two years, the Carter Administration has dealt with the
major North-South issues of trade, commodities, investment, debt, and aid
largely by carrying forward policies begun in the latter days of the previous
Administration, without making much substantive progress in formulating
new policies. The United States has tended to see many of the short-term
costs and few of the major benefits in negotiating with the South about the
N1EO proposals, and numerous international as well as domestic matters
have preempted its attention.

The Southern countries share somc of the responsibility for this im-
passc. Their negotiating style ill particular (although it is now less strident
than in 1974) has been an obstacle to agreement. Despite (or perhaps be-
cause of) their highly disparate economic interests, they have sacrificed
flexibility in detailed negotiations on many issues in order to maintain
group solidarity. Thus some of the more open-minded leaders of the indus-
trialized countries have beert discouraged by a rigidity that has seemed to
prevent the South from compromising on positions set in advance by the
Group of 77.

At the same time, moderate leaders in the developing countries have
become increasingl disconsolate and discouraged by the rich countries'
reluctance to consider changes in the existing international system that
might make the international economic order more equitable but would
threaten their control of its essential elements. They are skeptical about the
Northern, and partik:ularly the U.S., contention that the various aspects of

8 0
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the dialogue must be discussed in separate forumsa skepticism that is
reinforced by the minimal accomplishments achieved in those separate
forums to date.

Agenda 1977 treated the issues and the forums in which they are being
negotiated in considerable detail. This chapter attempts to bring the read-
er up to date on the status of some of the more important elements of the
dialoguethe major NIE0 issues cited in the U.N. General Assembly's
1974 Declaration and Action Programme on the Establishment of a New
International Economic Orderas well as North-South issues that are not
explicitly part of the "agenda" of those NIE0 documents. The latter issues
include many that have been the subject of discussion between developing
and developed countries for some time and several that are only now be-
ginning to receive international attention. The following sections of this
chapter first discuss the two major overarching forums that have attempted
to deal with the broad range of North-South issues and then assess the
development aspects of the negotiations on such specific issues as inter-
national communication, the allocation of ocean resources, disarmament,
science and technology, energy, food, basic needs, and human rights. The
actual and potential role of the United States in all these elements of the
dialogue is emphasizedparticularly with respect to the last two: basic
needs and human rights. Finally, the part played by Congress in U.S. par-
ticipation in the North-South dialogue is also examined.

Broad Negotiating Forums

The Conference on Internatioaal Fconomic Cooperation
The expressed willingness of the North to negotiate on some of the issues
of central importance to the South (which seemed to underlie the more
conciliatory U.S. attitude at the Seventh Special Session) led to the con-
vening of the Conference on International Economic Cooperation (C1EC)
in Paris in December 1975. Very little progress was made during the fol-
lowing year, however, because the United States and the other Northern
countries were interested primarily in discussing energy, whereas the South,
including the OPEC countries, would not focus on energy is.sues unless the
North gave greater consideration to the developing countries' commodity,
debt, and other problems.

When the stalemated C1EC reconvened in Paris in the latter part of
May 1977, the new U.S. Administration joined in the negotiations with
positive, if vague, intentions. Most of the issues that had precipitated the
Conference remained unresolved at its close in early June. These included
the proposed S6 billion Common Fund, compensatory financing, diversi-

'John W Sewell i110 t hi Staff of the Overseas Development Council, rho UnitodStates and World Developmc.st: Agenda 177 (New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc.,1977). pp 87-141
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fication and local processing of raw materials, debt relief, developing-
country access to industrialized-country manufactures markets, and a code
of conduct for transnational corporations. The countries of the South could
take some consolation from the last-minute creation (subject to legislative
approval) of a one-time, SI billion concessional "Special Action Program"
to help low-income countries, the agreement in principle to establish a
Common Fund to finance buffer stocks of certain raw materials, and the
pledge to "substantiall)" increase in real terms the level of official develop-
ment assistance. Strictly speaking, however, these decisions were not a
direct result of CIEC; each had been agreed to elsewhere prior to the final
CIEC session. Progress in implementing these has been sufficiently slow
that It is still too earl) to tell what really has resulted from these "deci-
sions."

Although the CIEC negotiations did not constitute the whole of the
North-South dialogue in 1977 and 1978, their tone was echoed in the dis-
cussions that took place in other North-South forums. The CIEC talks were
marked not only by differences on substantive issues, but even by disagree-
ments about what the agenda should be and about the priority to be given
each item. Energy which was the main interest of the North, and espe-
cially of the United States continued to be a particularly divisive issue.

The U.N. Committee of the Whole
During the course of its thirty-second session, the U.N. General Assembly
created a Committee of the Whole as a venue for what it hoped would be
a genuine and frank discussion of the NIEO proposals'partly because
CIEC had been so inconclusive and partly to prepare for the special session
on international development cooperation in the 1980s and beyond sched-
uled for 1980. The Committee, which is open to all U.N member states,
has been in delicate health from birth because the Third World countries
perceive it as haing authority to negotiate whereas the industrialized na-
tions do not. At its second session, which began in New York on September
5, 1978, the Committee was adjourned abruptly when the United States
alone voted against a compromise formulation of what the Committee's
authority should be. The U.S. spokesman, echoing thc regret of other dele-
gations at the "current impasse." told the Committee, "We intend... to
activel pursue these goals in the many fora in which issues of common
interest will he discussed and negotiated in coming months." Although
Secretary of State Cyrus Van-e softened the U.S. stance in his September

iSee Assessment ot Progress in the Establishment of the Neve International Eco-
nomic 0,der UN (ieneia Assembly Resolution 32/174. December 19, 1977, adopted
without vote

'Robert Hormais U S Mission to the United Nations Press Release. No. USUN-
19 178i September 11 1.978 mimeographed
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addreu to the U.N. General Assembly,' and the President of the Assem-
b!y shortly thereafter issued a carefully worded statement (from which no
one dissented) reconvening the Committee of the Whole in January 1979,
the future importance of the Committee remained in doubt in late 1978.

Specific Issues and Forums

Commodity Problems'
In 1976, the Fourth Ministerial Conference of the U.N. Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD IV) set in motion meetings on the
Integrated Programme for Commoditiesincluding the Common Fund and
international commodity agreementsthat had been proposed by the
UNCTAD Trade and Devehr 'lent Board in 1974. At CIEC, in May 1977,
the developed countries, including the United States, finally endorsed the
Common Fund concept; the details of the Fund, however, were left to be
negotiated within UNCTAD.

The second session of the Conference on the Common Fund ended in
December 1977 in an impasse over widely differing views about how the
Fund was to be financed, to whom it would lend and for what purposes,
and who would control it. The developing countries want a) direct manda-
tory capital subscriptions from governments to provide much of the financ-
ing for present and possible future buffer stocks, and b) an additional
source of fundsor a "second window"to help finance such "other mea-
sures" as commodity diversification and processing, market promotion, and
improvements in productivity. In contrast, the United States and most
other industrialized countries insist that the Fund mobilize savings not by
capital subscriptions, but by "pooling" the cash resonrces of individual
commodity agreements and then borrowing froM this pol or against call-
able capital or guarantees. Until recently, the United States opposed a sec-
ond window, arguing that existing international financial institutions and
bilateral aid programs are more appropriate means of funding non-com-
moeity activitief and, indeed, already do so

The United States has agreed in princip'.: to participate in inte,-nation-
al commodity agreements to stabilize prices around their long-term market

'Cyrus R. Vance. "Address to the Thirty-Third Sessinn of the U.N. General As-
sembly in General Donate," ; ' S. Mission to the Unite I Nations 'fess Release, No.USUN-84 (78). September 29, 978, mimeographed.

For a fuller treatmnt of commodity issues, see Guy F. Erb. Negotiations on Two
Fronts: ManufaCtures and Commodities. Development Paper N. 25. NIE0 Series
(Washington, D.C. Overseas Development Coui-11, 1978): and Jere R. Behrman, In-
teinational Commodity Agreements: An Evaluation of the UNCTAD Integrated Com-
modity Programme. Monograph No. 9, MED Series (Washington. 0.C. Overseas De-velopment Council, 1977).

'Secretai-; Vance announced a modification of this position In his September
1978 speech before the U N General Assembly. op. cit.
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trends; it is already a party to sugar, tin, and coffee agreements.' In addi-
tion, it has participated in ongoing technical discussions on other individual
commodities since 1976, in order to determine the feasibility of various
commodity price stabilization agreements. The United States prefers that
commodities be stabilized through the use of buffer stocks when this is
technically possible and that consumers and producers share financial re-
sponsibility. Each existing or potential commodity agreement has its domes-
tic supporters and opponents, and all of these interest groups make them-
selves felt in Congress, which must approve any negotiated agreement.

Commodity agreements are useful to both consumers and producers
countries as well as individuals. They benefit consumers by helping to pre-
vent sharp commodity price rises that frequently become part of the gener-
ally inflated price structure, even if the comma' 'y prices themselves
move hack down. For producers, abrupt price declines make investment
planning difficult: by reducing uncertainty about prices, commodity agree-
ments can help induce new investment to produce the supplies needed to
satisfy growing domestic and international demand.

Since commodits price stabilization can be a major element in slowing
world inflation, it would seem wise for the United States to accept a broad-
er role for the proposed Common Fund, even though the Fund might also
be employed for technical assistance to agriculture or other development
purposes hat the United States prefers to have managed by traditional
bilateral and multilateral institutions. Some receptivity to such a middle
ground was expressed in Administration testimony early in 1978," and in
Secretary of State Vance's speech before the U.N. General Assembly.°

The next scheduled opportunity for looking at commodity issues in a
broad context is prosided by the Fifth Ministerial Conference of UNCTAD,
scheduled to meet in Manila in May 1979. UNCTAD V will focus on the
unfinished agenda of UNCTAD IV, as well as on thc persistently critical
current world economic situation and on long-tcrm strategies and policies
for trade and development in the 1980s. Progress on the Common Fand
as well as on the code of conduct for transnational corporations would
undoubtedly help establish a positive and constructive atmosphere for
UNCTAD V. In the meantime, individual commodity agreements should
be worked out for as many as possible of the products currently under
negotiation or consideration, witii the hope thztt they eventually will be
combincd in a cheaper and more efficient price stabilization system.

"The United States was to have joined the new sugar agreement no later than
December 31 1978 However, because the Senate failed to ratify the agreement prior
to adjournmkint. i.e deadline needed to be extended.

'Richard N Cooper. Under Sitcretary of State for Economic Affairs, testimony
to the Subcommittee on Foreign Ecunprnic Policy. Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, February 27 1978

"Vance op cit
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Trade in Manufactures"

The Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations (MTN)--which was
initiated by a ministerial meeting in Tokyo in 1973 did not pick up mo-
mentum until late 1977. and in the fall of 1978 it was still uncertain whether
a general agreement would be achieved in the winter of 1978-79. The MTN,
whose implementation is expected to take place over the next decade. may
be the last major opportanity to liberalize trade for some years to come.
The negotiations involve not only tariffs, which have been repeatedly re-
duced during the past thirty years in the six previous rounds of trade nego-
tiations, but also non-tariff barriers such as subsidies and countervailing
duties, quantitative restrictions, customs valuation matters, and government
procurement. as well as agricultural trade, safeguards for industries serious-
ly threatened by imports, and the special treatment of tropical products.
In response to growing protectionist pressure at home, governments every-
where increasingly have resorted to those "voluntary" non-tariff measures
that still are acceptable under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and are now more important trade barriers than tariffs.

The industrialized countries are committed in principle to trade lib-
eralization, having benefited greatly from it over the years, and they do not
want to trigger an international trade war. Yet it is not at all clear how
much this round can accomplish in trade liberalizationin light of the
slow worldwide economic recovery, the leveling-off of the rate of growth
in trade for all countries, high unemployment, rising oil imports in the
United States and elsewhere, growing protectionism in the industrialized
world, and the /dativey weak bargaining power of the developing coun-
tries participating in the GATT negotiations.

Pressures for protectionism in the developed countries are concentrated
in the very industries in which many developing countries have begun to
export: textiles, shoes, and consumer electronics, for example. As develop-
ing-country export capacity expands, the pressures for restrictions, too,
will surely increase. Although the United States experienced an adverse
shift of $38.1 billion in its trade balance between 1975 and 1977 ifrom
+$11.5 billion in 1975 to -$26.6 billion in 1977), the Administration resisted
strong pressures in 1977 and 1978 from certain segments of organized
labor, industry, Congress, and the U.S. International Trade Commissan
to restrict iniports of some items." It did, however, resort several times
to "volun export quotas, such as orderly marketing agreements
(OMAs), which are agreements between an importing nation and the prin-
cipel supplying nations to limit the rate of growth of imports and/or the
absolute level of imports. In 1977, the United States negotiated OMAs with

"See Chapter 2. PP 53-59, for other considerations bearing on this topic. See
also Erb, Negohahons on rwo Fronts. op cit

'ISee Annex C. Tables C-7 through C-17. Mr further information on U.S. trade.
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Taiwan and South Korea for imports of shoes and with Japan for imports
of color television sets. In addition, the Adininistration is currently con-
cluding bilateral negotiations with some twenty countries that supply the
United States with textiles. In reaction to rising steel imports from Japan,
the United States imposed a reference price system that leaves Japanese ex-
porters, in particular, open to charges of dumping imports below the set
prices; a program to help improve the long-run competitiveness of the U.S.
steel industry was launched at the same time. Other countriese.g., India
and South Koreamay come under a similar reference price system. In
early 1978, President Carter also raised the tariffs on CB (citizens band)
radios; imports from Japan were again the main target.

For the middle-income developing countriessome of which are now
frequently referred to as the "advanced developing countries""trade
probably will continue to be the main generator of foreign exchange for
development and other purposes. Liberalization of trade is of great interest
to the middle-income developing countries in particular, but it is also im-
portant, at least to some degree, to even the poorest countries. Exports pay
for imports, and without reduced trade barriers in the industrialized coun-
tries, the development prospects of other countries will be greatly dimin-
ished.

Third World representatives compiain that, despite what the North
seems to consider a major effort to involve them in the MTN, those talks
do not deal with matters of major concern to them (such as eliminating
quantitative restrictions on their exports) and do not acknowledge their
right to subsidize infant industries needed for chwelopment. The industrial-
ized countries, on the other hand, claim that the South has been slow and
uncertain in using the opportunities available within the MTN.

At the same time, it has becorr.. clear that domestic adjustment assis-
tance programs in the United States and other developed countries must
be improved for workers whose jobs are eliminated by cheaper imports in
some sectors. Protectionist pressures result largely from workers' well-
founded feelings of job insecurity. Who pays for liberalized trade is as im-
portant as who b-..nefits, and no group of workers should be required to
bear a disproportiohate share of the costs. Adjustment assistance thus is
(MC of the clearest examples f the linkage between foreign and domestic
economic policy In the Unittd Ctates, adjustment assistance programs
have been deficient on several counts: inadequate benefits, narrow cover-
age, and slow administration. After lengthy debate, both houses of Con-
gress passed hills to liberalize adjustment assistance by extending the cover-
age to more workers, lengthening the benefit and retraining periods, and
raising the ceiling on direct loans and loan guarantees to firms hurt by

"Cr Fred Bergsten. Assisti.nt Secretary of the Treasury, "Economic RelatonS
Between the United Stales and Brazil A Focus on Trade" (Speech before the FRB-
Zilian American Chamber of Conimerce. New York. New York. May 9, 1978)
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import competition. In the final flurry of the 1978 legislative session, how-
ever, the bill that emerged from the House-Senate Conference did not pass.

Debt and Related Monetary Discussions"
In 1977 and 1978, debt was once again discussed at 'Parious international
forums; the issue movedbut only haltinglytoward partial resolution.

At the insistence of the developing countries, debt was made the 'topic
of the March 1978 UNCTAD Trade and Development Board meeting in
Geneva. At this meeting, the industrialized countries indicated they were
willing to consider granting relief on the bilateral concessional debt owed
by the poorest developing countries, which "face serious development prob-
lems and in some instances serious debt difficulties." In the resolution
passed at that meeting, the participating countries agreed to "seek to adopt
measures for ... adjustment of terms (of past bilateral official develop-
ment assistance) or other equivalent measures as a means of improving
the net flows of official development assistance in order to enhance the
development efforts of those developing countries."" Each creditor coun-
try is to determine which countries are to receive help and how much. The
developing countries, for their part, appear to have compromised as well,
by modifying their earlier, broader demand for relief on official debt for
"interested" developing countri s.

A retroactive adjustment of the terms of past loans to today's terms
for the poorest countries (which now generally receive grants rather than
loans) would amount to cancellation of all their official bilateral public
debt. Creditors tend to prefer to call such changes "aid" rather than debt
relief. In spite of the relatively small amount of money involved (particu-
larly when discounted to its present value) and the rather limited number
of debtor countries that may be included, the meeting marked some prog-
ress on a previously highly confrontational issue. Fer those countries re-
ceiving help, the amounts of money involved are large relative to their
avaihole foreign exchange and thus provide important additional assist-
ance. Moreover, complete cancellation of the $500 million annual debt
service paid by the countries identified by the United Nations as "least
developed" their aggregate (end-1975) $7 billion official debt would
be likely to re.. At in increased export earnings for creditor countries. The
poor countries have little commercial debt to repay and if repayments were
waived, would probably use any foreign exchange they saved for imports.

1The debt issue is also diszussed in Chapter 2, pp. 61-63. For fuller treatment.
see Gordon W. Smith. The Exte 'nal Debt Prospects of the Non-Oil-Exporting Develop-
ing Countries. Monograph NO. 10. MEG Series (Washington, D.C.: Overseas Develop-
ment Council 1977); and Paul M. Watson, Debt and the Developing Countries: NewProblems and New Actors, Development Paper No. 26, MED Series (Washington.
D.C.: Overseas Development Council, 1978). See also Annex E. Tables E-2, E-3. and
6-4. for data on developing-country debt.

'Ms reported in UNCTAD Press Release No. TAD/INF/946, March 13. 1978.
*wrhe countries identifisd by the United Nr,tions as "least developed" include

primarily Me countries of the Sahel and 3outh Ask (although not India or Pakistan),
NA Annex A. Table A-4, which idcntiflox 0 twenty-escAt least developed countries.
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A number of developed countries (Belgium, Canada, the Federal Re-
public of Germany. Sweden, and the United Kingdom) have granted debt
relief to the poorest developing countries since March 1978. In the United
Statcs, legislation was passed to waive interest and principal for the "least
developed" countries (on a case-by-case basis), if equivalent amounts are
paid into local-currency accounts for use in approved development activi-
ties." This amounts to effective cancellation.

In addition, Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland
none of them large ODA creditorsalready had converted into grants
somc development dcbt of selected poor countries (certain least developed
and most seriously affected countries), and the Netherlands has been giv-
ing debt relief on concessional debt to selected poor countries as part or
its aid program for some time.

While some progress thus was achieved toward providing debt relief
for the poorest countries, considerable progress also was made at the Sep-
tember 1978 joint annual meeting of the World Bank ane the International
Monetary Fund toward helping the developing countries with their debt
financing by expanding available IMF f. -Iities. By voting to create 515
billion in Special Drawing Rights (12 billion SDRs) over the next three
years, the IMF assurcd the developing countries of roughly 55 billion in
additional borrowing power. Other agreements reached at this sessionto
raise IMF quotas by SO per cent, to increase the capitalization of the
World Bank, and to achieve a "substantial" increase in a sixth replenish-
ment of thc International Development Associationwill also, if con-
firmed, contribute to further relaxation of thc short-tcrm dcbt predica-
ment.

These actions follow a series of changes that have increased the IMF's
ability in recent years to help developing countries, particularly thosc in
distress. These changes include: liberalization of the IMF's Compensatory
Financing Facility to help stabilize cxport earnings; establishment of the
Trust Fund to use the proceeds from the sale of IMF gold for the poorest
countries; and an increase in IMF rcsources through the Oil Facility and
thc Supplemenwry 1-".nancing Facility. This 510 billion "Witteveen Facili-
ty"' was created t provide official financing to encourage countries with
severe payment problems to adopt orderly corrective arrangements. In the
fall of 1478, thc U S Congress approved the 51.7 billion U.S. contribution
to the Facility.

The United States supported all thc World Bank and IMF initiatives,
which together offer hope to both middle-income and low-income countries
that the will be able to cope with their debt situations at least over the
next several years. Hovvcser, nonc of these actions significantly alters the

"Interne Jnal Dsveloprnent and FooJ Assistance Ar:t of 1978. Public Law 95-
424. Section 124
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allocating formulas of the IMF (which heavily favor the industrialized
oolintries), modifies the stringent requirements of the IMF for credit-
worthiness (which generally lead affected countries to cut expenditures on
programs that benefit the poorest people), or enables poor countries to
lengthen the time frame or debt or ease its terms.

The Isteraational Comatuakatioas Dispute"
The issue of international information exchange has greater potential for
bringing about an unexpected explosion in the North-South dialogue than
almost any other issue. Yet until the Twentieth General Conference of the
U.N. : ducaronal, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in
October 1978, very little public attention was paid !o this questionexcept
for a brief public outcry in 1976, when a Soviet-proposed "mass media
draft declaration," approved by an intergovernmental conference from
which the United States and other industrialized countries had withdrawn,
was presented at the Nineteenth General Conference of UNESCO in
Nairobi. Among other things, the draft declaration called for recognition
of every nation's responsibility for all information generated within its
borders or transmitted across them. The negative reaction by Western
countries was immediate, vehement, and unanimous. UNESCO backed
away from acting on the resolution; its Director-General, in consultation
with all major interested parties, attempted to draft a compromise accept-
able to the "widest possible consensus" for consideration at the Twentieth
Conference. However, reaction to his August 21 draftwhich, although
more conciliatory in tone, reintroduced language subordinating media ac-
tivities to state controlindicated that consensus had not been achieved.'"
This rejection by Western and some other countries led to intensive nego-
tiations behind the scenes. Finally, a few days before the scheduled vote on
the mass media declaration, a compromise was worked out that did not
mention state control of the media and was acceptable to both Western and
developing countries.

The South's support for the draft declaration grew out of its feeling
of dependency on Western news media and its frustration at receiving only
little or skewed attention in those media. The crux of the Third World
complaint is that the international communications system (including its
technology, advertising, and culture) is generated by and designed to pro-
mote the existing international economic system, which serves the rich
countries and holds down the poor ones. According to its critics, this media
monopoly is anti-doelopmental in that it facilitates the rLh countries'

'Icor further treatment of this issue. see Anthony Pearce-flatten. "Third World
Press Coverage: The Debate at UNESCO." Communique No. 33 (Washington, OZ.:
Overseas Development Council, 1978).

11-

'0U N. Educational, Scientific. and Cultural OrgLnization. "Draft Declaration on
FoRdsmonfal PrinciO1611 Governing the Contribution of the Mass Media in Strengthening
Peace and International Understanding and in Connvting War Propaganda. Racism.
ano Apartheid," Paris. August 1978.
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efforts to spread their consumerism,' weakens the ability of the public in the
Third World countries to resist that pressure, and obstructs the developing
countries' efforts to determine and move toward their own vision of the
future. (Similar complaints about the effect of the media within their coun-
tries are often made by the public in the industrialized countries.) In addi-
tion, the volume of information about events in the industrialized coun-
tries, together with often unflattering and insensitive coverage of the devel-
oping countries and their leaders, tends to reinforce traditional stereotypes
and to preempt the transmission of information that is more pertinent,
and sometimes vital, to their development needs.

While developed countries admit that the media do not offer Third
World audiences relevant value models, they contend that state "responsi-
bility" for the media would block the "free flow of ideas" on which real
development ultimately depends. The developing countries counter that
the flow is now one-way and that it must become reciprocal and balanced
that the developed countries' monopoly on communications received by the
South must be ended.

Although the information problem is not widely discussed among the
public in the North, it has enormous potential importance. It encompasses
not only freedom of the press and access of reporters and correspondents
to countries and events, but also the assignment of radio frequencies and
television channels; the regulation of private telecommunications networks
that transmit the computer data essential for modern business; postal and
other private communications; the character and quality of advertising;
and the exchange of scientific information. Southern criticisms of the exist-
ing international information system have been voiced in many internation-
al forums as well as at meetings of the non-aligned nations, and many Third
World nations are organizing a common stand on the issue. UNESCOis
only cite forum in which the issue is being discussed. It is likely to bc de-
bated at the U.N. Conference on Science and Technology for Development
as well and is due to be discussed in the more technical forum of the World
Administration Radio Conference, meeting in Geocva in September 1979.

The United States and other industrial democracies philosophically
aad traditionally oppose efforts to restrict free speech and the free flow of
ideas. They should, however, respond to the developing countries' need el
greater participation in the dissemination of news, ideas, and information.
The Scandinavian countries have announced that they will contribute $4
million (the largest contribution in UNESCO history) to train news-agency
and radio journalists in Africa. The United States should make good on
its offer of technical assistance for satellite communications programs in
health and literacy, regional journalism centers in the Third World, and an
international consultative organization, and it should cooperate in exploring
possible international regulation of advertising and data transmission so
that thes- do not become "anti-developmental."

9 0
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The Seabed Negotiations

The longest continuing series of negotiations in the North-South dialogue
and the one that initially offered the greatest promise of successconcerns
the oceans. In 1969, the U.N. General Assembly declared that the resources
of the seas outside national waters are the "common heritage of mankind":"
it subsequently convened the Third U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS III) to discuss this principle. Since then, a series of negotiating
sessions have been held. At the conclusion of the seventh of these in late
May 1978, hopes were high that despite several remaining problems, a
treaty might be signed by 1980.

Despite its large size, broad scope, and intricate problems, UNCLOS
III has producedby consensus, without ever taking a voteproposals that
already have changed the traditional law of the sea. Some 90 per cent of
the Conference agenda is completed and agreed upon. The most dramatic
concept to emerge from the negotiations is the exclusive economic zone
(EEZ)the 200-mile zone within which coastal states are to have wide
jurisdiction over living and mineral resources, navigation, environmental
and pollution control, and certain categories of research.

The controversy over mineral exploitation involves primarily the inter-
national deep-seabed area beyond the EEZ, where the major deposits of
manganese noduleswhich are also rich in copper, cobalt, and nickelare
to be found. The major unresolved controversy continues to be the issue that
originally launched UNCLOS the concept of ocean-bed mineral
resources as the "common heritage of mankind" to be developed under
international regulation, with benefits to be shared,by all nations, particu-
larly those with special claims on international resources because they are
underdeveloped or landlocked.

Throughout the negotiations, the South, stressing the common heritage
principle, has insisted on the creation of a powerful International Seabed
Authority (ISA) that would control all stages of exploitation, acquire tech-
nology and conduct mining operations, receive substantial financial sup-
port, and eventually administer substantial revenues. In contrast, the indus-
trialized countries----which have the technology for deep-seabed mining
have sought a "parallel" system that would guarantee relatively free access
to the deposits and consider profits to be the customary return on invest-
ment, risk, and expertise. Progress on this impasse was made for the first
time at the May 1978 session, when the North expressed willingness to
accept an ISA having some licensing powers and receiving royalties, and
the developing countries agreed that private corporations would have
access to minerals on the ocean floor.

Both the 1976 and 1977 sessions of UNCLOS III had ended in an im-
passe over the mining question. In early 1978, however, it appeared that a

10U N General Assembly Resolution 2749 XXV (1970).
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breakthrough on the question of how to allocate access and proceeds to the
ISA and the private mining companies might be possible. This was due
partly to what one delegate called "a new generation of Third World lead-
ership" and partly to concern that the Carter Administration's support for
proposed legislation (which was passed by the House in July 1978) autho-
rizing U.S. corporations to launch deep-seabed mining operations might
represent a weakening of U.S. (and perhaps other industrialized-country)
commitment to working out a broader agreement. Despite this concern, the
subsequent August-September session of the Conference adjourned without
having resolved the mining issue.

Partly in order to sustain pressure for an agreement, the Carter Ad-
ministration continues to support passage of some legislation before the
Conference resumes on March 19, 1979; this legislation would authorize
unilateral mining, although a specified percentage of the profits would be
allocated fo: development. Once a law of the sea treaty is ratified, it will
supersede any legislation inconsistent with it. No seabed legislation was
enacted in the final days of the ninety-fifth Congress.

Arms Sales and Disarmament

The sale of weapons and related goods and servicesand the impact such
sales have on international trade balances have moved the arms race
rapidly to the fore as a North-South issue. Military expenditures and arms
transfers continue to soar at the same time that essential national and inter-
national development-related programs are starved for funds. The develop-
ing countries spent approximately $9 billion in 1976 for imported arms.
This was a little more than 2 per cent of the world's $400 billion military
expenditures and about 10 per cent of their own total military expendi-
tures n

On May 19, 1977, President Carter announced a new U.S. arms trans-
fer pohcy whose long-term objective is to reduce the level of armaments
worldwide and whose principal short-term objectives are to set controls and
guidelines and to impose restraints on the transfer abroad, by sales or
grants, of weapons and weapons-related items. On February 1, 1978, the
President announced an 58.6 billion ceiling level for such transfers in
FY 1978. It should be noted that NATO countries, Japan, Australia, and
New Zealand are exempted from this ceiling, as are military training and
construction:' In the long run, however, controls on sales of sophisticated
arms and encouragement of restraints on the part of both suppliers and
recipients through multilateral agreements may be more important than
ceilings The United States initiated the convening of a U.S.-Soviet work-

/See Annex 0 for information about arms expenditures and total military expendi-
tures

"Lucy Wilson Benson. Under Secretary of State for Security Assistance, Science.
and Technology. "U S Arms Transfer Policy." testimony to the Subcommittee on Inter-
national Security ar i Scientific Affairs, House International Relations Committee.
February 1. 1978
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ing group on arms transfers, which appears to be making some progress.It also has been working with European suppliers to limit transfers
The U.N. Special Session on Disarmament (SSOD), which took placein New York from May 23 to June 28, 1978, was not a negotiating forum,

but rather an effort to list priorities, set goals, and focus public opinion ondisarmament issues. It confirmed that the nuclear superpowers and thedeveloping countries have widely differing perceptions of disarmament
possibilities. While it is generally recognized that there is a potenial trade-off between armament expenditures and development expenditures. theworld does not seem to have moved beyond the hortatory stage in effecting
such an exchange. Stimulated by the French delegation, the World Food
Council, meeting in Mexico City in June, culled upon the SSOD "to take
concrete and realistic steps which would lead to the freeing of resources asa result of the reduction of military expenditures in order to finance the
development of developing countries."" While the draft final document
referred to "a close relation between disarmament and development," theSSOD itself only urged the Secretary-General to undertake a study of how
much disarmament might contribute to a new international economic order
and report back to the General Assembly." It is likely that the only effec-
tive way to move in this direction would be a deLberate decision by a major
power to shift its resources from nonproductive (i.e., armaments) to produc-tive (i.e., development) uses. 'Nhi le such a shift in the allocation of resourcescould not be expected to be a one-for-one transfer, some of the decreased
armament allocations reasonably could be expected to find their way into
development expenditures.

The declaration that emerged from SSOD makes it clear that the
escalating arms race is seen by most countries more as a threat than a pro-
tection and as increasing and intensifying insecurity. The declaration re-peats the standing commitment to general and complete disarmament. The
program of action discusses in considerable detail both nuclear and conven-
tional armaments and calls for another special session on this subject in
1981 or 1982 to review progress. It was agreed at SSOD that the GenevaCommittee on Disarmament, co-chaired up to this point by thc United
States and the U.S.S.R., should be broadened to include all nuclear states
and should have a rotating chairmanship- Anch may bring in France and
other interested powers.

The Special Session a non-aligned-country initiative--was convenedfor the purpose of providing a forum broader than bilateral negotiations.It also offered the opportunity for a large amount of nongovernmental par-
ticipation and discussion both at the SSOD itself and in a parallel forum.

Rport of the World Food Council on the Work of its Fourth Session, U N. Gen.eral Assembly Official Records: Thirty-Third Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/33/19)(New York: United Nations. 1978), para. 57.
t'U N General Assembly, "Draft Final Document of the Tenth Special SessionOf the General Assembly," U.N. Doc. No. A/S-10/23 (Part II), 1978.

942-IS7 U - .
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While there was no indication that either of the superpowers is prepared
to shift from the SALT II negotiations to a broader framework, the SSOD
established two follow-up mechani. Its: a Disarmament Commission for
wider U.N. deliberation and a Com sittee on Disarmament with four of
the five nuclear states (not China) p...ticipating. Although a reduction in
arms expenditures is an obvious source of increased development assistance
funds, only a little attention was given to the relation of disarmament to
development; even less attention was given to reducing the South's expendi-
tures on arms. Neither the North nor the South is ready for disarmament;
the political will does not exist. Yet almost any kind of beginning is better
than none, and SSOD was a good bit better than that.

Science and Technology for Development

The broad subject of the relationship of science and technology to develop-
ment will be taken up by the U.N. Conference on Science ar::: Technology
for Development (UNCSTD) in Vim in August 1979. This subject has
been of continuous concern to the United Nations and its speciali7 .1 agen-
cies for at least two decadesa ..)ajor U.N. Conferenc,t on Science and
Technology was held in Geneva in , AOand has received increasing atten-
tion from the developing countries in the 1970-

The decision to convene UNCSTD wa. n by the Seventh Special
Session of the U.N. General Assembly in 197 ' endorsed by the Gen-
eral Assembly in December 1976. The Unitcd isotions established a firm,
explicit link between the Conference and the new international economic
order and stressed the importance of applying science and technology to
improve the quality of life for all peopte.'`

UNCTAD V, which will take place two months prior to UNCSTD,
may have considerable impact on at least one aspect of the UNCSTD
agenda a code of conduct for the transfer of technologyto which the
developing countries assign great importance. The UNCTAD preparatory
negotiations on a technology-transfer code have not resolved the differences
in the viewpoints between the North and the South. The developing coun-
tries propose a mandatory code with the following elements: a) free access
to technology, with no restrictions on its use, on the assumption that tech-
nology that can assist development is the common patrimony of all people,
no matter who developed it; b) cost reducti:ins to offset what they see as a
monopoly pricing structure; c) limits on foreign control over a country's

2sU N General Assembly Resolution 31/184. December 21. 197e. listed the
following oblectives for the Conference. "a) to adopt concrer, dezisions On ways and
means of applying science and technology In establishing a new interrational economic
order, as a strategy aimed at economic and social development within a time frame;
b) to strengthen the technological capacity of developinr countries so as to enable
them to apply science and technology to their own development, c) to adopt effective
means lor the utilization of scientific and technological potentials in th solution ol
problems of development of national, regional and global significance, especially lor
the benefit of developing countries, d) ,r) provide instruments ol cooperation to develop-
ing countries in the utilizatior of science and technology for solving socioeconomic
problems that cannot be solved by individua action, in accordance with national priori-
ties
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natural resources; and d) acceptance by companies that engage in technol-
ogy transfer of greater responsibility for inappropriate or culturaly disrup-
tive transfers and investments. The developed countries, on the other hand,
prefer a voluntary code that leaves to private negotiations the issues of ap-
propriateness of technology and cost; they argue that multilateral efforts
should be aimed at negotiating rules and procedures for expropriations and
that, once the risk of drastic change in the rules of the game is removed,
technology will flow more easily across national boundaries. They contend
that the proprietary nature of technology makes many of the developing-
country demands impossible to meet.'6

The developing-country argument reinforces a widespread fear in the
United States--and most other industrialized countriesthat overseas
dissemination of technical know-how and technology will generate com-
petition that will eliminate markets abroad and jobs at home. Both labor
and business groups have expressed almost as much concern about this as
about the more immediate threat of competition in such vulnerable sectors
as textiles, shoes, and small electronics. Because of the differences in per-
spectives, it was considered unlikely, in the fall of 1978, that a compromise
draft of the technology-transfer code would be approved before the end of
the year.

The U.N. Conference on Technical Cooperation among Developing
Countries (TCDC) was held in Buenos Aires from August 30 to September
12, 1978. This confcrcncc, which was primarily a developing-country event,
was described by its Secretary-General, Bradford Morse, Administrator
of the U.N. Development Programme (UNDP), as "the first global inter-
governmental meeting on the subject of technical cooperation for develop-
ment of any kind under any auspices." The Conference also can be viewed
as a prologue to UNCSTD. Its two main stated purposes were 1) to focus
on technical cooperation among developing countries as a new dimension
of international cooperation for development and as a means of reducing
these countries' "brain drain" and their dependence on expensive and often
inappropriate technology, and 2) to adopt a plan of action for promoting
and implementing such cooperation. Sponsors and participants took great
pains to assure Northern countries that the Conference was not a threat to
them and that the improvement of technical cooperation was not to be
viewed as a substitute for lid from the North. Nevertheless, the purpose of
the Conference clearly was to deal with distortions in the technical resource
flow between North ane South.

The results of TUX' are expected to have considerable bearing on the
atmosphere at UNCSTD. Moreover, thc emphasis placed on "self-reliance"
(meaning interdependence among developing countries, rather than self-
sufficiency in any autarkic sense) was a positive step toward the establish-

1For a discussion ot the relationship between technology, culture, and develop-ment. see Denis Goulet, The uncertain Promis: Value Confficts in Technology Trans-lef (New York: IDOC/North America. 1977).
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ment of a new international economic order. For the most part, the Con-
ference avoided the polemics and North-South polarization that have char-
acterized many meetings in the past. Except for one or two political ges-
tures, such as Libyan criticism of Israeli credentials, the delegations con-
centrated purposefully on the work at hand and focused on technical co-
operation rather than on political confrontation. The U.S. posture was at-
firmative, modest, and cooperative. It is to be hoped that this atmosphere
can be sustained at UNCSTD.

UNCSTD is of great interest to the Third World. Nearly all of the
recommendations summarized and consolidated in October 1978 in the
Secretary-General's "Draft Outline of the Programme of Action" were
made by developing countries." In contrast to the earlier U.N. Conference
on Science and Technology, held in Geneva in 1963, UNCSTD is man-
dated to be action-oriented and concerned with quantified targets, new
concepts of development, and concrete socio-economic improvements."
The U.N. literature about the preparations for UNCSTD refers repeatedly
to "obstacles" to the adaptation and application of science and technology
for development to the "choice and transfer" of technology for develop-
ment (which is the first item on the UNCSTD agenda), and to the necessity
for a "reassessment" of the technology imbalance between developed and
developing countries. This imbalance is reflected in the fact that 90 per cent
of the technological innovations take place in and for the developed coun-
tries, which have at most 30 per cent of thc world's population. The "mo-
nopolistic character of the international technology market" is perceived by
most countries to be a major obstacle to harnessing science and technology
for development."

Most of the countries of the South believe that developed countries
and transnational corporations are obstructing their access to the technol-
ogy they ne«td. They also view the North's insistence on the private, non-
governmental character of copyrights, patents, and licensing requirements
governing particularly the most advanced technologies as either a smoke-
screen or simply irrelevant. The developing countries want more technology
transfer, and they want it on terms that reduce their dependence on the
North. The official guideline for the national paperswhich will be "the
essential instrument of the Conference"stresses "analysis of the factors
which increase or decrease such (technological) dependency and ... the
determining factors in thc transfer of technological capacity and the im-
portation of technology." In addition to ttchnology transfer, the develop-

"U.N. General Assembly, "U N. Conference on Science and Technology for De-
velopment: Draft Outline of the Programme of Action, A Note by the Secretary-Gen-
eral." U. N. Doc No A1331303, October 20, 1978.

21Report of the Proparatory Committee :or the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology for Development U N. General Assembly Official Ret;ords.
Thirty-Second Session. Supplement No 13 (A/32143) (New York. United Nations.
1978)

/*U N General Assemoly, Doc No A/33/31 op clt
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ment of indigenous technological capability is the other major theme being
advanced by the South.

The developing countries recognize that most high technology was
devdoped for reasons of either profit or defense, rather than development,
and that all governments, even those most devoted to the free market,
control arms and nuclear technology and their transfer. They want to re-
assess this profit and defense orientation and to make the relationship of
science and technology to development the top priority for science and
technology policy. They perceive this objective to be inextricably linked
to their call for a new international economic order.

As preparations proceed for UNCSTD, the U.S. Administration
in line with its continuing effort to restructure the U.S. foreign assistance
p:ogram and to establish more effective linkages with middle-income as
well as lower-income countriesis in the process of establishing a Founda-
tion for International Technological Cooperation (FITC). The creation of
such a foundation, which also represents a strong attempt to involve the
science and technology community more deeply in the endeavor to help
poor countries meet their basic human needs, was recommended in the
recent Brookings Institution's report on restructuring foreign assistance."
The decision to create the FITC was announced by President Carter in his
major address to the legislature of Venezuela in March 1978. A small
staff and an experienced advisory committee are now in the process of
exploring the proposed FITC's purposes, organization, and relationship to
the rest of the foreign assistance program. FITC probably will constitute
a major feature of the U.S. position at UNCSTD.

In 1977, the Carter Administration established an Office of the U.S.
Coordinator for UNCSTD within the Department of State. Under the
sponsorship of this Officewhose purpose is to provide support for the
U.S. delegation to UNCSTD and to prepare the national paperrepre-
sentatives from nongovernmental groups, business, and labor met all across
the country to give the Administration opinions on what U.S. technology
policy should be. In addition, the 1977 foreign relations legislation autho-
rized the President to "take appropriate steps to ensure that at all stages"
of UNCSTD "the development and use of light capital technologies" is
emphasized by the U.S. representative.0 This was an attempt by Congress
to ensure that the world's increasingly scarce capital would be streched to
help all the world's poor.

The U.S. national paper relies fer its basic thrust on the viewpoints
expressed by the private sector and by Congressas well as on the pro-
posal for the FITC. It takes the position that UNCSTD shou:d have the
following goals: a) to ensure :hot science and technology contribute fully to

"Leste E Gordon et al Interim Report: An Assessment of Development As-
sistance Strategies (Washington. D C Brookings Institution. 1977).

J'Foreign Relations Authorization Act Fiscal Year 1978. Public Law 95-105,
Section 507
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overcoming thc worF, aspects of povcrty in developing countries by the
year 2000, b) to takc further stcps toward thc cvolution of a mutually bene-ficial ncw intcrnational economic order in thc contcxt of self-reliant growth,
and c) to prepare thc ground for morc effective efforts to engage scicncc
and technology in thcsc problcms of common conccrn. According to thc
Unitcd Statcs, these goals would providc a sound and promising basc for
future intcrnational cooperation in scicncc and technology.

In the field of proprictary technology, howcvcr, it is not yct clear how
far thc U.S. position will go toward mccting thc strong contention of some
dcveloping countrics that thc profit-making enterprises of thc North, which
arc thc principal sourcc of commcrcial and industrial tcchnology, havc little
regard for thc development impact (or the anti-development impact) of
the manner in which they play their potcnt rolcs in thc world economy.

UNCSTD will bring to a closc thc scrics of major confcrcnccs hcld
undcr the auspiccs of thc United Nations on specific development-related
topics: the cnvironmcnt (Stockholm, 1972), population (Bucharest, 1974),
food (Rome, 1974), women (Mexico City, 1975), human sctticmcnts (Van-
couver, 1976), desertification (Nairobi, 1977), and technical cooperation
among developing countries (Bucnos Aircs, 1978). It will be thc last such
conference bcforc the 1980 U.N. General Assembly special scssion that is
to dcal with development cooperation for thc rcmaindcr of thc ccntury, andit has thc potential for affccting that session considerably.

For this reason, thc United Statcs should bc ncithcr passivc nor rc-sistant, but affirmative, in its prcparations for, and participation in,
UNCSTD. With adcquatc preparation, and if the Unitcd Statcs contributcs
leadership to some cffcctivc rcsults at UNCTAD, it should bc possiblc to
avoid having UNCSTD dcgcncratc into a rancorous and futilc argumcnt
about patent rights and help it makc a major contribution to planning for
development progrcss in the 1980s and 1990s.

Energy and the Developing Countries
In April 1971, President Cartcr proposcd his four-point national cncrgy
plan, aimed at reducing oil imports from 8 million to 6 million barrels per
day by 1985. Thc four points of thc plandcsigncd primarily to addrcss
domestic concerns arc conscrvation, incentive pricing, convcrsion by large
consumcrs from oil and gas to coal and other sources, and development of
renewable cncrgy rcsourccs. Thc President also proposed that a Department
of Enerp (DOE) be created to execute the plan. Thc DOE was authorized
by Congress and camc into existence in 1977. About a ycar and a half
later --after thc Bonn summit, whcrc most of thc othcr developed-country
he:ids of government blamcd high U.S. oil imports for a good deal of the
world's economic problemsCongress passed a watercd-down vcrsion of
thc original far-reaching proposal., this was a first, but far from dramatic,
stcp tov.ard a rational energy policy.

Congress did, however, providc S18 million in FY 1978 forcign aid
appropriations for "cooperative programs with developing countries in
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energy production and conservation," particularly for small-scale, decen-
tralized, renewable energy sources for rural areas as integral parts of over-
all rural development effortii " In accordance with this legislation, the
U.S. Agency for International Deveopment (AID) commissioned a variety
of technical studies of renewable energy in the Third World and began to
play an active role in regard to the lnergy needs of the developing countries
by promoting applied research and development (R and D) and improving
their energy planning and R and D capacity. The U.S. purpose is to test
whether at least some of the developing countries can move far more direct-
ly than under present pajections to use of renewable energy sources (espe-
cially solar), thereby skipping much of the obsolescing oil phase. In the fall
of 1978, the United States also announced its support for the U.N. Confer-
ence on New and Renewable Energy poposed for 1981. Both of these are
welcome decisions. It appears that the elimination of the worst aspects of
absolute poverty by the year 2000 will not be possible without more modern
forms of energy. Attempting to achieve this goal along historic oil-intensive
patterns would place a heavy demand on the planet's remaining supply of
oil."

Nuclear energy has been an espeLially difficult and sensitive area.
India's "peaceful nuclear explosion" in 1973 led to ncreased efforts by the
United States, the Soviet Union, and some oiher nuclear suppliers to close
the loopholes in international nuclear energy technology transfer that might
permit weapons proliferation. The new Administration successfully per-
suaded Taiwan and South Korea not to purchase nuclear energy facilities
with weapons-making potential. However, it pressed the point with such
vigor and lack of concern for national sensitivities in either Europe or the
developing countries that a backlash set in, particularly in Brazil. With the
benefit of a subsequent course correction and a less heavy-handed approach,
considerable progress was achieved in late 1977 and 1978; for e:ample, the
fact that France cancelled a sale of nuclear technology to Pakistan was in
part due to U.S. efforts.

In the summer of 1977, the United States met in London with the
fifteen present or soon-to-be exporters of nuclear energy technology. This
Nuclear Suppliers Group agreed upon a set of guidelines designed to limit
the diversion of "sensitive nuclear materials" to weapons development and
urged restraint on would-be exporters of such materials to the Third WorW.
In addition, the Administration initiated a two-year multilateral effort
the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Review, involving forty
developed and developing nationsto propose new avenues for develop-
ment of nuclear energy technologies that minimize the potential for weap-
ons proliferation and radioactive pollution.

ninternational Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977. Public Law 95-88.Section 119(a)(1).
"See Chapter 2, pp 66-68.
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The United States also passed legislation in early 1978 requiring any
importer of nuclear technology from the United States to permit the Inter-
national Atomic Agency to inspect its nuclear facilities. The United States
presently is considering an agreement with Japan to establish a Pacific
center for receipt and processing of nuclear wastes and has been exploring
the possibility of similar centers elsewhere.

While thc Administration has shown its interest in tightening con-
trols over energy materials usdble in making weapons and over the facilities
that produce them, the developing countries have becn little involved in any
of the decisions on nuclear energy. Congress appropriated funds for energy
surveys to help the developing counLies find alternatives to nuclear energy,
but in doing so, it started with an answer (i.e., non-nuclear energy for the
developing countries) rather than the question (i.e., how can the United
States help developing countries meet their energy needs). As a result,
developing-country interest in such surveys is relatively low. The United
States should shift away from its negative stance toward an emphasis on
helping the developing countries develop both nonrenewable and renewable
energy supplies to advance their development goals. The energy issue offers
a major opportunity for North-Sou0, cooperation.

The World Food Situation"
Food-related issues have been a major concern of several international
forums during the last two years. The U.N. Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion (FAO) concluded a reasonably successful biennial conference in Rome
in November 1977 and began laying the groundwork for a World Confer-
ence on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development to take place in Rome
from July 12 to July 20, 1979. Preparatory meetings have oeen held in all
of the major developing regions, but without strong commitmr. ts to the
kind% of land-reform measures that benefit the small farmer am at may
well be prerequisites for lasting and meaningful rural development in many
countries. Although there is considerable private-organization interest in
the Conference, the U.S. government as of late 1978 was not well organized
in this preparatory phase. U.S. policy appears to accord it rather low prior-
ity, as it does to the FAO itself.

The World Food Council. created by the 1974 U.N. World Food Con-
ference in Rome to coordinate the Conference results and to be the highest
organ of the United Nations on food policy, held its fourth annual meeting
in Mexico City in June 1978. It found it necessary to describe the world
food situation in the same stark terms it had used in Manila the year be-
fore: progress toward the Council's objective of relieving world hunger has
been painfully slow.

In its Mexico Declaration, the Council agreed that "the low rate of
increase in food production in the fc, Jeficit developing countries reflects
the failure of the icternational community to achieve the high priority for

"See Chapter 2 pp 63 66 for further treatment

1
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those objectives called for by the World Food Conference and the Manila
Communique."° It expressed its concern about slow progress in mobilizing
external resources, adjusting the agricultural sector in food-delicit countries
to encourage food production, achieving a higher priority for nutrition,
overcoming constraints to food production and distribution, achieving
greater support by multilateral and bilateral donors to increase the supply
of agricultural inputs, and carrying out agrarian and socio-economic re-
forms.

Among other things, the Council called on all governments to par-
ticipate actively in the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural
Development. To underscore thc importance it attached to that Confer-
ence, which is to meet in July, the Council postponed its own fifth session
until September, at which time it will meet in Canada.

ne SI billion International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD)the other institution that grew out of the 1974 World Food Con-
ferenceto which the United States contributed $200 million, was estab-
lished in November 1977.'" It approved its first projects in early 1978.

Intensive negotiations, bcgun in February and March 1978 in the
International Wheat Council and continuing in June under UNCTAD
auspices, failed to produce either a new International Wheat Agreement
(to replace the 1971 Agreement, wnich had been extended to June 1978)
or a grain reserve arrangementeven though most of the participating
countries, including the United States, had signed the "International Un-
dertaking on World Food Security" sponsored by the U.N. Food and Agri-
culture Organization, providing for special assistance to developing coun-
tries to ensure an adequate supply of grain. The 1971 International Wheat
Agreement, which none of the parties now considers adequate, was ex-
tended for another year until July 1, 1979. At the June negotiations, the
United States increased its pledge under the Food Aid Convention of the
International Whey Agreement to 4.47 million metric tons and promised
an additional 20 per cent in shortfall years. The interim committee of the
International Wheat Council, which met in Octobt.r 1978, was szill unable
to resolve basic differences between the European Community and the
United States over trigger price levels; however, the committee did make
enough progress to justify submitting to the full conference, ineeting in
Geneva in November, the draft texts of the three conventions that would
make up the new agreement.

The Administration's heightened interest in the world food situation
was marked by the fact that Secretary of Agriculture Bob Berg land headed
the U.S. delegation to the meeting of the World Food Council in 1977 and
1978; his predecessor had never attended a Council session. And U.S.

nRopott of the Wond Food Council. op. cit.. p. 4.
HIF AD was an initiativ of the detegation from Saudi Arabia at the World FoodConference of 1974. the composition of its governing board makes it unique amonginternational financial institutions: one third of its members are from the OECD coun-tries. one third from the OPEC countries, and one third from recipient countries.

rg1
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Secretary of State Vance, addressing the U.N. General Assembly in Sep-
tember 1978, underlined the President's concern once again by noting that
"our first urgent priority is assuring adequate food and stable agricultural
prices for all people." He proposed that the General Assembly, four years
after the World Food Conference, "review the world food situationto
identify the current obstacles to progress and to restore a sense of urgency
to meeting mankind's most basic need.""

Congress increased its support for agricultural and other food-related
programs; it appropriated more funds for assistance to food production in
poor countries in FYs 1978 and 1979 than in previous years. It also made
available the full amount :equested for the fifth replenishment of the Inter-
national Development Association (IDA) (must of which goes fo7 rural de-
velopment in poor countries) and paid up more than half of the two-year
U.S. delinquency on the fourth replenishment of IDA.

The United States also engaged in discussion or action on the following
twee different, but related, food reserve policies and programs in 1977 and
1978.

I. The Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 called for a farmer-held U.S.
domestic grain reserve of between 300 million and 700 million bushels of
wheat.'" Once storage payments were increased early in 1978, farmers
accumulated this rapidly. By late 1978, about 400 million bushels were in
the farmer-held reserve.

2. The 500,000-ton (about 18.5 million bushels) International Emer-
gency Reserve called for by the Seventh Special Session of the U.N. Gen-
eral Asstmbly nearly reached its targ,:t in the first quarter of 1978; the
United States contributed 125,000 tons. Since it was depleted by more than
a third by the time of the Woild Food Council's Mexico City session, the
Council recommended that the reserve be a continuing one, with periodic
replenishments. By the end of October 1978, however, the 500,000-ton
target still had not quite been reached. In October, the United States an-
nounced its pledge of a second 125.000 tons.

3. Senate hearings on the Administration's proposed government-held
international emergency wheat reserve of 6 million tons (220 million bush-
els) underscored the Congress's caution regarding this method of handling
reserves. Such holdings would require stipulated prices for buying and sell-
ing the grain, and producers are very resistant to mandatory release prices.
In late September. Congress still was debating legislation to establish an
international emergency wheat reserve of 3 million to 6 million tons, tied
to the Food for Peace Program and carefully insulated from the market.
In the adjournment rush, ho4ever, the reserve bill failed to reach the floor
for a vote

"Vance. op c The Secretary devoted a significant segment of his address tO
the food problem

',Food and Agriculture Act of 1977. Public Law 94-133

I
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In 1977, Congress added a third part to the Food for Peace Program(P.L. 480); Title III, called the Food for Development Program, permits
recipients of food under the concessional sales program (Title 1) to make
repayments in local currencies if those funds arc devoted to rural develop-
ment projects. In addition, a comprehensive inter-agency review of P.L. 480
was completed in May 1978, with considerable input from the private sec-
tor, this review made useful specific recommendations for increasing the
proportion of food aid provided on a grant basis (Title II) in the total pro-
gram, for greater planning and assurance of continuity, and for redesign-
ing program goals to highlight development "

Public and congressional concern about the continuing hunger andmalnutrition of nearly one half billion people despite three years of favor-
able harvests, together with the conclusion of the National Academy of
Sciences World Food and Nutrition Study that the worst aspects of hunger
could be eliminated by the end of the century," prompted President Carterto create a World Hunger Working Group within the Executive Branch in
September 1977. The Group was charged with recommending a new, more
direct attack on the problem of hunger. In September 1978, the President
released the Working Group's report" and announced the creation of the
Presidential Commission on World Hunger, headei by Sol M. Linowitz,
former U.S. Representative to the Organization of American States and a
principal negotiator of the Panama Canal Treaties, to help inform the
public on thet,z *matters and recommend policies to the Administration. The
Commission, consisting of twenty persons (four of whom are members of
Congress), had been called for in a resolution passed by both houses of
Congress in late 1977." The Executive Order establishing the Commission
mandates it to study the problem of world hunger; review existing pro-
grams; make recommendations for new or modified policies, programs, and

nNew Directions for U.S. Food Assistance: A Report of the Special Task Force'On th Oppration of Public Lew 480 (Washngton, D.C.. U.S. Department of Agriculture.1978).
'World Food and Nutrition Study: The Potential Contributions of Research(Washington, D C. National Academy of Sciences, 177).
"World Hunger and Malnutrition: Improving the U.S. Response. A Report to thePresident by the World Hunger Working Group (Washington. D.C.. Government Print-ing Office, 1978).
"Members of the Presidential Commission on World Hunger are: Sol Linowitz(Chairman); Jean Mayer (Vice-Chairman), President of Tufts University; Steven Muller(Vice-Chairman), Prestden, of Johns Hopkins University; Norman E. Borlaug, NobelLaureate in agriculture: David W Brooks, Goldkist Corporation; Harry Chapin. record-ing artist and co-lounder of World Hunger Year: John Denver, recording artist andsupporter of the Hunger Project, Sen Robert Dole (R , Kansas): Walter P Falcon,Director ot the Food Research institute and Professor of International AgriculturePolicy and Economics, Stan)ord University. Rep. Benjamin A. Gilman (R., 26th District,New York), Muriel Humphrey, Sen Patrick Leahy (D., Vermont); Bess Meyerson.former Director of Consumer Affairs; Rep Richard Nolan (0,. 6th District, Minnesota):Howard A Schno.Jer, Director of the Institute oi Nutrition and Professor of Biochemis-try and Nutrition, University of North Carolina; Adele Smith Simmons, President ofHampshire College. Rayiriond C Singletary. Jr , President of the Blakely Peanut CoEugene Stockwell. Assor;late General Secretary, Overseas Ministries, National Councilof the Churches of Christ in the U S A . Clifton R. Wharton. Jr.. Chancellor of the StateUniversity of New York, and Thomas Wyman, President. Green Giant Co.



decision-making processes; and educate the public about the problem." If
the Commission does these things well and makes recommendations with-
cut reprd to existing budget ceilings, it may have a significant impact on
U.S. policy and on world hunger and malnutrition.

It is ironic that at almost the same time that the resolution was being
passed in late 1977, the Administration found it necessary to respond to the
domestic grain surplus, and the resulting congressional pressure, by offering
farmers incentives to set aside up to 20 per cent of their wheat acreage and
10 per cent of their corn acreage in order to reduce production and main-
tain farm incomes. In spite of these cutbacks, however, many observers still
expect U.S. agricultural exports to set new records in 1978 in both quantity
and money terms. In mid-October the Department of Agriculture an-
nounced a record corn crop, and in mid-November it became clear that the
Administration would have to give serious consideration to further incen-
tives to reduce grain production, despite their possible inflationary effects.

For the near-term future, while the Presidential Commission pursues
its objectives and while the reorganization of policy and programming in
the food and agricultural field proceeds under the auspices of the Presi-
dent's reorganization project, a major focus of U.S. policy should be on
creating the international emergency reserve that will be back on the con-
gressional agenda early in 1979. Thereafter, effort should be focused on
integrating this reserve into an international food reserve system related to
a new International Wheat Agreement. The Administration should intensi-
fy its effort to conclude that Agreement as well as a generous Food Aid
Convention and special provisions for the food-deficit countries. Finally,
the United States shortly will need to give consideration to the replenish-
ment of IFAD.

Basic Human Needs and U.S. Deselopment Assistance

As noted in Chapter I, the World Employment Conference sponsored by
the International Labour Organisation in June 1976 called for incorporat-
ing direct action on basic human needs in any comprehensive development
strategy. While the Conference did not agree to any uniform minimum
sti.ndard for basic human needs --and did not formally agree to set the year
2000 (proposed by the ILO Secretariat in its comprehensive study prepared
for the Conference") or any other specific target date as the time by which
basic needs should be met in all countriesthe Programme of Action
adopted stated exphcitly that basic human needs include: "certain mini-
mum requirements of a family for private consumption: adequate food,
shelter, and clothing," "essential services provided by and for the commun-
ity at large, such as sale drinking water, sanitation, public transport, and

"Executive Order No 12078. Office of the White House Press Secretary. Sep-
tember 5. 1978

4ILO International Labour Office, Employment. Growth and Basic Needs: A
One.World Problem, published for the Overseas Development Council in cooperation
with the inzernational Labour Office (New York Praeger Publishers Inc . 1977). p. 40
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health, educational and cultural facilities," and "freely chosen employ-
ment." It also stated that basic needs "implies the participation of the
people in making the decisions which affect them."" Although the Con-
ference reached no agreement on how these ends should be achieved, there
was a clear consensus on what they are. A novel aspect of the Conference
was its parallel emphasis on the internal and international policies that are
required for the success or a serious effort to eliminate absolute poverty in
all countries. It was the first time that an international forum with a ma-
jority of participants from developing countries had insisted on the neces-
sity of internal as well as interstate reforms.

Since the World Employment Conferenceas the overview essay of
this Agenda points outthe objective of meeting basic human needs within
the specific time frame of the remainder of this century, together with a
discussion of some specific targets for such an approach, has gained in-
creased legitimacy internationally as well as in the United States."

In the early 1970s, the U.S. Congress, too, began to show its concern
for people by including basic human needs provisions in some of its legis-
lation. In accordance with the 1973 "new directions" amendments to the
foreign assistance act, U.S. bilateral development assistance over the past
few years has been used increasingly for small-scale projects in food and
nutrition, health and family planning, and education and human resource
development. As of FY 1977, the United States provided nearly all its
assistance on a grant basis to those countries considered "least developed"
by the United Nations.

Congressional emphasis on basic human needs recognizes that so-
called economic human rights are the other side of the human rights coin,
whose absence robs political human rights of much of their meaning. In
1977, Congress reaffirmed its conviction that a larger proportion of U.S.
bilateral assistance should be targeted on basic human needs and on the
poorest countries; an amendment to the foreign assistance act required that
development assistance be increasingly concentrated in countries, especially
low-income countries, that are committed to helping the poorest people to
achieve a better life and can effectively use assistance in doing so. The
President was asked to propose socio-economic criteria to assess the com-
mitment and progress of recipient countries in meeting the basic needs of
their poorest people. AID submitted a list of these to Congress, which also
wants the President to urge that these criteria be adopted in international
development organizations of which the United States is a member." The

"Ibid.. pp. 191-92.
44See pp_ 6-8 of this volume

"ODC's development of the Physical Duality of Life Index (POLI) and the Dis-
parity Reduction Rate (ORR) (discussed in greater detail on pp. 129-44) came in re-
sponse to this widely expressed concern. Not only the U.S. Congress. but also many
of the other sources emphasizing basic human needsincluding the U.N. Secretary-
General and the Tinbergen Group in its RIO reporthave also stressed the desirability
of developing more widely usable measures of progress toward meethg those needi
than have been provided by existing indicators.

1 o 5
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International Financial Institutions Act of 1977, moreover, requires that
the U.S. government use its voice and vote in those institutions to empha-
size assistance to basic human needs projects."

In the Food for Peace Program, too, Congress reiterated its intent
that more U.S. assistance be focused on pool 2ountries and on basic-needs-
related programs. Seventy-five per cent of food aid commodities under
concessional sales must continue to go to countries meeting poverty criteria
(in this case, members of the International Dtvelopment Association having
per capita incomes of $520 or less, in 1975 dollars). The Food for Develop-
ment Program added to P.L. 480 by Title ill is designed for countries that
meet IDA's poverty criteria, need external resources, and desire to improve
their food production, marketing, distribution, and storage systems. Funds
accruing from the local sale of concessionally financed U.S. agricultural
commodities may be applied against the developing country's repayment
obligations and used for specific agricultural and rural development pro-
grams." A minimum of 5 per cent of Title I funds was to be allocated for
the new program in 1978, 10 per cent for 1979, and 15 per cent for 1980
and thereafter. Yet this program has moved so slowly that the 5 per cent
floor was not reached in FY 1978; only two Title III agreementsthose
with Bangladesh and Boliviawere signed.

The developing countries themselves and such institutions as the Or-
ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and the World
Bank have bccn calling for increased concessional financing for develop-
ment programs. But the United States has allocated few new funds to its
bilateral assistance program. The increase in the U.S. multilateral assis-
tance program has also been modest; the apparently large increasefrom a
little over SI billion in FY 1977 to almost 52 billion in FY 1978 and
about $2.5 billion in FY 1979resulted in large part because the appro-
priation included funds for partial payment of pledges on which the United
States was in arrears and in part because it included, at congressional in-
sistence, callable capital (i.e., capital that is committed but not transferred
to the international financial institutions and thus not likely to be used,
since it is merely backing for loans).

Despite President Carter's intention, expressed during his campaign
and during his first year in office, to rr.:se substantially the U.S. contribu-
tion to development assistance, the increase in bilateral development as-
sistance funds appropriated for FY 1979 (in response to the first budget
proposed entirely by the Carter Administration) was relatively small. The
program will have to grow much more rapidly i" cubsequent years to reach
the reported presidential target of doubling official development assistance
(to $8.3 billion) in current dollars oser the five-year period ending in 1982.

"International Financial Institutions Act, 1977, Public Law 95-118
"Section 211 of the International Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977

added Title III to the Food for Peace Program
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The most recent report of the OECD shows U.S. official development
assistance (that is, bilateral and multilateral assistance combined) st arecord low or 0.22 per cent of GNP.'"

While the rhetoric of both Congress and the President about the neces-
sity a increased concentration on, and funding for, basic needs projectsand low-income countries gets stronger each year, the United States has
yet to organize, finance, or target its foreign assistance program in a man-
ner designed to carry out the commitment to the basic needs emphasis ofthe "new directions" legislation. The late Senator Hubert H. Humphrey
called attention to this discrepancy in a statement written about the pro-
posed International Development Cooperation Act of I978which recom-
mends far-reaching changes in the structure, operation, and coordination of
U.S. development assistance:

Our development assistance programs, unlike our major expendi-
tures in the Middle East to support political and security objec-tives, do not have specific goals, but only commendable emphases,
such as helping the poor and increasing food production. Cur
implementation machinery is badly fragmented and lacks the
confidence of much of the Congress and the American people."
Senator Humphrey recognized that a recommendation by the Admin-istration to put more money into basic needs programs would be politically

unpersuasive unless it was accompanied by a reformulation of the purposeof U.S. development assistance and a reorganization of the offices admin-
istering that assistance. After the Humphrey proposals were considered bythe State. Treasury, and Agriculture Departments, AID, the Peace Corps.
White House staff offices, and other parts of the Executive Branch, the
Administration opted for an immediate upgrading and broadening of the
existing coordinating mechanism, the Development Coordination Commit-
tee (DCC), and for the establishment of the Foundation for International
Technological Cooperation discussed abcp.,t. Still under consideration is the
desirability of a new International Development Cooperation Agency intowhich AID, the DCC, the Peace Corps, and possibly other offices (most
notably those dealing with the increasingly important multilateral and in-
ternational agencies now in the Treasury and State Departments respective-ly) would be incorporated. The 1978 foreign assistance legislation requiresthe President to report, by February 1, 1979, on the steps he has taken to
improve "coordination and administration of the development-related
programs and policies of the United States.""

i*Sxre Annex E. Tables E18 through E-22. for information about U.S. officialdevetopment assistance. Other tables in Annex E show information about assistanceprovided by other countries
s'Congressional Roco/d. Vol 124, No 5, January 25, 1978. S.409.
lllnternational Development and Food Assistance Act of 1978.
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Human Rights and U.S. Policy

Emphsisis on human rights has been one of the most distinctive features
of the Carter foreign policy. It builds on the increasing attention paid to
this subject by both private individuals and organizations (especially
Amnesty International, whose leaders were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1977 for their efforts) and governments (in the context of the Helsinki
Accords).

The United States signed two U.N. treaties in I977the Covenant
on Social, Economic, and Cultural Rights and the Covenant on Civil and
and Political Rights. Both need to be approved by the Senate, however,
which has had two other U.N. human rights conventionsthe Genocide
Convention (1946), and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Racial Discrimination (1965)on its docket for many years. Even though
the President supports the U.N. proposal to create the post of High Com-
missioner for Human Rights, the United States has not ratified any of the
major U.N. human rights conventions.

The human rights operations and offices of the U.S. govcrnment have
been strengthened under the Carter Administration. The State Depart-
ment's Office of Coordinator for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs
was upgraded to the level of Assistant Secretary:and full-time human rights
officers were designated in each of the Department's geographic bureaus.
A new human rights coordinating groupthe Inter-Agency Committee on
Human Rights and Foreign Economic Assistance, chaired by the Deputy
Secretary of Statewas set up by the Administration to coordinate U.S.
actions on the implementation of human rights policy in both bilateral and
multilateral assistance programs.

The President has made an "absolute commitment" to place human
rights at the center of U.S. foreign policy. The Secretary of State has said,
however, that, while the United States would "speak frankly" in support of
international human rights, it would not do so in every case, but only when
"advisable." The State Department outlined a flexible implementation
policy, emphasized that its success can be measured only over the long
term, and pointed out that human right:: foreign policy objectives must be
considered along with other economic and security goals of the United
States.

The Administration has defined human rights to include the satisfac-
tion of basic needs as well as the observance of political and civil liberties
and the protection of the security of the person; it has relied on both private
and public diplomatic channels to convey its human rights message. Gov-
ernment officials have brought up human rights in discussions with many
foreign leaders, urging the release of political prisoners and an end to re-
pressive acts. In a few instances the Administration has cut off bilateral
economic and military assistance. In the case of Nicaragua, however, it
was the Senate that voted to cut off foreign assistance a few months after
President Carter had commendeu the apparent improvement in the human
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rights situation there. Such potential policy instruments as U.S. trade,
technology transfer, investment, or tourism have not yet been used except,in a very limited way, against the U.S.S.R.

Human rights provisions in the U.S. foreign assistance legislation
prohibit economic and military assistance to any country "which engages
in a consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
human rights," unless the economic aid will directly benefit the "needy
people" of the country, or unless "extraordinary circumstances" necessitate
military aid." Although several countries that receive U.S. economic and
military assistance could probably tee considered in violation of these pre-
scriptions, in ry 1978, military or economic programs were reduced or
terminated in only a few cases. In its FY 1978 programs, the Administra-
tion increased military aid to South Korea, a country repeatedly singled out
by nongovernmental human rights monitoring groups as an abuser of
human rights. In the context of the interacting forces described in Chapter
I, the Administration is finding it difficult to devise and apply consistent
human rights criteria. Selective application of its human rights policy has
led many of the proponents of increased attention to human rights to criti-
cize the Administration for employing a double standard.

In 1977, Congress added a human rights provision to the Food for
Peace Program." As a result of th, Inter-Agency Human Rights Com-
mittee's review of Title I food aid loans, a few countries judged to have
serious human rights problems were asked to agree to special provisions
designed to ensure that the aid would serve basic needs objectives.

In 1976, Congress had extended human rights provisions to the Inter-
American Development Bank and the African Development Fund. In 1977,
it extended them to the World Bank, the International Development Asso-
ciation, the International Finance Corporation, and the Asian Development
Bank, by requiring U.S. representatives to those organizations to "oppose
any loan, any extension of financial assistance, or any technical assistance"
to countrie-; engaging in a consistent pattern of gfoss violations of inter-
nationally recognized human rights unless the assistance is for programs
serving the basic human needs of their citizens. Congress also called on the
Secretaries of State and Treasury to "initiate a wide consultation designed
to develop a viable standard for the meeting or basic human needs and the
protection of human rights and a mechanism for acting together to ensure
that the records of international economic cooperation are especially avail-
able to those who subscribe to such standards."" Despite this requirement,
the Administration's report to Congress reflects consultation mainly among
donors and within multilateral institution channels.

riinternational Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977. Section 116.
$4Agricultural Trade and Development Assistance Act, Public Law 83-480. Sec-tion 112 (added in 1977)
ninternational Financial Institutions Act, 1977. Section 703.

42.1s7 () . 7, . a
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In 1977 and 1978, the United States voted against, or abstained on,
several proposed World Bank loans to repressive governments in develop-
ing countries, including Ethiopia, Chile, Argentina, South Korea, and the
Philippines. None of these votes prevented the loans from being approved.

The Carter Administration missed a unique opportunity to underscore
the seriousness of its commitment to both human rights and basic needs
when it permitted the U.S. withdrawal from the International Labour Or-
ganisation (ILO), which had been set in motion by the previous Adminis-
tration, to run its course. One way to start the reversal of this action would
be to collaborate with, and give financial support to, the work (begun at
the June 1976 World Employment Conference) of devising functional defi-
nitions of hasic human needs and of internationally acceptable ways of
meeting them. It is particularly important that the basic human needs
approaches be acceptable to the developing countries. This effort would
have the added benefit of partially fulfilling the mandate to the Secretaries
of State and Treasury to consult widely about means of implementing basic
needs and human rights strategies. If such collaboration were to begin, the
United States should mioin the ILO at the earliest opportunityparticular-
ly since, at its June 1978 annual conference, the ILO responded positively
to long-standing U.S. complaints, avoided getting bogged down in purely
political questions, and accepted without objection the ILO Conference
Committee report on Application of Conventions and Recommendations.

The question of how one applies human rights criteria to foreign policy
is obviously very difficult and delicate, and the impact on the developing
countries of the Administration's emphasis on human rights is as yet un-
certain. The "new statecraft" discussed in Chapter I will have to concern
itself most seriously and immediately with prudent judgments about how
this morally good purpose is balanced against other foreign policy objec-
tives. As in all human affairs, universal principles have to be applied in
unique sets of circumstances, and the solution will never be perfect. The
thrust of U.S. policy in recent years is clearly toward greater emphasis on
human rights throughout the world, including the developing countries; how
the application of this policy affects development in varying situations
remains to be assessed.

The U.S. Congress and the North-South Dialogue

The growing attention of Congress to international affairs makes it an
increasingly impvrtant participant in policy formulation, operational over-
sight, and the appropriations process in all the NIE0 areasnot just offi-
cial development assistance. Indeed, there is an increasing congressional
involvement in all areas of international policy: trade, export promotion,
agricultural prices and other agriculture-related issues, commodity agree-
ments, regulation of U.S. private investment abroad, and the approval of
treaties This is due in considerable part to the fact that the lines between

1
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domestic policy and foreign policy are more and more blurred; policy is
becoming global, with international and domestic emphases, at a time
when the Executive Branch is less dominant with respect to the Congress
and the latter itself, under new procedures, is becoming far more pluralistic.
Congress is still elected from 435 districts and fifty states where the lines
between domestic and foreign issues often are very distinctto the detri-
ment of the latter. A Congress that is more active in international affairswill have to learn to act more responsibly in this area and not simply re-
spond to its most narrow-minded members' vision of the world and or the
electorate.

In the past few years, Congress has emergedwith mixed resultsas
a major actor, if not a direct participant, in the North-South dialope.
Those of its members who take an active interest in the subject tend to have
strongly held views about the whole range of North-South issues; these are
often, but not always, helpful. As a result, Congress has been an ambivalent
and inconsistent actor on this stage. Yet Congress has an educational func-
tion with regard to both its members and its constituents in broadening
their perspective; to discharge that function will require a new kind of
statesmanship on Capitol Hill.

Like the Administration, Congress, which has to provide the funds forall government programs, has organizational and policy problemsal-though they are of a differ.-11: kind. With respect to foreign assistance, in
particular, the very structure of the appropriations process works against
strong and enthusiastic support. In recent years, the development propo-
nents, with their broad world view, have gathered their majorities in the
House and in the Senate in suppor or a funding authorization level for"foreign aid" close to what the Executive Branch requests. Every year,
however, the very different sets of interests that dominate the appropria-
tions (and now the budget) committees of both houses combine to provide
less than what was authorized. In addition, individual members of Con-
gress try to add priorities and restrictions on the expenditure of even that
portion of the reduced total that goes through the multilateral channels. In
the thirty years since the Marshall Plan, Congress has varied widely in its
support of development assistance. A few years ago, the Senate even abol-
ished foreign aid during one late-evening session (in part because of the
way the program was being used in Vietnam) and later used some legisla-
tive sleight-of-hand to undo that deed.

In addition to the standard concerns about "ungrateful" foreign aid
recipients who vote against the United States in the United Nations, seize
American fishing vessels, violate the civil rights of their own citizens, or
criticize wasteful U.S. energy practices, there are the usual number of (often
small) foreign-aid failures or administrative errors that are portrayed as
typical, as well as a growing concern that the United States is giving up
control of the taxpayers' funds by turning them over to the multilateral
banks. A ncw protectionist sentiment is also growing on Capitol Hill. Al-
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though it is still far from a majority view, it is aggravated by the growing
domestic pressure to deal with equity problems at P.ome before increasing
outlays for the disadvantaged abroad. With inflation nudging 8 per cent
and unemployment at 6 per cent (and prospects of reducing either of these
rates significantly in the foreseeable future doubtful), classical economic
concerns of members of Congress and powerful constituents are more likely
than usual to lead to the cutting of expenditure sectors that appear unim-
portant or are not likely to provoke retaliation at the polls.

What is remarkable, however, is that despite these organizational,
procedural, and other constraints, Congress frequently has been ahead of
thc Executive Branch in the area of development policy formulation, pro-
viding a major source of leadership, particularly in enunciating a develop-
ment assistance philosophy. It was Congress that initiated the 1973 "new
directions" changes in the foreign assistance program. It was Senator
Hubert Humphrey's initiative that was responsible, in a major way, for the
convening of the World Food Conference in 1974 and for the most positive
aspects of U.S. participation in the Conference. It was Congress that made
thc 8200 million available for IFAD in 1975 before it was requested by the
Administration. It was thc urging of leaders of both houses that contributed
in a major way to the morc cooperative U.S. attitude toward the South
signaled by Secretary Kissinger's address to the Seventh Special Session
of the U.N. General Assembly. It was Congress that initiated both the
human rights conccrn and the basic human needs emphasis in the develop-
ment assistance legislation. It was congressional insistence on separating
development assistance from security-related programs to the authorization
process that produced the unprecedentedly large majorities for foreign aid
legislation in recent years It was Senator Hubert Humphrey's initiative,
later adopted in large part by the House International Relations Commit-
tee, that prompted both the current strengthening of the development as-
sistance coordination process and the requirement that the President report
to Congress on further stcps toward improved and increased U.S. assis-
tance to poor countries. It was Congress that insisted in 1975 that 75 per
ccnt of the concessionally loaned food aid go to poor countries, rather than
to those in which the United States has a strategic foreign-policy interest.
Finally, it was Congress that, in its 1978 development assistance legislation,
called on the President to explore thc feasibility of achieving self-reliant
growth and overcoming the worst aspects of poverty in all countries by the
year 2000.

Congress also has expressed continuing intcrcst in helping poor coun-
tries in several nonlegislative ways. Following on its Right to Food Resolu-
tion of 1976. Congress passcd a resolution in 1977 caning on the President
to create a national commission on domestic and international hunger and
malnutrition which he has now donc. Thc House also established a special
committee on population, which paid a good deal of attention to, among
other things, the relationship between development and population growth
rates in the Third world
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These actions indicate that there is an underlying sentiment in Con-
gress to support several aspects of the North-South dialogue, at least in the
area of development assistance. This supportive view, however, is accom-
panied by considerable skepticism about whether U.S. foreign aid is getting
to the poor majority, or indeed whether the current structure and adminis-
!ration of the program even enable assistance to get to the poor. This con-
cern often leads Congress to enact difficult requirements (e.g., criteria to
measure the commitment of a cooperating government to reaching its poor
majority). Nevertheless, hi light of this history of congressional interest in
international development, it is not entirely reasonable for an Administra-
tion that has yet to establish a clear policy in this area to point to congres-
sional reluctance or resistance as the major obstacle to progress. Even in
the upcoming ninety-sixth Congress, which can be expected to offer strong
resistance to moving forward in the North-South dialogue, there are many
members who are waiting for, and would welcome, a clear signal from the
Executive Branch. Representative government must, after all, govern as
well as represent.

Conclusion

Overall, the dialogue between the North and the South has not progressed
very far toward establishing broad agreement in international econ ,mic
relations, even though it has moved toward accommodation in some limited
Areas. The North has not yet come forth either with a comprehensive state-
ment of its own ideas for international economic reform or with an active
negotiating approach to most Southern NIE0 demands. At the same time,
the cohesion of the Southern countries has been too brittle to permit com-
promise on their part.

Thus while the Northern countries cling to the familiar rather than
launchadmittedly with some riskinto new waters, frustration grows in
the South. Even the more even-handed, open-minded leaders and spokes-
men of the South who are dedicated to a cooperative solution are increas-
ingly unhappy about the lack of progress on the key economic issuese.g.,
commodities, trade, debt, and aid. They are issuing stronger and stronger
warnings. Commonwealth Secretary-General Shridath Ramphal said re-
cently:

All too often, the main purpose of the North has been the limited
one of denying the validity or practicality of Southern prescrip-
tions for change without offering anything in their place. Com-
mitted, it seems, to the status quo, the rich have indulged a dia-
logue they probably never expected to succeed and are now content
with the stalemate their negative tactics ensured.'"

soAddress at the annual meeting of the Baud of Directors of the Overseas Devel-
opment Council. New York City, October 19. 1918.
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Of the choices still open to the North confrontation with the South,
cooptation of somc of its more dynamic and influential members (e.g.,
Brazil, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Mexico) into the existing system, or a
cooperative multilateral approachthe last of the three is most promising
for global equity and efficiency. Yet this approach probably is also the
most difficult, since it asks thc North to accept developing-country par-
ticipation in decision-making processes that until recently have been the
almost exclusive province of industrialized nations (and that surely will
result in stronger pressur for better terms on aid, trade, debt, and other
issues), and it asks the South to accept the present system as the starting
point for negotiating reform.

AU of these considerations--particularly the proven difficulty of de-
veloping an "umbrella" forum for discussing and negotiating the many in-
terrelated issuesmake the role of the Independent Commission on Inter-
national Development Issues, known as the Brandt Commission, especially
important. File Commission was constituted at the suggestion of World
Bank President McNamara in eady 1976 and is headed by the former
Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, Willy Brandt." The
Brandt Commission has a broad mandate to examine a set of problems
similar to those that prompted the establishment of the Pearson Commis-
sion a decade ago and to explore involving the centrally planned economies
in development assistance. This mandate makes it a potential vehicle for
contributing to a coherent address of the problems affecting North-South
relations and for helping to move beyond the current stalemate. The Brandt
Commission is expected to complete its report on the future of North-South
cooperation to the year 2000 by the late summer or early fall of 1979, in
timc to have an impact on the planning and negotiation of an international
devdopment strategy for the U.N. Third Development Decade.

If the North-South dialogue is to move beyond its current stalemate,
thc changed perceptions of mutual gain outlined 4n Chapte 7 are essential.
This, however, is only the first stcp. Beyond it, as noted i he overview
essay, objectives for changes in the world's economic systems must be
identified and priorities for action must be established. It is not enough to
assume that, because many changes have taken place in relationships be-

',The members of the Brandt Commission are: Willy Brandt. former Chance IlOr,
Federal Republic of GermanY (CPI& man); Khatijah Ahmed, Malaysia: Abdlatif Y. Al-
Hamad, Director-General of the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development; Antoine
Kipsa Oakoure. Adviser to the President, Upper Volta: Katharine Graham. publisher,
Washington Post. United States; Edward Heath, former Prime Minister. United King-
dom. Amir H Jamal. Minister of Commun'cations and Transport, Tanzania; Laksturi
Kant Jha. Covtrnor, Jammu and Kashmir. india: Adam Mahk. President of the National
Assembly. Indonesia; Eduardo Frei Monts Iva. former President. Chile: ROdrigo Bolero
Montoya formr Minister of Finance. Colombia. editor and publisher: Haruki Mori,
Board Member. Corporation for International Co-Operation, Japan; Joe Morris, Presi-
dent of the Canadian Labor Congress and Chairman of the Governing Board of the
International Labour Organisation. Olof Palms. former Prime Minister. Sweden; Pater
G Peterson, Chairman of the Board, Lehman Brothers; Edgard Pisani, France; Shridath
S Ramphal. Secretary-General of the Commonwealth, Guyana, and Layachi `faker,
Vice President of the National Popular Assmbly, Algeria
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tween countries in the decades since World War II (Taiwan and SouthKorea, after all, were once considered -basket cases" with poor prospectsfor development), such changes will continue to take place.
Nor can it be assumed that only "correctives" to maintain the general

post-World War II direction of the international economy are needed.
Those who hold ;his view believe that some developing countries graduallywill evolve to a level where they are "eligible" for membership in the "FirstWorld" of industrialized countries. Undeniably. most of what is done
domestically to meet the basic needs of their people-- with the 1.esourcesavailablelies within the choice and power of the developing countries
themselves. But the North, too, should be looking for ways to advance this
process, if only because the growth and development of the South now in-
creasingly appear to contribute importantly to the North's own growth andprosperity. In effect, their developmentmeeting their basic human needsin a self-reliant mode--is very much in our interest. This conclusion pro-vides material support for doing what is morally right.

Thus one of the most important items on the 1979 agenda is to get the.
North-South dialogue revived. To generate the political will in both theNorth and the South for such a revival is crucial if development progressis to be made. The prospects are not promising right now. Neither the in-
dustrialized countries, including the United States, nor the Group of 77 has
yet displayed the flexibility or visicn necessary to move toward new kindsof economic arrangements.

While the performance of the United States on North-South issues hasfallen short of the needs and opportunities of two years ago, the U.S. atti-
tude nevertheless reflects change for the better and affords hope that the
exploration of new alternatives will go forwaed. The United States has donewell on some big international problems that affect the developing world,like the Panama Canal and the Middle East, and it has begun to reach outto U.S. constituencies that support development. Now is the time for the
development agenda of the Carter Administration to come into its own,
and presidential leadershp on this set of issues is of central importance.

1 ;
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A PROGRAM FOR AMERICA:
FREEDOM AND FOREIGN POLICY*

by William R. Kintner

In his inaugural address, President Carter stated: "Our nation can
be strong abroad only if it 's strong at home, and we know that the
best way to enhance freedom in other lands is to demonstrate
here that our democratic system ir worthy of emulation." Six months
earlier in his acceptance speech at the Democratic National
Convention, on July 15, 1976 Carter had called for "a more stable
and mere just world order." This is an admirable goal. To be sure, we
are not now and never were in a position to impose our solutions
on the world at large. Nevertheless, what we do or fail to do will
still influence stability and justice in the world of the future. More-
over, in many specific cases we will find that our notions of stabil-
ity and justice may be incompatible.

Two world wars have already been fought by the United
States to preserve the American concept of liberty. Yet American
foreign policy since the end of the Second World War has been
constantly criticized for its negative direction: it is easy to know
what we oppose but impossible to know what we advocate. In
part, this charge is justified. We all know that the United States
opposes "selective" detente, higher oil prices, nuclear proliferation,
the use of force to settle disputes in Africa and the Middle East,
Castro's export of revolution in the Caribbean, and Soviet restric-
tions against Jewish emigration. In recent years, moreover, perhaps
because of the Vietnam tribulation and domestic dissatisfaction, we
have tended to downplay our long-cherished vision of freedom.
We have focused primarily on what we are against. The negative
list is a long one, and this negativism must be counterbalanced by
a positive vision worthy of world emulation. Lacking such a vision,
we appear to be merely a status quo power willing to fight for

William R. Kintner is President of the Foreign Policy Research Institute and Editor
of ORRIS, fie has been a Professor of Political Science at the University of
Pennsylvania since 1961 From 1973 to 1975 he served as United States Am-
bassador to Thailand
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what we have o;: want, but opposed to the legitimate Gemands of
others.

Our position has been confused, also, because for stra-
tegic reasons we have sometimes supported authoritarian regimes
of the Right, such as Franco's, as well as some of the Left, such as
Tito's. In today's perverse world, however, support of repressive
leftist authoritarian regimes is offensive. Rightist regimes that sup-
press hum.n rights, such as South Korea's, are pilloried, whereas
greater repression and even mass murder in one-party collectivist
countries such as Cambodia or Vietnam are rarely criticized.

In a world where the democratic approach toward en-
suring individual choice appears to be declining, the United States
should promote freedom and diversity. The comity of nations is
still divided between those that see individual liberty and civil rights
as the key to a more humane society and those that deny these
rights in the name of some higher, preordained social organization.
Paradoxically, such Marxist-Leninist states as the Soviet Union feel
compelled to declare themselves "People's Democracies," even
though the people are not able to change the leading roie of the
Communist Party or the control of the state.

The history of the United States' involvement in the world
has been one of promoting freedom and independence, both within
and between nations. The dual form of autonomy, for the nation
and the individual, has not been easily pursued, and the United
States has been manifestly more successful in promoting the in-
dependence of nations, often to the detriment of the American na-
tional interest narrowly defined. In the long run, however, this two-
pronged quest has proven its worth, and is deserving of continued
support. The emerging dilemma for American foreign policy is
the difficulty of implementing the abstract principles of individual
liberty around the world, particularly at a time when it would be
far easier to let those principles be subordinated to power calcula-
tions.

In a quest for policy resting on principle we must return
to our origins the transcendent claim of the Declaration of In-
dependence that legitimate government must rest upon the con-
sent of the governed. With Madison, we must commend the es-
sence of our kind of government to "the esteem and adoption of
mankind" (Federalist Paper 10). The goal of human freedom can
offer universal appeal for a world locked in conflict, a world in
which most people live under varying degrees of despotism. In
short, we need to reassert freedom as well as peace with justice as

1 1 7
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the guiding principles of our foreign policy. Our task will be to
relate practical programs for the immensely varied countries of the
world to the underlying philosophy of democratic freedom. In doing
so, we shall confront serious obstacles in many countries around the
globe some arising from their domestic difficulties, others from
American ambivalence toward international relations. The most
important obstacles appear to be the following:

(1) The Soviet Union, the most powerful opponent of
human rights and political freedom as we conceive them, is also
promoting a new world order, albeit ,,ne largely made in Moscow
and imposed by the politiral influence issuing from Soviet military
power, rather than one created by consent of individual countries
and peoples.

(2) Soviet aspirations have been reinforced by the com-
ing to power in many countries of leaders who reject democratic
procedures. Politically, the Soviet Union kis benefited from the
widespread anti-Western and anti-American bias that has come to
characterize much of the Third World, particularly in Africa and
Latin America. (The eighty-six nations attending the 1976 nonalign-
ment conference at Colombo, Sri Lanka, passed thirty-six resolutions,
almost all critical of the United States.)

(3) In the past, the ideals of the American Revolution in-
spired the extension of freedom and democracy in Europe as well
as the colonial liberation movement throughout the world. But in
the present era the Western democratic model has frequently failed
to meet the Social and economic needs of the developing nations.
The American concept of individual liberty and free-market econ-
omy seems to be out of reach for most Third World nations. To them,
some form of authoritarian polity and planned economy seems
more relevant.

(4) The perennial theme among Western intellectuals
the decline of the West has been accompanied by fear for the
survival of individual freedom and democracy itself. The pro-
liferation of technology, increased governmental intervention in
many spheres of social activity, and the spread of egalitarian iderl-
ogies are undoubtedly modifying the scope and nature of liberty.

tainly, if we examine the democratic prospect from an inter-
national perspective, there is considerable cause for worry. Accord-
ing to one survey of political institutior.7, "Huma rights rooted in
a legal order of free institutions hardly exist at present for almost
four-fifths of the peoplo of the world. The most painful fact is the
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growing number of 'Marxist regimes, now more than two dozen
strong."'

(5) Democracies in general have a well-known record of
apathy with respect to foreign relations. Once roused to crusading
pitch, however, public opinion is difficult to control. The politics of
democracy, the advocacy of freedom abroad, and the pragmatic
requirements of foreign policy have proved to be a volatile com-
bination for the United States. The Wilson experiment, the isola-
tionist strain, and such misfortunes as McCarthyism and the Viet-
nam war have all been imbalances that eventually disfigured and
discredited American foreign policy.'

The First Step: Confidence and Clarity of Vision
The frontiers of freedom contracted and expanded dur-

ing the Nazi chaflenge and there is no reason why they cannot ad-
vance once again. The idea of freedom has universal appeal; no
one enjoys arbitrary control over his life by another. But unless those
societies that enjoy freedom are confident of its value, and arewilling to defend it, no one else will do so. The first step is there-
fore a renewal of confidence, particularly in the United States.

Despite redoubtable problems, the United States still
offers the broadest scope for individual liberty of any nation inthe world. And our example should not be lightly dismissed. It is
the view of one French observer that "the revolution of the twentieth
century will take place in the United States. It is only there that it
can happen. And it has already begun. Whether or not that revolu-
tion spreads to the rest of the world depends on whether or not it
succeeds first in America."'

The essence of the American Revolution is freedom via
an effective democratic process. Democratic concepts can re-
vitalize our dip.omacy only if we first understand that "what is
necessary . . is one thing and one thing only that the issue of
democracy be made precise and clear."'

James Bryce described the essence of democracy: "Rule
belongs to the majority, as no other method has been found for

' Theodore A. Sumberg, "An 'Aggressive Détente," Freedom at Issue, January-i'bruary 1977, p 29
'Gabriel Almond, The American People and Foreign Policy (New York: Praepr,1960) provides a classic statement of this problem.

lean-Francois Revel, Without Mars or Jesus The New American RevolutionHas Begun (New York Doubleday, 1970), p. 1.
' Archibald Madeish, The American Cause (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce,1941), p. 26.
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determining peaceably and legally what is to be deemed the will
of a community which is not unanimous.'

Governments chosen through the democratic process
can tato many forms, and the form of government that best fits the
needs of one nation may not be.best for another. What is desirable
for a people at one stage of their development may not be appro-
priate at another.

Communist leaders talk of "positive rights" for ex-
ample, the rights to food, education, health care and recreation
and argue that these should have priority over majority rule. Para-
doxically, however, countries that place political freedom first
among their priorities frequently provide more "positive rights"
and economic benefits than do those that postulate egalitarianism
as a precondition of political freedom.

What we stand for as a nation is the maximum political
freedom possible, obtained through a democratic process which
periodically selects and changes government leadership, and which
holds that leadership accountable to the law. Such political free-
dom allows every person to develop in accordance with the dictates
of his own conscience within the framework of law. These po-
litical concepts embedded in our basic political documents may
have universal appeal, but can they also provide conceptual rules
for the conduct of our diplomacy?

Implications for U.S. Foreign Policy

It has been said that "Americans must learn the inescap-
able need to relate our moral aims which of necessity are
stated in universal terms to the imperative choices imposed upon
us by competing goals and finite resources."° To relate our moral
principles to our concept of the national interest requires an ex-
plicit statement of what we seek in the world a statement that the
American people can agree on.

On the one hand, we are told that the goal of U.S. policy
is to maintain maximum U.S. influence in every country in order to
disseminate stability and prosperity. From that perspective, we nat-
urally focus on Europe and Northeast Asia. On the other hand, we
are advised to preserve the territorial nation as it currently exists
that anything beyond this would be "overextension." The Western

lames Bryce, Modern Democracies (New York: Macmillan, 1921) vol. 1, P. 20.
Henry A. Kissinger, "America and the World: Principle and Pragmatism," Time,

December 27, 1976, p. 43.
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Hemisphere is frequently considered by the United States as a
natural concern of this minimal area of national interest.

In a world of interdependence, can the United States ex-
press its national interests solely in geographic terms? In Angola
we experienced our inability to cope with adverse developments in
a continent we had placed low on our scale of national interests.
Even if we do not intervene in southern Africa, for example, can
we escape the consequences of what might happen there? Through-
out the remainder of this century, the United States will likely
remain a global power with geopolitical interests around the world.
Which of these interests it will choose to protect, and by what
means, is the question.

Purely geopolitical security frames of reference need
to be broadened by associating them with a moral dimension. The
almost one hundred fifty nations comprising the international sys-
tem differ greatly in size, population, power, influence and in the
degree of freedom their citizens enjoy. By tailoring our policies so
that the defense of freedom and the safeguarding of security inter-
ests reinforce each other we may be able to reconcile our moral
aspirations with the tough realities of the present international dis-
order. There are two freedoms to consider: one within nations and
the other between them. The United States has always championedthe latter the self-determination of peoples. It has defended the
right of a nation to exist despite the form of its government. For
this reason we support the Republic of Korea even though we dis-
approve of some of President Park's internal policies.

It was easier for U.S. public officials to support the inde-
pendence of Thailand against externally supported insurgency when
Thailand was aspiring to be a constitutional democracy than since
the return of Thailand to military rule. Yet an independent Thailand
can retain the option of a restoration of democracy, whereas thetriumph of an insurgency supported by Hanoi would close that
option. If the United States seeks to establish diplomatic ties with
Vietnam, it should first insist that Hanoi terminate support for the
insurgency in Northeast Thailand. Such a policy would help to
maintain Thailand's independence and preserve the option of de-
veloping greater internal freedom. it would also help to safeguard
the other noncommunist countries in Southeast Asia. The indepen-
dence of these countries would be in the security interests of japan,
Australia and the United States. This example suggests that the
United States pursue a policy with greater weight given to our
moral purposes, both in focus and in substance.
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How to apply the basic principles of a foreign policy based
on freedom will not be easy. For example, the question of
nuclear weapons control and the policy of their first use is a Ihorny
one. The practical application of our rejection of apartheid to our
relations with South Africa is another. The moral implications of
U.S. weapons sales to foreign countries need to be examined. The
circumstances under which the United States should contemplate
the use of force in support of its foreign policy merits rethinking.
Expedient policies are far easier to devise than those based on the
support of freedom. In view of the revulsion against nuclear war
a policy of "no first use" of nuclear weapons seems sound and
logical, yet such a policy miF,ht jeopardize the defense of freedom.
We need to ask if it is mo alistic to talk about m.ljority rule in
Africa when most countries mere are run by military dictators or
one-party nilers. Because we oppose apartheid, should we break off
diplomatic relations with South Africa? How we might deal with
the issues on the global agenda will not be easily resolved Ob-
viously, the task of defending and expanding the sphere of free-
dom will differ among our democratic allies, in our relations with
the countries of the Third World and toward our ideological
adversaries.

The First Circle

The closest circle of our relationship should be with fel-
low democracies, where most basic freedom exists. Though in the
minority, these peoples possess far more power and influence
than their numbers might suggest. Most free people live in the most
economically advanced countries of the world. Many belong to the
"Trilateral" group, many to the OECD; most are located in Western
Europe, but the reach is to Israel, Japan, the South Pacific (Aus-
tralia and New Zealand) and the Western Hemisphere (Canada, the
United States, Costa Rica and Mexico, for example). The central task
of U.S. diplomacy should be to generate the most effective diplo-
matic, economic and security cooperation among these democratic
nations the first tier among the world's states. Among other issues,
these nations need common policies on energy, North-South rela-
tions, terrorism, the international monetary system and human rights.

Claimants for a New Order

Perhaps the most dismaying development in the past few
years has to do with what some have called the "hostile majority."

1 Air Ad
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While U.S. relations with allies and select adversaries have improved,
the rest of mankind the so-called Third World seems to have
exploded with hostility toward the United States' institutions, politi-
cal philosophy and economic system. The demand for a "new inter-
national economic order," rigged according to state-controlled price
formulas, has been accompanied by a crescendo of anti-Western
campaigns, most notably at the UN.

Some observers, such as former Ambassador Daniel P.
Moynihan, assigned part of the.problem to insufficient advocacy. The
United States, he argued, should undertake vigorous opposition to
all ideas hostile to freedom and democracy. Moynihan's analysis
drew upon his conviction, based on previous experience as am-
bassador to India, that a misguided Fabian socialism had retarded
the development process; this in turn led to a rejection of parlia-
mentary democracy, rather than to change in economic programs.'

Zbigniew Brzezinski, however, has cautioned against mak-
ing the contest a simple one of liberal democracy versus despotism,
lest U.S.-Third World relations be aggravated further:
In that context, for Americans to inject into American external relations
the ideological claim that the contemporary world stiaggle is between
liberal democracy and variou3 forms of despotic statism is to provide a
counterproductive economic reinforcement to the already noted political-
philosophical tendencies toward America's global isolation.s

If we are to unite vigorous advecacy of freedom and
pragmatic diplomacy toward the less developed countries, we
should not allow ourselves to become bogged down in economic
arguments, on the one hand, or assume that the rest of the world is
hostile to our democracy, on the other. In the words of Sidney Hook:

The issue is not between capitalicm and socialism. The issue is whether
human beings are to be free to choose for themselves the economic
system under which they wish to live or whether this is to be imposed
upon them forcibly by a small group of self-selected rulers responsible
to no one but themselves.'

Eventually we may persuade the troubled peoples of the
Third World that their search for well-being may be aided more by
freedom than by coercion. The:i leaders face grave economic and
political difficulties. Incapable of leading, they can only rule by

See Daniel P. Moynihan, "The United States in Opposition," Commentary,
March 1975.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, "America in a Hostile World," foretgn Policy, Summer
1976, p. 76

"New America," Encounter, January 1977, p. SO.
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fiat. The basic problem, of course, is how the developing countries
can have their people participate in the governing process in a way
that stays clear of political chaos or slower progress in meeting their
economic needs. For many countries in Asia and Africa, Western-
style parliamentary democracy is not the answer. The record for this
form of government has been poor in the arc of Asia stretching from
Korea to Iran as well as in most of Africa and Latin America. There
are no easy answers as to what type of democratic system works
best, but there is a pressing need in all these countries to find ade-
quate means for popular political participation in the not-too-distant
future. A statement issued by the opposition Janata Party in India
made this point effectively:

History is replete with instances where those who conspire against the
rights of the people attempt to undermine freedom by portraying it as
a luxury. They conceal the fact that fundamental freedoms are weapons
that the poor need to fight tyranny. Bread cannot be juxtaposed against
liberty. The two are inseparable."

The Third World, with all its diversity, is the most active
area of competition between the industrialized democracies and
the "Marxist-Leninist" states. We should be responsive to the na-
tions of the Third World, primarily in political and economic ways,
if they ask our assistance in dealing with their problems. When a

genuine democracy is endangered by an outside power we should
consider intervention.

Nor should we be so naive as to ignore the internal po-
litical realities of besieged allies. The human rights standard is
often used to mask attacks on anticommunist allies, such as South
Korea, Taiwan, Iran, Greece (under the colonels), Brazil and post-
Allende Chile: "Their citizens do not enjoy the rights we enjoy.
iqually true, they have far more freedom than Idol their Com-
munist adversaries." We are urged to tell countries with which
we may have some linkage (for instance, South Korea or the Philip-
pines) to mend their domestic ways if they wish our continued se-
curity suppo,t. This would run counter to one of the characteristics
of the nation-state system that each nation is sovereign within
its own domain. For the United States to insist that it has the right
to force its allies to toe the line would obviously be to interfere in
their internal affairs. This does not imply, however, that we should
condone violations of human rights anywhere.

An extraordinary feature of U.S.-Third World relations is

'° Quoted on New York Times, February 11, 1977.
Ernest W lefever. "The Roghts Standard," New York Times, January 25, 1977.
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that while many Third World leaders chide the United States, most
of the citizens they govern envy us. The United States is still the
mecca of hope and freedom for millions of people throughout the
world. The vast flow of immigrants to our country, legal and illegal,
attests to the attraction of American life. Moreover, the United States
is the educational center for students from all over the world." We
face an envious world, not a hostile one. As President Carter ex-
pressed it in his first address to the nation, "Peoples more numerous
and more politically aware are craving and now demanding their
place in the sun not just fOr the benefit of their own physical
condition, but for basic human rights." We should encourage them
to adopt a democratic system compatible with their own cultures,
and should respond with positive incentives to any steps they may
take toward democracy. We should recognize that each nation
should choose its own government and that some form of cir-
cumscribed deniocracy may be appropriate at a particular stage of
development. In any circumscribed democracy, however, what
must remain is the dive..sity of opinion and institutions that wal
provide the basis for the eventual floWering of freedom and demo-
cratic rights. Perfect tyranny, too easily created, produces a barren
earth in which freedoms will never grow.

Dealing with Adversaries

The need for cooperation with adversaries on many global
issues should be obvious. The spread of modern technology is gen-
erating problems of resource scarcity and environmental pollution
for all nations, regardless of ideology. Instead of the progress that
seemed so sure in the first Industrial Revolution, the major indus-
trial societies seem to be facing diminishing resources, impure
water and foul air, toxic effects from chemical fertilizers and insecti-
cides, the possibility of major famines, dwindling ocean fisheries,
chronic unemployment, persistent inflation, unstable currencies,
sprawling urban problems, and a widening "rich nation-poor na-
tion" gap. These symptoms of a fundamental dysfunction in the
world system require systemic change if they are to be managed
satisfactorily. The extent of that change is not yet clear, but one ele-
ment has emerged. Basically, all states but especially the more
powerful ones must recognize that none of the important prob-
lems confronting mankind can be solved unilaterally. Neither can

" "It lc noteworthy that despite much global criticism of U.S. policies, the
attraction of the United States for foreign students has continued to grow." (Brzezinski,
p. 91.)
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these problems be solved on the basis of a divisive ideological doc-
trine that ignores human rights.

Instead of an almost undifferentiated "containment"
policy against all Marxist-Leninist regimes, American foreign policy
perceives the great variety that exists among communist parties
in ideological commitment, in their ties to Moscow, and in the
severity of their internal coercion when in power. The Soviet Union
is by far the most powerful of the Marxist-Leninist states, but is less
developed economically than are some countries in Eastern Europe.
The People's Republic of China, on the otner hand, is notable for
what Edward Luttwak called "its unique, almost pure totalitarian-
ism." Clearly, the variety in Marxist totalitarianism now requires a
range of relationships characterized by varying degrees of coopera-
tion or antagooism, rather than an inflexible containment policy. In
short, we should use the fragmentation of Marxism-Leninism into
nationalistic factions as a means of eliminating ideological commit-
;nent to it as a global moral system.

At the same time, we should understand that the most
significant obstacle to the achievement of our goals remains the
Soviet Union. If Moscow genuinely wishes to enter into the kind of
long-term international cooperation that mankind so desperately
needs, it will have to change its policy to something far more be-
nign than the present version of "peaceful coexistence." Among
other things, this would require some reordering of priorities away
from the steady increase in military spending that has characterized
Soviet budget allocations for the past fifteen years. Becaus- of the
closed nature of the system, Soviet intentions can be inferred only
from Soviet behavior. Many Western statesmen find that behavior
menacing in the strategic arena, opportunistic in the Third World,
hegemonic in Eastern Europe, and divisive with respect to relations
between the United States end Western Europe. It may be argued
that these are misconceptions, but to the extent that they are, this
is due in no small part to the contradictions between Moscow's de-
clared peaceful intentions and the pace.of Soviet arms acquisitions.

Struggle and competition between the United States and
the Soviet Union need not result in war or in an irreversible shift in
the global balance of power to Moscow's advantage. As the late
President John F. Kennedy remarked in his speech at American
University on June 19, 1963:

World peace. like community peace, does not require that each man
love his neighbor: it requires only that they live together in mutual
tolerance, submitting their disputes to a just and peaceful settlement.
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And history teaches.us that enmities between nations, as between indi-
viduals, do not last forever.''

When dealing with our powerful adversary, we should
recognize that the minimal operational meaning of detente for the
Soviets is a presumed and natural mutual desire to avoid nuclear
war. We should also recognize that we and the Soviets remain com-
petitors, politically, militarily and ideologically. The communists
have never intended that detente should end the ideological strug-
gle. As Brezhnev put it:

Détente and peaceful coexistence refer to interstate relations. This means
mainly that disputes and conflicts between countries are not to be settled
by war, by the use or threat of force. The détente does not in the slightest
abolish, and cannot abolish or alter, the laws of the class struggle. . . .

We make no sec ret of the fact that we see détente as the way to create
more favorabk. conditions for peaceful Socialist and Communist con-struction."

Brezhnev has also. asserted that "the cause of freedom and progress
is unconquerable." Obviously his idea of freedom is not ours.

Let the United States advance on the imperative of its
own definition of freedom as linked to democracy. Our support of
freedom for the individual need not bring back the acrimony of
tke Cold War any more than the Soviet denial of freedom will, by
itself, do so. Each side knows the other's ideological position. Each
can expose what it believes to be the fundamental errors of the
other without demanding an immediate overthrow or elimination of
the opposing system. Each should tolerate, even seek, a peaceful
competition of systems. Eventually, the individual citizens of the
world's nations may he able to choose the degree of freedom or
governmental authority they want. We should be confident that
competition under such rules will ultimately favor the Western
democracies over the "Marxist-Leninist" regimes.

What Lan Be Done?

President Carter, in his inaugural address, proclaimed a
foreign policy dedicated to widening the frontiers of freedom: "The
passion for freedom is on the rise. Tapping this new spirit, there
can be no nobler nor more ambitious task for America to undertake
on this day of a new beginning than to help shape a just and peace-

" Department ot State fitilletin, July 1, 1963, p 3.
" Leonid I Bre:Imes', Repurt to the Twenty-fifth Congress of the Commumst

Party of the soviet Limon. February 24. 1976
" Ibtd
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And history teaches us that enmities-between nations, as between indi-
viduals, do not last forever."

When dealing with our powerful adversary, w. should
recognize that the minimal operational meaning of detente for the
Soviets is a presumed and natural 'mutual desire to avoid nuclear
war. We should also recognize that we and the Soviets remain com-
petitors, politically, militarily and ideologically. The communists
have never intended that detente should end the ideological strug-
gle. As Brezhnev put it!

Detente and peaceful coexistence refer to interstate relations. This means
mainly that disputes and conflicts between countries are not to be settled
by war, by the clSC or threat of force. The detente does not in the slightest
abohsh, and cannot abolish or alter, the laws of the class struggle. .

We make no sec ret ot the tact that we see detente as the way to create
more favorable conditions tor peaceful Socialist and Communist con-
struction "

Firezhnev has also asserted that "the cause of freedom and progress
is unconquerable."' Obviously his idea of freedom is not ours.

Let the United States advance on the imperative of its
own definition of freedom as linked to democracy. Our support of
freedom for the individual need not bring back the acrimony of
the Cold War any more than the Soviet denial of freedom will, by
itself, do so Each side knows the other's ideological position. Each
can expose what it believes to be the fundamental errors of the
other withinit denhinding an munediate overthrow or elimination of
the opposing system. Each should tolerate, even seek, a peaceful
competition ot systems. Eventually, the individual citizens of the
world's nations may be able to choose the degree of freedom or
governmental duthwoy they want. We should be confident that
competition under suc h rules will ultimately favor the Western
ch.lnor rac ll's M./Cf the ''Mdf XISt- I eninist" regimes.

What Can Re Done?

Presolent Carter, in his inaugural address, proclaimed a
foreign polo v deck Med to widening the frontiers of freedom: "The
passion tor freedom is on the rise. Tapping this new spirit, there
can he no nobler run more ambitious task for America to undertake
on tins day of a new beginning than to help shape a just and peace-

" nri,,trtmptg ,01 luly I, 190, p 3.
I Itre:hne, Prof rt to the fwech. fifth Congress of the Communist

P3rtv ,)1 FUt F hr .'4, 1916
th,d
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ful world that is truly humane." The task of translating this state-
ment of purpose into national policy and into specific programs
of action will be a difficult one. Nevertheless, several initiatives com-
mend themselves as both readily available and effective.

The global revolution that has taken place in all forms of
communications offers an ideal instrument with which to promote
the expansion of freedom. The possibility of reaching the minds of
people everywhere via the electronic media either exists or can be
developed. The communist regimes have long used their monopoly
of communications and information to indoctrinate their popula-
tions. They have sought to insulate the populations they control
from the influence of alien ideas. Many Third World countries are
attempting to follow the Soviet model, and efforts are under way in
many of these nations to ensure government control of the flow of
news within.and between countries. Vidya Charan Shukla, the Indian
information minister, addressing the New Delhi nonaligned confer-
ence, g;.ve this rationale:

The theme of "free" flow of information, which was chanted in a chorus,
was aimed to enable all countries in name but only the powerful countries
in reality, to pump their information into all regions of the world without
let or hindrance. . . . In fact, the idea of a "free" flow of information
fits insidiously into the package of other kinds of "freedom" still cham-
pioned by the adherents of 19th-century liberalism."

Symbolic of the struggle between free and authoritarian societies
will be whether a pluralistic global communications system, in-
volving media, entertainment, cultural exchanges and international
travel, can be sustained.

As the acknowledged leader of the industrialized demo-
cratic societies, the United States has a responsibility to assure free-
dom of information to the countries of the Third World. America
should take the lead to block an effort, masterminded by the Soviet
Union and some Third World countries, to obstruct the flow of
global information via UNESCO (the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization). UNESCO was created as a
nonpolitical organization dedicated to furthering international co-
operation in its areas of interest. But a concerted effort has been
made by the Soviet Union and its Third World associates to trans-

" Quoted in Leonard R. Sussman, "A Fateful Year for the News Media," Freedom
at Issue, January-February 1977, p. 4.
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form it into a political agency, a vehicle for restricting the free flow
of information.

It is time for the United States to join the battle against
suppressing the flow of news in the crucial UNESCO forum. Im-
balances in the flow of information between Third World countries
and the industrialized world do exist, but these should not be cor-
rected by applying further controls. Open communication of ideas
is the lifeblood of freedom.

Another initiative needs to be taken in the context of
East-West relations. The nature of man and the nature of society
are at the root of the conflict between the Western democracies
and the Soviet Union. In 1950, President Truman approved NSC 68,
the United States' first major philosophical and strategic analysis of
continuing conflict be;ween Soviet totalitarianism and the free
democracies. In discussing the two systems, the document stated:

The idea of freedom, moreover, is peculiarly and intolerably subversive
of the idea of slavery. But the converse is not true. The implacable
purpose of the slave state to eliminate the challenge of freedom has
plated the two great powers at opposite poles. It is this fact which
gives the present poLniation of power the quality of crisis."

An underlying assumption of NSC 68 which has influ-
enced American policy ever since its publication is that the con-
flict between free and totalitarian societies will continue until the
charaderistics of a free society begin to emerge within the Soviet
system. (Conversely, the conflict could erid if free societies lacked
the will or the power to defend their freedom.) The denouement
may not come for many more years. A beneficent outcome will
never arrive unless the Western democracies, particularly the United
States, have the will and stamina to protect themselves while con-
tinuing to proclaim liberty throughout the world. Through spread-
ing the revelations of the Alexander Solzhenitsyns and Vladimir
Bukofskys concerning life in the Soviet police-state, we can bring
home to the American people that the freedom they too often take
for granted is priceless and easily lost. This in turn will induce them
to support what needs to be done to assure protection for the exist-
ing frontiers of freedom. In fact, one of the harmful by-products of
President Nixon's premature declaration of "a generation of peace"
some years ago was the false sense of euphoria it evoked, which

" A Report to the National Security Council by the Executive Secretary: On U.S.
Obiectives and Programs for National Security, April 14, 1950. (Declass.fied February 27,
1975, by Henry A Kissinger )
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made it more difficult to maintain the redoubts necessary to secure
freedom's frontiers.

Open moral support of freedom in the USSR and else-
where will also help us in our diplomatic dealings with the array of
dictatorial regimes now flourishing in the Third World. Since 1960,
the increase of Marxist-Leninist governments has been phenome-
nal." Many of these governments have come into existence through
active Soviet support. This increase, together with the concomitant
growth of Soviet power, has made it appear that totalitarian tyranny
and not freedom is the wave of the future. By exposing the human
implications of totalitarian tyranny at the center of the emerging
Soviet international system, we can raise doubts about the validity
of the Marxist-Leninist program for fulfilling human needs and
aspirations.

At the July 1977 meeting in Belgrade, where "progress" in
implementing the 1975 Helsinki accords is to be reviewed, the
United States will have an excellent opportunity to speak up for
human rights in the framework of Basket 3, which calls for greater
freedom of travel and of contact and exchange between East and
West. The thirty-five signatories to the Helsinki accords, including
Brezhnev, pledged their governments "to assist in the improve-
ment of distribution within their territory of newspapers, publica-
tions, periodicals and non-periodicals originating from other par-
.icipant countries." Nonetheless, evidence is mounting that the
Soviets and their East European client-states clamped down on in-
dividual freedom more after the Helsinki meeting than before.

The United States has faithfully lived up to the 1948 UN
Human Rights Declaration, which eloquently asserted the inviolable
conditions of humane societies:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. . . .

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person. . . All
are equal before the law and are entitled without any discriminat. on to
equal protection of the law. . . . No one shall be subjected to arbitrary
interference with his privacy, home or correspondence, nor to attacks
upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection
of the law against such interference or attacks."

We thus have the credentials to take the lead in assembling and
auditing a public record of rbe state of human rights and the free
flow of information in the thirty-five nations that signed the Hel-

W. Scott Thompson. "Toward a Communist International System," 011815,
Winter 1977.

"Quoted in Donald Wilhelm, Ir., The West Can Win, A Study in Science and
World Power (New York. Praeger, 1966), pp. 149-150.
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sinki accords. The audit is likely to disclose Soviet obstructions that
should be eased. To start with, some Soviet concessions having to
do with freedom of information might be exacted without jeopar-
dizing SALT II. If Western newspapers and magazines can be bought
rather freely in Budapest, why not in Moscow?

It may take a long time for the seeds of freedom to take
root in Soviet soil; we must learn patience and avoid provocation.
We should press the Soviet Union for movement toward a wider
meaning of detente that includes respect for human rights. One way
to do this is to urge its leaders to observe all the conditions of the
Helsinki accords, including Basket 3. Above all, we should main-
tain a prudent security posture one that will preclude the So-
viets from exploiting superior armed strength for political gains
harmful to freedom's nurture and growth. The preservation of an
adequate military shield for the protection of free people should
be the overriding moral imperative of the United States.

Since President Kennedy pledged an overwhelming com-
mitment of U.S. resources to the defense of freedom everywhere,
our foreign policy has alternated between morality and expediency.
The crusading spirit which has sometimes characterized our policy
probably contribwed to our deep involvement in Vietnam. Regard-
less of the meritb of that intervention, the conduct of the conflict
there was strategically unwise, and the mode of our withdrawal
was morally flawed. As former Defense Secretary Melvin Laird has
written from intimate knowledge:

North Vietnam became a party to guaranteeing peace in South Vietnam,
with the clear understanding that there was and would continue to be
a separate South Vietnam. After these accords were signed, however,
the United States did not take appropriate action . . . to stem violations
by both North Vietnam and the Provisional Government, equipped by the
U.S.S.R. and China. The strenuous efforts necessary to make the two
Communist giants agree to restrict weapon flow were never undertaken.

. . even if our whole involvement with ground forces in Vietnam was
questionable from the first, America's convenient neglect of its solemn
pledge to guarantee the security of South Vietnam cannot be excused."

The abandonment of solemn pledges for the sake of
expediency has characterized many of our actions and helped
shatter the consensus that sustained our foreign policy from the
Marshall Plan until the Tet offensive. If our foreign policy is to

°Melvin Laird, "America's Principled Role In World Affairs: A Realistic Policy
of Peace and Freedom," in Robert J. Pranger, ed., Detente and Defense (Washington:
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1970, p. 107.
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win the consent and support of the American people, it must be
consistent with our basic values.

The American Task

After years of "the best and the brightest," followed by
the Nixon-Kissinger realpolitik attempt to lead us across "the thresh-
old of a new era of peace," the United States is once again en-
gaged in a reappraisal of what the fundamental thrust of its foreign
policy should be. The central issue is not whether we will seek to
play a major role in world affairs. There is no way we can escape
from the responsibilities that flow from our power. The real issue
is whether we will help shape the future world order to make it
more compatible with freedom. Hence, the preservation of existing
free societies should be the basic aim of American foreign policy.
The United States should simultaneously maintain and disseminate
a vision of freedom for all who seek it. When opportunities arise,
our policy should be based on the promotion of freedom. An
American foreign policy inspired once again with the advocacy of
freedom will be less tempted tr find expedient, short-term solu-
tions to difficult problems.

It is our task to hold up the standard of a free society
at home and call attention to restrictions on liberty abroad. The
U.S. government, however, is ill equipped to monitor the human
rights situation in various countries or to disseminate information
concerning flagrant violations. The various operational arms set up
by the government in the 1950s, such as the Psychological Strategy
Board and the subsequent Operations Coordinating Board, were
dismantled by President Kennedy and never replaced. We have
never had a focal point in the government for monitoring the U.S.-
Soviet cultural exchange program. Likewise, the executive branch
has failed to create an agency within the State Department or the
White House to keep track of performance regarding Basket 3, and
it gave little assistance to a commission on compliance set up by
Congress to monitor how the Eastern bloc countries perform on
these matters.

In addition to the initiatives on free communication and
vigorous advocacy of Basket 3 at the Helsinki review conference,
previously mentioned, the government is in dire need of some
reorganization to focus on the issue of human rights. The persistence
of the U.S. government in keeping this matter before the forum of
world public opinion is essential if it is to command the respect of
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the American people and if it is to sustain those who cry for free-
dom throughout the world. The Carter administration has taken
some admirable first stens with regard to the human rights issue.
It has placed the spotlight of public opinion on Soviet violations of
human rights and has been strongly rebuked by Moscow for doing
SO.

Freedom cannot be imposed on any country from with-
out; it has to be won from within. This is especiallY true of the So-
viet Union. There is little the.United States can do directly to sup-
port the Soviet dissidents fighting for freedom against the immense
power of the -,oviet state. Yet the very fact that we care about their
struggle for freedom brings light to their struggle and discomfort to
the Soviet rulers.

Freedom as the touchstone of our diplomacy wili have to
be applied differently toward the first circle of our democratic
allies than to the many envious, if not hostile, members of the
Third World. Our policies toward our adversaries should be co-
operative when necessary, but in no case should we shrink from
ideological competition with totalitarian systems. The question is
not, as Lenin asked of history, Who is stronger? Rather, we should
ask, Which is best?

President Carter has called for a renewal of the "moral"
dimension of American relations abroad. On the way to this goal,
we will encounter the old difficulties between moral ideals and the
demands of pragmatic policy. This dilemma will be resolved by
the usual weighing of greater against lesser evil which comprises
the unpleasant business of diplomacy and power. But perhaps the
most important task on this road will be to fix a "weight" to the
moral element in our cost-benefit analysis of foreign policy deci-
sions. This weight will shape priorities, and our allies should be the
beneficiaries. As Lord Palmerston declared over a century ago:
"Constitutional states I consider to be the natural allies of this
country; and whoever may be in office conducting the affairs of
Great Britain, I am persuaded that no English ministry will perform
its duty if it be inattentive to the interests of such states."" The
United States should now apply the same principle to the free,
democratic societies of the world community.

In brief, there are many things the United States can do
to expand the frontiers of freedom without rocking the global boat,
reviving the Cold War, or accelerating the arms race. It is time to
begin.

216.
°Quoted In Jasper 12,dley, lord Palmerston (London Panther Boolt%. 1972), p.

1
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Marshall D. Shulman

ON LEARNING
TO LIVE WITH

AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES'

A. AL.mong the problems experienced by democratic societies
in managing their foreign affairs, none have been more beset with
dilemmas both moral and practical, nor accompanied by more dis-
pute and self-doubt concerning fundamental aspects of the democratic
faith, than those arising as a consequence of relations with author-
itarian regimes.

In the aftermath of recent revelations of unlawful practices in
high places in the United States and of other traumas both here and
abroad, a riptide of conflicting reactions has set in. Some have been
moved to view the differences between democracy and authoritarian-
ism as a matter of degree. As an antidote to an earlier self-righteous-
ness and the inclination to regard our actions in the world with
excessive self-indulgence, this reaction to the American fall from
virtue has definite therapeutic benefits. But in extreme measure, it
has reinforced the loss of confidence in democratic societies as the
chosen people of human progress, and in the capacity of self-govern-
ment to cope with the growing complexities of national and inter-
national life.

In rention against this perceived loss of democratic morale, there
has emerged a militant support for a more "moral" foreign policy,
for different and sometimes incompatible reasons. Some assert the
primacy of moral, and particularly of human rights, considerations in
foreign policy as a matter of principle--against what is felt to have
bcen the recent excessive preoccupation with strategic power con-
siderations. Others evoke support for human rights issues (along with
an increased mobilization of military power) as an element in a
renewed ideological offensive against the Soviet Union.

The result of these conflicting reactions has been a period of dis-
orientation on a score of issues confronting the United States and

Marshall D. Shulman is the Adlai E. Stevenson Professor of International Rela-
tions and Director or the Russian Institute at Columbia University. He is the au-
thor of &dire; Foreign Policy Reappraited and Beyond the Cold War. This article
was adapted from a lecture delivered on June 23, 1976, at the Graduate Institute
of International Studies, Geneva.

Reprinted by permission from Foreign Affairs, Janualy 1977. Copyright 1979 by
council on Foreign Relations, Inc. Foreign Affairs, v. 55, January 1977 : 325-338.
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other democratic societies. Some of these issues are transient and
tactical; othcrs now temporarily obscured involve more fundamental
adjustments as part of alonger term process of learning to live with
authoritarian regimes. As a step toward sorting out some of the
moral and practical elements involved in these adjustments, there are
set forth below four classes of problems requiring discrimination:
the first three primarily concern aspects of U.S. relations with the
Soviet Union; the fourth concerns.relations with some less powerful
but significantly placed authoritarian regimes.

For our present purpose, the term authoritarian regimes is used
here in its broadest sense to include totalitarian states, dictatorships,
and regimes in which opposition is suppressed. There are of course
significant differences between those regimes in which the power of
the state controls all aspects of the society and those in which pri-
marily political opposition is prevented from operating, with vary-
ing degrees of repressiveness. Some problems are common to this
entire category of states and some, as we are coming to learn, are in-
flected according to the degree of repression exercised.

Democratic societies is used here to distinguish those societies that
are committed, with varying degrees of imperfection in practice, to
the principle of government by the freely expressed consent of the
governed, and to the conditions of free civil discourse necessary to
the expression of that consent. Of the many attributes that might be
selected to characterize the essential qualities of democracy, this
principle most clearly distinguishes between form and essence.

II

The most obvious and perhaps the simplest of the classes of prob-
lems that have arisen are those that might be called structural. They
involve the meshing of pluralistic institutions on the one sidc with
highly centralized institutions on the other, involving a variety of
encounters characteristic of contemporary international relations, in-
cluding ec(womic and cultural relations, contacts in international or-
ganizations and behcen nongovernmental groups. Even conven-
tional diplomatic relations are affected by the asymmetry in the
foreign policy-making processes of the two systems. Although these
structural problems have not attracted much attention from the gen-
eral public, thev lila V have considerable ultimate importance.

Although economic relations between the United States and the
Soviet Union have developed under government-to-government
agreements, their implementation involves largely autonomous indi-
vidual firms on one hand and, on the other, the Ministry for Foreign

/ %.
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Trade and its subordinate departments, with the participation of the
particular Ministries involved, as well as State Banks, the State
Planning Commission and in some cases the State Committee for
Science and Technology. A process of adjustment has begun on both
sides to facilitate the meshing of these dissimilar institutions, and
the long-term consequences may be substantial for each.'

From the Western side, efforts have been made to compensate for
the bargaining advantage which accrues to the centralized Soviet
institutions, and to meet the more fundamental problem of the dif-
ferences between the national interest and the interests of individual
firms. The concern of individual firms is quite naturally with whether
or not a particular deal is profitable; from the national point of
view, policy questions arise as to the advantages of developing eco-
nomic relations as a means of stabili:ing political relations, as against
the possible risks of strengthening militarily or economically a state
that remains committed to some incompatible international objectives.

As a consequence, a trend toward centralized political control over
trade with the East has been set in motion, although the question
remains unresolved whether democratic societies are able and willing
to exert the degree of centralized coordination or control of national
eclnomic policy necessary to administer a coherently regulated trade
policy, let alone to achieve the degree of coordination necessary with
their allies.

Among the adjustments that have been set in motion in the United
States to compensate for the institutional asymmetries are wider
interpretaticns of antitrust legislation to allow firms engaged in
foreign trade a degree of coordination normally prohibited in do-
mestic trade; mandatory coordination of information among firms
engaged in grain sales abroad ; closer congressional supervision of
export-import credit practices in East-West trade; stronger Depart-
ment of Defense involvement in permission for transfer of advanced
technology; and a proliferation of government advisory and licensing
procedures to recommend or to impose a degree of centralization
upon transactions normally not subject to such regulation. The most
extrcme measure of control was contained in the Trade Reform Act
of 1974, and accompanying legislation on the Export-Import Bank,
in which the Congress prohibited the extension of Export-Import
Bank credits or the granting of most-favored-nation treatment to
the Soviet Union unless changes were made in restrictive Soxiet
emigration practices. A3 a result of this, the Trade Agreement Act of

see Raymond Vernon, "Apparatchiks and Entrepreneurs U S -Soviet Eto..omic Relatio s,"
ferelirl 4,0111, October 1973, pp 149-161.
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1972 remains unconsommated. If and when a new effort is made to
draft legislation for the regulation of East-West economic relations,
agreement will he required between the executive and congressional
branches of government and the business community upon morc
effective guide:i nes and measures of coordination than now exist.

The Soviet side has also made adjustments to facilitate East-West
trade. For example, the U.S.S.R. has eascd bureaucratic obstacles
to direct access by Western firms to the various State enterprises, and
it has coordinated the various foreign trade organizations to make
compensation agreements with Western firms easier to negotiate. In
an effort to make transfers of advanced technology more attractive to
Western firms, the Soviet Union has been moving warily and with
evident reluctance toward forms of joint ventures. While the Soviets
do not permit foreign equity holdings, they do accept Western par-
ticipation in management functions affecting quality control, though
not in persor I matter Whether the acceptance of Western man-
agement practices will result in a wider diffusion of initiative and
responsibility in the presently highly centralized Soviet economy is a
matter of contention within the Soviet leadership.

The asymmetry of institutions involved in cultural relations has
also led to greater coordination in the United States among univer-
sities, scientific and other academic and cultural institutions, al-
though here a certain ingenuity has permitted effective coordination
withont undue loss of independence. For example, under the um-
hie/.a cultural exchange agreements negotiated between the govern-
ments, implementing acaddnic exchanges is handled by the Inter-
national Research and Exchanges Board; this enables the universities,
on the basis of voluntary cooperation, to speak with one voice to thc
Soviet Ministry of Higher Education and the Soviet Academy of
Sciences.

In the natural sciences, scholarly exchanges are administered by
the quasi-governmental National Academy of Sciences, and through
participation in the Joint Commissions on various aspects of science
and technology by the different U.S. departments of government.
These are only loosely coordinated, however, and troublesome ques-
tions over the possible asymmetry of benefits to the two sides aad the
repugnant but apparently necessary invoceion of the principle of
reciprocity in response to Soviet limitations on unfettered scientific
exchanges remain unresolved. A self-study by the National Academy
now under wav may result in a further codification of exchange prac-
tices.

Contacts between nongovernmental organizations, such as the
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Pugwash and Dartmouth groups. the United Nations Associations,
and inter-academy arms control study groups, have also involved ef-
forts to compensate for the difference betwvm autonomous institu-
tions on the American side and their quasi-governmental opposite
numbers. Thus, there has developed through experience an ethic of
responsible independence among the American groups, which seeks
to make clear the distinction between the official governmental posi-
tion on issues under discussion and the sometimes critical and inde-
pendent positions of the participants. As a consequence, exploratory
channels of communication have developed whose utility has been
gicatest when government-to-government channels have been im-
paired by political tensions.

While the range of independence among Soviet participants in
nongovernmental contacts is obviously more restricted, it has never-
theless been widening with experience and the growth of confidence.
An important consequence of this is that American participants are
able to go beyond the limited printed sources of information on Soviet
positions and to become aware of the richer and more complex oral
levels of discussion of policy issues.

As for U.S.-Soviet relations in various international organizations,
the structural differences between the two systems appear to be less
important than differences in policy, except in certain of the special-
ized agencies. Perhaps the most striking illustration of structural
differences in the two systems is to be found in the case of the Inter-
national Labour Organisation. There the issue of the differences in
the function of trade unions in the two societies, which had been sub-
ject to a certain accommodation over the years, has become more
acute recently. However, even this tension has had policy roots, spe-
cifically the critical attitude of American trade union leadership to-
ward elements of the detente relationship.

Finally in the class of structural problems must be noted the in-
stitutional differences affecting foreign policy-making. The familiar
problem of the role of public opinion in American foreign policy
and of the Congress as the most direct expression of thishas become
more acute as a result of a combination of factors, including the
Vietnam War, the prices of bread and grain, ethnic sympathies, the
lines at gas stations during the oil embargo, and the technological
advances that have created a greater popular awareness and sense
of immediacy about international developments. The effect of thee
developments upon U.S.-Soviet relations has been to make for greater
volatility and unpredictability, imposing severe limitations on the
ability of the executive branch to guarantee the implementation of
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policies and agreements. To what extent this represents a cyclical
phenomenon rcmains to be seen.

Soviet specialists in international relations have been learning to
take into account thc pluralism of the American foreign-policy
2rocess. They have become more fully conscious of the power of
public opinion and its reactions to such developments as Angola, the
Middle East, Cyprus, and issucs involving the military balance and
human rights. While thcy still suspect that the government has some
degree of manipulative power over public opinion and the press,
they have turned greater attention to the role of Congress, and deploy
a substantial effort to study and influcnce congressional opinion.

The Soviet foreign policy-making process, on the other hand, is in
the hands of professionals and speaks with one voice, free heal the
complications of a separation of powcrs or an unruly public opinion
or press. The policy-makers do have some problems of coordination
both between the Party, the diplomatic branch and the KGB, and be-
tween the national interests of thc Soviet Union and the interests of
foreign communist parties. Moreover, the absence of chccks and
balances can make for monumental errors on occasion. And the
effect of ideological preconceptions makes for problems in thc per-
ception and accurate reporting of developments abroad. This is most
acute precisely when it involves pluralistic institutions, for it is
difficult to grasp the workings of pluralistic power hierarchies if one
has only experienced, and if the history of one's country has only
known, autocracy.

III

Another class of problems experienced by democracies in their
relations with authoritarian regimes might be called the induction
effect these relations generate within democratic societies. Morc
specifically, this concerns the degradation of democratic norms of
behavior domestically and internationally resulting from thc per-
ceived necessity of competing with the methods of totalitarian states.

It is worth recalling that the American people found themselves
plunged into the Second World War without having resolved many
feelings deriv,:d from their experience in the First World War con-
cerning the role of force in international relations or their own role
in world affairs. The precipitate release from these unccrtaintics
by the attack on Pearl Harbor, the inevitable brutalization entailed
in what came to be called "total war," and the fact that in Hitler's
Nazism was found an adversary as close to absolute evil as could be
imagined all contributed to the acceptance and justification of any

)40
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and all means believed useful to defeat, indeed to destroy, the enemy.
In contrast to Churchill's acceptance of an alliance with the Soviet

Union as a necessity which in no way contradicted his earlier judg-
ment of the regime, the Americans, with characteristic indiscriminate
enthusiasm for their "gallant Soviet ally," chose to ignore the darker
side of Stalin's Russia and the portents of future problems Conse-
quently, as the inevitable conflicts arose concerning postwar arrange-
ments, the Americansin their self-induced disillusionment and
sudden rediscovery of Soviet totalitarianism cnried over into the
cold war many of the same attitudes of mind eadier applied with
abandon to the war against Nazism.

Under the best of circumstances, it would have been difficult to ex-
pect a measured response to the novel problems presented by modern
totalitarianism: its capacity for large-scale espionage, subversion,
misinformation, propaganda, front organizations, and covert opera-
tions on a hitherto unimagined scale, all of which created a new
shadow-world of violence and deceit in international relations. Given
the emotional circumstances of our entry into this competition, it was
perhaps inevitable that the logic of "fighting fire with fire" should
have overcome any moral squeamishness about where, and to what
degree, the means employed, however incompatible with previous
democratic precepts, were justified by the perceived necessities. Like
sheltered innocents discovering the pleasures of sin, Americans found
a certain zest in their release from earlier inhibitions.

Two other factors contributed to the disorientation of democratic
values in this period. One was the emergence of the age of nuclear
weapons and missiles. This brought with it a sense of vulnerability to
attack, if no to annihilat:cn; an enormous increase in the militariza-
tion of the economy and military influences in the society; and finally
the anomaly o' nutual deterrence----which involves holding popula-
tions hostage to .nass destruction--as the best hope of maintaining the
peace under the citcumstances. The other factor was the profound
social upheaval in all industrial countries resulting from the con-
tinuing revolution in advanced technologycalling into question
traditional values and sources of moral authority.

As recent hearings before the U.S. Congress have confirmed, the
response to the need to match Soviet espionage, counterespionage and
covert activities led to such excesses as attempts at assassination of
foreign leaders, extensive covert interference in the internai polities
of other countries, and extensive operations within the United States,
involving domestic surveillance and wiretapping, burglaries, forg-
eries, and penetration of political dissidents in the name of national
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security. The earlier ravages of the McCarthy period also must be
counted among the excessive reactions to these security apprehensions.
Thus, in the United States, the security apparatus administering in-
telligence and covert operations developed into a semiautonomous
bureaucratic force commanding an estimated $7 billion annually. To
some degree at least, the United States had indeed "taken on the face
of its adversary," as the French proverb expresses it, with, however,
the saving grace that the force of public opinion and the separation
of powers have made it possible to take corrective action against these
excesses.'

Still, the difficulty remains of finding a 'neasured reaction to a true
dilemma of how demotratic societies can lt:arn to respond effectively
to the large-scale covert techniques employed by totalitarian states,
without sacrificing the distinctive attributes of democracy. But it has
certainly become evident that the blanket justification of "fighting
fire with fire" can lead to pernicious consequences, and that the in-
discriminate acceptance of totalitarian methods in the belief that the
ends justify the means undermines the esscnce of the democratic spirit,
which is inherent in the process rather than in the particular ends
sought.

IV

Among the most difficult problems in these relationships are those
that stem from the question : To what extent is it legitimate, desir-
able, necessaryor even possiblefor democratic societies to seek to
modify the practices or the character of authoritarian regimes in a
humane and pluralist direction? Illustrations of these problems in-
clude the recent debates about the "Basket 3" provisions concerning
human rights at the Helsinki Conference on European Security and
Cooperation; the Jackson Amendment linking trade relations with
Soviet emigration practices; and Solzhenitsyn's strictures concerning
the immorality of dealing with the Soviet leadership on any basis
other than a liberalization of Soviet totalitarianism.

The issue is heightened by the workings of an inverse mechanism in
the Soviet Union, by which the movement towa:.d a policy of reduced
tension abroad is accompanied by a tightening of internal controls.'
This results from the efforts of the Soviet ideological and police bu-

I See if arrv Rosittke, "Americ's Secret Operations: A Perspective," Forrifn A lairs, January,
197S. pp 314-351

See Ni,.holas deli Katzenhach, "Foreign Policy, Public Opinion and Secrecy," Fortipt A fairs,
Octub-r tyn, pp I It)

See Wolf g.4,,g 1.eo-hard, "The Domestic Politics of the New Soviet Foreign Policy," Fortis's,
Affairs, Octobei ion pp S9-74
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reaucracies to protect their system of control from being undermined
by the widening of contacts with the outside world under the condi-
tions of détente. The effect has been to sharpen the apparent conflict
between the detente process and support for human rights, and to ap-
pear to identify détente with a callous and cynical indifference to
egregious acts of the Soviet s_curity apparatus.

Both moral and pragmatic considerations are involved. On moral
grounds, it is argued that dcmocratic societies accept a complicity in
the repressive practices of the Soviet 1 7nion if they maintain conven-
tional diplomatic relations with its leadership without requiring So-
viet observance of human rights as a prior condition, pirticula rly in
a time of detente.

But the objective of the United States and other democratic govern-
ments to seek to reduce the danger of nuclear war by negotiations with
the Soviet leaders is also a moral obligation. Indeed, given the scale
of destructi,eness of nuclear war, this should be a priority for all gov-
ernments. With the advent of new and destabilizing forms of military
technology, the prospect of widespread nuclear proliferation, and the
absence of rational political control over the military policies of both
democratic and authoritarian states, to believe that thc risks of nuclear
war are self-regulating and are automatically reduced by the balance
of terror is a profound error.

For governments, therefore, the first order of business must be to
regulate the military competition, for there will be no opportunity to
work for the strengtheing of democratic values if this effort is not
successful. This should not, however, prevent individuals and groups
from expressing their repugnance tor violations of human rights
wherever they occur whether in authoritarian regimes of the Right
or of the Left or within democratic societies themselves.

On pragmatic grounds, it is argued that sincc totalitarian regimes
can act aggressively in secret and without the checks balances pro-
vided by autonomous institutions within the soriety, this in itself is a
barrier to peaceful relations. As a practical ncssity then, democratic
societies should seek to encourage the growth of pluralistic trends
within the Soviet Ilnion if a substantial relaxation of tension is to be
possible. Some go further to argue the need to seek an erosion of the
Soviet ideological commitment to ultimate aims incompatible with
peaceful and cooperative relations.

Thc objective is clearly desirable, but the question is how most
effectively to move toward its realization. It should be clear that the
effort to compel changes in Soviet institutions and practices by frontal
demands on the part of other governments is likely to be counterpro-
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ductive. Yet external pressures may well be marginally effective, pro-
vided they take into account a scale of reasonable feasibility; for ex-
ample, demands for humane measures in reuniting families may be
feasible, whereas demands for measures which threaten to undermine
the system's monopoly of political authority arc not.

We cannot predict which way the Soviet system will evolve in the
future. But it seems reasonable to believe that easing of repression
is more likely to result from evolutionary forces within the society
under prolonged conditions of reduced international tension than
from external demands for change and the siege mentality they would
reinforce.

What follows f rom this line of reasoning is that although the first
priority in government-to-government relations with the Soviet Union
must be given to efforts to regulate the military and political com-
petition to reduce the danger of nuclear war, this neither requires nor
should imply any condoning or accepting of Soviet violations of
human rights and human dignity. The ultimate interest of democratic
societies does require that they work for an international environment
in which democratic values can survive and flourish by a constant
projection and encouragement of democratic norms of behavior. What
can and should be projected, however, are not particular institutions,
such as the capitalist system or the two-party system, which, in any
case, individual nations will adopt according to their own prefer-
ences; rather, what is essential to promote are those common ethical
values such as the commitment to justice, liberty, equality, human
dignity and to civil and tolerant discourse, reflecting the emphasis in
democratic values on the process rather than on the realization of
particular ends. What this implies is that the effort to enlarge the
international sense of community be bound not to a particular form
of world order but to a process of peaceful change toward the fuller
realization of these values.

The faithful observance and projection of democratic precepts in
this sense can transcend the American experience and can give expres-
sion to the essence of the democratic faith to which democrats in all
societies including authoritarian societiescan feel, even if they
cannot now. express, their allegiance.

The problem of reconciling democratic principles with the ne-
cessities of power has also been sharply posed for the United States
by its relations with authoritarian regimes less powerful than the
Soviet 17nion. This is illustrated, for example, by the negotiations with
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Generalissimo Franco for bases in Spain, the alliance with the Re-
public of Korea and with Salazar's Portugal and with Portuguese im-
perialism in Africa, relations with Iran and Chile, and support for a
host of dictatorships among the developing countries on all continents.

In retrospect, the dilemmas appear to have sharpened as the Amer-
ican outlook evolved toward a two-dimensional view of international
politics. In the early postwar years, Marshall Plan support for the
European democracies represented a constructive response to the
challenge of Soviet expansionism ; the nurturing of democratic forces
in Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany as part of an en-
lightened occupation policy represents an achievement of the first
magnitude. But after the mid- ycls, as Soviet operations in the
Third World expanded and the People's Republic of China entered
a militant phase, American efforts to contain the expansion of the two
totalitarian states became more heavily military in their preoccupa-
tion and globa in their application.

As a result, the United States tended to look upon local conflicts as
abstract units in a global contest for military power, with little knowl-
edge of or concern for local political factors; it became aligned with
domestic forces defending and stabilizing existing systems, and against
social protest movements which it saw only as instruments of world
communism. It; some cases, in preoccupation with the military
dimension of international politics and with the stability of strate-
gically placed countries, the United States contributed to the spread
of dictatorships.

The culminatiors of this 2o-year period o4 misperception and faulty
understanding of the problem was the tragic episode in Vietnam, and
the plausibility given to the widespread reputation of the United
States as an imperialist power, opposed to the forces of change and
modernization in the Third World. The IJnited States has had a series
of expensive geography lessons as it has been emerging from parochi-
alism and a hypnotic fascination with a two-color map of the world.
Although many genuine dilemmas remain to be resolved in the in-
herent tension between considerations of power and the support for
democratic principles, some painful lessons have been learned.

One of these lessons has been the need to give greater weight to local
political factors rather than to strategic or local military considera-
tions as possibly decisive determinants. This involves a recognition of
the rise of political consciousness throughout the developing world
as One of the major elements in contemporary international politics.
Although the machinery of l7.S. foreign policy-making worked un-
certainly in the case of Angola, it did in time turn to thc r tore funda-
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mental political elements of the African problems and has been seek-
ing to address them constructively.

The issue is also illustrated by the conflicting considerations faced
by the United States in its relations with the Republicof Korea. There
can be no serious doubt that the protection of South Korea fr;n1 attack
by North Korea is a matter of genuine and legitimate concern to
Japan and the United States. But there is also little doubt that the
repressiveness of the regime of President Park aligns the United
States with inhumane and anti-democratic practices and contributes
to the potential instability of South Korea. While no simple resolu-
tion of this dilemma is possible, the United States has been seeking to
manage these conflicting considerations with quiet gradations in its
degree of diplomatic and military support, and at least to make known
its preferences for the moderation of repressive practices.

Another lesson derives from the uncertainty regarding the viability
of democratic solutions to the problems of developing countries.
Clearly, the earlier expectations that the American experience could
provide a model for developing countries to follow have proved
naive. Thus the question has emerged as to whether some degree of
concentration of political authority may not be a necessary con-
comitant of the development process. This is the problem posed most
sharply by the movement of India in an authoritarian direction. In-
deed, this question may be regarded as but one aspect of what has been
called thc crisis of liberal democracy in the present period, which has
raised the more general problem of the governability of democratic
societies in the face of the increasing complexity of the problems they
face. A compelling example of this issue is presented by Iran, where a
Western-educated elite has been consciously addressing and articulat-
ing the trade.offs between social control and freedom, between cen-
tralization and the stimulation of initiative through decentralization,
between the preservation of traditional Persian values as against the
introduction of new values associated with urbanization and indus-
trialization. Thc choices in each case are not between absolutes but
along a spectrum, involving a constant process of experimentation and
adjustment. From the I J.S. point of view, there remains the dilemma
of weighing the strategic importance of Iran's position on the Persian
Gulf and of Iran's supply of energy resources against the authori-
tarian character of the regime. But the experiment must be viewed
with insight, in full consciousness of the degrees of repression involved
and of the limited applicability of our own experience to the problems
Iran is facing in charting its path toward modernization.

It is evident from these few illustrative examples that interna-
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tional life rarely affords us the luxury of clear either/or choiccs be-
tween considerations of power and support for democratic princi-
ples, and that we arc obliged to express our preferences in the light
of particular circumstanccs, rather than as moral absolutes. This im-
plies the need to respond with discrimination to varying degrees of
repression in specific cases, and to acknowledge frankly when neces-
sity compels us to compromise, rather than to obscure or glorify con-
ditions that offend our sense of justice.'

VI

The four classes of illustrative problems discussed do not of course
exhaust the large array of questions raised by the relations between
democratic and authoritarian systems, but they suggest a few gener '
reflections.

First, our bricf review of this aspect of the American experience
presents a record that has more than its share of fallibility and imper-
fections, but also one that draws strength from its ability to learn, to
expose and to correct its shortcomings. Learning to deal with the novel
challenges presented by modern 'totalitarianism has strained dem-
ocratic institutions and will continue to do so. But the lesson that
emerges most strongly from this experience is that for all their disad-
vantages and imperfections the attributes of democratic society are
also its greatest source of strength. We have learned that the moral
strivings of a democratic foreign policy cannot be regarded simply
as additives to a policy bascd upon naked power, but are the heart of
thc matter, inextricably involved in the way power manifests itself
and is applied. The effectiveness of our power is not just a matter of
numbers; it depends no less upon the perception that we exercise
that power in a measured and responsible manner, consistent with
the aspirations of democratic societies.

Second, if security means that what we seek to protect is not only ter-
ritory but a system of values, then we need a broader and more enlight-
ened understanding of our real security interests than now prevails.
While a military equilibrium is clearly necessary, security also in-
volves forms of power which respond to human aspirations for im-
proved conditions of life, for equality of opportunity, and for justice
and freedom. It is not a question whether or not to act upon the na-
tional interest, but whether we perceive and define that national in-
terest in terms broad enough to respond to the actual determinants
of political behavior.

*See William P Bundy, -1Vicratinvhips and Anifrican Foreign Policy'," Fveign
tktober tom, pp. st 6o
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Third, changes in military and industrial technology as well as in
transportation and communication have radically altered both the sub-
stance and the process of international relations. Thc greatest source of
danger to our security arises from our failure to comprchend the im-
plications of these changes, and that as a consequence the present inter-
national order, to the extent one now exists, will dissolve into wide-
spread anarchy and violence. It is therefore a central requirement
that our actions serve to strengthen the international system, and that
we seek as a long-term objective to draw the Soviet Union, China and
other authoritarian regimes into constructive participation in that
system, as they come to appreciate their self-interest in doing so.

This brings us to a final point : both compassion and realism should
incline us to recognize that behind the monolithic stereotypes we have
created of the Soviet Union and other authoritarian regimes exist a
variety of political currents, reflecting human aspirations in all their
diverse forms. We should not regard it as inconsistent with our most
strenuous efforts to compete against expansionist tendencies on the
part of these states that we should also open a dialogue with a variety
of voices within these societies. At its best, such a discourse, eschewing
polemics, can engage those philosophies which start from individual
man at their center with those that proceed from a concern for the
needs of society as a whole.

Convergence is not likely, for each society must evolve in terms of
its own history; yet each society is evolving not only in response to tht
complexities of our age but also in response to our interactions witt
each other. For our part, we seek to meet the problems of mass society
and the rational organization of our material resources while preserv-
ing humanistic respect for the individual and the spiritual realm
which is his domain. We must remain firm in our faith that in time
those who live in authoritarian societies will find their own way to
express the aspiration for freedom that is in everyone.
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AMERICA'S FUTURE: THE THIRD CENTURY'
THE HONORABLE BARRY M. GOLDWATER

IN BRIEF

The next five to ten years will be a critical period for America's future--both at home and abroad
No country can shape and implement a successful foreign policy unless its domestic affairs are in
order. In its domestic affairs, the United States is failing on four fronts: the material and psychic
cost of government, the emergence of a massive uncontrolled bureaucracy, substitution of the
notion of equality of end results in place of equality of opportunity, and the decline of individual
nreponsibtlity. We can and must turn around our failure on all four fronts. The American strategic
withdrawal from the world scene raises several questions: Can the United States be depended upon
to honor its obligahons? To what degree does declining U.S. military power render us less and less
potent? To what degree are we rendered impotent by the fact that U.S. foreign policy has now :
become a prerogative of Congress? Will the adversaries of the United States seek to exploit the
situation, and how?. What does the United States intend to do about it all? We must return to
bipartisanship in foreign affairs, and the ininatwe and conduct of foreign policy must be returned
to the Executive. Let us all realize that foreign policy cannot be made in the sheets. Let us also
reahse that every foreign policy venture is dependent upon an America which is militarily and
economically strong under strong Congressional and Executive leadership. We must undertake
international commitments only when these are clearly in our national interest, which is that of
presenting a global balance of power. The United States must show a determination to adopt this
winning strategy or we shall face the inevitable extinguishment of our liberty.

America's future. particularly in the next
five to ten years, which I think will be
the critical period of our country's life.

has been of great concern to me for many
years. The problem is a two-headed monster.
The United States har serious problems at
bane and It Is in trocbk around the globe.

Each set of problems requires its own solution,
but no country can shape a foreign policy, let
alone successfully implement one, unless its
domestic affairs are in order.

The United States is about to embark upon
its third century. It seems to me that this event
will be a watershed in United States history.

Reprinted by permission from Strategic Review. v. 4. winter 1918 : 8-15.
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One hundred years ago in 1876, when the first
century became the second century, there was
general continuity. There was a continuity of
material progress, a continuity of faith in the
nation and m each other, a continuity of belief
in our institutions, and a continuity in that
vital sense of American community. As we now
face our third century, 1 do not see that same
continuity before us. Instead I see change and
none of it for the better. It is popular to call
for change, but we must remember that change
for change's sake often produces as many ills as
benefits.

What has gone wrong') Where has it gone
wrong? 1 believe that the answer rests in gov-
ernment itself. Government IS no longer the
arbiter and manager of problemsbut it is the
problem. In fact, govetnment has become a dc .
stabilizing influence in our national and daily
lives. Over the last three thousand years of
history, the workaday record of government, no
matter where it has been instituted, has not
been very good. As one analyzes the record of
governments in general, a number of distinct,
pervasive antisocial tendencies can be observed.
I would classify these as follows:

I. A profligate spending of monies with re-
sulting inflation,

2. The making of promises they cannot
keep,

3. Operational inefficiency at all levels.
4, An ignorance of the very people they are

supposed to govern.
5. The abuse of power;
6 A tendency to drift into wars they cannot

handle

I think this listing holds true historically.
Indeed, the Founding Fathers would nod in
apeement. It is my further belief that in re-
cent times with the rise of extremely large and
centralized governments, these tendencies have
worsened. The whole rationale for the very
founding of the United States of America was
to curb the ills inherent in government, if not
to prevent them Today we are failing to meet
that original ideal. There is failure on four
fronts.

First, the material uid psychic cost of gov.
ernment,
Second, the appearance of a new and mod-
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ern phenomenon -the bureaucracy and the
tendency of big business to join that bu-
reaueiacy,
Third, the rise of a new notion, not that ol
the equality of opportunity, but of equality of
end results,
Fourth, and perhaps as a result of this, the
dechno of individual responsibility at all
levels

The. Matenal and Psychic Cost

On the first front, the United States is now
spending one-third of its gross national product
ou government, an awesome figure represent-
ing a significant part not only of our own ma-
terial wealth but of the planet's material wealth.
Since the mid-sixties, but beginning in the
thirties, we have witnessed macsive govern-
ment spending on almost every activity In
which individual Americans are involved. The
indirect cost is even more staggering; one can-
not embar' upon even a simple business oper-
ation without a mass of regulatory forms and
a team of attorneys. It has,been estimated, for
example, that regulatory agencies alone add
$138 billion per year to the cost of the products
Americans buy. While budget deficits run close
to $100 bilLal per year and our nationardebt
climbs to beyond $500 billion, cap:tal forma-
tion is in substantial degree drawn away from
productivity into debt servicing. Government is
not solely responsible for depreciating capital
formation but it is by far the greatest drain
upon this resource. It is important to realize
that this is part of what governnient costs.

There is another cost of governmentthe
psychic costwhich falls most heavily on the
poor and the minorities. They have been nrom-
ised so much and have received so little. They
have been promised changechange which
presumably was going to lead to their better-
ment.

In the forty years or mor, that these prom-
ises have been made, poverty still exists, lack
of education exists; in fact, very little of what
politicians have promised has ever been de-
livered. It is a tribute to the poor and the mi-
norities that they have not reacted more vocif-
erously, having been promised so much by gov-
ernment. In their hearts they know they have
been duped, promised a solution to their many
ills by a benign father In Washington who, in



the ever t. could not tome through -Indeed.
had no chance to ionic thritugh

The Hu rea uc r ac y

Allied to the cost ot government is vet an
other phenomenon, the emergence of a mas-
sive, centralized bureaucracy. Today the bu-
reaucrat) has partially replaced the Congress
as the governing hods of our nation Even the
President carmot niake a unilateral deciston
and hope to have it tarried out unless the bu-
reaucrats go along As far as Congsess is ton
cerned, the best it ean do is to place minor
curbs on spending hv the bureaucracy. Indeed,
many departments and agencies, especially the
latter, operate without any reference to Con-
gress at all except that of presenting their an-
nual budget demands There are sorie depart-
ments and agencies that operate more like inde-
pendent states within the state than they do as
public servants And ss ho controls this mono-
lith? The answer is no one! l'he bureaucracy
is responsible to itself Congress controls de-
partmental and most agency heads but these
few individuals usually have ooly a short tenure
in their position's, and they barely unpini4e
upon the bureau( rant modtis operandi
affmt its haste nature not at all

There is vet another element in the hureauts
racy that is even more disturbing As the bu-
reaucracy grew and gained power. big business,
if it were to fora-bort at all, had to come to
terms with the bureaticrauy, and t-ventually big
business moved into an uneasc alliance with
the bureaucrats. As a resolt we now see big
business increasingly heing pone( ted bY the bu-
reaucracy, pron.( ted from c" opetition with
more go-ahead rivals onemal purpose of
all this regulating, with its masSIVe overload of
red tape, was to protect the public. from the cor
porattuns, hut mday in many instances the posa
non has been reversed it is the corporation
that is being protected from the public And
the corporations, most of whom do not like the
situation, have little option but to go along As
a third stage. we now see big business
for centralized planning in conjunction with the
bureaucracy, and I find this potential accretion
of power between bureaucracy and business
singularly disturbing The free competition of
the marketplace has given way to regulation and.
aS a result, true n ompeution is disappearing
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Quite frankly, I believe that the bureaucracy
is rmw out of control It is not controlled by the
elected representatises and it cannot control
itself. It is impervious to such old-fashioned
notions as individual responsibility for bureau-
cratic action, service to a citizen, restraint of
authority arid, above ail, civility in its public
contacts.

One of the biggest challenges of our third
century IS that of controlling the burNiueracy.
We have antitrust laws to prevent any one cor-
poration or cartel from dominating an industry.
We now need similar «mstramts to prevent the
bureaucracy from dominating our country and
our lives

We have to look at the situation in the same
way we would if we had to face the threat of
onto-idled power in Washington in some other
torm We would expeu Congress to take action
and it is here that the responsibility hes. Such
Congressional action «nib] take several forms.
First. Congress should stop passing so many.
laws Sadly, most laws emanating fr m Con-
gress .tre illeonceived, badly researched, over-
complicated and probably unnecessary. Those
laws arise not from the people's demands but
bet Aril! of unwise promises made during elec-
tions. , ,itternots On the part of (7on-
gres si. t) capture public grievances which
would .t be settled by the public itself;
through ideologists who feel that they (-an run
your Me better than you can and, sadly, laws
sornotimes arise through plain had judgment.
Since cs;:t7 aw has to be administered and
thus causes growth, u steady, remorseless
growth in bureaucratic sue trid power results.

Eynality if Opportt.mty

And now let me raise yet another issue. This
republit was originally founded upon the prin-
ciple of equaity of opportunity. This is a noble
principle More recently the stress has been
upon eqoality of opportunity for all. This re-
finement-- for all --Is even more noble, hut
both the original concept and its refinement
have rmw been debased. Instead of striving
for equality of opportunity, we now seem to be
demanding instead equality of results. It is nn
longer enough for law to give everyone an equil
chance Instead Congress and bureaucracy
alike seem to be promising that from this
equality of opportunity will arise an equality of
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results Thus the poor are assured and led to
expect not Inertly that theY will have the
chance, but that mstead they will inevitably
end up with college degrees, the fancy houses,
the trips abroad and what have you, which are
said to be synonymous with the "good hie."
Tlw slate has Int le to do with achieving these
expectations arid certainly is not the guarantor

What is needed is a return to the Ideals of
individual achn.yement arid rtsponstbdatv I

offer this as a substitute for W;ushington roan
aged social engineering and its massive intru-
sion Into our (Loh. lives

'the ('haffe.-yr.

As Anwrit.aris enter their third century there
are mo)lientous tasks tor them 'The first is to
recapture ollf traditional view of govrinment
That is to say, government Must be !muted in
its scope tweaked. by its nature it has limited
:apabilities We must also remember that un
lii iited government rapidly degenerates into
inflationary VI (animus, into f alse wort:Ise,. 11110
lies, inefficient v, ignorant, . and into the abuse
of power \Ve 1111151 also remember th.it the
material and psychic cost ot 5I11-11

Cali end in material and no,ral bankropir
A set mid task is to litnit, probahla ba constr.

tutiorial means, the power of the bureau ras v.
the executor ol .,,,overritrielit. as it seeks to take
over our hves and ultimatuls our spirits \I Ithin
this task wt must also set IT till...010ss from the
bureaurrat y and return to .1 srstrin ot fret .
tompetition arising, front free enterprise

A third task is to turn around tile h,trat al of
fundamental ptititille the hetraval ist sitialitv
of opporliiilit5 It is .1 hettat ii it a tinkl.inicti
till A/10'11( MI full WIC 10 1111'011d Ohl( st,11('

call provide eqoalitr. ii results
And . tlos leads to the touith task tor the

third witurv ,Ns ivt ,i111.11,1% iit
portunitv. It t ii re alma,. the ,11151' ii
yidual responsibility In the latter two
the. rtistionsibilitt is that or %et-% ithie.11oal it
our vast Lind

Vt MI to ill Ot this I II.1%e Ilev11 us.Ist'red
In t Ii iii.! ',nth in the .\ro. ti

Itt is fit Sn 1%10

tot thin .0,i I I, Cot.lt10I1 irt kitititi
10 111,111 It %%I Aft tI) pH% JII role
iii aii in( te.r.ioriv .0Lirs hit usorld us, insist
sill ituif it these tasks \Ve iroit oodo, r

effective fincien polit $. develop at 114/nle a po-
litical and sotial f.ifirn ishtu h is strong, unified
and imacinative Can we do this, or will the
third t entury be all epilogue. given over to an
apathetic people half' enslaved to a worthless
government Or, will the third century be but
a prologue to UNVil nobler times"' We have the
rapataty for the latter. That is the option I
choose

'1)w Till ;«Ire

Ao Amen( an strategiu withdrawal from the
world scene us eirws underway and at an ever-
Irltre.111114 pace. We are abandoning valuable
relationships with allies in Asia and in Europe.
Substitutes do nut exist elsewhere in the world, .
Soon we may well be alone. At present, the
initiative in hirope and Asia has passed en-
tirelV into the hands of our adversaries. We
roust now rent to their moves. This is always
:ht nature of a retreat In the f ace of this situ-
ation the United States Congress, with the en-
thusiastic aid of the media. acts to hinder Ex-
ecutive prerogatives in foreign policy and will,
if lett alone, emasculate the Executive. We
have already reachtsl that state where we will
not honor ant external obllgations except in
the most extreme rontingency, which means
when it is too late and, therefore, highly dan-
gerous to the world :it latge.

What .ire the potential tamsetiovoces of this
retreat'

h.spel All% I must false the question. Where
wdl it stop' Where will a new American fron-
tlet diawn .ind what will be our status be-
hind this howler) hut hetore I do this let me
oft, r four hasii suppositions a,: to why we have
11%11111qt this pouserless state. Let Mu present
these suppositions in a form that our allies
nin4111 pose

I ( att the Etuted States he depended .0pon
to honor shligations when the need

2 10 what (10t's del lining U.S. mill-
tat v power espet Lilly the example of its

\ ii main, render tis less arid less
potent '
lo %%hat degree does the fat t that U.S.
Iii pohr 1 tics now. bei preroga-

tire of Corli,re, render its impotent')
.1 \\ ill the a.lversalics of the United States



seek to exploit the situation and in what
way?

'The ultimate question then arises What
does the Urated States intend to do about it
But, le: Ine first look at the world which now
seems to be shaping up. I recall that it has
been said, "men prophesy and history makes
fools of them Nevertheless let me taws to ike
some prophecies and hope that inv re, c
be as good ;Is that of past yeart;

The Soviet Ihreat

Europe is still Our most significant is ,1101111'
and cultural link in the and quanta:5
tively our most powerf ul nolitare alliance A's
I see it, Europe is in the pro( oi being stra
tegically out banked to- the 5-05111 t loon along
its Mediterrailean seaboard WI i izrarul NUals.
SOviet flaVal ittlw0( lt,i tor 'ono tone been able
to «milieu. with the Sixth l.k.et which, in anis
case, I haie Assays tc.....arded as 3 tArt'..el
than al. .1 Ih'irrtt'llt hut 11111. importantly, it
is through the gati-is.i.5 that the
oil whit h r, the ailehrie Industrial Furope
flows, despot the mom« of stiper tankers and
routes around the t apt ot I ist !lope

Let us toniemplatc the hato.es which dr,-
pending In 1111%. (Mt di arra
are well await. of the f.onstant threat ot war
between Islet! and iti iitus Die question is
what will the United states (to it and when
SUt II ;I 5%'.1f 1.1,..11,,N mit And MON iftiportafok
what straw* Isla I..rael adopt if it feels the
United State. foottft ht. delft tided 1115111
the I hips Me dfIsstl' II in is 1,1 n
the %sib piricr lo pill the
whole /1011.0. iltss II .1IiIIIIItt 01,11 t tiller than
under by thettio lit.. Ibis pHil if desiwra
non (ouhl take r11.111% oii is. 55-iiik1
be a pre «mime oat -,aitc--t and siria
where Olt. ,Iii,,,,t 'ru, t.. al., ill, and I i

Maillts and iriutlil rt 10 II
the Aswan I /am ',ff. I, f tt,ffffid
Insure the int- .1,-.
this would ucti 'h14 t. us lr ft
woold iii tofu fffitf, \ \ 0 ef ,'r'In I ,t1tif
or fight in the ( 1,1 o
tO at (VIII, ,110 .11 us,'.14,its.
for( mg .1 I fill.11 siwisdirssci 4111,

1/4Nrthill I nol tt ro 0... shio,,, ',%,1 is I I' hhil.
Caii 1:0i111,,I 01, II din!' (. .1-11it It ,(11 111,1111: th'
ItistIt's posoInl flit, tI
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weapons by many states other than Israel. It
may well be that a policy for stabibzing the
Middle Last must be referred to Moscow. Here

wonder if the United States will in the future
have the credibility, let alone the power, to hack
up this policy -to influence the Soviets toward
Caution.

Let rm. carry a little further the thought of
Soviet Out flanking of Europe in the Mediter-
rain.an area. In the not too distant future,
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia will pass from the
seem. Yugoslavia has always had a tendency
toward fragmentation among its various mi-
norities. Tito. the great unifier, will he gone
and there will be internal frictions in Yugo-
slavia. The temptation for the Soviets to inter-
vene physically will he all but overwhelming.
And, why should the Soyiets not intervene? Of
what countervailing forces need they he fright-
ened ' With the Soviets established in Yugo-
slavia, the Mediterranean would conic even
more under their dominance. We have Aft°
witnessed recent events in Portugal, at the

extrennty of the Sea, where a strong
Most Ow (merited party is making its drive to
power What will be the relattonship between
Portugal arid the Soviet st',1 power ' Will Por-
tugal ome the «irk in the Mediterranean
bottle '

II even a part of this scenario eventuates, we
shall see all of Ettrope strategically ouLtlanked.
There is no way a call be stopped except by
qm011t; duihmiatic pressure on Nhiscow by the
['ruled States, backed up by United States
po%vcr and a United States will to use that
pfivil As I look around Congress, I do not see
that wed As I look at the United States mile
tarv Poston., I see it rapidly diminishing while
at the `1.1rule 11111t. many of my colleagues in
CotiOres, u lamor tor Cs'efl more cut.: in the de
fens, budget No douht mans- of' my colleagues
ii CurfuLtesS will «invert rapidly front "dove" to
musk ss hen they eventually NM the serious-

nes, nit Mir rtiNh'd IH)N1(141 ri Elinti/c hunt, by
01111 It will be nvi late After all, we elect inen
lii ciitigoss to tholis Itaid and piepare for long

hollr of
thurn l'it'lk-nd OW kali tu repute

tarp I. is Icader..hip

, 1.'1 ttlls /Is ef (11 this possible
i5iitI-1 to tie. look -it Asi.i Smithr,pst flank



of Asia. that is Southeast Asia, is all hut lost to
cormnunism, and soon we will face .1 hostile
seaboard running from the Bering Straus off
Alaska, along the Pacific Coast of the Soviet

ahnig the seaboard of Communist China
and into a now nearly Communist Southeast
Asia What will be the impact of this hostile
seaboard' Perhaps the two great Communist
powers will quarrel over the spoils. I certainly
do not expet t this new Ctenrournst area to be
rnonolitho roost of the old divisions will per-
sist Sonirotit /11t r said. "tiod looks Awl. fools,
drunkards and the United States of America."
Perhaps internal divisiveness will ease the situ
anon let Os reflect on the strategic importance
of Southeast Asia At this noorient there is a
super tankei every fifty miles between the Per-
sian OP .11A Japan Japan, with the world's
third largest economy, is totally dependent
upon imported oil Each tanker must run the
narrow Malacca Straits which soon could he
under Soviet dominance Japan, with this
noose plat ed around her net k, and taking note
of I' S unteliabilit V till II to) us or to one ol the
ffeat Ctiintinonst powers tor a nviv arrangt.'-
nlellt ill l.iptii !mild MR IV:a wr.ipons '
Japan can hardly afford to do nothinv,

Theni . as a ontrast ll't its 100k .1t the inter-
estine situation of Madam!. the strategic pivot
point of sootheast Asia the. ,hpanc%I. dem-
i111,11.11Pd in, \\ (ahl War II, he who holds Thai-
land taut mot,t rsi 11110 BM fIla and thus into
Irolia, iii south along Me Aidupelago ot bolo-
fit.'s1.1 to Australia In tet tn. ml ninnurni ations,
the world (an he divided to t%%o Fedi( a
!tient of the !hap,. tslu h hiLitvral ath,m(

itlu 01(' .1(litlIPM (

',LA In IS jilt I.-SIM-4 DIV% 11.1Ve

.11I0,11m It scel/Is nit. th.it Ii sion [tell
Iti air I ,Iftwilmist tnr, en, in le them they
att. routed

pl%%cr to Itnt, thro ountry Who,'
11,1%, k,,,o %%ILO

Am, IIIv(tho'd III .1 h10,,,h, war
liii h ka wonalv. vhcru

ub I'' It 'i " " ii I tni ti 'unit
01, MI, ol nit al r tith
(MN I ii ult. ltIf .111111% tt 111

I k .ost W,Ir MIN
Illlio1C(1 s 111 ii u i I q:k re.ii it to the
rieni 111.1, ii,. lh,,i ...ot that ANT

ii this inion for "MM.
ns I Hoed t a ii ' , .orie tired of it all
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arid departed They further saw that we could
not, even at ter departure. give adequate mili-
tary aid to our erstwhile allies. Why then
should they want to have any relationship With
the United States') Why riot instead turn to
that classic Thai policy of bending like a rced
to the oncoming force, hoping that when it Is
all over, ircurnstances would not be so adverse
a, to prevent the reed f non standing up straight

At this stage, let me make one other point.
I am not athotating that the United States arm
Itself to the teeth, adopt a policy of hostile bel-
ligerenue and seek to be the world's policeman
in each and every case that violates our concept
of international order.

On the contrary, I believe we were right these
past five ears to try to form a closer relation-
ship with the Soviet Union and to begin a
limited relationship with Communist China.
But, detente, by itself, is not a foreign policy.
What I would like to sue emerging from these
closer relationships is a more vigorous, a more

a more forward-looking American
diplomatic posture m winch we clearly let our
adVrls,1111's know what the Uniteil States inter-
'," are, what we will do to protect these in-
terests, the power we have to indulge in such
protection and, ahoy(' all, the nature of our will.
I had hoped that our recent foreign policy ac-
tivity %%mild duvelon into such a diplomatic
offensive in who h detente was to he but a first
step After all, it is a fundamental Maxim of
international diplomacy that one conducts one's
most skillful diplomacy with one's most dan-
germ), adversary But alas, through an absence
it straiiTht diplomatic talk, through a capricious
Core4less and ;, nation whose will has been
saly,.,1 by the mishandhog of the Vietnam
War, tit-tenor seems merely to reveal to our ad-

ie. the awful extent ol our madequaues
railwr than the %Addy of our intentions.

.1Tuf II ut rt
But, to has k tti the point what will be

thr Amtlii an strate4n. withdrawal?
\\lien. will oto f rontier he with hirope held
lio.stave. hipan u mast Mated. a hostile Asia ex-
tcodiii12, holm the livralv. Sva to Singapore, arid
mmith (,01- 1/.1Mtutliv I ImuisCillus of our un-

k of will If my gloomy analy-
sis is men partially light, we are In retreat
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which will end only on the North American
asntinent. What will this mean to a world
which has looked upon us as a model and even
from time to time as a savior? The details 'Are
hnpossible to predict, except that conceptually,
we must now face a different world from any-
thing we have seen before.

In the world situation which 1 imagine, I

foresee the United States as an isolated fortress
in a planetary society which is fundamentally
hostile to the American ideal. This has been
increasingly the case these past ten years dur
ing which time our leadership has eroded with
/110fe and more societies becoming indifferent
to United States leadership.

And now, the pave of th:s erosion is rapidly
accelerating. What will the impact be Po-
litically the impact could be enormously signifi-
cant If history can be our guide, slates in this
condition, i.e., the United States, tend to follow
one of two courses. They fall to squabbling
over petty, internal difficulties until govern-
ment, as we know it, lapses into a corrupt, to
competent anarchy. The alternative is the
emergence of the "man on horseback" the dic-
tator who comes to save the people and ends up
tyrannizing them

There would also he significant economic
consequent-es of this erosion of leadership
There has been only one true international
movement in this century and that has been
international commerce, primarily among free
nations. Here, the United States emerged as a
leader. The standard of living of a greater part
of the planet has benefitted from this great in-
ternational movement. 1 d not foresee any
further economic advant e in this new world
order that is emerging but rather a general de-
cline as the United States withdraws Iron ihe
world economy. As may be seen in neighbonng
countries, centralized planned economics pro
duce, as they have always produced to date, a
dull, grey level of mediocrity for all Perhaps,
however, our biggest downtown will come cid
turally The world needs the United States as
a stage wherein fret-dim, and diffuse ideas t an
be tested (and ven accepted from time to
time) for the benefit of all mankind This was
what the advent ot this Republic meant. Ehis
is what our future should offer Ibis role has
yet only been partially fulfilled It will never
be fulfilled by a Forties, Amero a and all of us
will be lesser humans het ause of it

But, more importantly, a policy of isolation
in 1980 will be far different in a world strategic
sense from a policy of isolation in, say, 1880.
In 1880 the United States had not declared its
hand as a world leader, but by 1980 we will
have played the role for many decades and, as
it seems, will have been found wanting. We
shall soon face, if the drift continues, a gen-
eral world rejection of American leadership
and, as I have indicated, evetyone will suffer.

Now, you ma:, ask me as a United States
Senator. What do we do? Where do we turn?
Quite frankly, while I do not see immediate
relief in the Congressional arena, I do believe
that it eventually must come from there and
also from the Executive. An awakened Ameri-
can people must demand the kind of leadership
to which they are entitled, Let me offer some
guidelines. First, this is not a time for party-to-
party divisiveness. We need a return to bipar-
tisanship in foreign affairs. The Executive
should brief and consult Congressional leaders
before a decisive action is taken and this con
sultanon and briefing must always be totally
honest Congressional leaders must in turn re-
spond in terms of what is best for their country
rather than then party or. worse, their own po-
litical skins. Secondly, based upon 'cpartisan-
ship, the initiative as well as the conduct of
foreign policy must be returned to the Execu-
tive for both long- and short-term actions.
Third, and here I appeal to the good sense of
the media in particular, let us all realize that
foreign policy cannot be made in the streets.
Criticize, analyze. evaluate to your heart's con-
tent but please do not provoke those kinds of
pressures that make politicians forsake their
judgment arid instead turn to the assuaging of
electot al passion. Fourth, we must remember
that there are no instant solutions. Solutions
arise through the practice of such ancient vir-
tues as common sense, disciphned thought,
courageous action. perseverance, honesty and
civility. Fifth, let us also realize that any and
every foreign policy venture is dependent upon
ati America which is militarily strong, eco-
moot ally' strong, and strong in Congressional
and Executive leadership. Last, and most sig-
nifit.antly, we must undertake international
(monuments only when these are clearly in
our riahuhal Interest, winch is that of preserv-
ing a global balance of power This is the role
that history has plated upon the shoulders of
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the United Statesthat of preventing any one
power or group of 1mwer I win obtaining a
total hegemony over the planet Fo plment
such hegemony from takmg place wilt require
us to enter into alliances will others Such
commitments should be entered into sihiring!i
and Only after Lie most MAWR' Mid Sohlim
national deliberation. Once mitmed into, how-
ever, both ally and adversary ahke should Limo
beyond any doubt that we will thmealtur honor
each obligation to its ultimate onwquen, vs.
regardless of tost It is then and only then that
we shall enjoy a stable %wild But silt Ii .1 call
at101u 15111 end arise not sok+, nom a re-
sponsible Congress and an able I set tint U. but
from a stable Mid strong people That Is the
key.

Thus. it IC to the Ammo ill people with their
common sense and natural instunt for the
good of then country that we must seek our
salvanon ftut, the American people must be
accurately informed not misinformed to sun
the petsonal intimation of any group or the po-
litical machmattons of elm ted or appeuitcd oil
mals. I make .1 OM today tor the people to he
told Ole truth To he informed, the Ammil',111
people need leaders who "tell it like it is" and
who have the com,ige and abdu t. dual wit,,
the real world as it is Mid iii fill vii.V oh the
people Abiive all, we need a ongruss which

zi

places a tolniciu United States loreign policy
alio% e patty and ahoic puisonal mimesis. We
have had -anti leaders benne. We have had a
responsible tongues, benne. 1Ve can have it

but I believe it is only die American
people who call effect this transloimation.

I do not like tilLit I see ahead of us. But. we
have emu Molls 111.111.4 itl 11111 Spiritual re-
sour( es, most ol them as vet unt,erx.d. We
have now ome to 111.11 time when we must
thaw upon these 11)th our latent capacities
unleashed, I have no doubt that the snuation
can be reversed.

lIt basic underlying impilrements to solve
both our domestic and worldwide problems rest
upon strong leadership from the President; the
better understanding by the Congress of its
place m OlIr tripartite form of government and
us responsibilities, and from the ireople them-
selves a willingness to make whatever sacrifices
,111. needed in order to achieve those goals
who hi guarantee the perpetuation of our Re-
puhlic ;Ind our way of hie.

Within five to tun years, and I am afraid
iloset to five, the United Stales must show a
dewu minat ion to ,ulopt this tonning strategy or
I fear that, like Rome, we as a nation will con-
tinue dowriward path whith can only end
with the mevitahle extinguishment of' our
liberty
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CRACKING THE CONSENSUS:
AMERICA'S NEW ROLE

IN THE WORLD

by Richard J. Barnet and Richard A. Falk

If Working Papers' foreign affairs editors
inaugurate a forum

for rethinking l'.S. policy.'

ci orchng to conventional wisdom, the
bipartisan foreign pola v consensus
ettablished during the Iruman admin.
istration broke down during the Indo-

china Wa.- and Nixon. Ford, and Carter ha% e
been strut;gling to put it back together ever since

There is a sense in which this view is accurate In
the hitt 1168s, what was to have been another
Korea-styli. "police action" did not follow the Pen.
tagon's sv r t During the .let offensive in Vietnam.
Natiunai Liberatinn Front guerrillas kept intruding
into American living rooms. Young men from the
United Srsies, disproportionately black and poor,
kept dying, and in suflaient numbers to alarm a
large number of voters Out of all that emerged a
"dump-Johnson" movement and an antiwar move.
ment The government responded w it 1, a "new
foreign pohcy "Vietnamization

Under the new policy. American boys would be
kept out of distant ground wars, and indeed the
draft itself was ended I.' S air and naval power
would back up the efforts of indigenous forces to
keep the peat e in AMC "%fru A. and Latin Amen( a
In each region a designated surrogate for American

Rh hard ) Hama am( RI, hard .4 FalA aI fouet(n offal, (flaw,
e/Worli.ng Papers Iii.4ard Ramei. a ItIlota al al /nib.
Melo? Pais 1, .1tutial WasAirleforn. hitt MAO, awn Ronald
AI btler ( ;ham! Rear h Serum Co' St 197.1 anti Mot'
Nnently the (itanc, Roma and America SIMCM
Adill lie I. 1977, &hard .1 Falk II Albert Ws/bank Prate of
lograrrat tonal Lau. and Prat tu r a t PP1011 fiat, I 'Stivfloy and a

for 11 orb/ H..irr is %eta 1,,,A
the alalter U it Swds ut hosire Vtiveltis The Free
1971.,. A (.1olual "ppr "at h tn National Policy ( Hawrvd
'mr.,,sly ,'Ne rg- dmi hedr, thah aim Aare rt,Iltv.

power (Iran, for example) would act as local peace-
keeper, and would be sold billions of dollars' worth
of arms to do the job Between 1971 and 1977 the
United States sold S55 billion in arms, three times
the total for the preceding 20 years.

All these measurestogether with a moderation
of the anticommunist crusade, symbolized by
presidential visits to Peking and Moscowrelieved
much of the public anxiety that had developed dur-
ing t,,e Indochina War. If Nixon's "generation of
peace" was not quite at hand, at least the prospect
of escalating war had receded. The professional
critics, while welcoming the reforms, attacked the
secrecy and deviousness that ha(' .iiade them possi-
ble. But deviousness was the essence of the policy.
The whole idea was to maintain pre-existing power
relationships in the world while pretending to the
American people that essential commitments and
risks had been reduced.

In the presidential campaign of I such
debate as there was on foreign policy I .sed on
Henry Kinstreer's cowboy style. The ton< ranger,
as Carter called him, was too friendly to wicked
dictators, too secretive, too insensitive to the moral
purposes for which American power should be
wielded Detente was a one-way street, and
Kissinger was conspiring with his friends in the
Kremlin to keep the people of Eastern Europe in
permanent captivity. The United States would fly
the banner of human rightswound the world, and
the American people would again have a govern-
ment that (hir Vice-President Mondale's words)
made them "feel gird

But the government they got in the areas of
'titrig n nnhev and national securit'v was a group of

Reprm red hy permission from Working Papers for a New Society, v 8, March -April
1978 4i 48

42.1:,7 7, . 11
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recycled second-level Indochina War planners and
savants from the Trilateral Commission. Though
determined to complete the task of restoring the
consensus, this group has so far been unable to
reform U.S foreign policy in any significant way.
After a year in office, impressive goalsaero
nutlear weapons, a worldwide human rights cam-
paign, an effective program to combat nuclear
proliferation, a drastic cut in arms sales, extrica-
tion from Koreahave been mocked by inept and
contradictory policies. Although relations between
the United States and the Soviet Union are less
tense than at the height of the cold war, the
political foundations of detente are thin, and new
weapons systems such as the cruise missile, the
MX, the neutron bomb, and Soviet heavy missiles
are creating a much more unstable military
environment. As U.S. power to maintain stability
on our terms fades, and as conflict over inter-
national economic issues intensifies, we can expect
mounting struggles to liberate former colonial
areas and to create an international political
economy in which they can survive. Thus the
world, it appears, is more anarchic, more
dangerous, and less guided by human rationality
than at any time since World War II.

It is Carter's bad luckand oursthat it is now
too late for the Nixon Doctrine with a human face.
The foreign policy consensus has been restored
indeed, as we shall argue, it was never really
brokenbut the wisdom of the Trilateral Commis-
sion, the Yale Economics Department, and the
Council on Foreign Relations, even with a new
look, is not going to achieve security for the
American people or peace for the world

s the small circulating elite that makes
foreign policy sees it, their principal task
is to preserve the dews& consensus that
supports the economic and Military

policies by which the United States has maintained
its dominant position in the world since 194S This
domestic consensus is based on a center-right coali-
tion that has not been seriously challenged from
the left since the Henry Wallace campaign of 1948
The McGovern campaign in 1972 was less a

challenge from the left than an effort to tilt the con-
sensus in a left-liberal direction. But even that
failed (as did Goldwater's attempt in 1964 to tilt it
"too far" rightward).

The power of the political right in this coalition
comes from its regional electoral strength, especial-
ly in the South and portions of the West; from its
dominance in the Republican party apparatus;
and from the importance of conservatives in
business, the military, and other parts of the gov-
ernment bureaucracy. These power bases assure
conservatives regular access to top policy makers
on critical foreign policy issues. Because of its
financial resources, the right also has considerable
strength in the media and in certain national
religious organisations. Thus if a Ronald Reagan
cannot yet be elected president, his views and those
of his supporters help to set the terms of national
debate and to intimidate the moderates, especially
on military and national security issues.

On the left there is no comparable influence. The
left has typically lacked both money and people in
power. The natural bast of left strength is the labor
movement, but labor's moderate leadership leans
rightward on foreign policy issues. For a period in
the 1960, it looked as if militant minority politics
might lead to an enduring left presence in foreign
policy late in his life, Martin Luther King, Jr., saw
the link between repression at home and
adventures abroad and was making a real effort to
forge a common constituency of civil rights and
antiwar activists. But the assassination of King and
the demoralization of other black leaden ended the
prospect for such an alliance. And the concerns of
most blacks, in any event, remained focused on
domestic policy.

Only at the height of the Indochina War, when
the failure of U.S. policy was so manifest, did left
perspectives exert a temporary influence. The vehi-
cle, of course, was a loosely organized, campus-
centered antiwar movement. But when Lyndon
Johnson pulled out of the presidential race in 1968,
thus signaling a commitment to "winding down"
the war in Southeast Asia, and when some time
later the draft was ended, this fragile left-leaning
movement collapsed The center-right consensus
was thus able to survive even Watergate.
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argely because of the war's impact,
however, a left critique of U S foreign
policy has emerged; it has been espoused
by a few prominent academics and cultur-

al figures, andon single issuesoccasionally by
politicians. The essence of this critique is that
America's managerial role in the world leads to
counterrevolutionary policies ov cccc as and a
"national security state" at home Vietnam, ac-
cording to this view, was not a "mistake," but an
extension of imperial policies designed both to
make the world safe for multinational corporations
and to assure continued access to global resources
on cheap and easy terms. Anticommunist cold war
propaganda, according to the left analysis, has
been used by the establishment to provide a
spurious legitimacy for the reactionary alliances
and antipopulist interventions that characterized
the postwar era, first in Western Europe and later
throughout the third world. Covert operations of
the CIA designed to stabilize right-leaning regimes
and to destabilize left-leaning regimes had bipar-
tisan support, Because of traditional Republican
reluctance to commit U S. military forces to foreign
wars, the covert arm of the national security state
dominated American cold war strategy during the
Eisenhower And Nixon years The Democrats
Truman, Kennedy. and .Johnson -.were heavily
involved in covert operations too. but their major
attention was absorbed by large combat operations
in Korea and Indochina

this iritique has ordinarily had little influent e

on the dominant consensus What hirrign poll( s
debates do ost ur in the L'Ilited States take plat r
between the (enter and the right Bel Mite Of I on-
servatisr povier in t Mikress and in the national
sec urity bureau, rai v. dissent from the right is
taken seriously by the White Him ir while dissent
from the left I An IISUAIS tie ignored with 11111)1InItc

In fait, the right is often ble to portray the t enter
as the left The (ode words are "soft," "woolly

, or
'trrespomitile

I i 1 f Clare-tit Panama CaliAl treAtc ratification
struggle exemplifies the pro( ess !fie administra-
tion, relict ring the dominant i onsensils, has 'Inn k
a prudent bargain with the Panamanian gm ern-
rnent I rider this agreement the I 'nited States

I here Are . oif i'lir s, other tlifferen, es ow I h
consensus developed And Lir gels dnrronriteil hs the
Dennot 1.0A hdoi hrn liIpi,d in, flAr ole,O,tio ni

tone. cid supported tis labor And minorities I he right
ward side of the itinsensits, in esidentr ,iust
Repliblii lii AltIninnl r.0 ions Is fulluderMe ni I hArA, CI
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retains the right in perpetuity to intervene to
protect its interests in the canal, while renouncing
formal control after 1999. The right has seized
upon the issue of "giving up the canal" because it
raises symbolic concerns of national sovereignty
that have powerful emotional appeal. The strong
grass-roots movement that has arisen in opposition
to the treaty attracts sentimental imperialists who
cannot bear to bend with the times. The center
position, which is endorsed by such right-leaning
political figures as Gerald Ford, Henry Kissinger,
William I' Buckley, and Admiral Elmo Zumwalt,
is a form of rational imperialism that recognizes the
need to give up symbolic rights in order to retain
the substance of power.

The left has been silent on the issue, though a
genuinely anti-imperialist policy would challenge
America's right to intervene at all in a third world
country's political destiny for the sake of its own
geopolitical interests The whole thing is reminis-
cent of the famous Eisenhower letter to Diem,
which, though less explicit, was used by three
presidents to justify the "commitment" to invade
Vietnam.

But even when a left analysis exists, it is usually
excluded from mainstream political discourse.
Exponents of a left-leaning foreign policyone
that was anti-imperialist, that opposed the arms
rale and the worldiside traffic in weapons. that
rejected the idea that multinational corporations
define U S. interests in key areas of the world, that
incepted the necessity of a more equitable distri-
bution of politu al and economic power in the
worldare not invited into the coalition that runs
the national se( uritv establishment under both
Republican and Deniocratic administrations
Despite his Nobel Peace Prize, it would have been
unthinkable for King to have been given a high
foreign polii v job L'N ambassador Andrew
Young, who is not King. does not appear to have
such a job either Nor are serious alternative ideas
for the «induct of S foreign policy given much
«moderation by those in power

o date, foreign poll( Yr has been the
property of an elite, who have treated it
as their own exclusive preserve and have
made far-rrachiniz decisions in the name

of tl e American people These decisions have
benefited some Amerii ans but not most
\merit ans Polities in Latin Amen( a or Iran that
benefit oil and copper companies and other mul-
tinationals do not necessarily benefit 1' S workers

onsumers Indeed, the interests of thr latter
may be opposed to the specifit foreign policy goals
of the lug corporations and the finant nil m ommu..
ruts Hitt mo.a donut-an t onstukienuts are unrepre-
sented In the making of m rut iii foreign policy. dec
SIMI%
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democratize American institutions, to assure
economic rights, and to end the unaccountable
power of corporations over our national life
indeed, the whole agenda of Wedgy Papers Iw
?Inv Soartyneeds a forum for debating the con-
nections between alternative domestic policies and
foreign and national security policies. As we see it,
the task is to develop a foreign policy that makes
possible the security and economic well-bring of all
Americans; those objectives, in turn, require a
significantly more just global economic order and
more rational security arrangements.

The critical question we need to answer is this:
what is the effect of our foreign and national
security policy on the possibilities for a decent life
in the United Statesfor finding and keeping a
job, for developing the new technologies we need
for survival, for building communities that can
maintain order without repression? The two issues
that will determine the answerthat will deter-
mine whether the next generation of Americans
survives in peace and relative prosperity, aral
whether it survives at allare the arms race and
the restructuring of the world economic order.
Their fundamental terms are scarcely discussed at
all in the political arena.

Once again, the arms race has come to a turning
point It appears possible, just as it did after
Stalin's death and after the Cuban missile crisis, to
stop and even to reverse the arms race Both sides

are poised on the threshold of major new weapons
systems, and both are under domestic pressure to
cut military expenditures. But the signs are not
auspicious. Relentless bureaucratic pressures,
economic dependence on the arms race, and old
habits of mind are 'whine the world toward ever
larger arms budgets and militarization. There are
debates about weapons systems, numbers,
capabilities, and such esoterica as the state dieser-
beam research and the significance of "throw-
weight." The congressional doves who for a few
years succeeded in making minor cuts in the Pen-
tagon's budget have lost many of their recent
battles. A tentative victory, such as the president's
decision not to build the B-I bomber, leaves them
exhausted, unable to muster the strength to oppose
substitute systems that are in fact more dan-
gerous, such as the cruise missile.

Unless the United States and the Soviet Union
achieve far more comprehensive and radical
measures of disarmament than are now being
proposed, the U.S. arms budget will reach $150
billion by 1980. Despite a rhetorical commitment
to slowing down the traffic in conventional arms,
the Carter administration's policy continues the
Kissinger weapons-transfer strategy that has
caused the global arms budget to climb to almost
8400 billion a year and that has encouraged the
spread of military dictatorships throughout the
former colonial world
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More serious than the funds wasted in such an
enterprise is the increasing possibility of nuclear
war. The momentum of the arms race is now carry-
ing weapons designers and strategic planners into
the Strangelovian world of "limited nuclear war"
options and "disarming first strikes." The neutron
bomb (also called "enhanced radiation weapon")
serves to make nuclear weapons more acceptable.
It is ostensibly designed for the battlefield, in par-
ticular a Soviet invasion of Western Europe. But
*at 2rospect is remote: no one can give a pod
reasoo why the Kremlin's leaders, who can barely
control the territory they now occupy, should wish
to convert their trading partners into a radioactive
wasteland. Nor is the specter of "Finlandiza-
tion"Soviet political pressure on Western
Europe by virtue of having more tanks and men in
reserve than NATOparticularly credible. As
long as their economies hold, statesmen of Europe
are unlikely to wilt at reports of Soviet military
strength that cannot be used in battle without jeop-
ardizing the very existence of the Soviet Union.
Since the actual use ol the neutron bomb in Europe
is implausible, it is more likely to be used else-
where, and indeed, General Alexander Haig has
hinted to a European audience that such a capital-
intensive weapon would do nicely for counterin-
surgency operations in the third world

7 he essence of centrist thinking on arms
transfer is that no customer is too re-
presaive for conventional arms and no
friend is close enough to be trusted with

nuclear weapons. We are told that the world will
be menaced if "crazy leaders" like Amin of Uganda
or Qadriafi of Libya get hold of nuclear weapons,
and that nonproliferation is an essential bulwark
against future deterioration of the international
order The Carter team frantically instructs foreign
leaders to forego sales of weapons-prone nuclear
technology (reprocessing plants, for example). But
since the United States is the biggest developer and
pusher of nuclear technology in the world, Cyrus
Vance's sermons are likely to have little effect, par-
ticularly given current plans to modernize and
expand U.S. nuclear weapons systems. The Carter
administration is also considering a new targeting
plan for nuclear attack that will emphasize links to
food and water supplies to impede "postattack"
recovery.

On matters like these the absence of fundamen-
tal :Iebate is almost complete The debate is limited
to such topics as how to assure nonproliferation
goals, whether it is worth losing the export market
in nuclear technology for the sake of non-prolif-
eration, and whether it is too late to stop nuclear
proliferation. What is missing is a case for denu-
ilearitation and demilitarization, based on the
renunciation of nuclear intimidation as an instru-
ment of foreign policy
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e are also at a crossroads on inter-
national economic policy. The
Caner administration is unwilling to
make any significant concessions to

third world cnuntries on trade and the world
monetary system. There is a new rhetorical com-
mitment to a "common fund" to stabilise cons-
modity prices, but not to the many moderate
proposals put forth by the poor countries for an
international arrangement that would reverse the
disastrous decline in raw commodity prii. ha relative
to manufactured goods.

The debt burden of the poor countries is increas-
ing at a staggering rate. The U.S. response is to
propose relief for private banks by forcing debtor
countries to refinance through International
Monetary Fund and World Bank loans. These
typically impose severe austerity measures that hit
workers hard. Although Sweden and Canada have
suppoited debt relief as an essential step toward
bringing the international economy into balance,
the United States is adamantly opposed to taking
five centuries of exploitation into account in
redesigning the rules for maintaining international
economic order

The neoconservative consensus on economic
issues that has emerged from the pages of Commen-
tary (which takes a hard line) and the work of the
Tnlateral Commission (which is oomewhat more
accommodating in style) can be fairly summarized:
the United States as the only stable force in the
world The prosperity of the world depends on
American prosperity, and American prosperity
depends on giving big business a freer hand. We
cannot afford international charity and giveaway
programs Feeding the hungry is a utopian goal,
We should apply the "lifeboat ethic" integrate
those who can abide by the rules into the world
capitahst economy and disclaim responsibility for
the rest Hunger and poverty are natural disasters,
and the United States should be neither so
arrogant nor so quixotic as to take responsibility
for what goes on in the third world

Where the capitalist creed works (this consensus
continues), we will, through a combination of
private investment and international loans, help
poor countries to share in economic growth Where
it doesn't, we ss ill explain it awas by pointing to
the wastefulness, corruption, and inexperience of
most third world countries I. he wave of the future
is not demo rat y Political and spiritual liberation
are impossible in a world of scarcity Even in the
.iuliistrial «nintries there is an "excess of
demi, rat v", to the rest of the world militarra
regimes are inevitable, situ e there are no other
available "modernizers l'here is no reason to
diipeay. thud %sight «toot! les (Jot of fear For the
indefinite future these «mimics are too weak to
i misr harm to .111stIfIr ,Ither than themselses

I he 'sos ,et I /111,t1, .it 4 ttloo4 to 'lir liflpi hil t on

1 u

sensus, has failed to become a model or inspiration
for the third world; it now nes military power as
the only way to expand its influence. Therefore the
unending arms race is inevitable, and the United
States must keep ahead, matching the Soviets mis-
sile for missile. To suggest that the Soviets have
different goals or that American restraint might
elicit Soviet restraint is an insidious idea rooted in
the "culture of appeasement."

his discussion obscures a fundamental
crisis in contemporary capitalism. In
reality, the Trilateral countries are in-- creasingly caught between the economic

need to maintain profits (to keep investment rates
high enough) and the political need to raise welfare
and wage payments to keep the population
satisfied. Such an underlying tension, at a time of
rising energy costs and rapidly growing popula-
tion, produces both inflation and unemployment
throughout the industrial world. Naturally, the
center refuses to acknowledge the structural issue;
it would draw into question the legitimacy of
limiting policy choices to marginal, piecemeal
reforms. And just as naturally the right calls for
hard-nosed solutions involving downward adjust-
ment in living standards for the poor. That would
be a kind of Brazilian solution for America: keep
wages frozen while raising profits, thereby
expanding credit, stimulating investment, and
assuring growth.

In short, liberal notions that have strongly
influenced American foreign policy in the postwar
era are collapsing under the weight of stubborn
economic crisis. The economy of every advanced
industrial state is stagnant. Structural unemploy-
ment, the direct result of the superfluity den ever-
growing percentage of the world's population in
the production process, is a problem throughout
the nonsocialist world. In such a world, global
welfarism is an anachronism. The benign imperial
vision of a Franklin Roosevelt or even a Lyndon
Johnson, usually presented as the "American
responsibility" to reform and police the world,
belongs to another era In our own time the United
States can no lonpr pretend to be a giant above the
fray It is a participantthe largest, to be sure
s( ramhling with the others to hold on to global
power that is slipping awa} and to arrange the fast-
changing world economy in such a way as to keep
its industrial civilization going

The struggle to build a new international
economic ordera struggle characterized by
Ina reasing conflicts both among the industrial
countries and between the industrial nations and
the third world -is posing critical questions for
Americans The radii al nationalism of many third
world liberation movements has given way to
authoritarianism and militarism throughout Asia,
Afro a. and Latin America The result is that
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proposals to shift economic and political power.
the new international economic agenda of the non .
industrialized bloc -will not mean a fairer distri-
button of goods and services truhtn third world
societies, which are often run by militarized elites
for the benefit of lix al landow ners. entrepreneurs,
and state bureaucrats Yet a fairer international
economy is an absolute precondition for meeting
bash human needs around the world and giving
substance to the rhetoric of human rights.

Despite that rhetoric, and despite a few idealistic
initiatives sca h as the Peace Corps. the United
States has throw n its enormous -ight in the world
clearly on the side of authoritarianism under the
name of "stability We have a long record of
stabilizing anticommunist, probusmess regimes
(the Philippines. South Korea, Taiwan, Brazil.
etc ) We also have a long record of destabilizing
nationalist regimes that seek to disengage from the
international capitahst economy just enough to trv
domestic reforms aimed at redistributing wealth-
Iran (19S1), Guatemala (1954), Gavana (1%4),
Dominn an Republic (1901, Chile (19'11,
,Jamaic a ( IV()

The managers of the offic 1.11 consensus have a
strong intellectual and political investment in the
myth of t ontinuits the belief that the next 25
years will be like the last 23 and that, therefore, the
fundamental poll( les of the last generamm can be
extended over the lives of our t Michell We do not
share these beliefs The risks of massive debt
default leading to crommiic collapse, the human
destruct inn c allsed by t ruel and hopeless austerits
poll( les, the mminting rivalry among the indus.
trialited countries as eat h seeks to export its
economic troubles to the others, and above all
nut lear war all these dangers are far greater, in
MIr view, than is suggested in the narrow and
largely meaningless debates on foreign polies and
world affairs that now take place in this «Mill rv

c arc inaugurating in the next ivsne
of 1V,a4mig Patari a (Mum tor new
thinking on foreigu polio and world
affairs t he primars ii iv (it this

new dimension in the magazine will be the connec-
mins between hirrign and shiniest I( pith( Vac will
be seeking arm les that illuminate the international
framewcirk wit hill w hi( h duniesto reform must
esnlve We hope to make If.,,,41,41 Npe,, a plat e
where lira( tic al. positive If tras tor deseloping a new
con( eptilin of %men( a's role in the world c an be
explored In this effort we w ill take a hard lonk at
some"( the moll( ts thct Ale emerging between the
interests ol Arnerit an workers, workers in other
industrialized countriesind workers m the th,ed
santld

But mine than a hard look is required I hose
who believe that the 1.Mted Slates needs slime fun-
damental c licoge in the ...iv we OrgallUr ntlf

et rummy, in the way we manage and distribute our
resources, and in other major areas of domestic life
have an obligation to develop alternative inter-
national policiespolicies that are consistent with
the global realities of the age we are entering and
that can make possible the domestic reforms we
seek Interdependence is now a cliche, but the idea
has scarcely penetrated practical politics. No city
offn ial or loc al political group can formulate alter-
native plans for an American community without
seeing that community as part of a global corn-
munits There is no longer an American economy
that can he successfully managed except as part of
a global economs -the price of bread in the local
supermarket will more and more depend upon
whether the people of Africa and Asia can
reorganize themselvesor better. perhaps. be per-
mitted to reorganize themselves to be self-
soffit lent in agriculture Increasingly our own
welfare is becomirg inextricably tied to the welfare
of the rest of the world, often in complex and con-
tradictory ways The human community is no
longer a philosopher's dream. For many purposes
It is the only practical political unit within which to
address problems of organizing society

We will seek articles that make several kinds of
ontribut ions

CAW' studies inquiries into specific foreign
polit y questions that develop a critique of centrist
thinking and outline a progressive alternative. For
example, explorations of U S. policy toward Korea,
South Afrit a, Iran, or N.A.ro.

linkage studies inquiries into the relation be-
tween domestic political forces and U S foleign
poll( v, and between U S. policies and their impacts
on foreign societies, that clarify contemporary
strategies and offer practical, progressive alter-
natives

structural studies inquiries into the global-
managerial and imperial role of the United States,
and bow that role onstrains foreigu polwy choices,
the arms rat e. and militarism as an international
sy stem

transition and reform studies inquiries into the
prospects for transforming America's global role in
nonimperial directions, as well as inquiries into a
new I S foreign polls y based on creating an
equitable, ecologically viable, humane, and
durable sysiteni of world order.

These categories are not meant to be exhaustive.
We will he receptive tn anything that moves in
humane diret lions. that challenges the banalities of
the 1 un Nit consensus, and that improves the
intellet tual resources of those in this country and
ahroad who believc that a progressive American
hireign Ii tin v Is both possible and necessary We
intend this essay as an invitation to like-minded
itizens throughout the world to join us in these

endeas its



DEBATE PROPOSITION ONS

RESOLVED TIIAT : THE UNITED STATES SHOULD SIGNIFICANTLY
CHANGE ITS FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

U.S. foreign trade policy is at an important crossroads. On the one
hand, the impending conclusion of the Tokyo Round of the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations marks an ambitious effort to establish a
freer world trade regime. The attempt to reduce barriers to trade co-
incides with a general trend toward greater economic interdependence
among most countries. At the same time, there are demands on the gov-
ernments of many countries, including the United States, to halt or
reverse the trend of dependence and erect greater barriers to trade.
ps. policy makers are being lobbied to impose restrictions on imports
in order to protect various domestic economic industries and jobs. l'ro-
tectionist sentiments have been heightened bv recurrent U.S. balance-
of-trade deficits. The trade deficits have Aso focused attention on
U.S. export policy, particularly on government programs designed to
stimulate U.S. exports.

The foreign policy, national security and other non-economic impli-
cations of trade are also increasingly important issues. In a number of
cftses, U.S. foreign trade policy has been diverted from the basic trend
toward freer trade in order to accommodate alternative social and po-
litical goals. Prominent examples are various U.S. laws which restrict
trade with Communist countries and with other countries which have
foreign or domestic policies considered inimical to U.S. interests.

The following articles provide background on some of the impor-
tant trade issues ilow being addressed by U.S. policy makers.

(159)
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It is tempting to view the evolution of U S. foreign economic policy from 1776
to 1976 as one from isolationism to participation to leadership of the world eco-
nomic system, a process now starting to show signs of reversal. In terms of the
theory of private and public goods, this country for some uo years looked after its
itivate national interest, then spent a quarter of a century playing a leadership
role, pursuing at the same time what it conceived as the public international inter-
est, before exhausting itself and perhaps turning back exclusively to its own affairs.'
Or, in Albert Hirschman's brilliant model of relations within social groupings, the
country has meted from "exit" to "loyalty" to "voice"first a participatory voice
and then the voice of commandand may be again heading for the exit.'

But such themes would be too simple. The country is not a unified actor with a
single set of purposes, but an amalgam of shifting interests which engage cus-
tomarily in ambiguous compromises. Economic foreign policy may be global or may
make distinctions among regions (North America, Europe, Latin America, Asia,
Australasia and most recently Africa); among functions (trade, money, capital and
aid transfers, migration, not to mention foreign growth and integration). At any
one time there are complex trade-offs among various national and international
interests rather than any one dominating the others. There is likely to be a high
positive correlation among policies regarding different aspects of the country's
economic relations with the rest of the world; nonetheless, there is no escape from
detailed description and analysis.

Our interest attaches principally to the recent past. I propose first to sketch the
period to World War I rapidly. Thereafter follow sections dealing separately with
the 19aos, the Depression, the years following World War II through the 1960s,
and then from about 1968 to the present. A brief section concludes with reflections
on the prospects now facing both the United States and the world.

Charles I? Kind Merger

US. FOREIGN
ECOMMIC POLICY,

1776-1976'

ii

The American Revolution represented not so much a withdrawal from Euro-
pean and especiAlly British life as an insistence on relating to Europe on different
terms from those decreed by British decision. The Navigation Acts which deter-
mined where and how colonial shipping could be used, taxation from Whitehall, im-
pressment of colonials as srilois in the British Navyall were economic as well as

I Mancur Olson, The Logic of CollIctive Action: Public Goods od the Theory of Goer's,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, is6s.

I See Albert 0. Hirschman, Exit, Pow cod Loyalty; Responses I. Decline is Firms, Organi.
iliest and Sten. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970.

Reprinted by permission from Foreign Affairs, January 1977. Copyright 1970 by Council
on Foreign Relations. Inc I:orlgtu Mfairt4 v 5. January 1979 :195-417.
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political issues in which colonial interests were threatened by imperious decisions
at a distance. The isolationism of Washington's Farewell Address (1796) and the
Monroe Doctrine (1823) came later, with a revulsion against the Napoleonic Wars
over more than zo yearswars that incidentally enabled the struggling nation first
to win its military independence and second to conduct its economic affairs indepen-
dently.

But the nation had little in the way of a unified national interest. The Constitu-
tion of 1789 prohibited export taxation, deliberately foreclosing the possibility that
central government could hurt the interests of an exporting state through taxing its
output sold abroad. The idea originated not from the free trade of Adan. Smith's
Wealth of Nation.: of 1776 but in earlier Physiocratic doctrine, which Smith also
embraced. "Laissez-faire, laissez-passer" was a French agricultural doctrine to free
food for exports, as opposed to the doctrine of supply which would keep it at home
for domestic consumption. The latter echoes today in embargoes on steel scrap,
peeler logs, soybeans, wheat and the like.

In the absence of export taxes, federal revenues came largely from duties on im-
ports. The Continental Congress levied a tariff of five percent "for revenue only"
across the board. Debate followed almost immediately. Madison and Jefferson,
from Virginia, wanted low tariffs to expand export trade through buying imports
freely. Massachusetts and Pennsylvania sought protection for manufacturing. The
tariff of 1789 was a moderate compromise, with five percent duties in general ex-
cept for rates ranging up to 15 percent on a limited list of manufactures. Alexander
Hamilton's well-known "Report on Manufactures" of 1792 did not afftct the course
of events.'

More significant was the Embargo of December 18o7, precipitated by British
impressment of American seamen. That Embargo, the Non-Intercourse Act of
1809, and war with England in 1812 produced substantial change in the course of
economic development. War is the ultimate protective tariff. Embargo and war
stimulated the cotton and woolen textile mills of New England and the iron found-
ries of Pennsylvania. With the restoration of peace, the tariff question became
acute. It was a matter not of procreating infant industries, but of preventing In-
fanticide. Agriculture was preoccupied with supplying Europe with grain, cotton
and tobacco after the Congress of Vienna, and did not immediately resist; it began
to do so after the fall of European agricultural prices, and the passage of the Corn
Laws in Britain in 1819. Tariffs were raised further in 1824, but after the "tariff
of abominations" of 1828 reaction set in. Early in the 185os some duties were
lowered, and in 1833 the Compromise Tariff produced a more general reduction.
That this was fodowed by the depression of 1837a result of the expansion of the
hank credit by the Second Bank of the United Statesled to the Whig, later Re-
publican, view that tLriff reductions spell depression.

In this periodand indeed until the last 40 yearsthe tariff was a domestic
Issue only. Higher duties in 1842 and re.:uctions in 1846 and 1857 were unrelated
to the free-traite movement under way in Europe. Led by Britain, which rational-
ized tariffs in the 18.zos and 183os before dismantling the Corn Laws and the Nav-
igation Acts in the 184os and freeing the cxport of machinery, the Continent moved
to tariff reduction on a reciprocal basis during the boom of the 18505, but especially
after the Anglo-French (Cobden-Chevalier) Treaty of I86o. British leadership in

s Frank NV Faussig. Tarsi illusory of the United Shaft, Sib ed, New York. G P. Putnam's
v.ons, lot 1, p Ic
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the movement was important, as was the ideological character of certain free-trade
forces under the influence of the economic doctrines of Smith, Ricardo and Mill.

Canada was sharply affected by the repeal of the Corn Laws and the Navigation
Acts, and some Montrealers contemplated annexation to the United States. A less
far-reaching remedy was found in reciprocal trade in natural products in a treaty
of 1854. The special economic status of Canada, between the United States and
Britain and having particular relations with each, remained an issue for d.e rest of
the period.

While the United States was largely absorbed in its own affairs, many of those
affairs, or those of constituent parts of the country, involved foreign economic ques-
tions. The Louisiana Purchase of 18o3financed by a loan issued in Amsterdam
riveted the attention of the Middle West briefly on Europe, from which it turned
again on a heightened basis to exploration, Indians, land settlement. New York
merchants and financiers, New England shipbuilders and traders, Southern
planters, canal-builders and railroaders all had eyes on European markets. In trans-
portation, the United States pioneered in fitting steam engines to ships: in the
liner, or scheduled vessel that sailed each Saturday whether it had a full cargo or
not, and in clipper ships. Cotton-growing in the South exploded in the 18aos and
18306, and moved rapidly inward from the sea islands and the coastal belt to the
Gulf states and across the Mississippi. New York bankers established branches in
Liverpool (later moved to London) to finance the movement of staples eastward
and of a wide variety of goods westward. The First Bank of the United States sold
shares abroad, and the Second Bank borrowed in London on bullion.

With the rise of shipping came an upsurge of immigration, initially from Britain
and Scandinavia, and after the disastrous crop failure of 1846, in a flood from Ire-
land and Germany. (An Amerkan myth holds that the Germans who flowed to
these shorzs after 1848 were moved by conscience in revolt against monarchical
repression and military conscription. The Carl Schurzes among the migrants, how-
ever, numbered several hundred out of hundreds of thousands.) Industrialization
in Britain, Germany and Scandinavia after mid-century slowed down the flow of
overcrowded peasants from these source.

In the 188os, however, there developed an entirely new economic interaction be-
tween the United States and Europe. Up to that time the farms of the New World
had furnished largely exotic foods and matelials not produced on a large scale in
Europecotton, tobacco and sugar. But after the Civil War, the opening up of the
Northwest Territories, with 40 acres and a mule for war veterans, made possible
dramatic increases in grain production, while newly constructed railroads and iron-
clad, steam-powered, screw-propeller ships became available to move the grain to
Europe. Along with similarly stimulated supplies from Canada, Australia, Argen-
tina and the Ukraine, the new flow led to a drastic fall in the price of wheat in
Europe, and uprooted a vast army of peasants and landless workers in Southern
and Southeastern Europewho poured into the steerage holds of ships bound for
Ellis Island and New York.

Limitation of immigration of "undesirables," including the ill, convicts, and Ori-
ental "slave labor," had been undertaken in the United States in 1862 and 1875. In
1885 an attempt was made to stem the flow from Europe through a ban on con-
tract labor. There was, however, no stopping the flood of workers who came indi-
vidually and without work, looking for a new chance. The strong tradition of the
United States as a place of asylum kr the oppressed of Europe prevented the pas-
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sage of any effective legislation to limit immigration, such as by a requirement of
ability to read and write English.

Moreover, immigration from Europe met a critical need in the American growth
process. In Europe, economic growth to a considerable extent was achieved through
what is called the (Sir Arthur! Lewis model of "growth with unlimited eupplies of
labor," hardly distinguishable from the Marxian "reserve army of the unemployed."
Unlimited supplies of labor off the farm held down wages, raised profits, led to re-
investment of profits and sustained growth. In the United States, early growth
came from unlimited supplies of land which furnished a good livelihood to inde-
pendent farmers. When manufacturing began to flourishmainly because of the
spillover of demand from affluent agriculture and only partly as a response to pro-
tectinaist tariff policiesthe massive infusion of labor sustained the process.

A high land-labor ratio from the beginning meant high wages, and high wages in
turn predisposed American manufacturers to labor-saving invention. Eli Whitney
responded with the cotton gin, which made possible the expansion of the cotton
crop and of British and New England cotton-textile industries. He further per-
fected interchangeable parts. The Colt revolver, the McCormick reaper, the Singer
sewing machine, and the typewriter were among the labor-saving devices which
poured forth from Yankee ingenuity. They qui:kly led io manufactured exports
and subsequently to subsidiary facwies abroad. The roots of the multinational
corporation in manufacturing, usually thought of as a product of the jet aircraft
and transatlantic telephone too years later, stretch back virtually to the middle of
the nineteenth century. The Colt revolver and the McCormick reaper scored suc-
cesses at the Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1851 and the Paris Exposition of 1855.

Finance had gone abroad as a handmaiden of trade long before manufacturing.
Industry and the states of the Republic had borrowed in foreign financial centers
since the Ifiaos, And had chalked up a substantial record of default and failure. The
role of the federal government in these matters was small until the 1840$, when the
first borrowing of consequence since the Revolution was undertaken to finance war
with Mexico. Peabody, Seligman, Morgan, Drexel, and other less illustrious names
gradually shifted their overseas operations from trade to investment banking more
generally.

In rr9netary affairs, the United States sought to adhere to bimetallism, and then
to the gold standard, although its finances seemed chaotic in the view from Euro-
pean centers, as speculative excess led to boom and bust, mania and panic, espe-
cially in 1836, 1857, 1872, 1893 and 1907, which sent shock waves reverberating
back to Liverpool, London, Paris, Amsterdam and Hamburg. It was necessary to
suspend specie payr lents and to issue greenbacks during the Civil War, resulting
in depreciation of the Union dollarthough to nothing like the extent of Confed-
erate monev or the Continental currencies. After the war, the question was merely
one of when to resume specie payments, and how. Resumption was achieved in
1879. An important change had been mad. in 1873, when the flood of silver from
I10vada after 1869 depressed its price. A continuous preoccupation since the Coin-
age Act of 1792 had been to get the ratio of silver to gold right, so as to thwart
Gresham's Law that overvalut.d money drives undervalued out of circulation. Up
to the 183os, when the United States ratio was 15 of silver to i of gold to the gen-
eral European ratio of 15 5 to 1, the country gained silver and lost gold. In 1834
and 1837 the ratio was changed to 16 to 1. By 1872, however, 16 to I was too high

value for sliver, and bimetallism was then abandoned in favor of gold, to the dis-
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tress of Populists for the rest of the century.
Tariff policy at this time was dominated by fiscal considerations. When the

Treasury was pinched, as in 1862 during the Civil War, tariffs were raised; when
revenue was ample, as in 1872, lowered. But by 1890, as a result of depression, the
McKinley tariff raised rates, especially on wool and sugar, only to have the act of
taw under President Cleveland partly reverse the result, largely on the basis of the

charge that it had been produced by "trusts." The 1890s were a period of trust-
busting and opposition to monopoly. Action against trusts, however, stopped at the
water's edge. No action was taken against the collaboration of large American firms
with one another or with foreign firms in foreign markets, except insofar as they
conspired to restrain competition in the U.S. market.

By the turn of the century, the United States was beginning to move away from
an isolationist parochialism to a role in world society. As early as 1853-54, Com-
modore Perry had opened up Japan to American and European shipping and trade.
When the Berlin Conference of 1885 among the European powers accelerated the
pace of imperialistic acquisition, the United States became restive. In 1898 the ex-
plosion of the Maina in Havana harbor provided an excuse for a war against Spain
in which Cuba, among others, obtained its independence, but Puerto Rico and the
Philippines became United States protectorates. In the chaos which followed libera-
tion, American investors (trusts? ) acquired major properties in Cuba, especially
the Isle of Pines, in an episode which recalls the carpetbagging in the South during
the Reconstruction after the Civil War. Fearful of being left behind by European
powers, the United States sought an open door in China. The beginnings of foreign
aid may be found in U.S. use of its share of the indemnity required of China after
the Boxer uprising of 1900 for charitable work in China.

The sharp depression of 1907 raised questions about the efficacy of the national
banking system established in 1861 No longer completely self-sufficient, the coun-
try established the Aldrich Commission which reviewed banking legislation in other
countries to study how to improve banking organization. Senator Aldrich also gave
his name to the Payne-Aldrich Tariff of 1909 which raised tariffs to their highest
point in the history of the country before World War I. Democratic victory in 1911
with the election of President Wilson brought the passage of both the Federal Re-
serve Act and the sharply reduced Underwood Tariff of 1913. The Payne-Aldrich
Act was said to favor trusts, and to have produced depression in 191o.

Up to 1914, dominant economic issues were argued in terms of domestic interests
in a world taken as given, which U.S. action did little to affect, rather than in terms
of economic theory or foreign ielations. The British-dominated international eco-
nomic system served American interests well. The country could afford to be loyal
to that system, despite the claims of Southwestern farmers and Western miners
that it depressed prices. Gold in California in 1848, silver in Nevada in 1869, the ex-
pansion of wheat acreage in the 18705, and the bubbles followed by bursts through-
out the century from 1St 5 to 1914 affected the system in ways we chose to igne-e.
That was the business of someone elseperhaps in London. America did what it
did. Feedback to other nations was ignored.

iii
World War I changed the entire position of the United States in the world econ-

See Crlos F Dias Alejandro, "Direct Foreign Investment in Latin America," in The later
ildhelle (.0,40,A/tea, ed C P. Kindleberger, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970, p is t
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omy. According to economic analysis a country progresses through a series of
stages: young debtor, mature debtor, young creditor and mature creditor. The
United States went from the first to the fourth in three years, from 1914 to 1917.
Assembly-line methods devised by Henry Ford just prior to the war were expanded
to produce equipment and munitions for the Allied powers of Europe and for the
United States itself. Based on the Federal Reserve System, the financial apparatus
of the country grew in parallel. J. P. Morgan fv. Co. financed British and French
private borrowing in the United States, and served as fiscal agent in supporting the
pound and franc in foreign-exchange markets. In the end, the U.S. government
itself undertook to finance Allied borrowing in dollars, especially those for consump-
tion and reconstruction in 1918 and 1919.

Revisionist historians maintain that the entry of the United States into World
War I was a continuation of the imperialist policies of the turn of the century, and
of the expansion of American trusts into overseas markets needed to sustain the
rate of profit at home. These policies are thought to have been motivated by the
Eastern establishment's desire, conscious or unconscious, to take over world eco-
nomic domination from the City of London and other European economic power
centers. The U.S. government is said early to have sought the expansion of over-
seas banking in order to push the use of the dollar in world trade and finance.' The
theory suffers a logical flaw. Aggressive economic designs would have been more
readily achieved by staying aloof from the battle, remaining "too proud to fight."
The simpler and naive purpose of "saving the world for democracy"a non-eco-
nomic motivebetter fits the facts and the logic.

Saving the world was one thing; keeping it saved was something else. President
Wilson had plans for remaining involved in European and world affairs. They were
not widely shared. The United States refused to ratify the Treaty of Versailles, to
accept reparations, or to join the League of Nations with its Economic and Finan-
cial Department to worry about world economic questions. It did, however, join the
International Labour Organisation, established at Geneva in response to a proposal
of the British trade unionist, Albert Thomas, and did cooperate with the League
on a wide number of issues. General commitment to participate in the world polit-
ical and economic system was withheld.

The war interrupted a wave of immigration which had reached, on a gross basis,
one million persons in 1913. In 1917 an Immigration Act was passed after long de-
bate, and over the veto of President Wilson, providing that immigration be based
on quotas conforming to national origins of the existing population. This restricted
immigration from Southern and Southeastern Europe in favor of the Northern
and Western sections. In 1921 and 1924, overall quotas were reduced. The action ts

'Paul P Abrahams, "The Foreign Expansion of American Finance And its Relation to the For-
eign Fco,iomic Policies of the United States, sooy-sort,' Ph D. dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, 1967, p 114 A somewhat premature expression of financial aggression is contained
in a statement of the New York Herald in an sllsy issue: "Each panic has resulted in making
the city of New York the centre of fi..ai,ce and trade for this contineht. In illy it stood on a
sort of struggling emulation with Philadelphia and Roston.... The rivalry between New York
and other cities has c-ased The late struggle of ttsy was in great degree between New York
and London, nd has ierminated in the advantage of the former city. And the time must not
ere long arrive, when New York, not London, will become the financial centre, not only of the
New World, but also to a great extent, of the Old World." See D. Morier Evans, The History
ert the Commercial C , i857-.58 arrri the Slot k .71...charge Palm- ot 1859 (1159), reprinted New
York Kelley, 1969, pp 113-14.
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generally ascribed to trade-union desire to limit the workforce and preserve wage
gams achieved during the war. More fundamentally, the motivation was well%
political rather than economic, reflecting widespread concern that it would be dif-
ficult socially to absorb the vast numbers of would-be immigrants backed up in the
countries of supply.

The most serious economic issues arising from the war dealt with reparations and
war debts. Having been strengthened economically rather than hurt by war, the
country refused to accept reparations, but insisted on being repaid by its Allies for
war and postwar loans. It further maintained that war debts and reparations were
unrelated, contrary to French and British positions, the latter expressed in the
Balfour Note of August 1922. Not until the Hoover moratorium of June 1931 was
tht. connection acknowledged; and even after reparations had been buried at Lau-
sanne in July 1932, Hoover in 1932 and Roosevelt in 1933 continued to try to col-
lect war debts.

The United States played a role in reparations, however, through private indi-
viduals. When the Versailles arrangements broke down after the German inflation
and after the occupation of the Ruhr by Belgian and French troops, Charles G.
Dawes served in 1923-24 as chairman el a commission to write a new plan. The
conventional wisdom has held that Dawes was simply American window-dressing
for a staff plan drawn up by British civil servants, but this is now known to be
oversimplification. One British aim in the Dawes Plan was that the revised Reichs-
bank should hold foreign exchange, that is, pounds sterling, among its reserves. On
U.S. insistence the Dawes Plan specified that Reichsbank reserves be held in gold
en echo of a controversy between France and the United States forty-plus years
later but with the U.S. role reversed.

By 1930, when Owen D. Young served in a similar capacity on a revised repara-
tion scheme, U.S. involvement in European financial questions was complete. While
much of the attention of government was focused on domestic problemsthe
Florida land boom, the rise of the automobile industry, and the decline in agricul-
tureEastern finance was being drawn into world affairs. The Dawes Plan pro-
vided for issuance of a loan for Germany. The New York tranche (or slice) was
oversubscribed 11 times and gave a sharp stimulus to foreign lending generally. The
Agent-General for Reparations, established under the Plan, was S. Parker Gilbert,
formerly of J. P. Morgan & Co.

During the 1920s, moreover, Benjamin Strong, the President of the Federal Re-
serve Bank of New York, was often called upon to arbitrate the central-bank quar-
rels of Europe, largely between Montagu Norman of the Bank of England and
Emile Moreau of the Bank of France. Strong had a leading role in urging the return
of the pound to par in April 1925. Then, within two years, he faced a dilemma,
whether to lower interest rates in New York to assist the British with outflows of
capital, or to raise them to slow down the boom in business and in security prices.
He chose the former, and from March 1928 the stock market soared.

Economists call it a "dilemma position" when monetary policy is pulled in one
direction by external and in another by internal requirements. For a long time,
Strong's choice of aid to Britain's maintenance of the gold standard over curbing
the speculative excesses of the stock market was regarded as a bad one. More
recently, "monetarist" economic historians such as the Nobel-laureate Milton

Stephen V. 0 CI* ke. Central Ne.4 Coopt..isiese. 1914-31. New York: Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, 1967, pp 60-47.
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Friedman have shifted the debate, arguing that, while Strong was wrong in favor-ing foreign over domestic considerations, he should have ignored the stock marketand focused on a steady expansion of the money supply.' I am no more moved by
this revisionism than by the political brand. Money supply was growing, and infact declined very little up to March 1931. To the economic revisionists, it was notgrowing fast enough, a subtle argument but unconvincing.'

In Wilson's Fourteen Points, only the third had dealt with economic questions,and called for "removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the estab-lishment of an equality of trade conditions among all nations consenting to the
peace and associating with its maintenance." It evoked little response, either athome or abroad. The United States in Harding's Administration took action in the
Fordney-McCumber Tariff of 1922 to nurture its new crop of wartime infant indus-tries. Tariffs were similarly raised all over the world.

The League of Nations undertook to reverse the trend in a series of conventions,
many of them technical, for lifting trade from the chaos into which it had fallen
during the war and the period of postwar monetary disturbance. In 1927 a World
Economic Conference, with the United States as observer, met in Geneva and
adopted a series of resolutions for lowering tariffs and opening up trade channels.
No action was taken under it. Instead, Herbert Hoover, campaigning for the pres-idency in 1928, promised to do something for agriculture to alleviate its plightunder the pressure of falling prices, which had begun in 1925. That something wasto be what Josef Schumpeter called "the Republican household remedy": increased
tariffs. In due course, this commitment ended up as the Hawley-Smoot Tariff ofJune 1930.

On tariff matters, disaggregated economic interests and recommended policiesdiverged for ideological reasons, or what is perhaps better explained as cultural lag.
The North and Middle West, interested in manufacturing, favored Republican high
tariffs; the South, with a traditional stake in the export of cotton, was Democraticand opposed to protection. (Middle Western agriculture was ambivalent: inter-
ested in exports of grain and lard, but worried about farm imports from Canada
and Australia.) But the economic base underlying these positions was changing. Inthe Middle West, manufacturing had risen through mass production to an export
position, which would benefit from freer trade; in the South, especially North and
South Carolina and Georgia, the cotton-textile industry, moving in from New
England in the 1920s and 19305, gave many states a greater interest in cottontextiles than in cotton production. Not until after World War II d.d the South'
begin to qualify its doctrinaire espousal of free trade; and a Senator such as Robert
Taft from Cincinnati, a city exporting machine tools to the world, never altered his
inherited protectionist views in the economic interests of his constituents. Detroit
in the 19205 was rising to a position like Manchester in Britain during the first half
of the nineteenth century. It was slow in drawing policy consequences.

tv

To Herbert Hoover, the Depression which started in 1929 was the fault of
Europe, and there was little that the United States could or should do interna-

Miltoa Friedman and Anna JacoSson Schwartz, A Monitory History of MI Unita State,.
ii(37-rodo, Princeton Princeton University Prellf, 1969, pp 1911-99.

C. P. Kindleberger, The World in Deprenioa, /920-io, Berkeley: University of CaliforniaPress, t973, pp 136-11
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tionally to remedy it. The Hawley-Smoot Tariff of 1930 was a domestic measure,
undertaken to relieve agriculture. If the movement to raise tariffs spread beyond
farm products to manufactures, and if tariff rates were raised to unconscionable
levels, as 34 protesting nations abroad contended, Hoover nevertheless regarded it
as a private U.S. matter. He did not answer widespread criticism that creditor na-
tions should not raise tariffs on the ground that this prevents debtors from paying_
interest and amortizationan oversimplified and dubious doctrine, as it happens.
(Tariffs under stable conditions raise income which spills over into further imports,
to change for the most part the structure rather than the total quantity of im-
ports.) Mostly, however, he failed to see the Hawley-Smoot Tariff as the major
action in setting off a retaliatory tariff war of the beggar-thy-neighbor sort. World
trade shrank in a declining spiral, as the quantities and prices of traded commod-
ities continuously fell.

The impact of the Depression in the United States ricocheted abroad in other
ways. The United States stopped buying as much abroad and also stopped lending,
thus cutting down on available foreign exchange in two ways. In British lending
of the nineteenth century, foreign and domestic investment alternated: when the
periphery lost receipts from exports, it was able to borrow. This was not a matter
of policy, but of the action of market forces. In the United States lending policy
was minimal. The Department of State had asked Wall Street to notify it of im-
pending bond issues so that it could indicate if there were foreign-policy objections
to particular loans. And the Johnson Act of 1930 stipulated that borrowers in coun-
tries in default on war debts could not have access to American capital markets,
but this manifestation of congressional irritation on war debts should not have had
any effect on major borrowers in Germany, the Dominions and Latin America that
owed no war debts. Nevertheless, there was nothing that President Hoover could
do to stimulate lending. It picked up in the second quarter of 1930 and then mys-
teriously collapsed.

In 193 t, Hoover acceded belatedly to the suggestion for a moratorium on war
debts and reparations; failed to take vigorous action to stop the financial runs on
Austria, Germany and Britain, partly becau of the necessity of agreeing with
France; and ignored the strongly deflationary impact of the appreciation of the
dollarflowing from the depreciation of the pound sterlingon U.S. farm prices,
banks in agricultural areas, and ultimately on banks more generally. Mr. Hoover
had an enviable record in international affairs as mining engineer and as admin-
istrator of food relief for Belgium immediately after the war. His vision of interrela-
tions among world economies under stress, however, was a limited one, and con-
trasted sharplv with the broader view espoused by such Eastern establishment
spirits as Dwight Morrow, a Morgan partner"

Foreign econonitt. policy suffered in 1932-13, when Hoover was unable to govern
and Roosevelt refusedafter the election but before his inaugurationto make
decisions before he bore responsibility. With the Inauguration and the Bank Holi-
day, the "Ilundred Ddvs" involved a hectic series of decisions, largely on domestic
programsthe Agricultural Adjustment Act, National Recove:y Act, Thomas

*See Joseph S Is. I he IN arid he tween *he War,, Ivi(vviiv an E(onamsse, rim', Balti-
more Johns Hopkins l'nn.ersits Press, 1975, p 421: "Personalities counted heavily and clashes
of strong personahttes were recurrent sources of intranailons I and internatiooal friction. There
were ne.er enongh harmollIters such as Mo.row. Salter, D'Ahernoo, Stamp. N10 net and Strese-
mann1 to help ,11.er gent minds meet "
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Amendment, and the like. Within the Roosevelt Administration an intense struggletook place between the Middle Western views of advisers like Moky and Tugwell,and the Eastern-Southern retinue of Norman Davis, James Warburg and CordellHun. The former dominated, and problems like the clash between agriculturalimports and measures to raise domestic prices, or the World Economic Conference(scheduled for 1933 and postponed to 1933), were put to one side.
The dollar was allowed to depreciate, and when the World Economic Conferencefinally met in June 1933, President Roosevelt torpedoed it by refusing to accept anagreement worked out by the experts n which Britain would stabilize the pound,Germany would renounce foreign-exchange control adopted in the summer of 1931,France would give up import quotas undertaken because of the ineffectualityof tariffs in keeping out foreign grain, and the United States would stabilize thedollar. The conference broke up in early July after concluding only a small agree-ment sought by Senator Pitman of Nevada for the silver interests. Its consequencewas to divide the world economy further. The Gold Bloc of Continentil EuropeFrance, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerlanddrew together, as did thesterling area of most of the British Commonwealth and a few countries closelyallied to Britain in trade. At the center of the sterling area was the preferential

trade system of the Commonwealth worked out at Ottawa in August 1932.Under Roosevelt, however, the inward-looking phase of American policy did notlast long. At the end of 1933 he and Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau hadlost interest in daily changes in the gold price and were exploring a stabilization
agreement with the British. Failing this, in February 1934 they fixed the dollar interms of gold anyhow, at $35 an ounce.

In the same month Roosevelt gave Cordell Hullthe Secretary of State with afanatical preoccupation with free tradethe green light to introduce a bill to lowertariffs on a bilateral basis. (Under the unconditional most-favored-nation clausethe country had adopted in the 1920s, reductions negotiated with one countrywould be extended to others.) This was signed into law in June 1934. Within thehalf-decade to 1939, so agreements were concluded, the first with Cuba in August
1934, the most important with Britain in November 1938 and two with Canada,in November 1934 and November 1938.

An awakening interest in foreign policies, both political and economic, also ledthe United States to normalize relationships with the Soviet Union, from which
recognition had been withheld since the Revolution of 1917 on the ground that
successor governments are required to assume the debts of their predecessors, which
the Soviet government had been unwilling to do. Trade relations with the SovietUnion, which had been minimal to this time, ,.,xpanded somewhat with the estab-lishment of Soviet official buying agencies in the United States, but the develop-ment was not substantial.

To the South, Roosevelt initiated a Good Neighbor Policy, without, at that time,much in the way of specific content. It was, however, a significant change bothfrom the Monroe Doctrine, which had been directed mainly against European inter-vention, and from the imperialism of the turn of the centurythe imperious use ofthe Marines to collect debt service from Nicaragua and Haiti, and unquestioning
support for such companies as United Fruit anti Mexican Eagle in their operationsin the area.

Of multilateral and more general import was the Tripartite Monetary Agree-
ment entered into on September z6, 1936. The occasion was the collapse of the
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Gold Bloc, and especially of the French franc. The agreement provided a convenient
cover under which the franc rate would be adjusted as part of an international
exercise to provide exchange-rate stability. The engagement was limited: each
country undertook to hold currency of the others without conversion to gold only
for 24 hours. Symbolically, however, it marked an initiative by the United States
in stabilizing the world economy. A separate similar exercise was undertaken in the
spring of 1937, when the country refrained from changing the price of gold under
pressure of the "Gold Scare" in which foreign private citizens and even a few
central banks sold gold for dollars against the prospect of a reduction in the gold
price. At some Inconvenience, but no real cost, the U.S. Treasury held to the $35-
an-ounce price, buying all gold that was offered to it and sterilizing it by raising
reserve requirements and open-market operations.

Exactly what forces produced the change in American economic policy in 1933
and 1934 from isolation to involvement is not self-evident. Elements contributing
to theshift included recovery from the depths of thit Depression that had focused
attention on domestic concerns, perhaps a shift of the President's interests from
the.Populist position adopted during the campaign and especially during the first
exciting days in office to his more comfortable views as an Eastern establishment
figure; growing preoccupation with the threat to world peace posed by dictators in
Europe and the Far East, with a natural extension of interest from foreign policy
to foreign economic policy; and, as already noted, familiarity and boredom with
the esoteric games of changing the gold price to alter the exchange rate to raise
U.S. commodity and share pricesespecially after July 1933, when the technique
ceased working. The circumstances and the personality of the President played a
large part. More fundamental reasons would argue that the inward-turning of 1928
to 1933 was a deviation from trend, to which 1934 marked a return.

A European effort to regularize the international economy through agreement
was initiated in 1937, leading to the preparation of a report under the direction
of Paul Van Zealand, former Prime Minister of Belgium. Appearing in 1938, the
report was ignored under the stress of recession in the United States, which had
struck in September 1937, and of rapidly expanding rearmament in a Europe
threatened with war.

Foreign economic policy records two episodes associated with the rising threat of
war. In 1935 Italy launched an unprovoked attack on Ethiopia, and the League of
Nations somewhat diffidently called for sanctions on the delivery of oil to Italy.
Though not a member of the League, the United States nonetheless supported
the campaign and urged American oil companies to stop selling oil to Italy. The
large companies complied with the request; unfortunatel,. a rapid increase in
Italian oil prices induced the entry of a host of single-ship operators who escaped
control and delivered to Italy at Eritrean ports more gasoline than it had previously
imported.

And, in 1938, the United States took another economic-warfare action of its own
in cutting off the export of scrap iron and steel to Japan, foreshadowing a cutoff
of oil in the slimmer of 1941, which helped precipitate the decision of Japanese
milit ar v leaders to make war on this country

As war began in Europe in 1939, President Roosevelt honored more in the breach
than in the observance the Neutrality Act of 1939, passed by the Congress in an
effort to keep this country uninvolved; got around the Johnson Act of 1930 by in-
terpreting it to apply only to private lending in the United States, and not to gov-
ernment advances to foreign borrowers; and finally, after the tide of battle had
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turned against Britain in two, and well before the United States had entered the
war, enacted Lend-Lease in February too as a way to transfer resources to its
Allies without piling up the kind of recount of war debts that had occurred after
World War I. A special feature of Lend-Lease was the Hyde Park Agreement of
December too with Canada, under which supplies and components neetled by
Canada for incorporation in materiel produced for Britain would be lend-kased toBritain, but delivered to Canada. This had the effect of keeping Canada off the
books as a recipient of U.S. assistance. Before U.S. entry into the war, the United
States and Canada established a Joint Economic Committee of the two countries
to expedite cooperation in mobilization and in planning postwar reconstruction.
WI:en the United States did enter, joint boards were established with Britain in a
number of economic areas, parallel to the military arrangements, and especially in
procurement, shipping and food.

As one condition of qualifying to receive assistance, the Lend-Lease agreement
required that the recipient promise to cooperate with the United States in the de-
sign and construction of a liberal postwar world economic system. In the summer
of too, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill met aboard a warship
off Newfoundland. In addition to strategic planning of military operations, they
drafted an Atlantic Charter that laid down broad principles for the establishment
of a liberal economic system after the war.

In the Department of State, Leo Pasvolsky was assigned the task of preparing
postwar plans for U.S. policy for the world economy. No government agency waited
for such plans to emerge. The Treasury moved ahead with monetary reconstruc-
tion. In 1943 the Agriculture Department organized a Hot Springs meeting on food.
From the Department of State came a design for world trade. The United Nations
was to be assigned a watching brief over world economic policies generally, but with
operating responsibilities assigned to specialized agencies.

These responsibilities are indicated by the substantives used in the tides of the
mi-ijor world organizations. First in functional order was the United Nations Relief
and Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA). Relief was the provision of foodstuffs to
hungry allies after the war. Rehabilitation consisted of restocking. The Bretton
Woods bank was the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD), beginning with the reconstruction of war damage, and going on to the
development of countries which had not beon industrialization. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) would deal with exchange rates, balances of payments and
the financial side. An International Trade Organization (ITO) was to lower restric-
tions and set rules for commerce. The world order would be pieced out with lesser
specialized agencies in health, meteorology, aviation and the like. While these insti-
tutions were being brought into being, the United States enlarged by $1 billion the
lending capacity of the Export-import Bank, established in 1934 priroarily w assist
exports and employment. Of this, $I billion was initially set aside for a loan to the
Soviet Union, pending settlement of Lend-Lease and other wartime financial ar-
rangements. The loan failed to materialize for reasons that have never been made
clear but that undoubtedly reflected the influence in that first Truman year of such
men as James Byrnes and Leo Crow!ey.

As the country least hurt by war, the United States took a major role in con-
tributing to UNRRA, stocking it in large part with surplus army provisions. A first
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tranclis of $2.75 billion was to be followed by a second equal amount in August
1945. A number of countries raised objections. Canada chose to give its aid directly
to. Britain. Britain refused to join unless the feeding of Austria and Italy were
shifted from military aid (in which its share was so percent) to UNRRA (in which
it was 8 percent). The U.S.S.R. insisted that while it was a donor, to the extent of
2 percent, and hencc not entitled to receive aid, the Ukraine and Byelorussia should
be recipients. With one vote in 17, the United States reluctantly agreed to take
over the Canadian 6 percent, thereby increasing the U.S. total from 72 to 78 per-
cent, and to add recipients, thus diluting the aid provided for others. It resolved
thenceforward to render aid bilaterally, rather than through multilateral organiza-
tions that lacked objective principles of aid-giving and were subject to logrolling.

The need for relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction had been seriously under-
estimated in the postwar period, on several scores beyond the dilution mentioned.
In August 1945, on the surrender of the Japanese, Lend-Lease was stopped precip-
itouslya decision made by President Truman and Secretary of State Byrnes en
route to the Potsdam negotiations without consulting their economic advisers. The
decision was based on commitments made to the Congress in the Lend-Lease
kgislation process, commitments which they both, as former Senators, felt bound
to honor. In his Memoisj Truman recognized this as a serious mistake and put Met
of the blame on Byrnes. In addition to this blow, price control was removed in
June 1946, so that a , iven amount of dollars went less far. Military destruction had
been overestimated, but a serious underestimation of greater significance was made
of the under-maintenance of capital, using up of stocks, and wearing out of con-
sumers' inventories of clothing and household goods. Post-UNRRA direct assis-
tance by the United States was undertaken in the strenuous conditions of 1946,
along with the use of IMF and IBRD loans for emergency consumption rather
than the reconstruction and balance-of-payments purposes for which they had been
established.

The British position had been alleviated temporarily by an Anglo-American Fi-
nancial Agreement which provided for a $175 billion loan to enable Britain to
resume convertibility of the pound. During the early debates on postwar policy,
John H. Williams of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Harvard Uni-
versity had opposed the IMF as a universal device for restoring world monetary
health, and argued an opposing "key-currency" principle in which certain major
monies, aroned which pivoted large currency areas, would be restored to health
separately and in sequence. As often happens when alternative courses are debated,
both the IMF and the British key-currency loans were adopted. The initial amount
of the loan was cut from $5 billion, perhaps a political necessity since the measure
ultimately passed the Senate by only one vote. (The vote ratifying the agreement
in Parliament was also close, as the Opposition contended that tti! conditions of
the United States in granting the loan were too onerous.) As it worked out, the
British wel.. unwilling or unable to negotiate the write-down or funding of accu-
mulated sterling balances or to institute effective controls on the export of capital.
In consequence, the convertibility of sterling instituted in July 1947 lasted only six
weeks before the bulk of the loan was gone.

Relief for the defeated countries of Germany aod Japan was a low priority for
the Allied governments but not altogether ignored. U.S. policy toward Germany
was complicated by joint occupation with Britain, France, and especially the Soviet
Union, in Japan, where the United States was the sole occupation power, decision-
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making was easier. U.S. policies called for avoiding the connection* between repara-
tions, war debts and foreign lending which had held after World War I. At Pots-
dam the United.States insisted that the four zones of occupation be treated as a
'Ingle economic unit, and that the first charge on current German production from
all zones be commercial exports necessary to pay for imports, rather than repara-
tions. The point was to prevent tome occupation powers from taking out repara-
tions from current production while others were obliged to feed the population in
their zones. Reparations, it was agreed, should be paid through removal of capital
equipment from Germany that was in excess of the peacetime requirements of the
German people.

Strong forces in the United States pushed for restrictive and repressive policies
in Germany. Under a Joint Chiefs of Staff directive (JCS to67), drawing its
inspiration from the so-called Morgenthau Plan, the U.S. commander was instructed
to take no steps to revive the German economy beyond those necessary to prevent
such disease and unrest as might endanger the occupation forces. In July 194s, how-
ever, French, Belgian and Dutch need for coal made it necessary to try to restore
German coal production for export. By fall, Poland was asking for spare parts for
German machinery in Silesian coal mines. It proved impossible to reach sustain-
able agreements with the Soviet Union on what they could remove from Germany
as war booty, restitution and reparations, and in particular the Soviet Union did
acquire foodstuffs from the eastern zone of occupation while Britain and the United
States were feeding their zones in the west. Gradually the zonal arrangements broke
down, and so did arrangements for reparation removals. The economic importance
of Germany in the revival of Europe became clear. By September t946, the Secre-
tary of State made a speech at Stuttgart outlining a more positive policy of Ger-
man xonomic recovery in a European setting.

Governing and feeding Germany were further complicated in the fall of 1946
by a British government approach to the United States, stating that the country
was unable to continue to pay the import bill for its populous zone of occupation
including the Ruhr. A Bizonal Agreement in December 1946 provided that the two
zones would be treated as a unit and that the United States would advance the
bulk of the sums needed for imports. Later the French joined, with the smaller,
telf-sufficient zone.

Continued British economic weakness led in February 1947 to that colintry pre-
paring to give up its support of Greek resistance to domestic and foreign infiltrating
communist forces, and to another substitution of American for British responsibil-
ity, in the Truman Doctrine, for military aid to Greece and Turkey. Much of the
assistance, especially in roads in Turkey, served a double economic and military
purpose and could be said to be the beginnings of U.S. aid to economic develop-
ment. Its main purpose was military.

A harsh winter in Europe in early 1947, which burst pipes, blocked transport,
flooded fields and rotted seed, threatened economic breakdown throughout Western
Europe. Funds made available from the United States under the British loan,
UNRRA relief and post-UNRRA aid were nearing exhaustion. Political stalemate
with the Soviet Union over German questions, plus economic disintegration which
overwhelmed the stopgap measures applied to separate countries, produced in
Washington a strong desire for a new, cooperative, enlarged effort to achieve recov-
ery in Europe. On June 6, 1947, Secretary of State Geoige C. Marshall gave a
speech outlining a Eurr ?ran recovery program. He propused that Europe should
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prepare a program of recovery which would involve the cooperation of all the coun-
tries participating, including Germany, and that with it as a basis the United States
would undertake a new coordinated program of aid.

The invitation was extended to all the countries of Europe, including the Eastern
bloc.and the Soviet Union. Foreign Minister Molotov met with Foreign Ministers
Bevin and Bidau lt in Paris but refused to participate imless the United States
handed over a fixed sum first and let the countries of L. ape use it in their own
way. Following this refusal, Czechoslovakia and Polam which had previously
accepted the invitation to participate, reversed their decisions. When the three
western zones of occupation of Germany went ahead with monetary reform in
their own zones alid in their districts of Berlin, in June 1948 as the Marshall Plan
got under way, Soviet milizary forces blockaded land access to Berlin, effectively
dividing the country. Western links to Berlin and the Berlin economy were main-
tained only by airlift.

Considerable ambiguity attached to U.S. views as to what was meant by a Euro-
pean recovery plan. In the eyes u: many, it meant the extension to Europe as a
whole of French techniques of plamification begun with the Monnet Plan of 1946.
To William L. Clayton, Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, and Lewis
W. Douglas, Ambassador to the Court of St. James, it implied return to liberal
principles of free markets. The preamble to the European Recovery Act of April
1948, and Paul G. Hoffman's speech of October 31, 1949, emphasized the repro-
duction in Europe of a vast continental market like that of the United States.
The United States applauded when in May igiso French Foreign Minister Robert
Schuman proposed a measure of functional integration in the European Coal and
Steel CommuMty. It supported a European Payments Union. At the same time,
it maintained pressure for the elimination of quota restrictions, which largely
discriminated against U.S. exports in the interest of economizing ol; dollars, and
worked more broadly for the adoption of generalized rules for trading in the
draft Charter of the International Trade Organization (ITO) signed at Havana
in 1948.

As indicated earlier, the ITO was to be a cornerstone of a worldwide system of
liberal trading, setting down procedures for iowering tariffs on a multilateral
basis, providing for freedom of investment, limiting restrictive kasiness practices,
and establishing machinery for handling necessary exceptiors and adjustments.
Countries emerging from the difficulties of war, and those embarking on programs
of development, ilsisted on so many exceptions to the general rules, against quan-
titative restrictions and in favor of low, nondiscriminatory tariffs, that the Con-
gress oi the Unired States judged the document worthless. The United States
wou.d be held to thL general rule; other countries would claim avoidance under
saving clauses.

The Department of State ultimately did not submit the treaty to the Senate
for ratification. Instead, it concluded an executive agreement, not requiring con-
gressional assent, the so-called General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
that embodied the principal clauses of the .TO, ana provided for a small staff to
supervise operation of the arrreement in Geneva. Under its aegis, a series of
multilateral reductions of tart "s was negotiated in the postwar period, from the
Geneva Round in i949 to the Dillon, Kennedy and current Tokyo Rounds. The
Kennedy Round neotiated after 1962 was particularly salient.

Help to developing countries was initially Ini.;ted to the "development" aspect
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of the IBRD and Greek-Turkish aid. In his Inaugural speech of January 5949,however, President Truman included a Point IV aimed at this group of countries.
This program initially consisted of technical assistance, especially in agriculture,education, and the planning of oublic works. As the 1950s wore on, it became
increasingly evident that much more was needed, especially capital assistance.
A euphocic mood developed that poor countries could all follow the developmentpath of Britain, the rest of Western Europe, North America, and most -ecently
Japan, and succeed in raising their standards of living. Needed were resolve onthe part of local government and foreign aid in the form of goods, modern tech-nology and effective management. Under the Republican regime of Presirlent
Eisenhower, and later under Nixon, emphasis shifted from official aid to the roleof American corporate investment in countries initially called "underdeveloped,"then "less developed," and finally "developing." Both political parties put faith
in the beneficent role of American food aid, under Public Law 480, designed to
help developing countries and the American farmer, the latter bu disposing ofsurplus stocks. Other groups were not slow in taking advantage of the pportunitiesafforded by foreien aid, shipping lines insisting on transporting it in Americanbottoms, suppliers that it be spent on or tied to American goods only. Even the
Congress benefited through a provision that five percent of the local-currency
counterpart derived from the sale of aid goods be set aside for American use,
laigely the building of embassies and the entertainment of junketing Congressmen.

Assistance was furnished through multilateral agencies and bilaterally. Under
the former, there were U.N. programs: those of the IBRD and its subsidiaries--the International Development Association (IDA) for non-bankable projects,
and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) to invest in private enterprise
in developing ccuntries. In time special regional banks were established, largelywith American capit. , in Latin America, Asia and Africa. In due coarse, aid to
development was extended by other industrial countries after their recovery from
the war. Development became an international concern of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which emerged under the
Marshall Pian from the original Organization for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC)enlarged to include the United States, Canada, Australia and Japan.
Its Development Assistance Committee (DAC) gathered statistics, compared
national efforts, and urged increased aid.

Foreign aid was assisted in the early stages by the cold war. South Korea,
Taiwan and Israel were especially favored by U.S. aid because of their strategic
importance. Cuba got no aid from the United States, a great deal from the Soviet
Union. At the last minute Secretary of State John Foster Dulles backed away
from building the Aswan Dam in Egypt and let the Soviet Union take on the proj-
ect. Bilateral aid was divided into military and economic, and the latter was often
not that much different from the military aid in its implications for political
alignment and support.

Discouragement with foreign aid set in during :he 1960s. Economic development
was stubbornly slow. Aid achieved little growth, less gratitude, few political
objectives. The Hickenlooper Amendment, which required withholding aid when
American property was nationalized without prompt, adequate and effective com-
pensation, proved ineffective. Internationalists deduced :rom these circumstances
that foreign aid Nhould be multilateral, not bilateral Those not so internationally
niinded thought there were Letter things to do with the money at home. Ditena

(.
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with the Soviet Union lessened the urgency of helping the developing countries.
Aid still could be used in particular political impasses to grease a solution, help
for both Egypt and Israel, or support for Rhodesia. But the moral commitment
eroded.

Last in this catalog of areas of foreign economic policy was the monetary
field. The IMF went into hibernation after the start of the Marshall Plan, except
for a series of small operations, largely the furnishing of advice to developing
countries, since the major financial needs of developed countries were covered by
the Marshall Plan and by the substantial volume of dollars earned by Japan as
a staging area for U.S. troops in Asia.

As recovery progressed, however, the countries of Europe and Japan began to
accumulate foreign-exchange reserves, a process which continued after Marshall
aid ceased. Some insignificant amounts of dollars were converted into gold in
the 19501. The greatest part was held in deposits in U.S. banks and in U.S.
Treasury bills. The country became banker for the world, spending abroad,
investing, lending, furnishing assistance in amounts which exceeded the dollars
earned through expora of goods and services. Accumulation of dollars by foreign
countries began to bts regarded as a deficit in the balance of payments of the
United States, and was a matter of concern to President Eisenhower in the closing
days of his term of office and to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson from 196o to
1968. Gradually the country's economic preoccupations shifted from the rest of
the world to the international position of the United States.

vt

Immediately after the war, the French economist François Perroux wrote of
Lhe United States as 2 dominant economy; i.e., its every action affected the rest
of the world, but it w.zs not in turn called upon to react to events outside.'°
A recent English observer, seeking to make an elusive distinction between "hege-
mony" and "leadership," characterized the role of the United States in inter-
national economic affairs ir the 195os and up to the middle of the 19605 as
"hsgemonic." The decline in dominance was %isible about 1960.

One view holds with hindsight that the shift from preeminent concern in foreign
economic policy for the public international good began with the permanent ex-
ception sought by the United States in 1955 to the rule against quantitative
restrictions in GATT for its agricultural products." U.S. support for freer trade
in agricultural products is highly selective: it favors freer trade in export products
such as grain, oil seeds and meal, citrus fruit, poultry and tobacco; and opposes
it in dairy products, meat, rice, sugar, cotton and wool, which are on its import
list " Farm groups have long had power in legislatures well beyond their economic
significance, as a result of Engel's law and cultural or perhaps political lag. Engel's
lawthat food consumption as a proportion of expenditure declines as income
risesmeans that farm groups are in continuous decline in the proportion of na-

Frit 'erroux, -Esquisse d'une the( rie de l'ironomie dominante," Eronoatie effrfrlignie,
No 2- 3, Ato.o.

11 Andrew ShonSeld, "Introduction. Past Trends nd New Factors," in International Economic
Itelanart] of the it'eltern World, 109-7l, Vol. 1, Politia and Trade, ed. Andrew Shonfield, 1.012
don Oxford Univetsity Press, 1976, p 33.

II T K War,ry, -Western Trade in Agricultural Products," in Shonfield, ep. tit., pp. 341-47.
p 322.
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tional income produced, of persons employed, and in votes. Political laguntil
the Supreme Court one-man, one-vote decision in 1962 required state legislatures
to be reapportioned on a regular basismeant that the states retained control of
the decennial reapportionment process and that farmers dominated it. This fact
and the seniority system kept them in effective control of key legislation far out
of proportion to their numbers or emonomic importance. Where farm groups led
the way in insisting on domestic special interests over the interest of the economic
system on a world basis, other groupstrade unions, industries, shipping, large
corporations and the likedid not tarry in asserting their own interests. The
executive branch often fought a rearguard action, yielding slowly in watering down
the successive trade legislation, for example, with escape clauses, peril point pro-
visions, the application of export quotas abroad, anti-dumping provisions, and
exceptions to freer imports in the interest of national defense.

The primary unraveling of the American dominance, hegemony or leadership
in the world economic system, however, came in the monetary field, and had its
roots in technical and political difficulties. The technical difficulties were those of
understanding Th.; Bretton Woods system had strongly opposed flexible exchange
rates on the basis of the I93os experience of competitive depreciation. It permitted
or encouraged control of international capital movements in the defense of a fixed
exchange rate. At the end of the scrsos, members of the economics profession
prominent among them Yale Professor Robert Triffinbegan to fear that the
world money supply would prove inadequate. Gold production furnished only
about $1.5 billion of additional reserves annually to the world, and much of this
ultimately all of itwemt into private hands for indostrial use and hoarding.
Liquidity was furnished to the world by the U.S. balance-of-payments deficit,
measured by the increase in dollar reserves by countries abroad. When the United
States succeeded in correcting this deficit there would be insufficient liquidity to
finance world production and trade. Observers like Jacques Rueff of France and
Roy Harrod of Britain wanted to raise the price of gold; Robert Triffm recom-
mended issuance of a new international money. Meanwhile, th United States
sought unsuccessfully to correct its balance-of-payments "deficit" by halting
capital exports through taxes on security issues, controls over bank lending, and
restrictions on taking capital abroad by firms in.,:sting overseasall to no or
little avail. And countries like the United States and Germany conducted their
monetary policies independently, without recognition that their money markets
had been joined through the joining of each with the Eurocurrency market which
had grown up outside the United States.

In retrospect it is clear that there were a number of errors of economic analysis
in these views. First, it proved impossible to halt capit2l movements in most
societies. Money is fungible and flows through many channels. To cut off one
or two channels at a time will only increase the pressure on others and maintain
the flow which, so long as there are enough conduits open, is impervious to the
closing off of any one. Otlier panporizing devices worked out by the ingenious
Under Secretary of the Treasul y, ,i',obert V. Roosa, E.,:h as issuing special bonds
which guaranteed the buyer against mchange risk, or negotiating special offsets by
Germany against American expenditure for the maintenance of its forces in
Europe, were of little help, based as they were oi. the reasoning that the deficit
in the U.S. b21.ince-01-payments was a passing diourbance. Second, most of the
deficit was a function of the fact that thc United States was acting as banker to
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the world. Liquidity needs determined the deficit, rather than the deficit acciden-
tally filling liquidity needs. This became leu true in the final years of the Vietnam
War after about 1968, and especially in 197o and 1971, when the merchandise
trade balance in the United States balance of payments turned adverse on an
annual basis for the first time since 1894. The meaning of surplus and deficit in
the balance of payments is different for a bank and for a bank customer. The
United States was acting as a bank. The rest of the world represented customers.
Third, when money markets are joined, as European markets were wi,1 those of
the United States and Canada, monetary policies cannot be independently deter-
mined. In 1966 and 1969-70, U.S. attempts to tighten interest rates pulled a
flood of money from Europe. The system ultimately collapsed in 1971 when the
United States tried to achieve cheap money while Germany was seeking to raise
interest rates. Dollars poured abroad and drowned the Bretton Woods system.

The Bretton Woods misconception about the possibilities of control of capital
movements had another consequence. The IMF had been designed to fund cyclical
not persistentbalance-of-payments deficits on current accounts, not to handle
capital flows. The aoloc.nts available were too small, even before postwar inflation,
and provision of assonance svzs stretched out over time. The IMF was no help
in a crisis on this score, and also because its decision-making procedures were
time-consuming. A few steps were taken to modify IMF procedures to correct
these disabilities. With convertibility in 1958, however, it proved necessary to
provide a special fund for countries under speculative attack, called the General
Arrangements to Borrow (GAB), organized by leading financial countries (the
Group of Ten). A run on the nound sterling in March 1961 occurred while this
machinery was being completed, and was met by an informal emergency loan to
Britain on the part of a number of countries. This so-called Basel Agreement,
led by the United States, was regularized in arrangements to swap claims on
foreign central banks for foreign claims on domestic central banks, which were
activated in subsequent foreign-exchange crises in Canada in 1962, Italy in 1963,
and Britain again in 1964 and 1967. As the largest supporter of the agreement, the
United States fourd it of little help when the crisis affected the dollar.

In 1965, under President Johnson and Secretary of the Treasury Henry H.
Fowkr, the United States decided that it would be useful to adopt Triffin's
suggestion of a new international reserve asset, but to do so in addition to gold
and dollars, not as a substitute for them. The reason was that gold was going
intr. boarding and was not available for adding to world liquidity. The world had

..umulated 535 billion or so of dollars and was wary of taking more. To increase
world liquidity at some appropriate rate, therefore, it was believed necessary to
add a third --set. Subconsciously, perhaps, the American authorities were more
interested in 'storing the U.S. ratio of reserve assets to foreign liabilities than
they were in t Jb a I liquidity. They failed to recognize that Special Drawing Rights
for the United States meant SDIts for all.

An asymmetric or hierarchical system in which the United States acted as
banker for the world; the ultimate provider, along with military security, of a
market for distress goods; a source of goods in short supply, and of capital require-
ments; a monitor of the r,stem of international money including the pattern of
exchange rates, and a lender of last resort in crisissuch a system may be possible
to contemplate in economic terms. By the 19705 it was no longer in the cards
politically. Attacks on the system came from many sources: from within the
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United States where some industries, and most labor unions, joined farmers in
wetting the primacy of their parochial interests over the international interest of
the.system; from radicals who insisted that U.S. professed action in the inter-
national interest was in fact a selfish imperialist one; Iron. a stronger Europe, led
by ,France and followed somewhat reluctantly by Germany, Britain and Italy,
claiming an enlarged share of decision-making; and from the developing countries.
It was largely the domestic interests in the United States that led Secretary of theTreasury John Connally in August 1971 to insist on devaluation of the dollar,
to break the pressure on import-competing industries, and which led President
Nixon in August I973 to embargo the foreign sales of soybeans, thus administering
a second shock to Japanese economic interests and sensibilities. The French voicein international economic matters was larger than their economic specific gravityfor a number of reasons: because they mobilized the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC) in support on occasion; because they were willing to exitconvert-
ing dollars to gold ostentatiously in 1965, withdrawing from NATO, refusing to
vote in EEC until they got their way over agricultural prices.

The developing countries had organized themselves as the Nonaligned Nations
at Bandung in 1955 and as the Group of 77 in the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (uNcTAD) in *964, and began gradually offering an alter-native view 4 how the international economic system shoull be managed. In the
United Nations, making effective use of a large majority bet .e of the numbers of
newly independent states, the developing countries gradually fashioned a position
which differed from the free-market one professed by the United States in a long
list of economic functions, from trade to commodity prices, assistance for balances
of payments, foreign aid, the multinational prices, assistance for balances of pay-
ments, foreign aid, the multinational corporation, and the issuance of international
liquidity. They denounced the conception of a liberal system as neocolonialist, con-
tinuing economic subjection after political independence had been granted, and
opposed it with a list of demands packaged as the New International Economic
Order. The success of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
in convecting a political embargo into a drastic price rise in oil in December 1973 in
the wake of the Yorn Kippur War raised expectations of the developing countries
in their demand for a share of SDRs, and their demand for generalized preferences
for manufactured exports of developing countries in industrialized nations. Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger initially reacted to this importunism by ignoring it.
Gradually, however, he began to take a hand, seeking a way to find an accommoda-
tion with the developing countries. At the Seventh Special Session of the General
Assembly in September 1975, he went along with a proposal for a Committee of
Twenty, to meet at Paris, with four committees, to prepare detailed plans. And
during 1976 a genuine bargaining process seems to have been under way, in Paris,
at the Jamaica meeting on moretar; matters, at the UNCTAD Conference in Nairobi
in May .as well as in the related area of the Law of the Sea Conference, where a
deadlock betw,-en developed and developing countries persists on the issue of how
to explo'. and dr.cribute the proceeds of the miiieral resources of the ocean seabeds.

vtl
Public ,:oods are those the consumption of which by any one person or con-

suming vnit does not diminish the amount available for the consumption of
others. Short of some level of congestion, roads and parks furnish an example.
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Other types of public goods are law and order, clean streets, economic stability.
Public goods are difficult to get produced on a volunt..ry basis because it is

in no one person's Interest to undertake the expenditure of time, effort or money
to do so. And, if they are going to be produced, the individual can enjoy them
without payment, as a free rider. Hence, public goods are notoriously under-
produced. They must be furnished by government, and even then sectional or
group Interests may politick against their production on the ground that their
costs exceed their benefits.

In the international economy, there is no government to produce public goods.
Certain international agencies are endowed with powers to discharge certain func-
tions. For the most part, however, international public goods are underproduced
unless some countries take on a leadershi7 role, cajoling, persuading, arm-twisting
other countries to take their appropriate shares of the cost. There can be stale-
mate: at the 1927 World Economic Conference und^r the auspices of the League
of Nations, all countries, including the United Sta.s which attended as an
observer, agreed to lower tariffs, but no country took action. All waited for a lead
which was not forthcoming. At the World Economic Conference of 1933, no country
was willing to abandon its national plans for recovery for the possibly illusory
hope of a joint recovery effort.

Without leadership, international public goods are underproduced. With leader-
ship there is the opposite danger that some country starts out believing that it is
acting in the public or general interest and slips knowingly or unwittingly into
serving its own ends exclusively.

The international economic system nourished, more or less, from 1870 to 1913
when Britain served as world economic leader. The public goods that it provided
were a market for surplus or distress goods, a countercyclical source of capital,
management of the gold standard that maintained a coherent set of exchange
rates and coordinated macroeconomic policies, and the lender of last resort in
crises. After 1913 Britain was unable to discharge these functions, and the United
States was unwilling to. The Great Depression is largely ascribable to this gap.

Beginning about 1936 and with assurance during and immediately following
World War II, the United States undertook to provide the public goods needed
for world economic stability. Instead of the gold standard as cover, it had the
United Nations and its specialized agencies. From the early 1960s, however, and
increasingly from 1965 AS the Vietnam War deepened, this country became less

willing to Act AS a kader and the world became less ready to accept it in that role.
Sonie of the U.N. agencies can go on without strong nationa: ;nitiatives, notably
the MD Most cannot. France is prepared to assert a claim to leadership, with
the help of its EEC partners. It receives limited support. One or two voices have
been raised in favor of a duumvirate or a triumvirate of the United States and

Germany, or the United States, Germany and Japan. Quite apart from grave
doubt as to whether the interests of such a pair or trio of countries could be
harmonized sufficiently, there are questions first whether either Germany or Jvan
would be willingup to now they prefer "loyalty" to "voice"and whether the
rest of the world would accede in such an arrangement. On all three counts, the
prospects appear slim.

The New International Economic Order, calling for deveioped countries to

acce to developing countries' demands on the ground of historical equity, seems
to this observer utopian. Equally so is the possibility of negotiating on a long-run
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basis a giant "package deal" covering aid, preferences in trade, rights and duties
of multinational corporations, international commodity stabilization, the "link"
for the issuance of SDRs and the like. When principles are rejected, ad hoc arrange-
ments may take their place but are unlikely to have much staying power. The
universal historical record of failure in commodity agreements originates in the
fact that while buyers and sellers may be content at any one time, at a later
date when the agreement comes up for renewal, the price in the open market
has changed and one or the other is dissatisfied. Complex package deals appeal
to the diplomats, and the historical record contains a numberlike the Congress
of Viennathat have demonstrated survival value. Most have not, nor have such
deals in the economic field.

What then is ahead? Since 1971, despite inability to agree on the international
economic system, the world has managed to avoid the beggar-thy-neighbor policies
of competitive tariffs and competitive exchange depreciation which gave us the
1930s. Instability has been avoided though stability has not been assured. The
nationalistic response to the oil embargo of November 1973Operation Indepen-
dence and end-runs to Tehran to assure national supplies of Iranian oilhas
subsided without doing particular damage. But the world is far from agreement
on a system, accepting it as legitimate, and responding to the cajoling or arm-
twisting of a leader-enforcer. Moreover, the United States is the only candidate
for the role visible on the horizon, and whether this country would be willing or
acceptableabsent the charisma of a Roosevelt or a Kennedyis very much in
question.

What mieht such a system consist of? To a conventional liberal economist, the
answer is relatively straightforward. It should be a market system on the whole,
but with market solutions modified when they become intolerable, i.e., when goods
are very scarce or so abundant as to threaten livelihoods. This does not mean
commodity agreements so much as some provision for stocking grain against a
repetition of 1974, some industrial materials stockpiling, but primarily international
action to maintain world income in depression. Tariffs or quotas would be accept-
ab'e only on a disappearing basis, to moderate but not to forestall adjustment. A
multilateral agency would be established on the multinational corporation, not to
handle compensation for nationalization problems, on which no meeting of minds
is likely, but to cope with questions of antitrust, trading with the enemy (whether
the policies of one country in this area may intrude into another through foreign
sbsidiaries of dome.tic corporations), double taxation, tax evasion, corruption
and the like. The OECD is the obvious locus of such an agency today, but it
should be open to other countries, as they perceive it in their interest. The OECD
should also be the setting for coordination of macroeconomic policies, once dis-
cussed by Working Party No. 1, but lately fallen into desuetude, DAC in the
OECD should continue .0 preside over aid, though the function needs a greater
stimulus than the example-settir.g efforts of Sweden, Norway and Canada seem
to provide.

The mo.t sensitive area is that of money. At the moment, fixed exchange rates
have been rejected ir favor of flexible exchange rates, bur sentiment seems to
favor such management of flexibility as approaches fixity. A return to the dollar
standard, a return to the gold standard, or the development of a full-blown SDR
standard each seems unlikely. The Eurocurrency and the Eurobond markets are
private organizations, escaping national and international restraint. Darwinian

I 8 G
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evolution seems inescapable in this held, and is perhaps superior to Bretton Woods
planning. It is possible, and even probable, that ad hoc international management
of the Eurodollar and Eurocapital markets through combined open-market opera-
tions, led perhaps by the Bank of International Settlements, will provide the
stability needed. In any event, the evolution is toward the internationalization of
monetary policy. Monetary autonomy, like national military security, is a will-o'-
the-wisp in an interdependent world.

In all these matters, it is useful to think of normal management of the system,
and crisis management_ Those in trouble will think the system always in crisis.
This view must be resisted. Yet the rules applicable to market forces, discrimina-
tion, exchange control, foreign aid and the like which hold in normal times may
have to be set aside in a true crisis. This poses a dilemma. Readiness of the system
to cope with crises reduces discipline in normal times and increases the frequency
of trouble. The knife-edge must be negotiated.

The United States must be prepared to contribute to the public good of manage-
ment of the international economic system in the long run, and to respond to crises,
applying different rules and standards to each, striving not to let the one corrupt
the other. That is ddficult enough. This country must at the same time associate
the other nations of the world in this task in ways that are not subject to entropy
and decay. It is a tall order.
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U.S. Position on International kronen* Relations

Statement by Richard N. Cooper
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs

At the founding of the United Nations,
ead for most of the following 25 years, the
focus of the international community has
been on the maintenance of a peaceful world.
In the period ahead, we must intensify our
search for broadly shared, sustained pros-
perity and development. A more peaceful
world will enable us to town more attention
to this goal. And our e-onomic success can
contribute to a more enduring and meaning-
All peace.

On behalf of President Carter, let me
state our nation's Arm commitment to do our
part to achieve global prosperity, to help
developing countries meet the needs of their
people, and to work toward an international
economic order based on the principles of
cooperation and mutual benefit.

We live in a world where the prosperity of
each nation depends upon the well-being of
othersa world of economic interdepend
once. The growth of markets and economic
activity in the developing world is an essen-
tial and growing element of the prosperity of
the industrialised nations. The economic
strength of the developed world is even
more important for the development goals of
the developing nations. This interdepend-
ence offers great challenges and, potentially,
great beneAts. Today I would like to elabo-
rate on the task of managing the world
economy for the common good.

Pour conditions, in our view, are critical
to a well-functioning world economy.

Economic growthSustained economic
expansion is the best means for meeting the

needs of both the developing and the de-
veloped world. Economic growth need not
bring with it unmanageable pollution, infla-
tion, or social disruption. Economic stagna-
tion, on the other hand, will surely lead to
privation and a rising risk of world disorder.

SfficiencyAt each point in time, the
world's productive capacity is finite. Our
needs and desires greatly exceed it. To
satisfy them, we must use what we have
with a maximum efficiency. We cannot
afford waste.

EquityThe purpose of an economic
system is to satisfy human wants. The rules
of economic life and the distribution of eco-
nomic products must be fair, both among
and within nations, if the system is to Arne-
don durably and for the common good.

AdaptabilityThe growth of interde-
pendence brings with it ever more complex
and demanding problems of adapting our
economies to changes. Normal economic
fluctuations in one country affect its trading
partners. Extraordinary changes in either
the developed or developing countries, or
abrupt changes in raw material or energy
prices, reverberate throughout the entire
world economy. Long-term changes in rela-
tive costa, such as those that occur with de-
velopment, require adaptation both within
and between economies. We must find
ways both to avoid unnecessary econmic
disturbances and to make an orderly ad-
justment to necessary or desirable
changes.

Made before Committee II lEconomic and Financial) of the U.N. General Asaemblyon Get. 14, 1977 (text .:roin U SUN press release 75 dated (ct. 14). Reprinted fromDepartment of State Bulletin. A T. November 14. 1977 : 098 704.
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The world's agenda for economic policy re-
flects these paramount concerns. We iden-
tify five elements: demand management, fi-
nancial stability, the trading environment,
flows of investment and technology, and
actions to alleviate poverty.

The world is emerging from the worst re-
cession of the last 40 years. For all nations,
the first priority must be to continue that
recovery. The major industrial countries
bear a heavy responsibility for that recov-
ery; the U.S. economy alone accounts for
one-fourth of total world economk activity,
and the five largest industrial nations ac-
count for half. Strong industrial economics,
able to expand imports, are essential to
realize the hopes of the developing world.

The other agenda items of the North-
South dialogue, important as they are, can-
not succeed without orderly industrial
growth and an open trading environment.
By the same token, the oil-producing coun-
tries have a special responsibility not to
place new loads, via price increases, on what
is at the present s fragile world recovery.

The United States is determined to see
the world economy resume a high and stable
growth rate We expect to achieve nearly 6
percent real growth in 1977 and are com-
mitted to maintain strong growth in 1978.

financial Stability

A stable but resilient financial framework
is essential both for continued expansion and
orderly development The five-fold increase
in oil price. since 1972 has created a unique
balance-of-pk,ments situation. The Organi-
zation of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPE(*) as a group, have been earning far
more than their current expenditures. For
the period 1974-76 this current account
surplus approximated $140 billion.

If one group of countries has a current ac-
count surplus, the rest of the world must, by
definition, have a deficit. Oil-importing
countries cannot, as a group, keep their im-
ports in line with their exports so long as
the large surplus persists. Thus most of the
countries of the world have had to accept a
sharp deterioration in their current accounts.
This problem has been especially difficult

for developing countries, whoa* growth plane
are heavily dependent on foreign ex-
change.

This novel problem has demanded new so-
lutions, in both national policy and interns-
tior.al institutions. If all the oil-importing
countries were to try to avoid current ac-
count deficits, they would succeed only in
restricting trade and deepening the world
recession. Instead, responsible national pol-
icy calls for countries in strong financial po-
sitions to accept current account deficits for
the time being while making a maximum
effort to curb their oil imports.

As a result of its economic growth and ris-
ing oil prices, the United States I. running a
large current account deficit. In the eco-
nomic circumstances of today, this deficit
contributes significantly to sustaining world
economic recovery. The MI impact of our ef-
forts, however, will be affected by the ac-
tions of other industrial economics and by
pric;ng policies of the oil-exporting develop-
ing countries.

The international financial system has per-
formed remarkably under the sudden strains
that were imposed upon it by the current
account surpluses of OPEC nations and by
the world recession. Without adequate
financing, the efforts of the oil-importing
countries to sijust would have necessitated
curtailing ev .omic growth so abruptly that
it would have caused severe hardships on
their populations and might well have
jeopardized the political stability of a
number of countries in both the developed
and developing worlds. An abrupt curtail-
ment of economic growth in borrowing coun-
tries would also have completed recovery of
the world system as a whole. Given the al-
ternatives, the concept of borrowing to
avert what would have been disastrous *co-
nomic contradiction can be judged to be pru-
dent. This is true even though a substantial
portion of the borrowing was, of neceuity,
utilized for consumption rather than
invesPnent.

To insure that the international economic
system functions effectively, deficit coun-
tries must continue to have the opportunity
and incentive to devise policies that will ad-
just their economies at a pace consistent
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with the realities of their social, poi ical,
and economic situations. In this context, we
believe the new supplementary financing
facility proposed for the International Mone-
tary Fund (IMF) will make an important and
ponitive contribution not only in augmenting
the capacity of the IMF to lend to its
member states hut also in assuring the
world that a source of official financing
exists on a scale sufficient to cope with any
financial turbulence we are likely to en-
counter. We believe that the very existence
of such official finance has a multiplier
effectencouraging a desirable anti neces-
sary flow of private finance.

Nevertheless, the resulting debt situation
requires our close attention. Debt servicing
problems have occurred in the past and can
be expected to do so in the future. It is im-
portant that the international community be
prepared to deal efficiently and equitably
with such problems. Particularly in today's
circumstances, there is a global interest in
avoiding emmoinie retrenchment by. coun-
tries roc reasons beyond their control. For
our part, the United States wtll continue to
cooperate in multilateral efforts to work out
t4olutions which alleviate the .lebt problems
of individual countries.

Th. Trading Environment

An open world trailing .sv stem is essential
to meet the needs of ii) as
sure the prosiwrit of the inorlil economi.
Already for most iif the worlils developing
countries, and ultimat for all, trade
rather than nfficial assist:nice is the ehief
source of foreign cchatigc and the prinuir\
external engine of eculionlic progress. Trade
meets the tests for fruttful ecmotitic rela
tionships It can offer tnuttiai benefits utitiar
fair rules cmitributing T ml'iolio.trlie grow t h.
ti the efficient use nf lunitad r,..ources, and
to equit,N

S ;lade nith the develnping inorld it
lustrates the .ind benefits ,0f
trade. Cloe to half .0f our billion III un
pirts collie from dexeloliing countiles ITO

ports frian non oil dei.eioping 011.111i Ill.-. ha ..1.
grovin by S billion. or .ino , I t ht.

last 7 years. U.S. exports to the non-oil-
exporting developing countries during the
past 2 years totaled about 25 percent of total
U.S. portsapproximately the same
amount 'e sent to the European Commu-
nity, Ea. ern Europe, the Soviet Union, and
China combined.

We now have in the multilateral trade
negotiations (MTN) the opportunity to take
concrete and meaningful action in the trade
field. We hope before the end of this year to
table working texts for agreements regard-
ing nontariff measures. And very early next
year, participants in the MTN will be ta-
bling their offers for tariff cuts. My govern-
ment is determined to seize the opportuni-
ties offered us in the next few months to
move toward substantial trade liberalization.
We appeal to all participant countri,s, de-
veloped and developing, to contribute to the
success ot ie Tokyo Round. Much is at
stake for all of us.

S;.-.0 developing countries in particular
have ch to gain from trade liberalization,
we esvecially urge that they intensify their
participation in *1- legotiations con-
tribute significa the final outcome.
Benefits can be tn. --id if they are the
product of shared et .tions and obliga-
tions. Indeed, we beo,.e that the gradual
assumption by developing countries of
greater obligations as their development
progresses is important to the maintenance
and growth of an open international trailing

In a time of high unemployment it is hard
to make decisions for future trade liberaliza-
!ion, but it is with the long-term goal in
mind f economies joined together in an
open international system that we should
look at in hat we want from each other in the
MTN r,iti I iii reforniing the trailing system.

Many developing countries emphasize
their need for preferential treatment. For
our part, we aim continue to support the
generalized system of preferences for less
devehgaql countries. nd we mali special
treattnent for their exports wherever feasi-
ble and appriipriate. We hope, however, that
the developing countries will be imaginative
and forthcoming in reducing their own
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measures of trade protection. While we con-
ventionally speak of trade liberahzation
measures as "concessions" by one country to
another, they may benellt the liberalizing
country as much or more than its trading
partner. When tariffs are reduced, there is a
gain not just to foreign producers but to
consumers in the home country and to the
vigor and competitive neSt4 of its industries,

Com »loth I WM

The current commodity negotiations. in-
cluding the discussion of a common fund,
show thy benefits of the North-South
dialoguebenefits which are both intelkc-
tual and practical. Through the discussions.
we have come to a better understanding of
the workings of commodity markets and the
real possibilities for improvement. We have
identified raw materials markets where
price fluctuations may be excessive. leading
to a disruptive eyele for producing countries
and to an inflationary bias for the world
economy.

My government believes that commodity
agreements. properly conceived and man
aged. could stabilize prices which now are
subject to excessive fluctuations. Under th
auspices of U.N. Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD). we ar actively
exploring the possibilities for commodities
agreements. We welcome the recent
achievement of consensus on an mternational
sugar agreement. W. are prpared to join
any commodity agreement which would be
efficient fi nil fair, and we support a COM MOH
fund to facilitate the financing of buffer
stocks arising from these agreements.

For some commodities, buffer stocks or
other priee stabilization measures imi not
he practical. We will work. together witn
intersted countries and the world and
rgi,mal development banks, for other
measures if assistance productivity un
provement, research Into Fle and M pro Veil
uses, and market ,levelopniont diversifica
tion.

Commodity agremnts alone cannot met
the problem of r..t4hIlIl if evort earnings
among developing (mint rws The t'ompensa
tory Financing Facilit., of he Intyrnat lona]

!Li

Monetary Fund is designed to help meet
temporary balance of-payments problems
due to reduced return on exports. We be-
lieve this facility has played an important
stabilizing role in the world economy, and
we will join with other countries in review-
ing proposals for any necessary improve-
nients.

Energy

The world has begun a fundamental tran-
sition from an energy system relying on fos-
sil fuels to one increasingly based on alter-
native energy supplies, including especially
renewable energy sources. During this tran-
sition, we believe that cooperation between
consumers and producers is essential on
questions of conservation, supply, and
research and development of new sources.

The Administration's energy program ad-
dresses our own domestic energy transition.
With the program, the United States will
reduce its dependency on oil imports and
improve. its balance of payments while con-
tributing to price and payments stability in
the world economy. The aim, through a
combination of conservation and develop-
ment of new supplies, is to reduce U.S. im-
ports of oil to 6 million barrels a day by 1985
without impeding growth in our economy.

For the developing world, the price of oil
is the key immediate question. While bring-
ing higher revenues and nelerated de-
velopment to the oil-producing states, the
sharp increases in oil prices during the last
few years have hsd devastating effects on
the rest of the world, and especially on the
other developing countries. Apart from the
direct cost of oil imports, these countries
have been hurt by the world recession ag-
gravated by the oil price hikes. The oil-
producing states, which also have ambitious
dvelopment plans and in some cases large
investments in the. world economy, are
thmselves damaged by the inflation and re-
cession which have resulted from abrupt
pricy escalation.

Solving the energy problem will require
nwasures of restraint and sacrifice by all the
nations of the world; intense conservation
efforts by oil von suniers. especially the
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United States with its extraordinarily high
tonsumption; joint research and develop-
ment efforts for renewable energy resources
and for the peaceful use of nuclear energy;
and restraint on the price of energy by
producers,

We stand ready to help developing coun-
tries in energy development. The World
Bank should be encouraged to devote some
of its growing resources to the development
of conventional sources of energy and to
working out new modes of cooperation be-
tween host governments, private capital,
and international lending institutions. Be-
yond that we are prepared to consider con-
structively any proposals for joint research
on energy.

rood
The international trade in food provides

the most telling instance of world interde-
pendence. With a predictable range of prices
and adequa0 reserves, the world agricul-
tural economy can meet people's needs and
adjust to the unpredictability of climate.

The United S'ates i committed to reach
an international agreement for wheat that
will establish a system of nationally held re-
serves and will reduce extreme price fluctu-
ation. We pledge our food abundance,
through increasing quantities of fowl aid, to
help food deficit countries in time of need.

The United States has ratified the agree-
ment establishing the International Fund for
Agricultural Development and has deposited
its contribution lOctober 4, 19771. We hope
the institution can begin operations (luring
this Assembly. We wish to encourage in-
creased emphasis on aviculture by other
development lending institutions, and we
aim at an enhanced bilateral program. in-
cluding a special and major effort to increase
food production capabilities in the African
Sahel.

Investment and Tathnology Transfer

Sustainea growth in the developing world
will require immense investment The op-
portunities are abundant. both for the effi
cient ust- of international capital and for pri-

vate investment on terms satisfactory both
to the host country and the investor.

Private bank and nonbark lending has
increased enormously in recent years. This
development is praiseworthy, and we sup-
port further prudent expansior of the use of
private capital markets.

The work of the international lending
institutions has been bold, efficient, and in-
dispensable. They provide a useful bridge
between private lenders and public borrow-
ers. We support their expansion.

Investors and host countries alike can
benefit from discourse and consensus on the
conditions of private investment and the
rights and responsibilities of both parties.
We support internationally agreed
guidelines for private investment. The
United States continues to participate ac-
tively in the work of the U.N. Center for
Transnational Corporations regarding a code
of conduct. Reduced uncertainty and risk
will make investment more attractive to all
concerned. We believe, however, the
guidelines should be legally binding only in
areas where there is broad international
consensus on the standards to be applied and
where the subject matter is amenable to
such agreements. For example, we support
an international convention against illicit
payments which woul,l involve binding
agreements conctrning c iminal law.

Technologica improvements have been
the last cornerstone o' mankind's progress
during the last two centuries. It will con-
tinue to be crucial to economic development.
We strongly support the transfer of technol-
ogy in furtherance of development.

Much technological information is publicly
available and our joint task is to develop the
human capital required tn receive and apply
it. We have over 150,0(X) studencs from de-
veloping countries in our universities as part
of this process, and we welcome that.

Some technological knowledge is proprie-
tary, the result of the application of effort by
private individuals and firms. Protection of
their rights of discovery is essential to the
continuing process of innovation. We sup-
port the effort to develof a voluntary code
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which would provide adequate protection of
proprietary technology without creating
anticompetitive conditions.

A code on technology transfer will serve
no purpose, however, if its terms are so
structured that the owners of technology
have no incentive to engage in the costly
process of producing new technology. We
must all create a framework which reflects
the mutual interest of owners and potential
purchasers.

The ultimate objective should be the de-
velopment of a self.sustaining, indigenous
capacity for innovation and tect nological
adaptation. This will requirc imaginative
and flexible national policies and interne-.. tional endeavors, The 1979 U.N. Conference
on Science and Technology for Development
will provide an important focus for interna-
tional cooperation. We offered to host the
conference in the United States in order to
give the conference the fullest benefit of
American experience, including especially
that of the private sectoruniversities, in-
dustry, research foundrtions. and the scien-
tific and engineering communities.

Alleviation of Poverty

In addition to the concern of the United
States for the effective management of the
global economy, my country is deeply com-
mitted to the alleviation of poverty, at home
and around the globe. President Carter is
determined to see that poverty is substan-
tially reduced in the United States And to
see that the United States contributes sig-
nificantly to improving the economic condi-
tions of tour people everywhere.

The global proble.. of poverty must be at-
tacked in two parallel ways: by accelerating
growth in developing countries and by chan-
neling more of that growth to meeting the
basic human needs of the poorest people.
Though domestic savings, private capital,
and technology must play the key role in
most countries, bilateral and multilateral
concessions! assistance aill be critical to the
development prospects I,f many countries.

The United States is committed to A sub-
stantial increase in official development as-

*totem, and to improving its quality and
effectiveness. Our foreign assistance appro-
priation bill currently in the Congress con-
tains provision for substantial increases in
our concessional assistance. We are com-
mitted to contributing $2.4 billion, or 31
percent, to the fifth replenishment for the
International Development Association.
Along with other donor countries, we will
support an increase in the capital of the
World Bank to enable it to increase its lend-
ing in real terms. An increase in the capital
structure of the International Finance Cor-
poration has been approved. We will also
continje to participate in providing re-
sources for the regional banks.

But the effectiveness of the U.S. comes-
sional assistance and that of other countries
will depend on efforts by the recipient coun-
tries. These countries have the obligation to
use these resources productively and to in-
sure that the economic benefits derived from
them flow to all segments of their popula-
tion. For success in the longer run,
moreover, high birthrates must be reduced
as mortality declines and longevity
increases.

In my government's view, the satisfaction
of basic human needs in all countries must
be an integral part of the international eco-
nomic system. We should strive to help poor
people everywhere to attain such basic
amenities as food, health, and basic educa-
tion. It is a strategy for development to en-
able the poor to engage in productive work,
to contribute to and benefit from the growth
of their country's economy, and to partici-
pate in decisions affecting their daily lives.

The needs of people are not restricted to
economic ones. Basic human rights are as
important as economic rights. The two are
not separable. One without the other loses
meaning.

Before the concept of basic human needs
can be fully translated into reality, all coun-
tries must examine it in the light of their
own experience. The United States will di-
rect most of ts bilateral assistance toward
basic human needs, and we encourage other
nations to do the same. We welcome the
World Bank's new emphasis in this direc-

I.
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lion, although it still has an important role
to play in traditional lending to improve
inhastructure. We are pleased that in the
U.N. General Aasembly, several developing
countries spokesmen have endoreed the
concept of basic human needs. In fact. the
developing countries working through the
U.N. system helped pioneer the concept of
basic human needs. Clearly :his is a shared
goal and a shared responsibilityan aspira-
tion and a program for men of good will in
all nations.

tele of the United Ntions

The United Nations has a distinctive and
important role to play in the international
economy. Negotiations on key economic is-
sues are taking place in the functional bodies
of the U.N. system. Hut the United Nations
has acquired new importance in the eco-
nomic f1elt1 at a different level. Increasingly,
the discussions in the General Assembly are
focused on major economic questions. We all
recognize that the fates and futures of all
our countries are lirked and that the solo.
tions to eccnomic problems must he seen as
a whole.

Our efforts in the United Nations to dt-
vise a new global strategy should focus on a

central problem; management of the compli-
cated and integrated world economy is a
joint responsibility of all nations. No one na-
tion or group of nations can assume all of the
obligations. No nation or group of nations
can ilemand all the benefits. We all must do
our share. Increasingly, each of us finds that
attempts to pursue policies based on narrow
self-interest can be thwarted by others.

Methods of making international economic
decisions must change to reflect these new
realities and to prepare for future changes in
the international economic situation. We
must find new ways to consult and coordi-
nate our domestic and international eco-
nomic policies. We must involve countries
that were not meaningfully involved before.
I hope that this General Assembly in its
global economic dialogue can begin to build
new means of economic pacy consultation
and coordination.

This General Assembly has three momentous
tasks before it.

To launch a new productive dialogue on
world economic issues;

To establish an approach to an interna-
tional development strategy for the 1980s
and perhaps beyond; and

To consider the report of Chairman
Dadzie (Kenneth K. S. Dadzie of Ghana( of
the ECOSOC Ad Hoc Committee on the Re-
structuring of the Economic and Social Sec-
tors of the United Nations System.

The manner in which this kssembly dis-
poses of these issues will set a measure of
effectiveness of the United Nations on eco-
nomic matters.

The Paris Conference on International
Economic Cooperation (December 1975-June
19771 was often described as the North-
South dialoguea process of negotiation be-
tween developed and developing countries.
Let us now break with the past and take an
important step beyond. Let the new
dialogue not be between North and South
but among all nations. Let us concentrate it
on our mutual interests and concerns and on
the management of a global economy whose
progress affects us all and is the responsibil-
ity of us all.

Vialogue involves two distinct, though in-
terrelated, tasks. The first is consulta-
tionexplaining to each other our ideas and
positions. The second is negotiationthe
processof arriving at concrete agreements. In
both of these functions the U.N. system must
play a key rule. It is certainly the most fully
representative forum for carrying on the
global dialogue.

How should these two functionsconsul-
tation and negotiationbe divided among
the various entities of the U.N. system?
Clearly the General Assembly, the U.N.
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC and
other broad policy bodiss are appropriate
forums for airing and exchanging views.
Clearly the more specialized bodies are ap-
propriate for negot/stions. But what is the
bridge between the two?

Our delegations discussed these problems
to some extent at the resumed 31st Session
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of the General Assembly. The Charter of the
United Nations empowers the Auembly
and the ECOSOC too.--to "initiate studies"
and "make recommeriatiorm" and "promote
solutions" to international ecunomic and so-
dal problems. In so doing it has sometimes
generated useful activity in other forums
and has encourage.' governments to move.
However, its role is not to negotiate precise
agreements nor to place unreasonable re-
straints on the negotiations in other forum.,

Success in specific negotiations tames
when the participants themselves willingly
agree in the forum in which they are
negotiating. The rolt. for the General As-
sembly must be carefully conceived within
the Assembly's eharter mandate. Th role
should be to stimulate, perimlically review
and facilitate the negotiation process. The
Assembly, whose decisions are recom-
mendatory, can influence events and pro-
mote solutions if we strive harder to reach a
genuine consensus on subsequent steps that
governments are willing to undertake. It is
these subsequent steps that will proilv.e the
changes we seek.

To place the overview role in a bteb rep-
resentative of the entire membership is un
derstandable and justifiable sin .s. every
country has a major stake in the dialogue
and the negotiation process. But here we
face a dilemma In these issues each of us
has a stake and deserves a voice. At the
same time, if we all speak. no one is heard.
We have solved this problem in other area.
and I believe we ean solve it here. We might
consider various possibilities, including for-
mal or informal smaHer bodies within the
U.N. system to assist in performing the
overview role. My delegation is open to
suggestions others may have on this issue.

We have the task of eesignating appro-
priate machinery and processes to elaborate
a new international development strategy
for the Third U.N. Development Decade.
The United States wants a truly construc .
tive approach to the long-range questions of
development and international economic
cooperation that will give s positive
guidelines and inspiration for the difficuh
road ahemi

The United States strongly supporta the
objectives of restructuring and reform of the
U.N. economk and social sectors. Reforms
of the United Nations will permit more ac-
tive support and utilization of U.N. bodies.
More effective management of institutions
should be a worldwide cause. We must be
able to make the most efficient use of the
precious and increasing resources now being
committed to development. With proper
steps involving budget and program reform,
consolidation, and effective internd and ex-
ternal evaluation, the United Nations can
play a more important role. Without these
steps, donors and recip:ents will select al-
ternative approaches. This is a fundamental
issue the membership must face in dealing
with th? restructuring role.

We need also to look carefully at salaries
throughout the U.N. system. Increasingly,
the organization's goals are helping the
needy and the impoyerished. We must con-
sider the salary ismie from that perspective.
And we all must take greater care in the
placement of personnel in the U.N. system.
We need the best that the world has to of-
fer. We already get some of the best. But
we need more; and indeed we have the en-
tire world to draw upon. New weening
mechanisms should be explored to insure
that the right person is placed in the appro-
priate job. This is another issue in which we
welcome the views of others.

Most important of all, if the United Nations
is to be effective, its member tuitions will
have to adopt new attitudes toward it. I.be-
lieve this has already begun to happen. But
we mus build on what has already been
accomplished in th, following ways.

First, we all must make a commitment
to use the United Nations in areas el sub-
stantive concern. We must send high-level
officials and experts from capitals to become
engaged in the U.N. policy process. We
must improve the quality and substantive
content of our involvement.

Second, we must make the development
of resolutions of the General Assembly and
its Economic and Social Council a more care-
ful and substantively useful process. The



currency of U.N. resolutions is debased
when a consensus is achieved in this body
ooly by means of deliberate ambiguity. We
must all look harder at our national positions
to see if, through extra effort, real consen-
MIS can be developed.

Third, consensus in the United Nations
should produce effects. This institution can
pass many resolunons by simple majority
rule. But often what we are seeking in the
economic field is a long-torm result that
cannot be attained by majority votes. Our
common approach to economic issues must
reflect a mutual interest if it i* to be effec-
tive. All of us, in seeking consensus on eco-
nomic issues, need to aim to affect those
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major elements of the economic system
both in the developed and developing
countriesthat can help us attain our goals.
Some of these cannot be forced but they can
be encouraged. An economic result is what
we seek. A consensus that means sub-
sequent effective action is the kind of con-
sensus the Administration will work for.

Let us take some important steps forward
at this General Assembly to reach a better
understanding of our economic and social
problems and the means by which we might
solve them. The United States is committed
to this effort. We look forward to our in-
volvement with others in this endeavor.
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deficit in developed country trade was at
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Background Materials and Economic Data Relating to Inter-
national Trade (Excerpts)*

U.S. MERCHANDISE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY AREA, 1972-78

[Billions of dollars]

Item 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978'

Exports 49.4 71.4 98.3 107.1 114.7 120.6 136.9
Developed

countries 34.6 48.6 64.5 66.5 72.3 76.7 84.4
Canada 13.1 16.7 21.8 23.5 26.3 28.3 30.1
Japan 5.0 8.4 10.7 9.6 10.2 10.6 12.2
Western Europe 15.0 21.2 28.2 29.9 31.9 34.1 38.3
Australia, New

Zealand, and
South Africa. 1.5 2.2 3.8 3.6 3.9 3.8 4.0

Developing
countries 14.0 20.8 32.1 37.3 38.3 41.0 i8.5

OPEC 1 2.6 3.4 6.2 10.0 11.6 12.9 i4.8
Other s 11.3 17.4 25.9 27.4 26.7 28.1 33.8

Eastern Europe 1.0 2.0 1.7 3.2 4.1 2.9 4.5

Imports 55.8 70.5 103.6 98.0 124.0 151.7 173.0
Deve:oped

countries 40.7 49.0 61.1 56.0 67.5 79.2 97.6
Canada 14.5 17.7 22.4 21.7 26.5 29.7 32.9
Japan 9.0 9.7 12.4 11.3 15.5 18.6 24.4
Western Europe 15.7 19.8 24.3 20.8 23.0 28.2 36.1
Australia, New

Zealand, and
South Africa . 1.4 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.8 4.2

Developing
countries... . 14.8 20.9 41.6 41.3 55.4 70.7 73.7

OPEC 1 . . 3.0 5.1 17.2 18.9 27.4 35.8 33.2
Other' 11.8 15.8 24.3 22.4 28.0 34.9 40.6

Eastern Europe .4 .6 1.0 .7 .9 1.1 1.4

I First 3 quarters at seasonally adjusted annual rate, preliminary. Detail will not
add to totals because of seasonal adjustment discrepancy and rounding.

I Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq. Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.

$ Latin American Republics, other Western Hemisphere, and other countries in
Asia and Africa, less petroleum exporting countries and the international Monetary
Fund.

Includes imports of nonmonetary gold from International Monetary Fund, not in
area detail.

Note.-Data are on an international transactions basis and exclude military
shipments.

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

I' S. Congress Senate Committee on Pinance. Background Materiak and Economic Data
Relating to Intertuitonal Trade Washington, U S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979, n. 6, 5-9. (96th
Congre,:, 1st se,,ion Committee print



U.S. MERCHANDISE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY PRINCIPAL END-USE CATEGORIES, 1965-78

[Billions of dollars; quartorty data seasonally &Austad]

Exports Imports

Yar or quarter Total
Agrecul-

tuna

Nonagricultural

Tots1

Potrokum
Non-potroloum

Total
Capital
goods

Other
goods

and
products

Industrial
Total suppllos

Other
goods

1965 26.5 6.3 20.2 8.1 12.1 21.5 2.0 19.5 9.1 10.41966 29.3 6.9 22.4 8.9 13.5 25.5 2.1 23.4 102 1321967 30.7 6.5 24.2 9.9 14.3 23.9 2.1 24.8 10.0 14.81968 33.7 6.3 27.3 11.1 16.2 33.0 2.4 30.6 12.0 18.61969 36.4 6.1 30.3 12.4 17.9 35.8 2.6 33.2 11.8 21.4
1970 42.5 7.4 35.1 14.7 20.4 39.9 2.9 36.9 12.5 24.51971 43.3 7.8 35.5 15.4 20.1 45.6 3.7 41.9 13.8 28.11972 49.4 9.5 39.7 16.9 23.0 55.8 4.7 51.1 16.3 34.81973 71.4 18.0 53.4 22.0 31.4 70.5 8.4 62.1 19.7 42.41974 98.3 22.4 75.9 30.9 45.0 103.6 26.6 77.1 28.0 49.1

1975 107.1 22.2 84.8 36.7 48.2 98.0 27.0 71.0 24.2 46.81976 114.7 23.4 91.3 39.1 52.2 124.0 34.6 89.1 30.0 59.51977 120.6 24.3 96.2 39.8 56.4 151.7 45.0 106.7 36.1 70.7

1977: I 29.5 6.2 23.3 9.6 13.7 36.5 11.6 24.9 8.1 16.9
II 306 6.5 24.1 9.8 14.3 37.3 11.5 25.7 9.1 16.6
III 31.0 6.0 25.0 10.3 '.4.7 38.3 11.3 27.0 9.2 17.8
IV 29.5 5.6 23.8 10.1 13.7 39.7 10.6 29.1 9.7 19.4

1978: I 30.7 6.5 24.2 10.0 14.2 41.9 9.9 31.9 10.7 21.2
II 35.1 8.0 27.1 11.1 16.0 42.9 10.8 32.1 11.2 20.9
III 36.9 7.9 29.0 12.5 16.5 45.0 10.8 34.2 10.9 23.2

Note.-Data are on an international transactions basis and exclude military shipments.
Source: Department of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Preliminary.
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U.S. TRADE BALANCES ON SELECTED COMMODITIES

[In billions of dollars]

Commodity 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Computers and ports 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.6 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.6
Basic chemicals and compounds .7 .8 .9 .8 .6 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4Aircraft and parts 2.0 2.1 2.4 3.0 2.5 3.6 5.3 5.6 5.7 5.3
Other nonolectric machinery g 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.2 4.3 5.7 8.8 12.5 10.8 9.2 coMotor vehicles and parts -1.0 -1.4 -2.2 -3.5 -4.2 -4.5 -3.8 -1.6 -5.0 -6.6 00

Excluding trade with Canada -.6 -.7 -1.2 -2.2 -2.9 -3.4 -4.0 -2.4 -4.7 -5.8Consumor electronics -.6 -.1.0 -1.1 -1.3 -1.7 -2.0 --2.0 -1.6 -2.3 -3.4
Steal products -1.4 -.8 -.8 -1.9 -1.9 -1.5 -2.3 -1.7 -2.7 -4.3
Textiles, clothing, and footwear -1.5 -1.9 -2.2 -2.9 -3.3 -3.3 -2.9 -3.0 -4.4 -5.8

Excludes aircraft, auto engine% and office machinery. Sources: Council on International Economic Policy, international
Economic Report of the President, January 1977; Department of Com-
merce FT 990, FT 135; The Conference Board.
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THE CURRENT CASE FOR IMPORT LIMITATIONS

By Irving B. Kravis

I. INTRODUCTION. Ii SOME CURRENT ARGUMENTS FOR IMPORT
LIMITATION. III. THE COST OF INCREASED PROTECTION TO THE
UNITED STATES. IV. A TRADE POLICY FOR THE 1970's IN THE
NATIONAL INTEREST. V. SUMMARY.

I. INTRODUCTION

If the best interests of the U.S. lie in faster rather than slower growth
in output and income and in better rather than poorer relations with
other nations, the policy of the U.S. should be to reduce its barriers to
imports and to expand itsi total trade by seeking reductions in the
barriers of other countries to its exports.

The basic logic underlying the economic aspects of this statement is
simple and incontrovertible. The gain from our trade with the rest of
the world consists not of the things we export, but of the things we
import. We are not made better off by giving up goods; we are made
better off by receiving them. Public wlicies that limit our ability to
obtain goods from abroad freely and cheaply reduce the real income
of the nation.

Of course, restriction of imports may help particuLir groups in the .

economy, just :is any restriction of supply may. Restrictions on the
number of doctors raise the income of doctors; restrictions on hours of
work of electricians combined with limitations on occupational entry
raise the income of electricians; production quotas on petroleum output
raise the income of oil proilu«ls. 1.11»itatioll of imports of cotton textiles
or meat raises the incomes of the workers and firms in the industries
producing them.

Why not then spread these beneficial effects to everybody? Why not
restrict the number mid hours of work of eath group so as to raise its
income? Why not help each group further by protecting it kom foreign
competition?

The answer is, of course, that ever) one of these restrictions benefits
the individuals tome:lied at the expense of Oie :est of the people. Each

'Reprinted front E $ Commis,don tm International Trade and Investment I'n1tedMtatet. InteritatIonal Economic Policy ltt an Interdependent '1%-or1tl. WaahIngtott (For saleity the StIpt of Dili, .1. S li..kt Print lift' 1971 %ol. I. 11. 141 765.
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involves a reduction of production and of the national income and a
redistribution of the smaller amount of income in favor of the bene-
ficiaries of the restriction. Practiced on a wide enough scalei.e., if
we all try to better ourselves by restricting the supply of our services
even the "beneficiaries" will be left worse off than if there were no
restrictions.

Every current claim for protection, no matter what its guise, is a
claim for special preference at the general expense.

Whatever the desired objective that is described, there is no getting
around the fact that t.v...ry succeuful claim for protection makes a select
few better off at the cost of making everybody else worse off. It is not
possible to use restrictions of styply to make the nation in general
better off. The power of the Government to control trade should not
be used to favor select groups.

Despite this fundamental truth, there has been in recent years a
new wave of sentiment in industry and labor and even in the Congress
in favor of import limitations. This is based to a considerable extent
upnn unfavorable developments in our trade balance which has brought
new arguments to the fore and revitalized some old ones. These argu-
ments are assessed in the following section. Each is stated and then
analysed.

IL SOME CURRENT ARGUMENTS FOR IMPORT
LIMITATIONS

U.S. Imports Have Risen More Rapidly Than Exports in Recent Years;
Our Trade Surplus Is Much Reduced, and May Even Be Eliminated or
Turned into a Defscit

Trade surpluses have been characteristic of the U.S. balance of pay-
ments for nearly a century, and have been large and important during
most of the last 25 years. Even after the early post-war shortages in
Europe and elsewhere were ended, the surpluses averaged $3.5 billion
per annum (1953-67). The trade surpluses helped to provide the foreign
exchange necessary to support American foreign investment and U.S.
military and economic programs abroad. The decline of the surplus to
a little more than a half-billion dollars in 1968 and 1969 has therefore
been a cause for much concern.

However, the use of the decline in the trade surplus as an argument
tor increased import limitation depends upon four propositions:

a. A trade surplus should be an objective of U. S. policy.
b. The decline in the U.S. trade surplus is permanent.
c. Import restrictions can indeed increase the trade surplus.
d. Import restrictions are the optimal way of increasing the trade

surplus.

Me Need for a Trade Surplus
Whether a trade surplus should be an objective of U.S. economic

policy depends in part upon an assessment of the nature of the trade

.2
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balance that will coincide with a long run equilibrium position in the
U.S. balance of payments and in part upon an assessment of the
exigencies of the immediate future when equihbrium may not be at-
tained. The long run factors seem to suggest that a trade deficit rather
than a surplus will be the appropriate position since income from
foreign investments is likely, later if not sooner, to grow faster thaneither new investments abroad or government expenditures abroad(military plus aid).

However, the analytical relationships are very complicated and fore-
casting the conqxments flows is Vet y uncertain, while the current balance-
of-payments pressures are both clear and certain. It is therefore assumed
for purnoses of this paper that the 11.S., as a matter of prudence, should
pursue a policy of avoiding trade deficits and achieving trade surpluses.
The assumption might not stand up against careful analysis, but if it
errs, it errs in favor of the case for import limitations.

Lostprun Prospects for tbe U.S. Trade Balance
No one can really predict with confidence what the long-run prospects

with respect to the U.S. trade balance are. A myriad of factors affect
both U.S. exports and U.S. imports. The interplay of these factors as
they change continually through time will produce a shifting margin
between these two aggregates of diverse goods. The record bears out
this expectation of great instability in the difference between exportsand imports. In the post-war period the export surplus has waxed and
wai ed several times over varying from less than $1 billion to more than
$10 billion. As recentls as 1961 it was $6.8 billion and, while the 1968
and 1969 surpluses of $0.6 billion were the lowest since NVorld War 11,
surpluses near the $1 billion level were recorded in 1950, 1953 and 1959.
Even the $3.2 billion drop in the surplus between 1967 and 1968 wasnot the only large decline. Larger decreases were recorded between
1917 and 1918 and between 1949 and 1950. The surplus now seem tobe waxing again, although not with a great amount of vigor.

Nevertheless, these past ups and downs do not warrant the assumption
that there have been no persistent factors advosely affecting the U.S.trade position.

When the components of exports and Unports which produced the
recent deterioration in the U.S. trade balance ire examined, it quickly
becomes evident that the largest changes are to be found on the importside. Imports rose bs nearly $7 billion between 1967 and 1968, an
increase of This rise swamped an expansion of exports of nearly
$3 billion which, though not unprecedented; was more than twice the
annual average increase of the preceding 14 years. The import expansion
was quite generally dkaibuted among major commodity groups al-
though manufactures rose more than primary products. However, motorvehicle imports alone increased mole than 60 percent, accounting for
$1-:.) billion of the 56.2 billion rise in total imports. Over half of this
increase wnsisted of motoi vehicle imports hom Canada.
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If a slightly longer view is taken and changes in exports and imports
are compared from the last peak surplus year, 1964, imports again are
seen to be the major factor in bringing about the changed position.
The rise in imports between 1964 and 1968 was more than $14 billion
while the rise in exports was only a little more than $8 billion.

These changes in the U.S. trade position could be attributabi.: to a
number of different circumstances, some of which might be operating
simultaneously. It seems likely that one important set of influences at
work was the quickening pace of economic activity with the increase
in military expenditures connected with the Vic: Nam war. This oc-
curred at a time when the rate of increase in industrial production in
Europe slackened. The impact of these opposite movements in aggregate
demand was reflected in a tendency for U.S. prices to rise relative to those
of Europe and Japan.

There is also some evidence of structural shifts in the U.S. trade
position. In the longer run the U.S. has become a net importer in mineral
fuels, motor vehicles and "other manufactures', comprising such cate-
gories as textiles, iron and steel, etc. Chemicals and mar_hinery other
than motor vehicles are the only sectors in which there has been an
upward trend in the trade balance, but only in the former is this asso-
ciated with a faster export growth rate. In "other machinery" a very
small starting level for imports and a large one for exports has produced
larger dollar increases in exports than in imports despite a lower export
growth rate; this kind of upward trend contains the seeds of its own
destruction. Of course, our perception of these trends is heavily influ-
enced by the sharpening of demand pressures in the U.S. and their
relaxation in Europe it the last few years mentioned above.

On the other hand, it is possible to argue that there are basic altera-
tions in the world economic picture that are unfavorable '1 the U.S.
trade balance. The faster diffusion of technology, the spread of U.S.
managerial methods and indeed of American management itself, and
the greater international mobility of capital all tend to diminish impor-
tant margins of advantage that the U.S. has had which contributed
substantially to the U.S. export position in newer and more sophisticated
products.

Of course, it has been true all along that the monopoly that an
innovating country enjoys on a new product is apt to be a temporary
one. Even before foreign affiliates, licensees or subsidiarieslet alone
multinational corporationsbecame so common, the knowledge of the
new product in almost all cases sooner or later was spread abroad and
production was successfully imitated. The innovating country does not
necessarily have a long-run comparative advantage in every new product
that it develops. Thus, for the United States for nearly 100 years now,
the exports of one year have often become the imports of a later year.
This has happened to a long list of American products from sewing
machines to TV sets.

The transfer of technology, it should be noted, goes in both directions.
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Some has been from foreign countries to the United States. Thus. the
Bessemer and open-hearth processes for making steel were imported
from England in the last century and the oxygen process from Austria,
Germany or Sweden and the extrusion process of squeezing cold steel
into desired shapes from Italy in more recent years. Also, there is a
substantial amount of direct investment by multinational firms other
than those of U.S. origin. A recent estimate for 1966 placed the pro-
portioa of U.S.-owned internationil direct investment at 57.4 per cent.'
If the multinational corporation is a transmitter of technology, it seems
likely that a lot of foreign technology is also being diffused, and some
of it to the U.S. However, it is highly probable that the overwhelming
movement has been outward from the United States. The innovating
country sometimes still enjoys benefits after the transfer in the forms
of licensing royalties orArect profits on foreign production. Also, the
position of a continuous innovator is partly protected by the continual
development cf new products or models that make obsolete or at least
less desirable the ones that have spread abroad. TI:e speed with which
innovations are being replaced by superior innovations is probably also
increasing and this, too, affords some continuing margin of advantage
for the innovating country.

In general, however, it seems likely that the net effect of all these
changes and particularly of the greatly increased speed with which they
have been occurring has been to reduce the margin of technological
leadership which the United States formerly enjoyed.

All in all, then, there are grounds for pessimism with respect to the
structural influences affecting the U.S. trade balance. However, even
if the direction of these influences turns out to be unfavorable, no
confident folecast ot the future can be made. Many other factors affect
the trade balance, and predicticm is just about impossible. The most
important unknown consists of developments in the relative prices at
which lJ.S. goods are available to foreigners and in the relative prices
at which foreign goods are available to Americans. These are proxi-
mately determined by changes in domestic price levels and in exchange
rates. The movement of each country's domestic price level is heavily
influenced by csi liral developments and by public policies that are
not related or only partially telated to balance of payments factors.
Even if pessimistic expectations about the structural factors turn out
to be correc I. we cannot tell whether a future rise in U.S. pric-es relative
to those of foreign countries will accentuate their impact or a future
fall oflset and obscure them. The jiossibility of changes in government
policies taken to influence the trade balance or the balance of payments
in genet al adds to the uncertainties. No one can say if or when monetary
and fiscal policies to affect the price level or climmercial policiestariff
and nontar at barriers, export subsidies. etc.intended to have a direct
effect on trade flciws will be altered in the U.S. or in one or more of its

' A. Robock Ant K Simmonds. "How Rig Is ItThe Missing Measurements-. Co-lumbia Journal of Buloiesi, MAy-June 1979.
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important trade partners. No one can predict when a key exchange rate
will be altered under the pressure of a deficit or of a sul plus. All these
factors have a powerful influence on the U.S. trade balance, and their net
effects can not be known in advance.

In view of these uncertainties, let us again draw the inference that
appears to be most favorable to the case for import limitations. Let us
assume that a trade surplus will not come about without some deliberate
policy action by the U.S. The question then facing the U.S. in the
1970's is whether this should be attempted mainly or even to a major
clekree by means of trade restrictions.

The Feasibility of Import Restrictioss as a Memos of Increasing tbe U.S.
Trade Surplus

The hard truth of the matter is that it is not open to the U.S. to
improve its trade balance through item-by-item import restrictions.
Almost any restrictive move made by tile United States can be expected
to bring retaliation and to result in an approximately equivalent dimi-
nution in U.S. exports. The warnings on this point by responsible
foreign authorities should be taken at their face value.

It must be realized that these warnings refer not to new and untried
measures but rather to responses that are built into the trading system
and for which there is ample precedent and wide acc ptance in the
community of nations. A basic principle of GATT (thc. General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade), which governs the trade relations of the
western countries, is the preservation of the "balance of benefits" which
each country derives from the tariffs that have emerged from six rounds
of international negotiations in the last quarter of a century. A country
that finds its interests adversely affected by an increase in a duty that
has been bound or reduced in it GATT negotiationand this includes
virtually every U.S. tariff classificationor by the imposition of a quota
is entitled to compensatory concessions. If these are not forthcoming, it
is free to restore its balance of benefiti through restrictions of its own.
Any extensive effort by the United States to use import limitations to
improve its trade balance is thus almost certain to set off a self-defeating
chain of restrictions on trade that would serve neither the economic
nor the political objectives of this country.

Trade Restrictiom as tbe Optimum way to Improve tbe Trade Surplus
Even if it were claimed that other countries would permit the United
States to improve its (rade surplus through limitations of imports, the
further proposition would still have to be established that item-by-item
import restriction was the best way to achieve the desired increase in
surpluses. The item.by-item approach can be defended only if it is
argued that the government and not the marketplace should be allowed
to determine the changes in the commodity composition of imports by
which the trade balance should be improved.
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If the objective is to reduce the general level of imports or to limit its
increase, then it is logical and efficient to use some general criterion,
perhaps a uniform ad valorem tariff surcharge applied to all goods,
rather than a series of discriminatory tariff increases favoring the do-
mestic producers of some goods over the domestic producers of others.
But if the trade surplus is the true objective, it can be improved through
an crease in exports as well as a diminution in imports. Increased
exports can be encouraged through export promotion measures such as
tax incentives and better credit facilities. However, if a uniiorm ad
valorem tar' ff were applied to imports an export subsidy would make
the price of foreign currency the same for U.S. exporters and importers
and would therefore lead to the most efficient use of U.S. resources as
between home and foreign markets in production and between homeand foreign goods in consumption.

A uniform tariff and subsidy would be akin to a practical devaluation
of the dollar applicable only to trade or perhaps to trade and some
service transactions. There are, of course, still other ways of achieving
the sante effects of making U.S. goods cheaper to foreigners and foregn
goods dearer to Americans. One is outright devaluation which would
affect capita! as well as trade and service transactions. Other less dra-
matic ways which are much less likely to encounter objections from
other countries involve the restriction of future U.S. price movements
to rates of increase that are lower than those of the other major in-
dustrial countries. This can be accomplished through monetary and
fiscal policy or through a wage and price policy, although either meanswould be politically difficult. All these measures (i.e., partial or total
devaluation, restraint of price increases through general or specific
policies) would achieve an improvement in the trade balance while
leaving it to the market to determine which imports would decrease and
whkh exports would increase.

The United States has, Over the Years, Given Many One-Sided TradeConcessions that have Opened its Markets to Foreigners while U.S.
Exporters Find Themselves under Serious Handicaps in ForeignMarkeu

To some degree, this argument is an extension of the previous one.
The relative rise in import is taken as evidence of the opening of the
U.S. market and the failure of exports to increase more rapidly asevidence of the discriminatory practices in foreign markets. The trend
of exports and imports, however, is not in itself conclusive evidence
since many other factors could account for these trends.

Claims that American negotiators over the years have traded away
market opportunities in the U.S. without equivalent concessions abroad
have never been accompanied by a quantitative assessment of the im-
pact of changes in tariffs and other terms of access. Such evidence as is
readily available does not support the view that U.S. commercial policy,
either alone or in conjunction with foreign commercial policy, has been
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responsible for the rapid growth of imports or for the failure of our
exports to expand more rapidly.

In the first place, a number of comparative studies of tariq levels have
indicated that U.S. tariffs are slightly higher on the average than those
of the European Economic C. -nmunity and slightly lower than those
of the U.K. The accompanying table shows average tariff rates for various
categories of goods as well as the overall averages. The latter differ little
among the major industrial exporters. Average post-Kennedy Round
tariffs on non-agricultural, dutiable imports are estimEed at 9.6% for
the U.S., 8.1% for the Common Market, 10.6% for the U.K., and 9.5%
ior Japan; for dutiable manufactures, the rates are 9.9, 8.6, 10.8 and
10.7, respectively, for the same countries. The U.S. rates in these com-
putations are expressed as a percentage of c.i.f. value, as are the rates
for the other countries.

Of course, even similar average tariffs may have different restrictive
effects in different countries, depending on such factors as the structure
of the rates, elasticities of demand and supply, the share o; imports in
domestic consumption, and the composition of imports. When these
factors are taken into account, U.S. tariffs, Professor Balassa found in a
study of pre-Kennedy Round rates, were more restrictive of imports than
those of the EEC and the U.K., though less restrictive than Japan's.2

Tariffs for individual commocliGes and average tariffs for classes of
commodities are dispersed around these overall rates in ways that differ
from one country to another. In some commodity classes, such as textiles
and chemicals, the table indicates that U.S. rates are higher than those
of other countries; in others such as transportation equipment and
electrical machinery the U.S. rates are lower. Thus, individual U.S.
industries sometimes find that the tariffs levied on American goods by
the foreign source of supply are higher than the corresponding U.S.
rates. For example, U.S. and foreign tariffs on electronic products
(tubes, transistors, transformers, loudspeakers, etc.), were cited as an
example of inequ:table tariff treatment at the recent Hcrise Ways and
Means Committee hearings on "Tariff and Trade Proposals". The U.S.
rate of 7.6% was compared to rates of 14% for the EEC and 12.4% for
Japan.

Where cross exporting (i.e., two-way trade) of similar products exists
or where U.S. firms would be able to export to the foreign source of
supply over a lower tariff barrier, an industry might justifiably regard
a difference in tariff rates as inequitable. This would, of course, be
equally true for a foreign industry facing higher U.S. tariff rates. Very
often, however the difference in rate is of little practical importance
because the domestic industry would not be able to compete in the
foreign market regardless of the level of the foreign tariff. If in the
electronic components industry, for example. Japanese costs are lower
than those of the U.S., a lowering of the Japanese tariff to the American

'&1a Balasu, Trade Liberalisation among Industrial Countries, 1967, p. 59.
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level would not have any beneficial effects upon the position of the
U.S. industry.

Not only are the present overall tariff levels rather similar among the
major industrial exporters, but it is not at all clear that U.S. tariff levels
have declined very precipitously in the last 20 years. Tariff Commission
figures show that duties collected as a percentage of dutiable imports
have varied mainly in the 11 to 12% range in the last few years com-
pared to a 12 to 13% range in the early 1950's.3 As the Commission
points out, these average ad valo:em equivalent duties are not com-
pletely reliable guides to changes in the level of protection since,
among other reasons, they are affected by changes in the composition
of imports. Tariffs reduced to the threshold that made imports possible
where there were none before, might still average out to levels above the
previous average ad valorem equivalent collected duty. The average
might thus fail to decline despite general reductions in duties. On the
other hand, there is little doubt that in the various GATT rounds of
tariff cutting, particularly before but not altogether excluding the
Kennedy Round, there was a systematic search for concessions to offer
to foreigners that could safely be made without having a great impact
on U.S. imports.

The notion that tariff concessions played a major role in the increase
in U.S. imports is not strongly supported by the timing of the import
changes. If tariff concessions were an important influence, each round of
tariff reductions shouw have been followed by a surge of imports. In
fact, neither the reductions made in the 1956 round nor those made in
the Dillon Round of 1961-62 appear to have a large gross impact on
U.S. imports. The great increase in imports between 1967 and 1968 did
come at a time when the first Kennedy Round reductions went into ef-
fect, but the 23 percent increase in imports could not have been attrib-
utable to any major degree to a cut in tariffs that can hardly have
amounted to an average reduction in price to U.S. buyers of as muchas 1 percent.'

The available evidence thus does not indicate that U.S. firms are
generally at a competitive disadvantage owing to differences in tariff
barriers or that the U.S. tariff barriers faced by actual exporters to the
U.S. have been radically reduced in the last twenty years.

Much of the concern about the relatively unfair treatment of Amer-ican exports is. however, directed to non-tariff rather than to tariff
barriers.

There is no doubt that U.S. exports are limited by non-tariff barriers.
Buy domestic policies, safety regulations, and the rebating of excise
taxes on exports and compensatory levies on imports are among the

'See U.S. Tariff Commiuion Value of CIS. Imports for Consumption, Duties Col-lected and Ratio of Duties to Values, under the Tariff Act of 1930. 1930-69, Feb.1970, (proceswd).
'The reductions averaged 37 percent. and 20 percent of each reduction went intoeNett on January I. 1968. A 7.4 percent cut in an average duty of, say 12 percent

comes out to a using for U.S. buyers of imports of less than 1 percent.
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many practices that American exporters have found place them at a
disadvantage in international competition. However, the United States
is not without its own non-tariff barrien including buy American
policies, the imposition upon foreign countries of "voluntary" agree-
ments to limit exports to the U.S. as in cotton, textile, and steel, and di-
rect unilateral restrictions on imports of dairy products, meat, sugar and
oil. Also, the U.S. barriers have been increasing rather than diminishing
in number and importance. In the last few years, "voluntary" quotas on
steel and meat, prohibition of imports of firearms other than those used
for sporting purposes, and a tariff quota on brooms have been added to
the list.

Trends in foreign non-tariff barriers have been more mixed. Between
the early 1950's and the early 1960's the trade restrictions maintained
by many countries for balance-of-payments reasons were reduced and
then eliminated. With the advent of the Common Market, however,
some new and important barriers to U.S. trade, particularly the variable
import levy, were imposed.

The non-tariff barriers imposed by the United States and other
countries undoubtedly restrict the volume of foreign commerce but
whether they are at present more burdensome to American exporters
than to foreign exporters is not obvious. The Japanese restrictions
almost surely limit imports more than do the non-tariff barriers of the
U.S. and Western European countries. It would take a special study to
confirm or deny the widely prevalent notion in the United States that
European non-tariff barriers are more restrictive than ours. An impor-
tant new work by Professor Baldwin suggests that relative to the U.K.,
at least, the U.S. still has a slightly higher rate of effective protection
when non-tariff, as well as tariff, barriers are taken into account. (The
effective rate of protection measures the degree of protection of value
added in nunufacturing; it indicates the excess in domestic value added
that can be obtained as a result of trade restrictions, as a percentage of
what the value added would be under free trade.) Baldwin's estimates
for 1972, the year in which the Kennedy Round tariffs come into full
force, indicate a 15 percent overall rate of effective protection (tariff
and non-tariff) for the U.S. and a 13 percent rate for the U.K.6

This is not to deny that nontariff barriers have been growing in
importance, both at home and abroad, relative to tariffs. Furthermore,
the common U.S. view that foreign non-tariff barriers are greater than
those of the U.S. may well turn out to be more justified in the case of
the EEC and still more in the case of Japan. Even so, it seems doubtful
that non-tariff barriers can be held responsible for the failure of U.S.
exports to grow more rapidly. A relaxation of the barriers would, it is

true, give U.S. exporters a fairer chance to enter European and Japanese
markets, but U.S. export gains might turn out to be modest. Most of
the barriers are aimed at imports in general and are not discriminatory

Roben E. Baldwin, Non-tariff Distortions of International Trade, Brookings In-
atituuon, 1970, pp. 165 and 168.
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against the U.S. Their relaxation would therefore open each market
not just to the U.S. but to other competing countries as wen. American
exporters would probably enjoy some increase in sales as a consequence,
but to gain this and to achieve the still more problematic effect of an
increase in the rate of growth in their sales, they would have to meet
the competition of other countries. The record does not suggest that
under the conditions prevailing in the last few years, U.S. exporterswould be very successful. Between 1964. the year when there was a trade
surplus of ;6.8 billion and 1969. the U.S. share in wnrld exports de-
clined from 15.2% to 13.8%. The U.S. shares in imports of Japan, of
the developing countries and of the EEC from outside countries also
dropped by 1 or 2 percentage points. None of these changes can possibly
be attributed to nontariff barriers.

The dismantlement of non-tariff barriers is an objective that is im-
portant to pursue but it is doubtful that it will provide a major key tothe resolution of the problems with our trade balance. Even if allU.S.
and foreignnon-tariff barriers were eliminated, it is not sure that our
export balance would become larger. Certainly our imports would in-
crease and our exports also, but even if the barriers of foreign countries
are more restrictive than ours, the size of the gain in our exports would
depend upon the competitiveness of our economy. Non-tariff barrierscertainly have a harmful effect on world commerce and income, but
they just do not fill the role of chief villain in the story of the disappear-
ing trade balance.

Imports have an Unfavorable impact on Employment, Particularly SinceThey Tend to be Concentrated in Labor-intensive Products
One of the necessary conditions for the improvement of the livingstandards of a country is the mobility of labor and capital. Some notionof the dynamism of the modern economy is called to mind simply by

considering what a small fraction of his consumption expenditure eachof us spends on things that are physically identical to those purchasedby his father at an equivalent stage in his life.
Some of the changes in production necessary to turn out new products

and new product varieties and to use cost reducing methods can be
smoothly absorbed by the existing industrial organization without re-quiring much adjustment either by labor or capital. For example, whenthe home freezer industry developed, the workers and firms that hadpreviously manufactured refrigerators could move easily into the new
good. Other changes, however, require reduction in the number of firmsand workers in an old industry as new conditions develop. For the ma..part. the pressures for change are generated within the internal economyof the United States. This was true, for example, of the losses of em-ployment suffered in the Michigan peninsula when station wagon bodiesbegan to be made of steel rather than of wood. It was u also when thehosiery industi y moved out of Philadelphia into the South and more
generally when the textile industries of Pennsylvania and other northern
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states shifted to North Carolina and other southern states. Between 1947
and 1967, for example, Pennsylvania lost 69,700 production jobs in the
textile industry while North Carolina gained 32,500. Sometimes, as in
the recent contraction of the space effort, a change in government needs
or priorities is the cause of the disruption of individual lives and of
blight for a whole community. In these cases and many more, thousands
and thousands of workers and many employers suffered great economic,
social and psychological injuries through no fault of their own as a result
of changes in the marketplace. In each of these cases it would have been
in the interest of the workers and employers concerned to have govern-
ment intervention or decision that would prevent the shift to a new
product or a new location.

What is the appropriate national policy in these cases? Surely, no one
would argue that it would be appropriate to guarantee any industry or
firm against a reduction in its level of employment. Any effort along these
lines obviously would promote a hothouse economy pockmarked with
artificially maintained prices for commodities serving needs that could
be more cheaply provided for in , free market. The protection of par-
ticular individuals against such disruptions can only be achieved at the
expense of the rest of the U.S.

What is worse, such protection tends to freeze patterns of employment
that are not in the long-run interests of workers or of the U.S. at large.
The jobs that are protected tend to be low-wage jobs relative to those
that would be available without protective policies. The Pennsylvania
textile workers of yesterday were injured by the shift to the South. To-
day, their successors are better off than they would be if the government
had intervened to keep the textile industry in that stage; they are work-
ing in industries that pay higher wages than the textile industry.

The problem is not different when the pressure for the reduction in
the employment and number of firms in an industry comes not from
another section of the country but from abroad. Today's workers and
employers in that industry will be better off if the government inter-
venes and prevents their loss of jobs and capital. The cost of such a
policy in the short run is borne by the rest of the economy which is
denied the opportunity to obtain the goods at the lower prices available
abroad. In the long run, however, the workers themselves have to be
regarded as worse off. By and large, the industries that need protection
from foreign competition are low-wage industries and the jobs nat are
being perpetuated by restrictions on imports are low-wage jobs. At the
same time, a policy of import restriction prevent! the expansion of
export industries which characteristically pay higher wages. This is true
because the restriction of our purchases abroad gives foreigners fewer
dollars which they can spend in the United States.

In short, protection can at best make a small fraction of today's labor
force better off at the expense of the large majority and at the expense
also of tomorrow's labor force.

The irrationality of a policy of using trade restrictions to create jobs

2la
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is shown by data presented to the Congress by a spokesman for indus-
tries seeking the restriction of imports. In a statement before the Joint
Economic Committee last March, a representative of the Trade Rela-
tions Council reported upon an analysis of the trade position of 313
four-digit manufacturing industries of the United States. In 1967, 128 of
these industries had a foreign trade deficit aggregating $9 billion. The
excess of imports over exports in these industries was calculated to in-
volve a net loss of 367.552 jobs. The other group, consisting of 185
industries, had trade surpluses which ammmted to $10.4 billion. The
job-equivalent of this trade surplus was estimated at 201,532 jobs. Al-
though apparently cited as an argument for protection, these data
constitute a powerful argument for freer trade. For the labor of a little
more than 200,000 men, we received $10.4 billion. This was enough to
obtain goods from abroad that it would have taken 400,000 mentwice
as manyto produce. To advance these figures as an argument for pro-
tection is to embrace a make-work philosophy. It is to argue that we
shoukl devise policies that will lead to more, rather than fewer, hours
of work to produce a dollar's worth of real income. If this is what we
want, protection is a good way to get it. If we want to find ways to in-
crease man hours per dollar of output. international trade is not for us.
International trade increases real product per hour of work rather than
raising the hours required to produce a dollar', worth of product.

The magnitude involved in the Trade Relations Council's estimates
of the net effect of trade on employment also clearly indicates that the
trade balance has only a small net impact on overall employment in the
U.S. The site of the trade surplus affects at most a few hundred thousand
out of the nearly 80 million civilian jobs. During 1968, for example,
when imports soared amid the trade balance plummeted, other and much
larger influences were at work so that employment expanded by more
than 2 million jobs and the unemployed rate dropped from 3.5 to 3.3
percent.°

As these events suggest, the level of employment in the U.S. does not
depend in any quantitatively significant way upon the level of imports.
It is determined to an overwhelming degree by internal influences. The
expansion of international tradc certainly does not require a higher
level of imemplosment. International tmade is no more inconsistent With
full employment than other efficieuwy-increasing influences SlIth as
automation Or costleducing changes in industrial location. All impose
a temporary «)st in terms of jot) displacement.

Advocates of freer tradelike defenders of automation--have some-
times been (hided for citing statitstics without snflicient regard to
the human beings involved. however. the whole argnment turns pre-
cisely on human welfare Is it increased or diminished by changes that
are reymired for greatem effkiency? The answer is that there is a re-
stricted and short-unn hurt iii exdhinge for a widespread and long-run
gain. The extent of the losses to adversely rifeuted individuals will be

'Emplostnent and tPnrinpIosment migures uf Jarman 1968 am! January 1969.

t
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smaller when the changes occur against the background of a buoyant
economy. This is clearly illustrated in the story of the remarkable
achievemtnt of the Common Market countries in abolishing tariffs
among themselves completely with little disruption of individual firms
and workers. Rapid economic expansion was an essential feature of the
story. The real gross national product of the Common Market countries
increased by 50 percent from 1959 to 1967 while internal tariffs were
coming down.T It is easy to make room for increased imports when
domestic demand is expanding; even where imports enter in very large
volume it is not so difficult for businesses to find other lines which they
can pursue with greater profit.

The proper means to pursue full employment objectives is not tariff
policy but monetary and fiscal policy.

Foreign Competition is Unfair because it is Based on Low Wages

International trade raises real income because certain industries,
owing to some natural or cultural differences between different areas of
the world, are able to produce at a lower cost in one country while others
will be able to produce at lower cost in some other part of the world.
American producers. when confronted with the natural or acquired
advantage enjoyed by a foreign industry, often feel, quite rightly, that
they are facing unequal odds. Some years ago, a Pennsylvania oil pro-
ducer whose wells produced less than a barrel a day felt that it was
unfair to have to compete with the wells of the Middle East that pro-
duce 5.000 barrels a day. So in a sense it was. However, it was "unfair"
in the sense that one would use in a sports contest; the same standard of
equity is not appropriate as an economic criterion. No sound policy can
be based on the principle of eradicating all the economic advantages
possessed by any contestant in order to run a competition that gives an
equal chance to all entrants. Such a policy would imply that American
firms that have unusual know-how or access to large amounts of capital
should be precluded from selling abroad because they have an unfair
competitive advantage over less sophisticated and more poorly capital-
ized European firms. It would be, once again, to reject the view that a
main goal of our economy is to maximize output per unit of input.

The advantage that most other countries have relative to the U.S. is
an abundant labor supply rela ive to other factors of production. Pro-
ductivity is low, but wages are sometimes even lower so that labor costs
in some industries are below those of the U.S. For example. in 1967 the
Japanese GNP per capita was, according to the rather imperfect meas-
ures available. about 40 percent of that of the U.S. However, in the iron
and steel industry hourly labor cost was only 21 percent of the U.S. level

'From $240.1 billion to $350.0 billion in 1968 prices (A.I.D.. "Gros& National Product
Growth Rates and -1,-ond Data", April 30, 1970).
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and unit labor cost 30 to 38 percent of the U.S. level." In industries where
differences in wage levels are decisive, foreign firms are apt to have the
advantage over U.S. firms. Such industries include labor intensive in-
dustries like textiles and shoes and also industries like steel, mass.pro-
ducing relatively standardized products by well established, wiielyknown methods of production.

The wage advantage that these foreign industries enjoy is no more"unfair" in the relevant economic sense than is the superiority of the
Middle East oil well over the Pennsylvania oil well or of the well cap-
italited technologically advanced U.S. firm over the smaller and less
sophisticated European hum. It is easy to undostand and i'uleed diffizolt
not to sympathize with the feeling of workers and firms that the situationis unfair to them. However, the fact remains that no case can be madein the broad public interest for the piotection of partkaar industriesott giottiuls of "unfair" comj)etition even when, owing to low foreign
wages. prices and costs abroad ,,re lower than the most ercient jnoducer
at home can achieve.

What can be -egarded as unfair is to ask the workers and employer.;in the affected industries to bear the costs of :Idjustment, prtictilarlyif these costs lesult from a change in national policy clesigned to benefitthe nation as a whole. Relict should, howevei be tempoiars and geated
to adjustment rather than to the pelmauent protection 0t any share otthe domestic mat ket. The expo ience of the European Economic Com-munity in moving to tarifl-free trade. already noted, suggests that theextent of the dislocation of industry may be surprisingly sni.M. Once
the policy of free trade was convincingly laid clown in the six CommonMarket countries, firms had cite incentive to adjnst rather than the
incentive to organire politically tor protection.

Someone might wish to argue that the whole level of wage rates abroadis so low relative to wage rates in the United States that all foieigu
dustries or many of them have advantageous labor costs relative to theU.S. industries. If that aignment were valid, what would be called foris not protection for pat titular industries bin an across-the-board changein the power of foreign currencies to pun hase U.S. goods: the objectivewould he to restore a balance in which some industries had low enoughlabor costs so that, together with their other advantages, they would beenabled to expor t enough to achieve a trade balance (or a trade surplusif that were taken as an objective of our policy). Alternative ways ofachieving such an adjustment have already been discussed.
The Advent of the Multinational Corporation has so Changed theNature of Trade Relations that the Case for freer Trade has beenMade Irrelevant

The rise of multinatnmal corporations has brought forward new prob-lems. In a world organized into nation-states the rise of firms employing
GNP est imAcs from U.N Yearbook of Noti000l Accounts Statistics, 1968. Vol. 2.Labor cost ompa rison from RLS estimates wprodut ed in Muse Wass and MeansCommittee, Hearings on Tariff and Trade Propoinh, M..y I I, 1970, p. 211.
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a global approach to production and marketing creates new problems
with respect to national jurisdiction and national interests with respect
to the location and volume of production, exports and imports, taxation,
etc.

However, there is no evidence that the multinational corporation is
immune from the economic forces that determine which goods can be
most cheaply produced in which countries. On the contrary, it seems
likely that the multinational corporation provides decision-makers with
better information about the most advantageous location of production
than was previously available. Components, such as the Ford engine for
the Pinto, are produced abroad when they can be made cheaper.

The effects of multinational corporations on the U.S. trade balance are
very difficult to estimate. They have hastened the proceues described
earlier as probably unfavorable to the U.S.the diffusion of American
managerial methods, production techniques, and capital; but in a
shrinking world the pace of this diffusion was bound to Increase any-
way. Exports from their U.S. plants of the main products produced by
their foreign plants have probably been reduced. However, there is at
least some validity to the claim made by the corporations themselves
that their establishment of proluction abroad was necessary to protect
their holdings of the foreign market against potential foreign competi-
tion. To the extent to which this is true, foreign production and even
exports from foreign plants may not be at the expense of U.S. exports,
and the profits from foreign operations a possible net gain to the U.S.
balance of payments, depending upon the use to which they are put.
More definite sources of gain to the U.S. balance of payments are ex-
ports of machinery and of supplementary product lines, the latter being
of potential importance when full-line production is maintained in the
U.S. and foreign production limited to models for which there is a
large market in the host country.

However the net effects turn out, it seems clear that multinational
corporations can hardly be held responsible for import problems in
textiles and a number of other areas where the domestic industry has
been in difficulty and has sought protection. Multinational companies
are important in automobile production, petroleum, tractors, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, office machinery, and farm and construction equipment.
In most but not all of these areas the U.S. has a strong export position.
In the few cases in which multinational corporations have been con-
spicuous in industries encountering severe import competition, the
products though relatively new, such as electronics, require labor-in-
tensive methods of production.

In any case, the injury to U.S. interests of which multinational cor-
porations are accused by those seeking trade restrictions is not different
from others independently claimed as a basis for import limitations and
already discussedviz., a reduced U.S. trade surplus and job displace-
ment. The expansion of the multinational form of corporate enterprise
adds many new problems to the relations between government and
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busineu and to intergovernmental relationships, but it does not con-
stitute a new argument for protection. Indeed, the retaliatory or at any
rate unfavorable responses that can be expected from foreign govern-
menu to any U.S. effort to limit imports would make much more diffi-
cult the intergovernmental cooperation that is required to cope with
many of the problems in this field.

The National Security of the United States Requires that Some
Industries be Protected

The national security argument is sometimes applied to natural re-
source products such as petrokum and sometimes to fabricated products
such as steel.

It can hardly be denied that petroleum and steel and indeed a vast host
of other products are essential to national defense. But dirt ct guarantees
do not always achieve their intended results. One is reminded of the
old story of the wise town elders who, wishing to accommodate the
convenience of all visitors, decreed that one of the town's two taxis
always had to be at the railroad station.

In the case of a natural resource product. it has never been satisfac-
torily explained how a program which encourages the use of domestic
reserves rather than the use of the foreign product will assure adequate
domestic supplies in case of an einergency. The argument advanced to
defend quotas on the import of crude oil and petroleum products is
that high domestic prices, which are necessary to maintain a high level
of new discovery and exploration, can be kept only by restricting cheap
foreign imports. If national security is dependent upon the ready do-
mestic availability of large quantities of petroleum, what is really called
for is a progialll of subsidization for the exploration of petroleum
reserves in the United States and a program that would restrict domestic
production to the levels necessary to keep a domestic petroleum industry
operational and capable of sudden and large expansion in the event of
necessi ty.

What is particulariy indefensible is the protection of the domestic
isetroleum induvry through import quotas rather than tariffs. Import
quotas have the effect of transfening to private pockets in the form of
monopoly profits substantial sums of money from the public purse. If
it is felt that tariffs are too uncertain in their effects on import quan-
tities and quotas are desired on this account, the quotas should be
auctiohed off so that their monopoly value does not accrue to private
firms. At a time when important social needs are being denied because
of inadequate government revenues, it is particularly inappropriate for
the government to confer monopoly power worth over a half billion
dollars per annum on private parties,

In the case of a manufacturing industry, such as the steel industry,
it is argued that protection is necessary to maintain skills that would be

'Baldwin's estimate for 1966 was $620 million; the markup that year was equivalent
to 67 perseni uf the cost of imported oil, op. cit., p. 32.
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lost were the industries subject to unrestricted import competition. The
American Iron and Steel Institute, for example, has claimed that the
unchecked growth of steel imports presents a direct threat to ezur
national security since a domestic industry will no longer be able to
produce the full range of steel products necessary for national security.10
In addition, it is argued, the under crisis conditions serious shortages
might develop.

In fact, the wartime experience of the United States, like that of every
other country, including England. Germany, and Japan, demonstrates
very clearly that human skills and ingenuity manage very quickly to
produce whatever is needed in wartime. The United States during
World War 11, for example, was able to produce large quantities of air-
planes including many kinds which had never been produced before and
even to master the production of products like lenses, which formerly had
been regarded as the province of highly skilled craftsmen not to be
found in the United States.11

The national security argument is also weakened by the diminished
likelihood of a large-sca!e conventional war of long duration. A major
nuclear war would be brief and horrible and its outcome would not be
affected by the size of particu:ar domestic industries such as oil or steel.
Non-nuclear wars restricted to particular regions are unlikely to leave
the U.S. cut off from all foreign sources of supply.

Protection for national security purposes is also counter-productive
politically and diplomatically. Further action to limit steel imports, for
example, would strengthen the divisive forces affecting our relations with
friendly countries.

HI. THE COST OF INCREASED PROTECTION TO THE
UNITED STATES

The benefits of import limitations, it has been shown, accrue to
favored groups in the economy at the expense of the population as a
whole. Some of the ways in which these costs are incurred have already
been described. The disadvantages of a policy of protection are set out
more systematically in the following paragraphs.

The Insulation of the U.S. Economy from Foreign Competition will
Reduce Consumer Choice and the Stimulus to Innovation

The maintenance of competition in a market economy under modern
technological conditions where the scale of the firm is so large in many
industries is one of the difficult problems of economic organication facing

"See U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Compendium of Papers on Legislative
Oversight Review of US. Trade Policies, 90th Congress, second session, Volume 2.
page 501.

u See the statement of Raymon Vernon. Joint Economic Committee, 7ubcommittee
on Foreign Economic Policy, Hearings: Defense Essentiality and Foreign Economic
Policy, 84th Congress. second session, June 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1956, pp. 49-53.
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the United States. The entry of foreign competitors into the American
market makes it more difficult for large firms to pursue a live-and-let-live
policy that will produce a quiet life for their managers but which will
not be in the interests of consumers or the economy at large. There are
on record in recent years a number of cases in which the stimulus to
innovation has come from foreign competitionthe small car, oxygen
steel, and flat glass. The American consumer and the economy in general
is better off for each of these cases of increased foreign competition.

Import Limitations will Lead to Higher Prices and Make the Control of
Inflation More Difficult

Recently, the proposition that import controls or tariffs are likely
to lead to higher prices for the protected commodities has been chal-
lenged. These challenges usually take the form of citing cases in which
products under protection such as cotton textiles have been marked by
price increases smaller than the price level in general. These instances
have usually been contrasted with other products like coal which al-
though un-protected have risen in price more than average. The juxta-
position of such examples only indicates, however, that there are other
price-determining influences that are also at work. It does not mean
that the observed price of a protected good whether it has risen more or
less than average, would not be lower without the quota or without
the tariff.12 Nobody has yet set out the logic by which it can be claimed
that the restriction of a cheap source of supply will not tend to rant
the price. Most quotas not only result in higher prices to buyers but,
as noted in connection with the discussion of the oil quota above, confer
a monopoly profit on those lucky enough to receive the privilege of
importing some of the limited quantity of goods permitted to enter the
United States.

The upward pressure on prices exerted by import quotas or tariffs
also hurts the United States by weakening our export position. Import
quotas on petroleum. for example. push up fuel costs for our manufac-
turing industries and the "voluntary" quotas on steel have enabled
increases of steel prices to occur which have raised input costs for our
machinery producing industries. Our machinery industries, which are
so important in our export trade, are competing with foreign producers
who are able to buy fuel and steel at world market prices.

Protectionist Policies will Reduce the Participation of the United States
in World Trade and Thus Lower its Rate of Growth and Income

Textbook writings on international trade and the current arguments
of those favoring increased protection have one thing in common. Both

*The only exception to the price raising effect of tariffs or quotas occurs when
they have no protective effect. If U.S. wheat. for example, is selling at world prices
or lower, a quota on wheat imports will never ha.e to be administered and will have
no impact on the U.S. price Few of the claimants for protection, however, would be
interested in measures that did not restrict the foreign supply to the U.S. market.

2 al *77
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view international trade as leading to a form of specialization in which
some industries expand in each country while others contract. To some
degree, this is still a correct view. It is likely, for example, that under
free trade the textile industry and the steel industry in the United States
would grow unaller than they are today while the machinery industries
would expand.

However, there is a large and growing form of international trade
that does not take this character at all. The trade between the great
industrial countries is increasingly taking the relatively new form of
intra-industry specialization. It is based on the economies of long pro-
duction runs for particular variants of products. It owes its origin to
the evergrowing variety of specialized materials and machines which is
emerging to provide a more and more varied and sophisticated bundle
of consumers goods and to meet the needs of industry for labor-saving
cost-reducing methods of production. How can this great growth in
variety of output be reconciled with the great economies that can be
derived from long production runs? The answer for most producers is
to concentrate on a limited range of product variants.

To see the impact that this has on international trade, let us consider,
for example, the production of machinery for the use of such industries
as printing, baking and pharmaceuticals. Such machinery is manufac-
tured in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany and other
western European countries. however, in each of these countries the
equipment is designed to meet local conditions such as the usual scale
of output and the prevailing ratio of wages to capital costs. Each country
could produce the whole range of equipment but in fart concentrates
on the product variants most in demand in its own or in other nearby
markets. Thus the European equipment is typically designed for smaller
volume, lower speed and greater variety of purpose than the American
equipment for the same industries. Trade arises because in each country
there is hkely to be some limited need for the kinds of machines pro-
duced abroad although the major need will of course be for the type
of machine produced at home. Since the direction of technological
progress is clearly toward more and more complicated and highly
specialized machinery, the volume of intra-industry specialization may be
expected to increase.

1=a-industry specialization in the trade among the industrial coun-
tries Accounts for the apparently contradictory phenomena, that there
is on the one hand a great similarity in the commodity composition of
the exports of the industrial countries and that on the other hand a
substantial fraction of world trade consists of exchanges between the
industrial countries themselves.

The expansion of this trade is attractive not only because it lowers
costs-and raises incomes for the participating countries but also because
it brings relatively few of the adjustment problems that are so difficult
where spedalization by whole industries is involved. From the stand-
point of the U.S., it points also to a profitable avenue for the expansion
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of trade that does not depend upon the maintenance of the technological
margin of superiority the U.S. enjoyed in the past.

The experience of the Common Market may again be taken as an
illustration. Trade among the six countries tripled in thc decade follow-
ing the establishment of the Common Market in 1957. This expansion
oi trade was based on neither large technological gaps among the
countries nor on the disappearance of entire industries as a result of
inter-industry specialization.

Those seeking import limitations are asking the U.S., in effect, to
sacrifice the chance to participate fully in this growing trade in an effort
to protect the short-run interests of limited groups in the economy.

Tbe Political and Diplomatic Costs of Import Limitations Would be
Very High

Any marked movement toward further limitations on imports would,
as already remarked, bring retaliations. There is a great danger that a
trade war would be set off which would have the economic and political
consequences in restricting world trade that would clearly leave all
trading countries worse off. What is even more dangerous, however, is
the broader impact upon the political leadership of the United States.
The United States has in the community of nations stood for the prin-
ciples of a competitive economy and for the reliance upon markets
rather than upon governments for economic decision-making. We have
put our great weight behind the reduction of trade barriers. A U.S.
policy of protection where competition hurts some American workers
and firms, and of free trade where it does not, will hardly strengthen
our position of leadership. Rather it will strengthen the position of those
cynics who argue that the United States has been using its great power
to pursue its own short-run economic interests rather than as we claim
to create a peaceful, prosperous and stable world.

IV. A TRADE POLICY FOR THE 1970'S IN THE NATIONAL
INTEREST

The national interests of the U.S. lie in the direction of freer trade.
The arguments for a contrary policy, it has been shown, are based on
incorrect assessments of the facts, draw unwarranted conclusions from
true statements of fact, or stress benefits that may be real and important
but are either incapable of achievement or can be attaired only at large
economic and political cost.

The strength and pervasiveness of the present trend toward import
limitations is evidence of the capacity of men to believe what it is in
their economic interests to believe. It reflects also the hospitality the
democratic political process gives to the efforts of organized groups to
benefit themselves when the gain to them is large and the losses to others
are widely distributed. Political leaders may have to yield to such pres-
sures, but if so the only rationalground is a concern for a special interest
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or political neceuity and not a concern for the nation:3 interest. Their
need to yield may be less if the special and public interests are clearly
distinguished.

V. SUMMARY

A new wave of sentiment in favor of import limitations has brought
forward some new arguments :or import limitations and revived some
old ones.

The fundamental fact remains that every restriction of supply,
whether it be applied to supply of domestic or foreign origin, helps the
producers of the restricted products but only at the expense of everyone
else.

Every current claim for protection, no matter whet its guise, is a
claim for special preference at the general expense.

Let us take the main current arguments for import limitations one
by one.

U.S. Imports Have Risen More Rapidly than Exports in Recent Years;
Our Trade Surplus is Much Reduced, and May Even be Eliminated or
Turned into a Deficit

It is not at all clear that the U.S. balance of payments should in the
long run have a trade surplus or that a trade surplus needs to be an
objective of U.S. Government policy, but even if these points are granted
they do not establish the case for import restrictions. Import restrictions
will bring retaliation that will reduce the level of trade without any
predictable effect on the trade balance. Furthermore, even if other
countries were to permit the U.S. to improve its trade surplus through
import limitation. item-by-item restrictions would provide neither an
equitable nor efficient method. Discriminatory tariff increases or quotas
favor the domestic producers of some goods Ova the domestic producers
of others. They also require that the Government rather than the market
place determine which imports will be reduced.

If the objective is really to improve the trade balance, a uniform ad
valorem tariff surcharge and an export subsidy of the same amount
would be more equitable and efficient. Other measures that would ac-
complish the same result include a depreciation of the dollar and the
restriction of the U.S. price level to lower rates of increase than foreign
price levels.

The United States Has, Over the Years, Given Many One-sided Trade
Concessions That Have Opened its Markets to Foreigners While U.S.
Exporters Find Themselves under Serious Handicaps in Foreign
Markets

The pervasiveness of this view in the U.S. is remarkable in view of the
almost absolute lack of evidence to support it. The available evidence



does not indicate that U.S. tariff levels are now substantially lower than
those of other major industrial countries or that they have been so
reduced in recent years as to enhance substantially the price competitive-
ness of foreign goods in the U.S. market place. Certainly the disappear-
ance of the U.S. trade surplus since 1964 cannot be explained on these
grounds. Tariff changes have had on the average small effects on the
landed dollar prices of foreign goods and have been accompanied by
roughly equal advantages for U.S. exporters. Much has been made of
non-tariff barriers, but, if anything, U.S. non-tariff bariers have increased
since 1964 relative to foreign non-tariff bariers. Furthermore, the only
attempt to estimate the overall level of effective protection inclusive of
tariff and non-tariff barriers, made for the U.S. and the U.K., does not
show any great difference between the two countries. This is not to deny
that non-tariff barriers have been growing in importance, both at home
and abroad, relative to tariffs, nor is it to claim that the non-tariff
barriers of Japan and the EEC are not more restrictive than those of
the U.S. It is to say that claims that foreigners have one-sided access to
the U.S. market are at the minimum grossly exaggerated.

Imports Have an Unfavorable Impact on Employment, Particularly
Since They Tend to be Concentrated in Labor-intensive Products

It is true that international trade enables us to export the goods of
1000 manhours and receive back goods that would require more than
1,000 manhours to produce. This is our gain from trade. Every internal
improvement has the same effect; we get more goods per manhour. The
optimum way to full employment does not lie in make-work policies
such as excluding labor-intensive imports or forbidding new labor-saving
machines. Protection of labor-intensive industries is certainly not in the
best interests of U.S. labor in any long run sense; it leads to the pres-
ervation of low-wage jobs which would disappear in a free market and
be replaced by higher wage jobs. In my home state of Pennsylvania, the
textile workers of yesterday were injured when the textile industry
moved south but their successors today are better off than they would
be if there had been government intervention to keep the textile in-
dustry in Pennsylvania; they are working at better paying jobs in new
or expanded industries that are competitive and can export different
products to the rest of the U.S. and to the world.

Foreign Competition is Unfair because it is Based on Low Wages

The wage advantage that foreign industries enjoy is no more unfair
in a relevant economic sense than is the advantage of superior capital
resources or of sophisticated technology enjoyed by many U.S. industries.
No sound policy can be based on the principle of eradicating all the
economic advantages possessed by any contestant in order to run a
sports-like competition that gives an equal chance to all entrants. It
is precisely by capitalizing upon the special advantages enjoyed by
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workers and producers everywhere that we can maximize output per
unit of input.

The advent of the Multinational Coriporation Has so Changed The
Nature of Trade Relations that the Case for Freer Trade Has Been
Made Irrelevant

There is no evidence that the multinational corporation is imiaune
from the economic forces that determine which goods can be most
cheaply produced in which countries. On the contrary, it seems likely
that the multinational corporation provides decisionmakers with better
information about the most advantageous location of production than
was previously available. Components, such as the Ford engine for the
Pinto, are produced abroad when they can be made cheaper.

The effects of multinational corporations on the U.S. trade balance
are very difficult to estimate, but multinational corporations can hardly
be held responsible for import problems in textiles and a number of
other areas where the domestic industry has been in difficulty and has
sought protection. In most of the areas in which multinational corpora-
tions are important. the U.S. has a strong export position.

In any case, the injury to U.S. interests of which multinational cor-
porations are accused by those seeking trade restrictions is not different
from others independently claimed as a basis for import limitations and
already discussede.g., a reduced U.S. trade surplus and job displace-
ment.

The National Security of the United States Requires that Some
Industries be Protected

The national security argument is sometimes applied to natural re-
source products such as petroleum and sometimes to fabricated products
such as steel.

In the case of a natural resource product, it has never been satisfac-
torily explained how a program which encourages the use of domestic
reserves rather than the use of the foreign product will assure adequate
domestic supplies in case of an emergency. If national security is depend-
ent upon the ready domestic availability of large quantities of petro-
leum, what is really called for is a program of subsidization for the ex-
ploration of petroleum reserves in the United States and a program
that would restrict domestic production to the levels necessary to keep
a domestic petroleum industry operational and capable of sudden and
large expansion in the event of necessity.

In the case of a manufacturing industry, such as the steel industry, it
is argued that protection is necessary to maintain skills that would be
loon were the industries subject to unrestricted import competition. In
fact, the wartime experience of the United States, like that of every other
country, including England. Germany, and Japan, demonstrates very
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clearly that human skills and ingenuity manage very quickly to produce
whatever is needed in wattime.

The national security aigument is also weakened by the diminished
likelihood of a large-scalr conventional war of long duration. A major
nuclear war would be brief and horrible and its outcome would not be
affected Sy the size of particular domestic industries such as oil or steel.
Non-nuclear wars restricted to particular regions are unlikely to leave
the U.S. cut off from all foreign sources of supply.

Protet lion for national set unity purposes is also counterproductive
politically and diplomatically. Further action to limit steel imports, for
example, would strengthen the divisive forces affecting our relations
with friendly countries.

The national interests of the U.S. lie in the direction of freer trade.
The arguments for a contrary policy., it has heen shown, are based on
incorrect assessments of the facts, draw unwarranted conclusions from
true statements of fact, or stress benefits that may be real and important
but are either incapable of achievement or can be attained only at large
economic and political cost.

The costs include the reduction to the stimulus to innovation, less
consumer choice, higher prices, lower exports owing to higher costs and
to the exclusion of the U.S. from the growing volume of intra-industry
trade, and the detei ioration of our relations with friendly countries.

Import limitations involve the use of government power to promote
special interest% at the general expense.

2
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GUEST
WORD

Is the recent deterioration of the US

The US
trade deficit a cause for alarm? My
own view is that the dangers of the

Trade Deficit situation are easily exaggerated. That
our deficit is largeexceptionally

A Cause for Alarm?' largeis certainly evident. NeVef
before in this country's history has
there been such a massive gap bet-

BENJAMIN) COHEN
ween our capons and our imports.

.

Indeed, until as late as 1971-72, we
had never in this century even ex-

perienced a negative trade balance. In 1973, largely as a result of two devalua-
lions of the dollar, we were back in surplus again; and after an oil-induced
deficit in 1974, we enjoyed another surplus in 1975. In 1976 the deficit was
only about $5 billion. Last year, by contrast, the deficit was $27.6 billion, and a
comparable excess of imports over exports is expected for this year as well.

Large as these figures are, however, they do warrant a panicky revision of
current US policies, despite recent turbulence involving the dollar in the
foreign-exchange market. Most of the deterioration of our trade balance since
1975 is attributable to quite special factors, such as the recent wave of good
harvests around the world, sharply reducing American agricultural exports in
both volume and price, and the continuing increase of our dependence on
foreign encrgy sources. Oil imports in 1977 topped $44 billion, up more than
$10 billion from a year earlier.

One special factor of particular importance hAs been the difference in timing
of cyclical developments in the United States and its major trading partners.
Economic recovery from the recession of 1974-75 not only began earlier in the
United States than c lsew here but also has been more sustained and vigorous, In

Reprinted with pertnis,ilott of Fletcher Forum front vol. 2. May 197S : 238-241.
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most other industrial economies, growth rates are still substantially below those
typically achieved duting the years prior to the 1974-7) recession. Expansion of
real output in the 24 member-countries of the OECD in 1977 was only 31/2
percent, down from 51/4 percent in 1976. Performance in the largest of the
industrial economies was particularly disappointing. In Britain, France, and
Italy, real expansion was virtually nil; in Canada, Germany, and Japan, it was
well below what had been hoped. Only in the United States was there any
marked buoyance in the growth of output and final demand (topping ) percent
for the year as a whole). And this of course is what accounted for a very large
part of the increase of our trade defKit. Inventory building and increases in
personal consumption expenditures at home stimulated demand for imports of
industrial materials and consumer goods (as well as fuels), while US exports,
particularly of capital equipment, were severely hampered by the weakness of
investment demand abroad. But for such differences in conjunctural (medium
term) conditions here and abroad, our deficit would have been far smaller than
it actually turned out to be.

A second reason for taking a relatively more sanguine view of the present
deficit is that it is in fact Needed. From a global macroeconomic point of view,
the deficit is decidedly a Good Thing. The counterpart of continuing current
surplus among the OPEC group of countries must be a collective deficit for the
test of the world. This deficit cannot be avoided: it can only be shared. And if a
large part is not shared by the world's strongest national economy, proportion-
ately more must fall instead on weaker economies, some of which may no
longer be either able or willing to carry such a heavy burden.

Akeady many oil -consuming countries have built up a crushing burden of
external debt in financing their oil-induced defkits since 1973. Many othen
have avoided substantial cumulative deficits abroad only by severely sup-
pressing their growth rates of real output and final demand at home.
Dissatislat non with both these unpleasant policy options is growing; and in the
sean h for alternative policy instruments that would enable them to avoid both
additional foreign debt and continued domestic stagnation in the future,
foreign governments increasingly seem to be looking toward the escapist
solution of protectionist trade measures of various kinds, including competitive
depreciations of ext hatigr rates This is a very real and present danger to the
liberal international et onomic order, and it can be forestalled only if the
world's strongest national ewnomiec telieve some of the pressures on weaker
countries by assuming a larger share of the oil-consumers' collective deficit.
This, in eft:ft. is what thc United States is doing. Far from threatening
America's ahil nv to exercise ontinuing emnomic leadership in the world, the
defit it in fa« tonsoitue s the verv mem e of economic leadership in present
cirt ummances A meri( '% deli( It help% to keep the world away from the slippery
slope of «muncrt ial protea t lonism and ( ompetitive depreciations.
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Does that mean, then, that we can afford merely to stand pat? Not at all.
These arc not times for complacency (kast of all in thc cncrgy fidd, where our
growing dependence on foreign oil is ckar evidence of the need for an effective
domestic energy polky). I am not advocating a policy of benign neglect. Quitc
the contrary, in fact. For even if it is truc that thc present trade deficit signifies
no serious deterioration of our competitiveness in international markcts, thc
deficit remainsand because of that deficit the fact remains as well that we are
facing hcrc at homc a groundswell of protectionist pressures in many of our
own exporting and import-competing industrics, from shoes and textiles to
electronics and specialty steels. These protectionist pressures must bc resisted.
How?

In my opinion, thcy can best be resisted by persuading other strong national
economies to shoulder a larger sharc of thc collective deficit of oil consumers..
This mcans. in particular, thc two so-called "locomotive" economies of
Germany and Japan, both of which in fact have lately bccn running surpluses
rather than deficits on current account. In 1977, thc Gcrman current surplus
approached $2% billion; the Japanese, a whopping $11 billion. Both surpluses
were perverse from a global macroeconomic point of view. Both directly
reflected relatively sluggish growth performance in these two economies. As
Carter Administration spokesmen have repeatedly pointcd out (to fierce
German and Japanese objections), why is obviously needed is morc direct
dcmand stimulation in both countries to help encourage additional purchases
from outside their own frontiers (including thc Unitcd States). One effect of
accelerated cxpansion in Gcrmany and Japan, apart from the growth stimulus
provided to other wcakcr economies, would almost certainly bc to rcducc thc
trade deficit of the United States by narrowing the disparity between us and
them in conjunctural conditions. Promotion of reflation in their two economics
therefore is thc key to defusing our own problem of swelling protectionist
pressures

Of course, onc might ask why rely so heavily on differential demand-
management policies) Why not rely on a differential movement of exchange
rates instead, via either appreciation of thc mark and yen or depreciation of thc
dollar) The answer is: because this seems to be the way the adjustment process
works According to recent studies by the IMF aod the OECD, such adjustment
of trade balances ls has mcurred among industrial countries in recent years has
been almost entirely due to differential movements of real domestic dcmand.
Although nominal exchange rates have vmried considerably since 1973, thcir
changes fuse been confined mainly to off-settingor being offset
by liOnlest It ost And price inflation, with relatively few lasting effects on
trade du ount exc hange-rate movements, in the sense of sustained
shifts in telative cost-price positions, have been comparatively small. This
suggests that it is best to focus dire( tly on real output and final demand in each
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economy, rather than on the nominal exchange rates of currencies, if the
pattern of current-account deficits among countries is to bc genuinely affected
on a lasting basis. And that pattern must be affected if the liberal international
economic order is to continue to bc viable in present circumstances.
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The Need for a New Export Policy*

Statement of lion. C. Fred Bergsten, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for
Internatimal Affairm

PreF!dent Carter at.^.^uneed a new export Policy for the United States en
September 20 for two basic reasons.

First, improved export performance Is an integral component of our overall
effort to strengthen and stabilise the dollar in the foreign markets. The President
has personally and repeatedly expressed his concern about the dollar, moat
recently before the Annual Meeting of the international Monetary Fund and
World Bank on September 23. A major cause of weakness in the dollar has been
the large and growing deficit in our trade balance and current account. The most
constructive way to deal with those deficits is to expend U.S. exports.

It is important to note that recent trends in the trade balance, and the outlook,
are encouraging. In each of the last two three-month periods, the average
monthly trade defisit declined by half a billion dollars from tbe previous three-
month period : from $3.1 billion in December 1977-February 1978 to $2.8 billion
in March-May 1978 to $2.1 billion in June-August 1978.

For next year, the current account deficit should continue to decline as a re-
suit of faster growth abroad, somewhat slower growth in the United States, and
the increased price competitiveness of U.S. goods. We believe the deficit could
decline by 80-40 percent in 19711. Other observerssuch as the IMP', OECD and
Morgan Guarantyforesee an even greater reduction in the deficit, ranging be-
tween 50-67 percent.

Nevertheless, the United States needs to take new export initiatives. We need
to assure that recent trends are continued. We need progress beyond even the
most optimistic numbers envisiged for 3979. And we must realise that, whatever
the outcome in the short run, U.S. export performance must improve signifi-
cantly for long-run reasons.

This is the second basic reason for our new export policy. The external eco-
nomic position of the United States Is undergoing an important long-run, struc-
tural change. The sharp increase in our dependence on imported oil and, to
leaver extent, other products, means that the share of imports in onr GNP has
risen sharply. There must therefore be a concomitant rise in the share of exports
in our ONPwhere tech single percentage point now means over $20 billion,
through to completely eliminate our current account deficit even at this year's
record level.

The trade deficit was a long time in the making. Correction of the deficit wt11
take time. But the clear message, both from the exchange markets and from our
trading partners, is that we mast ant In a forceful and decistive fashion to do se.
The new export policy is an important part of tbe Adminietration's response.

TEIC IMPOST 1,1091211

The United States has simply never had to emphasise exports as much as other
countries. Most U.S. manufacturers have been content with supplying the lame
U.S. market and have never really focused on exports. Our growing economie
dependence on *he rest of the world now dictates that we become more attuned
to exportsjust as we must learn to use energy more efficiently and just as
some of our major trading partners, notably Japan, must become more attuned
to imports. Tbe meettures announced by the President on Tneeday do not offer a
quick fix. for the simple reason that they address a long-term structural problem.

Over the past two decades. 111.14. exports have grown at only half the rate of
other Industrial nation,. The P.R. hlt a low point of 19.2 percent in 1972, and
then rose to 21.1 percent In 1975. Since then, our export share fell again to 18.9
percent the lowe-it since mid-1972.

Our competitors, by enntiast. have managed a real export growth rate (even

U.S. congress. Joint Economic Committee. Subcommittee on International Economics.
Exports : lime for a National Polley. Hearings, 95th Congress. 2d session. September 29,
MK Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1079. p. 70-78.
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excluding their exports to the United States) of nearly 4 percent per year since
1974 despite slow worldwide economic growth.

There are several reasons for these developments. Our major markets, such
as Canada and Latin America, have grown more slowl,y than the major markets
of some of our competitors, differential growth rates have cost our trade balance
about $10.15 billion. The substantial appreciation of the dollar in 1975, at a timewhen our Inflation rate was higher than that of other countries, hampered ourprice competitiveness in the recent past ; It probably coat the trade balance about
Wl() billion. A number of advanced developing countries (ADCs), primarily inMast Asia, have seized a significant market share from all industralised countries.And the exchange rate changes of late 1977-early 1978 are distorting aborbruntrade shares which are calculated in value terms expressed in dollars. But ourdeep4seated national indifference to exportsboth in the private sector and in theU.S. Governmentbas clearly played a role. Such indifference is now simply toocostly.

UMW-WPM MAL WOWS

better export performance by the United States would spur growth In ourecouomy and create jobs. Stronger exports would help stem the decline in thevalue of the dollar and thus fight inflation. But increasing our exports presentsa major challenge to business, to labor and to the U.S. Government. It requiresattention to many factorslucludi-g productivity, price competitiveness, indus-trial innovation and initiative, and Government policies.
A key dete._ ulnant oil U.S. cotupetIveneas abroad is the productivity of our

domestic economy. Productivity largely depends on new Investment. In tbe last
five yearn, productive capital per worker has been virtually stagnantresultingIn a sharp reduction In productivity growth. The Administration's tax recom-mendations sent to the Congress this year are designed to stimulate capitalformation and national productivity.

Another determinant of U.S. competitiveness abroad is the rate of inflation.ExcessiveInflation here, particularly by comparison with Germany and Japan,has eroded our international competitiveness. The President's anti-inflation pro-
gram will consist of a broad set of measures designed to bring down the U.S.inflation rate. As those measures take effect, our trade position will Improve.

The United States has traditionally enjoyed a comparative advantage in high
technology exports. To assure that this advantage is maintained, we have estab-lished a task force to examine both public and private research and developmentfforts. The task force will concentrate inter anti on regulatory policies that
stifle U.S. inventiveness. Its proposals will further strengthen our economy at
home, and our ability to meet competition from abroad.

We are also taking important international initiatives to improve U.S. export
performance. Trade restrictions Imposed by other countries Inhibit our ability
to export. Tariff. and especially non-tariff, barriers restrict our ability to developnew foreign markets and expand existing ones. We have been aggressively
attacking these barriers through the Multilateral Trade Negotiatiov In Geneva.
We ere encouraged by the progress to date; the intensity of the i,t,,otiations
will increase as we approach the December 15 deadline.

Foreign governments have increased the financial credits and subsidies offered
to their own exporters, sometimes to the disadvantage of U.S. exportere. Wehave addressed (ht. to oirlena li. iLite %%aye.. rirst, we have negotiated an Inter-
national Arrangement governing the use of government financing of exports.
Second, in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, we are negotiating an interna-
tional code to restrict the use of government subsidies for exportsto assure
that U.S. exporters do not face unfair competition Third, if foreign government
competition in the area of export financing cannot be restrained, we will match
it as needed.

U.S. Government regulations have also had a negative Impact on U.S. export
performance. In order to achieve a varied range of foreign policy objectives, the
U.S. Government has restricted Gm sales of certain items to particular countries.
These policies have not only reduced sales directly. They have also had a chilling
effect on other potential sales of etirestricted items.

The United States is gaining an image of being an unreliable supplier. Foceign
purchasers. even though not currently restricted. may decide to buy elsewherefor fear that they may be cut off in the future. The new export policy seeks to
confine the negative export impact of other policies to those few cases where vital
aetional interests are at stake.

.3 4
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T113 OVTLOOK roa Tile Irt7Tt ILI

All these efforts are important elements In our attempt tr. increase U.S. exports.But they are not suakient in themselves. America's export priorities must becha need.
In the course of Government policy-making, export consequences are frequently

outweighed by other national objeetives. Business, as well, too often places
insufficient priority on exporting. Too many companies do not believe that
exporting is worth the effort

International economic changes over tbe past year have altered the funda-
mental conditions. U.S. businessmen need to take a new look at these changedconditions.

First, changes In the value of the dollar in relation to the currencies of some
of our major trading partners have dramatically enhanced tbe price competitive-
ne..a of U.S. goods. U.S. manufacturers who may not have been competitive a
year ago may now find they can compete quite successfully. A U.S. manufactured
item selling for 9100 in June 1977 cost 235 German marks or 27.200 Japanese yea.
That same $100 manufactured item today mete only 190 German marks or
10,1.400 Japanese yen, declines of 16.8 percent and aka percent respectIvAy. Thus
U.S. products are eignificantly more competitive in Germany and Japan as well
as against products of thowe countries In third markets.

Second, the wage gap between U.S. workers and workers In other countriee
has been closing. No longer is it cheaper to manufacture many products abroad
and import them into the United States. I. an wage rates have jumped from
rot pereent of the U.S. wage in 1977 to 72 perrent in August 1978. Wages in
Germany are now equal to or higher than In the United States tor several
indnstriea. This a significant factor that both U.S. and foreign firms take Into
account when they consider whether to locate a new plant in tbe United States
or abroad.

Thlid. we are doing something right. A hundred or so U.S. firma have made
major inroads in world markets. The share of exports in our GNP has Increaned
eiznilicnntly in rreent yearsrising from 4.1 pereent In 1971 to 8.4 pereent in
1977. Rut this sharp needs to rlse even further: every pereentage point will add
over 20 billion of export Galen, enough to completely eliminate our current
a ceonnt delcit even at the peak levels of 1977 and early 197R.

It ls Heat that the U.S. current aecount deficit is too large. Recent exchange
rate adjustments have helped. hut additional public nd private measures are
needed. Thole mengures Mould bp targeted directly at our trade problemshe
they oil Imports. exceamlve Inflation in the United States, or inadequate export
growth. 'The new export policy Is a critical element In this overall strategy.
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FREE TRADE VERSUS l'airrivrtoxissi : AN ANALYSIS Ok` THE ISSUES

1. INTRODUMON

In the aftermath of the OPEC oil price increase and resultant world-
wide recession, both of whieh helped foster high levels of unemploy-
ment and large imbalances in world payments, free trade or trade
liberalization policies have been compromised in many different coun-
tries. A recent International Monetary Fund report determined that
in 1976, despite an inewase in world trade, a large number of coun-
tries and a greater proportion of world trade became more subject to
restrictive policies."This, according to the. report, rehited especially
to an increasing number of non-tariff barriers to imports, which were
supported to a greater extent by the negotiation of export restraint
agreements. In the words of a lending business journal, a movement to-
ward "creeping cartelization" of international trade is taking place.
Although there is no real way of quantifying and comparing degrees
of liberal trade versus protectionist policies in specific. countries, it
is evident that industries in most industrialized countries have in-
creased their demands for protection from what are labeled as low-
cost and job-destroying imports.

In the United States, the Administration is committed to support-
ing a liberal trade policy. This is particularly evident by a commit-
ment to pursue a substantial liberalization of trade through the multi-
lateral trade negotiations presently taking place in Geneva. At the
same time serious problems of import competition are being experi-
enced by many industries in the United States. Import-sensitive in-
dustries such as footwear, television, textiles, steel, and sugar, have at-
tempted to obtain protection from foreign competition. In arguing
for protection, spokesmen for the producers and the workers often
put forth arguments which challenge a liberal trade policy. The intel-
lectual debate for each of the import problems tends to be east within
the classical free-trade-protectionism frameworkthe issues of which

'International Monetary Fund. Exchange Restrictions : 28th Annual Report. pp. 4-5.
Ii.S. Library of Conirress. Congressional Research Service. Free trade versus protec-

tionism : an analysis of the issue (by] Raymond Ahearn. (Washington] 1978, 34 p. Report
no. 78 32 E.
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are examined below in det .1. This debate, which raises nnuly contro-
versial and unresolved questions, has great significance for under-
standing the background and basis for almost all trade policy issues.
It should be emphasized that this analysis does not encompass in any
detail the broad political and foreign issues of trade policy (e:g. treat-
ment of Communist countries, trade embargo, and preferential tariff
treat ment of developing:countri('s).

This analysis is not intended as a critique or a prediction of the fu-
ture course of U.S. trade policy. Nor is it designed to understand the
trade policy formulation process. Rather its goals is to shed light .on
why the free tradeprotectionism contivversy persists and to outline
what issues Are at stake. As in any continuing public policy contro-
versy, differing perspectives with regard to the role of varied objec-
tives and goals of society are fundamentally at issue. Different eco-
nomic and social assumptions and facts are marshalled by free trader
and protectionist alike to support their arguments. In of objec-
tives, the free trade view places heavy emphasis on the goal of eco-
nomic efficiency and relianc«ni the market mechanism while some of
the more powerful protectionist arguments stress other objectives such
as job securit y, community t ies. status and income distribution. Simply
given I hese conflicting evaluat ions of social priorities, it is understand-
able why the controversy has persisted throughout the history of the
1 7nited States.

THE nAl Ns l'ImM I sTiatNATIoNmt. TRADE

Simply stated. international trade (just as interregiomd trade) oc-
curs becallSe 11(1 MIlatry is equally efficient in the production of every
commoility. rountry has different advantages (locat ion, climate,
skilled labor. capital, technoloeical superiority etc.) that allow it to
produce a gi% en product at less relative cost than another country can.
The c,sence of connei rat lye advantage does not require each country to
produce every ;tem which it can produce !Imre efficiently (in an ab-
solute seP-0 than another country. 'rhe gain rather collies from con-
cent rat t hose act ivit ies in which the connt rv can plIaltIce a given
Product at a unit cost which is lower in relative terms (that is, com-
pared to the cost of pmduct ion Of alternative goods it can pro(luce)
than is the case in other countries (regions). Thus, each country should
concent rate on pmlncing those goods in which it has t his so-called coin-
part 'Ivo advant zori , and 'trade them for those products in which another
country has such advantage. hi the end, all will gain.. Proponents of
trade liberalization or freer trade maintain that such policy will lead
each country to obtain..,riven available resources, a higher level of con-
sumption and produetion than would take place without trade.'

Consumption gains arise because comAimmers can obtaili a larger
(plant v and varict v of products at lower prices.2 Production gains

I formal xplanation may be found in Sodersten, Bo. International Economics, p.
ct

tthstNcr, maim till that Import, bring great lomuflts to American consumers. Yet
sown Individuals and groups maIntaln that the presumed lower coat of imports hi not
passed on to the consumer, but tnerely results In higher markups and profits for the seller.
my recent rononittee print. 1.5. Congress. House. Ways and Means Subcommittee on
International Trade library of congres.: Study on Imports and Consumer Prices, p. 10.
citing the lank if satIsfatttory data. called for further study by a committee of congress
or the internatkmal Trade Commission on the relationship betWeen imports and consumer
priees
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arise because of improvements in efficiency obtained through special-ization. Just as important, imports provide competitive preures on
IT.S. imlust ries which tetel to hind price increases ( i.e. Inuit inflation)
and encourage greater peiftinet ive eflieiency and innovrat ion. Subcom-
pact antonmhile imports, for example, helped pressure U.S. prOdiliVI'S
into building smaller cars.

The bottom line of the free trade viewimint is really an efficiencyargument for the optimal allocati.011 Of resources within a soeiety.
Assuming that the costs of rest fictions are significant (however 'was-ured), the question arises why protectionism in the form of govern-nwntal decisions and pleas by various groups within societies exists.
There are t bask explanations of the pnaectionist phenomenon.

The first deals with qualifications to the free trade doctrine whichtend to minproulise or make less clear the gains from international
t rade. The second involves arguments for protect ionism, most of which
entail different objectives of various individuals or groups withinsociety.

oi.Aeleic.vrioNs O THE FREE TRADE DOCTRINE

No country cialipletely adhen.s to the free trade doctrine. Many
contemporary free t i Lolers have reservations about the free trade ideal,
often because of the ihwtrine's dependence On many restrictive and
somewhat unrealistic assumptions. Some of the assumptions most often
held up for attack inelude ( 1 ) immobility of the factors of production
(land, labor, capital) among count ries; (2) income (listribution within
countries; and (3) equilibrium exchange rates.'

I. Factor immobilit y (molly countriem.During t he development of
the theory of comparative advantage in the 19th Century, trade WaSlargely limited to raw materials and finished goods, and the amountof capital, labor, and hunt was assumed to be fixed for each country.
In today's world, however, a great variety of goods are produced and
many intermediate parts of vienponents are traded, often between
parent and subsidiary of a multinational corporation (MNC). More-
over, because of the rapid growth in transfers of capital, skills, and
technology abmad, generally by NINCs, it ean no longer he realisti-
cally assumed that the factors of production of individual countries
are fixed.

Minimally, what is clear from these ehanges is that greater factor
!nobility makes perception of the comparative advantages of various
countries less clear and more difficult to dis,ern. In addition, a world
of rapid transfer of capital and technology is likely to lead to morerapid changes in the comparative advantages of various countries.
This in itself potentially cmild cause displacements of specialization
and trailing patterns mon. rapidly and with increased frequency.

neom,' dixttilmtion.- -Through international specialization in
production and trade, production of exports or commodities in which
a country has a comparative advantage expands, while production of
imports or commmlities in which a country has a comparative iulvan-
tage vont nicts. This leads to a redist ribution of national income with
t he invontes of those factors in export industries expanding while
incomes of those cligage(l in import-competing Industries are falling.

I A Ii%1111:, 11,suntptIon.: built Int" oho tifirlel can Fe rillinil In Heller, II. Hobert International Trade Theory and Empirical Evidence. p 5-6
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The implication is clear; import-competing industries might be better
off' seeking to plvvent trade liberalization. In addition to those who
compete directly with foreign firms for sales in the home market, do-
mestic firms supplying the import-competing firms with raw materials
and components may also tend to support restrictive trade policy
based on a perception of their own economic self-interest.

J. Equilibrium excluinge rates.---During the development of the
elassicaf free trade model, gold formed the standard of value on which
each national eurreney was lmsed. As a result, currencies tended to be
exchanged at 'equilibrium" rates, i.e. exchange rates which are likely
to reflect the true intrinsic currency values of each country. With the
breakdown of the gold stUndard, exchange rate determination became
increasingly subject to political manipulation. The absence of a mecha-
nism for assuring equilibrium exchange rates severely jeopardized the
ease for free trade in the 1960's and continues to be a concern today.
Overvalued currencies (as the dollar was in the 1960's) discriminate
un fairly awl inst home country exports and tend to exacerbate the prob-
lems of import competition. (. 'onversely, undervalued currencies (as
the Deutsch Nlark was during the 1960's) provide a huge subsidy to
export-oriented industries and shiehl import-competing industries
from foreign competition. A world monetary system which produces
equilibrium exchange rates, thus, is crucial to the free trade theory of
expanding and nultually beneficial trading re!ationships. Imbalanced
exchange rates, 011 the other hand, tend to distort the natural lines of
comparative advantage.

In summary, the above qua Ii ticat ions and reservations to the classical
ussumpt ions of the pure t heory of intermit ional t rade do not necessarily
undermine the theory's fundamental validity. Most, of the assumptions
can be modified or qualified so that the central notionthat there are
mutual gains from international traile--is still valid. But in practice
the mere fact tliat t here are substantial qualifications weakens the im-
pact and certainty of the gains from trade and trade liberalization

IV. ARGUMENTS FOR PROTECTIONISM

Restrictions on trade, such as tariffs and non-tariff barriers, tend to
eliminate. both t he production and consumption gains from trade. One
study estimated that these costs for the United States reached between
$10 and Sr) billion annually.' A second study estimated the total costs
to the United States of existing tariff and quota barriers to trade to
average from Si.: billion to $10.5 billion per year.2 Although there are
problems wit Ii t he validity of any estimates of this nature, the ques-
tion arises, given the significant welfare gains from free trade, why
protectionism, in the form of governmental decisions and pleas by
varimis groups wit hill societies. exists Most commonly, the arguments
from protect nei ism or conversely the rationale for (kpartures from the
free t rade posit ion are based both on national self-interest and also the

f- interest of various grotip- and individuals within a society.
.t. ('/iaiojin emunne Inetor mut natipnal self-interest

A count ry's interest and commitment to free trade mfl y. vary over
tnne, depending on a variety of changing factors. Shifts or changes in

t Perbotten, C. Fred. The Cost of Import Restrictions to Amerlean Consumers. p. 4.
2 Magee, Stephen I'. The Welfare }..ffects of Restrictions on U.S. Trade, p. 701.
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balance of payments positions, particularly merchandise trade bal-aneks, terms ot trade, domestic economic situation, and other national
social and political object ives may all intlinqwe a country from time totime to oppose trade liberalization efforts or to increase trade
restrictions.

1. Truth. bulancf.- A bahoice of trade deficit often tends to fosterpressures for increased track restrictions designed to cut expendituresOfl .11111)O1ts 01* to pl'OVnle ilICIVaSed export promotion efforts. Thetoted States, which incurred a $26 billion trade deficit for 1977, is
currently experiencing both pressures. It is often argued that an in-crease in trade restrictions will reduce the Vallle of imports and im-prove the trade balance. Similarly, an attempt to promote exportswould also improve (Ile trade indance.

On the nnport side, it is often argued that several factors will negatethe nnended effect. The first and most direct countervailing effect isassociated with tlw possibility of retaliation against the country's ex-ports. Additional factors could lead to a reduction in the country'sexports. A reduction in imports would lead to reduced foreign ex-change earnings in the rest of the world and, thus, lessen other coun-tries' ability to pay for imports by cansing a shortage of dollars abroadfrom t he I lined States. A reduct ion in I ..S. imports, under an interna-tional monetary regime of flexibly exyban-yg rates, would tend to leadto an appreciat Um of the dollar. This in turn would lead to increasedU.S. imports. This szlIlle exchange rate mechanism would tend to un-dermine attempts to narrow the traale balance through export promo-tion efforts. As U.S. exports are promoted and increase in value, thedollar exchange rate wonld tend to appreciate and undermine the com-petitiveness of U.S. exports. It is thus often argued that policies de-sigoed to insure flexibility in foreign exchange rates or other fiscal andmonetary policies concerneil with balance of payments equilibrium aremore appropriate than trade restrictions to cure a balance of tradedeficit.
TePmx of thoit.- -A count IN may under certain conditions be able

to improve its terms of trade kbasically obtain more units of importsfor the salne Units of eXpOrtS) 01' material well-being by imposing re-strictions on its exports or imports if such action would result in adecline of tile pmducts it buys from abroad or a rise in the prieesof its exports. Sufficient monopoly power is needed for such a policy.f foreign countries do not retaliate, such policies would tend to no-prove the terms under which exports exchange for imports in the in-
ternational marketplace. and hence improve the aggregate level of realincome of the economy. Cartels and producer associations., Sltell as 011and cottoo resiwctivelv. engage in such pract Ups, improving member
countries' terms of t rade in the process.

A sulqi:irt of this argiunent applies to the United States' allegedmonopoly power in the development of new products. While theseproducts of t he I 'nit ed States art. st ill new. monopolistic prices can becharged. It has been argued that such gains have !wen undermine(iin recent years by the increased speed an(I rapnlity with which withi-n:it tonal corporations transfer tedinology abrolol. Organized labor isItyprehow,ivo about what this technology means for U.S. eniploymentand real wages. Organized labor thus often makes arguments to re-
Cooper. ltlehara N. Eeououile assumptlone of the Otne for Liberal Trade. p. 28.

2
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trade. Free trade versus protectionism arguments, thus often east the
rather all-encompas:sing and somewhat abstrart national economic
interest against the clearly defined self-interest of A me rican workers
and producers of a particular industry.

The arguments, tome% er. often entail philosophical assumptions
which fall outside the realm of economic objectives, narrowly defined.
The liberal trade assumption of increased consumption and produc-
tion leading to sat isfact ion of human wants confronts different Objec-
tives of ninny of those direct ly affected by trade. Objectives such us job
security and sat is fact ion from performing a particular job, community
ties, and personal status all luive to be weighed against the marginal
welfare gains which liberalized trading relationships supposedly fos-
ter. In cases wheiv different objectives are being weighed and consid-
ered, there simply is no scientific method for deciding how to rank
social priorities. All that can be done is to describe the likely conse-
quences and implications of particular arguments. This one can try to
do by examining the four most common arguments art leulated for pro-
tention and the most common liberal trade response. It becomes clear
from an evaluation of the various arguments that the often presented
dichotomy between the national economic interest and the self-interest
of individual groups tends to be an oversimplification. Any action to
raise ar lower trade barriers may help producers and workers compet-
ing against the particular imported product by increasing domestic
production and prices. But often t hues the United States exports pro(l-
ucts (particularly raw materials and machinery) to the foreign pro-
ducer of the import-competing product. U.S. exports also often .nse
imports as components of a tinal product. Thus, any trade restriction,
just as any effort to reduce trade barriers, will most directly help some
groups and hurt others. Each group tries to define its interests to coin-
cide with the national econinuie interest. The conflicting claims which
result and. most importan the differing objectives and priorities of
varied groups are the primary reasons why the liberal trade vs. pro-
tectionism emit roversy persists.

F. Pom4..4fie Nhare.---A common argument for protectionismrelates to an allegol right of donwstic producers to a Certain percent-
age share.of the done.stic market. Recent examples include suggestions
that foreign !mimic s not be allowed to exceed anywhere from 10 to 50
percent of the domestic market for a given product or industry. This
dottiest iv market share argument often has national security or other
noneconomic justifications. ln national security terms, what. are the
pol it ical or military conselpiences of allowing complete dependence on
foreign production of guns, aircraft. and fuels ? The answer becomes
much less clear, however. in evaluating domestic produetion of other
items ranging fnun automobiles and apparel to pencils and umbrellas.

On noneconomie interpretation of the dome:it ie market share view
maintains that involvement in goods-producing Ito ivities (as opposed
to services) are vital to the standard of living and quality of life in the
I 'lilted States. The critique is that "American society cannot. prosperin the long rim if the national economy is dominated by hamburger
stands, motels, importers, international Lanks. without the broad base
of industries and production." ' In str:-tly economic terms, it is difti-

AFI, cit.). An American Trade UnIon's View of InternatIonal Trade and Investment,p. SO.
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however, on tile occupational coverage (i.e., whether the )obs destroyed
or created are similar or (1 ifferent). Most generally, the job-displacing
effect will fall pred(mainantly on both skilled and semi-skilled pro-
duct ion hworkers, wile, the job creat ion effects will ben mefit anagerial,
elerieal and other professions (e.g. advertising, law).

Are these changes on balance goo:l or bad'? Ilere again it depends on
the viewpoint taken, impacts analyzed, and the arguments utilized or
ignored. I f the concern is for the economy as a whole, the argument
for free flow of capital abroad is similar to the economic reasoning
that makes the ease for free trade. If capital resources move where
they are enaployed most productively, then such investment improves
the allocation of the world's resources and represents a long-run bene-
fit to the I nited States. If capital employed abroad makes a better
return than capital employed at home, its employment abroad makes
for at bigger domestic national income.' Concentration of resources
where they will be relatively more .productive is the central notion be-
hind comparative advantagewhich in theory leads to higher U.S.
production and consumption.

Yes, the sa,ne theory which holds that the whole economy may bene-
fit again admits that labor may be adversely affected if capital is di-
verted from domest ic to foreign investment. One study argued that to
the extent that domestic capital formation is displaced by foreign in-
vestment, t he level of income originating in the ITS. as well as labor's
share in national income will be reduced.2

Tlaere are otlier reasons why labor groups view the growth of foreign
direct investment and the transfer of technology by multinational
corporations with great alarni. Most fundamentally, job security and
bargaining power may be affected by those developments. With capi-
tal, !management, and technological extremely mobile across border,
sharp changes in t rade can Occur, often displacing workers and par-
t urn la r lines of production with increased rapidity. If capital and tech-
nology were not free to go abroad, it is likely t hat IT.S.producers would
have to produce solely for the internal market. This would tend
to unpriave the job seeurity of the U.S. production workers in affected
industri9s. The bargaining power of labor groups would also be
strengthened if the U.S. firm could not threaten foreign expansion as
a wet Ige against labor deinands.3

lt is clear from thew observat ions that it is strongly within the in-
terest of certain labor groups and producers to support stronger regu-
lid ion of both imports and exports of technology and capital. Such
demands faar protect ion, however, raise fundamental challenges to the
IiIterid world economy which 1%5. t rade policy has attempted to foster.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The policy issues surrounding the free trade vs. protectionism con-
troversy involve (rink-offs. There are economic gains to lw realized
from a libenil world trading ectmomy. Thew aw also undeniable costs
of adjustment associated with trade liberalizat ion, and changing in-
ternational economic competitive conditions, most of which fall on

Yeager and Tuerek, ('i' cit., p. 177.
Musgrave. Peggy it. Direct Investment Abroad and the Multinational Effects on the

Putted States Economy, p. XIX.
ilughe., Helen. Ed. Prospect, for Partnership : Industrialization and Trade Policies In

the 1970's. p. 60.
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individual workers and producers displaced by increased trade andinvestment. The problem most importantly is that. the losers do notcomprise the same group as the gainers; thus there is a basie conflictof interest between groups in any policy decision to either raise orlower t rade barriers.
The fact that there are gainers aml losers in any decision to expand

or restrict trade is not new. Jobs have been destroyed, particular prod-
uct lines undersold, or particular skills and training made obsolete by
increased international trade and investment for many years. What
appears to be new is the quickened pace of these displacements in recent
years. No one factor is primarily responsible for this acceleration. Sig-
nificantly' lower levels of growth both in foreign and U.S. markets,
increasing levels of foreign direct investment, trade liberalization, and
inereasing supply capabilities of other countries often fostered by
subsidies and aggressive pricing tactics are sonic of the primary rea-
sons the impact of imports of the U.S. economy has become an issueof great interest.

The response by the United States to particular problems faced by
import-impacted industries has been a mixture of both free-trade and
protect ionist policies. U.S. t rade policy has consistently reaffirmed t hata liheca I worldwide trading network is necessary for providing maxi-
mum eronomic well-being to its citizens in Cie long nut, and that a
policy of completely limit Mir international trade and investment in an
etroa to a Void losses t 0 immd i vidual groups in Ow long run would be
eonnter-productive. Yet. basic human Yalu( s require that those work-
ei-s and produeers with obsolete skills or non-competitive products be
compensated for their losses or allowed time to adjust to the new MO-
11011111! envir011ment over a period of t

In summary, the free trade-proteetionisin debate illuminates why
trade policy in the I 'lilt ed States (Wel t he years has reflected both ele-
ments of liberal t nide and protectionism. Most all t 1.14le policy deci-
sions must take iuto consideration these opposing philosopVes. Spe-

t repati'd Wel fare !ra i ns of liberal trade which accrue to the
nation as a whole must be weighed against. the losses ineurred by par-
ticular firms and workers. 'Pus ofteu entails the very difficult task of
(.01111)116w, and attempt ing to rank diffewnt social priorit les.

Underlying tlw free trinle-protection ISM Policy dilemma are ninny
unresolved and difficult questions. Are the qualifivations to the free
trade doctrine sufficient ly great so as to invalidate its major recom-
mendations? Does the increasing growth of U.S. capital and tech-
nology flows undermine traditional trade theory? Does tlw contimwd
growth of import -sensitive industries askMg for protection indicate
a decline in the competitive posit ion of the United States? Should in-
creased worhl ;tint national welfare gains be given higher priority
(hail the values of economic security and stability for particular work-
ers and producers ? Are there effect ivy and feasiMe ways to comjwnsate
the lo,:ers from expanding trade so that everyone gains? Are full-
employment, a ,rrowing world economy. low levels of inflation, equi-
librium exchange rates, and effective adjustment assistance pmgrams
the neces.511I'V COIld it 101IS tttl all olwn and compet itive world economy?
Tlwre an. no simple ale-wers to any of these questions. vet their in-
terpretation, by various groups will be fundamenta, .o tlie resolution
of trade policy issues in the future.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In 1977, the. U.S. trade balance was in deficit, by $26.6 billion, com-
pared with deficit of $5.9 billion in 1976. The &heft is expected to be
slightly higher this 'year before dechning in 1979. The large deficits
are a result of rapidly increasing imports accompanied by a poor ex-
port verformance. The va lite of U.S. imports increased by 22 percent
in 19i 7 (volume increased by 13 percent), while exports increased by
only 5 percent (1 percent in volume).

All major categories of U.S. exports have experienced relatively
slow growth. Agricultural exports, which grew rapidly in the early
1970s and now account for over 20 percent of the U.S. total, increased
by only 5 percent in value in 1977. This slowdown was primarily due
to improved harvests abroad and a general decline in prices paid for
U.S. grains.

Non-agricultural expoets rose by 5 percent in 1977, mostly because
of higher prices. (Volume actually declined by 1 percent.) Typical
of the trend in non-agricultural exports is tile export performance.of
capital goods (such as machinery, aircraft and other transport equip-
mynt), which account for about one-third of all U.S. exports. In 1976
and 1977, capital goods exports experienced no real growth. A drop in
the foreign sales of civilian aircraft was a primary cause for this poor
performance. ()titer major categories of U.S. exportsindustrial sup-
plies, consmner goods and automotive products--increased slowly in
1977.

The increase in the overall U.S. trade deficit reflected a deterioration
in the bilateral trade balance with all major world areas. While 1977
exports to OPEC count ries grew substantially, they did not keep pace
with imports from (hose countries. In trade with the largest. U.S. trade
part nem----Canada, Japan and Western Europeimports also grew
faster than exports. Most observers attribute the poor performance of
U.S. exports primarily to the slow economic growth and depressed
demand in the economies of major U.S. trade partners. During 1977,
1".S. industrial production expanded more than twice as rapidly as the
average increase in other major Western industrial countries. As the

u.s. uhrary of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Incentives and disincentives
for F.S. exporters (by I lievrge D. Holliday. (Washington] 1078. 48 p. Report no. 78-251E.
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differential between growth in the LTnited States and the rest of the
World narrows, the '11-.5. trade balance is expected to improve.

Despite the expected hoprovenwnt in the U.S. export performance,
there is t.oneern about the ability ot U.S. busirwsses to expttnd exportsrapidly enough to pay for the country's long-term import needs. Con-siderable attention has been focused on the various incentives and dis-
hwentives for I exportem Sortie observers maintain that the gen-eral domestic and international economic environment in which U.S.business operates is not vonducive to an expansion of exports. More-
over, critics of U.S. Government policy in this area frequently main-tain that U.S. export pnanotion programs are ineffective and that
many laws and regulations have the effect of disincentives to export.These views an not shared by some economists, businessmen and_pol-
icyntakers. Tlw latter emphasize the temporary nature of poor U.S.export performanee. They frequently maintain that the flexibll ex-ellange rate regime muter which the 'United States and its major tradepartners operate will provide an automatic adjustment to the country's
balance of trade problems.

The following is an overview of the various incentives and disin-
centives for U.S. exporters. Conditions in the general economic envi-
ronment and those policies of foreign governments which affect theability of U.S. businesses to export are discussed in Section IL Thefocus of this paper is on U.S. Government laws, administrative regu-httions and policie,: whieh have a significant effect on U.S. exports.
Sections III and IV provide descriptions of these elements of U.S.
export policy and an analysis of their effects on I T.S. exports. Section V
provides a discussion of the Carter Administration s program, an-nounced in September 1KS, to improyt the Government's; export pro-
motion efforts and to remove some of the Government-imposed barriers
to exporters.

II. GENERAL ECON0MIC EN VIRONMENT POR 1%S. EXMRTERS

In 1976. the l*nited States exported appmximately 6.6 percent. of
Its gross national product. This compares with over 20 percent for
West Germany. the I*nited Kingdom and Canada and about 45 per-
cent for the .7s;_etherlamls. The primary reasons for the relatively small
US. export 'GNP ratio are evident. The United States is a large
eountry, well-endowed with natural re-iources and a large, prosperous
population whieh hs the largest single market, for goods and
services in the world. I t itko occnples a soniewhat insnlar position with
respeet to the world eeonomy. It is geographirally remote front the
major potent in I markets in Europe amid Asia, and transportation costs
for its exports are relatively high. Thus, geography alone has tradi-
tionally served as a major disincentive for IT.S. exporters.

Traditionally. U.S. pro(Ineers have profited by concentrating on
meet ings t he needs of dottiest ic consumers. For Most blIsillesses, suceess
has been assured by (lesigning products which satisfy the tastes .of
U.S. consumers and orienting vorporate strategies to meet.the special
mpuirenients of the domestic la rket. There has }wen little Inducement
to study the neells of foreign consumers or technignes for penetrating
forein markets. The ri=ks, uncertainties and costs of selling in foreign
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percent of the gross receipts was allocated to the DISC. In most
instances, the 50 percent rule was followed. The 50 percent of taxable
imome attributed to the parent company was subjected to the statu-
tory corporate tax rate of 48 percent. However, only half of the in-
come attributed to the DISC was taxed at the statutory corporate rate.
The rest would not be taxed until it was returned to the parent cor-
poration. Because the tax need never be returned to the parent, the
ilelay (deferral) in paying the tax was generally regarded as a perma-
nent subsidy. In summary terms, a DISC resulted :n reducing the tax
rate applied to export income from 48 to 36 percent. In other words,
only three quarters (3/4) of export income earned by a DISC was
subject to the normal corporate rate.

T nhe beefits of a 1)1S(i, however, are to be gradually reduced as a re-
sult of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. From the start, the 1)1SC mech-
anism was criticized 1tecause it reduced taxes on bot h t he income from
new exports and the income from exports that wonld lntve been made
in any case. The 1976 hi w attacks that. problem by aiplying the DISC
subsidy Only to the portion of export income that exceeds a part bilkn
historical base.

The Mit ial export base was to be the average gross receipts front ex-
ports fiui I he four-Year iwriod 1972 thnaigh 197:i. A ft er 1979, the base
period would move forwin.d year by year. in other words, hi 1979
the base period would be 1974 through 1977. To qualify for DISC
ht.nefits, exiting inctune must exceed 67 percent of the a vernge base
period income. The new provisions apply to export income for a11 tax
years beginning after 1 iccember U. 1975.

The Tax Re folio Act of 1f176 contain(1d a 11111116P of other features
that. further restricted the use of the 1)1S('s. October 2. 1975, only after

percent (if vxport ilaanile from military sales can qualify for DISC
treatment. The abi lit y of a parent corporation to make a tax free dis-
position of 1)1S(' sccuritieS IlitS a 1:-4) been curtailed.

liii 1)lSC program has been used extensively by l.. business. In
1)1S( vear 1976, there were 4.S.22 1)1S( 's. 1)1;4(' benefits accrued to
over Iwo Iluids of total U.s. exrrts uiuliiuIg OW ear. Dist' is the
most cost ly of (;overnment export incentives. uvsuiltiuig iii l'eVelille losses
a over SI hI Hi,iui Iii recent %cars. Estimated revenue losses for 1978--
1980 are provided in Table 1.

TAni 1.: I Kthnintrd rcrcnue loxx frmH DISC, fiscal yuL 1978-1980

Revenue tossHMI 3'CfltS fa minions
1978 $1, 135
1979 _ 1, 335
1980 1, 525

sonny U.S. Senate Committee on tile Budget. Tax Expenditures : Relationships to
Spending Programs and Background Material on Individual Provisions. 115th Congress, 2d
session. Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. O. 1975, p. 21 4.

EXporr/ mport Rank
The Export-import Bank of the United States. (Eximbank) is the

primary agency providing official credit as.istance to I T.S. exporters.
The Exisirt Bank Act of 101:), as amended, directs the Bank to
aid in financing and to facilitate U.S. exports and imports and stipu-
lates that_ Eximbank financing must be competitive with financing of-
fered by other governments.
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In its efforts to carry out this function, Ex imbank has developed avariety of services to exporters and financial iliSt It Ilt10115. 1 hemost important of these are direct loans, financial guarantees, exportercredit insurance and discount loans.
Direct loans are ob)Ilar credits extended hy Eximbank directly toforeign borrowers for purchases of 1 goods and servieeS. The law-rower4 moist use the loans to pay U.S. exporters and must repay theniiii thillars. The direct lending program is designed to supplement pri-vate soUrces of financing hv providing credits in St)1110 cases when pri-vate lenders are unwilling to) assume the risks or hy extendmg crediton terms hmger than prik ate lenders can provide. tienerally, Exnn-bank requires a downpar,inent from the buyer, provides part of thefinancing from its Own funds, and requires private financing for thebalance.
Financial guarantees are assurances to private financial institutionsthat finance U.S. exports that their loans will be repaid. The guaran-tees arc backed by the full faith and credit of the United States. Suchguarantees are tlesigned to encourage private lenders to extend exportcredits and, in some eases, to lower interest cost to.the borrower.Credit insurance is provided to exporters of U.S. goods andservicesto proteet them against the political and comm iercial risks nherentin foreign trade transactions. The insurance is provided by Eximbanklit cooperat ion with t he Foreign Credit Insurance Association, a groupof approximately 50 U.S. insurance companies. The private insurerscover the normal commercial risks, such as insolvency of the foreignbuyers, and Eximbank covers political risks, such as war or expropria-tion.
Discount loans are advanee commitments to discount export debtobligat ions which 1..5. commercial banks acquire. The Eximhank com-mitment assures the private (einkr that additional funds will be avail-able should they be needed during the full maturity of the obligation.Thus, Eximbank provides an incentive to private banks to participatein the financing of I '.S. exports.
In recent years, Ex imbank has participated in an average of about 10percent of all U.S. exports. It has concentrated its support on exportsof manufactured goods k approximately 18 percent of all U.S. exportsnt this category ) and capital goods (approximately '21 percent).Transportat ion and const ruction eiplipment and electric power plants(especially nuclear power plants) have accounted for a major portionof Exiinhank financing. Agricultural exports have accounted for onlya SIMI I I. percent age of Ex i mba uk act iv it ies. Eximbank's managementmaintains that t he Bank's concent rat ion on large-scale, capital-inten-sive projects is just died because private banks are frequently unableto prow tole t he largo', long-term credits necessary to facilitate such sales.Generally, Eximkink benefits U.S. exporters by providing financingat bettor terms than private financial institutions. ( For example, itscredits are extended at hiwer interest rates and witli longer repay-ment terms.)

In fiscal year I 971% over Flo countries participated in Eximbankprograms, Among the ma jo ir beneficiaries were developing countries.suchi as A lveria. Brazil. 'Taiwan, Mexico. Korea, and industrial coun-tries. such as Canada. France, Japan, and the United Kingdom.
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During fiscal year 1977, Eximbank authorizations (inclu(1 ing loans,
insurance, and guarantees) totaled $5.6 billion. Eximbank ) rograms
S111)1)00(41 $8.5 billion in 1-.S. exports. The level of Eximbank activi-
ties in 1977 npresented a ilecline from the previous few years, par-
tially the result of more restrictive lending criteria. The peak year of
Eximbank activity was in fiscal year 1974, when total anthorizations
of $9.1 billion supported $12.s billion of U.S. exports. Estimated au-
t liorizat ions for 197s 1980 are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2 ISTIMATED CREDIT ACTIVITY FOR OFFICIAL EXPORT f INANCING PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEARS 197840

lin millions of collarsl

Credit activity

Program 1978 1979 1980

f xport-tmport Bank 7, 865 9, 500 10, 100
Short-term agricultural credits I, 700 I, 500 1, 250
f ood for Peace a . 1, 160 I, 157 I, 256

I Expected authorizations, all Eximbank estimates.
2 Expected credits. Commodity Credit Corporation estimates.

Food for Peace, titles I and 11 (loans and direct grants), excluding ocean transportation costs.
Commodity Credit Corporation estimates.

Note: Credit activity reflects the sum of all loans obligated during a fiscal year under direct loan programs, of the valtie
of all commercial loans or export shipments guaranteed or insured by Eximbank programs.

Source. U.S. Congress, Senate. Committee on the Budget. Tax Expenditures: Relationships to Spending Programs and
Background Material on Individual Provisions, 95th Congress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office,
1918, p. 214.

COMM d y C redit Corporat ion Export Credit Salo
The Commodity Credit Corporation (C( C) Export, Credit Sales

Program, established in 1956 under the authority of the Commodity
Credit Colvorat ion Challer Act, is designN1 to heir U.S. agricultural
exporters expand sales in foreign markets. The (1( (7 provides financ-
ing for export. of specified. privately owned agricultural commodities
On a deferred payments basis, usually for periods of 6 months to 3
years. A bill passed late in the 95th Congress authorizes the CCC to
provide. under certain con(Iitions, intermediate-term (3-10 year)
crcilit, (or :orricnItimil expo,.)

CC(' financing st inoilates U.S. agricultural exports by making
credits available at somewhat better terms t ban expwters could obtain
el,ewhere. interest rates for CC' credits varv. but are usually slightly
below equivalent market rates. NIaturit ies for CCC eredits are often
longcr than agricultural export credits offered by private banks.

Exports financed under the Export. ( redit Sales Program in fiscal
year 11)77 totaled $7:,:).3 million. The peak year ws fiscal year 1973,
when S1.O29 million of exports were financed. Tlw budget for fiscal

197`-; !741.7 I ill lint (Spy table 2).
/i0,./i.c ;,,;() Prwee) ovports

The Food for Peace .ket ( Public Law M3-480). originally enacted
in 19:if, is designed to promote 1 ..S. agricultural i-xports and provide
assistance to b.,:s ii,Veloped count ries. The concessional sales prognim
under Title I of tile Act proN ides long term. km -interest rate loans to
developing countries which meet certain poverty level criteria. (In-
terest rates have averaged 3 )ercent and repayment periods have been
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as long as 40 years.) Title 11 provides for grants through humani-tarian relief activities.
Initially, agricultural products exported under this program weresurplus products in Commodity Credit Corporation :-,toeks. However,since 1966, the, Governn lent has purchased some of t he products to beexported on the open market. 'The annual value of ext)orts under thePublic Law 4140 program luts varied from $0.0 billion in fiseal year1974 to $1.6 billion in fiscal year 106;),1 Est imates for fiscal years 197880 are provided in Table 2.

Ex port promot ion proo Pit no(
Tho I )epartment of I I I illerce'S (tXpOrt promotion programs are con-vent rated ill t in Indust 1.y and 'Fmk Adtninist rat ion. The following arebrief descriptions of t he export services providell by the Industry andTrade .kilnonist rat ion :

Ex cowl an itutATION ettocio S

Media campaigns are conducted through the facilities of the Ad Council, utiliz-ing the American business press representing some 2,300 publications, to promotethe huge of exporting as beneficial to participating tirms as &ell as the Nation."E" and "I: Star- awards are granted to firnw that hale achieved outstandingexport success as a means of demonstrating to others, by example, the benefitsor exporting.
Domestic publications describe services available in the Department and else-where to assist firms in exporting,
Multipller activities enlist the support and coolieration Of appropriate privatesector groups and firms, such as banks, trade associations and so forth, in jointefforts to stimulate interest in evporling and to vounsel new exporters.

t",ceoaT col NsELINO AND INleoltMATION PKOI;RAM8

General business counseling services provide orietitatiiin-t vile information tocompanies interested in exporting and in !wed 1:1[1w tO IMICPCd.seminars on hon- and where to eXpIrt are sponsored or cohosted with privatemarket organizations to :tiintulate interest in and knowledge :Haan exporting.Country specialist counseling provides detailed advice and guidance on how bestIn develop and take Advantage it commercial opportunities in indhidnalcount ries.
International marketing' information provides extensive and iu-depth iblishedinformation and reports on marketing techniques, prospects, practices and iiiili-nous in almost e, cry count ri in the norid.
Foreign market research provides Ilethiled information on export potential forspecific U.S. products in key foreign markets, much of it conducted on-the-spot hymarket research firms tinder contract.

V11% i 11.1 \ \l I 41NT %( I Pl(41rdt.VOs

Export ciiitact list. lIititi reiplusting t.5, \VII)]sp.cialized list; i.r 1.11, ON, ami repressaititti 0)11111 illS forselect product 1.1.1411.10,,
'rile trade e)nuorlintirie,4 program provnies subscribing t,5. arms; with specifictrade leads alirood !lir! iiigh 4 onipliter luised thu jIlitjiiii system.Tile lint jor proieots and overseos: product sales activities apprise 1*.sf, firms orspecific "liig tikir pport offitips tibrood initliely largo scale ngineering,_
I'r liddit 1011711 411.hlik iii programs to promote agrieultural export.:, see, Congression,i) It. -eari P ..r, Hal I. I s ppatis'on. Store Nutrition :mut l.r,I N,Foreign turienItural Polie Ptiiort Promothin, 114.nring,, PSItCongress.. 2itWatilligh,11, p S (;I,1 r Print MT 21).4

p.r., 1.1,1 III lucHirtiffi.lit ..1 ItHlti-tri midTrain. Administration, t Promotion Strategy and Programs retirititeil uu I' S.t'ongrosq, senate luiuiuulli 'Ii Itailkitt4. noosing, null Prtniti ,\ Sillicifilimit I. tininternational Iiuiiultii. l'Aliort Policy I/5th Congress. I session, Part It, .1pril 5.191's pp :191
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and constrin.t ion projects, and major product and eq1141111P1It sales opportunities--
and directly assist them to compete successfully for emit ructs and orders.

The agent, distributor set.% ire provides requesting U.S. firms with tile names Of
specific potential foreign representatives.

The new products infurmation servity publishes and disseminates abroad in.
forimetiou on U.S. firms having newly developed or manufactured products
able for export.

Tile exporter. agent information system 1a proposed new 'migrant vv hiell Is
presently under study intik itlinil 1 Suppliers of speritie products,
and provides information about the firm and its product on microfilm rassettes
fur use al 1.iunnierrial libraries at IF'orpign Service Posts abroad.

The foreign buyers program encourages groups and individual foreign buyers
Iii 1111111. 10 t III' 1 5. Itt 11111.1111A. :too& and services, lissists ill making contraets
between potential luivers alai U.S. suppliers. and supports foreign htlyer 11t-
telitlitlire itt tit tittest te 1 rade shows.

(IN PUS/. .%s S.0 P S 1.110 N1 Ite.s. l'It0t111.% NI

Trade cen1ers and international marketing centers provide 1..S. firms with
.1..nionst rate their produrts ill II major markets

abroad le :111theltee of targeted foreign Iiiiyors and representative's.
Trail and industrial exhillits provide l'.S. firms with scheduled opportunities

Il demmistnitt. Iheir products miller Commerce-sponsorship ill major or special-
izes! international trail,. fairs or "solo" exhibitions abroad.

eatillog sIiiw' iiiI video catalog exhibitions provide l'.S. firms with sched-
uled oppornmilips and fnrilities to display their product, eatalogs and salt's
litera 1 lire ihnil Io depict I he operations r their company and prodm.t in developeel
and enn.rgen1 markets abroad.

The overseas information services provide visiting 1*.S. firms at U.N. 'I'ratle
Centers. International Nfarket nig Centers, Embassies and Consulates abroad,
%%Oh on !lie spilt counseling and assisnince Ill contracting foreign buyers and
repre-entatit

In store promotions provide I S suppliers of consumer gotrls %%it Ii schetlided
opportunities to expose their products to the overseas public through l'011111111Pret".
sireltst11141 eVe1its held III select retail stores.

Specialized and industry organized government approved ( I MIA trade tills-
sititts pro% iele ezroups I S tirtus it It sclie,111letl tu 11'11 yt'i abroad
1111110.r Commerce spoilsorship to meet dire(t !N %vita laitential foreign buyers aml
representiiiivcs.

Technical trade miss:oil, provide (nreign buyers anti representatives %Vltll
01411)1111161 it 4 it Icarn iliut I lit late :1 product industrial technologies

in the I S. available from I s

in carrying, nut be-c tilt. indlIslry and Trade Admin-
. ,

istrat ion is a oreltrn sen e't' ectIr Mille and ilinimereial otii-
ecrs under the nui itf flu. I )epa It ment itf State. I. 4ireign Ser%--
ice olliccrs 1,--i4rned to I ',S. ,11.11 hi o, itlirnad report on
1101101111e Ile V1101)1110111:- 111111 111;11'kel et111(1111(111,- 111 1110111 14111111111es of

as.signinent. This inform:it ion I repo, ted to the ( 'oninierce 1)epart -
mew, whit, di.-..-ctiiinates If he I ',S. hit- l 111,-, community, Foreign
Set.% jcu ahrnad :Ike) direct ly ies.-1-1 iiW1111'!,s111011 111 C011-

I1aOctit , la 011Ver- (11. 1111'11' pI114111e1:.. The 44)1111)111(41 ate all(l
.0111111eree Depart Mehl 1)101 Ave/ Itlf t'iiiIh 1)11)111011M 1ifis ()1:11eil over

in recent V('ar.-.
The I )cpar:inein of .ko-ricultorr', Forelgii .kuTicilltural Service

relmn,ilde for pr4)illot11111 ni* Airricidini.0 cports, FAS
providc; tho follnwing kin& of ,-,ct.% Ives liii I ouricillturid

letIffli, arc pro% him! In l' 5 ronizne-,., lluuii. l'onlinittoe IT .1,1)pr0prItt-
lion,,, :-4nIwononi t I,, on ki.:ricolturo and Itelnled .zrivolt ore mut aphinst AgrnetiN

ppropri I ion: for 197. livarincs, 95t11 et,m4r1-4s. 1st ses.dott, WIN111111410t1. IS, Govt,
PrInt t ill I I. I :41
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business (us oppoed to rN.eiving dividend payments) and at, least 95percent of Ilw preceding three years' (or the life of the (orporation ifshorter) income lutist lw from outside the ("iiiteil States.
For firms that qualify as a WI rfc, there is a siihstant nil reduction

in taxes. The m.ern II etteo a it Wfl'I'C is to reduce t lw corporati in-
cow tax rate from N to 111 percent a drop (pr. I I full percentage

de_
points. Despite the evident tnlynntages, the iinwhanism hasIteen.litt le it,ed. lii 197.2, the taxes foregone to permit the
tInet iou antonnt(tl to s()IIII' 11) milli( n dollars.

Illowever, the flit ht the extremely limited. Taxltefonni .10 of 11)71; provided for n lour.yetir plue.00ln of the Ivirrci
vol- tit \ ys,31, folimving 1979. I \\Irk \Vol he

i0s1 .11.51414 .1 t Corporliti(ro. 1011 197S, it China 'Emile Act,
Corporation ((.'"FA( '1 coula ohtain a special deduction that voiddcompletely eliminate any 1".S, income tax
( 'TA( ' there \ ere hoth n -4)111're or-60.01th. (c,t and an Ownership test.It'or a (7.kt ', inconle min -t ha% t. come f iutti (5111.ce Wit hill Taiwanand !long i (he 4,1.;g11111 purpose of the 19.22 laNv was to) promote
latsiness hilt fter the takeover ("1`A(Is Were re-
stricted to IttiN\ an awl I !MI" Kssilv T III' is.d110 mi )11 \v:I furtlwr hut-itsil hy the propoi I on of rm. v:1111,. ..tork th:o v:is mviled by
ritizeur reident, ii lion., Iorw, Tnivail or the l'nited States. If
100 percent (0. I ih. -h.ck Wel 4)\\ le:A. all I ..S. corporatv tax
Iistimlui N.0111,1 ii elimitrited.

lii sttIdit ion, di\ ttlentl, p;till its -115irellolders \\lin \vere rt.sitlents of
I i(s11(r Kull!, 551 1.',1 \\ \\ CIV 1101 -1116141 Its I lax. In other words,IL trilttilt myn,,,i ("[A(' ;Ind lived in Hong
Nollg. or Taiwan \vould not iit to pay any 1 corporate or intli-
Cnhinl iiI4'151110 1 e- III ( "I'.1( iiit 10.

\inch likp \VIII( I ii, ( "I',k( :1 111W:110d l() lust 1%. 11130'1'1:1i p1) -
ills` chane, t lint tool: pinee

011 tuninhind '11111;i, lit- ( 'TA( !Wu\ klon lilt is S)11(1, elniet
nt ()fills. 1) r \ ;Il t !1:22. ne:t :;011 111111, 11:11I 150C11 ilICOITONItPd

"nit" I lit' 1;,\ I!'t;'-. let\ve'ss.r. the uttspniiIv sir tiis thus
Iottiler And 11111V 1'11111' \Vert' :1111Vtly 441111)11Si 'Mg a 1 sle-111105Sits {hung t11' .1:11\t Ii 1 its Iii the 1:slx IZertsrlil Act Or 11176, &tine-

1011,-; 111111er he :let Hien ell11611ated rot. tax-Hs, 11111111, sOr I )i
c; a. twit 11118;v1i, ml 1,(11r0 tv,i+ 'orisorm ion pro-

!'"liN. lit' \l" l':"."' Ili"1"3111`, "S"AlIii ,t hull arc Im 11110.1 1 VI'. 'ruder the ex-
port pti-r1;1111, t le' .( 11141611(41 1[6141 payments to
export-- of -prcilie 1:1! o(inffloilitie. The -ult,idie- were intended
It) pe. tot. I'M' lw +H1011111 ll 1)11 t \vorld market
pric. :111.1 I Is 11iLdicr I ..S 11151k11H it 5'eottlltnie;t1ly feasihle to,\Iturt l p111;t 191;1 to 197:; :5 ,no,..t percent of I -.S.
11.114111111'11 1A111111- 1, s-(1 -itch 1.11c p;11111ent Were ste--
14e111011 Ilec;i11-0 i !Ie.\ c1s11-11(1141 110 Issittrer 110 o I )F011106'
e 114

PotentInt for 1.5 Aizrwilltural
I. 22,.

U
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Under the barter program, between 1964 and 1974, the CCC ex-
ehanged surplus agrieultural cc unxlitks in its stocks for foreign
strat('gic inaterials or gooils and services needed by U.S. Government
agelwies (primarily the Ih4ense Department and the Agency for In-
ternational 1)evelopment). bartered vommodit les, whwh accounted
for 5 percent of total 17.S. agricultural expoos in 1964-1974, were
intenikd for foreign customers who did not have sufficient curroncy
to fitly for tlwin bin had materials needed for U.S. strategic stockpile.

/h. feria/ of income of controlled foreign carporations.--The foreign
tibsidiary of a S. corporation is not taxed on the subsidiary's in-

come until the income is remitted or repatriated to the IT.S, parent
eompany. The deferral, of U.S. tax liability continues as long as the
imaune is reinvested in the subsidhay or otlwr foreign subsidiaries.
A tax credit is allowed for tlw amount of foreign taxes paid on re-
patriated income, To stane extent., t he special treatment of foreign
subsidiary income may stimulate IT.S. exports. For exampk, the es-
tablishment. or expansion of a foreign subsidiary may regain! exports
of eitte!al goods or other inputs from the parent company to the
subsidiary.

Overwas Pr,t, in 04 8/no itt Cotpoodion.---The Overseas Private
Investment Corporat ion tOPI(') is a 1*.S. Government agency char-
tered to encourage 1..S. private investments which support economic
development in developing count rit'S, It provides a number of services
and Moen ives to U.S. companies investing abroad, including insur-
:inVo of private 111V0-,t 1110111- against polit ical risks. Like tax deferral,
()PIC, cncouragentent of U.S. foreign investment may stimulate, to
".01111` eXp011, to foreioai subsidiaries.

For, poifirdlll.---rnus 1 7 . 5 pl'OvideS
1149111.- ;Intl h1:111 !Ma ntlitee:-- through the Department of Defense to
friendly ilium ries for t In purchase of U.S. military goods and services.
While this pro.rram is used primarily as a tool of 1.5. foreign policy,
it provides -orniticant -aipport for defense-related exports.

For, ;(//, tI(Ole . Foreiru Trade Lone (or free-trade zone)
is a w ;nolo ai,e or 11E11111 fict tiring area approved by t he Depart ment of
Colomeree's Vorcnot Tratle Zones Board to receive imported goods
w ii how formi (.11-tolo, entry ;Ind without payment of duties. 'the
tHe of :t 1ooe heinlits a I .s, exporter primarily kevanse duties are not
applied on 1i11111 tt'd Or Ilsx`d in manufacture or

Ill HI( itiiI if t product is exported.
/11,/ A 1 ..S. exporter is ent it led to a ditty drawback

or re fund of pre% *low ly deposited ,Thioms ditties assessed on imported
products t hat are iir.orporated within an exported tiaishrd prodaet.

E, 4/, 01! ,,4.4 taxi 8.-- -5:t ICS for export are exempt
from Federa rut i ier's excise t xes,

w, 4.,,,h.;,1,q,0,. The WehhiNanerene Act exempts
export trade a -ocia t 0011; from Ha' km Mil tiq't ies Whi"
\Mad 44 hen\ VIOhltc ant itrust laws. it pmvides It lefral basis for
U.S. comp:ode,: to pool their efforts to expand exports.1-11owever, it
has had litt 10 .trect on 17.5. vxports.

Pf)nr;ii/I ,1/, hihlterai proo.rams increase the for-
eti!:n demand for I ex port tIt 11:4' Of led -tied aid', which
rest tact, the 11-e of aid flIndS to the plIn'Ire,e of 1 produc.ts. In addi-
t tom. t hey crv:ito a demand (tn I '.5. produets which remains

(i ".z
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because of extetkilve interagency review. Businessmen often complain
that such delays can result in the loss of eontracts.

Foreign policy export emit rols are also administered by the Com-
merce Department after interagency discussions, primarily with the
State Department. Prominent examples of foreign policy controls are
the following: general embargoes On trtule with Cambodia, Cuba,
North Korea and Vietnam; the economic boycott of Rhodesia, de-
clared in compliance with a United Nations Resolution; human rights
rest riet ions, sudi as prohilnt ions on exports of military or police equip-
ment to South Africa; ad-hoc restrict mies, such as denial of a license
to export, certain goods to Libya because of its alleged support for in-
ternational terrorism; and the routine referral to the National Secu-
ruit y Council of applications to export oil and gas equipment to the
Soviet l;nion.

The E.A also authorizes t lie Department of Conuncree to restrict
expos in order to protect the domestic economy front excessive drain
of scarce nniterials ant to reduce the inflat ionary impact of foreign
purchases. Short supply cont rols are currently imposed on exports of
petroleum and petroleum products nnd were in the past imposed on
other materials, such as ferrous sc:Iip, soybetuis and an array of other
agricultural products.
ilest riction..4 on I huh Wit h cwnntani.qt eountrieN

In addit ion to export controls, there are special rest rict ions on trade
with communist countries which have indirectly limited the volume of

exports to those markets. The most important of these are restric-
t ions on t he extension of most fa vored-nat Wit tariff treatment and U.S.
llovermilent ,.xport credits to those count ries. An amendment to the
Trade Act of 1974 cond it ions I liv thv ext vnsi(in of M t mutt ment and
Government credits to communist count ries on compliance. with cer-
tain freedonvoremigrat ion provisions. The Export-Import Bank
Amendments of 197 I places a $300 million ceiling on Eximbank credits
to t he Soviet I 'nion and a $10 million ing On credits for exports
of energy-related goods or services to the Soviet Union.
llegid,it 0111. ,qte ,1i/0 (if equipubent

There are v arious hantation, on the export of military equipment.
The Arms Eyport 'ont rol Act requires that direct military sal(s be
licensed by t he I )(Tart mem of State's ( )nice of Munit ions Control. The
IZenegot Lit ion Uoard recently amended its regulat ions to subject for-
eign i it a IN colit t 0 renegot iat recapt tire of ''exees-
l\l PrUlll, made by a 1 ..S. manufacturer on arms export sales). emi-

t ract, for sales brokered by t I iepa rt mem of I >avulse under t he Arms
1.:\ port control Act an' :-1IbjeCt to Most of the Armed Services pro-
curement regulations. Finally. on May 19, 1977. the President an-
nounced a policy of convent ional arms transfer restraints, iiiipk-

colon& on military hardware exports. Among the
cont rol, is a prohibit ion on the United States, being t hp first supplier
to int roduce into a region new weapons systems which would create a
new or combat capability.
.lntitrust /sr ws

Under U.S. ant it rust law, actions occurring in foreign countries
winch have ,sobst ant ial and foreseeable effect,: 011 domestic commerce
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aro sub;ect to 1 LS. ant it rust jurisdiet ion. Man v businessmen complainthat Ow ant it rust hi ws inhibit their overseas activities. The majorprobkun is apparent ly the uncertainty of application of antitrust,
men, reluctant to risk antitrust violations, may some-times limit their involvement in international business activities, thuslosmg possible export tipptrt unit

Businessmen maintain that It major area of uncertainty is the estab-
lishment by U.S. firms of consortia to hid on foreign projects. The
Webb-l'omemie Act provides an antitrust exemption for domestic,
firms combined in an association for the export of "goods, wares, and
merchandise" under certain speeitIed conditions. However, the law
goes not it wIntle a similar exemption for the export of servicesa
potential area of significant export growth.
National Env;rifrilmt /dal Policy Act (NIEPA) envinnimental impactstatement8

U.S. export I IS )13 VP laced uncertainty Over whether the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) retplires environmental impactstatements for I export licenses, Exunbank financing, OverseasPrivate investment Corporation insurance nod othvr tiovernment
foreign trade programs. crhe Agency for International Development
has already begun to take into considcrat ion t lie environmental impact
of 1 1.S. foreign assistance projects.) There has been concern in the
business community t Itat environmental coast raints may have a nega-
tive effect on exports by int nidneing delay and uncertainty into inter-
national commercial transactions.
Nueb ffpirt nNtrict.;on..4

The Nuclear Non-Proliferat ion Act and other Government policies
have a moldier 44 re,triction,.; a Go jag 17.S. nuclear and nuclear-
related exports. Industry spokesmen claim that these policies, com-
bined with cow Pk\ l'rncrdurli

,IfOrt"irrting "itli;tkarMittel:I:1k mid equipment nave maiw I 'n,ed ..ta, es .essemulie...tve
III internal lona I market
.Inti-hoyuott st,fh,/, dm/ reyiihrtion8

.1.116 -boycott amendments to the Export .1.dministration Act. andthe hit vulva IZoN van,. ( 'ode cwit lin overlapping ami allegedly iheoh_
,41-4ent prohibit ion-, except ion-. rtport ing reghirenients and sanct ions.
.1.nt it rust la w ittt -till :I th:ni of legal con-t raints. lhisiness-
!nen 1w1.1111 a iii t hat I lie complexit v 01. the ri'gul.at ions (wales confusion
and tincera int v which complicate t internal annii act ivities of ex-
porters and inldhit pntvnt iii exporter- from entering t he export field.
Fon ;,://,, .10

Soitr hilsinesstoeo :1ert h:t t tincert airty Nivolt the meaning of
certain provi-ion, of the Foretell Corrupt I )r3ct Act an(I about

conoui,-.sion en-1)epartnient .1u,t ye Soimrii :11111 E.
forcenwhI pdfew, Will itihihit many hiterhatiumNI husine,:s tralisa,.-
Lion-They t hat t uncoil:OM create Itti*V.T1' riliS which may
force t hem to forc,o ertain business tipptrt Unit if'!4.
11/1/110,1 °/',.

A nutliker h:10 lwen ci.std ii recent year- which re...irici
laamninit. and militavy mint rivs which have Poor

u
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records in the observance of basic human rights. To the extent that,
foreign aid and military assist a nee generate adflitional exports (see
above), the human rights provisions may limit IT.S. exports. When
making 11eViSions tal loans, guarantees or insurance, the Overseas Pri-
vate Invest nient Corporat ion and the Export-Import Bank are also
required by law to consider the !minim rights records of recipient
countries. Fximbank has denied loans to some countries with poor
human rights rectirds. Exports of erime control equipment to most
destinat ions require validateil licenses front the Commerce Department.
Health and safety export restriction,N

Federal regulat ions re:460 the export of sonic consumer goods that
have !wen !muted for domestic use for health or Safety reasons. An
example is t he Consumer Vrialuct Safety Commission's (CPSC) 1978
net ion prohibiting the expirt of TRIS-t rented garments. Amendments
to the Consumer Vroduct Safety Act passed by the 9rith Congress
require anytaw intending t o expirt produet which does not comply
with a IT.S, product St fay to tile n statement with the CPSu at
least 30 days !whir to t he exiairt. CPSC is required to notify the ap-
propriate public healt Ii officer in the importing yountry.
Cargo pref,./././i.o, /airs

Curgo preference. laws, such as t he Cargo Preference Act, and Public
Resolut ion 17. require t he use of I ..S.-flag vessels for t ransportation of

iovernment -financed commodit les (including RI,. 480 agricul-
tural commodit ies 311(1 exports). Such 1:AWS may
result in higher ex port or COSt and hence lower competit ivenesssince
foreign 'flag vessel freight noes are I vpically less than those of U.S.-
flag vessels.
1.1tivs, 1.,.(1111111i(frii.s., ;pith

prtitir, r)i ,rportv
indirect clfrON on the east cam-

num redvnti \v, :Intl rogillut ions whivii tin I «lirectly
a trect exports, hut which mandate subst alit ial capital and other ex-
penses by I Ctlillita ie.:. hcll paStied 011 through price increases, the
rt's111( Way he compot it iveness l'.S. eXports.
exaniples incliiile: the (.10;in .kir Act ; the Federal IVater Pollution

'ont no! .ket ; t he )at 1011;11 Sa let v and I Iealth Act ; time Toxic Sub-
staneo ct ( 'tal7lmuiict I ttlmut SP let v .kct ; minimum wage laws;
and the Employment IZetirement Income Security .kot.

V. 4ARTEn. Aom rni cit.\ m (0; Ex pqmp
m;st'Itlivrit IN AND EVALUATI4/N

( September :26. 197S, President Carter announced 11 comprehensive
pro.o.ratii to st imulate U.S. exports,' The Adminkt ration's program
focused on t IV;Iti of ex pt /14 II(

( I ) itlen'actI III :1*-144:111et. It) 1 ,S.

I ittIlitI i )11 a domest ic U.S. harriers to exports; and
(:;) reduct ion of forcioli barriers to I '.S. exports.

Elements itt t liNt I WO a IV:V, :111. ditielISSi'll iii t his sect ion. The third
Ineau re 1 pa 11 'lInt loll in 1 rade negot ions- is not new

Prisidvnt C3rIcr'.4 :tateinent iFI rtprinted i U.s, Congress, Senate. Conimittep on
C,1111111`rCe, SI jingi Transportation, National Export Program. Hearing. h rongres.:,

september 1:(1, 197S, Washington. U.S. Govt. Pent. O. 11178, pi, 73-76.

ci
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(111111111110nm of past policy (see ;Wove. p..2:i3t, No further
diseussion of I he t rade tic,rot ititiotH is in(luded here. I 10.\vever, it is int-
pt)rtn.nt to note that a successful conelusion of (he current 1.1)1111(1 Of
Itiltdateral 'Frit& Negotiation, could pro\ ide major stimulus to
U.S. eXporh,, LI 11), I lie I 'arter kdiiiiiiist rat ion's policy of allow
ing the dolhir to depreciate iti 1977 197s t 'which \vas no announced ns
part of the export program) (4oulii \ e an import ant st Modal ive effect
on 17.S. exports. Taken t ()get her, I \\ 11 1)(1111:1 11111)(1 11111111 1110IT
significant, front the standpoint of export expan-ion, than any of the
otlier programs announced liv President ( 'artet .

bi et (r.viist,r/te, 111 r rperi'lr IN
The prulm:s:Ils to 11111V17,e direct assi-lance to exportersplaces major emphasis oil eXpoll credit :1-,iq1111e0- both

Exinibutil: and CC(' ,hort -term rtiiiilI iiral credits. Exiinbattli (lireet
loans 3 11, to he 11141 e:1-ei I from ;,71H) irijilion in 197 7 to $3.6 billion
lit 1.-V 1979. Short term agricultural eredits are to he increased from

million in VI 1977 to $1.7 killion in V)* .1tithorizationsfor hot II itt t hese iiiirea-es had been requested before the l'resident
announced export program.) In bot D'Y 1977 ere(itt Let iv_
ity had been ;it lo\v lc\ el, (compared to the early 197osi for a ilmilber
(if relisl)IIS. 111(We leffilill(r criteria and reduced
demand for V.S. iorricult iiral products. The expitit,i(»1 for 1,'Y 197s-
1979 niark a resumption of the up \vard trend for oflirial credit itssist-
atico Of t lie early 197Its.

l'roponenf , III 1114/re I ;0\ 0111113'111 3:-Si1:11lee to U.S. expolleni often
Idyll( it V (itlivi31 \ Port crt'%h1 - 3- one of the iiioi.t V:1 111t1hle (;overnment
program,. ()1licial credit-. it i. maintained, are necessary to compen-
sate for !rap, in the pri ;no turoleial marliet. For example, it is claimed
that many long term, ri-ky export t ran-action- not be financed
liv private institutions. Nliirem or, proponents maintain t hat I7.S. ex-port credit prw.raiii, imprmed to mect the competition from
aggressive program- iii other count .kccording toadvocab.s of till--; point ill \ 14.\\.. official export credits tiialie possible
many LS. exlIt ut Inch eoldd not I1ke plaet, \Vilho111 then!.

I )141(1110ml, of ollici:11 \port pro!r1'111hr- often maintain I hat
such as,ktance pro\ ides :111 iiiiuliiI Hibsilly to the export sector \vliicli
is not heeded :t10 \\ 11611 ha- t hi, effect of distorting private investment
decision-. lit piii.t hoy 81 irlut, I hat eurrent ,,xt.hangt,
rate sy:.:terll, :111\ c\sp:111-..ion /4 0\ Imo: re.ulting from ()fliciat credit
ue.,;i,,tance ill hi. 44,1 I i\ :hilt- in exchange rates. For example, an
increase in expo! t lend- to drive up the %Mile of the dollar, Mak-
itio* U.S. tApol'I- HMI). \ P111-1 llIti 11"-'; exlit'llSiVe. 'HMS,
310[110H:11 liii of I tend, to counter:let the (Atoll to expand
l'XIM1'1,;. I It SlIo111,1 he noted 11:11 t :1 11 :I :ifY:1111St all Gov-
ernment cliorts si lIllIllitu u\fi4ui't. under ;1 exclian,2.0 rate
-vstelo.)

effort, lo the -Addit natality- of Exiiiihatil; pro-
grant--; i.e.. tIle .oliolint ut iihllltlu)118l port, ,ireneratcil t II, pew
gram-) lin\ con,e ii 1:1,11,1 ft\ ditIcrent conclu-i(ln-. A Trea,ury 1)e-
part nicht milted 111:11 :ill l';\ 1111h:111k pl'ogr.1111-. generated
:than . export in fiscal veal. 1976. :;43.1 hillion of
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which was att ributed to Ex imbank's direct loan program.' flowever,a st lad t Iu ( 'ongroiiona I Research SI' rviee, using a different nieth-
odology, estimated that additional exports of only $670 million were
generated by Exiinbank's fro; dir,.et leading:2 Thy carter Adadats.
hitt ion's decision to eximnd considerably official export credit assist-
awe suggests t hat it accvpted t hi' IlltWe optilllistit' appraisals of the
effectiveness of such programs. However, the Administration's pro-
gram also includes a tdedge to negot late with major U.S. trade part-
ners for st ricter Ii irni on official expo credit assistance. The latter
measure suggests L desire to limit the use of official export credits in
t he fin lire.

Est imates of the benefits from tax incent ives U.S. exporters also
vary. The 1976 Treasury 1)epattnient DISC report estimated the net
increase in exports attributable to I /IS(' in 1)T1 iii 4.9 billion, while
a Onigressiona I Itesea reit Service study of that year estimated a maxi-
mum net increase or only t billion.' The most recent Treasury De-
part ment report est 'mates that I )1St may have increased U.S. exports
iii 1976 by about $2.9 billion. and suggests that its estimate may Over-
state tile effect of I )ISC.' In contrast, a report eommissioned by the
Spec hi I ( Mee I ii t..s. ports, all association of U.S. exporters,
estimated that MSC genenited :«t;.3 billion of additional exports in

in the ease of DISC, t .Uniinist rat ion's export program ap-
pears to he based on the h'SS optimistic appraisals. In his statementa September 26, President Carter maintained that DISC was
an inefficient Ilse of the 111Xpa yet's' money and recommended t hat it he
eit her phased out or revised to a simpler, less cost ly form.

Th, pr,sithmt retent ion of another tax incentive
ox relief for Americans employed abroad. Under his proposal, the

total tax relief to (it izens abroad NN4)11Itl IW approximately $250
million, Both of the tax measures in till' President's program had been
proposed before t he export pl.( )gra m was announced.

The President also announced a signiiicant expansion of the export.
promot ion progi anis or tit, 'oniliwrev, State, innl Agricult lire Depart-
ment s. The Commerce and State budgets are to he increased by a total
of S.20 mill itII anti 4141 ain aguieult lira! export development programs
arc t I he expinded. he ruoliosed increases in the Commerce and State
budget, focus stilIart,ly t)11 Wil:11 11115 been a major criticism of the pro-
gram I it:11 1:11',rt` ;Ind i'VvrienePtI InUch liit)lt I 111111

111191b1111 lit t eXpol'itslict. jil export prem..
I 'Cut 1.1111)11:1"itc,1 that smaller firms were to he given high priority m

' I S Itetutrttiteitt ".%thlithtinlity" In the ActIvItle,: of the Export-Impart
Snt 1.% 14enn A 11.1tosit and William AV. Nye. In l'.8. t'ongress,t',.mootte. ..n I2 ankin4. ['Maio.... and l'rhan .%1Talts. Snhvottralttee 1111 InternationalTrInte litte,tment am! Ateoe.ary To Amend and Extend the 41.xport-Itoport flank

1 9 4 . . 1 4 . , 1 1 l . ; 1 1 : t e , s . 241 -esslott, Alarett 1 : 1 , 1 5 16, and 1 7 . 197S, Wash-loLton. I S t;%t Pritil. tiff 7 I.i;rit.ii J Itipi i I I S E%porN, Congre,...lottal Ite,enrch Servivet,, pod report. .pril 27.. 1217.
S o( 'Io TY, 1,011N The trluert11111 ititil Effeet if lbe Domestic Inter .lit eontl Sr:',04 I',.rporntio9 1.6.41sInthm 1976 Animal Iteport. AprI1 1247.v,e,,i.mal II 0,c111,11 14, Ttle illItyr11),tio11711 I 'rooratjIii 81141 itsrffeet, l'ordytt Trade and l'aemployment, Jane Illrovelle, Kent !flight-4 andVurr it 17 Pcrt, Alidr1:111 76 92 1-", May 4, 1976.

10"4 197... \hiiii,11 I,t.p,t , 10
NiI'Ill,111 It I r9- lii The 1:tnic Iff,,lt f ihsc. n colittlik.ioned by theSpecial l'ommittce t,r u.s Eirorta, September 17, 11175.
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Loo KINII BEYOND TIM Itusii To CHINA*

(By uanita M. Kreps, Secretary of (ommerce)

The rush toChina is on. 11, is reminiscent of the drive to trade with
the Soviet 1 7mon when dkente unfolded in 1972. U.S. businessmen areeager to supply nations throughout the world with the capital and
technology that they seek to help them become modern Mdustrial
states.

The new export opportimities are welcome. But they foreshadow a
significant expansion in worldwide industrial capacity that will even-tually affect world trade in fundamental ways and severely test both
our commitments to free trade and our ability to compete. The emer-
gence of new venters of industrial capacity abroad is a ehallenge that
to date we have largely ignored.

The dilemma was eaptured by a question often raised during myrecent trip to India : Why does the United States continue to produce
goods whIch can be Inalk more cheaply in other countries?

An answer based on the need for jobs in a nation with six million un-employed is 1111persilasiye 10 It nation that sutlers a hundred million
idlea total that is roughly the size of our entire labor force.

It is not surprising t hat pressures for proteetionism are strong today.
They will mount as worldwide industrial capacity expands. With the
help of Western capital and technology, China in time will be selling
machinery. steel. chemicals and similar goods to the rest of the world,
including the 1 'lined States. Comitries such as India. with far fewer
resources. will intensify their demands for access to Western markets
for products such as textiles. with which the world is already over-
supplied. The Soviet Union has ambitions plans for major new fac-
tories, built with Western equipinent and teehnology to produce trnek
tires, automolnle engines, television tubes, even blue jeans. The image
of a generation of card-carrying comrades clad in American-styic blue
jeans gives as much pause, perhaps, HS the one now being offered for
refreshment in Peking.

As China. India. the Soviet Union and others build their industrial
bases, they will make for themselves things they now buy from us,
they will intensify their demands to sell in the United States; and they
will compete with us in Third World markets.

In response, we en ii retreat into fort ressed America, erect-nut walls
around domestic industries threatened by competition from "cheap"
foreign labor and restricting the transfer of capital and technology
abroad.

Reprinted hy permission of the Washington Post, Jan, 17, 1879: A13.
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But to do so would be inefficient, because it would lock us into waste-
ful patterns of production and would violate the basic principle of
compel it loll. !Mild t lit rielli'St ry 011 Vart

It WOIlld hi' mil I dest Met i i hi'ealISP it would t rigger a tlini,i of siuiii-
mar defensive measures around the world.

And it would be irresponsible, becaus( it would condemn the world
to missed 1)1)1)01.1unit ies as the engine of change embodied ill U.S. eco-
Horn."' 1"""r wit hers from lack of 4.01111ftt it ion.

. hernat iolv. WI can view what is happening as an opportunity, not,
a t 1111%0 --an opport unit y toa pp y our resources to t he t hings W4 . tk) best
and most efficient ly. Increasingly, much of our advantage will lie in the
high technology and service industries. Inereitsingly, too, the change
will involve a shrinking of old monist ries with all the pain that such
derluie eut a i l. But if we believe t hitt worldwide eeolunllic growth
promises a hal tvr life for all mankind, we have a profound responsi-
bility. to help rat her t han hinder t hat promise.

Niero' recogn it ion of t he gains tiouui t ratio' and ii wilfill.4111ess to let it
Oerllr are not enough. ( )ur survival liS a world leader and our commit-
ment to expanded t nide cannot be taken for granted in a world re-
shaped hy 1ttotifuul IWW part icipants iii internal ional trade, many of
which have highly cent ralized economies and are capable of bending
economic &el...ion, to pulit .h.a I ohh.et

rp ,urvive a in I nd violet., economic poli,)-maker, nui.,1 look flirt her
ahead t han is lair (list 0111, a clearer not ion of probable shifts
iii t he eomposit ion of world Old putt alld a realistic assessment Of our

l'olulpet ii iv. t rengt We need to sustain an economic envi-
ronment in which 'Indust ries that offer the best proinise for t he IInited
States iii t he yi'a VS ahead Call oultor.ro and prosper. High employment,
Hit 111 I'Vgldat ion and a tax system t hat encourages private ini-
iat ive shouhl all he part of his environment. .kt the very least, gov-

ernment should take care not to impede industrial dVVelOpIllent.
I n illd111 rtal policy t hat permits us to take advan-

I age of t lo I rade opi aut mm it io t hat he ahead. 1Ve now hick it clear
of direct ital. ps becan,e we rout inue to think of our markets

a, olome,t ie rat her than worldwide.
.klt hough t hese are not iiew issues, China dramatizes t heir impor-

ni nee. I f indust rill de% eloptlicni around t he world is to he it positive
force and if we :11V to ctottlpetv ettiq't ivt`ly With 1toW011111 new ero110-

OW' MI I hc world scene. we shall have to dO illOre to
violdri-1/0 our indin-a ria 1 -I rength boy prm-illing 111,, chili:Ito necessary
to permit it, foil e\pie,--ion.

rc,ent di,c11.-:,ion, wit ho Sot ii leader,-, 1 re,,sed t he fact that
I rade it,elf !nit our ci minion t I, The glial i t he well-heing of uihl
pcople, and renchwqr thAt goal is a common responsibility.

All of tis ha' to uljtut I 'mint ries that seek our markets will
II, 111 t nyn. On'cipt rapid Veollonlie evoln-

t ion a, our charter And Ill tt till it with foresi!dit. "ro do otherwise
tto,tihtt impair nuotiond., chances for a better lift.. History will judge
lwrshly A ,,enontt Ion t hAt fails to meet t hat challenge.

l Loll in I odka toil U.S. table.: auth Hue jeans On
SO% ttt tot t \ 111 11011) l.;1,1' t he way.
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GE() auk: ME..tNy UN 'TUE FAcm oF TRADE"'

Secretary of ColUtherce ,I um( it a Knps' article, -1.0oking Beyond
the UtIII to China- l op-ed, Jan. I 1, doesn't look ahead far enough
toTive up to its tit le. Nloreover, her view tliat U.S. trade and indus-trial policies -hick aelear sense of direct ion" was never better illus-
trated than by the opinions she expressed.

I ler. point ,.badly nu is t liat the (*tilted States ought to abandon itsbasic onlust tin1 capacity and import the goods it neeik from countriesthat can produce t twin, "wore eiticiently, while concent rating on the
-high technology and serYnv industries- where our comparative ad-vantage I

M K re ps is, therefore, content to aceept -a shrinking of old in-
dustries with all I la' pain that such decline entaik- on the groundtluit -a we believe i hat wl)rldwide economic growt Ii promises a betterhie for all inankinil. we have a profound responsibility to lwlp rathert han hinder that promise."

It seems to me that t luk socretary of Commerce has MI even moreprofinind obligatnai to defend and emaairage the economy of the
l'aitcd States am( t he well-being and standard of living of her people,
which MN. Kreps almost wholly disregards. Are American workers
and cialsamers not tilt' particular part of -all mankind" who deserve
first claim On the attention of their OWIt Imblic servants?

If tin' lialillS of six million jobless A.1111'11(11111.; are ilillptq'tillnSIVt!"
C011ipared I 0 1 ml ia WO million, at what p( Unt %von ld they deserve
con:-Idcritt ion ! Would it be only when America's unemployment rolls
have soared to India's iv% el and American living st andards and nutri-
t fount standar& dropped equally far?

Evon more dis,nriumr is Mrs. Kreps' misunderstanding, or misrep-
resentation, of the facts Of trade. as practiced between totalitarian
rulers of closod .ocict it's such as Chinni Mid hiissii on t he one hand,
and private We'AtTa at ilit 'seeking corporate entities 011 the other.

It is precisely America's higlwst technology much of It developed
at public expense t hat is beim, exported tor private profit, under-
mining Iti Intl lona securit y anti 11111 hunt1 Wel fare,.

It, is the out Ilm of .kinerican t pital to build the industrial capacity
of other nation. and the abject surrender of A IlItTiC1111 markets to the
products of t hose nat ions t hat has weakened the dollar and sent Anieri-
ca's balance a payint'llis int o a tatkpin.

\\Awn America has deeillle(I to a -.,ervice economy,- dependent.forher iwol,v, daily nocib, on foreign nidust ry, what then ? Will China,
Mid 11111%1' 111;11111f:10111111g Collin ries, governed by military and

polit ical considerations rather t hail cononereial interests, continue to
send us all we need at -compet it lye" prices! The p(dit nail blackmail
and financial extortion im ph:Net by t cartel are " Prey iew
of % v i t a ( lvi can c\ pet I whencter foreign governments gain a st rangh-
hold on t in I ..S, ecuniimy.

\\F,, 111.1,11 it, Im:m iii indiNtriai eciitionly almig lv it h evveyont, 1,,, iiit hi, tanpil 1:1,1,, w, , t hat stiti and
other prudnct. are nut dumpol into tilt` Hilakvt, The subsidies a

h!, "r flu. WliAtiagtou Post, Jan. 29, 111711 A22. l,etter t41 thecdtt.r by Georg,.
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exports nmst be halted h II foreetueut (my countervailing duty
laws not bv a not !icy extension of the waiver of I hat htw.

remark in passing that -countries that seek our markets will
have to open Ilwirs- is the only bright spot in Mrs. Kreps' misguided
article. But t utter failure. so far. of this and previous adnimistra-
t ions to even t r to brim, t In thud of inqmrts and the outflow of tech-
nology, capital and jobs into any sort of rational balance, makes her
words meaningless.



RESOLUTIoN NO. 126 INTERNATIONAL TRADE

AB Apormo BY Tim 1.2T11. AFL-C1O (:"ONerrruTtoNAL CONVENTION
DECEmzER 1977*

U.S. foreign trade and investment policy must be balanced withAmerica's need for jobs. Foreign economic pohey should be geared toAmerica's needs for a strong, growing economy. The Trade Act and
other legislation should be administered to assure American domesticproduction as well as to encourage world trade. Fair trade and recip-rocal relations are basic to policies that will help America and theworld.

Negotiations with other nations should be based on the needs of theU.S. economy, not, imlitical expediency. The goal must be an expansionof trade based on fairness, reciprocity and mutual benefit..
New legislation is needed to regulate exports and imports. Exports inshort supply should be subject to export controls, import. relief provi-

sions must be ,tesigned to assure adequate safeguards for the U.S.
economy. Tax 'unlit les need to be reviewed both in terms of equity andin terms of their impart on trade. Imports of products and parts ofproducts should be made identifiable by clear labeling as to countryof origin.

Dumping of foreign-nnude products in the United States must be
ended. Both quick en forcenient of existing law and new kgislation to
assure government action shouhl be adopted.

Countervailing duty laws aga inst imports subsidized by foreign gov-ernments should be speedily enforced and_ no injury test should be
required for subsidi;:ed imports.

In addition to these unfair trade practices, many foreign 0.overn-
ments control their indust ries and manage their economies. U.S. policy
and law have not adjusted to these workl

Quantitative restraints on imports are therefore essential to assurethat. IT.S. industry can develop and remain diversitied at home. Like
qua nt it at ive rest Faint s zihroad, such regulat ions will not be designed to
stop trade, but will assure imports in keeping with the nation'S

New trade barriers have been add..11 by other countries in recent
yearsquotas, tariffs and (humping duties. Most countries of the world
have unwritten ba rrie rs to trade.

The 1Tnited States has piddished laws. mblic procedures and stated
policies. Against the background. negotio ions to reduce tariffs are nowgoing on. The AFL-CIO urges the Administration to insure that cur-
rent negotiations and agreements protect the vital interests of Ameri-
can workers and indust ry. This means recognizing that. U.S. tariffs are

U.S. Congress'. House, committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Trade. UnfairTrade Practics; Reconumoolatioua Submitted by lutcrested Individuals and OrganizationsAnteudiucats to 1 5. La \VS I1k Provide Rehr t front Catair Trade Pitictipps. WashingtonU.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 197S. p. 45-52. (95th Congress. 2d session. Committee p:int.WMCP : 95-58).
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basis. The U.S. government should seek treat ies to end exploitation ofworkers in t rade zones in foreign countries.
Odes of conduct for the operations of multinat ional corporationsare neeessary, but ay" no substitute for strictly enforced IT.S. lawstliat prohibit brilwr of foreign officials and part icipat igni in economic

bhwkinail schemes &signed to negate American foreign policy. Simi-
lary, international agreements are needed to inipmve I bor standardsin those countries that seek to attract industry through the exploita-tion of workers.

CIO supimrts healthy, fair trade that will build a strong
American economy. We oppose the nit 11111(41 export of American jobs
and industry, which has undermined the. eeonomy. We shall pursue
every possible relief for tlw injury already snstained, as well as new
legislat ion to halt t he drain on t his nat ion's evonolny.

The AFL CIO wit h its affiliates will develop a :,ortlinated, effec-
tive program for these goals. IVe will use all depart !twat s
educat ion, research, public relations, publications, organization and
tielil services- -to assure prove( ion for American workers' jobs and liv-
ing standards.

ti



STATEMENT DV THE A F14-C10 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON
INTERNATH)NAL TRADE

BAL HARBOUR, FIA., Febmary 21, 1978.
The AFL-C10 Convention last December called for changes ill

United States trade polky, administration and law to ,xeate "healthy,
fair trade that will build a strong American econotr.:,."

In twe mon hs sinc.n that convention, evidence of the serious trade
crisis has mounted :

In 1977, America suffered the largest trade deficit in history$27
billionmore than four times the $5.9 billion deficit of the previous
year.

Statistics for the tirst nine months of 1977 indicate t hat imports rose
substantially in eve-y hist ry category : oil rose by $9 billion over the
same period in 197C. ransomer goods imports by $;*1 billion, imports of
automotive vehicles, parts and engines by $1 billion; imports of capital
goods by $1.5 billion ; imports of industrial supplies and materials
other than oil. $4 billion ; and imports of foods, feeds and beverages by
$9 billion.

Meanwhile, I 7ti it ed States mann fact nring jobs failed to recover from
the 1971- 75 recession. Employment in those goods-pmincing industries
was down almost $:',00,0110 bet ween December 1973 aml December 1971.
During the last four years, imports of manufactured products rose
more than 70 percent.

These developments have 1114 gone unnoticed. The press here and
abroad reports a change in mood :

The Associated Press reported a poll showing that 85, percent of thc3e
asked about no ports thought protecting United States jobs is an impor-
tant policy gun Ecolumiist notes that protection is needed Iwcause
manufacturing cannot adjust. The New York Times and the Wall
Street, Journal (Iescribe this a, a iw riml of protectionism. The Journal
of Commeree carries advice to linsiness on how to adapt to world
protect ion ism.

While every other wit ion is engag:ed in protecting itself against. im-
ports that would him its economy, Cnited States labor and producers
lack -. ,tection.

Th ,ng flood of imports continues unabated with a projected 1978
ilefleit as largi, as 1:)77's record, The President has recognized "serious
injury" only in three iodustries in the past year and no effective action
has been taken in most arees of danger.

Intermit negot Mtions fail to rcflect the urgency of America's
crisis. The agreement with Japan would do little to improve the
17nited States-In pan trinle iii ilmi a I we I i t he near future, The United
States rant ;noes to offer to cot tariffs even further in tlw GATT nego-
tiations and to remove so-called non-tariff l'irriers----ignoring the
pleas of workers who have lost or are losing their jobs to imports.

(272)
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ployees of parts and componeots manufacturers laid-ott because Of im-
ports. CETA jobs or other jobs should be provided, part icularly for
those Older workers who canwu find aliother job. 'Workers close to ye-
t irement must be assured that tiler will not lose proper retirement
benefits because of 1,rade- 'minced lavotts. hor fringe benefit ent it le-
Inents heed o ItI rev.ie%ed it) adiviatcly protect displaced workers.

The Admini,t rat Hai has not yet formally anuoiteed its 1)101)4151lb; Olt
t rade adjust meta assi:stance.

4. Repeld of Item.y so6,,Iti (Ind .Vi;- which iS prOVided for ill It MHO-
!WI Of hills 'wilding before t he Trade Sulteominit tee of the !louse 1Vays
and NIeansl'onunittee %%Amid close an unwarranted import loophole.
These provisions result in the export of Anwriean Jul is I 'mho. tiOti.30
and S07., a company ran hike tPrlItill Its tVIVViSiOn
CollIpollellts Mid garments) made in America. export t hem to) be assem-
bled in a km-wage country, and then re-import the final product. A
trail!' is paid only on the value added, not Oil tilt' full value of the prod-
no. \Vhen the value added consists primarily of wages paid at rates
as low as 20 cents an hour, the tar& amounts to 'tract ically nothing.

llepeil/ Oh I Of the Trente I e't W 111111 proV 11101111' ference
for imports from low-WAge

Preferences or Zero tillitts for imports from low-wage conntries
aro obstilete atilt! ie. Total imports frmil (leveloping countries
now account for more than half of all I 7114(41 States imports. Manu-
factured import, are increasing very rapidly from these eountries.
Worker exploit at ion, abandtmment of human rights and hidetms work-
ing and living standards plvvent potent ial benefits of rapidlv-expand-
ing t rade from reaching t he people of these eountries.
End of deferrol fore/tin profitx

End tfF h,ophole, th,lt ,,rport jobs. I Tinted States-bused multi-
national corporations currently pay. no taxes on profits earned on
oversea- operation, until those profits are brought back to the IT.S.,
which may be never. Multinational eorponitions nse this loophole to
expand and enlarge t heir oveNeas operations. at the expense of work-

s in this country. President Carter has called .for repeal of his tax
proposals, anti the House Ways and Means Committee will hold
hearings in March.
Rent() ore ;(1 n tax (TF'd

Multinational eorporitt ions are permitted to subtract from their
corporate income tax on a dollar-for-dollar basis-- all taxes

paid to foreign countries. We helieve this tax credit should be changed
to 3 ded 110 1011.

Fliminatiol, of roational Salc,s. Corporation
fidtintitiOn:d. C4 irpOrat iOns are permitted to set up dummy sub-

sidiaries DISCs in thy 1.S. to handle export sales. CoTorations
arc permitted to decor payment of United States iuictuuie taxes on a
thiit ti of export sale: profits. 'nen, is no evidence this tax subsidy has
increa-pd tApolt:. Instead: romp:tole; have simply increased them
net prolit: a Per taxes, shif:ing more of the tax burden to Ame-Aean
wage earners.
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The Presnlent has supported repeal in his tax proposals and hear-ings are seheduled before the House Ways and Means Committee inMatch.
7. The Overseas Private Investment CorPoration should not be ex-tended when the House considers the bill now before it.
Legislation to extend ()PI(' passed the Senate in 1977, but theHouse failed to complete action before OPIC's authority expiredDeceniber 31, 1977.
As an agency of the I "nited States government, OPIC encouragestho export of Ameriean capital and jobs. It insures U.S. corporationsagainst, loss of investment in foreign coontries restating front expro-priation, revolution, etc. If those claims by corporations overseas

exceed ()PIC reserves, the difference is paid by the American taxpayer.
8. Counterealliny duty provons should be improved when theIto Ilse Ways Mt Means Committee considers legislation in this areathis Spring. Remedies need to be speeded up and made more automatic.When foreign governments forgive value added taxes on productsexported to the U.S., a countervailing duty should be provided tooffset this unfair subsidy. Countervailing duties should be applied

against government-owned or subsidized that povide anun fair advantage.
P. E.rimbank f was should not he used for financing foreign produc-

Non or to aid llu.N4io.0 inumunist China or South Africa. Continuation
of the Eximbank will be the subject of hearings in March before the
House and Seminti Banking Committees.

The Bank was intended to promote I".S. well-being, but now the
Eximbank wants to finance foreign production. The Eximbank should
be prohibited from financing loans to Russia, Communist China and
South Africa.

/0, ale /chop stundonis criteria must be applied to the acceptance
of imports into markets to assure fair competition.

Folvign prthlucers tO Meet inininuun labor stamd-
ards Or faee ilnport quotas and ot her t rade rest rict ions.

Unlike workers in this country, workers in many nations have no
worker's compensat ion. unemployment insurance Or :ocial security pro-
grams enacted to protect workers and their families. Similarly, most
foreign workers do not have t he protect ion offered by various American
occupat iona I sa fet v an '1 lica It ii st at utes. Typirally, t heir wages are sub-
standard, and in Many unt ries child labor and slave labor conditions
exist.

Until intermit nand agreements are negot iated to improve labor
st:-dards, tIn 1..S. should prohibit import From those countries that
per,hit inhuman working c ondit ions.

1. Pre .1,renees for 1 nit ed St at es workers. Imiklers, producers and
sluvpers should he included in all trade and appropriation bills.

I.. or example, H.R. 33:0, Ow Ocean Mining Bill, should include a
sect 14,i ereferring U.S.-flag vessels and requiring the location of proc-
essing plants in t ite United States. H.R. 9427, S..2318----extending Buy-
American laws to seel I aircliases for state and local construction proj-
ects-- -shwild pr

12. Adevate remedies for trade-related injuiries to workers in serv-
ice industries, films, airlines awl maritime should be developed.
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THE CHANGING WORLD OF FREE
TRADE

Mr. BENTSEN Mr. President. through-
out the post-World War II period. the
United States tv..i based its strategy for
security and global stabthty primarily
on geopolitical considerationa We have
been concerned in the first instance tvith
Countering cur traditional rivals, partic-
ularly the Soviet Union. on the chess
board of international politics and power
relations.

Without discounting the patent Soviet
strategic menace to the United States,
it has nevertheless become apparent that
today the threat to our future as the most
powerful and prosperous nation in the
world is as much economic as geopoli-
tical

In the early postwar era, the United
States of Ameitca was the supreme, un-
challenged factor m every aspect uf the
world power equation We were the only
nation to control nuclear weapons. Our
economic infrastructure emerged from
the war stronger than ever. Our gross
national product was gt eater than that
of the rest of the world combined. We
held virtually all of the world's only
functionmo monetary reserve- gold. We
had no significant dependenre on any
country or group of countrie, while
many nat IOU, V. ere depenoent on us

Today, strategic superiority has clearly
become a thino of the pist and there is
legitimate debne about the degree to
which we retain even parttv with the
Soviet Union 't here can be no debate,
however, about the dramatic .litit in (Mt'
economic po.tuie with respect to the
world, or toe extent to whicti we hae
receded from a position ot dononance
to one of interdependence and ulner-
ability

It would. o, c,lurse be unrealistic to
pretend that the (Antoci States could, or
should, con tome to dominate the world
economy in WI as we did in 1948. We
long ago recognized this fact and for
both selfish and altruistic reasons, made
a conscious effort to improve the Quality
of lite and encourage economic eapan-
sion throughout the world

A major postwar concern of the United
States was to foster economic growth and
political stability in Western Europe and
Japan, regions a hich ironically have be-
come our major competitors in the inter-
national marketplace In Europe, the
Marshall plan was a particularly bold
and farsighted effort to contaih the
spread of Soviet influence by establish-

um democracy and prosperity as an at-
tractive alternative to communism. Our
postwar policies were also characterized
by generous programs of foreign assist-
ance and an overt willingness to permit
our friends and acquaintances to protect
their shattered econdmies while accord-
ing them relatively free access to ours.

As part of our effort to win the friend-
ship and reapect of countries devastated
by war and influence less developed
nations to resist the spread of commu-
nism, trade policy became an important
form of aid. Unilateral trade concession.swere willingly and knowingly grantedfor essentially political purposes.

Our postwar approach to international
trade and assistance was founded on thepremise that "the rising tide lifts ail
boats." and its corollary, "What's good
for the global economy is good for the
United States. We'll get our share."

Convinced of the validity of the rising
tide thesis and encouraged by its ap-
oarent success, an entire generation of
American policymakers beca.-te condi-
tioned to accept uneven rules of toe game
in financial and trading arrangements
with the rest of the world. If political
benefits were achieved at an economic
cost, if we got the short end of the stirk
m a negotiation, there was still plenty
to go arouod and no cause for alarm.

Other nations, in turn, became ac-
customed to U.S. generosity at the
negotiating table, to the extent that they
now appear incredulous or even out-
raged when we attempt to bargain in
essentially our own self-interest.

For at least a decade after the war, the
United States could afford to make eco-
nomic, trade, and aid decisions on apolitical rather than economic basis.
Today all that has changed. The past
30 years have seen shifts in the relative
political and economic influence of na-
tions more dramatic than at any time
in tha 20th century. We have been slow
to recognize and respond to these
changes, particularly as they relate to
our trade relationships.

We have been slow to appreciate that
factors beyond our control, such as the
breakdown of the colonial system, therapid spread of technical production
skills to Second and Third World coun-
tries, the proliferation of multinational
corporations, the rise of economic na-
tionalism, state ownership of industrial
enterprises, and the control of major
reserves of world mineral and energy
resources by Third World countries, have
helped fashion a world economy that

Ittiuttrk b Svnalor idyti Bentsen fai the Cougresslotml Record (daily e0,1 mi. 12.5. alay 3.1979: 85212-S5210.
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bears little if any resemblance to that
which existed immediately atter World
War II

In a very fundamental sense, and in a
relatively short period of tune, the
United States has moved from a tradi-
tion of essential self-suiticiency into an
era of International interdependence.
Our adjustment to date has been ne.titer
very ears nor very successful.

Once the major crethtor to the world.
the foreign-held debt ot the Un.ted
States today is larcer than that of all
countries combined We are ileavily de-
pendent on foreit:n sotirces for .::most a:1
important nunly 0: theta es-
sential to our cont,nued pro,petitv
1950 the United States produced 86 per-
cent of the oil it consumed. and cheap
energy c as a key to our economic s;:c-
Cris. Today we import nearl., ;it) percent
of our petroleum ahd w :11 p.tv neatly
billion a year lor the pm:lege

In 1971 we ran our first tra.le nefIcit
m 50 year.; Between 1971 ahd 1976 we
had an iiccumu:ated trade deficit of
$13 3 billion. In 1977 we uouoled that
figure with a single year defied, of $26.5
billion. In 1978 our deficit rose to $32 bil-
lion-412 billion with Japan aloneand
this trend can only be reversed by sub-
etantive changes in our approach to
trade

U,S. production today is a declining
proportion of world output. In 1963 the
United States gonerated 14 3 percent of
the world's exports, and took 11 8 per-
cent of world imports In 1977 our share
of world exports was down to 10 7 per-
cent while we inereiced our import posi-
tion to 13 percent

According to Departreeht of Com-
merce ta, U S export Krow th has av-
eraged 7 percent annaa::v s.tice 1974,
while import:. have ,imultanewilv ay-
averaged an annual growth rate of 13.5
percent.

A recent study by the National Associ-
there was no real Us export growth in
1977a year of relatively hu:h domestic
growthbut imports increased by 12
percent.

The US. share of free world exports
declined from 18 2 percent in 1960 to
11 8 percent in 1977.

Our domestic rate of productivity in-
crease, a key indicator of our economic
performance and potential. is the lowest
of any industrialized democracy and Li
only one-eighth the figure for Japan.

During the past 5 years the Japanese
yen has appreciated by almost 75 per-
cent. and ihe German mark by 67 per-
cent, while the dollar has depreciated.
With oil prices based on dollars. the
changing ratio for the mark and yen

relative to the dollar has helped Ger-
many and Japan curb inflation while
ours has increased.

Our economy is expanding and inflat-
ing. sucking in vast quantities of im-
ported commodities and flrushed goods.
We absorb neary half of all world pro-
duction and a substantial share of all
world exportsbut we fInd ourselves in-
creasingly unable to market successfully
our products abroad. We are no longer
paying our way in international trade.

In assessing the dramatic changes that
have occurred in the world economy over
the past 30 years, changes that have
generally worked to our disadvantage,
tile tendency in this country has been
one of self-flagellation while foreign
leaders have taken conspicuous pleas-
ure in lecturing us on our faults. We
have seen in this country a tendency
to despair and an assumption that we
are headed down hill into a period of
very slow growth and inevitable loss of
world leadership.

Any such attitude is unwarranted, de-
featist. and dangerous. The economic
crisis we confront todayand lt is in-
deed a crisisis largely of our own mak-
ing and we clearly have the power to
redress it. Rather than retreat into de-
spair and self-doubt. we must attempt to
understand the root causes of our prob-
lems and take appropriate steps to re-
store this country to its traditional po-
sition of economic preeminence.

One basic cause of our economic diffi-
culties is our failure tu adjust tradi-
tional. historically successful trade and
economic policies to the current realities
of the international marketplace. In
many respects, the United States still ap-
proaches questions of trade with that
splendid spirit of munificence and good
will that served us so well in the first tWO
decades after the war but is sadly and
dangerously out of place today.

There is no longer any fat for us in the
international trading system: it is in the
fire. To the extent that we delude our-
selves by continuing to believe that the
world of trade is that of years long past,
we run the risk of destroyine our eco-
roma(' credibility and strength,

I have been a consistent advocate of
the freest possible trade between nations
throughout my career in public life. The
world of free trade, however, rests On a
cliche, which 1.s that free trade must be
fair trade, and all parties must abide by
the rules. Today, the global economic
scene is characterized by intense eco-
nomic competition among countries with
completely different political institutions
and sharply contrasting national eco-
nomic objectives. Trade between nations

0



Ls becoming an increasingly carnivorous
activity, and the traditional free trader
has all the advantages of an antelope in
a world of lions.

Starthng changes in international eco-
nomic trends and trading practices call
Into Question the continued relevance of
historical free trade doctrine There is
strong evidence that the 'rising tide" of
the world economy is no longer rising
and. is .hat tide ebbs, tisere is a gaod
Chance that many U.S. boats could end
up on the beach.

After a sustained postwar period of
rapid global economic groath. the pre-
vaaling trend late'y has been in the direc-
tion of global economic stagnation. Slow-
er growth and higher rates of unemploy-
ment in many areas have resulted in
keen competition for international mar-
kets, and the emergence of aggressive.
self-promoting mercantiliam in many in-
dustrialized and resource-rich countries.

In order to maximise the share of
world resources available to as citizens,
governments have joined hands with
their industrythe United States being a
notable exceptionto enhance the com-
petitive position of individual nations or
sustain inefficient state-controiled eco-
nomic enterprises. As ecopoli tics has
come to replace geopolitics as a para-
mount concern in many states, a policy
of encouraging export earnings and dis-
couraging foreign competition has be-
come a tacit, but essential element of
national policy among most of our trad-
ing -partners-.

Of the 20 largest a7nis in Western Eur-
ope. 'salt are wholly or predominantly
atate-owned With Lhe vast resources of
the state behind them, firms like British
Steel can aft.iird 14) lose over
a year because they receive mo. e than $1
billion in government support

As Hugh Menzies pointed out recently
Portune magazine. state-cootroded

companies now produce 8 percent ot the
non-C'ornmunit world-s oil 40 percent
of its copper, and 33 percent .1f 1:,:; iron
are and bauxite In manuf.ictilling. they
turn out Ss percent of the seci. 33 per-
cent ot 11w pokethvlene, and U percent
of the automobiles

State-controlled companies are also
making headway IA areas of hi7,h tech-
nology, frequently by robbing AriAPrican
expe-tiae. The Bra h Fn707-
prr.e Board, for example. is h
a state-owned company in the t.'te;:i
States in order to hire aw ay top Amer-
ican scientists in one of our re-
warding technologies----semiron::acors
It is difficult to believe that this tech-
nology, once purchased, will not be
transferred to Britain where it can be
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nurtured with Government support Jad
eventually turned against the United
States.

Our international competition in the
field of civil aviation is entirely gov-
ernment owned or controlled. The in-
ternational consortium that produces
the A-300 airbus has a guaranteed
market of state-controlled national air-
lines and. with government backing. is
in a position to offer attractive purchas-
ing arrangements.

The American petrochemical indus-
try. which has been a major and effec-
tive exporter of chemical products, will
obviously become a tempting target for
developing nations with vast deposits
of oil and gas, and subsiantial surplus
capital to invest. We can expect to see
many of these countries use American
teckmology to establish their own state-
supported and financed petrochemical
industries which will be able to sell at a
lass in an effort to drive private corpo-
rations out of the market.

These same nations have united incartels to control the price and avail-
ability of raw materials essential to the
economies of the industrialized nations.
The major consuming nations have
proved unwil.ng et* unable to develop a
concerted response, with the result that
the OPEC' states have been able to play
them off against each other, further in-
creasing cartel leverage. The implica-
tions of this situation for "free trade"
among nations are all too apparent.

In coming years, America could well
become vulnerable in even our strongest
areas of technological superiority. Stan.
ley Harman has noted that the govern-
ment-industrhil establishmrnt known as
Japan Inc. has targeted the computer
and softwearVarket for penetration in
coming years. apan Inc. has encouraged
the cartelization of its computer manu-
facturers to maximize resources, has pro-
tected this fledging industry, and pro-
vided funds to finance joint research and
development. By way of contrast, Mr.
Harman notes that the continuing anti-
trust case of the United States ogamst
IBM is now entering its 10th year.

In the intensoly competitive environ-
ment of International trade, with ris web
of special relations between the public
and private sectors, the United States of
America is the only nation wnere busi-
nei,ss and government tend to operate in
an adversary relationship. We make it
difficult for American firms to form con-
sortia to bid on international contracts.
We do not have a Department of Trade
to encourage our exports. We lack even
a oherent, well-developed policy of ex-
port promotion. It remains cliTcult for
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our manufacturers to obtam tamely and
effective relief from unfair foreign com-
petition like dumping and subsidies. The
simple act of obtaining an export permit
Is frequently a costly. time-consuming
experience.

It is rapidly becoming apparent that,
if :eft unattended, our international
trade problems could lead to our un-
doing. No nation, not even one as fun-
damentally strong and prosperous as
ours. can long endure a hermorrhage of
dollars running at $30 billion per year.
The impact on domestic inflation, on the
sffength of our currency, and on the
level of economic in our economic sys-
tem is obvious and alarming.

The crisis of trade is upon us. Our
ability to respond effectively. creatively,
and hopefully In concert with the inter-
national community is one of the most
urgent and important tasks facing
American policytnakers. Vte can no
longer afford simply to forecast an im-
provement and hope it comes about.

1979 will clearly be a year in which
trade issues, and particularly the MTN.
will be high on the list of congressional
priorities Foreign governments have
been (Wick to learn the pressure points
of the American political system. They
hire the rtght public relations tirms and
take our full page ads in our media to
as.sure us that their markets are open
and they are bending over backwards to
help with our trade problems. One won-
ders how these governments would react
if we took out such ads in their press and
merely listed the corresponding prices
of exported items in their country and
ours.

In the months to come, we will hear a
great deal about the dangers of "protec-
Uoiusm," which could lead to "retalia-
tion" and prectpitate a global trade war.
"Don't forget wast happened in 1929-
and frequent references to the Hawley-
Smoot tariff will be the order of the day.
Mempers of Congress who suggest that
we must, if necessary, be prepared to
take unilateral measures to protect do-
mestic industries and the integrity of
our economy will be branded with the
scarlet P of protectionism and incur the
opprobrium of free-traders worldwide.

For many years the United States has
been a leading apostle of free trade. We
are not without protectionist provisions,
but more than any other nation we have
opened our markets to foreign competi-
tion, even when it hurts. To a remarkable
degree. we have practiced what we have
preached in our approach to interna-
tional trede. Unfortunately, this free
market comnutment is genuinely em-
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braced by relatively few of our trading
partners.

The ideal world of free and fair trade
does not exist today and there Is little
reason to believe it is just around the
corner. The practice of free and fair
trade seeins, in fact, to be on the decline
worldwide.

The Multilateral Trade Agreements,
ably and artfully negotiated by Ambas-
sador Strauss, should eventually repre-
sent a marginal improvement in world
trading relationships, but they represent
neither the immediate nor the ultimate
answer to our problems with trade. Many
of the advantages contained in the MTN
are either ephermeralsince the nego-
tiations, by definition, are a zero sum
game in which we give as much as we re-
ceiveor will not be reahzed for years tO
come. Olir trade problems are of such a
msenitude and urgency that the MTN. in
and of itself, does not constitute an aide-
quate remedy, and I believe those who
leave negotiated it would concur in this
concl ssion

If we are to succeed in the area of in-
ternational trade, we mu.st recognize that
there are irreconcilable, probably per-
manent, economic and political differ-
ences between countries and regions that
need not be a barrier when mutually ad-
vantageous trade is possible but can
nevertheless serve to distort traditional
trade doctrines. We must begin today to
shift our emphasis from a global ap-
proach to a long series of pragmatic.
toughly-negotiated trade and monetarY
arrangements based on a realistic con-
cept of our own self-interest.

We might well begin this process with
a close look at our trading relationship
with Japan. our staunchest friend and
ally in Asia. During the period 1968-78
the United States had an accumulated
global trade deflcit of $54.3 billion. $40.8
billion of itor 75 percentwith Japan.
.Ve have had a balance-of-trade deficit

with Japan every single year since 1965.
It would be difficult to refute the as-

sertion that there is a glaring asym-
mentry In United States-Japanese trade.
During the past 8 months I have fre-
quently voiced my concern about this
problem and suggested that a $12 billion
trade deficit with any nation 's intoler-
able and, regardless of +.:.s ultimate
causes, cannot be permitted to continue.

One obvious and certainly preferable
way to restore some semblance of balance
to this relationship would be for the Jap-
anese to purchase more from this coun-
try. If it is impossible or impractical for
the Japanese to buy more from us, then
we must be prepared, to purchase less
frcm them. I can see no good reason for
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the United States of America rc, commit
economic narikari on the altar of a
bogus free trade relationship. mid I be-
beve this position has substantial sup-
port in the Congress and among the
American public.

This country, IA ith its historical com-
mitment to the freest possible trade, its
leadership ro:e covrr and tsorld fi-
nancial ins:itutions. us enormous market
for world exports, and its current trade
Crisis, has esery right to drilla:A equal
access to world markets as an e.Lisential
precondition to continuing -free trade."
We van no longer afford to acet pt situa-
tions in which our domestic markets are
more permeable than those of our com-
petitors. Where Inequality exi,ts. other
nations must either remove restrictions
Or be prepared to confront offsetting
measures in this oountry If such a posi-
tion Is parochial, then there as an in.
herent logic in parochialism that cannot
be denied.

There is substantial and frequently
legitimate concern in this country about
nontariff barriers to trade In an era of
Cutthroat economic competition, any dis-
cussion of this matter immediately be-
comes charged with controcersY. and
figures are pointed in al: directions The
issue ts further cloudt a b5 the :act tnat
a nontariff barrier, by us iery nature Ls
difficult to document A recalcitrant.
committed bureau-rat can be a foam-
dible obstacle to tree Vade

In recent yea.rs. our resentment mer
nontardT barriers ha.s ten,ied to fo,:.us
Japan There is broad agreement Lhat
ductumulatory trade praeti,,es
must be espo::cd an abol.shed There are
differences of oparam over the extent
to a hich this concern is Iegaimate and
justified, but the retr.ons for its ex Laence
are not hard to di. ern.

I sincerely elcome. I am encouraged
by news thts morning that Pre-:dent
Carter and Prime Min.ster Ohira have
reached long-term agreement on eco-
nomic issues. This is the stun' of w
stn:cessf ul state visits are made. But it u
also Important to understand that ae
have heard these assurances before, most
recently in January Vv75. and they have
not been etioctn.e They not worked.
After Prime Minister leaves 1.1:ash-
ington, after the flags are down, af ter the
banquets are over. we shall still have
important work to do as we attempt to
establish our trading relationship with
Japan on a basis of equ:ty.

In 1976 we had a $5 3 billion trade
deficit with Japan. We w ere alarmed We
sought and received assurances that the
Japanese would act to redress the situa-
tion. In 1977 the deficit ro.-e to $8 billion.

and our protests resulted in the Strauss-
Lshiba agreement, whica would theoren-
ally relieve the problem Last year our
ade deficit suth Japan rose to $12 bU-

I n, and it became apparent that we are
making progress backward, all assar-
ances to the contrary.

In addition. many American firms find
it inordinately difficult to do business in
Japan. devite the fact that the Japanese
Government, in respon,-e to our protests,
has taken steps to delete some of its
overtly protectionist lei;islation. There
nevertheless exists with.n the American
busine.s community, and on the part of
many independent observers the distinct
impression that the Jaelnesewho
quite correctly attach extreme impor-
tance to their perforrnar_e in interna-
tional tradehave for a variety of

sociological reasons. wo-en a
co::oon of frustrating nd freco atiy im-
penetrable nontariff barriers around
heir economy in order to protect do-

mestic industries and discourage im-
ports. 171, ;.ogether w. h the unusually
cozy rd l. between the Japanese
Governm, rd corporate conglomer-
atesJapm . cause many people to
question tht. .,,ent to which one of our
major tradini; partners is playing by the
rules of the game.

In response to this concern, the point
is frequently made that the United States
does not try hard enough to export to
Japan, that we are gradually losing our
share of the Japanese market to our in-
ternationni competitors To the extent
that we are indeed a declining factor in
Japanese purchases from abroadthe
point can be argued both waysthis maY
well be attributable to the fact that coun-
tries such as the EC members are harcll
reluctant to bring sul3stantial and ap-
parently successful pressure to bear on
ale Japanese and deman greater access
to their markets.

The rece:t report by the Common
Market's Executive Commission contains
startling evidence of European discon-
tent over Japanese trade policies and sur-
Plwies. The tenor of the rzport and its
derogatory refer!nces t.2 the Japanese
people are. in m5 opinion, entirely un-
called for and out of place. It quickly be-
comes apparent, however, that the Euro-
pean nationsshose trade deficit with
Japan is only $6.8 billion compared to our
figure of $12 billionare more than pre-
pared to threaten retaliation in no un-
certain terms unless the Japanese take
prompt action to redress the situation. It
is apparently not out of place in Europe
to recommend consideration of "certain
measures which would reduce in a signifi-
cant mannerthough not in a sufflei-
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ently important way to spark a world-
wide trade war---Japane!,e in,ports into
the European Community."

I fully appreciate the importance of
trade and friendship between the United
States and Japan. I frankly admire Ja-
pan's ability to compete internationally
and think we could learn from the way
the Japanese manage their economic af-
fairs. I recognize that the Japanese Gov-
ernment has stated it is prepared to work
with us to resolve our t:.ade problems.

None of this, however, detracts from
the basic fact of an enormous, oagoing
bilateral trade deficit with Japan which,
despite evidence of short term improve-
ment, gives every Inc:heat:on of continu-
ing far into the future.

I believe we have a right and an obliga-
tion to cast some light on the reasons un-
derlying our trade problems with Japan
and other nation.; such as South Korea,
Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia. and Hong
Kong, with whom we have a combined
deficit nearly as large as with Japan. I
believe we must determine what can .be
done to resolve these trade problems,
multilaterally if possible, unilaterally if
necessary.

Last December I asked the General Ac-
counting OfTioe to undertake an analysis
of Japanese trade policy for the Joint
Economic Committee to determine, on a
case study basis, the extent to which
Japanese nontarai chimers constitute
obstacles to American exports. During
the summer, after the June economic
summit in Tokyo, I plan to hold compre-
hensive hearings in the JEC on United
States.-Japanese trade and the results of
the GAO study.

At a time when Japan is running huge
trade surpluses and we have a deficit of
over $30 billion, I think we should know
why:

We are unable to conclude an agree-
ment on Government prolulrement with
the Japanese that would permIt American
firms full access to bids on orders worch
over $:s biUion annthilly placed by the
Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
The Japanese are consciously and stead-
fastly Protecting a signirleant market in
which we a-e particularly competitive. It
Ls not by accident that the NTT pur-
chases only four-tenths of lilt rcent of its
equipment from abroad If the Japanese
are unwilling to eliminate this overtly
proteetioni:4 restriction, which has as-
sumed Important ti} mbolic overtones.
then one must question their willingness
to help us address common trade prob-
lems.

The Japan Tobacco & Salt Public Corp.,
with a monopoly on the $7.5 billion to-
bacco market. marks up the price of
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American cigarettes by 350 percent.
rendering them uncompetitive with Jap-
anese citgarettes and prohibits Ameri-
can brands from advertising in Japanese
language publications.

The Japanese have a "high yen meas-
ures law" enabling the Government to
underwrite any losses incurred by eligible
exporters as a result of the rise in value
of the yen, thereby negating the equili-
brating forces, including the famous
J-curve effect, that are supposed to bring
our trade back more nearly into bal-
ance.

The cheapest color television set avail-
able to the Japanese consumer sells for
6600 while an American consumer can
buy an equivalent Japanese set in tide
country for about half that price.

The Japanese public is forced to Pay
645 per pound for beef, when American
producers could put quality beef on the
Japanese market for a small fraction of
that cost.

The Japanese make product approval
inordinately difficult and time consuming
for foreign competition and frequently
refuse to accept testing data done out-
side the country. A review of cases pend-
ing before the Joint United States-Japan
Trade Facilitation Committee provides
clear evidence of the degree to which
testing procedures and standards based
on design rather than performance crite-
ria inhibit the flow of U.S. goods into
the Japanese market.

Japan. which produces no grapefruit,
nevertheless retains strict quotasde-
spite recent concessionson the importa-
tion of American grapefruit and juice.

Why Japan. having established a $12
billion trade surplus with this country,
balks at the expedited lowering of tariffs,
previously agreed to. on computers, semi-
conductors and color film.

This ls merely an illustrative list of the
sort of questions that must be answered
in a dispassionate, unbiased manner if
we are to understand and better manage
our trade problems with Japan.

As we strive for symmetry in United
States-Japanese trade at the highest pos-
sible level and insist on the elimination
of Japanese nontariff barriers, it is im-
portant to understand that we are not
seeking confrontation with Japan.

We are, however, prepared to insist
that Japan. which has become a ranking
world economic power, accept the re-
spon.sibilities that inevitably accompany
that status. The sort of insular, siege
mentality that characterizes the Japa-
nese approach to international trade was
understandable in the w:ake of World
War II, but is grossly out of place for a



major world tradmg power in an era of
interdependence.

Probably more than any other nation.
Japan benefits from international trade
and has a vested interest in preserving
its access to world markets, particularly
that of the United States Japan aSio
benefits from the global stability and
sense of security that is a direct result of
Our willingness to devote a substantial
portion of our wealth to the defense of
the free world. The Japanese reap the
advantages of the Amer:can security
blanket but contribute VIrt1.1:111Y nothing
to the cost of this effort. and spemi 1 per-
cent of their gross national product on
defense. The comparable flisire for tSe
United States is 5 percent.

Despite the existence of a $12 billion
trade deflicit In 1978. it is clear that Ja-
pan is not the sole source of our trade
problems. It would be wrong and self-
defeating to attempt to export the blame
for our economic difIlculties. There are
some nasty scars on our back. but many
of our trade wounds are self-mflicted.
They result from our past patterns of
generosity. tolerance in negotiations, a
radically altered international economic
environment, and longstanding dc mes-
tic economic pohcies urgently in need of
reform. The United States will not be-
come truly competitive in the mterna-
tional marketplace until we put our own
economic house in order.

There are important measures we can
and mu.st take to protect our domestic
producers and encourage American ex-
ports without doing violence to the cur-
rent system of international tiade. We
should be prepared to act promptly to
insure that American indus;.ry has ad.: -
ciliate protection against predatory trade
practices. We can no longer tolerate
situations in 'Which fortsgn competitors
utilize unfair trade practices to rout and
destroy a domestic industry. such as tele-
vision, and remain immune from punish-
ment until they have achieved their
Objective.

Existing fair trade laws need not be
enforced in a protectionist manner. but
they should be enforced ar.d improved to
hiake enforcement more timely ar.d ef-
fective. There is reason to believe that
Congress will take appropriate action
in this area in the context of MTN im-
plementing legislation.

It is hardly enough. however, to pro-
vide effective relief from those who :to
not play by the rules of trade. We muit.
at the same time. make a concerted ef-
fort to awaken the American business
community to the importance of exports,
provide appropriate incentives and sup-
port for export activities. and do away
with the adversary relationship between

government and business that marks
this Nation Ls unique in the interna-
tional community and cripples our trade
potential.

Ever since the World War IL the ma-
jor concern of our economic policy has
been to maintain an adequate level of.
demand in the system. This year's JEC
annual report. which for the first time
in 20 years was endorsed by all com-
mittee members, points out that the
time has come for a fundamental re-
orientation in our econornic strategy.
The JEC reports suggests that the sup-
ply side of the economy should be our
major area of concern and points out
that policier which expand our capacity
to product Foods and services more ef-
ficiencly are the most effective way to
deal with usr current economic problems.

We taco a capital formation crisis of
zrajor proportions in this country. pri-
marily because our tax policies for the
past 30 ysars have punished savings and
investment while encouraging consump-
tisn. Our approach to capital investment
for the mcderrazation of our productive
capacity ar.:: for researchboth of which
have an important bearing on export
potentialhas retardeS our ability to
compete usernationally.

Piorluctii iy growth in our economy is
far-from -i:factory. and increased by
only 0.8 percent in 1978. Our rate of
productav:::: growth for the decade 1966-
;6 was only 2.2 percent. a decrease of
45 percent from the previous 10 years.
During Vie same period. productivity in
Japan hay grown by an annual rate of
8 9 perceni and we are seems the results
m our balance of trade. While it is true
that U.S. preductivity levels remain
above those of our competitors, recent
trends are alarming and hardly auger
well for our future performance in inter-
national traae. We must take immediate
steps to improve productivity in our
economy; tax mcentives :or investment
and liberalized schedules for depreciation

ould cert.ainly be steps in the right
direction.

Effeetne anti-inflationary pohcies. in-
cluthng decreased levels of government
spending as a portion of gross national
product. are obviously a prerequisite to
improved ssrformance in international
trade. 0::r continuing problems with in-
flation erode much of the competitive
advantage we should expect to enjoy
from appreciation of tiurrencies such as
the yen and the mark. Chronic inflation
renders .iry U.S. products noncompeti-
tive in fo issa markets and debases the
value of o .r currency.

, t a time when the Minister of
Trade is fres -ntly the second rnost im-
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portant figure in the government of our
competitors. potential U.S. exporters de-
serve the support and encouragement
that would be provided by a Department
of Trade and thvestrnent along the lines
prorosed by Senators Itisicorr and Ront
and recently endorsed by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee. With international
ttade becoming an increasingly competi-
t.e..e and important ingredient in national
prosperity, there is a transparent need
for a branch of Government with a man-
date to assist and encourage our export
performance.

To the extent that we can control in-
flation, reduce Government spending. in-
crea-e. pro:..tuctiyity, and encourage say-
ings and in v es ttnen t domestically, we
shall inevu.ably enhance our ability to
compete successfully in international
markets. This is a challenge we are pre-
pared to accept.

At the same tune, we must continue
to insist that the markets of our trad-
ing partners be demonstrably as open
as ours. in practice as well as in theory.
Our friends must understand that the
United States of Amterica, by far the
world's largest consumer of world ex-
ports, will no longer tolerate huge, long-
term balance of trade deficits. regardIets
of their ultimate cause. If such disloca-
tions :ire inherent in the international
trading system. then it may- be time to
take a new look at the system. It may betime to search for realistic, workable
alternatives to "free trade" that will
make this and other nations less suscep-
tible to the rigors of ecopolaxal compe-tition between nations and blocs of
nations.

In a world of perfecLly free and per-
fectly competitive in te: national trade.
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"free trade" might well deliver the
benefits traditionally claimed for it,
just agiven the conditions of a
vacuuma feather will fall as rapidly
as a lead pellet. In the ideal world of
free trade, we would have, every nation
dbing what it does best, free to export
its achievements or abundance, and im-
port its requirements. The globe would
become a single economic ent44r, with
all countries contributing to the bene-
fiting from interdependence. In con-
juring up these images. one can almost
hear the sails of the clipper ships snap
to the wind as we savor the benefits of
triangle trade.

Unfortunately for this glorious global
vision, our trading relationships are not
conducted in the vacuum of theory.
Rather, we are doing business, with a
notable lack of success. in a real world
tlf dell( its and surpluses, cartels, govern-
ment control of industry, widely diver-
gent national objectives, and cleverly
disguised, protectionist attitudes and

We need a trade policy that is fully
consistent with these realities. We need
fundamental reforms in domestic eco-
nomic policy that will render us more
competitive in international trade. We
must k:ndle an awareness of the malt-
r.itude of our trade problems and the
importance of export performance. We
must work with our trading partners
to ehniinate inequAties in the current
system and, if we are unsuccessful in
this effort, we must be prepared to con-
sider alternatives to the doctrine of free
trade that has been the hallmark of our
international economic policy for so
many years.



DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO

RESOLVED, THAT : TIIE UNITED STATES SHOULD SIGNIFICANTLY RE-
DUCE PUBLIu AND PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION OF WEAPONS TO FOREIGN
COUNTRIES

The export of U.S. arms, ammunition, and the implements of war
has been a subject of controversy since World War I. Discussion has
focused on the moral implications of exporting or denying arms to
foreign countries, the impacts at home and abroad of arms traffic, and
the nature, extent, and criteria of proper governmental arms export
controls.

In 1976, Congress passed legislation establishing the Arms Export
Control Act to improve Executive branch controls and congressional
oversight of U.S. arms sales. In 1977, President Carter formulated a
new conventional arms transfer policy. Both of these actions were
taken after extensive study and debate, and both have stimulated a
great deal of comment. Some parties, including many with manufac-
turer and exporting interests have called for less restrictive export
policies; many government officials charged with foreign policy and
national security responsibilities have sought to establish close gov-
etnnwnt regulation of the flow of U.S. defense articles and services;
while other concerned individuals and organizations have urged an
end to U.S. arms exports to most countries.

The following articles were selected to provide basic background
information on U.S. conventional arms transfers and the primary
rationales used by various advocates. Since arms transfers overlap
with both trade and aid, additional material that is relevant to this
resolution may be found in the first section on the future of U.S.
foreign policy and under the other two resolutions.
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EXCERPTS FROM TESTIMONY OF HON. Lucy WILSoN BENSON, UNIWR
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SECURITY A4s1sTANCE, Sem Nci.: AND 'rEcil-
NOLOGY, BEFGRE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTF.RNATIONAI, SECURITY,
CommTpTEE GN FOREIGN AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
FEBRUARY 26, I 979, INciAJOING FA' 1980 PeoGRAM DATA

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to havethe opportunity to testify on tlw Administration's fiscal year 80 re-
quests. 'for international security assistance. We are requesting an ap-
propriation of $2,794 million to finance pro mins totalling $4.236 mil-
lion. Let ine state at the outset that this is a lean, bare bones request in
keeping with the President's policy of budget : lsterity. It is the mini-
mum request consistent with our national security and the security of
our allies and friends abroad. I will return to this po;nt later.

Developments in the Middle East and Southeast Asia have shown
once again how the I:nited States and friendly countries have shared
concerns about security mid -lefense. Interwitional defense coopera-
tion is us important as ever.

The growing cost and complexity of modern (h. fense equipment make
It increasingly difficult for many allks and friends to meet all legiti-
mate defense requirements by themselves. U.S. financial loans to help
them acquire 'weded defense equipment and training involve modest
SUlns but are of inuch significance.

Similarly, L. need for en0pCrat itm in reinforcing regional stability
by addressing social and economic problems in key (.0111011e,, has not
lessened in as the situation in the Near East clearly
de n ionst

In my testimony. I will review mir arms transfer polies. brief!, ex-
plain the general purpose s. of our security assistance iiragrams, place
the fiscal year Itikn requt,ts in an historical perspeetive. and &sera )('
regional and cuuntry programs and objectives.

ARMS TRANsFER

Th, President's arms transfer policy is almost two years old. It has
been successful in both policy and procedural terms.

We have met the I win objectives of (.1) achieving demonstrable
qualitative and ipiantitat ive restraint in transfers to the developing
world while continuing to inipt the. legitimate necds of our allies and
friends. and (.21 developing a decision making awl management prth-
ess that ineludes Ixst ter forecasting and determination of priorities.
thorough policy amilysis of major sale:; cases, and more, accurate book-
keeping.

Let me briefly review the six qualiteive controls which are the heart
of the policy :

I. The United States will not he the first supplier to introduce
into a region newly-develiqwd advanced weapons which would
create a new or significantly higher combat capability.

(287)
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2. The United States will not sell such weapons until they are
operationally deployed with United States forces.

3. The United States will not permit development of advanced
weapons solely for export.

4. The United. States will not permit co-production by other
countries of significant weapons, equipment or major components.

5. The United States will not allow United States weagons or
equipment to be transferred to third countries without U.S. Gov-
ernment consent.

6. The United States will not permit United States Embassy,
military or industrial representatives abroad to promote the sale
of arms.

Virtually all of the turnoffs or turndowns of sales as a result of the
policy were based on these controls. However, because the policy ex-
plicitly provides for Presidential exception to the controls in extraor-
dinary circumstances or to offset quantitative or other disadvantages
to friendly countries where there is a threat lo a regional balance, the
controls have proved sufficiently flexible to permit sales considered
important to our national security interests.

There is a great preoccupation with the arms transfer ceiling. Some
allege that the eight percent reduction in fiscal year 1978 was achieved
only by creative bookkeeping. Others claim that the ceilintg is an
arbitrary restraint, unrelated to U.S. national interests, that has pre-
vented sales that ought to have been made.

In fact the ceiling is not a shibboleth but a tool to be used. It has
been a valuable management tool which supplements the more sub-
stunt ive qualitative controls. It forces the decision-making machinery
to think and act in new ways, reflecting the shift in the burden of proof
from the opposer to the proposers of an arms transfer. Moreover, by
exempting NATO. Japan, Australia and New Zealand froni the ceil-
ing, ample attention was paid to security needs and the Presklent
provided the safety valve of an exception if circumstances wa ant.
Obviously the ceiling cannot be reduced indefinitely in the absence
of fundamental political changes or multilateral cooperation. The
President has stated that a key factor in the determination of arms
transfer levels for fiscal yeor 1980 will be the extent of cooperation we
receive from others.

For fiscal year 1978 the President set the ceiling at $8.551 billion
an 8% reduct ion from the relevant arms sales total of the preceding
year. The final Yearend total of ceilingrelated transfers was $8.538
billion. Thu: there was a decline in sales of over three cptarters of a
billion dollars from 1977 to 1978 adjusted for inflation. For the cur-
rent fiscal year the President has established another 8% cut,. \yhteh,
when adjustod for inflation, provides for a fiscal year 1979 ceding of
$8.43 billion.

GENERAL PURPOSES 0F SECI-7ITY ASSISTANCE

Our military assistance. FMS [Fork .4.1 Military Sales) financing,
and I MET I International Military Et'Incation and Training] pro-
grams directly support an important ol)jectiveto help friendly na-
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tions maintain adequate military estabhshments for their self-defense,
thus contribieing to both mutual security and maintenance of regional
balances.

Our security supporting assistance (SSA) programs support the
peaceful resohit ion of disputes by providing economic aid to nations
In regions bestbt by serious conflict. They also promote the economic
and political stability in selected countries and regions and support
activities that further the national security interest of the United
States.

All of Our security assistance programs are designed to support our
efforts to promote respect, for human rights.

Our security assistance programs are not acts of charity; they serve
mutual interests. Although the several military and SSA programs
differ in content, they all contribute to the overriding IT.S. foreign
policy and national te(uritv interestto) shape a. more peaceful world.

Unresolve0 conflicts in tiny Middle East, Southeast Asia, and South-
ern Africato cite only a fewcall for continuing efforts by the
United States and others to support peaceful solutions. Security as-
sistance programs reinforce U.S. political ties, many of long-standing
and provea value, with key countries in tilt-A? unsettled regions. In
addition, our security assistance programs and mutual security ar-
rangementsas with the Philippines, Spain and Portugalstrengthen
the global and regional security positions of the United States. Our
steadfast sopport of these allied' and frknoll v nations has proven bene-
ficial to them and to us, and will continue to do so.

ItELATIONSII1P TO HUMAN RIGHTS

The fiscal year 19S0 programs continue this Administration's em-
phasis on the promotion of respect for internationally recognized
human rights. We weiglwd the hunuin rights practices of each pro-
posed recipient country at each step of a rigorous budget process. Our
requests are consistent with the Presif lent's policy guidanee and all
statutory requirements concerning human rigitts practices and secu-
rity assistance.

CC NCLUS ION

In conclusion, I return to Inv opening theme of austerity. We have
care fu lly c xa on iic I the fiscal year thtio program requests. We cut pro-
grams where we thought they could he cut. We increased sonie
grams and molded a few new ones where we are firmly convineed it is
in our interest to do so. The proipo,ed fiscal yea 1980 security assist-
ance prograne: reflect our judgment of what is required to advance
and sustain important U.S. national interests abroad during a period
of belt-tightening at home. We believe these programs merit your
support.
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CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION DOCUMENT

FISCAL Yestsi 1980 SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

The security assistance programs proposed for FY 1980 are impor-
tant instruments of United States foreign policy. By assisting friendly
and allied nations to acquire and maintain the capability to defend
themselves, we serve our worldwide interests in collective securit y and
peace. By providing economic assistance in areas where the United
States has special security interests and has determined that economic
assistance can be useful in helping to secure peace or to avert major
economic or political crises, we promote major United States foreign
policy and national security interests. Through the military programs
we provide defense articles, defense services and training by grant and
sale. Through the Security Supporting Assistance (SSA) programs,
we provide basic economic budget support as well as projects specifi-
cally directed toward meeting basic human needs in agriculture, idealth,
family planning, and education on a loan or grant basis.

Many nations look to the United States for the equipment, training
services and economic support they are unable to provide themselves
and which they deem essential for the protection of both their inde-
pendence and territorial integrity. At the same time, these countries
expect steadfastness of policy and constancy of purpose in terms of
their continuing ties with the United States. The security assistance
programs are critical elements of this relationship.

In formulating the programs proposed in this Congressional Pres-
entation Document, we have weighed human rights practices in each
of the proposed recipient countries. We continue to emphasize the pro-
motion and advancement of respect for internationally-recognized
human rights. We are especially mindful of the mandate in Section
5021i( a) (3) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, that
the President formulate and conduct his security assistance program
in a manner that will advance the human rights practices of the gov-
ernments of recipient countries. Full and factual accounts of human
rights practices of governments of countries proposed for security
assistance in fiscal year 1980 are being forwarded to Congress under
separate cover, together with th n. reports called for by Section 116(d)
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, ft1 .. countries re-
ceiving economic development assistance.

in May 1977, the President directed that our security assistance pro-
grams be formulated and implemented in a manner that is consistent
with tt policy of restraint in the field of arms transfers. Atthe same
time, t he Presiclent made it clear that we would continue to utilize arms
transfers to promote our security and the security of our close friends.
Tlw security assistance programs proposed in this Congressional Pres-
entation Doeument are consisten* with this policy direction.

There are live major security assistance programs proposed for
fiscal year 1980 :

7'he ,Vititary ARtalwe Program (MAP) by which defense
articles and defense set ;ices are provided to eligible foreign gov-
ertunents on a grant basis. For fiscal year 1980, we are proposing
a Military Assistance Program totalling $88.8 million in grants
to four countries in which, except for Jordan, we have important
military bases or facilities. In addition, an authorization for $5.8

2
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million is requested for the management of the program and forthe delivery of materiel funded under MAP in previous years. Ofthis amount, $31.0 million will be reimbursed from administra-tive charges paid by foreign governments in connection with sales,and, thus, the net funding request is for $24.8 million. The pro-posed fiscal year 1980 MAP erogram totals $144.6 million, com-pared to a total fiscal year 1949 program of $210.4 million which
provides grant materiel for five countries. It is planned that afterfiscal year 1981, grant military assistance will be provided only
in exceptional circumstances.

7'he lnternatiweal Mentor,/ Education and Training (131E7')
Program by which training is provided in the United States, inthe Canal Lone, and, in some cases. her in overseas U.S. mili-
tary facilities or by the use of mobile training teams, to selected
foreign military and related civilian perionnel on a grant basis.For fiscal year 1980. we propose an IMF, program of $32,.9 mil-lion which would provide training to pers,mnel from 52 countries.This compares to a fiscal year 1979 IMEl' program totalling $28.8million which provides such training to personnel from 38count ries.

7'he Forciyn Jlilitorg Solo (F31S) Financing Program bywhicli credits and loan repayment guaranties are provided to en-able eligible foreign governments to purchase defense articles,
defense services, and training. For fiscal year 1980, we are pro-posing an FMS financing program totalling $2.063.0 million with
roughly half (if t his amount 1)eing allocated to Israel. In all, FMSthin win! wouhl he i)rovided to .2.'t comit ries. This compares to afiscal year 197: FMS financing program totalling $1.973.0 million
to be provided to 26 countries. As in fiscal wear 1979, virtually
all of the financin(r to la, extended (except for a $500 million loanto Israel for which repiyment is ma required) would be providedby the Federal Financing Bank with repayment guaranties issuedby the Dinirtment of Defense.

Thl, .N511)1)011;11(1 (SSA) Program by which
economic assistance is provided, 0,1 a loiin and grant basis, to SP
le0 ed comitvies o f special political and security jute-est to theUnited States. For fiscal vviir 1W.+0, we :ire proposing an SSA
program totalling ;.41.99:"..1 million, with a'oont .10 percent of this;11m,wit being dvsi!rnated for Israel and about ,15 percent for
Egypi, Jordan. :111(1 SvriA. emip:iiv, to a fiscal year 1979
Program total of $1.9.21.1 million, of which $1,8A2.0 million wasappropriated under the Economic Support Fund account and
$27.4 million appropriated under the Peacekeeping Operations
account.*

Forciyn .111ntory Salex purchases through which eligible for-
eitzti governments purchase defense articles and defense service:4,
including t raininir. from thts Units d States Government. This Con-
oressionaI Presentation Document data on actnal fiseal
veal. 1978 and e4 limited fiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980 For-
eign Military Sales agreements.

The International Security Acalatance Art of 1975 amended the Foreign Aamiatfince Actof 1901 'o eliminate SSA and to M. Ittigtittite the Economic Support Fund anti PeacekeepingOperatIona arcounto The AdmIniatration propoara to return to a aingle SSA account In thefiscal year 1980 !midget
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FOREIGN MILITARY SALES FINANCING PROGRAM

Section 1 of the Arms Export Control Aet, as amended, identifiesone of the Act's purposes as authorizing sales of defense articles anddefense services by the United States Government "to friendly coun-tries having sufficient wealth to maintain and supply their ownmilitary forces at, adequate strength, or to assume progressively largershares of the costs thereof without undue burden to the economies, inaccordance with the restraints and control measures specified hereinand in furtherance of the security objectives of the Tnited States. ." Section I of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, alsorecognizes that, beeause of the growing cost and complexity of defenseequipment, "it is increasingly siifficult and uneconomic for any coun-try, particularly a developing country, to fill all of its legitimatedefense requirements from its own design and production base". TheAct further states that defense cooperation among the United Statesand allied governments is especially important, inasmuch as the effec-tiveness of U.S. and allied armed forces "to act in concert to deter ordefeat aggression is directly related to the operational compatibilityof their defense equipment."
Sections 23 and 24 of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended,authorize the President, to help finance, by direct credits and repay-ment guaranties, the purchase of defense articles and defense servicesby friendly foreign governments and international organizations.Credits and credit guaranties provide an effective means for easingthe transition of foreign governments from grant aid te the cash pur-chase of needed defense articles and defense services frina the IT.S.Since the inception of our credit and guaranty programs 24 yearsago, there have been a number of lefaults. However, these are almostalways due to temporary administrative misunderstandings on thepart. of foreign governments and not. an unwillingness to pay.For fiscal year 1980, authority is being requested to provicle creditsand guaranties totalling $2,063,000,000 to 25 allied and friendly for-eign countries. About one-half of this total, or $1,000,000,000, is beingrequested for Israel, including waiver of repayment for $500,000,000of this amount. About, 37 percent of the irogram funds requested isproposed for six countries where the United States maintains im-portant military bases (Greece, Turkey, Spain, Philippines, Korea,and Panama). The remainder would be provided to 19 countries,varying from $90.0 million for Jordan to $300,000 for the DominicanRopublic. All countries included in the request for fiscal year 1980received FMS fimuicing assistance in fiscal year 1979 -,xcept forBotswana which is included for the first time.

Obligational authority ziniounting to $656.3 million is being re-quested to carry out tle 4'oreign Military Sales financing programsproposed in this dwilment.
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FOREIGN MILITARY SALES FINANCING PROGRAM
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Through the Military Assistance Progrem (MAP), the United
Stat:m provides defense articles and related services, other than train-
ing, on a grant. basis to eligible cournries. The number of such pro-
grams continues to be reduced as this program approaches a planned
phaseout after FY 1981 unless there are excedtional circumstances.
During fiscal year 1979, five countries are programmed to receive
grant materiel ttsistance.

For fiscal year 1980, we are proposing a program totaling $144.6
million. These funds would be used to provide grant materiel as-
sistam:e to four countries and to p administrative costs of the pro-
gram and the costs of delivering previously MAP-funded materiel
in the pipeline to several countries.

Approximately 60 percent, of the proposed military assistance pro-
gram funds would be us,A to provide materiel to four recipient
countries. Some 40 percent would be required for administrative and
general costs, which would defray the salaries and related costs of
U.S. personnel engaged in administering the security assistance pro-
gram as required by section 515 of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended, and packing, crating, handling and transporta-
tiop of previously MAP-funded materiel.
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EXCESS DEFENSE ARTICLES

This program is administered by the Department of Defense pur-saant to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, which directsthat defense artieles no longer needed by U.S. Armed Forces shall beprovided to meet grant aid requirenwnts "wherever possible ratherthan providing such articles by the procurement of new items."In determintng which defense articles are excess, the following defi-nition, from Section 644( g) of the Foreign Assistance Act, is applied :

"Excess defense articles" means the quantities of defEnsearticles owned by the United States Government, and notprocured in anticipation of military assistance or sales re-quirements, or pursuant to a military assistance or sales order,which is in excess of the Approved Force Acquisition Ob-jective and Approved Force Retention Stock of all Depart-ment of Defense Components at the time such articles aredropped from inventory by the supply agency for deliveryto countries or international organizatIons * *
To the extent feasible. Exces:4 Defense Articles (EDA) are usedinstead of newly procured items or non-excess stocks to meet MilitaryAssistance Program (MAP) grant aid requirements. These are ar-ticles which are no longer needed by the U.S. Armed Forces.As items actually become available from excess, they are used first tomeet MAP programmed requirements. They are used next to substi-tute for items programmed for :AAP horn new procurement or non-excess stocks. If not used to meet these programmed requirements, theyare applied against requirements that have been validated as eligiblefor MAP grant aid. Articles which are no longer needed by U.S.Armed Forces are also sold under For, ign Military Sales procedures.The Arms Export Control Act limits the annual value of EDA thatmay be provided foreign governments by sale or grant.The estimated worldwide totals for EDA programmed under grantaid in fiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980 are $1.4 million each.
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
EXCESS DEFENSE ARTICLES ACQUISITION COST

(1)fil!u# irs ThImsands)

Country

Undelivered
FY 77 & Prior
Years :lrogram

Programed
FY 1978 Total

Delivered
FY 1978

EAST ASIA 81.1.#1C1FlC.

'riiiiiiiii-ia 6,044 - 6,044 183

Korea 8,937 - 8,937 972

Philippines 812 - 81_ 659

Taiwan 821 - 821 -

Thailand 3,283 3,283 1 162

Regional Total 19,898 - 19,898 2,977

NEAR EAST & SO. ASIA:
MEd 2 2 -

Jordan 955----- 961_ _ 637

Regional Total 958 6 964 637

EUROPE.
ro-rtu-gal 92 i, 108 S'2

Spain 673 673 86

Turkey 18,999 - 18 099

Regional lotal 18,863 16 18,879 178

AMFRICA4 REPO:lilt:S.

tialTi i'd 624 - 624 1

Domini(an 9epublic 2 - 2 2

Honduras /0 70 1

Nicaragua 174 174

Pand i
l',8 - 158 158

Para, iy 1,53) 1,535 1,034

Uruq,4ay 17____ 57 5

Regional Total 2,62.1 - 2,621 1,202

WorlAwide Total 42,319 ;'.2 14,361 4,993

NlOTt Totals may not aAA due to rooldincl'.

*lei, than $500.
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ESTIMATING FOREIGN MILITARY SALES

Basic foreign military sales policies are derived front U.S. statutes,
Presidential policies, instructions from the Department of State, and
Department of Defense direetives which implenwnt the provisions of
these statutes, policies and instructions. Offers to sell defense articles
and defense services (including training) under Foreign Military
Sales (FMS) procedures are made only in response to specific requests
from foreign governments. The estimates of foreign military sales for
fiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980 included in the Congressional
Presentation Document take account of the President's policy on con-
ventional arms restiaint, including that portion regarding a reduction
in the dollar volume of new FMS commitments to non-exempt coun-
tries of weapons and weapons-related defense articles and defense
services.

Projections of sales are made under conditions of extreme uncer-
tamty. The projections are based on analyses of interest expressed by
potential purchasers which may or may not result in official requests,
judgments as to which requests may be approved and result in actual
offers after the thorough and lengthy United States Government
review process is completed, and a judgment. as to which offers to sell
may actually be accepted. The latter requires not only a judgment of
how essential the military equipment is to the country's defense needs,
but also an estimate of whether the purchase will be approved during
the purchasing country's budget process. 'We have also included ir
our projections an estimate of potential requests for major increase
in scone (amendments) to prior year cases. These amendments will
be reflected as a sale in the current fiscal year. Each phase of the
request/offer/acceptance process has many variables which make it
difficult to be precise about the timing of many sales. The estimating
period, however, is contrained to our fisctO. year. A variance of one day
in a purchasing country's acceptance of a single significant proffered
sale agreement could shift the recording of the transaction from one
fiscal year to the next.

For planning purposes, we have developed three estimates of for-
eign military sales. These estimates are based on varying degrees of
probability- of agreements, for the sale of defense articles and defense
services, being signed with foreign governments. These estimates are
termed "low", "most probable'', and "high"; the "most probable" esti-
mates are those contained in the following table. However, they are
limited in value because in large part they represent decisions yet to
be made by the United States and the prosp..ctive purchaser.

The "low" estimate for each country represents the minimum level of
expected agreements. This resulted from a summation of those agree-
ments already .,igned (in the ease of early fiscal year 1979 only) plus an
estimate of the purchasing country's continuingannual requirements
to maintain equipment on hand or on order, major increases in scope
(amendments) requests, plus those agreements almost certain to be
signed. The "most probable' estimate represents the "low".estimate
plus those additional agreements for the sale of defense articles and
defense services which we reasonably expect to be signed during the
fiscal year. This estimate represents our beA collective judgment
of probable agreements rather than merely a mid-range forecast.
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The "high" estimate is based on the "most probable" estimate, plus
those additional agreements which we reasonably expect to consum-
mate in response to anticipated purchasing country requests. The
"high" estimate also includes those agreements whwh may not be
accepted due to costs, realignment, of purchasing country priorities,
changes in purchasing country resource availability, acceptance of
third country offers for similar equipment, or other reasons,pcluding
a negative decision by the P.S. Government during our review of the
proposed sale. All estimates of potential VMS agreements to sell carry
a high degree of uncertainty bscause of the lead time in making the
estimate.

While an attempt .11s been made for individual countries to show
that portion of estimated total FMS sales which may be financed by
VMS credits and guaranteed loans, such estimates are tenuous at best.
FMS financim, is extended to specific countries on the basis of loan
agreements wilich make specifkd amounts of funds available for the
purdiase of defense articles and (Iefense services. The terms of the loan
agreements requir that the available funds be allocated to approved
purchases VMS or commercial) prior to a specified date, usually
t wo years after the date the loan agreement is signed. When circum-
stances warrant. this period Play be extended.

VMS agreen wilts camlot always be segregated on a cash or financing
basis at the tinie Letters of Ofter are accepted by purchasing coun-
t ries. in t he case of t ise countries which have financing available, it is
not always possible to determine until full payment has been made
exact Iv b.hv nitwit of that payment was from funds available to the
purchaser under VMS credits or guaranteed loans.

.; 0 6
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EXCERPT FROM THE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL A cr

a. The Arms Export Control Act
Public Law 90429 [KR. 156811, 82 Stat. 1320, approved October 22, 1963, u

amended by Public Law 91472 [KR. 156281, 84 Stat. 2063, approved Jan-
uary 12, 1971; Public Law 92-226 [Foreign Auistance Aet of 1971; S. 28191,
86 Stat. 20, 32, approved February 7, 1972; Public Law 93-189 [Foreign As-
sistance Aet of 1973; S. 14431, 87 Stat. 714, 729, approved December 17, 1973;
Public Law 93-55q (Foreign Assiqteneo iet of 1974; Q. 33441. 88 Stat. 1796,
1813, approved December 31, 1974; Public Law 94-329 [International Se-
eurity Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976; H.R. 136801, 90 Stat.
729. approved June 30, 1976; Public Law 95-92 [International Security As-
sistance Act of 1977, H.R. 68841, 91 Stat. 614, approved August 4, 1977; Public
Law 95-105 [Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1978, H.R.
66891, 91 Stat. 844 at 846, approved August 17, 1977; and Public Law 95-384
(International Security Assistance Act of 1978; S. 3075), 92 Stat. 730, approved
September 26, 1978.

AN ACT To consolidate and revise foreign assistance legislation relating to
reimbursable military exports

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of Ms
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may

be cited as the "A rms Export Control Act".'

Chapter 1-FOREIGN AND NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY
OBJECTIVES AND RESTRAINTS

SEt. 1.2 TI1E NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE COOPERATION AND

MILITARY EXPORT CONTROIA4.-As declared by the Con
Arms Control and Disarmament Act, an ultimate goal ortehee!

in the
United

States continues to he a world which is free from the scourge of war
and the dangers and burdens of armaments; in which the use of force
has been subordinated to the rule of law; and in which international
:uljust ments to a changing world arc achieved peacefully. In further-
ance of that goal, it remains the policy of the United States to en-
courage regional arms control and disarmament agreements and to
discourage arms races.

The Congress recognizes, however, that the United States and other
free and independent. countries continue to have valid requirements
for effective and mutually beneficial defense relationships in order to
maintain and foster the environment, of international peace and secu-
rity essential to social, economic, and political progress: Because of
the growing cost and complexity of defense equipment, it is increas-
ingly difficult and uneconomic for any country, particularly a develop-
ing country, to fill all of its legitimate defense requirements from its

'The new title. "Anna Export Control A.t", wee added In lieu of 'The Foreign Military
Sfilee Act" by SPe 201 of the International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control
Act of 19711. See 201 further stated that "any reference to the Foreign M111tar, Sales Let
shall be deemed to be a reference tn the Arms Export Control Act."

*22 USC 2751
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own design and production base. The need t.ir international defense
cooperation among the United States and those friendly countries towhich it is allied by mutual defense treaties is especially important,
since the efTeitiveiwss of their armed forces to act in concert to deter
or defeat aggression is directly related to the operational compati-bility of their defense equipment.

Accordingly, it remains the pol icy of the United States to facilitate
the common defense by enteritio. into international arrangments with
friendly countries which further the objective of applying agreed
resources of each country to prognms and projects of cooperativeexchange of data, researek develoement, production, procurement,and logistics support to aihieve spe(Ific national defense requirementsand objeetives of muticil concern. To this end, this Art authorizes sales
by the United States tiovernment to friendly countries having Suffi-cient wealth to maintain and equip their own military forces at ade-quate strength, or to assume progressively larger shares of the coststhereof, without undue burden to their economics, in accordance withthe restraints and control measures specified herein and in furtheranceof the security object i yes of t he I Tnited States and of the purposes andprinciples of the United Nations Charter.

It is the sense of the Congres that all such sales be approved onlywhen they are consiAent with the foreign policy interests of theUnited States, the purposes of the foreign assistance program of theUnited States as embodied in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1981,a asamended, the extent and eharacter of the military requirement, andthe economic and financial eapability of the recipient country, withpartieelar regard being given, where appropriate, to proper balanceamong such sales, grant military asAstance, and economic assistanceas well as to the impact of the sales on programs of social and eco-nomic development and on existing or incipient arms races.It is further the sen,e of Congress that, sales and guaranties undersections 21, 22, 23, and 24, shell not be approved where they wouldhave the effect of arming military dictators who are denying thegrowth of fundamental rights or social progress 4 to their own people:Prov ided, That the President may waive this limitation when he de-termines it would be important to the security of the United States,and promptly so reports to the Speaker of the House of Representa-tives and the Committee on Foreign Relations in the Senate.It shall be the policy of the United States to exert leadership in theworld community to bring about arrangements for reducing the inter-national trade in implements of war and to lessen the danger of out-break of regional conflict and the burdele; of armaments. UnitedStates programs for or procedures governing the export, sale, andgrant of defense articles and defense services to foreign countries andinternational organizations shall be administered in a manner whichwill carry out this policy.
It. is the sense of the Congret;s that the President should seek to ini-tiate multilateral discussions for the purpose of reaching agreementsamong the principal arms suppliers and arms purchasers and other

Igor text, nee page t
'Sec 4 of Public lAvr 91 872 (Foreign Military Sales Act Amendments of 1971) sub-stituted ibe words "denying al/ growth of fundamental rights or social progress" In lieuof "denying social progress"

U4
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countries with respect to the contml of the international trade in arma-
ments. It is further tbe souse of Congress that the President should
work actively with all nations to check and control the international
sale and distribution of conventional weapons of death and destruc-
tion and to eneourage regional arms control arrangements. In further-
ance of this policy, the Pre-nlent slmuld undertake a concerted effort
to convene an international conference of major arms-supplying and
arms-purohasing nations which shall consider measures to limit con-
ventiomd arms transfers in the interest of international peace and
stability.

It is the sense of the Congress that the aggregate value of defense
articles and defense services- --

(1) which are sold under section 21 or section 2`2 of this Act;

(2) which are licensed or approved for export under section
38 of this Act to, for the use, or for benefit of the armed forces,
police, intelligence, or other il.'4.rnal security forces of a foreign
country or international orw, ization under a commercial sales
contract ;

in any fiscal year should not exceed tuiireimt 1evels.5
It is tlw sense of the Congress t Hit the President maintain adher-

ence to a policy of retril int in con rational arms transfers and that,
in implementing this policy world,' tile, a balanced approach should
ht. taken and full regard given to t I security interests of the United
States in all regions uf t hc world a oil that particular attention should
be paid to controlhio, tin dow of ,,nventional arms to the nations of
the developing world. ii this end, t I w President is encouraged to con-
t nine discussions with f,t her arras uppliers in order to restrain the
flow of conventional alio, to le,s .1.,vcloped rowitries.'

SEc. COMO NATioN Willi ,i;cioN -(a) Nothing con-
tained in this Act slain la' constnn it to infringe upon the powers or
funct ions of the Secret ar,N of State.

(b) finder the direction of the President, the Secretary of State,
taking into accot,nt othe u I Tnited St ales activities abroad, such as mili-
tary assistance, economic assistanci , and food for freedom, shall be
responsible for the coat 'MOWS :supervision and general direction of
sales and exports " intikr this Aet, including, but not limited to, deter-
mining whether there slat II be a .11o. to a country and the amount
thereof, and whether there shall lw delivery or other performance
under such sale or export," to the end that sales and exports ° are

Or

s see 202(s) of the International Security Analatance and Arma Export Control Actor 1074 amended Sec. I by ntrlking out tb lamt paragraph and adding the languageheginning with "It shall he the polley of ttor United States". The last pnragraph Of
Mee I formerly read as follows "In order t,. reduce the role of the United States Gov-ernment in the furnishing of defenm nrttol snd defense cervices to foreign countries
anti International organirettons, nod return .,e11 transactions to commercial channels. the'Untied States Government ahnll reduce its 'soles, credit sales, and guaranties of micearttries, and defense services its hoon ns. to the maximum extent. practicable."

Thla paragraph watt added 1. Se 1 111 I III*. Interne Ilona! :cegrity Assistance Act.)f 197s (92 SW 739) See 1,-11.1 the san iet required R report from the Crraident tothe Congresm by I tosentber 31. 1979 eonc ri* r the implication. of the multilateral dilieummIonn referred to In the pnrtigtopti
122 l'Se 2752
The words "and owortm" wt,re atlicul t :A. 1:12(a)(2) of the international Security

Ansheance and Arms Export Control Act of 197()
The words "and whether there shall be dell t cry or other performance under such sale Orexport,- were added by 212(n ) (2) of the International :'eeurity Aaslatance and Ares

itiport Control Act of 1976.

1 4
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integrated with other United States activities and the foreign policy
of the United States is best served thereby.

(c) The President shall prescribe appropriate procedures to assure
coordination among representatives of the United States Government
in each country, under the leadership of the Chief of the United States
Diplomatic Mission. The Chief of the diplomatic mission shall make
sure that recommendations of such representatives pertaining to sales
are coordinated with political and economic considerations, and his
comments shall accompany such recommendations if he so desires.

Sec. 3." ELuilim.rry.(a) No defense article or defense service
shall be sokl by the United States Government under this Act to any
country or intermitional organization unless--

1) the President finds that the furnishing of defense articles
and defense services to such country or international organiza-
tion will strengthen the security of the United States and pro-
mote world peace;

(2) the country or international organization shall have agreednot to transfer title to, or possession of, any defense article or
related training or other defense service " so furnished to it to
anyone not an officer, employee, or agent of that country or inter-
national organization and not to use or permit the use of such
article or related training or other defense service " for purposes
other than those for which furnished 12 11,1less the consent of the
President has first been obtained;

(3)13 the country or international organization shall have
agreed that it. will maintain the security of such article and will
provide substantially the same degree of security protection
afforded to such article by the United States Government; and

(4)" the c(aintry or international organization is otherwise
elifTible to purchase defense articles or defense services.

In considering a rclitest for approval of any transfer of any weapon,
weapons system, numitions, aircraft, military boat, military vessel,
or other implement of war to another country, the President shallnot give his consent under paragraph (2) to the transfer unless tho
United States itself would transfer the defense article under consid-
eration to that conntry." In addition, the President shall not give his
consent under paragraph (2) to the t 'ansfer of any significant defense
articles on the United States Mun it ious List unless the foreign country
requesting consent to transfer agrees to demilitarize such defense
articles prior to transfer, or the proposed recipient foreign country
provides a commitment in writing to the United States Government
that it will not transfer such defens- articles, if not demilitarized, to
any other foreign country or persom withont first obtaining the con-
sent of the President.' 11w President shalt prmiiptiv sulanit a report

Id 22 USC 2753
it Sec. 703ial of the Internatiooll soeurity AnAtitance and Arms Export Control Act of19701 added the words "or related training or other defenne aerviee".

Re. 95(2) of the FA Act of 1973 struck ont "and" at the end of paragraph (2) andadded the worths to thin point beginning with "and not to nee or permit".Sec. 25(21111) of the r.A Act of 11173 nwied paragraph (I) and redesignnteil formerparagraph ( 3) se paragraph (4).
14 S.C. 204(b) (1) of the International Security Assistance and Arms femme Control Actof 1978 amended SPA". 3 by Milking out the following language rater "country" ", and prtorto the date he intern!, to give him ennaent to the trnnider. the Prosidcnt notlflen the Speakerof the !looms of RepresentatIven and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate inwriting of each Poch Intended conaent, the justification for giving such conment. the defensearticle for which he Intend. to give his consent to he so transferred, and the foreign country to which that defenae article I. to be transferred".
is The words to this point. beginning with "fn vonNidering a regneet for approval"were added by Soc. 25(2 (C) of the F'AAct of 1978
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to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the Committee
on Foreign Relations of the Senate on the implementation of each
agreement entered into pursuant to clause (2) of this subsection.

(b)" [Repealed-1977]
(c) (I) (A)" No credits (including participations in credits) may

be issued and no guaranties may be extended for any foreign country
under this Act as hereinafter provided, if such country Usea defense
articles or defense services furnished under this Act, or any predeAge-
sor Act, in substantial violation (either in terms of quantities or .in
terms of the gravity of the consequences regardless of the quantities
Involved) of any agreement entered into pursuant to any such Act
(i) by using such articles or services for a pu not authorized
under section 4 or, if such agreement provides rtrastesuch articles or
services may only be used for purposes more limited than those au-
thorized under section 4 for a purpme not authorized under such
agreement; (ii) by transferring such articles or services to, or_per-
milting any use of such articles or services by, anyone not an ()facer,
employee, or agent of the recipient country without the consent of the
President; or (iii) by failing to maintain the security of such articles
or services.

(II) No cash sales or deliveries pursuant to previous sales may be
made with respect to any foreign country under this Act as herein-
after provided, if such country Lists defense articles or defense serv-
ices furnished under this Act, or any predecessor Act, in substantial
violation (either in terms of quantity or in terms of the gravity of
the consequences r-gardless of the quantities involved) of any agree-
ment entered into pursuant to any such Act by using such articles or
services for a purpose not authorized under section 4 or, if such agree-
ment provides that such articles or services may only be used for pur-
poses more limited than those authorivx1 under section 4, for a pur-
pose not authorized under such agreement.

(2) The President shall report to the Congress promptly upon the
receipt of information that a violation described in paragraph (1) of
this subsection may have occurred.

(3,` (A) A country shall be deemed to be ineligible under subpara-
graph (A) of paragraph (1) of this subsection, or both subparagraphs
(A) and (B) of such paragraph in the case of a violation described
in both such paragraphs, if the President so determines and so reports
in wring to the Congress, or if the Congress so determines by joint
resolution.

01) Notwithstanding a determination by the President of ineligi-
bility under subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1) of this subsection,
cash sales and deliveries pursuant to previous sales may be made if the
President certifies IR writing to the Congress that a termination there-
of would have significant adverse impact on United States security,
unless the Congress adopts or has adopted a joint resolution pursuant
to subparagraph ( A) of this paragraph with respect to such
ineligibility.

(a Subsection (b), as amended by See. I ot Public Law 91-71, was repealed by Sec. 15
of the International Security Assistance ACt of 1977 (91 Stat. 622). It had concerned
U.14, military assistanc. to a country which had seized an American fishing vessel outside

twelve mile limit
1( Sec 304i 11 of the International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act

ef 19711 amended Subsection h.>. which formerly read as follows:
"Ir) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d), any foreign country which here-

after uses defense rticles or defense services furnished such country under this Act la
substantial violation of any provision of this Act or any agreement entered Into under tidx
Act. shall be immediately ineligible fur further cash sales, credits, or guarantees."

3 16
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(4) A country shall remain ineligible in accordance with paragraph
(1) of this subsection until such time as

(A) the President determines that the violation has ceased:
and

(B) the country concerned has given assurances satisfactory to
the President that such violation will not recur.

(d) is (1)" The President may not give his consent under paragraph
(2) of subsection (a) or under the third sentence of such subsection to
a transfer of a defense article, or related training or other defense
service, sold under this Act and may not give his consent to such a
transfer under section 505(a) (1) or 505(a) (4) of the Foreign As-
sistance Act of 1961 unless " the President submits to the Speaker of
the House of Representatives and the Committee on Foreign Relations
of the Senate a written certificaton with respect to such proposed trans-
fer containing

(A) the name of the country or international organization pro-
posing to make such transfer,

(B) a description of the defense article or related training or
other defense service proposed to be transferred, including the
original acquisit ion cost of such defense article or related training
or other defense service,

(C) the, name of ill: proposed recipient of such defense article
or related training or other (lefense service.

(D) the reasons for such proposed transfer, and
( E) the date on which ruck transfer is proposed to be made.

Any certification submitted to Congress pursuant to this subsection
shall be unclamified, except that information regarding the dollar
value and number of defense articles, or related training or other
defense services, proposed to be transferred may be classified if public
disclosure thereof would be clearly detrimental to the security of the
United States.

(2)1' Unless the President states in the certification submitted pur-suant to this subsection that an emergency exists which requires that
consent to the proposed transfer become effective immediately in the
national security interests of the United States, such consent shall not
become effective until 30 calendar days after the datv of such sub-
mission and such consent shall become effective then only if the Con-
gress does not adopt, within such 30-day period, a concurrent resolu-
tion disapproving the proposed t ransfer.

(3)21 This subsection shall not. apply-

"Sec. 204(aI of the international Security Ale.,istance and Arms Export Control Act of
197(1 added Subsections (e) and (f). Sec. 304 (b) (2) of the same Act repealed Subsection
(d) and redesignated Subsections (e) and (f) as (d) and (e). Previously, Subsection (4)read an follows:

"(d) A country shall remain ineligible in accordance with subsection (c) of this section
until such time as the President determines that such violation has ceased, that the coun-try concerned has given assurances sati.factory to the President that such violation will
not recur, and that. If .Auch violation Involved the transfer of sophisticated weapons with.
OUt the consent of the President, such weapons have been returned to the country
concerned."

"See. IR of the Internationll Securit Anninta nee Act of 1977 (91 Stat. (122) added
the designation "(II". redesignated paragraphs (1) through ( ) as (A) through (10). andadded a new paragranh '2)

"The words ". 30 days prior to giving uch consent", which previously appeared at
this point. were struck out hy Rec MI) of the International Security Assistance Act Of
1977 (91 Mat (122)

a Paragraph (3) won filleted by Sec 17 of the International Security Assistance Act of
1977 (91 Stat (1221.
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(A) to transfers of maintenance, repair, or overhaul defense
services, or of the repair parts or other defense article° Used in
furnishing such :ervices, if the transfer will not result in any
increase, relative to the original specifications, in the military
capability of the defense articles and services to be maintained.,
repaired, or overhauled;

(B) to temporary transfers of defense articles for the sole
purpose of receiving maintenance, repair, or overhaul; or

(C) to cooperative cross servicing arrangements among mem-
bers of t he North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

(e) If the President receives any information that a transfer of any
defense article, or related training or other defense service, has been
made without his consent as required under this section or under
section 505 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1981, he shall report
such information immediately to the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.

(f)"(1) Unless the President finds that the national security re-
quires otherwise, he shall terminate ail sales credits, and guaranties
under this Act to any government which aias or abets, by granting
sanctuary from prmsecution to, any individual or group which has
committed an act of international terrorism. The President may not
thereafter make or extend sales, credits, or guaranties to such govern-
ment until the end of the one year period nning on the date of such
termination, except that if during its peri of ineligibility for sales,
credits, and guaranties pursuant to this section such government aids
or abets, by granting sanctuary from prosecution to, any other individ-
ual or group which has committed an act of international terrorism,
such government's period of ineligibility shall be extended for an addi-
tional year for each such individual or group.

(2) If the Pres;dent finds that the national security justillies a con-
tinuation of sales credits, or guaranties to any government described
in paragraph (1), he shall report such finding to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Foreign Relations
of the Senate.

STA% 4." PL1Rposlell FOR WHICH MILITARY SALES BY THE UNITED
STATES ARE A trrnoiwzrn.---Defense articles and defense services shall
be sold by the United States Government under this Act to friendly
countries solely for internal security, for legitimate self-defense, to
permit the recipient country to participate in regional or collective ar-
rangements or measures consistent with the Charter of the United
Nations, or otherwise to permit the recipient country to participate in
collective measures requested hy the United Nations for the purpose of
maintaining or restoring international peace and security, or for the
purpose of enabling foreign military forces in less developed friendly
countries to construct public works and to engage in other activities
helpful to the economic mid social development of such friendly coun-
tries. It is the sense of the Congress that such foreipmilitary forces
should not be maintaine,l H. established solely for civic action activi-
ties and that. such civic action activities not. significantly detract from
the capabihty of the military forces to perform their military missions

Sohoevtton I f) was added by SIM 18 of the International Security Assistance Act of
1977 (91 Seat A22)

22 [It' 2754.
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and be coordinated with and form part of the total economic and social
development effort : Provided, That none of the funds contained in this
authorization shall be used to guarantee, or extend credit, or parti-
cipate in an extension of credit in connection with any sale or sophisti-
cated weapons systems, such as missile systems and jet aircraft for
military purposes, to any underdeveloped country other than Greece,
Turkey, Iran, Israel, the Republic of China, the Philippines, and Korea
unless the President determines that such financing is important to the
national security of the United States and reports within thirty days
each such determination to the Conpess.

SEC. 5." PROIIIBITIoN AGAINST DISCRIMINATION.(a) It is the pol-icy of the United States that no sales should be made, and no creclits
(including participations in credits) or guaranties extended to or for
any foreign country, the laws, regulations, official policies, or govern-
mental practices of which prevent any United States person (as de-
fined in section 7701(a) (30) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954)
from participating in the furnishing of defense articles or defense
services under this Act on the basis of race, religion, national origin,
or sex.

(h) (1) No agency performing functions under this Act shall, in
employing or assigning personnel to participate in the performance
of any such function, whether in the United States or abroad, take
into account. the exclusionary polices or practices of any foreign gov-
ernment where such policies or practices are based upon race, religion,
national origin, or sex.

(2) Each contract entered into by any such agency for the per-
formance of any function under this Act shall contain a provision to
the effect that no person, partnership, corporation, or other entity per-
forming functions pursuant to such contract., shall, in employing or
assigning personnel to para.ipate in the performance of any such
function, whether in Ow United States or abroad, take into account
the exclusionary policies or pract ic(..; of any foreign government where
such policies or practices are based upon race, religion, national origin,
Or SPX.

(c) The President shall promptly transmit reports to the Speaker
of the Honse of Ri`preentatives and the chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Relation, of the Senate concerning any instance in which
any United States person fas defined in section 7701(a) (30) of the
Tnfrrnal Revemw Code of 19M) is prevented by a foreign govern-
ment on Ow basis of race, relirion, national origin, or sex, from par-
ticipating in the performance of Any sale or licensed transaction under
this Act. Snell roperts shall include (1) a description of the facts and
circumstances of any snch discrimination, (2) the response thereto onthe part of the United States or any agency or employee thereof, and
(3) the result of slich response. if any.

(d) (1) Upon the reque-I or the Nnimittee on Foreign Relations of
the Senate or th.. Cononit tee on International Relations of the House
of Representative, the President shall, within (10 days after receipt of
such request. transmit to both such committees a statement. prepared
with the as-ist:m.e of the tiIuiit eretarv of State 2' for Human

*4 2'2 T'SC 2.7V%M gi`t` 7; WA% roblel by Sef' :102 awl of thc. IntPrnittional SectirIty AirtIstaneerind Arm. Eirport rontrol art of 1974
St.e 109Ini HI) of the roretgn Itelettlona AnthortzMton let, Pineal Year 1t115 (01 Stat.Rot) pmhstItute.1 !he "%mIstant Serretary of State" In Iteu of "Coordinator."
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Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, with respect io the country desig-
nated in such request, setting forth

(A) all the available information about the exclusionary pol-
icies or practices of the government of such country when such
policies or practices are based upon race, religion, nations. origin
or sex and prevent any such person from participating in die
performance of any sale or licensed transaction under this Aet;

(B) the response of the United States thereto and the results
of such response;

(C) whether, in the opinion of the President, notwithstanding
any such policies or practices

(i) extraordinary circumstances exist which necessitate a
continuation of such sale or licensed transaction, and, if so,
a description of such circumstances and the extent to which
such sale or licensed transaction should be continued (subject
to stnil conditions as Congress may impose under this sec-
tion), and

(ii) on all the facts it is in the national interest of the
United States to continue such sale or licensed transaction;
and

(D) such other information as such committee may request.
(14) In the event a statement with respect to a sale or licensed

transaction is requested pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection
but is not transmitted in accordance therewith within 60 days after
receipt of such request, such sale or licensed transaction shall be
suspended unless and until such statement is transmitted.

(3) (A) In the event a statement with respect to a sale or licensed
transaction is transmitted under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the
Congress may at any time thereafter adopt a joint resolution termi-
nating or restricting such sale or licensed transaction.

(B) Any such resolution shall be considered in the Senate in ac-
cordance with the provisions of section 601(b) of the International
Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976.

(C) The term "certification", as used in section 601 of such Act,
means, for the purposes of this paragraph, a statement transmitted
under paragraph (1) of this subsection.

:3 v



CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFER POLICY' *

(Statement by the President, February 1, 1978

The United States Government, the executive branch and the Con-
gress, are pledged to bring about a reduction in the trade in conven-tional arms. Last year, 1 promised to begin reducing U.S. arms sales
as a necessary first step. I will continue that policy this year.

In the last fiscal year, the previous administration and my admin-
istrt!tion made sales commitments totaling many billions of dollars.
While high, however, the total was considerably less than it would
}lave been in the absence of new restraints we introduced, particularly
in sales commitments to the developing countries of the world. Be-
tween January 20 and the close of the fiscal year, I approved and sent
to Congress arms sales totaling $5.7 billion, which is less than half
the total appmved during the same period in 1976.

Today, I am announcing that arms transfer agreements covered by
the ceiling which I have established will be reduced by $740 million
in fiscal year 1978. This means that for the fiscal year which began on
October 1, 1977, and which will end on September 30, 1978, new com-
mitments under the Foreign Military Sales and Military Assistance
programs for weapons and weapons-related items to all countries ex-
cept NATO, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand will not exceed $8.6
billion. The comparable figure for fiscal year 1977 was $9.3 billion.
This is a reduction of 8 percent, figured on constant fiscal year 1976
dollars.

A larger cut in the ceiling would violate commitments already made,
including our historic interest in the security of the Middle East, and
would ignore the continuing realities of world politics and risk the
confidence and security of those nations with whom the United States
has vital and shared foreign policy and security interests. A smaller
reduction would neglect our responsibility to set an example of re-
straint that others might follow.

intend to make further reductions in the next fiscal year. The,ex-
tent of next year's reduction will depend upon the worhl
situation and upon the degree of cooperation and understanding of
other nations.

I want to emphasize that the restraint policy I announced on May 19.
1977, was not aimed exclusively at the volume of arms transfers.
Equally important is restraint in the sophistication of arms being
transferred and on the spreading capability to produce armaments.
Therefore, in addition to the ceiling, I established five specific controls
applicable to all transfers except those to our NATO allies, .Tapan,
A.ustralia, and New Zealand. These controls included : (1) a control
on the first introduction of certain advanced systems into an area;
(2) a prohibition on advanced systems for export only; (3) a pro-

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, v. 14. February 6, 1978: 256.
(317)
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hibition on various types of coproduction arrangements; (4) tightsr
controls on retransfer; and (5) special controls on sales promotions.

These guidelines are at the heart of my decisions to approve or dis-
approve an arms transfer.

As I stated in my October 4 speech to the United Nations, genuine
progress in this area will require multilateral efforts. But we are com-
mitted to taking the first steps alone to stop the spiral of increasing
arms transfers I call upon suppliers and recipients alike to join us in
a determined effort to make the world a safer place in which to live.

UN ern) Si%yri....s ARMS TRANsimi LEvvi.s *

(Statement by the Presi(lent, November 29, 1'178)

Convent ional arms transfer restraint is an important objective of
t his adm in istrat ion and the Congress. To ensure U.S. leadership and to
supplement existing legislation, I established for the first time a set of
(jilniltitatiVe and qua litat i VP st andards by which arms transfer requests
considered by this Government would be judged. The principal con-
sideration in the application of those standards is whether the transfer
in question promotes our secuvity and the security of our close friends.

I am pleased to announce that this Government has kept its pledge
to take the leadership in restraining arms sales. Under the ceiling I
established, IT.S. Government transfers of weapons and related items
to countries other than NATO, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand,
which totaled $8.54 billion in FY 1978, were reduced by 8 percent
( or approximately $700 million measured in constant dollars) from
the comparable FY 1977 !eve!.

When I set this goal last year, I said that I would make further
reductions in the next fiscal year. Today, I am announcing an addi-
tional cut of approximately P33 million** or 8 percent for FY 1979

[in millions of dollars]
newel year 1974 ceiling $8, 551Inflation (7 2 percent) +818
Fiscal year 1975 yelling In fiscal year 1979 dollars 9, 187l'olley reduction_ 788

Fiscal year 1979 ceiling_ 8, 484

measured in constant dollars. This means that for the fiscal year that
began on October 1, 1978, and which will end on September 30, 1979,
new cmnniitnients under the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) and Mili-
tary Assistance ( MAP) programs for weapons and weapons-related
items to all countries except NATO, Japan, Australia, and New Zeal-
and will not exceed $8.43 billion. This cut is consistent with our na-
tional security interests, including our historic interest in the security
of the Middle East.

When I addressed the United Nations General Assembly in October
1977, I emphasized that the United States had taken the first steps at
conventional arms restraint, but that we could not go very far alone.
Mult i l ate ra l cooperation remains essential to the achievement of mean-

Weekly Compilation of Preshlential Documents. v. 14. December 4, 1978 : 2094-2095.
*FY 1979 Ceiling on Conventional Arma Tranafera.

11.
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ingful restraint measures. We continue to believe that all nations have
an interest in restraining transfers of conventional weaponry which
threaten the stability of various regions of the wor41 and divert recipi-
ent resources from other worthy objectives without necessarily en-
hancing national security. We are making a maximum effort to achieve
multilateral cooperation on the arms restraint issue.

My decision on U.S. arms transfer levels for FY 1980 will depend
on the degree of cooperation we receive in the coming year from other
nations, particularly in the area of specific achievements and evidence
of concrete progress on arms transfer restraint.

d 3
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REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ARMS TRANSFER POLICY
PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 202(b) AND 218 OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL SECURITY ASSISTANCE AND ARMS EX-
PORT CONTROL ACT OF 1976*

PART II. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM

The diversity of opinion about arms transfers ' makes it impossible
to devise a concise statement of the problem that will satisfy everyone.
Some feel that the problem lies at the macro levelthat arms sales
worldwide are consuming scarce human and economic resources. Others
see the problem as a regionally-bound short-term phenomenon that is
already subsiding, although they recognize a need to guard against a
recurrence. Some believe that arms transfers, particularly at current
high levels, intensify the potential for and level of hostilities and
diminish interest in peaceful resolution of conflictthat fundamental
U.S. values and long-term interests, as well as the principles of the UN
Charter, are at stake. Others look at arms transfers case by case and
find that, on the whole, they respond to legitimate security needs and
tend to have deterrent effect in !mai conflict situationsthat the real
problem is in pursuing political settlement of underlying disputes.
Some are concerned that the volume and content of U.S. transfers have
created larger appetites for weapons. Others feel that U.S. arms ex-
ports are being driven by the competitive policies of the other major
suppliers and the sup ..ior quality of U.S. defense products. Some be-
lieve the greatest difficulty is a lack of clarity about the content of what
is generally. termed "arms transfers" and that categorization and ex-
planation of the numbers will permit a more precise focus on the real
problems. That so many different views are held with strong conviction
demonstrates that the subject of arms transfers is not a single problem,
but involves nianv questions. In spite of the disagreement about the
nature of the problem, however, all tend to agree that there is a need
not only far a clearer definition of purpose, but also for more cnntrol,
coherence. anti restraint in U.S. military exports. consistent with na-
tional sertirity and foreign policy objectives.

A. TRENDS IN ARMS TRANSFERS

I. Composition of Mr Arms Trctde
Although reliable data are difficult to obtain, conventional arms sales

to developing countries, including OPEC, are estimated to have ranged
from $15420 billion (in orders) annually in recent years. The United

*Excerpt; from V S Pre.ddent 1977 Carter I Arm; trito;fer policy report to C00-
gre,04. Washington. I.S Govt. Print. Off ,1977 107 p. (95th Congress 1st seas. Committee
print 1

I Reference to "arma transfers," unleas otherwise specified. include the following :
gmernmental transfers, Ahethor by grant or sale, of goods and services to the armed

forees of foreign countries ;
international commercial transfers of artic)e. designed, modified or adapted for military

compitnentio and related technical data ; and
international transfers, either through governmental or commercial channels, of data.

know.how and technical assistanI`e for the production of military equipment
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States has accounted for more than one-half this amount; the remain-
ing amount is divided between communist (18 percent) and other non-
communist (26 percent) suppliers. (See Figure 1.) These aggregate
totals include a broad range of goods and services and a variety of
political relationships between the supplying and the purchasing coun-
tries. A different picture emerges if we compare actual end items
delivered. (Table 1.)

ARMS TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
TO THIRD V.ORLD BY SUPPLIERS

1972 - 1976

IS.S11

FRANCE

314 3.

)
1 '

FM 'ar

1'1 '

&hot. C

.51A
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TANI 1.EXPORT OF MAJOR WEAPONS TO DEVELOPING REGIONS IT MAJOR SUPPLIERS, CUMULATIVE 1171-75

%mkt of steepens'

EmOPIrinM typs Total
UMW
Slates

Soviet
Wks Fria,

UMW
Meeks

Land ermassents:
Teaks end sell-prepelled pits 10, U5 3, 560 5, 220 440 1, IIIAttain 3, U0 UM 2, sw so s
Annend personnel carriers sad armored airs 10, 435 5, 240 4, 110 710 325

Newel craft:
Meler sodas* combatants 114 63 6
Miner sedum combetents 232 87 35 32 3
Sribmerines :3 22 6 2 3
Gelded missde petrol Posts 37 33 4

Airmen:
Conant aircraft, supersonic 2, 253 513 1, US 275
Combat aircraft. sebsonic 745 460 UM 105
Other &rasa 120 440 100 75 206
ItylicoOlin 1, 150 460 380 265 45

Missiles:
Surface-to-sir missiles 6, 630 1, 1150 3, 160 240 Ull
Air-lasir mint* 2, 255 Z 155 50 10
Air-to-0Am missiles 6, 260 1.030 230

Seems: World Watery Expenditures end Arms Transfers, 1166-76, U.S. ACDA, table VI, p. 11.

The value of United States arms transfers is usually computed on
the basis of new orders under the government,to-government Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) program, plus military assistance grants
(MAP) and licensed commercial exports of items on the United States
Munitions List. (No statistics are available on new commercial orders.)
FMS and MAP orders include all manner of goods and services sold
or granted by the U.S. Government to foreign armed forces, including
many items which are not on the U.S. Munitions List and, therefore,
would not be considered arms if sold commercially.

FMS orders, which make up more than 85 percent of the value of
total U.S. arms transfers, have for the put several years consisted
of about 40 percent weapons and ammunition, 25 percent Esupport
equipment and spare parts, and 35 percent training, construction and
other services. Commercial exports, which exceed $1 billion annually,
also include a high percentage of support equipment, components and
spare parts. Grants of military equipment, now approximately $200
million annually and expected to decline further, no longer constitute
a significant part of U.S. arms transfers. (See Figure 2.)

az.
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FOREIGN MILITARY SALES AGREEMENTS
vs.

MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
VS.

COMMERCIAL SALE.; (DELIVERIES)
FY 1967 - FY 1976

ComamlercialSes

11117 %Vie 1St*

51599 3.77 V7,5711.011

1970 71171 1972 1973 194 1975 1975

Sporty: 000 PUS & Ave. fsc )75 Iv&

Flamm 2

Sales agreements to other than close allies can be analyzed by differ-
entiating the amount of srms and ammunition (e.g., fighter aircraft,
bombers. (Iestroyers, submarines. tanks, artillery. machine guns, rifles
and missiles and all munitions and ammunition) from sales of noncom-
bat equipment, spare parts or services. The sales of arms and certain
support equipment (e.g., tanker aircraft) represent modernization
or expansion of a country's combat capability; the other sales as-
sure that items already in a country's inventory will remain opera-
tional (e.g., sales of most supporting equipment or spare parts), or
develop infrastructure through sales of such items as construction,
training, and technical assistance. To deny sales of weapons and am-
munition is to deny an increase in combat capability and possibly cause
a gradual diminution of current capability throurh obsolescence; to

3 27
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deny spare parts or supporting equipment is to cause a rapid decrease
of current capability. Table 2 illustrates total U.S. sales agreements to
other than treaty allies by Cs tegory and region.

TABLE 2. -FISCAL YEAR 1976 SALES AGREEMENT DISTRIBUTION BY REGION

Arm

Total
sales

agreements

Weapons
and

ammunition
Supporting
equipment

Spire
Parts

86000191111
*mica

Near East/South Asia $5, 705. 4 $1, IR. 7 6422. 2 6172. 9 81 627. 1
Israel . (932. 2) (567. 3)

git 6)
(226. 3) 01.0

Iran ..... . (1, 382. 1 ) (411. 2) ( 1. 9) (310. 9) (NO. 1)
Saudi Arabia (2, 492. 6) (247. 0) (221.9) (U. 7) (I. 133. 0)

Ent Asia 949. 5 415. 6 116. 7 244.0 14.0
Korea (621. 5) (404. 8) (62. 7) (109. 3) (44. 7)

Europe 571. 5 330. 4 71. 0 136. 8 33. 3
Latin American republics 77. I 13. 9 11 9 19. 6 26. 2
Africa
_._._

214. 2 80. 5 41 2 49. 5 36, 9

e. Identification of Recipients
In seeking to identify opportunities for restraining international

arms transfers, it is also important to recognize distinctions among
purchasers. Figure 3 and Table 3 illustrate the regional distribution a
FMS orders over the last ten years. Beginning in fiscal year 1971, there
was a dramatic growth in the volume of FMS agreements. This trend
peaked in fiscal year 1974 and fiscal year 1975, when large NATO
orders for the F-16 aircraft coincided with large orders from Israel,
Iran, and Saudi Arabia. The total volume declined somewhat in fiscal
year 1976, a although Saudi Arabia's orders, and FMS agreements with
"other" recipients (notably, Jordan and Korea) continued to grow.

4Z S
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FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS)
AGREEMENTS

OTHIR

. . . . . . . . ' . ' . " .

1947 1940

SISS a.r? rrnra(Rac

1972 1977 197e

SOURCI: 1076 l'wertaost

TABLE 3.FI5CAL YEAR 1973-76 SALES AGREEMENT DISTRIBUTION BY REGION

Fiscal year--

1973 1974 1975

Total U.S. sales agreement,. $5, 766 $10, 642 $10,123 St G45

Neer East)South Asia . ..... . .. 4, 366 8, 863 6, 076 5, 705tempo 808 I, 107 3, 054 I, 044
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As the foregoing charts and tables indicate, substantial sales are
made to our NATO allies as part of our common defense effort. It has
been our policy to eneourage our NATO partners to increase their
defense contributions in light of the continuing buildup of Warsaw
Pact forces. Moreover, our interest in increased standardization and
interoperability in NATO weapons systems and the possible develop-
ment of more integrated European and NATO defense production
and R. & I). capability, have led us to favor an expansion of arms
transfers among NAT() countries, beyond the rate of growth of over-
all arms expenditures.

An appropriate focus of attention would appear to be the Middle
East, where the greatest expansion of arms exports has occurred.
Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Israel together have accounted for more
than half all FMS orders over the past five years. Sales to other de-
veloping countries, including OPEC, have been relatively modest.
Although each area presents a different set of problems for policy
application, it would appear that our immediate efforts in East Asia,
Africa, and Latin America might be directed less at achieving sig-
nificant reductions in the present dollar volume of arms transfers than
at other aspects of problem, such as the types of weapons trans-
ferred, while permitting moaest moderization that can be demon-
strated to contribute to regional stability and U.S. security interests.
For the longer term, it must be kept in mind that, despite the con-
centration of sales volume in a relatively few countries, military ex-
penditures absorb a measurable percentage of the gross national prod-
uct of most countries.

A very few major sales can have dramatie effects. Foe example, the
sharp increase in sales to Africa in 1976 is largely attributable to two
sales of F-5 aircraft (to Kenya and Ethiopia). Approximately 20
percent of the dollar value of FMS sales each year is the result of
one or two specific sales agreements as shown in Table 4.

TABLE 1.SIGNIFICANT MAJOR TRANSFERS BY YEAR

fiscal year nd country Description of sales value (SM)
Percent of
total sales

1973Iran . . .. 105 F 5E's, 36 F-1rs, 293 helicopters $E 397 21
1971Iran ..... . 2 destroyers. 80 F -11's 2, 303 20
197S Belgium, Denmark, Meth- NATO consortium purchase of 348 F-I6's . 2, 119 20

rlands. Norwey.
1976 Saudi Arabia . Operation of facilities and mintenance uf F-5E's for

a 3-yr period.
1, 571 111

S. hnplicationA of Changea in Supplier/ Recipient Relation,
Over the past thirty years, relationships between suppliers and

recipients have umlergone fundamental changes which have affected
the volmne, content and distribution of the international arms traffic.

The commonality of purpose between supplier and recipient
has diminished. Suppliers who once furnished arms primartly
to close allies in order to meet a common threat now transfer
arms to a diversity of recipients 'ior a broadened range of foreign
policy reasons, and more recipients acquire arms for national
purposes of their own.

Supplier participation in the planning of types and quantities
of arms transferred has been made more complex as the mode

:3 3
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of transfers has shifted from grants to sales. Increased abilityto pay, especially by the oil-producing nations, has contributedto a buyer's market in which economically independent recip-ients determine their own needs and sources of supply.
These changes in supplier/recipient relationships have been a fac-tor in the trend toward increased sales of technologically advancedweapons to developing nations and the rise in total expenditures forarms transfers. New equipment almost invariably has a higher unitcost than the equipmEnt it replaces. This higher cost includes a share ofa newly developed system's research and development costs, whichcan often be substantial. In addition, as advanced equipment is ob-tained by countries which lack adequate numbers of technically com-petent personnel, a growing demand is created for foreign techniciansto maintain the equipment and train local personnel in its operation.The co.sts of these foreign technicians constitute a significant part ofmany arms transfer cases.

4. The Role of Other Suppliers
With the rise in world demand for arms, Western Eli, Teat! andWarsaw Pact countries have become keen competitors for sales. Armssales are important to the defense production and economies of theITnited Kingdom and France in particular, and to the political pur-poses and hard currency needs of the Soviet Union. Smaller exporterssuch as Italy, Sweden, Israel. Spain, and Belgium are also acutelyinterested in the world market for arms. Dmnestic pressures are bringfelt in the FRG for a liberalized arms transfer policy.
Regionally, the Soviet I'Mon is the dominant supplier in Africaand South Asia, a major supplier to the Middle East. and with Italyand the United Kingdom ranks ahead of the United States in salesto Latin America. The French and British are active in all regionalmarkets.
The Soviet Union is the leading supplier worldwide of self-propelled guns, artillery, guided missile patrol boats. supersonic com-bat aircraft, and surface-to-air missiles. France has sold armoredpersonnel carriers and armored cars, minor naval surface combatants.

guided missile patrol boats, supersonic combat aircraft. and heli-copters. The United Kingdom has been a large supplier of tanks andself-propelled guns, major and minor naval surface combatants, sub-sonic combat. aircraft and other aircraft, and surface-to-air missiles.Our ability to restrain international arms transfers will in pallyrases depend upon our ability to gain the cooperation of potential al-ternative snppliers. It will be most difficult to achieve the coopera-tior of the communist suppliers whose support for neiebboring conn-tries motivates increased arms acquisitions by some of the largest pur-chasers of U.S. arms.
5. Projected Pelireries and New Orders

Because months and years normally elapse before completion of
deliveries nnder sales contracts, the rate of deliveries lags behind
the level of new orders. There remains a U.S. backlog of more thanPO billion in articles and services (including $11 billion in weapons)under signed FMS contracts, some of which will not be delivered
before 1982,

41-1 i7 () 22
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In addition, many of the major weapons systems we have mold
(whether or not delivery has occurred) will not be of use to the pur-
chasers unless we are also willing to provide ammunition, spareparts,
maintenance, training and other follow-on support. Cancellation of
eNisting contracts by the United States (which would have to pay
substantial termination costs) or refusal to support items previously
sold would understandably provoke sharp reactions from the purenas-
ing countries.

Accordingly, it does not appear in the U.S. interest to influence the
volume, content or distribution of transfers resulting either from the
performance of existing contracts or from requirements for follow-
on support. Rather, the best opportunities for achieving restraint are
presented by review of new arms requests.
6. Fntnm Trends

Preliminary data for 1976 indicate a gradual falling off of non-
NATO demalid for arms. From the 1974 peak of $21 billion, Third
World procurements from all sources in 1975 dropped 20 percent,and
in 1976 another 15 percent. The problem of absorbing large quantities
of new equipment and technology on a sustained basis will continue
to create administrative, training, and maintenance difficulties for
the developing nations, thereby constraining new orders. (These dif-
ficulties. as in the past, may be partially overcome through the an-
ployment of foreign technicians) Financial pressures may also con-
tmue to limit some purchasers. Unless major political, economic, or
military developments npset this trend. the CIA projects that world-
wide new orders may level off at. $10-415 billion annually by 1980.

Of course, all projections are subject. to the basic fact that the level
of arms acquisition is largely determined by recipients' perceptions
of security nevils and ability to pay. Political events contributing to
a rehmtiop of global and regional tensions (e.g., an Arab-Israeli
settlement ) couhl have a profound effect upon the success of efforts
to restrain !Inns transfers

R. ARMS TRANSFER POLICY OBJECTIVES

1. The Pnrpnse of Arms Transfers
The prevailing approach of the USG has been to use arms transfers

as a major instrument of foreign policy, with the exception of special
restraints in Latin America and Africa. There has been a general
disposition in favor of approving proposed BRIM for the following
purposes:

To support diplomatic efforts to resolve major regional conflicts
nta in ing local balances and enhancing our access and In-

tl uences vis-a-vis the parties;
To influence the political orientations of nations which control

strategic resources;
To help maintain regional balances among nations important t9

us in order to avert wnr or political shifts away from us;
To 1'11111111re the quality and commonality of the capabilities of

major Allies participating with us in joint defense arrangements;
To promote sel f-suffiriency in deterrence and defense es a stabi-
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lizing factor in itself and as a mt.ins of reducing the level and
automaticity of possible American involvement;

To strengthen the internal security and stability of recipients;
To limit Soviet influence and maintain the balance in conven-

tional arms;
To enhance our general access to and influence with governments

arid military elites whose political orientation counts for us on
global or regional issues;

To provide leverage and influence with individual governments
on specific issues of immediate concern to us;

To secure base rights, overseas facilities, and transit rights to
support the deployment and operations of our forces and intel-
ligence systems.

In sum, arms transfers have contributed to our national interests
in a number of important ways. U.S. arms transfers have enabled
friends and allies to defend themselves and deter aggression, have
cemented good relations and enhanced our influence wrth recipients.
and have denied hostile powers the opportunity to gain positions of
influence in a number of Third World countries. These benefits, and
the extent to which alternative instruments are available, must be
taken into account in considering the appropriate role of arms trans-
fers in our foreign policy so that our actions will be consistent with
our national interests.

At the same time, although the objectives sought by the U.S. in its
arms transfer policies have often been achieved, arms transfer pro-
grams have also entailed costs (i.e., implied commitments, extensive
U.S. presence) and risks (arming countries whose policies and objec-
tives may change radically and suddenly) that conflicted with other
national object;ves and values. There are genuine and understandable
concerns over policies and activities which can be regarded as increas-
ing the danger of military violence. Congress and this Administra-
tion have recognized the danger of supplying arms to countries the
governments of which engage in practic&s violative of the human
rights of their populations. The poasible risks of arms transfers are.
therefore, a concern of many and have directed attention to the merits
of restraint.
f. Purposes of Restraint in Arms Transfer Policy

The President has indicated that our policy on arms tramsfers across
the globe will be one of restraint.: Our long-term interests will be
better served if political gtability and security can be maintained at
a reduced level of armament.

Re.straint in r.s. arms transfers can serve these purposes:
To encourage a general redection in both world arms transfers

and reliance on military might as an essential element in a more
peaceful and stable world order;

Through a lower level of armament, to curtail the potential
for arms races and limit, the intensity of conflict if it occurs;

To reduce the potential and pressure for U.S. involvement in
local conflicts to the extent, this follows from-various arms supply
relat ionshi ps ;

To moderate super power competition and the prospect for
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conflict in regional situations (if multilateral initiatives are
successful) ;

To reduce reliance on arms transfers as a means of implementing
our diplomacy, to the detriment of alternative non-military
instruments;

To protect I ".S. military capabilities by limiting the dispersion
of military technology that could be used against US and our
Mlles;

To distance ourselves from regimes that do not respect and ob-
serve basic human rights and fundamental freedoms;

To limit the diversion of monies and skills in developing na-
tions away from fundamental economic development needs;

To permit U.S. resources to be shifted from financing arms
transfers to supporting economic development ;

To minimize the risk of diversion of destructive weapons to
terrorists;

To build U.S. domestic support for our foreign policy objectives
in the developing world.

As noted in the previous section there are costs and risks in a
policy of unrestrained arms transfers. The same may be true of a
policy of restraint. Some of tile issuas raised border on dilemmas
where there are no easy or penalty-free solutions. The problem thenis to design a policy that will meet the need for restramt, but at the
same time 'preserve the adavntages that accrue from arms transfers.

The potential impact and general effects of a policy of arms transfer
restraint, on our foreign relations, economic situation and defense
posture are discussed in Annexes 1, 2, and 3.

C. POLICY ASSUMPTIONS

Against this background, the following assumptions were made :
The U.S. within the context of a policy of restraint, will con-

tinue to utilize arms transfers where necessary to promote our
own strategic interests, the security of our allies and close friends,
and world peace.

In particular, the U.S. will maintain its close defense relation-
ships, with NATO members, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand.

The U.S. has special responsibilities to insure Israel's securityin order to deter war and to make progress toward peace.
The U.S. will pursue multilateral initiatives with other sup-

pliers in an effort to restrain the international trade in
armaments.

Primary attentbm will be focused on new requests for the trans-
fer of weapons. i>artictilarly systems of advanced technology.
The U.S. will not normally be concerned with limiting routine
sales of slut re parts, t raining, construetion and related services.

The U.S. will not cancel existing contracts. Goods and services
will continue to be offered in support of the systems previously
furnished. t h mall management a rrangements may be changed andtbe r.s. will reserve the right to determine appropriato quan-tities a
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D. 11117LTILATRIAL CONTROLS

While a U.S. policy of restraint would reduce the content and value
of future U.S. transfers, it might not affect the overall picture. Al-
though the U.S. has a clear technical lead in most items and a ter
variety of equipment to offer, there are other suppliersthe PZIlch,British, Israelis, Germans, Italians, Belgians, Soviets, and the
Swedesto whom determined purchasers might turn. We have no basis
for precise judgments regarding the extent to which these suppliers
could compensate for U.S. reductions, but most of them make some
items of equipment and provide services which could be substituted.
And eager buyers, if the best is not available, will be strongly inclined
to take what is available.

The behavior of the Soviet Union is difficult to estimate. However,
Defense reports the economic capability of the Soviet Union to in-
crease its rate of production and exports of defense-related articles
and services, particularly over a period of two to four years, could
be substantial. The extent to which the Soviet Union would enter
the market in places vacated by the U.S., and the extent to which
others would seek out Soviet assistance, is uncertain. The Defense
Department notes, however, that the Soviets are known to recognize
and ex_ploit new opportunities as part of their doctrine.

ACDA believs that the combined existing productive capacity of
Western Europe and the communist bloc suppliers is generally ade-
quate to sulastitute for all U.S. transfers to LDC's outside of the Mid-
dle East, and to substitute for U.S. fighter aircraft and naval vessel
transfers to that region as well.

The prospect that other countries will voluntarily and spontaneously
follow our model of restraint is unlikely. To the extent that we can
begin to develop a consensus: among other supplier and consumer na-
tions about the need for restraint we can have a real impact on the
worldwide situation. Our own program of restraint will be a very
important first step toward this goal and will greatly enhance our
ability to talk seriously with others about multilateral controls. Con-
versely, if we do not begin to enlist the cooperation of other suppliers
ard recipients, it will be difficult to sustain unilateral U.S. restraint
over the longer term. Tf others begin to fill the vacuum wu leave, the
prewures in this country to loosen the bonds of restraint could become
substantial. (See Annex 5 for a discussion of our recent experience
with multilateral talks on arms transfers.)

The principles of our own pmgrarn of restraint might form the basis
for developing multilateral controls, perhaps somewhat similar to the
concept of guidelines adopted by the nuclear suppliers conference.
Rather than constituting an international agreement, fts such. the nu-
clear suppliers' Vlidelines are a. conunon set of princi)les adopted uni-
laterally by eat li supplier to govern the export of nuclear teehnologies.
For conventional arms exi)orts, such guidelines might include:.

Excliiinre of information ahont the general market sitnat ion :
List kr, of sensitive weapons systems on which suppliers would

apply special restraint and the proposed transfer of which would
trigger consultations:

Special restraii.t On transfers into regions of tension. which
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would be interpreted for individual cases through consultation;
Controls on ret ransfers of goods and production know-how.

The wide variety of regional situations involving significant arms
transfers suggests that a broad range of cooperative techniques will
be required, involving both suppliers and recipients. Essentially, there
are five means, none mutually exclusive, for developing multilateral
controls of this sort :

(1)Bilateral consultations with suppliers and recipients, at U.S.
initiative.

(2) A suppliers' conference, involving the small number of
major suppliers. This would have to be accompanied by a series
of bilaterals, particularly with the Soviet Union, as well as some
means for working with recipients.

(3) International organization conferences, including both
suppliers and recipients, in such force as the UNGA, UNSSOD,
and CCD.

(4) Supplier-buyer conferences developed on a regional basis.
This type of arrangement would focus the interpretation of gen-
eral guidelines on the particular security needs and instabilities
of a specific region.

(5) Recipient conferences. The development of multilateral ap-
proaches to this problem will be a long and complex process, to
which there has been great resistance in the past. Although the
shift in U.S. policy unilaterally will provide some momentum,
particularly with other suppliers, the longer process will require
the identification and implementation of restraints that serve the
interests of both suppliers and recipients.

E. RELATIONS WITH cONORESS

Congressional interest in arms transfers has grown with the rise in
their volume and importance as an instrument of foreign policy, par-
ticularly in the Middle East. The key to gaining Congressional support
is timely and thorough consultation, both in the formulation of new
policies and in their execution. Effective consultation will require an
effort by Congress to identify the appropriate Legislative Branch par-
ticipants (we cannot consult with all members and staff). It will also
require a conscientious effort by the Executive Branch to share in-
formation, to seek Congressional views before decisions are made, and
to take those views into account.

The absence of a clearly understood arms transfer policy has con-
tributed to widespread Congressional unease aml lack of confidence
in Executive Branch decision-making. This unease and lack of con-
fidence have been manifested by Congressional efforts. through in-
creasingly elaborate procedures, to become eve more directly involved
in the making of operational decisions. Not the least of the explicitly
expressed Congressional concerns, with which the Administration is
in full agreement. is the need to curtail arms sales to fTovernments
which violate human rights and fundamental freedoms. The present
Arms Export Control Act reouires that hundreds of imlivhinal trans-
actions each year Ile presented to Congress before contracts are signed
or export licenses i,sued. This system buries Congress in the nuts and
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bolts of administration, rather than permitting it to focus on broad
policy choices.

Apart from this basic problem, the laws presently governing arms
transfers are extremely complicated, and are presently scattered
among several Acts of Congress which are not entirely consistent in
their requirements. A consolidated refinement and simplification of
the law would benefit all concerned.

The continuing need for regular consultation with Congress at
the early stages of decision-making on important issues cannot be
overstated. Our dialogue with Congress concerning the form and con-
tent of arms transfers legislation should help to identify effective
mechanisms for insuring such timely consultation.
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PART HI. POLICY ISSUES

The Policy Issues discussed in this Part form the framework for
the decision on a new arms transfer policy. The issues are divided into
four sets:

Set I. Restraints on Dollar Volume.
Set II. Restraints on Type.
Set IIL Restraints on Destination.
Set IV. Restraints on Structure.

SET I. DOLLAR VOLUME RESTRAINTS

A. ACROSS-THE-BOARD CEILINGS
Issue

Should there be a fixed ceiling on the dollar volume of U.S. arms
transfers I
Assessment

It is difficult to establish a firm estimate of the total dollar volume
of arms transfers in fiscal year 1976 for the purposes of establishing a
ceiling. One major uncertainty concerns the volume of commercial ex-
ports which represent more than 25 percent of the $12.4 billion .atal.
The $3.5 billion commercial figure represents the dollar value of li-
censes issued in authorization of commercial exports during fiscal year
1976. Historically, commercial sales that finally are transacted have
been equal to only about one-quarter of the amount that was licensed.
On the basis of this historical experience, therefore, $12.4 billion tends
to overstate the true volume of arms transfers ordered during fiscal
year 1976. As noted below, however, a ceiling which included commer-
cial sales may tend to increase the proportion of licenses that result
in sales. It may, therefore, be desirable to consider a ceiling only on
FMS orders, i.e., the larger and more important component of arms
transfers.

The most severe ceiling would be a moratorium, (i.e., a ceiling set
at zero for sonie period of time) on new orders. The President has
explicitly rejected this concept and recently authorized selected arms
sales.

A ceilings approach would tend to have several advantages and dis-
advantages, whatever the particular dollar level at which the ceiling
was set. The advantages of a ceilings approach are:

Dollar ceilings are among the surest means to limit U.S. arms
transfers;

Dollar ceilings, publicly announced, would send an unmistak-
able signal of this .tdministrat ion's policy to domestic and foreign
audiences:

Dollar ceilings, if applied in lien of a combination of more
selective controls. could provide a simplified decisionmaking



process and, in some cases, allow greater Executi e discretion;
Dollar ceilings would encourage more explicit consideration of

trade-offs and priorities among recipient's requests for arms.
The disadvantages of a ceilings approach include the following:

Ceilings can be administered either on a first-conie-first-served
basis, or by explicitly assigning a share of the ceiling to each pro-
spective recipient. Either approach presents ..rions management
problems;

If ceilings were administered on a first-come-first-served basis,
recipients would tend to place orders very early in the year while
there remained "room" within the ceiling. The USG, however,
would have strong incentives to defer decisions until late in the
year when competing demands (among which trade-offs would be
necessary) were better known ;

If eeilings were administered on a quota basis, the (TSG would
have to make explicit, and eventually public, distinctions among
categories of recipients. For example, we might find ourselves
forced to deny a sale to Korea in order to supply Jordan's needs;

If ceilings were administered on a quota basis, recipients would
tend to otilize their full share of the ceiling each year to avoid
risk of unmet demands in subsequent. years, i.e., the arms transfer
ceiling could become a floor;

Regardless of the basis on which the ceiling was administered,
decisions on individual cases would tend to be made with respect
to their impact on the ceiling in addition to (or At worst, rather
than) on the merits of the case. The following consequences would
ensue:

Recipients could becomo uncertan; abc at the reliability
of the U.S. as a supplier arvi resentful i! their requests were
rejected for reasIns unrelated to ihc its mi-* the particular
ease;

f.ess expensive systems would become more attractive, even
when they were less snit able

Competition among U.S. firms and, perhaps, their respec-
tive promotional activities could become more intense as they
worked to ensure that their interests were accommodated
within the ceiling.

Other suppliers are unlikely to join the 1..S. in imposing a ceil-
ing, at least in the short run. To the extent that they increased
their sales to fill the boyers' residual demands that resulted from
a U.S. ceiling, the effects of a U.S. ceiling on worldwide arms
transfers would be attenuated;

Announcement of a ceiling, in combination with apprehensions
that the ceiling could be lowered in subsequent years. might en-
eourage buyers to place orders that otherwise would have been de-
ferred. In brief, a ceiling coold have the perverse effect of revers-
ing the present forecast of declining arms sales over t ime:

A ceiling could increase the proportion of commercial licenses
that resulted in exports. i.e.. under sonic circumstances, a ceiling
could increase the volume of arms transfers. especially commercial
sales.
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III. CONTROL OF IT.S. FINANCED PROGRAMS: MAP 1

issue
Our grant Military Assistance Programs (MAP) are now used pri-

marily to support certain negotiations for base rights. The issue is
whether there should he alternatives to MAP which would restrain
arms transfers and yet be responsive to our political/military require-
ments and the needs of recipients.
A axe mgment

Owing in large part to Congressional criticism, MAP appropria-
tions have been progressively reduced. Current MAP-funded arms
transfers amount to less than three percent of all FMS transfers. Be-
ginning in fiscal Year 197S all such programs are to end unless specifi-
cally authorized by Congress. We have proposed to reduce the number
of grant material recipients next year to eight countries (Greece, Por-
tugal, Spain, Turkeylordan, Inaonesia, Philippines, and Thailand),
with programs totaling $2.85 million.

Clearly, a reduction in MAP levels will have little impact on the
total volume of our arms transfers. The key question is whether we
should take the U.S. out of the business of giving arms away and shift
from MAP to some other forms of quid for base rights. Paying rent
for the use of facilities is the principal proposal for an alternative to
MAP. It can be argued that to do so would be consonant with the over-
all purpose of reducing our role in the growth of arms transfers, and
that it would be consistent with that purpose to put U.S. base rights
in specific countries on the basis of a purely commercial arrangement,
or other non-military forms of assistance. Shifting to the latter, how-
ever, wouhl not assure that the reripients would diminish their acqui-
sition of military equipment.

In opposition to the (1) nee pt. of substituting base rights rent for
MAP it ;s argued that the rent will still be used by the recipient to
buy arms, presumably from us. Further, approval of rent for one
country may generate political demands for rent in other countries
where no compensation is presently required. Currently, base rights
are intended to provide security which is in the common interest of
both the U.S. and host governments. Military aid provided in connec-
tion with such arrangements, it is argued, underscores this point.

52. CoNTRoi. OE ('.S. FINANCE!) PROGRAMS

F.Vs Fi flawing
Lune

There is concern that the levels of FMS financing programs are
sometinies.tlw result of political pressures which stimulate unnecessary
arms acquisitions. The isiie is whether and how to establish constraints
on VMS finaiwing to avoid such potential negative effects.

msegs-ment

As MAP has been phased down, the FMS financing program of
credits and loan guarantees has grown to $2.2 billion in fiscal year

) Training. In !tarot year IOTA training will nmonnt to MI million and is oroposed forea ~taffies.
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1976, with almost half going to Israel. Levels of FMS financing to be
offered to recipient countries now are freviently determined on the
basis of political consequences (i.e., what signal would be perceived by
an increase or decrease from the previous?). Sometimes the financing
is offered without due regard to specific military requirements or pre-
cise knowledge of how it will be used. The terms provide that if the
loan proceeds are not utilized within a specified time (e.g., two years),
the funds are no longer available. Interest rates, based on the cost of
money to the USG, are lower than available commereial rates, (-spe-
cially for most developing countries. It is possible that offers of loans
on these attractive terms and with expiration dates on their avail-
ability are an inducement for some LDC's to order military equipment
they might otherwise do without.

Eliminating FMS financing totally would deprive us of an instru-
ment of foreign policy which there is no ready substitute. Tightening
controls on FMS financing would be consistent with the overall ob-
jective of restraining arms transfers. However, FMS financing en-
ables many recipients to respond to legitimate defense requirements
which would otherwise not be met. It does, therefore, have utility in
strengthening the defenses of countries politically important to the
IT.S. without resorting to MAP-type transfers.

SET H. RESTRAINTS ON TYPE

A. SENSITIVE WEAPONS
lame

Certain weapons are considered sensitive from a political or a se-
curity point of view, because they are the subject, of international
negotiations regarding their use in combat, or of potentially great, in-
terest to terrorists, criminals or insurgents. This categorythough
impossible to define by any common set. of parametersis a particular
focal point of the arms transfer problem. Should there be a public
listing of sensitive weapons whieh the U.S. will not, transfer to foreign
countries unless a specific exception is approved by the President?
A 1111018171e it/

The United States presently follows a set. of informal guidelines
whereby proposed transfers of certain t ies of weapons are subjected
to special examination. These are :

Weapons that might fall into the hands of. and I e of particular
value to, terrorists, or insurgents (e.g., man portalle air defense
systems NianpadsaLminst civilian aircraft) :

Weapons with a primary nuclear weapons delivery Nile;
Weapons. the misuse of which are particularly sensitive from

a political. humanitarian. or diplomatic point of view (e.g.. na-
palm, flarnethrowers and certain incendiaries, fuel air explosives,
cluster bombs)

Weapons that might associate the United States undesirably
with the internal affairs of a foreirm country (e.g., riot control
weapons, equipment, and agents). None are sold through FMS
procedures. but vommercial licenses may be authorized.

rue current in furnial ureideli nes serve to rete rd the eNport of these
sensitive teun, hilt. allowing for flexibility in specific cases where

i
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there is a high degree of confidence that risks of diversion or misuse
are outweighed by other consi(leratimis (e.g., the need for Manpads
as a )art of an effective NATO air defense). However, the absence of
formality or publicity and the attendant flexibility of the present
guidelines also manse them to be susceptible to political pressures in
some cases. For example, the Redeye Manpad, initially prohibited
for export because of its potential for use by terrorists against civilian
aircraft, was subsequently approved for release to NATO, and certain
other countries. Each exception tended to make further exeeptions
more difficult to avoid, tlemgh no Redeyes have been used by terrorists.

RI. LIMP!' SIONIFICANT NEW sysTENis
/mare

The transfer of advanced systems raises concerns about the com-
promise of new technology, destabilizing effects in the region involved,
and the fiimnetal burdens involved for recipients. The issue is the ex-
tent we should restrain the transfer or production abroad of signifi-
cant, newly-developed defense systems.
Assex.ment
The transfer of advanced systems raises seious eoncerns regarding the
following four possible implieat ions :

The compromise of advanced U.S. technology or classifie(I data
if the equipment falls into hostile hands, e.g., crypt() equiement ;

The development of countermeasures which might nullify the
effectiveness of the equipment ;

A destabilizing augmentation in the requa.stor's military
capability;

The heavy financial burden on the recipient in meeting unfore-
seen acqinsit ion or support costs.

As a general ride. we do not release systems still in R&D and we
review carefully all requests for new systems. Nevertheless. in response
to political and emononlic pressures or military reqpirements we have
released important systems at an early stage, particularly to NATO,
Israel, and Iran.

In the absence of preci,e and mliii nv understood guidelines as to
what advanced systems we will uiuul will not release, decisions are more
susceptible to purchasing ) wary or domestic manufacturer pressures.

82. LIMITS ON NEW TECIINotoOY EXPLD'ITIN DEVELOPED FOR EXPORT

bwie
Should the I -.5. permit the sale ahrond of systems which represent

the most advanced 1..5. e-elpons techmilogv. bnt which are developed
or modified especially for t lie f ort,ign market ?
.1..eicv.s.ment

'I'hn I ".5. has in the past developed systems exclusively to meet for-
eign needs (e.g.. the ) . which luive been %.ery successful. The
availability of the 14' .-). enabled foreign states to purchase a cheaper.
less. ,iophistioated ainTa ft than those ill I .5. inventories. We would
rotweiv ably :wain wish to encourage the development of technology
syAcnis better adapted to foreign defunsc capa but no such pro-
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posal is now under consideration. We are not here concerned with such
relatively less sophisticated technology systems or modifications, but
rather with modifications to, or development of, advanced systems sole-
ly for export.

Requests for the release of systems which have been developed or
modified primarily for sale to friendly governments are handled in
ways similar to systems dest ined for P.S. inventories.

Programs to develop new systems or make major modifications to
U.S. systems for FMS customers carry greater financial risks for the
U.S. than FMS transfer programs involving the sale of unmodified or
only slightly modified systems. The FMS contractual arrangements
for export-only programs require the same type of guarantees concern-
ing validations of performance, establishment of development and pro-
curement priorities, and quality control as do other FMS programs,
despite the fact that these export systems are not in U.S. inventories
and their development has not been monitored by the USG. Further-
more, the FMS contracts generally require us to facilitate logistics
support, which is more difficult and costly when the system or some
of its components are non-stAndard to the USG inventory.

. RESTRAINTS ON DEFENSE EMPLOYMENT OF U.S. l'ITIZENti

hew
Should we limit arms sales which require the employment of large

numbers of U.S. citizens on defense projects abroad ?
Assomment

Arms transfer recipients can presently expect that their absorption
of U.S. equipment will be facilitated with the help of P.S. technicians
for an indefinite reriod of tnne. This diminishes the effect that the in-
ability of sonw recipients to absinib new equipment might have as a
natural brake on arms acquisition. Some commentators warn that the
presence of numbers of U.S. citizens in close connmition with foreign
military establishments could involve the U.S. in hostilities in which
those countries became engageil. Whatever the merits of that assertion.
it is clear that the l..S. would be forced in the event of regional hos-
tilities to decide whether to evacuate Anwricans and thereby weaken a
friend's de few-:es or leave them in place and endanger their safety.
There is also the possibility that sovial. economic, and political fric-
tions may in the future result from tile presence of large Inunbers of
U.S. citizens in Third World snHeties. Other observers believe that
U.S. citizens could theoretically be held "hostage" if the policies of the
host country smhlenly diverged from those of the U.S. (These latter
two points wmild also be true of Americans engaged in non -4Iefenseprojects.)

do.not know to what extent other r000tro.... 4olild provide tech.
meal advisor lio would he competent to support eqiiipment purchased
from he U.S. It is unlikely. however, that the West Eumpean sup-pliers and other labor exporting iinintries conhi provide the moldier
of trained technicians needed to support I ..S.origin equipment. In ;myevent, ie.e of third country technicians %millil po,e the ri4 Of conipmnuse of U.S. techtioli)gy . die likely recipient re:101(7u t() a re-



straint on U.S. technical support would be to switch to other suppliers
for their defense equipment requirements.

Reeont changes in U.S. tax law have made it less attractive for U.S.
citizens to sell their technical skills abroad, and this development has
already begun to restrain the numbers of U.S. citizens willing to work
overseas. F.S. companies exporting military equipment and services
in many cases will seek to comp( sate their employees for additional
tax charges and then pass the cost along to the reeipient countries. The
increased costs of U.S. manpower will itself tend to restrain
emph)yment.

It. 1.1 M ITS OX i )1'11ODUCTION 7

ism/es
The development of indigenous military industries is a priority ob-

jective of an increasing number of countries, partieularly developing
eountries. Responding to requests for assistance in establishing pro-
duction capabdities---often as a condition of a sakis a growing
poliev issue for the U.S. There are two interrelated issues: Should
;he r.S. limit the number of significant coproduction agreements, and,
if so, how might we restrict the proliferation of coproduced arms?
.48..tem.qm t

Existing guidelines govern IT.S.-financed coproduction agreements
to all countries. More restrictive guidelines have been prepared, but
not approved, for world-wide application. These guidelines incorpo-
rate the following considerations :

The mutual lc fense relationship between the recipient and the

The success of present /past (liproduction agrcemen.s with the
recipients:

The military. technological, and economic significance of the
venture, the need to export to sustain produetion, and the risk of
compromise of design manufacturing process.

The arms control implications, particularly from sales to third
c( 'tint ries.

Existing and proposed gnidelines, however, are highly subjective,
for they depend on judgments of what constitutes "significant" impact
which may be influenced by the short-term bilateral political benefits
to be ga Met I by agreeing to a particular plan.

In the perif id 1957 -1976, approximately 65 major coproduction
pr(ijects were approve(I. about one-half of them in NAT() countries.
Significant projects have also been approved for Japan (Hawk, Nike,
1. 4. he) icopters), Iran (TOW, Maverick, helicopters), South Korea
M- 16. ammunition). and Taiwan (F-51.7 helicopters), among others.
It seldom makes economic sense to coproduce a major weapon sys-

tem beyond the stage of assemblysolely for the local market.
Nevertheless, recipient countries perceive various benefitsgain in
technological skills and jobs, decrease in balance of payments prob-
lems, greater political and military self-sufficiency. These increase as

cotirisiratl.ra Ia oted here to cover a range of tranafera of denign, development and
prodrattoti techniques both through government and commercial channela and Including
sartoits ..oniblnatIons of the assembly and manufacture of componenta and entire weapon',
ayat P11111
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the proportion of the weapon actually manufactured in the recipient
country increases. Some major coproduction agreements are at least
tacitly based on the recipient's desire to export for economic reasons.

The general U.S. approach has been to prefer domestic production
but to apprdve coproduction arrangements where U.S. interests are
served. PAor U.S. approval is required before items can be transferred
by recipients to third countries. This system has worked well with
certain countries but we have different considerations with econom-
ically weak and developing countrie :h view exports as an impera-
tive. They press for initial approve )road sales territorieswhich
are normally resistedand object vigt ,)usly to requirements for prior
written U.S. approval on a transaction basis. The effect of some co-
production arrangements, therefore, is to complicate the arms pro-
liferation problem, to set the stage for increased bilateral friction and
to reduce the overall ability of the U.S. to use arms transfers as an in-
erument of U.S. foreign policy. Nevertheless, it is in our interest to
promote foreign seli-bufficiency in production even for major systems
In certain situations.

SEM III. RESTRAINTS ON DESTINATION

A. THIRD PARTY TRANSFERS
IMO

Third party transfers of defense articles and services in violation of
agreements with the U.S. can result in the transfer of articles to coun-
tries which would not otherwise be provided U.S. equipnient. The basic
issue is whether U.S. control of third party transfersof defense articles
and services needs to be improved.
Aasenmen$

Existing law requires us to obtain from each MAP, FMS, or U.S.
military training recipient an agreement not to transfer U.S.-furnished
defense articles or services to any third party without prior USG
consent. The law requires that a controlling factor in evaluating re-
quests for transfer be whether the USG itself would be able as a matter
of law, and willing as a matter of _policy, to transfer the articles in
question to the proposed recipient. We are required to report to Con-

ghe:in cases where there is a substantial violation of the agreement.
e is a presumption but not a requirement that all security assist-

ance for serious violators will be terminated or suspended. Although
not required by law, as a matter of policy identical requirements are
applied to significant commercial sales. Other major suppliers also

reccire
prior approval for transfers of equipment they have provided.

the past, the third party transfer mechanism has worked rela-
tively smoothly, with nly a few incidents of unauthorized transfers
i.e., Libyan F-6's to Purkey, Israeli Mysteres with U.S. engines di
Honduras, and aged I ra.nian patrol boats to Sudan. With the quantity
of U.S.-origin arms increasing around the world and old inventories
being replaced (e.g., F-16's replacing F-5's or F-104's), however, it
becomes harder to monitor foreign compliance either through milititry
contracts or intelligence sources and the risk of unauthorized transfers
increases substantially.

ti
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The effectiveness of any system of third party transfer controls is
dependent upon the continued cooperation and good will of the re-
cipient and its desire to maintain good relations with the United States
and, more to the point, to retain the United States as a source of
military supply.

Increased control over third party transfers and consistent appli-
cation of termination or suspension may well be regarded as punitive
and an infringement of sovereignty by receiving parties who have
paid for the equipment or service. Our NATO allies have complained
that U.S. requirenwnts in this regard are so strict as to affect adversely
NAT() standardization. Further, in periods of tension or conflict, a
recipient with a large volume of equipment might perceive its own
political interests as more important than any undertaking with the 1
ITSG regarding arms transfers, and pmeeed to supply U.S.-origin
equipment to a neighbor in need-contrary to U.S. wishes.

B. ARMS TRANSFERS TO LOW INCOME LDCS
hatle

Weapons sales tA, low inconw LDC's have been criticized on the
grounds that they add unduly to a heavy debt burden, overtax logis-
tical and training systems, draw down skilled manpower reserves and
contribute to instability. Should the U.S. place special restraints on
arms transfers to LDC's to mitigate those effects ?
A Rsessment

Many developing nations feel a pressing need for arms purchases
to deal with perceived security threats or enhance prestige, and there
is a general trend among 14Drs toward the allocation of a greater
proportion of GNP for defense. Requests by the poorer developing
nations for an increased volume of more sophisticated arms have
grown significantly in recent years, diverting resources needed for
economic and humanitarian purposes. Given the stroigth of these
duel imperatives, any significant reduction in U.S. military sales or
assistance is likely to generate demands for greater access to inter-
national loans that could be used (directly or in(lirectly) to finance
arms purchases from other sources.

The growth of LDC arms purchases has been coincidental with the
shocks to the world's eeonomic :-;ystem from successive OPEC oil price
hikes and Ow recent. world recession. Development plans of many
I.M"s have lm,en hard hit and some 141g"s face serious debt problems
as they attempt to close financial gaps by resorting to higher cost
commercial borrowings. While arms purchases often impact directly
on (levelopment plans, sales of training, civil action programs and low
technology material in moderate amounts may confer some positive
benefits for economic growth and political stability. We are not nor-
mally concerned with transfers of those defense goods and services.

Although mil' past rductauce to sell, particularly to the LDC's of
Latin Ameriea and Africa, may have had some dampening effect on,
the buihl-up of arms, the primary result has probably been to divert
demand to other suppliers, i.e., we are fourth among suppliers in
Latin America and play a minor role in Africa. The overall situation
suggests that : (1) we must exercise greater care in assessing the type

a 4,
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and volume of weaponry, as well RS its total cost to the economy, when
we agree to sell arms to the developing countries; and, (2) a successful
policy of restraining arms transfer to 1,IX"s will depend heavily on
the cooperation of other suppliers. Further discussion of this subject
is contained at Annex 4.

C. ITUMAN RIGHTS
haw

How can arms transfer programs, as an instrument of foreign
policy, be used to promote human rights? Should the United States
ternonate arms transfer programs in order to disassociate itself from
regimes whose disregard for basic human values most offends inter-
national standards and American triulitions?
AmeRsment

Although the weight given human rights considerations in U.S.
arms transfer policy decisions has varied considerably and the ab-
sence of a systematic approach has led to inconsistent results, in recent
months both the Congress and the Administration have placed in-
creasing emphasis on this aspect of our foreign policy.

The President and the Congress have reaffirmed the IT.S. commit-
ment to promotion of human rights as a primary objective of U.S.
foreign policy. Through selective reductions and terminations of se-
curity assistance programs both branches have on occasion acted te
disassociate the United States from repressive governments. Disasst.-
ciation, however, does not necessarily promote human rights, and a
number of countries with deplorable records of human rights observ-
ance are also countries where we have important, security and foreign
policy interests.

Congressional interest has foeused on the issue of security assistance
(including cash sales) to offending countries, legislating a policy that
sales, grants and loans be eliminated for countries engaged in a "con-
sistent, pattern of gross violations nf internationally recognized hu-
man rights." The hard fact is that most, nations of the world today
enageg to some degree in repressive praetices. Moreover, the condi-
tions that, tend to foster and perpetuate authoritarian rule may prove
to be particularly intractable in countries which are subjected to eco-
nomic stress. Hence, it is important to link arms transfer ^urtaihnents
for human rights reasons to broadly gauged effort of diplomacy, edu-
cation, and publicity.

In the formulation of arms transfer policy we can do much to
change program content in light of hnnum rights considerations. For
example, U.S. arms that seem especially likely to be least for repres-
sion can be systematically denied and greater emphasis on human
rights promotion can be included in orientation visits for foreign
military officers. There :Ire deeTees of deprivation of security assist-
ance which should he considered in imposing sanctions or disassociat-
ing the I T.S. from repressive regimes.

There may be instances in which we conelmle that the benefits
of a defense cooperation relationship are outweighed by the disadvant-
ages of IT.S. ident iticat ion with a particular repressive regime. In those
cases, policy mav dictate the severence of that relationship. However,
widespread use of the blunt instruments of pmgram termination and
arms embargoes is likely to result in arms transfer cutoffs in geo-

-
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graphic patterns involving small countries whose individual impor-
tance for our security interests may not. be great, but whose collective
importance may be.

There is risk of offending such countries, thereby incurring damage
to our regional and global interests, particularly in the context of the
North-South dialogue. Moreover, these countries might turn to other
suppliers and their negative reactions could diminish what influence
the U.S. might otherwise have been able to bring to bear to encourage
improvements in their attitudes toward human rights. All these con-
siderations suggest that complete termination of programs and arms
embargoes might be best reserved for the worst offendersin cases
where we have concluded that efforts to improve the situation are
unlikely to yield positive results and where, continuation of programs
unavoidably identifies the United States with governments with which
we do not have common values.

In situations where continuation of arms transfers programs are
most important to our national interest, we should make special
efforts to encourage progress in human rights observance. Patterns
of repression can erode the domestic support necessary to the stability
of the governments we assist.

SET IV. I?--ESTRAINTS ON STRUCTURE

A. CHANNEL All, ARMS TRANSFER ACTIVITY TIIROUOH THE U.S.
OOVERNMENT

hose
Is it, feasible and desirable to restrict all U.S. arms transfers to

governmentsto-governinent transactions, in order to obtain compre-
hensive control?
A Reannent

The dollar volume of commercial exports now amounts to 10 per-
cent of FMS transaction. although the State Department approves
about lt3,000 licenses per year compared to 8,000 FMS cases annually.
Iligh dollar value items among commercial exports include, spare
parks for aircraft and military vehicles, electronic end items, ground
support equipment, for aircraft and missiles, small orders of trans-
port. aircraft., equipnumt in support of coproduction agreements, and
avionics with both military and civilian application. States also pro-
cesses thousands of applications for exports of sporting and hunting
guns.

Many of the license applications are routine, in nature and can be
handled on the basis of established policies. All non-routine cases are
reviewed in State, DOD, and ACDA in the, same way as comparable
FMS cases. Third party transfer requirements in commercial cases are
analogous to those imposed by law in FMS (MSG% although the_value
of exports upon which they are imposed is less than under FMS.

Thus, to shift all commercial exports to FMS channels would not
create significantly tighter controls over the existing review process
nor change its character. The exclusive IISC of FMS would, at the same
time, create a number of serious administrative and suhstantive prob-
lems. A shift, to FMS for all cases would require DOD to establish
additional accounting and procurement systems, particularly for the

34 8
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procurement and sale of items that were never in the U.S. inventoryor are no longer in our inventories. The FMS system is designed forintergovernmental transactions, and it is questionable whether itwould be appropriate for DOD to engage in the business of sellingthe whole range of Munitions List items with non-military applica-tion to foreign civilian entities, private as well as governmental. More-
over1 many foreign governments, especially NATO nations, have pur-chasing missions in the U.S. which demand competitive bids beforeconcluding a sales contract. DOD would not be in a position to servicethose requests without expanding its staff significantly.

Especially difficult problems would be created in the context of tech-nical assistance and manufacturing license agreements involving for-eign production, overhaul or maintenance of defense articles. These
agreements are normally negotiated directly by U.S. firms and must besubmitted to State and approved before they can enter into force.Often, there is a government-to-goveriunent agreement covering thecommercial transaction. While a variety of options exists as to theextent we wish to approve foreign coproduction, shifting to FMS islikely to result in an unwieldy bureaucratic burden rather thangreatergovernmental eontrol. Also, FMS transactions are a two-party agree-ment which certain non-aligned nations would prefer to .avoid be-
cause they see such agreements 8,8 connoting a political relationship.

B. DISINCENTIVE/3
Issue

There are varied opinions as to the effect which actions taken by
the USG and by private firms might have in stimulating foreign
requests to purchase U.S. defense items not justified by legitimate secu-
rity needs. The issue is whether we can identify and eliminate incen-
tives to arms transfers which are inconsistent with policy.
A moment

In the mid-1960's it was the policy of the USG, within approved
guidelines, to take certain EMS initiatives which were designed to
support specified U.S. interests, e.g., to assist countries in making the
transition from MAP to a position of self-sufficiency in their defense
budgeting, or to support major NATO members in meeting their
agreed NATO force goals. Beginning in 1969, policy was introducei
that no DOD sales promotion activities could be undertaken withow
the prior approval of the ASD (ISA). More stiingent controls on
private industry and some revisions in internal USG procedures, could
result in further reduction or elimination of those factors which some
view as providing the incentive to stimulate foreign government in-
terest in purchasing U.S. defense articles and services.
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Commercial firms are most successful in promoting sales where
USG guidance is permissive or susceptible to foreign or domestic
political pressures. Private sales promoters also have a greater oppor-
tunity for sales stimulation when we delay making a decision on a
prospective arms sale. Although there is no reasonable expectation
that the activities of defense manufacturers will everywhere be con-
gruent with U.S. policy, the opportunity for serious divergence can
be minimized through U.S. arms policy guidelines that are clear,
timely in application, firm, and are enforced by suitable inulation of
promotional activities.
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ANNEX 2. STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF
RESTRAINT IN ARMS TRANSFERS 1

PART 1EXRCUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was undertaken in response to the Congressional re9uire-
ment for an appraisal of the effects of arms export control provisions
of Public Law 94-829 on the U.S. economy. The legislation specifically
stressed the interest of the Congress in the effects of those measures on
"(2) the balance of payments of the United States, (8) the trade with
Foreign countries, (4) unemployment in the Unitesi States, and (5)
weapons procurement by the Department of Defense."

CONDITIONS

Precise information is not available on the magnitude and composi-
tion of arms transfer restraint that has resulted and will result from
enactment of the International Security Assistance and Arms Export
Control Act of 1976. Deliveries from outstanding orders are likely to
remain substantially unaltered irrespective of any change in policy,
while the value (in constant prices) of new commitments in fiscal
year 1978 is likely to be below the level attained in fiscal year 1977.
The trend in future deliveries, and the impact of these transfers on
the U.S. economy, are contingent on additional policy decisions and
external conditions that cannot be known in advance.

ASSVMPTIONS

In the absence of precise information on the magnitude, composition
and trends of actual future arms deliveries, it was decided to use three
hypothetical levels of arms transfer orders and deliveries as a basis for
evaluating some of the possible consequences of arms transfer re-straint on the U.S. economy. In our attempt to evaluate those conse-
quences we postklated three alternative policies entailing:

Constant annwil arms sales equal to $8.5 billion (in fiscal year1975 dollars) ;
Immediate cut of 40 percent. in the volume of new orders;
An annual reduction of 10 percent in the volume of new orders

from the previous year's level, spread over four years.
The results below are based on the use of several different types ofeconomic models. Assumptions and input data used in various simula-tions could not be made identical. The results should be regarded asrough orders of magnitude. rather than precise estimates or projec-tions. Other, equally plausible assumptions identified in the text wouldhave yielded somewhat different results.

Prepared by the Department of the Treamary
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The policy of constant sales was used as a benchmark against which
the economic effects of the remaining two policies were estimated for
the period fiscal year 1977-83. We assinned that cutbacks in military
sales are the only autonomous changes affecting the current account
of the balance of payments. However, we assumed that 30 percent of
funds unspent on UR-made arms by OAPEC countries will flow into
the U.S. economy in the form of long-term investment thus alleviating
the deterioration in the balance on current and long-term capital ac-
count.. Being unable to project the flows of liquid funds into and out of
the U.S., we made all projections under two alternative assumptions:

(a) That additional inflows of liquid funds will exactly match
the said deterioration of the balance on current and long-term
capital account, thus preventing the dollar from depreciating;

(b) That no additiona' inflows of liquid funds will take place,
thus forcing the exchange rate of the dollar down by the amount
necessary to equilibrate the current and long-term capital account.

Monetary and fiscal policies were assumed to be unaltered as a result
of the policy change, even though such policies may be used to mitigate
the output and employment effects of reduced arms sales.

MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS

Under assumption (a), the two more restrictive policies entail a
drop of about 2 billion (in fiscal year 1972 dollars) in real GNP
in fiscal year 1983, a decline in total employment and the index of
capacity utilization of 0.1 percent, and an increase in the rate of un-
employment by 0.1 percent. The current account would deteriorate by
5 billion dollars if a 40 percent cut in military sales were to be imple-
mented immediately, and by 2.5 billion dollars if it were spread over
4 years.

Under assumption (b), the joint effect of that reduction and dollar
depreciation wonld be neutral or mildly expansionary. The requisite
depreciation of the dollar nn a trade-weighted basis would be 2.1
percent under a policy entailing a 40 percent immediate reduction,
and 1.0 percent. if this reduction were to be implemented gradually
over four years.

EEVEcTs oN EMPLOYMENT IN SEPARATE INDUSTRIES, OCCUPATIONS AND
RECIIONS

The estimates of miployment effects of changed policies affecting
U.S. arms transfers abroad were made in terms of initial displace-
ment of workers in the period fiscal year 1977-83.

An immediate 40 percent cut in the volume of orders for military
exports would result in 132 thousand displaced workers while a
gradiial reduction in military exports wouhl displace about 75 thou-
sand workers in fiscal year 1983, but, the aggregate impact on employ-
ment would be mwvenly spread among industries, occupations and
regions. Ordnance, aircraft, and communications equipment indus-
tries would suffer the strongest impact. Among occupational cate-
gories, the most severely affected would be "professional and tech-
nical jobs" accounting for 17.5 percent of all workers displaced.
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Regional effects were generated by assuming that orders and cut-
backs would follow the pattern of regional capacity distribution of
each industry. The estimates of these effects must therefore be con-
sidered relatively unreliable both because of the limitations of the
model and the lack of knowledge as to the precise location of actual
orders and postulated cutbacks. A substantial research effort would be
required to develop an appropriate regional model.

sr-Dour A RI' EFFECTS

Budgetqcy savings to I)01) generate(l by military exports arise
mainly fn in partial recoupment of R. & I). expenditures and lower
procurement costs. Under a constant sales policy those savings amount
to about SOO million fiscal year 1975 dollars. In fiscal year 1983, the
total loss in savings to DOD would reach $310 million if the 40 per-
cent cut in iiiilitary orders were implemented. It would exceed $180
million if the policy of gradual lo percent a year reduction in sales
were pursued.

t. t.,
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ANNEX 3. IMPACT OF ARMS TRANSFER RESTRAINT ON
OUR MILITARY POSTURE

U.S. arms transfers are intended to serve US. national security ob-
jectives which, since the late 1960s, have been directed toward provid-
ing friends and allies with the means for self-defense, in part, to re-
duce the need for direct U.S. deployments. The same objectives, when
correlated with military threats, also dictate U.S. force structure and
deployment within existing budgetary constraints. Hence, current
force structure, deployment, and the allocation of production assets
are influenced by and linked to previous transfer agreements and fol-
low-on support commitments. Given that relationalup, it must be clear-
ly recognized that foreign policy decisions intended to restrain arms
transfers can, depending upon their focus, alter general readiness and
procurement/production capabilities in several important

If transfers which meet valid mi, itary requirements a7secetiemieted,
some degree of compensating U.S. force augmentation may be
required unless national security objrictives are also modified.

If transfers which do not directly support military policy are
limited, impacts will be less severe. .kri such cases the impact will
depend upon whether those transfers enhance indistrial prepared-
ness or merely effect production economies unrelated to mobiliza-
tion capability.

In either case, however, it should be recognized that the potential bene-
fits of arms transfer restrictions particularly if invoked unilaterally,
cannot be obtained without sornecost.

Restraints on arms transfers would affect U.S. military capabilities
in three primary areas: (1) readiness, broadly defined; (2) produc-
tion capabilities ; and (3) weapons acquisitior. costs.

FORCE READINESS

The potential readiness benefits of individual arms transfer agree-
merts include:

Enhancement of allied and friendlT force capabilities which
support total force objectives and regional stabilization;

Standardization/ Intel operabi lity of allied equipment (i.e.,
NATO);

Achievement of U.S. base rights and authorizations;
Enhancement of common doctrine and combined operations

among allies.
The potential costs of arms transfers to defense readiness include:

Destabilization if transfet-s are perceived as upsetting &regional
balance of forces;

I Prepared by the Departmeat 01 Derma..
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Increased risk of compromise of advanced technology or classi-
fied material ;

Deferral of U.S. inventory objectives for recently developed
systems;

Reduction in current and future U.S. capabilities through
transfers from inventory.

PRODUCTION RPADINE88 AND COST ECONOMIES

Currently, readiness in terms of industrial preparedness is enhanced
by maintaining an acti...q production base, through foreign military
sales, for defense materiel where domestic orders are insufficient to
support continued production. As a result, the emergency surge capa-
bility of Americau industry is improved. The degreR to which produc-
tion readiness is enhanced and the magnitude of production economies
achieved depends, however, on the timing and composition of the sales.
There is only a loose relationship between production readiness and
cost economies on the one hand, and the total dollar volume of transfers
on the other. Maximum weapons acquisition cost savings occur when
foreign orders complement the production sequencing and materiel
requirements of U.S. forces. Whether such transfers also support pri-
mary military readiness goals depends upon the recipient's relationship
with the U.S. as well as regional political factors. Further, some
weapon systems currently are being produced almost exclusively to
supply the international market. Other systems (e.g., F-5, the pro-
posed f-18L) were designed specifically for sales overseas. Approxi-
mately 10-15 percent of the dollar volume of recent arms transfers
represented weapons systems for which no additional U.S. procure-
ment is planned. However, such capabilities enable unprogrammed
U.S. requirements to be included within existing production runs at
substantial savings to the U.S.G. in terms of start-up costs and
leadtime.
7'ransfer8 to Industralized Recipients

Arms transfers io industralized recipients in NATO, Japan, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand normally enhance both force and production
readiness and seldom arouse controversy. Such transfers account for
approximately 10 to '20 percent of the total (Lollar volume of sales, for
the most part composed of case sales of materiel that simultaneously
is being produced to meet U.S. requirements. A reduction in U.S. arms
transfers to the industrialized West would have significant disadvan-
tages in terms of alliance readiness. Consequently, transfers to those
nations should he substantially insulated from policies designed to
restrain U.S. arms exports.
Transfers to LDC's

The military importance to the U.S. of 1,1)C's varies widely. Within
this category fall recipients of appropriated funds (MAP) which are
of major importance to primary military objectives. Also included are
OPEC, states such as Iran and Saud. Arabia which, while serving re-
gional security objectives, also provides the bulk of secondary cost.
benefits. Further, such states provide access to raw materiel which,
over the long term, are of great. importance to the West. IIowever,
reduction in arms transfels to LDC's is possible in some instances
with little impact on U.S. readiness and limited negative effects on
procurement.
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ANNEX 4. IMPACT OF U.S. ARMS SALES ON ECONOMIC
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF RECIPIENTS*

Any evaluation of the impact of U.S. arms transfers on a develop-
ing economy must begin with a study of the effect on that economy
of its total expenditures for defense. The acquisition of weapons is
only a first step. That weaponsimple or complexmust be supplied
with ancillary products it needs to function (POL, ammunition, spare
parts, etc.) ; must be operated by trained personnel; must be supported
by related equipment and by other systems involved in the strateu.
The more complicated weapons systems draw considerably upon the
resources of the nation for infrastructure (communications, roads,
etc.) ; for management, and technical skills; for the time and attention
of leaders; and for the procurement locally of components produced
internally (e.g., batteries, tools, transmitters, wiring, etc.).

Measurement of the impact on a society and on an economy of a
country's defense effort is difficult. A valid and dependable formula
for evaluating that impact, one that is equally applicable to all coun-
tries, has eluded the experts, both scholarly observers, as well as prac-
titioners, within the United States Government and internationally.
This is in part due to the fact that accurate data on foreign defense
expenditures and military imports, their degree of sophistication and
terms of trade are difficult to obtain, and because of understandable
national sensitivities which impede detailed research. In addition,
national income accounting and the elements of the defense component
differ significantly between countries, as do tax policies which apply
to defense expenditures and the per capita costs of maintaining a
soldier.

Each country is unique. The circumstances that govern decisions on
how the nation will divide its resources and establish its priorities are
different. Each nation will determine what level of security is required
as it is perceived. Short of complete dominance, no foreign govern-
ment can persuade a sovereign nation to a course other than what it
considers is in its interestmilitary and economic aid levels are of
only marginal significance in the exertion of influence. Arms policy
either the encouragement of sales or their limitation by statute, prob-
ably has a greater practical effect but only to the extent there are not
alternate sources of supply. Price differentials are not, up to a point,
usually an inhibiting factor in defense decisions.

The question of the impact on economic, and social development of
military costwhether it is positive or negative in the absolute sense
has not been resolved. In one of the most thorough studies of the sub-
ject, Emile Benoit stresses the complexities of trying to establish a
causal relationship between defense expenditures and growth rates.

Prepared hy the Agency for internattonal Development
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!AMIABLE amen Or DEFENSE SPaNDINO ON OROWTH

After studying 44 less developed countries, Benoit found that ac-celerated defense efforts may stimulate growth.'
By the import of skills that also benefit civilian production and

management ;
By the provision of roads, airfields, communications networksbuilt for military reasons but shared with civilians;
By production within the military sector of close substitutes

for civilian goods and services (food, shelter, medical care) whichreduce the burden on the civilian economy, permitting moreinvestment ;
By the modernization of attitudes, the opening up of minds

to new management and technical ideas and the promotion of
filler uee of resources.

In many countries, the military establishment, by virtue of the factthat it possesses the necessary capital and manpower resources, per-form, on a continuing basis, services for the community which in other
countries would be supplied by the civilian sector.

International Military Education and Training (IMET) under the
United States Security Assistance program trains military officers
from less developed countries in the United States not only in the arta
of war but in modern management practices, the preparation and im-
plementation of budgets, proper financial procedures, improved per-sonnel methods and concern for troops under command. These officers
return to become leaders in civilian as well as military life, inculcated
with principles and skills that can make important contributions to
many facets of a developing economy.

NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF DEFENSE SPENDING ON GROWTH

On the other hand, there is no doubt that if there were smaller
lefense programs and countries did put more of their resources into
highly productive investments their growth rate would improve.
Moons shift

The problem is that there is no guaranty that money not spent for
defenee will be well and productively used for the common good. It
is unlikely that all of the resources previously earmarked for arms
acquisitions would simply be channeled into productive civilian invest-
ment projects. More likely, these civilian investment projects would
have to share some of the released resources with private and govern-
ment consumption as well as with types of civilian investment which
have limited growth effects, such as consumer durables.

The degree to which cuts in arms imports would actually lead to
higher investment rates depends on such factors as the priority given
by the government to the invest-tient program and growth, the strength
of pressures for higher consumption, the presence of feasible projects,
the availability of foreign exchange, and a consensus on how to mo-
bilize resources for economic and social progress.

Defense slut Ireonousio Oreloth it Developing Countries by lemilf Benoit LexingtonRooks. L C Health k C , Lexington. Mau. 526 pp.
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Produativ* effect
In many cases, there is deterioration in productivity implicit in

shifts from civilian to defense activity. There can be a loss of effi-
ciency and productivity in the civilian sector when the central govern-
ment assigns high priority to military production. Deprived of
essential raw materials or processed ingredients completely in IMMO
cases, or the assurance of a continued supply in others, the ineeptive
to develop regular industrial or commercial items of a nonmilitary
nature to function at effective efficiency is substantially reduced. In-
efficiency, breakdowns, wasteful use of manpower, energy, etc., are a
result. This should be measured as a "cost" of defense.

The more expensive the weapons imports, the greater is the diver-
sion of the recipient country's resources from other possible uses.
For certain systemsespecially such weapons as je t. combat aircraft
the large number of technicians required full time to perform main-
tenance and repair functions may reduce a country's supply of skilled
manpower for civilian purposes. Moreover, advanced systems are more
likely to require the diversion of additional foreign exchange or capital
resources in order to establish the necessary infrastructure support.
It should be pointed out that for more developed country recipients
with existing transportation. communications, and power networks
as well as large pools of skilled manpowerthe necessity to provide
additional infrastructure may often be avoided, and,the diversion of
skilled manpower is less likely to create shortages in,the civilian sector.
In the lesser developed nations, of course the obverse is true.
Investment effect

A rise in defense expenditure may divert to other uses resources that
would otherwise have gone into investment. The resources may be
pr-empted either direAly by purchasing domestic construction or
domestically produced equipment or stocks, or indirectly by using
foreign exchange that would otherwise have been used to import such
equipment or stocks, or to pay for imported construction and technical
services, or for dividends, interest payments, or other remuneration
required to motivate or finance an inflow of foreign investment. More-
over, since investment is the primary engine of growth, it is further
assumed that this decline in investment will result in a lower growth
rate in future, lem houses, less food production, less educational and
health benefits. Tha. lower growth rate also carries with it the obverse
of the secondary and tertiary benefits cited as an adjunct of military
expenditure. Investment foregone means fewer jobs, less technical and
managerial skills acquired, less incentive for institutional development.
71.4 net effect

In the ease of individual arms recipients, a mix of these positive
and negative factors may he fonnd. Whether the net effects of arms
imports on a recipient country's economic development are positive or
negative depends on the nature of that mix and the relative weights
of the various factors. Although some of these factors can be measured
with reasonable accuracy, others are less subjtA to reliable quantifies-
t ion. particularly those requiring that assumptions be made about the
recipient's most likely behavior in the absence of existing acquisition
programs. Hence, further ft,> stem a ti c study of individual cases is nec-
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elisaryparticularly of the more subjective variablesbefore conclu-
sionscan be drawn with regard to the net effects of arms imports on
recipient economies.

The dissatisfied less or least developed countries, through coalition,
are exerting increased influence on the international political scene,
affecting security balances now and with a greater potential for doing
so in the future. They question economic aid unless it is to be ac-
companied by innovations in international trade policies and com-
modity pricing arrangements, and attention to their debt burdens.
However, most are eager for military aid or sales for cash, willing to
go further into debt and to face the rising costs of maintaining their
weapons systems as POL prices soar. In the last ten years developing
countries increased their military expenditures by 90 percent while the
developed countries are spending about 28 percent more. Most coun-
tries, especially those in the Middle East, feel that a strong, well-
equipped defense establishment gives them the confidence to make con-
cessions in regional search for peace. This theory, which is also held
by the U.S., is that the greatest contribution to peace is an invincible
defense.

Abram Chayes of Harvard 3 sees the principal threats to world peace
coming from the LDC's where volatile situations prevail and attitudes
are hardening. "Millions of people are moving from peasant and tribal
villages, where some kind of subsistence and the supports of a tradi-
tional society were available, to cities both economically and socially
unprepared to receive them. Without jobs, homes or food, in city .after
city the newcomers become a turbulent, uprooted and increasingly
desperate mass." Rising terrorism; Middle East tensions; internal
struggles and border disputes in Africa; the Southern Africa political
dilemma; these situations are creating the instability that leads to
escalating arms sales.

Countries will mcure the defense they think necessary no matter
from where it comes or how much it costs. The problem the world
faces is of far greater magnitude than U.S. arms policies. Military
efforts are not an unalloyed curse or blessing; LDC resources should
go for optimum social advantage; and defense budgets should receive
the minimum amounts needed for realistic defense requirements. But
achievement of such balances can only come when each country de-
velops its own rationale that money spent for economic and social
growth contributes as much to its security as does money invested in
arms.

The steps that the United States might take in the area of Arms
Sales Policies to ease world tension are presuited elsewhere. Steps
that might be taken in other but related fields might include:

Increased knowledge of the true costs of defense. Through re-
search, develop a more sophisticated and accurate means of meas-
uring how much a society actually pays for its defense establish-
ment, both direct and indirect in real terms, including foregone
opportunities, less efficient civilian productivity, etc.

There should be a more knowlegdeable look at the knds of
defense programs the United States is supporting in recipient
countries. It may be possible to advocate defense priorities which

"Nuclear Arno Control Atter the Cold War," Ana lysleJournal or American Academyof Arts & Menem hummer lirriro.

9
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would reduce foreign exchange costs and the burden placed OD
domestic manpower and industrial resources and at the same time
increase civic action infrastructure and other benefits.

The interrelationship between all forms of U.S. resource trans-
fers is direct. The extent of the defense cost deriving from a U.S.
arms transfer, through aid or sale, affects the country's perform-
ance in economic and social growth. Development or other forms
of econcmic aideven through international channelscan sel-
dom help achieve the ultimate goal of selfsustaining growth with-
out complementary international trade and monetary policies.
The United States should program all of its resources transferred
to one country in a unified manner, ensuring that each component
is compatible with the other.
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WORLD TOTALS

World Military Expendituros and Arms Transfers 1979 (excerpts)

TABLE III. Arms Transfers and Total Imposts and Exports by Group and Region by Year

ARMS IMPORTS

Million dollars

Currant T Constant"

ARMS EXPORTS

Million dollars

Current T Constant**

TOTAL IMPORTS

Billion dollars

TOTAL EXPORTS

Billion dollars

ARMS
IMPORT

ARMS
EXPORTS

TOTAL
IMPORTS

TOTAL
EXPORTS

Currant IConstant" Current Constant**

1968 5310 8570 5310 8570 247 399 239 386 2.2 2.2
1969 5850 9000 5850 8990 281 431 272 419 2.1 2.2
1970 5850 8550 5860 8560 321 469 312 456 1.8 1.9
1971 6350 8820 6350 8830 359 499 348 484 1.8 1.8
1972 9880 13200 9870 13200 423 565 412 551 2.3 2,4
1973 13400 16900 13500 17000 581 734 572 722 2.3 2.4
1974 12200 14100 12200 14100 871 1010 862 994 1.4 1,4
1975 12300 13000 12400 13000 930 980 905 953 1.3 1.4
1976 15600 15600 15600 15600 1040 1040 1020 1020 1.5 1.5
1977 17500 16600 17500 16600 1130 1070 1110 1050 1.6 1.6

DEVELOPED
1968 1691 2730 5117 8261 194 314 191 308 0.9 2.7
1969 1973 3033 5680 8730 222 341 218 336 0.9 2.6
1970 1717 2510 5626 8223 254 371 2b1 367 0.7 2.2
1971 1673 2327 6070 8441 284 395 280 389 0.6 2.2
1972 2584 3451 9344 12480 338 451 332 443_ 0.8 2.8

To be published In the summer of 1U7S1 by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Amway. The volume will include discussion of highlights data limitations, and statis-
tical procedures, and additional tables on military expenditures and various economic
Cod social indicators. Co MN may be obtained from 1J.8. ACDA, Waahington, D.C.

"Coastaat dollars an band on 19711.
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TABLE III. Arms Transfers and Total Imports and Exports by Group and Region by YearContinued.

ARMS IMPORTS ARMS EXPORTS TOTAL IMPORTS

Million dollars

Current I Constant"
Million dollars

Current T Constant**
Billion dollars

Currentl Constant**

1973 3543 4476 13089 16537 462 584
1974 3603 4159 11843 13671 673 776
1975 3539 3728 11780 12410 704 741
1976 4279 4279 14737 14737 800 800
1977 3916 3712 16886 16006 959 814

DEVELOPING
1969 3616 5838 193 312 53 86
1969 3980 5964 171 263 59 90
1970 4131 6038 230 336 67 98
1971 4672 6497 280 389 75 104
1972 7292 9739 521 696 85 114

1973 9953 12448 393 497 119 150
1974 8626 9958 373 431 198 229
1975 8805 9276 582 613 227 239
1976 11293 11293 846 846 236 236
1977 13616 12906 656 622 270 256

3 ti 'A;

TOTAL EXPORTS

Billion dollars

ARMS
IMPORT

ARMS
EXPORTS

TOTAL
IMPORTS

TOTAL
EXPORTS

Current I Constant**

453 572 0.8 2.9
626 722 0.5 1,9
679 716 0.5 1.7
752 752 0.5 2.0
815 773 0.5 2.1

48 78 6.8 0.4
54 83 6.6 0.3
61 89 6.2 0.4
68 95 6.2 0.4
80 107 8.6 0.6

119 151 8.3 0.3
236 272 4.4 0.2
225 238 3.9 0.3
268 268 4.8 0.3
292 277 5.0 0.2
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AFRICA
0 1968 123 199 0 0 11 17 13 21 1.2 01969 144 221 2 3 12 18 14 22 1.2 0.0
. 1970 231 338 0 0 14 20 16 23 1.7 0
* 1971 277 385 1 1 16 23 17 23 1.7 0 01972 453 605 8 11 17 22 18 24 2 7 0.0

1973 493 623 6 8 22 28 26 33 2.3 0.01974 634 732 6 7 64 74 78 90 1.0 0.01975 1234 1300 7 7 83 87 79 83 1.5 0.01976 2310 2310 10 10 86 86 91 91 2.7 0.01977 2901 2750 64 61 54 51 59 56 5 4 0.1

EAST ASIA
1968 2079 3356 148 239 24 39 22 35 8.6 0.71969 2094 3219 155 238 28 43 26 40 7.5 0.61970 1911 2793 216 316 33 49 30 44 5.7 0.71971 2107 2930 255 355 36 50 37 51 5.9 0.71972 3483 4652 463 618 43 57 45 60 8;2 1.0

1973 4209 5318 311 393 68 85 64 80 6 2 0.51974 2267 2617 234 270 108 125 96 111 2 .) 0?.1975 2182 2299 215 227 104 109 95 100 2 1 0.21976 1271 1271 229 229 115 115 117 117 1 1 0.21977 1109 1051 249 236 121 115 132 126 0 9 0.2
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EUROPE

TABLE Ill. Arms Transfers and Total Imports and Exports by Group and Region by YearContinued

ARMS IMPORTS

Million dollars

Current I Constant"

J ARMS EXPORTS TOTAL IMPORTS TOTAL EXPORTS ARMS ARMS
IMPORTS EXPORTS

TOTAL TOTAL
IMPORTS EXPORTSMillion dollars Billion dollars Billion dollars

I Constant" Current I Constant** Current iConstant"Current

1968 1737 2804 2335 3770 135 218 128 206 1.3 1.8
1969 1972 3031 1973 3033 157 241 148 227 1.3 1.3
1970 1795 2624 2332 3409 181 264 170 248 1.0 1.4
1971 2014 2801 2515 3497 202 281 192 266 1.0 1.3
1972 2950 3940 5037 6728 241 322 230 308 1.2 2.2

19/3 3564 4503 8105 10240 334 421 314
39

2.6
1974 3708 4280 7136 8238 455 525 406 874 6 01.81 1.8
1975 4040 4256 7065 7443 487 513 446 469 0.8 1.6
1976 4937 4937 8857 8857 546 546 492 492 0.9 1.8
1977 4449 4217 10051 9527 611 579 570 540 0.7 1.8

NATOEURO
1968 967 1561 501 809 91 147 86 140 1.1 0.6
1969 1234 1897 574 882 106 163 101 155 1.2 0.6
1970 1016 1485 509 744 121 177 116 170 0.8 0.4
1971 1224 1702 518 720 138 192 133 185 0.9 0,4
1972 1566 2092 1806 2412 163 218 160 214 1.0 1.1

364
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1973 1036 1309 1925 2432 229 289 220 278 0.5 01974 1176 1358 1780 2055 314 362 287 331 0.4 01975 1528 1610 1983 2089 322 340 308 325 0.5 01976 2141 2141 2870 2870 368 368 340 340 0.6 0.81977 1776 1693 3434 3255 415 394 393 373 0.4 0.9

PACT
1968 601 970 1803 2911 24 39 25 41 2.5 7.21969 621 955 1385 2129 26 41 28 43 2.4 5.01970 621 908 1798 2628 30 44 31 45 2.1 5.81971 621 864 1913 2660 33 46 34 47 1.9 5.71972 1113 1487 3113 4158 41 54 40 54 2.7 7.8
1973 2256 2850 6071 7670 54 68 53 67 4.2 11.51974 2233 2578 5220 6026 92 106 92 107 2.4 5.71975 2085 2197 4681 4931 125 132 112 118 1.7 4.21976 2299 2299 5576 5576 133 133 124 124 1.7 4.51977 2089 1980 6119 5800 103 97 102 97 2.0 '.i.0

OTHEREUR
1968 169 273 31 50 20 33 16 26 0.8 0021969 117 180 14 22 24 37 19 29 0.5 0.11970 158 231 25 37 29 43 22 33 0.5 0.11971 169 235 84 117 32 44 25 35 0.5 0.31972 271 362 118 158 37 50 30 40 0.7 0.4

365



TABLE HI. Arms Transfers and Total Imports and Exports by Group and Region by YearContInued

YEAR

+-,y

ARMS IMPORTS

MtUion dollars

Currant Constant"

. . _

ARMS EXPORTS

Million dollars

Current Constant"

1973 272 344 109 138
1974 299 345 136 157
1975 427 450 401 422
1976 497 497 411 411
1977 584 554 498 472

LATIN AMERICA
1968 160 258 0 0
1969 199 306 1 2
1970 140 205 1 1

1971 240 334 2 3
1972 396 529 8 11

1973 552 697 11 14
1974 474 547 1 1

1975 565 595 55 58
1976 925 925 201 201
1977 1029 975 37 35

TOTAL IMPORTS TOTAL EXPORTS ARMS
IMPORTS EXAM'S
TOTAL TOTAL

IMPORTS EXPORTSBillion dollars Billion dollars
Current 1Constant" Current I Constant"

_

3 6

51 64 41 52 e 5 0.3
74 85 54 63 0.4 0,3
76
83

81
83

59
65

62
65

00..66 00:67

93 88 74 71 0.6 0,7

13 22 13 21 1.2 0
15 23 14 22 1.4 0.C.i
17 24 16 23 0.8 0.0
19 26 lb 22 1.3 0.0
21 28 18 24 1.9 0.0

27 34 27 34 2.1 0.0
46 53 43 49 1.0 0.0
50 53 40 42 1.1 0.1
45 45 41 41 2.1 0.5
50 47 48 45 2.1 0.1
6



NEAR EAST
1968 624 1007 13 21 7 11 9 la 9.3 0.11969 825 1268 12 18 8 12 10 15 10.4 0.11970 1246 1821 6 9 9 13 11 16 14.4 0.11971 1166 1621 2 3 10 14 15 21 11.6 0.01972 1940 2591 13 17 12 16 18 24 16.4 0.1
1973 3733 4716 29 37 17 22 27 34 21.8 0.11974 4294 4957 86 99 29 33 86 100 14.8 0.11975 3565 3756 109 115 41 44 82 87 8.6 0.11976 5233 5233 177 177 49 49 99 99 10.6 0.21977 6893 6534 127 120 65 62 107 101 10.6 0.1

NORTH AMERICA
1968 235 379 2811 4538 48 77 48 77 0.5 5,91969 237 364 3695 5679 52 80 52 80 0.5 7.11970 238 348 3299 4822 57 83 60 88 0.4 5.51971 177 246 3567 4960 65 90 63 87 0.3 5.71972 188 251 4306 5751 79 106 71 95 0.2 6.1
1973 315 398 5005 6323 99 124 98 123 0.3 5.11974 241 278 4703 5429 142 164 133 154 0.2 3.51975 300 316 4 766 5021 139 147 142 150 0.2 3,41976 284 284 6060 6060 170 170 156 156 0.2 3.91977 287 27? 6962 6599 200 189 165 156 0.1 4.2
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TABLE Ill. Arms Transfers and Total Imports and Expor. ts by Group and Region by YarContinued

YEAR

OCEANIA

ARMS IMPORTS

Million

Current

dollars

Constants*

ARMS EXPORTS

Million dollars

Current I Constant**

TOTAL IMPORTS

Billion dollars

TOTAL EXPORTS

Billion dollars

ARMS I
$ MPORISf

ARMS
EXPORTS

TOTAL
IMPORTS

TOTAL
EXPORTS

Current Constants* Current7onstant"

1968 76 123 2 3 5 9 5 7 1.4 0.0
1969 127 195 9 14 6 9 5 8 2.3 0.2
1970 102 149 2 3 6 9 6 9 1.6 0.0
1971 60 83 7 10 7 9 7 9 0.9 0.1

1972 90 120 13 17 7 9 8 11 1.3 0.2

1973 109 138 12 15 10 13 12 16 1.1 0.1 .-:'

1974 212 245 35 40 lb 19 14 16 1.3 0.3 Z:

1975 136 143 116 122 15 15 14 15 0.9 0.8
1976 93 93 33 33 16 lb 16 lb 0.6 0.2
1977 118 112 15 14 17 16 17 16 0.7 0.1

SOUTH ASIA
1968 273 441 1 2 4 7 3 5 6.7 0.0
1469 255 392 4 6 4 6 3 5 6.6 0.1
1970 185 270 0 0 4 6 3 5 4.5 0
1971 304 423 1 1 4 5 3 4 7.8 0.0
1972 376 502 17 23 4 5 4 5 9.3 0.4

36 6



1973 421 532 3 4 '6 7 5 6 7.3 0.1
1974 399 461 15 17 10 11 7 8 4.1 0.2
1975 322 339 29 31 12 12 7 7 2.8 0.4
1976 519 519 16 16 10 10 a 8 5.3 0.2
1977 746 707 37 35 11 11 10 9 6.7 0.4

NATO
1968 1202 1941 3312 5347 138 223 134 217 0.9 2,5
1969 1471 2261 4269 6562 159 244 153 235 0.9 2.8
1970 1254 1833 3809 5566 178 260 176 258 0.7 2.2
1971 1401 1948 4085 5681 203 282 195 272 0.7 2.1
1972 1754 2343 6112 8163 242 324 e31 309 0.7 2.6

1973 1351 1707 6930 8755 327 414 317 401 0.4 2.2
1974 1417 1636 6483 7484 456 c.27 420 495 0.3 1.5
1975 1829 1926 6749 7110 462 486 450 475 0.4 1.5
1976 2425 2425 8930 8930 539 539 495 496 0.5 1,8
1977 2063 1955 10396 9854 615 583 553 529 0.3 1.9

PACT
1968 601 970 1803 2911 24 39 25 41 2.5 7.2
1969 621 955 1385 2129 26 41 28 43 2.4 5.0
1970 621 908 '.798 262a 30 44 31 45 2.1 5.8
1971 621 864 1913 2660 33 46 34 47 1.9 5.7
1972 1113 1497 3113 4158 41 54 40 54 2.7 7.8

8uv



TABLE Ill. Arms Transfers and Total Imports and Exports by Group and Region by YearContinued

YEAR

ARMS IMPORTS

Million dollars
. _

Current Constant**

- -
ARMS EXPORTS

Million dol;ars

Current Constante

TOTAL IMPORTS

Billion dollars

TOTAL EXPORTS

Billi On dollars

ARMS
IMPORT

ARMS
EXPORTS

TOTAL
IMPORTS

TOTAL
EXPORTS

Current I Constant** Current I Constant**

1973 2256 2850 6071 7670 54 68 53 67 4.2 11.5
1974 2233 2578 5220 6026 92 106 92 107 2.4 5.7
1975 2085 2197 4681 4931 125 132 112 118 1.7 4.2
1976 2299 2299 5576 5576 133 133 124 124 1.7 4,5
1977 2089 1980 6119 5800 103 97 102 97 2.0 6.0

OPEC
1968 392 633 4 6 8 13 14 22 5.0 0.0
1969 476 732 10 15 9 14 15 23 5.3 0.1
1970 359 525 1 1 10 15 18 26 3.6 0.0
1971 571 794 3 4 12 16 22 31 4.9 0.0
1972 1053 1406 6 e 14 19 25 34 7.5 0.0

1973 1634 2064 6 8 20 26 40 50 8.1 0.0
1974 2426 2800 48 5b 33 38 119 137 7.4 0.0
197c 2832 2983 70 74 52 55 110 116 5.5 0.1
1976 4766 4766 27 27 64 64 134 134 7.5 0.0
1977 6359 6027 43 41 87 83 146 139 7.3 0.0

:3 7 U



OECD
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

1393
177?
1619
1761
2249

1879
2148
2680
3836
3705

2249
2724
2366
2449
3004

2374
2480
2823
3836
3512

3342
4304
3837
4178
6252

7040
6670
7202
9267

10776

5396
6615
5680180

8350

8894
7700
7587
9267

10214

176
201
230
258
308

423
603
606
697
792

284
310 -
336
359
411

535
696
638
697
750

169
195
225
252
298

408
546
581
648
734

273
299
329
350
398

516
630
612
648
696

0.8
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.7

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.5

2.0
2.2
1.7
1.7
2.1

1,7
1.2
1,2
1.4
1,5

'371



TABLE IV. Total Number of Weapons Exported by Major Supplifers to Dove !albino Regions from 1973-1977 by Major Equipment Type-World Total

EQUIPMENT TYPE

LAND ARMAMENTS

101A1 UNITED
STATES

TANKS AND SELF...PROPELLED GUNS 16.544.J0 5,961.000
ARTILLERY 7.909.000 3.901.000
ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS ANL. ARMORED
CARS 12.241.00 7.809.000

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 117.000 102.000
MINOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 445.000 138.000
SU8MARINES 61.000 39.000
GUIDED MISSILE PATROL BOATS 46.060

AIRCRAFT

COMBAT AIRCRAFT. SUPERSONIC 3.471.000 1.191.000
.:048AT AIRCRAFT. SUBSONIC 1.241.000 871.000
,ITMER AIRCRAFT 1.594.000 834.000
MELICOPIERS 2.855.000 1.316.000

MISSILES

SURFACE10-AIR MISSIL S 20.935.00 5.594.000
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES 4.142.000 3.806.000
AIRTOSURFACE MISSILES 6.409.000 6.097.000

SOVIET

I UNITED- I. I

ITALY
UNION KINGDOM

7.278.000
3.080.000

3.246.000

5.000
44.000
6.000

40.000

1.768.000
282.0(1
226.000
474.000

14,459.00

-

3 7 grcl

840.000 975.000 1,490.000
129.000 22.000 437.000 340.000

313.00C 60.000 152.000 661.000

10.000
36.000 136.000 60.000 31.000
4.000 7.000 1.000
6.000

266.000 6.000 198.000 40.000
36.000 92.000

66.000 260.000 4.000 204.000
592.000 103.000 44.000 326.000

2(2.000 610.000 AND

326.000 50.000 AND

312.000 MI



TAIDI V. Total Number of Wupone Exported by Major Suppliers to Developing Regions from 1973-1977 by Region by Major Equipmont Type

EQUIPMENT TYPE

LAND ARMAMENTS

TOTAL Mai I

Now test Melon

5041E1
UNION

I FRANCE I UNITED
KINGDOM

CHINA ITALY

TANKS AND SELF...PROPELLED GUNS 8.667.000 3.348.000 4.116.000 311.000 892.000
ARTILLERY 2,162.000 282.000 1,828.000 6.000 46.000
ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS ANO ARMORED
CARS 7.161.000 5.044.000 1,839.000 138.000 40.000 100.000

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 5.000 3.000 2.000
MINOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 118.000 26.000 18.000 14.000
SUBMARINES 3.000 3.000
GUI0E0 MISSILE PATROL BOATS 19.000 16.000 3.300

AIRCRAFT

COMBAT AIRCRAFT, SUPERSONIC 1.653.000 609.000 9?5.000 119.000
COMBAT AIRCRAFT, SUBSONIC 438.000 274.000 161.000 3.000 -
OTHER AIRCRAFT 140.000 72.000 7.000 3.000 50.000 6.000
HELICOPTERS 975.000 288.000 200.000 202.000 33.000 252.000

MISSILES

SURFACE...TO...AIR MISSILES 10,872.00 4.267.000 6.355.000 250.000 Wm'

AIR...TO...AIR MISSILES 2.194.000 1,894.000 250.00 ; 50.000
AIR.40-.SURFACE MISSILES 5,506.000 5,274.000 232.000

t.$

II



TABLE V. Total Number of Weapons Exported by Major Suppliers to Developing Regions from 1973-1977 by Region by Major Equipment Type-Continued

EQUiRMINT TYPE
I TOIAL UNITE() I SOVIET

STATES UNION

LAND ARMAMENTS

TANKS ANO SELF-PROPFLLE0 GUNS 1.909.000
ARTILLERY 1.353.000
ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS AND ARMORED
CARS 1.108.000

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SURFACE COMBATANTS
MINOR SURFACE COMBATANTS
SUBMARINES
GUIDO MISSILE PATROL 80ATS

AIRCRAFT

CO8dAT AIRCRAFT, SUPEHSONIC
COMdAT AIRCRAFT. SUHSONIC
OTHER AIRCRAFT
HELICOPTERS

MISSILES

Africa Malan

71.000 1,625.000
81.000 B60.000

86.000 902.000

1.000 - -

98.000 - 1?.000
1.000 - 1.000

11.000 - 11.000

513.000 8.000 457.000
88.000 - 81.000

183.000 9.000 34.000
248.000 9.000 66.000

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES 7.134.000 - 6.700.000
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES 306.000 306.000 -

AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILES - - *.

t)
i )

d

FRANCE

45.000

UNITED
I KINGDOM

55.000

CHINA

113.000

ITALY

129.010 16.000 137.000 130.000

59.000 61.000

1.000
26.000 leono 38.000 10.000

....1

- - - -

31.000 17.000
- 4.000 3.000

53.000 67.000 20.000
97.000 10.000 66.000

240.000 194.000 MID

- ow.

.: IFS VIP

'A



LAND ARMAMENTS Latin Amadei) Region

TANKS AND SELF-PROPELLED GUNS 1,005.000 336.000 482.000 187.000 Mb

ARTILLERY 422.000 257.000 10.000 60000ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS AND ARMORED
CARS 742.000 650.000 1.000 91.000

NAVAL CRAFT......
MAJOR SuRFACE COMBATANTS 40.000 33.000 7.900MINOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 98.000 31.000 13.000 4.000 29.000 219000SUBMARINES 21.000 16.000 4.000 1.000GUIDED MISSILE PATROL BOATS 5.000 5.000 .0

AIRCRAFT

COMBAT AIRCRAFT, SUPERSONIC 164.000 18.000 79.000 59.000 8.000COMBAT AIRCRAFT, SUBSONIC 214.000 186.000 4.000 - 24.000OTHER AIRCRAFT 263.000 105.000 20.000 4.000 26.000 108.000HELICOPTERS 179.000 86.000 44.000 47.000 2.000

MISSILES

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES 206.000 - 174.000 32.000
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES 222.000 222.000 - -
AIR-To-SuRFACE MISSILES - - -



TABLE V. Total NumberofWeapons Exporbd byMajorSupplierstoDeveloping ftgionsfrom 1973-1977 byRegion byMajor EquipmentType-Continued

EQUIPMENT TYPE

LANO ARMAMENTS

TOTAL UNITED
STATES

SOVIET
UNION

F RANCE UNITED
KINGDOM

CHINA ITALY

Europe Region (LOC)

TANKS ANO SELF-PROPELLED GUNS 1.416.000 1.040.000 70.000 297.000 9.000
ARTILLERY 543.000 355.000 58.0UU 130.000
ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS AN() ARMOREO
CARS 1,240.000 705.000 106.000 430.000

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SURFACE COMRATANTS 29.000 29.000 -
MINOR SURFACE COMRATANTS 12.000 4.000 ?.000 6.000
SUHMARINES 26.000 21.000 1.000 4.000
GUIDED MISSILE PATROL HOATS 3.000 3.000

AIRCRAFT

COM8AT AIRCRAFT, SUPEPSONIC 363.000 195.000 63.L00 57.000 8.000 40.000
COMHAT AIFCRAFT, SUHSONIC 78.000 78.000 - -
UTHER AIRCRAFT 111.000 84.000 26.000 1.000
HELICOPTERS 324.000 114.000 72.000 70.000 60.000 - 9.000

MISSILES

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES 1.195.000 1.135.000 60.00U
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES 365.000 365.000
AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILES 100.000 100.000

,
F -



LAND ARMAMENTS4011 ......... UM Aga Region

TANKS AND SELFPROPELLED GUNS 2.382.000 1.136.000 500.000 28.000 118.000ARTILLERY 3.187.000 2.926.000 147.000 40.000 74.000ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS AND ARMORED
CARS 1.647.000 1.202.000 203.000 20.000 152.000 70.000

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SURFACE COMBATANTS 36.000 35.000 1.000MINOR SURFALE COMBATANTS 106.000 77.000 .. 4.000 21.000 4.000SUBMARINES 6.000 2.000 ... - 4.000GUIDE() MISSILE PATROL BOATS .. ..

AIRCRAFT

COMBAT AIRCRAFT, SUPERSONIC 487.000 361.000 28.000
.." 98.000COMRAT AIRCRAFT, SUBSONIC 400.000 -03.000 67.000OTHER AIRCRAFT 842.000 564.000 122.000 86.000 70.000HELICOPTERS 934.000 819.b00 54.000 27.000 34.000 .10

MISSILESommo
SURFACETOAIR MISSILES 228.000 192.000 36.000AIRTO-AIR MISSILES 1.019.000 1.019.000 .10AIRTOSURFACE MISSILES 723.000 723.000



TABLE V. Total Number ot Weapons Exported Iv Major Suppliers to Developing Regions from 1973-1977 by Region by Major Equipment TyPeon-Ctinuod_

EQUIPMENT TYPE TOTAL UNITED SOVIET
STATES ONION

South Asia Region

FRANCE UNITEO
KINGDOM

CHINA ITALY

LANO ARMAMENTS

TANKS AND SELF-PROPELLED GUNS 1.165.000 30.000 485.000 S50.000
ARTILLERY 242.000 82.000 130.000 30.000
ARMORED PERSONNEL CAR"IEPS AND APMORED
CARS 343.000 122.000 196.000 25.000 gim

NAVAL CRAFT

MAJOR SuRFACE COMHATANTS 6.000 2.000 3.000 1.000
MINOR SURFACE COMHATANTS 13.000 1.00u 12.000
SudMARINES 4.000 4.000
GoIOED MISSILE PATROL HUAI'S 8.000 8.000

AIRCRAFT

COMHAT AIRCRAFT, SUPERSONIC 291.000 - 216.000 - 75.000
COMHAT AIRCRAFT. SUHSONIC 63.000 36.000 - 5.000 22.000
OTHER AIRCRAFT 55.000 17.000 5.000 29.000 4.000
HELICOPTERS 195.000 38.000 149.000 8.000 -

mISSILCS

SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILES 1.300.000 - 1.170.000 130.000
AIR-To-AIR MISSILES 76.000 76.000
AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILES 80.000 MD 00.000

d 8
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Arms Flows to LDCs:
US-Soviet Comparisons, 1974-77

Caw& inutIlyipmcs Allem*
N41k.ad FOfelp Aminanwrit Crate

44avembvt 1975

Key judgments

This publication presents alternative methods
for assessing the magnitude of Soviet arms sales
and deliveries to less developed countries
(LW's). and for comparing these activities with
corresponding US programs. No attempt is made
to assess the relative political, economic, or mili
tiuy benefits either country derives from arms
transfers. The reader is cautioned that the esti-
mates presented must be viewed in terms of the
specific conceptual and data limitations de-
scribed in the body of the paper.

The sin of arms flows can be measured by a
number of different yardsticks. Each yardstick is
intended to answer different specific questions.
and each is "valid" only within the contest for
which it was designed. None of the yardsti.As
measure the transfer of military capability,
which depends not only on the quantities and
characteristics of the arms but also on the ability
of the recipient to use them

Physical Wheat...

A common method of comparing US-Soviet
arms flows to EIX's is a simple count of weapons
provided, but this method does not furnish a
complete picture, for example, of quality differ-

I o. the purpose of thus ratter I la 4re defined as including
the following t Ii all couninea of Alum except the Republic 01
South Africa. 111 countries of Fast Alla escept lions kong nd
lapan. and I. mbodm. I am. and Vietnam...Much became t. 0111111U
nom count/we in ISM, ill (ifteac .1114 turkey 111i-wive (4) All
countries in the Muddle I aU nd SouIS Sos and i i all ,ouniriet
in 1 alai America. except ( eh&

02.1Y7 -

ences and accompanying support and service
efforts.

In the four-year period 1974-77, Moscow sold
and delivered to the LDCs more fighter and
bomber aircraft, tanks, antiaircraft guns, and
artillery pieces than Washington. The Soviets
also provided ships of greater aggregate value,
though fewer in number. On the other hand, the
United States provided many more trainer and
transport aircraft, helicopters, armored personnel
carriers, and self-propelled artillery pieces than
the Soviets.

Going beyond the numerical count, we find
t hat, on t he whole, better provision was made for
support and maintenance of US than of Soviet
equipment in the LDCs. Washington also pro-
vided more advisory personnel in LDCs than did
Moscow, and a larger number of LDC military
technicians were trained in the United States
than in the Soviet Union.

Soviet Export Pekes

Estimates of t he monetary value of arms trans-
actions enable us to overcome some of the inad-
equacies of comparisons in physical units.

When measured in estimated Soviet export
prices relevant for judging the impact on the
recipient country's foreign trade and foreign
payments position Soviet arms sales to LDCs
in dollar terms are estimated to have been about
$14.5 billion for the 1974-77 period and arms

379
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deliveries approximately ill billion Annual So-
viet deliveries have grown since 1975. reaching
$3.5 billiun in 1977; annual Sale% have followed
the same pattern and were more than S4 billion
in 1977 Soviet arms export prices are set in
accordance with Moscow's pliti.tI decisnms;
they are generally lower than prices for cianpeti.
live US arms.

Cemporoble US Dello; Costs

Accordingly, for vahd direct ,..omparisons svith
US military exports, it is necessary to estimate
whdt Soviet arins exports svould hase cost it hes

had been sold by the Lnited St:ites (in the basis
used by the t S Department of Defense in estab-
hshing prices of US militars exports On this
basis Soviet AMIN sales and delis' ies to I 1)(
1974-77 amounted to nmre than one third More
in US dollar cost terms than t Soviet export
prices rhe estimates of Soviet arms flov.s salued
in terms of comparable US dollar costs sield the
following overall comparisons for 1974-7'

Total Soviet arms Cieliveries (514 X billion)
were about three-quarters of S deliseries
(520 billion)
total Soviet arms sales 1520 Whom were
less than one-hall i)1 t S sales (544 bilhoni

Diffites in Compesit4a

t he composition of the t S md S,o let arms
export progr,on. S dollar costs dater greatk
(see table 1 )

Tobin

'The largest source of difference is in military
related construction. Two-thirds of US sales of
services represent military and dual purpose con-
struction in Saudi Arabia programs that have
no Soviet counterpart. The major differences in
program composition lead to greatly varying
coniparative levels of deliveries nd salcs for
particular categories of arms For example:

Soviet dehveries of weapon ssstems were
about 10 percent above US ddiseries

At the other extreme, Soviet sales of military
Nervices were 11 percent of t IS sales.

Dekvstiss vs. Selo.

The above comparisons indicate that Soviet
arms deliveries are substantially larger relative
to (IS deliveries than are Swim arms sales
relative to US sales. There are two principc 1
reasons for this:

'The average leadtime between sales and
deliveries is much larger in thc US program
(about three years) than in the Soviet pro-
gram (12 to 18 months).

(S sales data reflect built-in inflation
allowances which could not be removed. This
results Irom the inclusion in contract values
of expected cost increases in the period
between sale and delivery of items. But our
estimates of Soviet sales (valued in US costs)
are free of this particular distortion and
hence t IS sales tend te be aanewhat overval-
ued compared to Soviet sales.

Oldest Stores and USSR Comoosillon of Arms Soles
gnd Delorerlos ,n US Doltor Costs. 1974.77

',haw I 1,11

0r11.rriel \die,
l'retv01

I Mal, I 5511 gittpol St 41 et 5511

141 lee 100 lee im
'.,..1.41.01ent

3

11
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Anns Flows to LIX:s: US-Soviet Compar.sons, 1974-77

Introduction

US and Soviet arms sales and deliveries io
UDC. are difficult to comNre beeause they
differ so mueh in composition, finaneial arrange-
ments, and goals Any eonimon denominator
tined for comparative wing is incy itably mipei
feet, and its hnotations must be understood iii
interpreting such comparisons !his paper dis-
cusses four dilferent methodologies lot rileasur
ing Soviet activities. examines the si rale and
weaknesses of each. and compares the results,
where appropriate. with I S tuns flows

In this paper the four ine.raires presented for
siting Soviet Mills {lows to s att

Physical units

ktnnated costs to the recipient eountrs
viet export prices expressed in I S dollar
costs)

Ustimated cost if the inns were provided by
the l'tuted States (csumated ( S
costs)

Istimated share of defense outlays dcyoted to
arms flows by each supplier count, y I pereero-
ages calculated from monetary aggregates
that me expressed in national ..urrencicst

Definitions

the data described m this imper encompass'
the estimated yosts of those arMs salcs iiiit
deltveries that in the I nited Slates would he
grotowd under la) the Military Xsost.iiicc Pro
gram t MNPI. thi I oreign Milnary sales
tI MSI. and le ( online:cut Iransmuony lii
eluded are

Weapulli sy skflis tand inhtui park p,inkt
inehohng small arms

Support

Items such as trucks and other general
pin pose vehicles and equipment, commu-
nication systems, and radars

Maintenance support including spare
parts, supplies, equipment, and tools for
servicing and repair tit weapon systems,
and overhauls and repairs in the supplier
country

Ammunition, tximbs, mine+. grenades,
and military explosives

Associated services, such as training and
technical assistance and construction of milt-
tars facilities

US Data

The US data on sales and deliveries used in
this paper were provided by the Defense Security
and Assistance Agency and the Office of Muni-
tions Control. The data have been converted to
calendar years and tire expressed in 1976 dollars
I he t!S data in this 'wort thus do not match
actual budget authorimtions, appropriations, or
outlay.

Estimates of Sevisr Military Sales and [Wiwi's

I he estimates of the volume and value of
Soviet arms flows presented in this paper were
developed for the most part from detailed identi-
fication and listing of Soviet arms deliveries fhe
physical items so identified and listed were given
a monetary value through the use of estimated
prices Soviet export prices in one comparison
and estimated US costs in the other. Sales were
taken from reports on the value of Soviet-l.DC
arms agreements, where no agreement informa-
tion was available, sales estimates were based on



delivery information. Within the sales total, val-
ues of particular types of equipment were in most
cases imputed from deliveries by applying thc
appropriate timelag between sales and actual
deliveries. Soviet export prices for weapons sys-
tems were converted into US dollars using the
prevailing exchange ratcs.

Equivalent US production costs for Soviet
weapon systems wcrc developed using cost esti-
mating models, which have been designed to
estimate thc cost of producing the Stiviet equip-
ment in thc United States. To these costs were
then added an estimate of the charges required
by law for US military exports. (a) prorated
shares of resgarch, development, test, and evalu-
ation cmts, (b) prorated share of nonrecurring
production costs; (e) asset use charges for usc of
US Government facilities and capital goods; (d)
US Department of Defense administrative and
program management costs: and (c) accessorial
charges for packing, handling, and crating
These extra charges added 10 to 15 percent to
the estimated dollar costs of producing exported
Soviet arms in thc United States

Estimates of the dollar value of Soviet militars
support (the second category) were derived from
information on the site of I.DC inventory hold-
ings of weapons and support equipment. Soviet
maintenance and ordnance suppls practices. thc
quality of support provided I IX 's tr the t SSR,
and rates of usage and operation of equipment in

IX's.

In the case of Sovietsupplicd services I the
third category I. calculations were based the
estimated number of Soviet militars advisers in
the I IX's, the numbei of I DC trainees in the
USSR. the salaries and other maintenance ex-
penses of the technicians and advisers, and
survey of the sniall number of So% let military
construction protects in I DC.

Caveats

the rehatnlits of these estimates depends on
the precision and .wcur-ics it our phssical
mates of Sosiet ,onis sales ,ind telikeries and the
price and kost factors applied to the plp, NI, Al
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series. The margin of error can be substantial for
some. Wc have more confidence in the higher
levels of aggrelation than in thc lower ones.
Within thc los ' levels, our confidence varies
from category ty. Itegory.

As between So..ct sales and deliveries and as
among Soviet weapon systems, support, and asso-
ciated services, wc place our greatest confidence
in the estimate of deliveries of weapon systems.
These numbers arc based for the most part on
detailed estimates of the physical quantity of
Soviet weapons delivered and on prices that can
be ascertained with reasonable confidence. Sup-
port costs are known with less certainty, and
their estimation requires the use of fairly broad
imputations and analogies. Information on thc
costs of associated services is still scarcer and less
reliable. Estimates of Soviet arms sales are less
precise than estimates of deliveries because, as
explained above, thcy arc derived in part from
delivery data.

Although estimates of Soviet military transac.
tions arc constructed to be as comparab' as
possible wit 'S military sales and delivery data.
US-Soviet c. irisons should not be considered
as precise measurements. Compilers and users of
these comparisons should t"' ,mo account
following cautions:

Errors may arise because .se of incom-
plete or inaccurate inform., i quantities
of military goods and seivices aad inappropri-
ate prices and costs.

The composition of thc US and Soviet service
programs diffrr greatly; in particular, the US
program includes large construction projects,
often with dual military-civilian uses, which
have no Soviet counterparts.

Comparisons of sales arc further complicated
by thc Inclusion in US sales data of an
allowance ior anticipated future price infla
lion (not present in estimates of Soviet sales).

Einally, it is important to keep in mind that
none of the comparisons in this paper should be
used alone to draw inferences about the transfer
of militars capubiliii. to I DC. Among the mans
csiniples elements that affect military capabili.
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ties and are not measured the present analysis
3 re.

the use of differing weapons technologies.
components, and designs by the Soviets to
achieve results compeitive with t .S weapons,
but with different dollar costs .

ii.the differing geographic and strategic con-
text in which particular weapons are used

The greatly varying abilities of the recipient
countries to USe thc arms because of differ-
ences in leadership, organuation, technical
skills, and experience.

Contesithen of Physical Units

For some purposes, comparisons of arms sales
and deliveries in terms of actual physical units
(for example, number of tanks and fighter air-
craft) are the most appropriate Comparisons of
moor items of military equipment in physical
units show that the Soviets have been selling and
delivering somewhat larger numbers of fighter
aneraf,, tanks, and artillery than has the United
States, but fewer ships and armored vehicles (see
figure I and tables I and 2 tables follow in the
appendix). The Soviet ships, however, are much
larger And more modern. For other elements of
military transactions, such as the amount and
quality of maintenance, and the supply of ammu-
nition, however, physical indicators are not avail-
able and comparisons must rely on imputation,
analogies, and lodgments based only partly Im
quantitative information

Physical comparisons do not take into account
differences in quality and effectiveness of equip-
merit Nor do they provide a common denomina-
tor for assessing the aggregate level of sales and
deliveries Ustimates of the value of military
transactions emible us to overcome some ot the
problems in comparing physical units and allov,
for an aggregation of the data

Compansen Con te the Reverent Country

tert,lt of costs to the revipient
coUntries Are an appropriate basis lor
actlial trade flows in aims I stonates ci hesc

United States and USSR: Sals of
Selected Weapon Systems to the LDCs,
1974-77

Akeroft Units

kir ripters
mod t.NO

116 I , Af-,4411

Land Ufdts

Sheethitta

1J l',1 410111110,
"....1V.:

trade costs permit analysis of the role of military
trarsactions in the foreign trade and payments of
both the supplier and recipient. In turn, they
become the basis for estimates ci 1.IX indebted-
ness and debt repayments Soviet export prices
have been used in the Intelligence Community's
annual estimates of COMMUnist arms sales and
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deliveries to thc I LX s and arc the basis for the
data published ir. the annual (.IA report Com-
muntst Aid to Levi Deqeloped Countriet 147 the
free World

The mulls of this tnethodology are shown in
appendix table I It shows that &poet sales in
1977 reached a near record of almost $4 s
billion Only in 1974, when Moscow was restock
ing Middle Fast inventories, had sales been
higher. They had moved from annual levels of
less than S200 million in thc last half 01 the
1950s, when tue program was initiated, to more
than $600 million in 196() As the ISSR's
earliest clients (Egypt, !ray, and Svria) built up
and modernited their stocks, and as new custom-
ers were added to the Soviet list, sales main-
tained their momentum throughout the 1960. In
1970 they shot up beyond the billion dollar mark,
and then maintained an upward course until the
October 1971 war. Delivery patterns have fol-
lowed sales closely as Moscow responded rapidls
to orders At yearend 1977, the 1.:5514 had
delivered /45 percent of all arms sold its !hod
World customers.

Ihe estimates presented in this report for
Soviet military deliveries in 1414-71 arc almost
15 percent higher than pre lobs estimates
because.

'the methodology for estimating support L'osts
has been improsed

An estimate of military -related serstic,
included for the rust lime

Comps/40a of estimated US Dollar Costs

It is comnum prattice in the SO ICt arms sales
program to charge attractive prices tor politleal
put noses this prat.:11c0 makes it inappropriate I.
use Soviet export prices tor direet ciimparisons
with iS military export programs I or this latter
pui pose, we estimate what the costs ol Sos let
arms sales and :Miseries would have been it the
US Department of Defense had furnished Or
same weapon systems, support eyuipment. ma;n-
tenance support. ordnance, and ,issociated serl.
ices 1 hese estimates cover the smsts of producing
the same weapons, equipment_ .ind spare parts in
the I muted States, incan.t 11ing appropr1.1(e
tiollai export eharges and cstonatLs of the Losts
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of associated services. They do not measure
actual Soviet costs.

Deliveries

For the 1974-77 period as a whole, Soviet
military deliveries to 1..1Xfs in estimated US
dollar costs ($14.8 billion) were about three-
quarters of US deliveries ($20 billion). US deliv-
eries grew throughout the period while Soviet
deliveries declined in 1975, before growing in
1976 and 1977 (see appendix table 4).

The composition of total Soviet deliveries dif-
fered greatly from that of US deliveries (see
figure 2). Weapon systems constituted 59 per-
cent of Soviet deliveries and only 39 percent of
US deliveries. The Soviet share for support costs
was somewhat smaller than US share (34
percent compared with 37 percent). Services
bulked much larger in US deliveries (24 percent)
than ill Soviet deliveries (7 percent).

Woolson Systems

Soviet %capon systems deliveries valued at
estimated US costs were 9 percent larger than
comparable US deliveries in 1974-77 (see appen-
dix table 5):

g

United States and USSR: Arms
Deliveries to 1.1)Cs, by Category, 1974-77

Milbon 1976 US S

United Slates

70,101
111.14.0
4 441

8.14,444
1,40

JAM

USSR

US Dollar Coyly
14.775

Soviet
Export Prices
i 085
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Soviet deliveries of land armaments were 81.)
percent larger

Soviet deliveries of ships were eight times
US deliveries in terms of value. rellec-
lion of the far larger sue and modernity
of the Soviet ships, the number of LS
ships being larger

Soviet deliveries of aircraft and missiks were
about 20 percent less than the sorrespimding
LIS figure

Support

US deliveries of military support were nli,re
than 50 percent higher than snidar Smict dein
cries. While Soviet ordnance deliveries surpassed
CS ordnance deliveries. the 1.nitcd States had a
larger role in the supply of spare parts, communi-
catton equipment. radar. and moor support
equipment Although these figures to some ex.
tent reflect differences itt the requirements of the
recipient countries, recipients of I, S arms were
consistently provided with more somplete sup-
port and maintenance than Sot let chem..

Asseetated Svvices

'S deliveries 01 Asssooared sertices were
lour tulles the swimmable Soviet lig.

tires a reflection Of moderately Urger provi .
sum of training and technical asststance and a
large I S construction program which has no
appreciable Soviet counterpart rwo-thirds of
the servises in I S deliveries represent military
related con.druction in Saudi Arabia If Saudi
Arabia is removed from the figures, the
value of services would drop to one and
one half times that ot the Sot lets (see ap
pendot table h)

Sales

Comparisons ,11 Soviet yxh I S sales to
I IX s arc more tiliertain than ,omparisons on
deliveries because of several wmplk ming fac-
tors An illutsiri.tlit problem is an ineonsisterh
the price bases used for the two countries rk hcll

S emts .1re used as the yardstick, our estimates
of Soviet Mills sales (like those of it ict Arms

deliveries) are cakulated in terms of 1976
However, LIS arms sales contracts include a

built-in provision for future inflation that is,
they reflect the protected prices of equipment
and services at the scheduled time of future
delivery. For example. IS aircraft sold in 1976
and scheduled for delivery in 1979 will carry a
price tag that quite appropriately takes into
account expected inflation during the intervening
three years. If, for exampk, an assumed annual
inflation rate of 5 percent were applied, it would
yield a price adtustment of more than 15 percent.
We do not know the magnitude of the anpropri-
ate (IS inflation factor and were theretore un-
able to eliminate this element m the L S series, or
to adjust our estim de of Soviet sales for eonipa-
rabilit) Consequently., comparisons of S with
Soviet sales based on the available 1;S data and
our estimated Soviet figures tend to overstate the
relative magnitude of 1S sales

US sales in 19'4.77 were more than double
the estimated LIS cost of Soviet sales, as shown
in appendix table 7. For weapon systems the lS
total is one-third higher Isee appendix table 8).

'S sales are larger for aircr,.0 and about double
for ships and missiles the figures are higher for
Siclet sales of land armaments. largely reflecting
much higher tank sales

In the case of military-associated services. IS
sales exceed Soviet sales by about nine to one,
wnh almost two-thirds ($9 billion) of the CS
services sold ti i Saudi Arabia. The I S program
in Saudi Arabia so far has corrosted primarily of
airfields, roads, base facilities. ;,nd other kinds of
eurisirLicliOn. If the Saudi prooram is excluded.
IS sales of services exceed Sos et sales by about
three to one Isee ,.opendix table 91

I he fact that toial I S sales are much higher
than SO% let sales does not necessarth mean that
the much narrower difterence in deliveries will
increase in the future I o some extent it will
depend on how fast the I ruled Stales delivers the
1,2s billion backlog of orders hi the recent past,
Soy let leadtimes between Soy let salcs and deliv-
eries have been onlv about 12 I I months,
while I S lcadinnes are about three years In the
c,ise if w ei'. Ii ss stems, the I Stilt has hereto-

11 5
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fore been willing to give many I.IX' orders
priority treatment. Moscow has frequently
drawn on existing stocks of military equipment
and in some cases has shifted readily available
reconditioned hardware beim, mustered out of its
inventory. These practices give Moscow great
flexibility in its foreign arms activities and make
it difficult to project future deliveries from past
saks.

Ridedee ni Owed Defense Spending

We lack sufficient information on production
costs and prices of military goods and services
within the Soviet Union to make ruble cost
estimates of both US and Soviet arms flows
parallel to the dollar cost estimates We would
expect pricing in rubles to yield a somewhat
higher ratio of US military transactions to Soviet
transactions than is obtained with dollar pricing
This expectation is based on the general pre-
sumption that, being endowed with different
resources and technologies. countries tend to
produce more of those products using resources
that are abundant land F.ence lower priced) and
fewer of those products using scarcer (and hence

Commentv and Querre.% on MI% raper are i el
come and mai he directed tit the /Meth,. t).

t'entral Intellh?eme 44en.1.
Wa.vhineton. 2050i. area (ode 'or pi
'tt'et pr I nth ,rtnation f m hiwasnie additional
coplei. Ire the iiilc/i a th1 from

:1 8 6

higher priced) resources. Costing in dollars thus
gives relatively high weight to items that the
USSR produces in larger quantity and tends to
overstate Soviet military exports; conversely,
costing in rubles would tend to overstate US
military exports.

Fven so, there are sufficient data to make
rough estimates of Soviet arms flows in rubles in
order to assess the sire of Soviet arms sales
and deliveties within the context of the Soviet
economy over time and to permit broad compari-
sons with the United States of the economic
impact of foreign military transactions.

Such a comparison shows that in both the
United States and the USSR. military exports
(including support services) are small compared
with overall defense zxpenditures. Measured in
1976 dollars. US arms flows to 1..DCs in 1974-77
are about 4 percent of total US defense spending.
Soviet arms flows to l.DCs in the sante period,
measurod in domestic rubles, constitute a slightly
larger share of estimated total Soviet defense
expenditures to 5 to h percent.
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STATISTICAL TABLES
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USSR: Cost Ratan of Soviet and US Arms
Defivorios to LCKs, 1974.77
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Tobin 11

USSR Cost Norms of US and Sovie Arms
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THE TRENDS IN THE ARMS TRADE WITH THE THIRD
WORLD*

Rgrare-bracketed numbers, thus ( 1 1 , refer to the Hat of references on page 420.

I. Introduction

The spread of conventional weapons from the industrialized world to the
Third World represent% only one of the many complex factors related to
the wider issue of arms control and disarmament.' While disarmament
negotiations since 1945 have concentrated technically on the issue of
nuclesr weapons and politically on the issue of preventing the outbreak
of war between the United States and the Soviet Union, it remains a fact
that practically all wars during this period have been fought in the Third
World and with conventional weapons. About 75 per cent of the current
world arms trade is now with the Third World. Between 1970 and 1976
alone, the value of major weaponsthat is, aircraft, missiles, armoured
fighting vehicles and warshipssupplied to the Third World was equal
to that for the two decades 1950-70.2

The traffic in arms expanded practically unnoticed, undescribed and
undebated until 1965, with supplier and buyer interests overshadowed by
the overwhelming prospect of a nuclear holocaust. The expansion was
both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitatively, the volume of military
transfers to the Third World has increased more than 15-fold over the
past 25 years, or at an average annual increase of some 12 per cent. How-
ever, the volume of the arms trade to the Third Worid starttd to show a
particularly sharp increase in both absolute and relative terms after 1965.
The average yearly increase from 1970 to 1976 was 15 per cent, compared
with the 1960s, when the corresponding average annual rate of increase
was 5 per cent from 1960 to 1966. The boom in the arms trade ihich
characterizes the :esent decade cannot be explained merely by the in-
crease in the number of new nations, wnich obviously influenced the
statistics during the 1950s and early 1960swhen, as a rule, the former
Asian and African colonies of the UK and France set up armed forces
upon gaining independence.

Qualitatively also, there has been a distinct ch...ge in arms transfers
to the Third World. During the l95l,s, the main arms-producing in-
dustrialized nations, in particular the United States, concentrated mainly

A forthcoming SIPRI publicatioti will analyse the role of all countries and all types of
weapons involved in the global arms trade, as well as present a review of the arms control
proposals made in various forums since 1970.
' See chapter 9 on the sources and methods of the study for a description of the SIPRI
valuation of arms transactions.

'Reprinted hy permission. Stockholm Peace Research Institute. SIPRI Yearbook of
World Armaments and Disarmament 1978, London. Taylor and Francis, Ltd.. 1978. 518 p.

a24
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on modernizing their own armed forces and those of their allies. Large
numbers of the weapons used in World War II were disposed of by
transferring them to the tiewly independent states outside Europe and
North America. As the European economies recovered, however, the
build-up of the defence industries in France, FR Germany, Italy, the
UK, and so on constituted a competitive element on the arms market to
the dominant position of the United States. A similar patternalthough
on a much smaller scaleis discernible for the socialist bloc as well. This
development resulted in what can be expressed as a change from a seller's
market to a buyer's market, where today any nation possessing sufficient
funds is likely to find a seller of any weapon system required.

In this connection it can also be said that the distinction between con-
ventional and nuclear weapons may be difficult to justify in the future.
Already, some types of nuclear delivery systems have been ;ransferred to
Third World countries (for example, the US Lance surface-to-surface
missile to Israel and the Soviet Scud to Egypt, Iraq and Syria), and if the
spread of production capacity for nuclear weapons in the wake of the
spread of nuclear energy production is not safeguarded in time, the arms
traffic may eventually come to include traffic also in nuclear weapons.

The underlying theory behind SIPR1's decision to examine the arms
t.ade with the Third World was that this trade is uniqun in comparison
to the trade in any other commodity, because of its politicil and military
consequences, both for the buyers and for the sellers. This has been
expressed in many ways by many sources. The following statement by
Julius Nyerere, for example, may serve as well as any other to define the
political aspect of arms supplies:
For the selling of arms is something which a country does only when it wants to support
and strengthen the regime or the group to whom the sale is made. Whatever restrictions
or limits are placed on that sale, the sale of any arms is a declaration of supportan
implied alliance of a kind. You can trade with :ople you dislike; you can have diplo-
matic relations with governments you disapprove of; you can sit in conference with
those nations whose policies you abhor. But you do not sell arms without saying, in
effect: "In the light of the receiving country's known policies, friends, and enemies,
we anticipate that, in the last resort, we will be on their side in the case of any conflict.
We shall want them to defeat their enemies.- [I )

In other words, the provision of the means for warfare has an intrinsic
political and military significance even where the supplying country states
only a commercial interest.

IL The flow ofarms

The producer suppliers

The list of main weapon suppliers is identical to that of the leading weapon
producers. More specifically, the governments of the producing countries
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control the exports of arms. The non-governmental, so-called illegal,
traffic in arms comprises only a small proportion of the total international
arms trade, particularly because even a private transaction requires an
export licence from the government of the exporting country. According
to the 1971 SIPR1 study pal. arms sales by private dealers represent no
more than 4 per cent of the total arms transfers, and only a minute pro-
portion of these dealers operate without government approval.

The United States occupies the leading position in the field of military
technology and is consequently the leading single exporter of major
conventional arms. The US share of total arms exports to the Third World
from 1970 to 1976 was 38 per cent (see table 8.1 for the rank order of arms-
exporting nations &wing this period). The Soviet Union is the second
largest supplier, with a total share of 34 per cent. This dual domination
of the arms market is not explained by technological capacity alone, but
by a quantitative factor as wellboth the United States and the Soviet
Union possess large armaments industries as regards production capacity
and turnover, and are thus able to produce long series of the various types
of weapon.

These dominant positions were, however, not a reality during the
immediate post-war years. It can be seen from table 8A.2 (Appendix 8A)
that the United States and the Soviet Union had not firmly established
their leading positions until the early 1960s, From 1945 until 1960, Britain
remained ahead of the Soviet Unionmainly because of warship orders
but al,,o because of the export of large numbers of aircraft dating from
the 1940s. The pattern of arms supplies thus illustrates the global change
in political roles, especially of the big powers, after 1945,

The pc .ition of the secondary suppliers, too, did not stabilize until the
1960s. A period of some 10 years elapsed after World War II before the
Europc.:n countries could really enter the arms export market. First, their
production capacity had to be resurrected after World War II, particularly
in the case of France, FR Germany and Italy. Second, the European
powers own weapon requirements had to be satisfied first. Gradually,
however, a pattern of arms exports emerged. From the rank order of
suppliers of major weapons for the period 1970-76 in table 8.1, it is possible
to classify the arms suppliers into four groups: first, the USA and the
USSR as the dominant suppliers; second, the UK and France in a category
of their ov,o as major suppliers, each with a 9 per ccnt share of the market;
third, a group of medium suppliers, including Canada, China, FR
Germany, Italy and the Netherlands; and fourth, a group of small
suppliers. (The countries listed in table 8.2, below, as Third World arms
exporters all belong to the fourth category.) And for all exporters except
the two single cases of Japan and Czechoslovakia, the trend is a rising
one.

:1 9 6



T. LI. kook order of onee eopplien to the Third World, 1070-76

Supplier

Total value
of arms
supplies
US nye

Per cent Largest
of world, recipient
total regions

Region's Largest
per cent of recipient
supplier's country in
total each region

Country's
per cent of
supplier's
total

USA 12 303 38 Middle East 62 Iran 31
Far East 27 S. Via.t Nam 12
South America 7 Brazil 2

USSR II 037 34 Middle East 57 Syria -- 23
North Africa 13 Libya 13
Far r.ast 13 N. Viet Nam 7UK 3 076 9 Mit.111 East 49 Iran 26
South America 22 Chile 8
South Asia 14 India 12

France 2 963 9 North Africa '4 Libya 16
Middle East 23 Egypt 5
South America 18 Venezuela 6

Italy 562 2 Middle East 40 Iran 34
South Africa 27 South Africa 27
South America 18 Brazil 10

China 337 2 South Asia 46 Pakistan 46
Far East 29 N. Viet Nem I I
Sub-Saharan Africa 25 Tanzania 16

FR Germany 451 1 South America 74 Argentine 22
Far East 10 Singapore 6
Sub-Saharan Africa 6 Nigeria 2

Netherlands 214 0.7 Middle Easi 40 Iran 28
SubSaharan , tfrica 25 Nigeria 10
South Americ.s 9 Argentina 6

Canada 178 0.6 South America 60 Peru 23
Sub-Saharan A.'rica 28 Zambia 9
mielic East 4 Lebanon 3

Czechoslovak ia 137 0.3 South Asia 59 India 59
Middle East 30 Egypt 11
Sub-Saharan Africa 7 Sudan 7

Spain 70 0.2 South America 82 Urusuay 51
Far East 11 Indonesia 11
Middle East 7 Jordan 7

Australia' 60 0.2 Far East 82 Indonesia 50
South America 15 Brazil 14
Middle East 2 Omen 2

Sweden 54 0.2 South Asia 87 Pakistan 87
South America 9 Chile 9
Sub-Saharan Africa 4 Sierra Leone 4

Poland, 30 0.1 South Asia 99 India 99
Far East 0.7 Indonesia 0.7

Yugoslavia, 24 0.1 Middle East 78 Egypt 70
Sub-Saharan Africa 22 Tanzania 13

Switzerland 17 0.1 South America 59 Argentina 41
Far East 18 Thailand 18
Middle East 12 Oman 12

New Zealand' 12 0.04 South Asia 77 India 77
Far East 23 Thailand 17

Japan 6 0.02 Far East 50 Philippines 50
Sub-Saharan Africa 30 Zaire 30

Belgium' i 0.02 South Africa 30 South Africa 30
Sub-Saharan Africa 30 Ethiopia 30

Ireland' 2 0 01 Middle East /00 Oman 100
Third World 724 2 South Atrica 24 South Africa 24
countries' Sub-Saharan Africa 19 Uganda 15

South Asia 18 Pakistan 12
World total 32 427 100

At constant 1975 prices.
' Included under Other Indus West, table 8A.2, page 256.

Included under Other Indus. East. table 8A.2. page 256.
See table 8,2 for the rank order of Third World arms suppliers.
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With the increase in the number of countries capable of exporting arms,
a noticeable competition for the Third World market broke out, resulting
in what might be called a general commercialization of the arms trade.
For the recipient countries this meant that, in cases where thc dominant
suppliers refused for political reasons to supply certaia types of weapon,
the emergence of new producers provided tne buyers with new sellers to
turn to. The case of Latin America provides an illustration of this develop-
ment: during the early post-war period the United States had a virtual
monopoly on arms sales in the region, but when the US sovernment
refused to sell the supersonic fighters requested, the buyers turned to
European producers. South America is now among the three largest
recipient regions for weapons from Australia, Canada, France, FR
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.
When the Soviet Union, according to Egyptian sources, refused to comply
with requests fur more sophisticated armaments, Egypt turned to West
European producers for the acquisition not only of the weapons but of
production know-how,

The so-called "buyer's market" in arms is visible on every occasion
before the conclusion of a contract. The buyer often negotiates with
several sellers at the same time, and the sellers do their utmost to improve
the favourable conditions offered. The financial arrangements are of
course of importance, but in addition no effort is spared to convince the
buyer of the weapons' lethal capacities.

In this connection it is important that the weapoli has been tested in
any of the post-1945 battlefields in Indo-China or in the Middle East;
in other words, they sell better when they are "well-blooded", as one
source describes it :

But the only real test and challenge to helicopter capability was at war; and Vietnam
had given a useful flip to the business. "It's been well blooded", an electronics Alesman
assured me, about his system which had been used in helicopters over Vietnam, and
the words "combat proven in South East Asia" were important in any sales pitch.
The antics, the sudden take-offs and spectacular liftings on the television screens
were All very well, but it was the sudden bursts of fire-power, the rain of bombs and
the swoosh of torpedots, which provided the real climax for the customers [3].

In regard to the enormous escalation of arms imports in the Middle
East, it often goes unnoticed that the USA and the USSR are not the only
suppliers to the regionseveral other countries are involved in securing
their share of an apparently unlimited market, for example France and the
UK, as well as Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.

The rise of Italy and Israel in the rank order of arms suppliers has
occurred during the 1970s and for both these new producers, South Africa
has become an important market. In particular, Italy has sold the licence
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for production of counter-insurgency (COIN) aircraft, and Israel has
delivered ship-to-ship miuiks.

In the case of FR Germany, the restrictions on arms production im-
posed by the Western European Union (WEU) in 1949 have been gradually
loosened over the years, but it is still common practice for West German
designs to be produced elsewhere, for example in Spain or France, and
for the weapons not to be exported directly from FR Germany.

Among the Third World countries, the major arms exporters are those
countries which have concentrated most heavily on the acquisition of
military know-how, that is, which have invested in military industries (see
table 8.2). Of those Third World countries which have reached an
advanced production capabilitymost notably Argentina, Brazil, India,
Israel and South AfricaIsrael stands out as the most technologically
advanced.3 Moreover, several other Third World countriesin particular
North and South Korea, and Taiwanhave fairly advanced indigenous
arms industries and therefore export capacity, although because they have
not yet begun to export, they are not included in table 8.2.4

For the socialist countries, it is also possible to discern a certain spread
of export capacity, although on it much smaller scale than in the West.
The Soviet Union alone account; for 94 per cent of the socialist countries'
arms exports (and furthermore, Czechoslovakia has on occasion acted as
intermediary for Soviet suppliers, for example, to Egypt in 1955). But the
past few years have seen an expansion of sales, particularly by Yugoslavia,
Poland and Romania, of light train 'rs and other aircraft. This will in
future make some impression on the large Soviet share of supplies from
socialist countries.

Iran will probably invest heavily in local arms production, as will Egypt
and Saudi Arabia. So far, Iran has re-exported US F-5A fighters, and
Jordan's position as third in order of suppliers is likewise explained by the
re-export of old equipment to South Africa and Oman.

The inclusion of the Ivory Coast and Gabon in the table is merely due
to the export of French-designed patrol boats from French-built ship-
yards.

The transfer of knaw-how

The transfer of arms includes also the transfer of production know-how.
The trend for Third World countries to import not only the weapons but

s If the production and export of small arms were taken into account, both ArgentinP and
India would occupy a higher place in the rank order.
' In regard to the small suppliers listed in table 8.1 above, one aspect should be kept in mind
--if small arms were included in thr Jata, this would mean a change upwards in the position
of such leading small arms producers as Sweden. Switzerland and Belgium (see the forth-
coming SIPRI oublication on the global arms trade).
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Table 8.2. Rank order of Third World arms supplier% 1970-76

Total value
of arms
supplies

Supplier VS 8 ppm*

Israel' 174

Iran 160

Jordan 139

Libya 77

Brazil' 47

South Africa' 30

Singapore 17

Cuba 13

Ivory Coast 10

India' 7

Iraq 6

Gabon 6

Malaysia 5

Egypt 4

Abu Dhabi 4

Ationtma 15

Saudi Arabia 1

Chile 0 5

Per cent
of Third
World
total

Largest
recipient
regions

Regicn's LarlICSI
per cent recipient
of country/
supplier's countries in
total each region

Country's
per cent
or
supplier's
total

24 Central America 35 El Salvador 15
Far East JO Singapore 19
South Afria 20 South Anita 20

12 South Asia 75 Pakistan 75
Middle East 12 Jordan 21
Sub-Saharan Africa 2 Ethiopia 2

22 South Africa 90 South Africa 90
Middle East 10 Oman 10
South Asia 0.2 Pakistan 0.2

1/ Sub-Saharan Africa 97 Uganda 97
South Asia 3 Pakistan 3

6 South America 98 Paraguay 42
Sub-Saharan Africa 2 Togo 2

4 Sub-Saharan Africa WO Rhodesia 98
Malawi 2

2 Far East 81 Brunei 51
Middle East 19 Kuwait 19

2 South America 100 Peru 100
/ Sub-Saharan Afr,ca 100 Cameroon 100
/ South Asia 100 Bangladesh 70

Nepal 30
/ Sub-Saharan Africa WO Uganda 100
/ Sub-Saharan Africa 100 Cameroon 100
/ Far East 100 Indonesia 100
0.5 Sub-Saharan Africa 67 Nigeria 67

North Africa 33 Libya 33
0.5 Middle East 100 Oman 56

Yemen 44
0 4 South America /00 Bolivia 53

Peru 43
Paraguay 2

0.1 Middle East 58 Oman 50
South Asia 42 Pakistan 42

0./ South America /00 Ecuador 100

Third World
total 724 100

At constant 1973 prices.
' Most weapons exported are of local production.

also entire arms industries is rising, although for technical reasons more
slowly than the rise shown in the figures for imports of weapons.

The build-up of domestic arms production capacities generally follows a
pattern: first, a licence is acquired from one of the leading industrialized
nations and production facilities are built, often involving huge technical
and personnel assistance from the seller. Production then starts with the
local assembly of imported sub-assemblies, for example an aircraft. The
next step is to complete the sub-assemblies locally from imported com-
ponents, then to manufacture the components locally from imported raw

tD
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materials, and finally to produce also the raw ma erials. This last stage is
not possible for the majority of new producers t ntil after a considerable
period of time since it involves both the availability of natural resources
and the existence of relate4 industries and infrastructure. In general, new
producers must always import some components, such as advanced
electronics, engines and certain types of armament.

It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that, for example, the
Third World exporting countries (see table 8.2, above) have benefitted
economically from the build-up of their local arms industries. The
enormous financial difficulties encountered by any arms producer are
exemplified by the arms industries of Western Europe. These difficulties
are multiplied in an underdeveloped country with an insufficient tech-
nological base and infrastructure. Many projects in the Third World have
stagnated at the blueprint stage, and even when a "success" is noted, one
final obstacle remains for a new arms producer to overcomenamely, to
market the weapon in competition with the well established producers.
Israel, which is by far the most experienced new arms producer outside
Europe, is a case in point. The Kfir-2, a fighter-bomber indigenously
developed on the basis of the Mirage-3 and -5, has so far been impossible
to export because it has a US engine whose export can be vetoed by ti.,e
US government for either political or commercial reasons. Moreover in
some countries, such as India, South Africa and Brazil, the build-up of a
local arms production and export capacity simply represents the inter-
national division of labour between the industrialized and the under-
developed worlds: large producersnational or multinational, US or
European--set up some parts of their production in countries where
labour is cheap. Thus, French Alouette helicopters are manufactured in
India under a licence agreement which includes offset contracts for the
re-export from India of components also for the French helicopters.

The part< rn of exports

Arms trade statistics indicate that this traffic is essentially a Western
afrair and responsibility together, the Western countries account for
77.5 per cent of the total trade in major weapons during the period 1970-76.
Of the total value for exports from the socialist countries, the USSR still
stands out as virtually the sole supplier, with a 94 per c.ent share, while
China accounts for 4 per cent and Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romarna and
Yugoslavia account for the remainder. However, statistics provide no
basis for conclusions of a normative nature, not least the arms trade
statistics. Although the claim by some representatives of socialist countries
that they only supply arms to "progressive forces" in the world cannot
be backed up by data, it is true that both the USA and the USSR do supply

4 o
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to regimes or other groups considered friendly or at least not hostile.
These supplier guidelines are described in the 1971 SIPRI study [21)] as
the "hegemonic supply policy".

However, a number of the recipients of Sot let supplies cannot be said
to meet the criterion of progressivity, just as a large number of US clients
do not measure up to such criteria as "democracies" or "representatives
of the free world". And many clients of tl-ie smaller, non-aligned arms
producers hardly comply with the criterion of being tension-free areas. In
summary, the armsi,roducers' own perceptions of their respective countries'
policies do not correspond to true situations. It is true that the Soviet Union
and some East European states were the main arms suppliersand often
the sole suppliersto several liberation movements of socialist ideology,
for example to the FNL in Viet Nam, to FRELIMO in Mozambique, and
so on, but it is also evident that the Sino-Soviet conflict, for example, has
influenced both these countries' decisions to support one or the other of
the liberation movements. This is particularly visible in Africa, where
China pursued an anti-Soviet policy until it found itself arming the same
forces in Angola that were receiving South African and tacit Western
military support.

The group of arms suppliers which act mainly as strictly commercial
agents, that is, which trade for financial reasons, in turn experience an
insoluble moral eommercial conflict. This has occurred in France, FR
Germany, Italy and the UK, for example, in the case of arms supplied
to South Africa.

The importer -recipients

Data on the import of major arms by Third World regions and countries
(see table 8.3) illustrate the impact of the two big conflicts at World
War II, the Arab--Israeli conflict and the war in Viet Nam. The Middle
East region accounts for a total of 51 per cent of all major arms imports
by the Third World du lag the 1970s. But within the region, the pattern
of weapon imports has changed sincc around 1970. Up to then, those
countries which were t.'ir4 involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict were
the leading importers, but by the laer half of the decade Israel and Egypt
were overtaken by Iran. Iran is the single country with the largest arms
imports in the region, as well as in the Third World, reaching 30 per cent
of the total value for the Middle East during 1970-76.

During 1976 alone, Iran's imports of major weapons made up 23 per
cent of the total Third World value. Supplies to the Middle East are sAl
clearly dominated by the two great powers, but there are indications of a
future change in this pattern. Other European suppliers are taking more
Iranian orders, for example, the UK, Franee and Italy; and only Israel
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isnpot ling
. *ion

Total value
of arms
imports
US me

Percentage
of Third
World
total

Six largest
recipient
countries

Total value
of country's Percentage
arms imports of region's
US Me total

Largest
supplier
to each
country

Percentage
of country's
total

Four lariat
suppliers
per region

Peroentags
of region's
total

Middle EAU 16 484 51 Iran 4 900 30 USA 45 US,. 44:
Eppt 2 864 17 USSR 89 USSR 38
Israel 2 785 17 USA 97 UK 9
Syria 2 595 16 USSR 99 Frame 4
Iraq 1 122 7 USSR 97
Saudi Arabia 962 6 USA 70

Far East. incl 5 434 17 S. Viet Nam 1 475 27 USA 100 USA 62
Viet Nam N. Viet Nam 881 16 USSR 93 USSR 27

S. Korea 662 12 USA 99 UK 3
N. Korea 621 II USSR 9/ China 3
Taphan 424 8 USA 93
Thailand 262 5 USA 78

South America 2 818 9 Brazil 612 22 USA 33 USA 29
Argentina 510 18 UK 28 UK 24
Venezuela 487 17 France 33 France 19
Chile 455 16 UK 47 FR Germany 12
Peru 355 13 USA 25
Ecuador 157 6 FR Germany 29

North Africa 2 474 8 Libya 2 091 85 USSR 69 USSR 59
Morocco 280 // France 55 France 28
Tunisia 54 2 France 94 USA 8
Algeria 49 2 France 45 UK 2

South Asia 2 461 8 India 1 648 67 USSR 66 USSR 49
Pakistan 675 27 China 36 UK 17
Afghanistan 60 2 USSR 100 France 11
Bangladesh 49 2 USSR 90 China 10
Sri Lanka 17 1 UK 41
Nepal 13 / UK 38
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Sub-Saharan I 536 5 Zaire 233 /5 France 76 USSR 32
Africa Upnda 210 14 USSR 48 France 21

Nigeria 157 10 USA 40 USA 11
Mozambique 32 9 USSR 100 China 9
Tanzania 107 7 China 79

Zambia 96 6 USSR 31

South Africa 779 2 779 France 51
Italy /9
Jordan 18
Israel 4

Central America 426 1 Cuba 168 39 USSR 100 USSR 39
Mexico 138 32 U K 81 U K 29
El Salvador 32 8 Israel 81 USA 16
Guatemala 23 5 USA 61 Israel 14

Panama 18 4 USA 22
Nicaragua 18 4 Israel 98

Ocean;a 3 0.01 Fiji 3 100 USA 100 USA 100

Third World total 32 427 100

At constant 1975 prices.
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will for the foreseeable future continue to rely almost exclusively on the
USA for its import requirements. The alternative for Israe!, rather than
trying to diversify its sources of major arms, would be to invest in domestic
arms industries. Saudi Arabia has placed large orders with US companies,
but France will in future become a more prominent arms supplier to that
country.

In gereral, the present long-term plans by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and
some of the other so-called "oil states" include heavy investment in the
joint Arab arms industry in Egypt,s where the first big projects at present
being discussed and negotiated are for French- and British-licensed
weapons (for example, the Mirage F-1 fighter, the Hawk fighter, the
Swingfire anti-tank missile and the Lynx helicopter).

The countries relying exclusively on arms supplies from the Soviet
Union for the period 1970-76 are Egypt, Syria and Iraq. This pattern is
also changing, however, a trend which will show up in future statistics.6
Egypt has turned from the Soviet Union to France and Britain, and also
imported military transport aircraft from the United States after 1974.
Iraq, a country to which the Soviet Union has supplied 97 per cent of all
its major arms imports since 1970 (see table 8.3), has placed large new orders
in France.

The second largest arms-importing Third World region is the Far East,
where the impact of the Indo-China War is clearly visible in the arms
trade d3ta. Viet Nam has therefore consistently been shown separately in
SIPRI arms trade data (see table 8.4).s It should be emphasized that these
statistics cannot be taken as a direct measure of military intervention, since
the total cost of the US involvement in Indo-China--and aiso of the
preceding French involvementby far exceeded the value of military aid
and arms supplies to the South Vietnamese forces. The higher value of
US arms supplies to South Viet Nam as compared to Soviet supplies to
North Viet Nam is rather an illustration of the difference in strategy
between a technologically advanced nation and a technologically under-
developed nation-- the North Vietnamese relied on the principles of
guerrilla warfare and concentrated essentially on manpower and light
arms, which are not included in the SIPRI statistics. The major share of
North Viet Nam's arms imports is accounted for by the SAM-2 and SAM-3
air defence systems deployed around Hanoi and Haiphong, which ac-
counted for 66 per cent of all the major arms imports to this country

The Arab Organization for Industrialization (A01), a pan-Arab arms industry with head-
quarters in Cairo. %as cel up in April 1975 %ith a starting capital of SI 040 mn. The original
members include I.gy pt. Qatar. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates; Kusait has
also made financial contributions and .s reportedly interested in joining.

The arms trade statistics cover only %capons delivered and not those on order; see chapter 9.
' No SIPRI data ar: at present available for the unified country of Viet Nam from 1975
onskards.
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Table 11.4. Imparts a major weapons by North and Saadi Vlet Nam, 1954-75

Recipient

Total
value of
country's
imports
US $ nm Supplier

Total
value of
supplies
US $ MR

Percentage
of recipient's
total imports Weapon category

Percentage
of
recipient's
total

North Viet Nam 2 174 USSR 1 986 91 Aircraft 19

Miss:les 66
Armoured vehicles 4

Warships 2

China 188 9 Aircraft
Armoured vehicles /
Warships .5

South Viet Nam 2 207 USA 2 176 98.5 Aircraft 62
Missiles 0.3
Armoured vehicles /7
Warships 20

France 22 I Aircraft 0.4
Armoured vehicles 0.4
Wats Rips 0.07

Canada 9 0.4 Aircraft 0.4

Japan 0.5 0.02 Aircraft 0.02

during the 1970s. Considerably less effort was devoted to acquiring
supplies for the air force, and only a minor share went to the typically
conventional army's inventory of tanks, armoured cars and other armoured
vehicles. North Viet Nam had no navy to speak of, and was equipped only
with river gunboats and other light craft.

The US.supported military forces of South Viet Nam illustrate another
military strategyheavy investment in the air force (in addition to the
US-piloted fleet), in a conventional army equipped with tanks, and ;rt a
navy.

The political dimension of arms supplies is also well illustrated by the
two Korean nations: South Korea relies on the USA for 99 per cent of its
major arms importsa trend which is not likely to be reversed easily, as

South Korea is investing more heavily in a local arms production capacity
with US aidand North Korea relies on the Soviet Union for 91 per cent
of its major arms imports, the remainder being covered by China. North
Korea is also putting much effort into achieving a local production capacity
exclusively under Soviet licences.

Taiwan is one of the relatively few nations that have so far been given

access to US military know-how (the sale of production licences be+. g
most common for the UK and France), most significantly with the local
production of Northrop's F-SE Tiger-2 fighter, which started in 1974.

In Latin America, the US position as the dominant arms supplier has

been eroded in favour of the UK and France, and s, .eral large orders,
particularly for submarines, have been placed with FR Germany.

400.
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Venezuela, the region's "oil state", has shown a sharp increase in arms
imports during the past decade. Both Brazil and Argentina, the two largest
importers in the region,, also invest heavily in domestic arms industries.
Particular interest is shown in achieving a naval production capacity
Argentina is producing six "Amuon"-class frigates and one Type 42
destroyer under partial British licence Brazil is producing two "Niteroi"-
class destroyers, also under British licence and with technical assistance
from the UK.

The position of North Africa as the fourth region according to volume
of arms imports is due to the military build-up by Libya alone. Libya has
turned to the Soviet Union for arms, while the other three countries remain
customers of their former colonial power, France.

In South Asia, India stands out as the largest buyer, depending heavily
on the Soviet Union. Most of the arms acquired by India have been on
licence from the USSRnotably the MiG-21, including its Atoll missiles.
India also produces British and French aircraft and missiles, and is actively
engaged in the development of local designs, so far not too successfully.
The fighter-bomber HF-24 Marta, begun in 1956, has still not achieved the
planned capacity due to design and cost problems with the engine.

In the South Asian region, Bangladesh and Afghanistan also number
among the customers of the USSR. Pakistan has purchased most of its
heavy equipment from China, but in future other suppliers will take a
bigger share of the marketin particular France, with negotiations under
way for the local production of the Mirage F-I.

In sub-Saharan Africa, the two former colonial powersthe UK and
Francedominated the arms trade market until the early 1970s. During
the period 1970-.76, the Soviet Union supplied 32 per cent of the region's
arms imports, but this share is due mainly to large imports of fighter
aircraft and tanks by Uganda, and to large supplies to Mozambique
during 1976 alone.

For South Africa, the pattern of arms imports illustrates the effects of
the 1963 embargo imposed by the United Nations. This meant that the
UK, the former dominant supplier, fell back in favour of France and Italy,
which have sold production licences for Mirage fighters and counter-
insurgency aircraft. In reality the third largest supplier to South Africa
is Israel, which has sold missile-armed patrol boats. (The inclusion of
Jordan among the arms suppliers to South Africa is due to only one
transaction, which took place in 1974 when Jordan secretly sold its used
Tigercat missile system and Centurion tanks via a private company in
Liechtenstein. Some of these arms have later appeared in Rhodesia.)

Finally. in Central America, Cuba has since 1960 dominated in arms
imports, relying exclusively on the Soviet Union for its major arms.
During the past three years Cuba has also begun to export arms: to
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Angoh in connection with its military and manpower aid during the civil
war, and to Peru in 1977 with the delivery of 12 ex-Cuban Air Force
M iG-2 1 s.

The pattern of imports

Like the Third World exporters, the importers in this region can be grouped
by pattern of arms purchases. The first and most obvious group consists
of those countries directly involved in war or in civil war, or visibly close
to or threatened by armed conflict at a given time. Examp!ts of such
countries are Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Iraq, Israel, North and South
Korea, Nigeria, Somalia, South Africa, Syria and Viet Nam.

A second prominent group today consists of what might be called the
most developed nations in the underdeveloped regicnscountries with
regimes that strive for regional dominance, such as Brazil, India, Iran and
South Africa.

A third category is a more loosely defined group of countries where the
decision to build up or to modernize their armed forces is part of a
general drive towards industrialization or an expression of every nation's
per se legitimate demand for "national security". This is, of course, a
broad generalization, and in reality there is a certain degree of interaction
between the various factors leading to a decision to import a certain type
of weapon.

Within the three groups outlined above, two additional factors deter-
mining the type and the volume of arms imports are at worknamely,
the size of foreign exchange earnings and the interests of the two great
powers. Trends in the flow of weapons tend to support the contention
that the interests of the leading arms suppliers are the most important
single determinant. In addition to the fact that there was no great increase
in the number of conflicts, this would explain, for instance, the big rise
in arms supplies to the Third World at the end of the 1950s. Several
African countries did achieve independence in this period, but the volume
of their arms imports was too low to explain the increase. The rise
occurred because of the US policy of arming what were known as the
"forward defense areas" around the socialist bloc, and because competition
between the two great powers intensified as the Soviet Union entered the
market in 1955. Until then, the Soviet Union had adhered to a policy of
giving military support to socialist regimes alone. But following the general
change in foreign policy away from the "two-camp theory" to the "theory
of peaceful co-existence", the Soviet Union notably changed its approach
towards underdeveloped countries. With the ideological acceptance of a
third force, or the non-aligned countries, Soviet arms supplies to the Third
World drastically increased.

4 0 s
.t.
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The impact of industrialized countries' supplier interests is similarly
illustrated by the even higher relative and absolute increase in arms
deliveries beginning in 1470. With the 1973 oil crisis, the position of the
industrialized world vis-h-eis the oil-producing countries changed: the
big arms-producing nations found that by meeting the oil producers'
demands for the most sophisticated armaments, they could somewhat
compensate for the negative balance of payments resulting from the
increase in oil prices. The difference in supplier policy from the 1950s
and early 1960s is simply that economic rather than political interests
determine the efforts of the supplying countries to export arms.

111. The weapons

The qualitative aspect of the general trend in the spread of arms supplies
to the Third World can be expressed thus: during the 1950s the arms
exported to underdeveloped nations were in general surplus or obsolete
types, or second-handthat is, the type was sold after having been re-
placed in some branch of the military in the industrialized country.
Moreover, these arms were single weapons, which required little more
in the way of spares, support equipment and service than did a civilian
product. The sophisticated arms now being developed, produced and
traded are not single weapons but rather weapon systems, often requiring
large additional investments for the buyer in training and education both
of operators and technical staff, outside aid in the form of technical and
military advisers, a special infrastructure, and perhaps even a reorganiza-
tion of the structure of the armed forces.

For example, in 1952 South Africa purchased 50 DeHavilland Vampire
bombers, all from British surplus stocks, and most of these aircraft had
been in service during World War II. At that time this acquisition repre-
sented a first step towards equipping a modern air force, although the
delivery consisted of only 50 aircraft. The next generation, the French
Dassault Mirage-3 that began to arrive from 1963, represented a transition
to a weapon system, its capacity being multiplied by the air-to-air and
air-to-surface missiles on board. With the advances in the producing
countries in the field of missile technology and military electronics, the
complexity or sophistication of modern major armaments became a
reality.

Aircraft

One indicator of the spread of sophisticated armaments to the Third World
is the acquisition of modern combat aircraft, with new capabilities ranging
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from all-weather types to versions carrying infra-red guided missiles,
electronic countermeasures equipment, such miscellaneous equipment as
bombs and napalm tanks, and so on. Table 8.5 shows the spread of super-
sonic fighter aircraft to the .1 hird World since 1960: the criterion of super-
sonic speed is used to indicate ihe level of technological sophistication also
found in the inventories of the major industrialized arms-producing nations
and because nearly all these aircraft produced after 1960 were armed with
missiles and such other armaments as cannons, machine-guns, bomb loads
and napalm tanks. By the 1970s deNelopments in these aircraft had reached
the stage mentioned above away from a single weapon to a weapon
system with an enhanced destructive capacity.

The hrst two generations of tighter aircraft designed and produced
after 1945 were still described by their specific single roles, for example,
fighter, tighter-bomber, and so on In comparison, the most recent ones
are described by such dual- and Iti-roles as multi-mission fighter and
attack, air combat, air superiority fighter and so on. For example, the
French Mirage F-1, described as a single-seat, multi-mission fighter and
attack aircraft, with a maximum level speed at high altitude of Mach 2.2,
carries the following standard weapon system: two 30-mm cannons and
one air-to-air missile under each wingtip. For the interception role, the
externally mounted weapons include Matra R-530 radar homing, or
infra-red homing, air-to-air missiles on underfuselage and inboard wing
pylons, and a Sidewinder or Matra 550 air-to-air missile at each w:ngtip
station. For ground attack duties, typical loads may include one AS-37
Martel anti-radar missile or AS-30 air-to-surface missile, eight 450-kg
bombs, four rocket launchers with 18 air-to-ground rockets each, or six
600-litre napalm tanks. Externally, the F-1 can also carry auxiliary fuel
tanks, photoflash containers and a reconnaissance pod with a SAT
Cyclope infra-red system and EMI side-looking radar, The plane also
carries advanced electronic equipment for various roles such as a Doppler
radar and bombing computer, navigation computer, position indicator,
laser rangefinder and terrain-avoidance radar.

However, t,:chnological sophistication alone does not signify the com-
plete military capacity of a nation, or the political and military intentions
of a particular régime. A breakdown of the types of fighter aircraft delivered
to Third World countries does, however, reveal some interesting aspects.°

Those regimes which have invested in achieving a conventional air force
with a modern strike capacity have largely pursued the same path
varying, of course, according to political orientation towards East or West.
The customers of the West first received more or less obsolete fighters and
bombers left over after 1945, suc i as the British Spitfire and Vampire and

A computerized breakdown by type of major weapons deliveredcategorized by both seller
and buyer will m future be available on request from SIPRI.
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Table LL The weed et sew Niel arena te Thud Wed/ amides, Ita-rr

Conan 1940/1961 1062 1963 1964 INS 1966 1967 1968 1969

Taiwaa F-104
Pakithut
Cuba

W aal

S. Africa
Wakes*
N. Korea
S. Korea
Iraa
Philippines
Algeria
Afghanistan
Saudi Arabia
Thailand
Ethiopia
Morocco
N. Viet Nam
S. Viet Nam
Syria
Joidan
Pen
lAbanon
Kuwait
Libya
Sudan
Venezuela
B razil
Colombia
Argentina
Abu Dhabi
B angladesh
Somaha
Rhodesia
Zaire
Nigeria
Uganda
Malaysia
Chile
Oman
Ecuador
Tunisia
lin 'shore
Kenya
Gabon

F-I04
MiG2IF
MiG-21F
M 3

MIG-21F
M 1G-21 F
Mirap-3C

M1G-21

F-3A

Mirage-3E

Mill-21FL
F-3A
F-3A
F-3A
MiG-21

MiG-2I
Lightning
F-3A
F-SA
F-311
MiG-21

Sti-7

F-SA

F-3A
MiG-21
F-I04

Mirage-3E

A-4H F-4A

F-4A

Mirage-3
Mirage-30
Lightning
F-3A

F-41

Excluding second-hand or refurbished aircraft The new types acquired since 1960. with the year of production
start in brackets, include
Lockheed F-104 5140110er. USA (1956)
Mikoyan MiG-2IF Fishbed-C. USSR (1936)
Mikoyan MIG-21FL FishbedD, USSR 1190)
Mikoyan MIG-21MF Fishbed-1, USSR (le/01
Mikoyan MiG-238 Flogger-C. USSR 11971)
Dassault Mirspr-3C. France (1960i
Dassault Mirage-IF, France (1964)
Dassault Mirage.4A, France (lee)
Dassault Mirage F-IC, France (197))
Northrop F-tA Freedom Fighter USA (1961)
Northrop F-313 Freedom Fighter. USA (lene)
Northrop F-31 Tiger2, USA (1972)
SAC Lightning. UK (1954)
Su lilsoi Su-711 Fitter-A, USSR (1M)
Sukhot Su-II Fishpot-C, USSR (190)

41.157 0 . 19 - 27

McDonnell Douglas A.4M Skyhawk2. USA
McDonnell Douglas A-4H Sk3hassk-2. USA
McDonnell Douglas A-4N Sks haw k-2, USA
McDonnell Douglas F-4,4111 Phantom. USA
McDonnell Douglas F-411 Phantom. USA
McDonnell Douglas F-41 Phantom. USA
McDonnell Douglas F-IS Eagle. Us A
LTV A-7A Corsair-2, USA
LTV A-713 Corsatr-2. USA
Lockheed P-IC Orion. USA
Grumman 1.2C Hawkese. USA
General Dynamics F.lb. USA
Ilyushin II-31 May, USSR
Tupolev Tu-22, USSR

4

(1970)
( )
( )
(19314
(1"63)
(1967)
0977)
(1963)
((MS)
(1960
(1971)
(1976)
( )
(1461)



1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 On order

Mirage- S
Mt(i.: 1 MF

MiCI-21M1
A-4N

Su-7 MiG-7.1M F

Mirage-3
MiG-2 I

Su-7

Morege-3

MeG-23

Mirage F- IC
A-7

F- I 5

MIG-23

E-2C

E-2C F-I6

F-5E
F-4E P-3C F-14A F-16

F-511 F-5E

MiG.21MF Su-7 MIG-23 Su-1 I
F-50 F-SE

F-51 Mirage-3E
Wrap-3E
Mor.ge-3
Mirage.)

M Irage-5 Mirage-3E
NW-21114F

MiG-21

Mirage F-I
F-5E

MiG-2I MiG-23

Mirage F-IC
MiG-231 Tu-22 Mirage F-IC

Mirage 50

F-5E

Mirage-lB
Mirage-5
MiG-2IMF
MiG-2I
F-SE

F-5E
Jaguar

Jaguar Mimeo F-I
F-SE
F-SE

F-5E
Mirage-5

4
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the French Ouragon. From 1953, Rockwell International's F-86 Sabre
fighter was found in the Third World inventories and was eventually sold
to as many as 13 nations. Taiwan's acquisition may serve to illustrate a
typical import curve, starting with F-86Fs armed with Sidewinder missiles
in 1954, then the F-104 Starfighter in 1960, followed by Northrop's F-5A
Freedom Fighter in 1965, and the F-5E Tiger-2 in 1974, the latter being
assembled under licence.

The Israeli inventory includes other of the types most often sold to
Third World countries in this period. During the 1950s Israel received old
French Ouragons and Mystire 4s, replaced in 1962 by the then considered
highly advanced Mirage-3 fighter-bomber. From 1968, large deliveries
began of several hundred McDonnell Douglas A-4 Skyhawks and F-4
Phantoms, to be replaced in turn by the new fighters for the 1980sthe
McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle from 1976 and the General Dynamics
F-16 from 1980. The F-I6, which eventuaPy won the NATO order in the
competition for the "aircraft deal of the century", will also be found in
Iran from 1980. In competition with these latest US models, the French
Mirage F-1 has won several orders, for example from Kuwait, Libya,
Saudi Arabia and South Africa.

The typical sequence for importers turning to the USSR may be illus-
trated by the case of Syria, which received MiG-15s and -17s during the
late 1950s, followed by MiG-2Is armed with Atoll air-to-air missiles in
1967 and the more advanced-version MiG-21 MF in 1972, and then the
MiG-23 from 1974.

While these aircraft represent the result of a technological arms race
among the producers (see table 8.5, above), the Third World customers
have also concentrated on acquiring light aircraft, after the Viet Nam War
generally referred to as counter-insurgency types.

Largc numbers of armed helicopters and armed jet trainers have spread
all over the regionamong the largest customers are Iran, with over 500
Bell helicopters, and South Africa, where the Italian Aermacchi MB-326
GB/K is produced under licence as the COIN types Impala-1 and Impala-2.
The MB-326 GB has also been licence-produced in Brazil since 1971 as the
COIN type AT-26 Xavante, and has been purchased by Argentina, Bolivia,
Zaire and several other nations. Another Italian plane with a COIN role
is Siai-Marchetti's SF-260W Warrior, purchased by Ecuador, Morocco,
Thailand. Zaire and Zambia. Among the most popular US COIN aircraft
are the Rockwell OV-10 Bronco, and the Cessna A-37, sold during the
past five years to Chile, South Korea and Venezuela, among others.
Finally the Italian AM-3C and Italian-US AL-60 light planes are used
for the COIN role in South Africa. The widespread need for and import
of this type of aircraft in Third World countries is of interest when con-
sidering their protests in the United Nations against even discussing the
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registration of the arms trade, arguing that the poor nations in the world
need these armaments for self-defence.

Missiles

The second indicator of the advance of military technology is the spread of
missile weapon systems to the Third World (see table 8.6). The most
widely acquired types during the 1950s and 1960s were the standard
systems arming US, French and Soviet fighters, that is, the Sidewinder
air-to-air missile, the Sparrow air-to-air missile, the French AS-12 and
AS-11 missiles on helicopters and the Matra R-530 on Mirage aircraft,
and the Atoll air-to-air missile on the many versions of the MiG-21. The
later version of the Phantom fighter, the F-4E, carries, in addition to
Sidewinder and Sparrow, the Hughes Maverick air-to-surface missile.

The new generation of air combat missiles for the 1980s so far includes
the Hughes Phoenix air-to-air missile for Iran's and Israel's F-16 fighters,
and the Rockwell Condor air-to-surface missile. The British BAC Sea Skua
air-to-ship missile, arming Lynx helicopters and sold to Brazil among
other customers, is another of the new products on the missile market.

The first armoured vehicles equipped with anti-tank missiles began to
appear on a large scale in Third World countries from 1962. In particular,
many of the Soviet customers have received large numbers of the AT-1,
AT-2 and AT-3 systems. The British BAC Vigilant was also widely
acquired.

More recent anti-tank missiles incorporate more complex technology,
such as the popular Hughes TOW system° which can also be used as an
air-to-ground system. Iran has purchased a large number, both for infantry
use and to arm its Bell AH-11 attack helicopters. TOW was amply demon-
strated as a helicopter weapon in Viet Namthe missile can be fired even
at high speeds and still hit the target. It is operated automatically, the
gunner's task being only to keep his target in sight by telescope during
missile flight. The light source in the missile is tracked by a sensor which
measures the angle between the gunner's sight line and the flight direction
of the missile. These displacements are transformed by the computer into
guidance commands for the missile.

During the 1973 Middle East War, the small portable Soviet SA-7 anti-
tank weapon made an impression as a highly lethal and easily handled
weapon. It was subsequently used by the guerrilla forces in Angola,
Guinea-Bissau, and Mozambique. The new West GermanFrench anti-
tank weapons, Euromissiles HOT and Milan, were develcped according
to the same principles as the SA-7 and have since been delivered to a

TOW Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, Wire-guided.
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Colombia
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Ilmodor
'Maga

bicksiad are land-based fixed and mobile surface-to-ground and surface-to-air systems, air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles on fighter aircraft and on
bsikepten, and and-tank, ship-to-ship and ship-to-air missiles.

Seeret: 31PR1 country registers I950-77.
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Country 1950 51 52 53 54 55 36 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Thailand xx x xx x x x xx PC

Democratic Yemen xx x xxx x xxx x
Abu Dhabi x x xxx x xxx x
Congo x x xxx x x xx x
Mauritania x x x xx x x xxx
Qatar x x xxx x xxxx
Nepal x x xx x x xx x
Senegal x xx x x x xxx
Guyana x x x it it it .x x
Laos xx x x x xxx
Bahrain x x x xxx x
Haiti xx x xxxx
Mauritius xx x x xx x
Sharya xx x x xx x
Dominican Rep. x x xxx x
Ethiopia x x xxx x
Malawi x x xxx x
Philippines x x xx x
El Salvador xxx x
Guatemala x xx x
Mozambique x x

Including the following types: armoured car, tank, main battle tank.

Sourcr see source to table 8.6.
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number of countries. The ship-to-ship or ship-to-air missile systems
appeared in the Third World inventories from 1961. one widely sold type
being the Soviet Styx missile, arming "Komar"- and "Osa"-class patrol
boats. On missile boats sold during the 1970s, the most common arma-
ments are the US Harpoon and the French Exocet. A new product so far
sold to Singapore, South Africa and Taiwan is the Israeli-designed
Gabriel ship-to-ship missile.

The fixed or mobile land-based anti-aircraft missile systems in a way
represent a weapon category of their own. The first such systems intro-
duced in the Third World were the US Honest John and Nike Hercules,
delivered to South Korea and Taiwan in 1959. From 1961, the Soviet SA-2
entered the market, beginning in Cuba and Indonesia. Since then practi-
cally all Soviet customers have received one or several of the SA-2, SA-3,
SA-4 and SA-6 systems. During the 1970s, the Raytheon Advanced Hawk
has been sold, particularly in the Middle East, in competition with the
South African-financed, French-developed Crotale. The most recent
systems introduced in the Middle East also represent the most advanced
technology: the US Lance surface-to-surface missile to Israel, and the
Soviet Scud to Egypt, Iraq, Libya and Syria, both capable of carrying
nuclear warheads and both being long-range systems.

Armoured vehicles

The import of armoured vehicles of post-I945 design is shown in table 8.7.
In the breakdown by the categories of main battle tank, light tank and
armoured car or armoured personnel carrier, the latter type dominates
the army inventories of the Third World customers. Armoured cars are
among those weapons which have proved highly useful for internal
security toles. The US Ford M-I 13, the French Panhard car and the
Soviet BTR-40/50 are the most common types, along with the British
Saracen, Saladin, Ferret, Scorpion and Fox. Comparatively few of those
countries listed in table 8.7 have acquired main battle tanks for the con-
ventional warfare role; among these countries are of course the nations
which have been or are involved in major conflicts, such as for example
Israel and Egypt. The armed clashes between Ethiopia and Somalia in
1977 involved Soviet tanks and armoured cars on both sides, as well as
MiG fighters from both air forces.

Some armoured vehicles are produced under licence, for example a
development of the British Vickers 37-ton in India, known as Vijayanta,
and the French Panhard cars in South Africa. Brazil is one of the very
few Third World countries to have put indigenous designs into production
the EE-9 and EE-11 armoured cars, now being sold to Saudi Arabia. The
latest models of the M-I13 are usually equipped with the TOW anti-tank
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missile, and generally it can be said that through the developments of
new types of ammunition and small arms (high-speed bullets, and so on)
the destructive capacity of these types of weapon is by 1977 much superior
to that of weapons frOm the 1950s.

Warships

In general, the navy is the last of the military branches of Third World
countries to receive modern equipment of the same type as that of the
main naval powers of the industrialized world, for both technical and
strategic reasons. In fact, few Third World nations possess a navy at all,
that is, with submarines, destroyers and other heavy warships. Those
nations which do possess a navy are found primarily in Latin America
and the Far East, for example, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, India, Indodesia,
Pakistan and Peru, and among the future big naval powers, Iran and
South Africa are rapidly investing in such a capacity for the Indian Ocean
(see table 8.8). The most common type of warship in the Third World
is the fast patrol boat, after 1970 normally equipped with ship-to-ship
missiles. Another new type of navy warship is represented by armed
hovercraft. Iran now has the world's first, and largest, military hovercraft
fleet.

Thus, table 8.8 includes relatively few heavy warships, and most of
those destroyers and frigates imported were built before 1945 and then
refurbished and modernized. France and FR Germany are the leading
exporters of modern submarines, the "Daphne"-class and Type 209. The
Soviet Iinion mostly exports types that were produced during the 1950s
and have served some time in the Soviet navies. The first nation to receive
a modern missile-armed frigate was Iran, which in 1971 received delivery
of the British SAAM-class equipped with two types of naval warfare
missile, and Argentina, Brazil and India are the only nations so far capable
of producing modern frigates equipped for anti-submarim° warfare, all
under British licence and with a heavy input of British technical assistance.

IV. Conclusions

The conclusions to be drawn concerning this evermore unlimited, un-
controlled and increasingly commercialized dispersal of weapon systems
from the industrialized world around the globe, are as follows:

I. There is no es idence that arms transfers per se contribute to national
security for the buyer. The reverse may be equally possible.

2. There is no causal relationship between supplies of arms and the
creation of political goodwill at the receiving end. Rather the opposite is

4 2 3
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truegoodwill between the respective governments may result in arms
deals, among other relationships.

3. For poor countries, the investment in major weapons and weapon
industries depends mostly on the success of sales campaigns from the
producing companies and governmental sales agencies, and results in a
drain of the scarce resources needed for civilian economic development.

4. For the producing nations, arms exports are of most importance at
the industry level, for the profit and existence of the single enterprise and
its work force.

5. If, in future, nuclear weapons also begin to be widely traded, along
with their carriers, the uncontrolled transfer of arms may become an even
greater danger to world security.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH Z. EARTH, FRISIDENT AND GENERAL
'Amu, MERMAN LEAGUE FOR INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
ASSISTANCE, INC.

Mr. Etant. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I might say, to the members of the committee, that I feel very

inadequate on this side of the table. 1 always viewed those who testi-
fled on subject matters, when I sat on your side of the table, as rather
inadequate because I had spent so many hundreds of hours listening
to testimony and gathered so many points of view, and so much infor-
mation, and conversed with so many of my colleagues on the matter,
and conversed with so many people from the executive branch on the
matter, I thought those who appeared on this side of the table were
in large part inadequate. This is the way that I feel today.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Best and I will do the very best we can in
bringing to you our views on the current foreign military sales con-
trol program, and possibly some suggested changes in that.

Mr. Best, on my right, until March of 1977, as you know, Mr. Chair-
man, was the chief economist for the Senate Finance Committee, where
he served for more than a decade. He is now vice president for the
American League for International Security Assistance, and we are
very delighted to have him aboard.

Before giving our views, Mr. Chairman, let me briefly describe the
American League for International Security Assistance.

ALISA, as we call it, is slightly beyond 1 year old, and that makes
it a very young organization, but it is a unique organization inasmuch
as it is a labor-management organization currently composed of 3
national and international unions, representing about 3.5 million
workers and approximately 30 Amencan cerporations engaged in

11.S. Congress. House. ('ommittee on International Relations. Subcommittee on Inter-
national Security and Scientific Affairs. Foreign Assistance Legislation for fiscal year
1979 I Part 2) : Hearings. Washington. U.S. (iovt. Print. Off.. 1978. p. 36-44.
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exporting billions of dollars worth of American manufactured goods
and services every year.

A list of our membership is attached, so we don't have to talk
about that.

These companies, which are members of ALISA, employ close to
735,000 Americans in all 50 States plus the District of Columbia.
ALISA's principal goal is to encourage exports of American goods and
services, in consonance with the security, foreign policy, and economic
goals of our Nation.

Before we discuss the conventional arms transfer policy, Mr. Chair-
man, in which this committee has a great responsibility, we should
mention that the members of ALISA are firmly convinced that the
United States needs to adopt a national policy that encourages the
production and export of American-made goods and services if we are
to achieve the goals of: (1) full employment; (2) greater price stability;
and (3) protecting the integrity of the dollar.

We strongly believe that Amer'la's greatest long-term strength
our industrial 1 edepends importantly on the high-technology
sector where we have maintained our only competitive advantap,
and even in some of those areas, Mr. Chairman, competition is N-
coming very keen, indeed.

On the immediate issue of military exports, Mr. Chairman, ALISA
agrees fully with the notion, indeed the law, that the primaly purpose
of arms sales must be to enhance world peace and national security.
We believe that such determinations can only be made on a case-by-
case basis. Playing with numbers, Mr. Chairman, year after year, or
for that matter day after day, is nothing more than a game. We
suggest that it could be dangerous.

In this connection, we agree with the very balanced and thoughtful
statement made by Hon. Stephen Solarz of New York on the arms
sales issue which reads as follows: I undemtand he has been quoted on
a number of other occasions, but let me quote him once again.

I have to confess that I am uncomfortable in the presence of those who insist on
the simplification of the complex, and who believe that arms sales are either un-
mitigated evil, or an unassailable good. Arms sales in general, it seems to me, are
neither good nor evil. In the abstract they are neither helpful nor harmful to the
national interest. But arms sales in specific may be one or the other, and whether
they are or not can only be rationally determined on a case by case basis. The
ultimate answer, it seems to me, to the problem of arms sales, lies not so much in
unilateral restraint, as in multilateral restrictions.

Mr. Chairman, and gentleman of the committee, that statement in
a nutshell, summarizes our basic philosophy on arms.sales.

We are also fully cognizant of the frustrations which Congress has
had for many years with foreign policy made solely by one branch of
the Government, or even one .or two officials. We are aware of the
widespread feeling that during the Nixon-Kissinger era, foreign
military sales may have been too facily used in an attempt to curry
favor with foreign leaders.

We were here, Mr. Chairman. We know your emotions and feelings
because we shared them. Our concern, however, is that out of under.
standable emotions the Congress may use blunt instruments to swing
the pendulum of policy too far in the other direction.

Ceilings or quotas, regional embargoes, legislative vetoes or ad-
vanced approvals by 535 members of particular weapon systems to

426
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particular countries are not, in our judgment, a rational way for
Comma to participate in foreign policy.

We believe that Congress wants to be a willing partner in our
Nation's foreign policy, which really must be bipartisan, rather than
constantly play the role of the adversary, using legislative vetoes or
ceiling* to "control" foreign policy.

Frankly, we are puzzled as to why this distinguished committee
does not receive on regular or organized basis the kind of policy
briefings, reviews of the geopolitical, economic, strategic forces that
are at work, in which your views are genuinely sought on foreign
policy objectives, globally, "trilaterally," regionally, East-West, even
country by country, if desired.

In the context a our foreign policy, foreign military sales do play a
role, sometimes minor, sometimes major, depending on the country
and the circumstance* and you have a right to understand that role.

There has got to be a way for this committee and the Congress as
a whole to play a more constructive part. Perhaps tb.:, Executive cangive this committee a general outlook on military exports at the
beginning of each fiscal year with some elaboration of anticipated
security needs of major regions and/or countries, if possible.

This should provide a reasonable opportunity for Congress to under-
stand the program and how prospective sales fit into our foreign policy
and our security objectives. We do not think, however, that the
Executive should be tied to specific weapon systems or to artificial
ceilings.

Security and political situations change dramatically, making it
impossible to give more than genenal parameters of anticipated arms
transfer requirements to particular countries. In our judgment recent
events have documented this reality.

We suggest that the committee have regular meetings with the
Secretary of State and the President if need be to establish the kind
of cooperative working relationship that the people of this country
deserve from their elected officials.

Mr. Chairman, with all due respect to the Congressand we were
here for 30 years ourselveswe honestly believe this Nation cannot
have a foreign policy by legislative veto.

Mr. Chairman, having said that, let us desoribe in some detail our
views on the current arms transfer policy of this country.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that our country's economic well-being,
the goals of the Trade Act, as well as the more lofty goals of "foreign
policy" and "international security" cannot be well served by the
current unilateral restrailat program on what are characterized as
"arms export."

DRFINITIONAL PROBLIMS DISTORT WORLD ARMS FICTIIRE

Mr. Chairman, there are important conceptual issues we would like
to address at the outset. We feel that the foreign military sales orders
do not reflect the level of world arms traffic. Orders reflect future
deliveries which may be spaced out over a 5-year period or eves longer.
We suggest that it is actual deliveries that are the relevant factor
because they and they alone reflect actual trade and have immediate
impact upon national security.

42.157 0 79 9* 4 2 7
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Moreover, Mr. Chairman, our Government's definition of "arms
transfers". includes a large volume of construction equipment, cement,
port facilities, spare parts, nonoffensive vehicles, servicing, which
while admittedly contribute to security capability, give an overblown
piccure of actual arms transfers.

It is clear in Mrs. Benson's responses to the chairman's questions
that the President was comparing "apples with oranges" when he
stated the United States accounts for more than one-half of $20 billion
in world arms sales. His advisers are wanting, I think, Mr. Chairman.

Other countries do not count "services," a $3.3 billion item, or
construction equipment over $1 billion. Some use deliveries, not orders.
Some do not include spare parts. There are simply not enough reliable
data to even conclude that we are No. 1 in arms sales. If there is,
that is a part of this open government that is being kept a secret.

As Mrs. Benson indicated:
Soviet trade prices are not a true reflection of the value of Soviet transactions.

The estimates of Soviet sales would increase about one-third if, in lieu of Soviet
trade prices, the value of Soviet items were cemputed on the basis of what it
would cost to produce those items in the United States.

That is just comparing a basis of cost, Mr. Chairman. That is all.
It is simply not cre(lible to believe that, given the well-publicized

gap between Warsaw and NATO Pact countries, in favor of the
.Soviet side and how extensive are Soviet sales to African, certain
Middle East and Latin American countries, that the United States is
No. 1 in conventional arms sales. And if we are, it is not a very com-
fortable No. 1, as so many seem to sums!, today. If we are, we ask the
simple question, "What is wrong with being No. 1?"

I don't mean that in a facetious way, -Mr. Chairman, especially
since being No. 1 does, in a very direct way, according to the best
calculations of a lot of experts, impinges directly on the security of
the country.

In this connection, we understand this committee has requested a
comparability study of arms transfers by leading exporters and we
applaud that effort. We can't understand, Mr. Chairman, why it has
not been done, and made available to you upon request.

Present data on world arms transfers are not only outdated by the
time we see them, but are highly misleading, particularly in comparing
United States with Soviet transfers. While we have been in SALT
negotiations with them for years, Mr. Chairman, we still don't know
what their own in-house capability is. Oftentimes, we don't even
know what our own is.

We believe strongly that the appropriate intelligence agencies
should be able to give the policymakers in governmentand we
think the American peoplecurrent facts regarding who is selling
what to whom, and in what quantities, and not just what the United
States is selling, and in what quantity.

We believe the goal must be multilateral control, Mr. Chairman,
negotiated the way strategic arms control agreements or even trade
agreements are negotiated. Indeed, we see evidence that the unin-
tended results of our unilateral restraint is the rapid development of
"arms for export" industries in many countries such as France, the
United Kingdom, West Germany, Italy, Israel, and even Brazil.
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We would like to submit press stories on what is happening in the
world arms trade, and they are attached to the statement, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman ZABLOCKI. Without objection, attachment A to the
statement will be made part of the record.'

Mr. KARTH. As an example of what we are talking about, French
aircraft sales last year topped $5 billion and we understand the
Mirage orders that have been booked codd keep the French manu-
facturers fully employed for the next 7 years.

We are not complaining. We are merely explaining what the situa-
tion is in realistic terms.

In addition to encouraging such developing countries as Brazil
to develop arms industries, out unilateral restraint program has
given the Soviet Union the opportunity to step into the vacuum
we leave in Latin America, Africa, possibly even Turkey, a NATO
ally, and other areas.

We see no national security benefit to our Nation cr. our friends
and allies as they turn to the Soviets or others for their arms.

We hope that this committee agrees with us that the goal we must
seek can be achieved only if other nations join with us in a multilateral
agreement. The goal, Mr. Chairman, is to reduce world arms traffic
and not to reduce U.S. arms traffic.

Of course, such an agreement will be difficult to negotiate, but if the
goal is worthy, the effort must be made. If a multilateral agreement
cannot be reached, we suggest., then a unilateral approach can only
be harmful to the U.S. interests. Certainly, that is not our intent.

Our experience with the Latin American countries on arms sales
restraints over the past 10 years seems to support conclusion.
This experience was recently documented in a paper prepared by

iDavid Ronfeldt and Caesar Sereseres for publication n a book on
arms transfers by the Council on Foreign Relations.

The United States is nov the sixth or seventh largest supplier of
military equipment to LaLin America, behind the Soviet Union,
France, Germar, Italy, Britain, and perhaps even Israel. Please
understand tha, ;e are not necessarily complaining about the activi-
ties of those countries. We are complaining primarily about our own
stupidity.

We do not believe our unilateral restraint program in Latin America
has made the region more democratic, more responsive to human
rights than they niight he if we used arms sales leverage, diplomatically
and privately, to achieve these lofty goals as well as the primary
goal of international peace and security. NVe think that we would have
a better chance of obtaining them.

When the President acknowledged in the May 19, 1977, statement
explaining his new policy that "actual reductions in worldwide
traffic in arms will require multilateral cooperation," we had hopes
that the administration would use its powers and influence to con-
vince other supplier nations to commit themselves to reduce their
arms sales.

To our knowledge, no such commitment or agreements were
vigorously sought. In fin t, the other supplier countries, such as the

I Numerous newspaper articles which were subnatted are retulned In the subcommittee
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U.S.S.R., France and the United Kingdom, Germany, and even
Brazil, stepped up their arms sales.

We have talked to them, Mr. Chairman, about exporting nuclear
powerplants. We have talked to them about expanding their national
economy. Their answers were so sharp and so negative that they
publicly reported in the world press. On arms transfers, however,
they are being more diplomatic. There has been no public "go to
hell" attitude expressed by them publicly.

So the question of multilateral restraint, all we hear are pious hopes.
In response to questions submitted by Chairman Zablocki to Under
Secretary Lucy taenson on this subject, there were responses like this:

I do hope, Mr. Chairman, that I am quoting out of context, and I
wonder how I can because after all the record was made right here
before you, and you have the transcript.

Let me quote, as we took it down:
Other suppliers have been cautious in their responses to U.S. restraint initia-

tives. They have important economic and political stakes in arms transfers;
movement toward restraint will be a difficult and long-term process. No agree-
ments have been concluded as a result of these decisions. Arrangements that might
be concluded involve suppliers only, suppliers and recipients, or recipients alone.

The emphasis appearing in the printed copy is ours, Mr. Chairman.
Later, we were candidly told, and again I quote Mrs. Benson:

The utility of arms sales as a foreign policy instrument is political disincentive
to arms restraint. Societal incentives, moral concerns, for restraining military ex-
ports are not strong except in the Federal Republic of Germany. There are strong
economic disincentives rather than incentives for restraining arms sales. In general
arms sales are more critical to the economic viability of domestic defense Indus-
tries in other supplier states, with the possible exception of the Federal Republic
of Germany and the Soviet Union, than in the United States.

Others have publicly praised our restraint efforts and then stepped
up their own efforts to get the business. To date we know of no other
arms producing country which restrains its exports. On the contrary,
they encourage them not only financially, but even with direct
government involvement in the negotiations between buyer and
seller.

Our industry does not ask the U.S. Government to negotiate FMS
or conunercial agreements for them. But they do not want the U.S.
Government to put insurmountable obstacles in their path so as
to prevent them from competing in the international marketplace, in
the absence of any agreed-upon multilateral restraint program.

Mr. Chairman, you are familiar with the President's six-point pro-
gram, so I will not go into that. I will go down to: Ceilings are wrong
in principle and practice.

First, should there be an artificial ceiling? We strongly urge that
the answer be "no," for if a sale is clearly bad, then stop it. If it is
good, then let it be. The ceiling may make for an interesting numbers
game, or even a more interesting political game. I know how politics
are played, Mr. Chairman. For half of my lifetime I have served in
elected public office.

The numbers game, in our judgment, can serve no useful purpose.
In fact, the numbers game most always becomes a dangerous one.
Nearly everyone tries to outbid the other..I., don't know who wins.
Unintentionally, but irroparable damage oak be the result. It can
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create devastating internal ethnic battles of major proportions, and
these in themselves can be extremely daagerous to our own national
security, and certainly dangerous to the international peace.

These should not be allowed to divide the American public which
may result in an adverse effect on our national security, as I have
suggested.

The ceiling approach assumes that all legitimate good sales will be
accommodated in any given year. How can that bet Mr. Chairman?
Arms needs vary from year to year, according to changing political
and security circumstances. Even our own do that, Mr. Chairman.

The ceiling for weapons and weapons-related items is set at $8.6
billion for fiscal 1978. There are already commitments for over $5
billion. It is not clear where the Middle East package fits into the
ceiling.

The ceiling will quickly become a floor as our friends and allies
will ask promptly for our security assistance in the form of arms sales.
Does the President keep everybody dangling for 11 months in fiscal
1978 while his accountants try to squeeze these requests down to $3.8
billion or whatever the noncommitt Id portion of tine ceiling is.

If so, we feel the buyer will seriously question our friendship and
security commitments and turn to other suppliers. Ifwe hit the ceiling
before the year is out and a friend like Israel, or Egypt, or Greece, or
Turkey, wants and needs more new equipment, what is the alternative?

Do we say: "Sorry, we have a ceiling imposed by law," or do we
say: "We will try +o change the law." Or do we say: 'We will exempt
you."

Any way you look at it, the ceiling puts you in a bind. And if in
this fast-moving world the security needs are urgent, what do you
do with a ceiling?

You might say, well we are not oblivious to these facts. We will
make the ceiling flexible. Fine, but how? Do you exempt certain
countries and not others? Or by weapon systems? We suspect when
you examine it, you will find that ceilings are inappropriate, if not
comyletely inoperable.

I ou might say, we will have a ceiling, but give the President the
ipower to waive t for national security masons. That compromise

strikes us as somewhat ironic. We honestly do not see that a self-
imposed ceiling on arms transfers is a realistic and administratively
practical goal in the interest of U.S. foreign policy.

Mr. Chairman, the remainder of our statement critiques the Presi-
dent's six points. We will not impinge on the time of the committee
to read it, but we would hope that it would be made a part of the
record, as if read.
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL T. KLARE AND MAX HOLLAND ON BEHALF OP
THE ARMS SALES SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COALITION FOR A NEW
FOREION AND MILITARY POLICY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMTTIME ON J747-
TUNATIONAL SECURITY AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS CA)MM rrrigt ON IN-
TERNATIONAL RELATIONS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES°

POSITION PUSS AND CONGRESSIONAL TESTANONT

Introduction:

The Carter Administration has repeatedly warned that unconstrained

arms sales constitutes a threat to world peace. Recognising that the

United States accounts for over half of the $20 billion annual turn-

over in the world arms trade. the Administration has also acknowledged

a special responsibility to take the leadership in reducing this trade.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance has noted that Washington would seek

to obtain the cooperation of the other major weapons producers in its

effort to restrain the arms trade, but affirmed that Nis the largest

seller of arms.* the United States hal *a particular responsibility

to first put our own house in order.'

The need for complete and rigorous "housecleaning' in the area

of arms sales is manifest. U.S. military exports under the Foreign

NAlitary Sales (FMB) progrim have risen from an average of $500

million per year in the 1950's and early 1960s to nearly $12 billion

annually over the past six years (Fiscal 1974-1979.) Even more

worrisome is the fact that more and more of these arms are going to

the underdeveloped countries of the Third World, and particularly

to countries located in potential combat zones. In more than one

case, U.S. weapons have been used by the armies of both sides in

local conflicts. Using the liberal credit terms available through

*U.S. Congress. House. Committee on International Relations. Subcommittee on Inter-
national Security and Scientific Affairs. Foreign Assistance Legislation for Fiscal Year
1979 Wart bearings. 95th Cougress, 2d session. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Ott,
197S. p. 125-155.



the FMS credit program, many of the world's poorest countries are

obtaining America's most advanced and potent weaponry.

Despite Secretary Vanco's pledge to °first put our own house

in order,' there is no evidence that the Administration is really

committed to an arms restraint policy. President Carter's policy

tatement of May 19, 1977 contained some sound and reasonable

principles, but the many xceptions and Waivers he introduced have

rendered the whole; meaningless. As we shall show, many of the guide-

lines P roposed by Carter have already been violated, and there is

e very likelihood that the others will be too. Clearly, if there

is 7:0 be any real reduction in the flow of U.S. military hardware

to other countries, the impetus to do so will have to come from

outside the White House. Congress, which has a historic respon-

sibility to regulate the arms trade, will have to develop new

legislation to replace the inadequate and confused statutes which

now govern this activity.

This document is intended both to isolate the problems

requiring Congressional attention, and to suggest a set of principles

for meaningful action. Because we feel that the arms trade per se

is inextricably linkftd to all other forms of military exports--

including Military Assistance Program grants, military training,

and military technical assistance--we have attempted to develop

a comprehensive set of constraints.

Our statement is composed of four related sections: Part I

is a listing of our major concerns regarding U.S. military exports;

Part II contains a description and critique of President Carter's

announced arms sales policies; Part III contains an evaluation of
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the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 and other legislation gOverning

U.S. military exports; and Fart IV contains a set of principles for

a comprehensive and effective military export policy.

'art Is A Statement of Our Concerns:

Because the arms trade is actually composed of many elements--

arms sales, nilitary training, arum oo-production agseements, technical

assistance programa, etc. - -and since military sales programa are

inextricably linked to other forme of military transfers, we have

attempted to view this issue as a multi-dimensional problem

requiring action on a broad variety of fronts. TO facilitate this

process, we have identified 18 problem areas requiring special attentions

1. Volumes U.S. arms sales have risen at an astronomical rate over

the past few years. Arms orders under the U.S. Government's

Foreign Military Sales program have risen from an average of $532

million per year in the 1950's and early 1960's (F.Y. 1950 -SS)

to an average of $11.8 billion per year over the past six years.

(F.Y. 1974-79.) Total orders since 1972 and including estimates

for thia year amount to $79.billion, or five times the amount

for the pre.Ceding 20 years. Sven if FES orders decline somewhat

over the next few years, actual arms deliveries will continue

to rise, since deliveries norpally lag behind orders by several

years. Actual deliveries under the FES program have risen

from $393 million per year in the 1950's and 1960's to $3.2 billion
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in F.Y. 1975, $5.3 billion in T.Y. 1976, and $6.9 billion in

P.Y. 1977. And, since total orders lt the nd of P.Y. 1977

stood at $71 billion and deliveries had only reached $31.8

billion, the undelivered balance now stands at an unbelievable

$39.2 billion. Furthermore, direct arms exports by U.S.

corporations under the so-called Commercial Sales program are

also risings from $100 million annually in the 1950's and 1960's

to $930 million per year in the m14-1970's. And, despite

everything President Carter has said about controlling the

conventional arms trade, U.S. arms xports in all of these

categories is likely to remain at these high levels, or

rise to higher levels, in the years ahead.

2. Direction of Arms Exports: Whereas prior to 1970 most U.S.

arms were sold to NATO and such industrial countries as Japan,

Canada, and Australia, most U.S. arms are now going to the

underdeveloped countries of the Third Wbrld, and particularly

to the oil kingdoms of the Persian Gulf region. MS orders

to Third World countries have risen from about $180 million

per year in the 1950-65 period, during which time they comprised

about one-third of total U.S. sales, to $6.7 billion per year

in the mid-1970's (F.Y. 1973-75), when they constituted 808

of all such sales.

3. Sophistication: Not only is the U.S. selling more arms than

ever Metals, it is also selling more sophisticated weapons

than ver. In 1965, the U.S. had sold supersonic aircraft to

43s



only 4 oountries; by 1,741 that figure had increased to 23,

and is rising rapidly. A similar pattern holds for exports

of advanced U.S. guided missiles, precision-guided munitions

(lamart bombe), and warships. Iran, for instance, is slated

to receive some of the most advanced weapons in America's own

arsenals, including the 1-14 and F-16 fighters, the 2-3 ANACS

radar surveillance plane, the 'Spruance class destroyer, and

the Neverick'and °Phoenix' guided misailes. All this means

that Third Nbrld countries are acquiring the capacity to fight

wars at ever-increasing levels of violence and destruction.

4. Loci' Arms Races: Although arms deliveries may not be the

cause of local conflict situation, they can often exacerbate

dispute and even ignite a war. This is because any party

in a dispute will feel threatened when its rivals acquire

new and more advanced arms, and will thus seek to compensate

by acquiring still more arse of its own. Such dynamics naturally

lead to local arms race (as in the Middle East) and can trigger

war when one side feels it has temporary advantage or feels

that the other side is about to gain such advantage due to pending

arms -.liveries. The activities of U.S. arms merchants in

promoting weapons exports contributes to this climate of competition

and suspicion by encouraging each side to a quire more sophisticated

weaponry than its rival.

5. Arms Technology Sales: Not only is the U.8 selling more arms

than ever, it is also increasingly selling the technical skills

to produce arms. This involves the licensing of U.S. arms for
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production by foreign producers, or co-production venture.

involving joint production of U.S. arms by American and

foreign firms. In tn.. cases, U.S. firms are building

entire new weapons plants from scratch in Third World countries

demiring their own arm. induatries. Iran, Taiwan, Scith

Korea, the Philippine., Israel, Argentina, Brazil, Turkey,

Greece, and Pakistan are some of the countries which have

acquired U.S. arra-making technology. Obviously, thie process

incr.:me the war making capabilities of theme countries, while

diminimhing the chances for conventional arm. control. And,

since many of these countries have or intend to enter the arms

Market on their own, it will greatly increase the number of

source. potential belligerents can turn to for arms.

6. Technical Military Service.: Semides elling weapons and the

technology to produce them, America is also moiling a wide

variety of technical military mervices. Since many Third WOrld

countries lack the trained personnel to maintain, eervice, and

operate the new high technology arms they are acquiring, they

are increasingly hiring foreign specialists to provide training,

maintenance, computer services, technical support, etc. In

Iran, for inetance, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

estimates that there are now as many am 25,000 American technicians

involved in military-related service work, and that the total

could rime to 60,000 by the 1980's. The proliferation of those

'white collar mercenaries poses a new set of concern. regarding

U.S. foreign policy, mince these Americans would inevitably

be involved in future hostilities involving the nation they

4:17
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worked for, and thus could trigger direct U.S. involvement in

a conflict which it should stay out of. Also, the involvement

of so many American military personnel--whether or not they

wear a U.S. military uniform--will be regarded as an American

commitment of support, even if Congress has not debated and

approved such a commitment.

7. Human Rights and the Repression Trade: Although most of th

high-Priced items in the U.S. arms catalog are intended for

use in conventional military engagements, a significant portion

of U.S. arms exports consists of weapons and surveillance

gear for use in internal security and police operations. And

despite all that has been said about America's commitment

to the promotion of human rights abroad, many of these weapons

are going to some of the world's most repressive regimes.

Examples include sales of "MACE" to Brazil, v-150 armored cars

to Haiti, Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines, gas masks

and riot grenades to Iran, OV-10 "Bronco" counterinsurgency

planes to Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines, and target

spotter planes to Rhodesia. Most of these sales are conductd

through the Commercial Sales program, which rarely comes under

Congressional purview and is largely removed from public inspection.

8. "Grey Area" Sales: Although no weapons or "implements of war"

may be exported from the United States without a license provided

by the Office on Munitions Control (OMC) of the Department of

State, many items of obvious military utility--such as computers,

cargo planes, and radar sete--are being shipped to the military



forces of embargoed nations through Commerce Department

channels. Such items, which typically have dual civilian and

military use, are not on the U.S. Munitions List an6 thus are

not subject to the safeguardslimited as they are--built into

the OMC's monitoring process. Research suggests that such

"grey area" sales have contributed significantly to the military

capabilities of such countries as South Africa, Rhodesia, and

Chile which are nominally prohibited from receiving U.S. arms.

Muclear-capable Arms: Although sone efforta are being made

to inhibit the proliferation of nuclear weapons technology to

the non-nuclear powers, no restraints have been imposed on the

sales of aircraft and missiles which have nuclear-delivery

Cepability, such as the P-4 "Phantom" fighter-bomber, the

"Lance" surface-to-surface missile, and the P-3 "Orion" maritime

patrol, plane. Many of these nuclear-capable weapons are being

sold to countries like Argentina, Iran, and Taiwan which may

soon have such a capability.

10. Cruel and Inhumane Weapons: Naturally the sale of any weapon

can lead to unnecessary bloodshed and suffering, but some

weapons should be singled out for especially tight controls

because they produ-s injury in a particularly vicious and

torturous manner. Such weapons include napalm and antipersonnel

fragmentation bombs, whose use in Vietnam pcoduced worldwide

protests. Since Vietnam, the use of these weapons has spread

to other areas, including Ethiopia and the Middle East. The
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use of these weapons has been banned in a draft protocol

adopted by many of the nations of the world at the Diplomatic

Conference on Humanitarian Law in Geneva in July, 1977, and

their sale should be prohibited.

11. Retransfersi Many countries which are now receiving advanced

weapons from the United States or other major powers are

trying to sell their older U.S.-supplied arms to those Third

World ,ountries which cannot afford to buy brand-new armaments.

Such aretransfere of U.S.-supplied arms can lead to an

uncontrolled, °black market* arms traffic which would contribute

to the arms buildup in the poorest parts of the world while

Allowing the more ambitious Third World powers to acquire still

more advanced weapons.

12. Payoffs, Promotion and Advertising: As in the case of civilian

products, producers of arms--whether governments or private

firms--have employed a wide range of marketting techniques

to stimulate demand for their products abroad. Such efforts

normally include advertising in international journals,

participation in the Paris Air Show and other trade expositions,

and government-sponsored demonstration tours of particular

items. In some documented cases, these .efforts have also

includd bribery and the use of overseas 'agents" to generate

unwarranted sales. Such activities are oftea designed to

produce a feeling of insecurity or inferiority in the target

country, and thus lead to purchases which otherwise would not

have taken place.

1 4
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13. Military Training: Experience suggests that the provision

of military training to foreign perSonnel--whether through the

Foreign Militaxy Sales or Military Assistance Programs-- is

closely linked to the militarization of many Third World governments.

In many cases foreign trek: are exposed to advanced weapons

during their stint at U.: ,ining bases and schools, and thus

develop an appetite for modern arms not presently included in

their nation's arsenals; thus, when they return to their homeland,

they often lobby for the purchase of such weaponry. U.S. training

also contributes to the proliferation of military Skills--

including repressicA and counterinsurgen6y technigues--to

Third World governments and thus tends to accelerate the trend

towards military governments that we are witnessing in many

parts of the world.

14. F.M.S. Financing: Since most Third World nations outside of

the OPEC bloc cannot afford to pay for advanced weapons systems,

the Department of Defense has developed a variety of credit

and financing programs to facilitate arms purchases by the

poorer nations. Since these prvgrams often involve the provision

of credits at less that the currcnt commercial rate, they represent

an invisible U.S. taxpayers subsidy to the arms industry.

Furthermore, inasmuc, as they permit purchases by nations

which would otherwise be incapable of purchasing modern weapons,

they contribute to the arms buildup in the Third World.

15. Secrecy: Although Congress has made several efforts, particw-

larly in the passage of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

to increase the amount of information available to the public

4 4
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on U.S. government programs, including the MS program, numerous

exemptions to the FOLA and other acts make it xtremely

difficult to monitor U.S. arms deliveries. The information

blackout is particularly significant in the area of Commercial

Sales end °grey area" sales via the Commerce Department.

Since these channels often involve sales of police and repression

technology to authoritarian regimes, it is essential that

such secrecy be abolished.

16. The Need for Control: All of these concerns suggest a need

for a much tighter system of controls and oversight over U.S.

military sales abroad. Such controls should be uniform, compre-

hensive, and airtight. Their operation, moreover, must be

open to pUblic scrutiny in order to prevent abuse or mismanagement.

17. Overdeoendence of the Arms Industry on Foreign Military Sales:

Advocates of increased U.S. military sales abroad often argue

that such xports contribute to the economic well-being of U.S.

corporations and thus produce jobs and community revenues. In

fact, the evidence suggests that America's overblown military-

industrial infrastructure has depleted and distorted the

civilian economy, while producing fewer jobs than comparable

spending in the public sector. Inasmuch as foreign military

sales help sustain otherwise redundant arms factories, they

help retard the dsvelopment of a sound domestic economy and

thus, in the long run, discourage the creation of jobs.

18. Perversion of the "National Security" Mission: U.S. arms sales

abroad are normally justified on the grounds that they contribute

to the self-defense capallities of. U.16,1, friends and allies.
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Yet, the evidence suggests that foreign buyers of U.S. arse

are often motivated more by their own aggressive or imperial

aebitions rather than by any commitment to peace and mutual

security. Thus the Shah of Iran, America's leading arms

customer, has announced his intention to recreate the "Great

Persian !tapirs° of the past, and other U.S. arise recipients--

including Turkey and Indonesia --have employed their American -

supplied weapon to annex territories in violation of inter-

national law. Furthermore, many of the arms going to Third

WOrld military regimes are intended for internal, use against

politicaldissidents rather than, as avowed by Washington,

for externs/ security.

Part II A Critique of Carter's Arms Sales Policies:

early in his campaign for the presidency, Jimmy Carter promibad

to make the control of U.S. arms sales top priority of his admin-

istration were he to be elected. On June 23, 1976, in his first

major foreign policy address, he told the Foreign Policy Association

in New York that, 'I as particularly concerned by our nation's role

as the world's leading arms salesman. Rejecting the notion that

arms exportP can contribute to peace, he insisted that the Crated States

cannot be 'both the world's leading champion of peace and the world's

leading supplier of the weapons of war.' On these grounds, he vowed

that, "If I become President. I uill work...to increase the emphasis

4 4
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on peace and to reduce the commerce in weapons."

. Carter reiterated this pledge after takino office as

President. Then, on Nay 19, 1977, he announced that he bad adopted

a new 'policy of arms restraint' governing military exports, and

that he had ordered the relevant government agenciee to develop

new operating procedures in conformity with this policy.

The fundamental change in U.S. export policy instituted in

the Nay 19th guidelines, Carter indicated, was that 'the United

States will henceforth view arms transfers as an exceptional

foreign policy implement, to be used su in instances where it

can clearly be.demonstrated that the transfer contributes to our

national security luterests." Ne will continue to provide arms in

furtherance of U.S. and allied security, he explained, 'Rut, in

the future, the burden of pursuasion will be on those who favor a

particular arms sale, rather than those who oppose it.'

Carter then went on to list a series of guidelines presumably

designed to implement the principles ennunciated above. However,

in listing these guidelines. Carter first announded a number of

waivers and exemptions which severely degrade the impact of his

policy. These are'

1. The new controls would not apply "to countries with which we

have major defame. treaties (NATO, Japan, Australia, and New

Zealand.)"

2. In implementing the new policy, we will "honor our historic

responsibilities to assure the security of the state of Israel.'
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3. The new controls wer to be binding "unless xtraordinary

circumetances necessitate Presidential xemption, or where

I determine that countries friendly to the United Stats must

depend on advanced weaponry to offset quantitative and other

disadvantages in order to maintain a regional balance."

These exemptions greatly reduce the scope and ffectiveness

of the new guidelines. Over the past three years, (F.Y. 1976-78),

the NATO countriee and the exempted Pacific powers accounted for

a full 25 percent of all U.S. arms sales under the FMS program.

Next, by retaining a presidential waiver in "extraordinary circum-

stances° or when the president--and the president alone--determined

that a dangerous imbalance existed abroad, Carter provided himself

with a rationale for violating the new guidelines when he saw fit

to do so--a rationale he has already employed on a number of signif-

icant occasions (i.e., in the case of the AWACS sale to Iran.)

Theme exemptions, as well as the other provisions containing waivers,

call into question the overall value of the new guidelines.

1. Volume: Carter called fur a reduction in the dollar volume

of new commitments foi weapons sales under the FMS program,

using F.Y. 1977 as the base year. However, this reduction is

not to include services under the FMS program, nor does it

include weapons exported through the Commercial Sales program.

Since these two categories account for about 40 percent of all

U.S. militaiy exports, their exemption further reduced the

impact ot the proposed reduction. Indeed, Administration figur



suggest that because of a substantial rise in military service

contracts, U.S. military emports will actually rise in P.Y. 1$79,

(to an estimated $13.2 billion), despite an SI reduction in hardware

sales to the non-exaMpt nations.

2. Sophistication: The United States "will not be the first supplier

to introduce into a region newly-developed, advanced weapons

systems which would create a new or significantly higher combat

capability." If followed, this principle would help check the

spread of high-technology arms to Third World areas. However,

by invoking the waivers noted above. Carter has already

violated this prznciple by authorising sales of the AWACS radar

plane to Iran.

3. Export-oriented Production: Carter banned the sale of advanced

weapons to foreign countries in advance of their operational

deployment with U.S. forces, and also prohibited the development

or modification of advanced weapons systems solely for export.

Here again, Carter has diluted basically sound principles by

allowing Iran to order the AWACS prior to its deployment with

U.S. forces, and by allowing Northrop to open negotiations

with several NATO zountries for the sale of a modified version

of the F-18 aircraft.

4. Co-production: No new agreements for the co-production of major

U.S. weapons will be permitted, although overseas production

of some types of components and spare parts will be allowed.

Thls ban does not, however, include NATO and Japan, which account

for about three-fourths of all FMS-sanctioned co-production

4 g
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projects, nor does it extend to licensing arrangements under

the Commercial Sales program, which cover. many of the co-production

projects undertaken by Third World nations.

S. I transfers: Carter served notice that the United States 'mmy

stipulate that we will not entertain an..0 requste for retransfers'

in the case of 'certain weapons.' In the absence of any further

information on the conditions under which such stipulations

would be imposed, it is impossible to assess the effectiveness

of this principle.

6. Promotion: New regulations are to be devised requiring arms

producersto seek advance approval from the State Department

before approaching foreign governments for the puxpose of

soliciting new orders. Also, U.S. embassy and military personnel

are not to actively promote the sale of arms abroad. If

enforced, such regulations might discourage some of the more

aggressive promotional activity of U.S. arms merchants and

their Pentagon allies, but if, as has so far been the case,

it is only loosely followed, icao effect will be limitd.

Furthermore, this measure is not being interpreted to preclude

U.S. participation in arms exhibits like the biennial Paris

Air Show or the placement of military advertisements in inter-

national journals.

7. Human Rights: in implementing these guiedelines, Carter

promised to "continue to promote and advance respect for human

rights in recipient countries." This is an empty promise, since

4 4



it does not commit the Administration to any specific acts

in penalising human rights violators. Indeed, Cartr has failed

to halt the flow of police weapons and repressive technology

to authoritarian regimes under the Commercisl Sales program

ven when he has called for a cutoff of military aid and FMB

credits on humanitarian grounds.

Having examdned and evaluated what is covered by Carter's new

arum policy, it is important to consider what is not covred.

The first and most glaring omission is a serious commitment

to reducing U.S. mdlitary sales abroad. For, when all is said and

done, Carter's pw guidelines will not make a significant dent in

the outflow of U.S. arms, equipment, an3 services, Indeed, as w

have seen, the total volume of U.S military exports is likely to

rise even if there is a slight decline in some categories. Similarly,

the new poli:y does not appear to reflect a serious intention to

reduce the flow of sophisticated arms to Third World countries, or

to halt the trade in repression technology to consistent human rights

violators.

On the many issues raised in Port I, Carter has practic4lly

nothing to say. has pecifically exempted technical services

from the new guidelines, so this category will continue to grow without

significant oversight and control. Nuclear-capable arum, and cruel

and inhumane weapons are reportedly subject to tighter review procedure*.

than othr exports, but there is no official policy of restricting

such sales. Grey area sales are not covered by the new guidelines,

and there is no evidence that the Administration plans to xtend

the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) to cover these item.
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On some of the more fundamental issues--secrecy, FMS financing,

the lack of adequate export coLtrols, the overdependence of the

conomy on arms production, and the perversion of the national security

missionCarter merely upholds the status quo. Since these five

factors--and particularly the last two--are the driving force behind

the surge in arms sales, it is obvious that the new guidelines will

halm little more than token effect. If, as Carter promised, the

goal was to impose a "policy of arms restraint," he would have had

to confront these underlying issues and take some steps to reduce

the nation's economic and political dependence on arms exports; having

failed to do so, however, his guidelines amount to a policy of

"business as usual."

Part I/I: A Critique of Legislation:

There are few rivals to the secrecy which nshrouds the U.S.

arms sales bureaucracy. With the exception of the intelligence

agencies, this bureaucracy has relied more consistently on

screcy and lack of Congressional oversight to keep its program

running than any other executive agency. Essentially this

bureaucracy--which includes elements of the State, Commerce, and

Defense Departments--has operated on the thesis that "unless Congress

expressly prohibits us from doing this than we have the authority

to do it." Congress could probably close many loopholes by making

it clear that all executive branch activities relating to arms sales

and all methods of transferring arms not expressly authorized by

the law are prohibited.
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Secrecy and the free-wheeling attitude of the past have led

to a long train of abuses in the promotion, negotiation and financing

of arms deals. This pattern has forced Congress to try and patch

up the laws governing arse transfers year after year. There have

been three major pieces of legislation concerning arms exports--

the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, the Foreign Military Sales Act

of 1968,and the Arms Export Control Act (ANCA) of 1976. Together

these acts contain more than 50 outrilht probibitions.against executive

decisions, and require more than 30 separate reports to help Congress

monitor executive branch activities. Nevertheless, these prohibitions

and reporting requirements are so outmoded and often useless that

the result is continued secrecy and increasing arms sales. For

Congress to exercise its Constitutional -Iola, and for arms exports

to decrease, all legislation which governs these sales must be tightened

and consolidated.

A critique of existing legislation in relation to our specific

concerns raised in Part I follows:

1. Secrecy and Reportins_sequirements: More information generally

has become available since the passage of the Arms Export

Control Act, but in sone respects the secrecy enshrouding arms

sales has become worse. Prior to 1976, 'under Section 414(e) of

the Mutual Securities Act of 1954, the State Department was

required to provide Congress with a weekly report of commercial

licenses issued in excess of $100 000 for the export of items

on the U.S. munitions list. The Arne Export Control Actl

b. 0
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repealed this provision in favor of a quarterly report which

only lists licenses in oxalis of $1 million. Nose disturbing

is the fact that the ArCA put a veil of secrecy around Commercial

Sales, making them exempt from disclosure under the Freedom

of Information Act (through Section 38(e) which extends

the confidentiality provisions of Section /(c) of the Export

Administration Act of 1969.)

There are other problems with the reporting requirements

as well. Congress receives its information about arms sales

three main ways* from the often incomplete Security Assistance

Congressional Presentation Document, which comes out when the

annual authorisation/appropriation process begins: through

the quarterly reports required by Section 36 of the AECA: and

through the notification of proposed arms sales, also required

by Section 36, which arrive almost weekly during each session.

All too often, however, the sales estimated in the CPD bear

little resemblance to the notifications which arrive during

the fiscal year. Last year's CPD estimated Sorsa would make

now FMS agreements totaling $305 million; the actual total

was $654 million; likewise sales to Irah were estimated at

$4.2 billion, but the actual total was $5.8 billion.

2. congressional veto Power: Section 36 of the Arms Export Control

Act requires the President to notify Congress about FMS sales

of major defense articles in amounts over $7 million, or any
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MS sales im emcees of $29 million (inuludes co-yroductien

agreensats.) Sy am informal agreement, the executive branch

informs Comgress about the proposed sale 20 days before it

officially submits the notification; thereafter, Congress has

30 oalendar days in which to disapprove the sale by ooncurrent

resolution. Nevertheless, even with a SO-day lead time, it

is unlikely that Congress can ever get a sale canceled that

already has been negotiated and has the full backing of the

President along with the State and Defense Departments. So

far Congress has only succeeded in slightly modifying the terms

of some ales.

Moreover, this disapproval power does not apply to Commercial

Sales of defense articles or services, to technical assistance,

or to manufacturing licensing agreements.

3, Fmil Financing; A little noticed provision contained in the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1974 has made it possible for the

Federal Financing Bank, an agency within the Department of

the Treasury, to participate with less developed countries in

arms sales on credit. The FFB was formed in 1973 with no thought

of it participating in arms sales--its function was to coordinate

domestic federal borrowing in a manner least disruptive of

private financial markets and institution. Its participation

in arms sales has meant that the terms of sale for arms have

often been more lenient than those offered by the U.S. Ex -Im

Bank for the xport of American tractors, for example. Moreover,

because it only takes a $1 minim appropriation to finance

,7,71k.1
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a $10 million credit sale VMS credits ca. vete unfairly with

other priorities in the federal budget and while putting U.S.

borrowers at a competitive disadvantage in the credit markets.

4. Arms Technology Sales: Legislation controlling arms technology

sales is in disarray. The terminology is confused and often

missing from significant provisions of the law: there is also

no clear statement of policy. There are three kinds of

technology transfers (co-production agreements, manufacturing

licenses and technical assistance) and legislation governing

third-country transfers or reporting requirements of these

technologies is inconsistent. Moreover, what reports are

required often do not give the,total value of the items to
/

be produced but only the costs of the agreement to the foreign

purchaser. (See sections on third-country transfers and

reporting requirements.)

5. Third-Country Transfers: With the passage of the 1977 International

Security Assistance Act. Congress gave itself a veto power

over transfers of u.S. co-produced arms to third countries.

However, there is no such provision for congressional review

of third-country transfers of items or services provided to

a foreign country under manufacturing licenses or technical

assistance agreements.

6. Sophtication: There is one provision in the law which

prohibits or limits the sale of sophisticated weapons.

4
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Section 4 of the Arms Export Control Act states that no

U.S. svvernment credits or guarantees may be used to finance

sales of sophisticated weapons to any underdeveloped countries

besides Grce, Turkey, Iran, Israel, Taiwan, the Philippines

and Korea. The President, however, may waive this prohibition

if he reports to Congress that "such financing is important

to the national security of the United States." Of course

thre is a wider loophole than this presidential waiver--

section 4 says nothing about cash sales of sophisticated

weapons.

7. Human Riqhts and the Repression Trade: Section 660 of the

Foreign Assis,ance Act prohibits funds appropriated by Congress

from being used to provide training or any financial support

for police, prisons or other law enforcement forces abroad.

As a 1976 GAO report pointed out, however, the Pentagon has

interpreted this provision to mean that assistance may

continue to facilities or units which aid or perform law

enforcement operations as part of their regular duties. Indirect

aid to internal security forces now occurs in four ways, according

to the GAO; through U.S. support of facilities used by foreign

military and 2olice units; through rotation of U.S - trained

personnel; thzough support of dual-purpose units; and through

aid to countries under martial law. Moreover, Section 660 does

nothing to stop salesespecially through commercial channels--

to police forces in countries with serious human rights problems.

4 z-)
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S. Redistributed NAP; Although Congress has declared that all

NAP grant aid shall cease by 1910, loopholes in the law will

make it possible for less developed nations to receive

grant aid long afterwards with little or no congressional review.

According to the Pentagon, Section 505 of the Foreign Assistance

Aot gives them the authority uo "redistribute° MAP aid, that is,

transfer NAP-supplied equipment from the original recipient

to another country. The Pentagon need not seek congressional

approval for these transfers because no new appropriations

are needed. Although the amounts of weapons transferred under

this program are often small, there is considerable room for

abuse. In fiscal 1976, for example, NAP to the Philippines

as appropriated by Congress totaled $17.6 million. But the

Philippines received an additional grant of $32.9 million

worth of weapons, including trainer jet aircraft, medium

landing ships, rifles, grenadel. and bombs under the redistributed

NAP program.

9. Nuclear-capable Arms: Section 669 of the Foreign Assistance

Act prohibits U.S. security or economic assistance to any

country which acquires nuclear technology without agreeing to

safeguards under the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Ironically, there are no provisions which inhibit the sale of

nuclear-capable weapons, nor are the:. any prohibitions against

using U.S.-manufactured missiles or aircraft to deliver nuclear

weapons.

10. Payoffs, Froaction and Advertising: Congress has recently passed

an anti-bribery law designed to curb the kinds of abuses which

4 5 5
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resulted in the Lockheed scandal. Stiffer laws are needed,

however, to prevent other forms of arms promotion which

stimulate unnecessary weapons purchases abroad.

Part IV: Objectives of a New Military Exports Control Policy:

As the foundation of a new military export control policy,

we propose the following measures:

1. Ceiling: An immediate ceiling of $8 billion per year on all

U.S. military exports, including FMS sales, Commercial Sales,

Military Assistance Program grants, redistributed MAP aid,

trainirg and mainteeanJe contracts, and International Military

Education and Training Program erants. This ceiling is to

be reduced by at least 10 percent per year. At the same

time, the State Lepartment should conduct an active diplomatic

campaign to tr0uce other arms producers to restrain their own

exports. (Fxcepti.m1 to the ceiling: arms co-producers with

the NATO countries for loint use by U.S. and other NATO forces.)

2. Sophistication: Sales of sophisticated weapons systems to under-

developed countries are prohibited unless the President

determines that such sales are essential to U.S. security and

the Congress votes its foimal approval.

3. Embargo to Conflict Zones: Sales or deliveries of major combat

equipment to belligerents in a local conflict are prohibited,

unless the Preiiident determines that such exports are essential

to U.S. security and the Congress votes its formal approval.
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4. Congressional Oversight and Akproval: All military sales

(including EMS sales, Commercial Sales, technical service

contracts) over $7.0 million must be submitted to Congress,

which shall have 30 working days to veto the sale by vote

of either house. All such sales of $100 million or above shall

require a formal vote of approval by both houses before they

become valid.

5. (122kalduction: All co-production and licensing agreements tor

the overseas manufacture of U.S.-designed military systems

including those conducted under Commercial Sales procedures,

shall '-eguire formal arproval by the Congress. In proposing

such agreements, the President must submit an impact statement

describing the impact of the project on U.S. national security,

on loeal arms races and efforts to control the trade in

conventional weapons, and on the U.S. economy and employment

situation.

6. Technical Services: All contracts for technical military

services, whether processed throuyh FMS or Commercial Sales

channels, shall be treated as reg.ilar military sales and

subject to the same procedures established by 04. In submitting

such proposals to Congress, the President shall provide an impact

statement describing the effect of such projects on U.S. national

security and on U.S. foreign policy. Projects which could

precipitate U.S. military involvement in the case of hostilities

involving the host natio% shall be prohibited.
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7. Repression Technology: No government which is found to have

record of serious human rights violations as defined by Section

5028 of the Foreign Assistance Act shall be eligible for

purchase. of U.S. police weapons, riot-control devices,

armored cars, surveillance gear, or other quipment,

including computers, that could be used by that government's

military and police forces for the purpose of impeding,

curtailing, or abolishing the democratic rights of its

citizens. A special category shall be added to the Munitions

List of Repression Technology, to include: crowd- and riot-

control devices; police vehicles and helicopters; surveillance

and avesdropping gear; police command-and-control systems;

shock-batons, truncheons, and other items which could be

used in torture: any such firearms or devices which are

normally used by police and internal security forces. Any

licenses for export of such items must be submitted to Congress

if the value exceeds Sl0,000 and shall be subject to Congressional

veto as in 14.

8. Nuclear-capable mea ns: The sale of nuclear-capable arms to

non-NATO nations which fail to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty, or which have announced plans to construct plutonium

reprocessing plants, shall be prohibited unless the President

determines that such exports are essential to U.S. security

and the Congress votes its formal approval.
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f. Cruel and Inhumane Weapons: The sale of especially cruel and

inhumane weapoms, or weapons whose effects cannot be confined

to military targets, shall be prohibited. A special category

shall be added to the Munitions List to include cruel,

inhumane, and indiscriminate munitions, including: napalm

and other incendiary weapons; cluster bombs and other

submissiled warheads; flechette guns and other especially

inj4rious small arms; fuel-air explosives and other munitions

whose effects cannot be confined to a precise military target.

No weapons in this category shall be exported unless the

President determines that such sale is essential to U.S.

security and the Congress votes its formal approval.

10. Re-transfers: All re-transfers of U.S.-origin military gear

shall be considered as a direct arms transfer and subject to

all restraints noted above including Congressional oversight

as in 44.

11. Grey Area Sales: Any item not now on the Munitions List

which has a potential military application, including aircraft,

vehicles, computers, and police-type hardware, thall

subject to the same controls noted in items 41-10 ...wove when

the designated end-user is a military, paramilitary or law

enforcement agency. Sales of such items to nations which are

ineligible for purchase of Munitions List items shall be

prohibiten, unless the Preside.,- indicates to the Congress

that adequate measures have been taken to ensure that such

items will not be used for military or law enforcement purposes .
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12. Payoffs, Promotion, and Advertising: Companies which are found

to have used bribery or other illegal means to obtain arse contracts

shall be ineligible for ?MS contracts of Commercial Sales

licenses for a minimum of one year, and no new contracts or

licenses will be issued unless the President determines that

adequate measures have been taken to preclude reoccurrence

of such practices. All foreign agents in.the mploy of

U.S. arms firms must be registered with the OZfice of Munitions

Control and any payments made to them in connection with rms

or Commercial Sales noted in an annual report submitted to OMC

and available to scrutiny by members of Congress. No major

combat system shall be exhibited or demonstrated abroad

without prior notification to Congress. The President shall

take sufficient steps to ensure that no funds provided

through the foreign Military Sales program or other publicly-

funded program shall be usetd to pay for the advertisement of

military systems. Such advertising shall not be considered

valid business expense and shall not be exempted from taxation.

13. Military Training: The International Military Education and

Training Program shall be gradually phased out. In the

meantime, no training in urban counterinurgency or internal

security functions, including military police operations,

shall be provided to the military of ocuntrios with records

of serious human rights violations. Adequate measures shall

be taken to ensure that such courses do not include material
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of a basically law enforcement or civil security nature.

Any training in the use of major combat @viten@ should

reflect the level of technology of the students countries of

origin and shall not be used to inculcate an appetite for

advanced weapons. The President shall submit an annual

report to the Congress on the International Military Education

and Training Program to ensure that these measures are being

carried out.

14. FMS Financing: The FMS credit program shall be gradually phased

out, and the Federal Financing Bank shall not be used to

finance arms sales. No country which is unable to provide its

citizens with the minimum necessities of survivalfood,

shelter, and basic healthshall be eligible for FMS credits

or loan guarantees.

15. Secrecx.:. The shroud of secrecy surrounding U.S. arms sales

programs shall be lifted. Specifically, section 414 (e) of the

Mutual Security Act o: 1954, shal be reinstated, and reference

to section 7 (c) of the Export Administration Act in section

38 (e) of the AECA shall be stricken. All reports prepared

by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency on the impact of

proposed arms sales and co-production agreements on local arms

races shall te made public.

16. Pence Conversion: It shall be U.S. policy to assist arms

producers to convert from military to civilian production.

Companies which face serious economic difficulties and employee

lay-ofts as a result of cutbacks in arms exports shall be

eligible for special low-interest loans to enable them to convert

u I



existing plants and machinery for non-military production.

Noployees at these plants shall be eligible for special

retraining programs at their full original salary.

17. National Security and International Peace: It shall be U.S.

policy to restrict the export of arms and military services,

except when such transfers contribute to tho deterrence of

inter-state conflict and aggression. Section 501 and 531 of

the Foreign Assistance Act and Section 4 of the ARCA shall

be amended to eliminate internal security as a justification-

for U.S. military assistance and training, Security Supporting

Assistance, and military sales.
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REMARKS OP SENATOR Hunxirr II. HUMPHREY, JOHNS HOPKINS SCHOOL
TOR ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, WASHINGTON, D.C., FRaitu-
ART 5, 1976 41

Tonight I wish to discuss a controversial foreign policy topic which
currently is before the Congress. It is an issue with which I currently
am involved through my work on the Foreign Relations Committee.

It is a complex problem with no easy solutions.
I speak of arms transfers and current efforts to rewrite the statuteby which the United States granted and sold more than $11 billion in1975 in arms and defense-related services.
As in the case of general economic assistance, the Congress has be-come involved in the arms transfer area as a result of a very basic

concern: It appears that these transfers are taking place in a policyVacuum.
We have taken the initiative because we could no longer sit back and

watch important decisions being made on an ad hoc basis.
The transfer of arms from the United States to foreign nations hasbeen an important component of American foreign policy since earlyin this century. A brief, historical overview demonstrates the longevityof this issue.
Two years before the U.S. entered the First World War the Lu4i-tania was sunk carrying arms destined for Britain's war effort.
During the 1920's and 1930's the issue of arms transfer as they re-late to foreign policy was hotly debated. A special Senate Committee

chaired by Senator 'Nye of North Dakota was formed in 1934 to in-veetigate the matter.
Its purpose was to examine the extent to which the U.S. was drawninto wars as a result of the munitions makers.
Senator Nye's work largely was unsuccessful and many believe itfed the fires of rampant isolationism which was sweet.ing the country.
After the end of World War II the United States beg. n a programof granting arms to numerous countries as a means to halt the spread

of Communism. This was a central ingredient of U.S. foreign policy
for nearly two decades.

By the early 1960's many of our aid recipients in Europe and Asia
could afford to purchase their weapons. The grant program declined
in the 1960's, with the notable exception of Southeast Asia, as a resultof the lessening of cold war tensions.

The decline of our grant program coincided with the sudden flow of
oil revenues to Arab oil producers and the withdrawal of the British
from the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean.

The oil-rich nations were able and eager to purchase American and
European weapons. By the early 1970's and the formulation of the
Nixon Doctrine, our posture in the Persian Gulf was to rely principally

Humphrey, Huhert H. Remarks in the Senate. Congressional Record [daily ed.) v. 122,February 17, 19N s,137:2 ,53373
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on Iran and Saudi Arabia for stability in the region. This meant em-
barking on a vast program of selling technologically advanced weap-
ons and building a local military infrastructure.

Here are some interesting statistics to supplement this brief
overv iew.

In the last 30 years the U.S. has given away or sold $110 billion in
military equipment and supplies to foreign countries.

Last fiscal year, the U.S. government sold $9.5 billion in military
equipment, supplies or services to71 nations.

Slightly over $600 million in military material was supplied through
commercial channels and $584 million was given away in military
grants by our government.

We now have readied the point in a rapidly changing, multi-polar
world when we must re-examine American arms transfer policy.

yhis complex task must be undertaken because we and other indus-
trialized nations no longer can sell vast, quantities of arms based on
rationales rooted in the 1960's or even in the early 1970's.

We must look ahead five and ten years to the consequences for world
peace and stability of policies fornulated yesterday and today.

I do not deny that economic and political benefits can flow from the
sale of weapons.

Jobs are created.
Weapons for our own forces are cheaper. Our balance of payments

position may be aided.
And our overall commercial posture in foreign countries benefits.
Politically, arms can provide leverage or influence. Important mili-

tary and intelligence bases often are secured t 1114)1101 the sale or grant
of weapons.

But we must weigh these advantagesmany of which are short
termagainst the long term effect of unrestricted arms transfers on
our nat iona I interests and goals.

Arms transfers to regions where conflict is likely stimulate arms
races and can increase sharply the prospects fm. war. We see such a
phenomenon in the Middle East. The Persian Gulf itself has yet to
reach such a threshold. although some experts believe this inevitable.

Through the sale of arms and by providing supportincluding
Anwrican servicemenwe become identified with particular regimes.
Most i mport a nt , we become embroiled in the day-to-day affairs of other
governments and their military commands.

Such a relationship creates animosity over time and draws us deeper
and deeper into the internal affairs of foreign nations. We are begin-
ning to see this syndrome at work in Iran.

Our sale and grant of weapons to regimes which may engage in gross
violations of human rights is of increasing concern. Our moral stand-
ing in the world is harmed by such practices.

The transfer of American arms can have an adverse effect on.our
own readiness as stocks of weapons are drawn down and our flexibility
is reduced. If I7.S. personnel are sent abroad in connection with the
sales, we may compound our manpower problems.

I f one of the comitries heavily &pendent on American arms be-
comes involved in a regional conflict or if that country experiences a
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breakdown of internal order, our options may become awkward and
unpleasant ;

We continue to supply spare parts or maintenance services to that
nation and risk involvement ; or we can refuse to cooperate.

If we take the latter course, we may incur the wrath of that govern-
ment and undermine our reputation with other purchasers as a reliablesupplier.

Ms is why the choice of arms recipients must be made with extreme
care.

The transfer of advanced conventional weapons technology narrows
the lead time nations need to develop nuclear weapons.

Many of the nations which are developing nuclear power for energy
also are being provided what we call "dual capable" weapons such as
ground to ground missiles. The marriage of nuclear fuel to advanced
non-nuclear technology may lead to the further spread of nuclear
weapons.

Filially, the arms we transfer for legitimate reasons may be retrans-
ferred illegally to other nations at a time of war. I frankly am con-
cerned that Arab countries that were peripheral to past conflicts with
Israel may participate with our weapons in a future war against the
Jewish state.

It is fair to say that the U.S. Government sells vast quantities of
arms to foreign governments with little foresight, minimal consulta-tion with Congress, and very little scrutiny within the Executive
branch.

The American people have become justifiably concerned with a
highly sect.etive nat amid policy which seems to disregard our long-term
security interests in a stable, more democratic world.

The answer to this concern is not tt, halt abruptly all American arms
sales. This would have a serious adverse impact on our economy and
our foreign policy. I advocate, instead, two courses of action.

First, the Congress must exercise effective oversight of arms trans-
fers through enactment of legislation which now is pending. The bill
which I had the privilege to authorthe International Security Assist-
ance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976--is designed to achieve
five basic objectives:

1. To shift the focus of U.S. arms sales policy from that of
selling arms to controlling arms sales and exports;

2. To provide the Congress with additional information about,
and expanded and strengthened control over, arms transfers;

3. To provide the public with more information about govern-
ment arms sales actions;

4. To reduce signfleantly the number of military grant assist-
ance programs and U.S. military missions abroad over the next
year and a half and to require a specific authorization for any
grant progriuns or missions after that ; and

5. To reduce the cost of military assistance grants.
A major feature of the dll is to bring American arms exports issues

o t into the open. A basic fault of past policy, which has led to the pres-
eia state of public emicern, is that too much of the sales program in
tip past has been carried out in secrecy.

Ci 6
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This bill requires that all government-to-government contracts beavailable for public inspection and that data in quarterly and other
reports be unciassitied to the maximum extent possible, consistent with
U.S. security and the protection of the competitive position of U.S.industry.

I believe that more effective control over arms transfers by the Con-
gress will force the Executive branch to formulate more responsiblearms transfer policies.

I must emphasize that this nation needs an overall arms transferpolicy with careful delineations about individual countries and re-gions. A well understood policy framework cannot be developed by
the Congress through legislation. This responsibility belongs primarily
to the Executive branch. But it should be undertaken with the coopera-tion of the Congre,ss.

Moreover, Congress cannot manage these programs, and this legis-lation is not designed as a substitute for a soundly managed arms trans-fer program.
The second course of action is more difficult to achieve.
I believe that the United States should embark on a major initiative

to achieve multilateral constraints in the transfer of arms.
I do not believe that this issue has ever been given serious consider-

ation by our policy makers. But it must be now.
In order to be taken seriously, our proposel must be concrete and

somewhat limited in scope.
One possible option to be explored is a joint Soviet-American mora-torium on the transfer of all surface-to-surface missiles to countriesoutside of Europe.
This would mean no more Scuds, Frogs, Lances and no Pershingmissiles to the Persian Gulf or the Middle East.
If this could be achieved, it would be an important first step toward

further, more extensive agreements which could include other 'Western
anti Eastern suppliers. It commercial rivalry is the main roadblock to
unilateral constraints, then a inulti-lateral approach should be utilized.

I conclude with an appeal for greater discussion of the arms trans-fer issue within government and by the public. If this is not done, the
sale of arms by the United States and other nations will continue at
increasing levels and in an indiscriminate manner.

American sales for 1976 are expected to jump to the $14 billion level.
'"he national security just ificat oll for such a volume of sales seems to
lag consnlerably behiml the eco,e,mic benefits and short run political
advantages which fuel the arm rade.

The policy drift in this critical area is alarming. The next Presi-
dent of the United States needs to addr .ss this issue and provide badly
needed leadership and policy direction. The high level attention which
has been given almost exclusively to the control of the strategic arms
race through the SALT process must be shifted to the arena of con-
ventional arms transfers.

As the nightmare Of nuclear litOtwanst seems to grow more remote,
we are eta, frimted with the future iwospect of regional Wars of fero-
cious intensity and devastating destruction fought with the latest
American weapons.
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Surely, we can work to avoid such an outcome.
Surdy, America can stand for something more in the world than its

export of military technology.
We must realistically confront what the future holds. And we mustdo it now.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION 010 AMERICA, INC.
T IIEARINOS BERME TOE SURCOM rrrEE FOREICN ASSISTANCE ole THE VOM-
MrrrEE oN FOREIGN ItELATIONS, V.4. SENATE, APRIL 26, 197S

The Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc., representing the na-
tion's major manufacturers of aircraft, spacecraft, missiles and related equip-
ment and services, apprtslates this opportnnity to comment for the record on
{wilding and past policy changes concerning conventional arms transfers. This Is
au area of obvious interest to our membership, inasmuch as aircraft and missiles
conalituted 48 percent of bital foreign military sales delivered behveen 1950 and
FY 1977. It is an area in which our member companies have long worked hand
in hand with the United States Government to pursue certain foreign policy
aims.

This is also an enormously complex subject which has exelted considerable
controversy in the past several years. We believe that public discussions of anon
transfer issues and legislation have lwen handicalopet1 by the failure to identify
which of two basleally conflicting assumptiou is. or should be, controlling in
making arms transfer decisions, These assumptions are:

That higher armament levels generally inerease the risk of cona.ct and that
lower levels are tnerefore desirable.

That att increase in defense eapability by the weaker of two potential adver-
saries -creating a level of balance between themreduces the likelihood of
taintliet between them and is therefore desirable.

Th first assumption seems to figure prominently in the rationale behind arms
restraint legislation and recent Executive Brandi actions and the second is more
widely embraced by individuals in both Government and industry Involved In
sPecitie transactions. We believe this breakdown to he significant beenume the
first assumption, which seems to enjoy some popularity with legislators and
Executive Branch officials. is the more abstract and seems to sidestep certain
very real elements of judgment and deelsloomaking.

In our view. the 1tal elements of judgment which should be applied to arms
millet; were coniprehcasiveiy H ml succinctly stated by Rep. Stephon J. S4darz In his
address of Novembor 28. 1977, before the American Defense Preparedness Asso-
Outten. tin that occasion, Congrcssman Solarz outlined 13 general reasons why
a given arms transfer should be favored and 12 general reasons whieh would
militate against such a transfer. Because we cannot Improve on these well
thought-out conditions, we would like to sununarize them as follows:

TI(III.TKEN REASONS TO FAVOR A SALE

I. By arming our allies, we strengthen the collective security of Ourselves and
our friends.

2. If we make a friendly nation strong, we are less likely to have to Intervene
in its !behalf,

3. By creating or nmintaining a regional balance of power, the outbreak of
war itself may be obviated.

4. Sale of HMIs help solidify political relations)..p with the recipients.
r. Sales of arms can help make so OliP connte:s more deroident on us and

less dependent im the Soviet lnbm or China.
tt. Just a willi9gness to sell arms will sadify a relationship with a given

country, refusal to do so can lead to a sharp deterioration in a relationship.
7. To the extent we do become a major sopplier to a country, that emmtry

becomes dependent on us for replacements and spare parts.
S. If we believe in the right of self-determination, we must surely recognize

the right of nations to determine their own military needs.
9. Arms sales make a poaltive contribution to our balance of trade.

U.S. Congress. Senate.. Committee on Foreign Relations. Subcommittee on Foreign
Assistance. !liternational tieearity Assistance programs; hearings. 915.th Congress, 2d
session. Washington, S tiovt, Print. Off.. 1978. p. 283-286.
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10. Sale of arms abroad means the likelliusal of more jobs at home.
11. Sale of arms abroad reduees the cost of arum for domestic use.
12. If we ilion't sell. others will. (Thk is not a isqmitir argument, but no one

ever denies that it Is t rue.
13. willingness to sell VOIIVelitiOnal arms can prevent comutries from put.-

sui ug a tindea r alternative.

TWELVE KIAKoNS TO sr.1.1!SE A SALE

1. Selling weapons lii vollatile areas can exacerbate old tivalries.
2. Ity Nelling arms to both sidos hi the saute etadlict, we nmy do a disserviee to

Our polit teal principles.
3. Just as 111111s !MIPS can create a regional billanee Of power, they en u create

a reghona 1 arms raCe.
4. The eomit ries V010 lire our illlies 110W email he eontrolled by our elle/Idea

tonoirrow, and those enemies would then eontriil the arms We sold.
i. While the sale of arias Van iocrease our intinenee, it could increase it to the

degree that we could get involved In Wars lint of onr choosing
VA. Within a ciontlict. benvily armed adversaries are likely to take more lives

and valise more destruet ion than inadellantely tinned OplanIents.
T. Many of our sale:4 go to repressive regimes more loterested in oppressing

their own people than in defending themselves from relatively nonexistent foreign
t h rent s,

s. Sale of arms to poorer mint ries ean result in diversion of limited economic
resimrces frian develiqunent to defense.

II. Selling our most sophisticated weapons to other countries before they are in
use in the I ititisl States puts our security second.

10, selling advanced wenomry escalates the risk of these arms falling into
enemy hands.

11. Despite restrictions. wealsms sold abroad often are used for aggressive
rather than defensive purposes.

12. While 'others may well sell if we don't, we are not responsible for their
neilons. only for our 0W11.

Obv lously all or even most of these considerations, either pro or eon, would
not apply to a given transaution. lint some of them will always apply and others
will apply as the transaction matures. It Is a delicate. complex judgmental
situation. Therefore we %vomit! agree with Congressman Solarz when he eoneluded :

1 have to confess that I am uneomfortable in the presence of those who insist
on the simplification of the complex, and who believe that arms tulles nre either
an unmitigated evil, or an imasna liable good. Arms sales in general, it seems to
tue. are neither gissi nor evil. III the abstract, they nre neither helpful nor harmful
to the nathami Interest. lint arms Sales in speeifie may be one or the other, and
whether they are in aren't is something which can only be rationally determined
on a ise by ease bask."

Df course, the Government has the right, indeed the obligation, to oversee
foreign sales loit in our view the six polio' guidelines issued by President Carter
on slay 10, 1077, and the dollar ceiling announced several weeks ago represent
exadly the tvpe tor oversimplifiention referred to by Congreramian Stilarz. Taking
the six policy guidelines and the eeIluig in order, our reanons are as follows:

POLICY oULDICLINES

The first policy culdeline is that the V.S. will not he the first supplier to intro-
duce a newly ii ned, advanced woipon 1nto a region, when that weapon
would create a woody new or higher combat capability. This would be
perfectly all 1.glit if there Is some reason, apart from this general dictum, that
the would-be reciple:it should not have the weapon. However, this rule makes
no reference to those ,lises ili which the !lotted States Government haft gone
through the 13 pros and 12 eints and decided that it Is in onr national interest
for that country to have the weapon in question. The President can now make
an exeeption to all six goidelines, and because they are mtmething of a shortcut
for judgment, snch leeway Is essential to the national interest.

The seemal guideline is that the U.N. will not sell or permit co-production of
such advan-ed weapons until they are deployed with U.S. forees. The rationale
behind tii 1 is that it is usually inconvenknit or uneeonomical to build and
'import ii weapon which is not in our own fore, A. As a guideline, towever, it
ignores the fact that a country may havz au immediate, valid need for the
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weapon which is not aeldevaitle ity other means and may need the weapon before
it is incorporateri into 1*.S. forces. Where we want them to have it, where It
-erves our porposes, the Presitletitial except ion power is vital.

Third. the Atimitiist ration say s it will not permit development of advanced
1:IINot4 solely for export Again. this policy is hosed on the fact that we do not

\% n lit tu support w ea ins 1VP nsirg. However, there have been justifiable
eceld ions to t his rule and doubt less there will be ot hers

Fourth, coproduction by other countries of significant weapons, equipment or
ma jor components is to is. diseouraged. While this eaters to one domestic political
consider:wow i.e., that jobs may be lost by coproduction, it ignores another
political reality : It is simply II fart !hat many foreign buyers which want the
ueapon anti vi hich the I ..S, 10111(5 to hare the weap)n could not purchase it unless
loov was a co-production tradeoff. Stunetimes the eost of tne weapon 114 HO high

that they mold not afford to huy it enless they produce port of it. If the sale is
dveint'11 valid based on the 23 VinisitieriniOns, Hien co.prtsluction should not be a
controlling factor in the 1'.S. Government's determination of its Own foreign
policy object Ives.

The nft Ii guidelioes is that weapons or equipawnt will not be transferred
to third Con lit ries viii hunt our consmit or that the transfer of certain weapons
may lie prohibited altogether. It is now the law that third party transfers cannot
la VIII' Wit hole permission, lout to prohibit such transfers altogether would
tly in the face of certain valid political antl/or economie requirements which
have occurred from t inie to tinie and will again.

guideline is that American diplomatic and military officials will
Hot be tuti to ;01'01114ply the salu of arms. Where the sale has been identified
to be in the national interest, it therefore becomes a national priority of U.S.
eniplio yes to favilitate not promote, but faeilitate--that sale, just as they would
far ilitato signing of a treaty or pursue any uther legitimate foreign policy

lit summary, concerning the six guidelines, obviously Government has the
right to ident try possible troublespots relating to arms sales, but we urge that
leeway to make the tuiiiili.v atiginents involved not be compromised.

ANUS VEILING

nir position visca-% is the dollar ceiling on arms sales age hinges on the
assertion that there ;ire a great matty valhi arms sales proposed in a given year
valid in terms of the 25 lures and cons and valid in terms of the needs of our

Pat si umiml imposition of a roiling virtually nullifies the case-by-case
a pi troach and, in the process, rakes innumerable other difficulties.

(to a strietly philosvhiral hum sk, an anus ceiling is based on several highly
quest ii inable ossumpt ions. First, it addresses itself to the symptom, the amount of
a ring 41111I, HUI pm the disease, the presenee of threats and inseeurity in the world,
second, it puts the Government in the position of ruling that a sale is valid
simply beennse n is below a certain, arbitrary number fled invalid simply because
it brings tho total above such a number.

qieratitmally, and more insidinmusly in our vlew, imposition of a celing re
phces the cnonnously l'oinplicated deeisionmaking process alluded to earlier with
a simple, tool we think, simplistic, deterniinat hill as to where the request falls in
the fiscal year. In so doing, it puts equal constraints on sales central to U.S.
intereA; nad thuse only marginally so. This Is in complete contradiction to the
In point, case by ease jodgment method of approving or disapproving arms sales.

Iii addition, a w ill impose oft would-be buyers a "Monte Carlo" mentality,
ii tt hick t hey most b.to. wtarily l.% er their shoulders nt the armanamts decisions of

other countries, which are not, and NhOOIN not be, any of their business. If the
is administered on a first -conie.tirst-served basis, there will he a tendency

for countries to propose sales which have not satticiently matured as to need and
anoncing, so as to be cunsiderisl while there is still "room" under the ceiling,

If f tio veiling is administered on a quota basis, the Government will 1* re-
quired to dist inguish bet WOCI1 vairitulis regions, wilich could have serious foreign
policy repercussions, More importantly, however, countries will naturally tend
to utilize all of their quota so as to avoid having unmet demands in later years
and thus the sto-ca lied ceiling will act 111114 11144)111e a ilOor, possibly escalating arms
sales beyond what they would hat e been in the absence of such a ceiling.
Forther, lecipients will become uncertain about the reliability of their supplier,
the United States, anti may latrome resentful if their requests are rejected on the
basis tf the ceiling rather than on their merits, Last, countries will tend to
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opt for less expensiv!,, and in oome cases less appropriate, weaponry In order
to squeeze In under the ceiling.

In short, we believe that impmsit Ion of a ceiling antounts to governmental abdi-
cation of its rightful and all-important policy-uatking obligations and thus repre-
molts a step latckward in the attempt to create a tierible, Intelligent arms sale
atmosphere in which all parties can operate comfortably and in g,,od censcieuce.

MUIR eltOPOSaD C 11 A N ULM

In closing, we would like to comment on several other priiposed actions which
we believe would interfere with the evolution of the suitable ease-by-ease ap-
proach to $ales. We refer first to the oft-mentioned extension of the Congressional
negative veto period on indivhlua I sales from 30 days to 45days. Again, we submit
that if a sale has been determined to be a valid arms transfer, then everything
possible should be done to facilitate It. Certainly, nothing should be done to im-
pede it. While congress Iles a legitimate role to play In evolution of arms sale
polio', we felt that the 30-ilay period contained the potedidlity of unworkable
delays and we feel even more strongly that the 45-day period Is Unwarranted.
Been lege the longer period would increase the risk of eneountering Congressional
reeemos and eould be parlayed into months of waiting, we would oppose such a
clainge. It makes no sense for a 5,3;1-member committee to undertake the delicate
assessment of tlw 25 pros and eons. The Congreas, no tem than any other branchof t;overmieste has some obligation to expedite sales entered into hi good faith
by (Mr !lies and friends a nd implemented by I COUlUla Idea.

Por the same reasons, we would eppose any ehtulge from a negative veto to as'elinirenwrit that Ise Ii houses of t'origrem nig wove each Ka ie. As anyone Who has
ever tried to get a bill passitsl call attest, positive tiongressional action can take
up to two years or more. If a time limit on positive Oongreseional action were to
ho imosied, it would result in hasty, pro forma aetion on most transactions and
therefore would serve no purpose save to clog up the congmsional calendars and
create dissension among our allies.

lit eonelusiiin, here is where the American aerospace manufacturers stand : Wcbelieve that arms sales are not in theniselves had and that many are extremely
valuable. I lowever, that is not up to us to &vide, nor would we want to make those
decisions. If the tioverninent ill its whsloni wishes to impede a/I arms trans-
actions, it sloand embargio arms sales Then we will all know where we stand. If
not, told if the tiovernment acknowledges that some sales are valid, theme sales
should he allowed to go forwaril. As manufaetnrers, we should receive full sup-port in satisfying the buyer as to the teehnival specitleatious, delivery schedule,
pricing, est a hlishnient of logistical and support systems, training of personnel andfurnishing of follow suppiirt. If these factors are not amounted tor, industry
cannot assure prompt and effective implementatiou of valid arms transactions.
We look to the 1 ' 4Ingress and the Exectitivp Branch to make these judgments care-
fully anti intel!igvntly and hemp Atherioan industry to take it from there.
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THE UNITED STATES AS ARMS SUPPLIER ; A POLICY THAT MAUS
SENSE *

( By Robert D. Heinl, Jr.)

WASHINGTON (NANADN) .President Carter's moralistic deci-
sion to curtail if not wholly arrest U.S. international arms exports
betrays the classic chicken-vs.-egg confusion between arms and tension
which has trapped so many of the world's tender minds.

Clearer-headed students of world conflict have long perceived that
foreign policies and national objectives provide the underlying dy-
namics of arms programs. But a vociferous and woolly-minded minor-ity, to whom Carter now seems to be joining himself, proclaim the
reversethat international trade in armaments iq in itself destabiliz-
ing, exploitative and, well, a bit indecent.

This is a big switch insofar as U.S. policy is concerned.
Ever since World War II, discriminate grants and sales of arms to

friendly foreign nations have been a pillar of our alliance systems and
generally of U.S. foreipi relations. This is hardly unique to the United
htates; not only Russia but most other leading powers and not a few
of lesser standing (e.g., Sweden, Belgium, Czechoslovakia) have major
armaments industries and use arms exports as prime tools of
diplomacy.

It has been just over four decades since the United States has been
last caught up by the "merchants of death" demonology of the 1930s.

In those distant times, when Hitler was arming Germany at a rate
almost equal to that of Russia today and the West as usual was cutting
defense forces and budgets in favor of social welfare, the belief pre-
vailed that the manufacture and export of arms was a significant cause
of war.

The Senate munitions investigations of 1934-36 by the headline-
grabbing Nye Committee exposed to true believers the villanies of the
arms trade and begat the centrality acts intended to keep the United
States out of any such dirty business and therefore keep us, and maybe
the world, out of war.

As is well known, the neutrality laws had no such effect whatever,
save to lull the public mind, and had to be elaborately circumvented
before being drowned out in the tidal wave of war they failed to
prevent.

Underlying the mushy thinking of those days and now of today,
there lies a body of fati.1. y and mythology regarding the so-called
&tams trade" which ean be summed up in the following propositions :

( ) Armaments in thernselvef: provoke wars, bankrupt nations,
foster international hostility, and constitute the world's most ur-
settling influence.

*Reprinted by permission. 8eapower, v. 20. August 1977 32-83.
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(2) Any increade in the availability of weapons will inevitabky
bring about .n increase in their use.

(&) TransY,n of arms to the Third World is mounting alarm-
ingly and will continue to grow without check unless we quickly
take steps to control it.

(4) Denying "sophisticated arms" to the Third World auto-
matically decreases the risk of war among the lesser nations.

(5) All that is required is for the United States to mend
its ways (the Jimmy Carter thesis) and then for the two giant
arms suppliers, the United States and Russia, to reach greement
to control world traffic in armaments.

If you believe a single one of the above propositions, go to the footof the class.
Armaments do not cause wars. Human behavior qnd rivalries gen-erate the claims whose ultimate resolution and satisfaction are foundin war. As Winston Churchill once said, "It is the greatest mistake

to mix up disarmament with peace. When you have peace, you willhave disarmament," Nor is there any record of an armaments program
ever "bankrupting" a nation, whatever that really means.

States arm themselves and on occasion fight wars not because they
have armed forces on hand but in rough proportions and response to the
scales of national objectives or perceived international threats.

With the exception of the Middle East and a handful of African and
Latin American countries, and India, to which arms transfers have in-
deed spiraled, the transfer of arms from developed to underdeveloped
nations has been fairly stable and has if anything leveled off since the
mid-1960s. Throughout Sub-Saharan Africa, for example, aggregate
defense expenditures as percentage of gross national product average
less than 10% and have mostly dropped rather than risen since 1970.

The propensity to kill each other among Third World countries is
unaffected by the level of arms on hand. As idi Amin has demonstrated,
small arms can be as genocidal as nuclear weapons. They just take alittle longer.

Superpower restraints (even, if you could believe it, on the part of
Russia) would have little effect on the trade of arms with the Third
World. While it is true that the USSR, the United States, France, andBritain supply well over 90% of "major weapons" to the underde-
veloped countries, the following nations have burgeoning arms exportcapacities and markets ready to absorb any slack from the large sup-pliers: Sweden, Belgium, India, West Germany, Italy, Canada, The
Netherlands, Switzerland, South Africa, and Israel.

What we need to understand from all the foregoing, and what Carter
and his advisers seemingly do not understand, is that a world trade in
arms is not something inherently nefarious or destabiliz:ng but areality in the world as it exists.

To deny .,rselves the demonstrable diplomatic, economic, and secu-rity advantages that result from being a rational supplier of arms inthe world marketplace is to set the clock back to 1937 and 1938; and
we all know what started in the year that followed.
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W POisi FOR THE WORLD
UPDATE 11*

The U.S. Corporate Role In International Arms Transfers
The Carter Policy and Its Effects

In May 1977 President Carter issued an Executive policy
statement in which he said, "Because of the threat to world
peace embodied in this spiralling arms traffic, and because
of the special responsibilits e bear as the largest arms
wIler, I belies e that the Lnited States must take steps to
restrain its arms transfers

Six basic guidelines delineate President Carter's general
policy for the VS role in international arms sales They con-
tarn provisions limiting the dollar value of weapons sold,
the spread of sophisticated weaponry, the design of
weapons spec du all\ tor export. c oproduc ticm agreements,
retranster% ot militarx equipment ot S origin, and military
sales promotion b go\ ernment or or por a t e representa-
tives abroad

Ihere are, hms es er important caveats to the guidelines
xempted from the hmitotions are NA10 countries, Japan,

Australia and New tealand (as well as Israel
Moreoser. the guidelines specific ally do not apply to sales
of support servic es and training (as opposed to weaponry).

The policy immediately became the center of consider-
able speculation and dehate The abovementioned "loop-
holes" were the focus of muc h hoc ism by members of the
peace community, while members of the defense com-
munity attacked the guidelines in general as overly restric-
tive, in«msistent and onfusing to hnth 1 S militars
companies and our allies

Numerous analyses of the Carter policy and its effects
have subsequently appeared (See "Implications of President
Carter's Conventional Arms Transfer Policy," by the Con-
gressional Research Service of the Library of Congress
[Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office, September
22, 1977]; "Conventional Arms Restraint. An Unfulfilled
Promise," by Michael T. Klare and Max Holland for the
Institute for Pohcy Studies [Washington, D.C., 1978]; "Arms
Across the Sea," by the Brookings Institution [Washington
D.C., 1978]; and "President Carter's Arms Transfer Policy: A
Critical Assessment," by Seymour Weiss for the Advanced
International Studies Institute [Washington, D.C., 1978],
among others). The Council on Economic Priorities' own

Itcprintell by permimmion of Council on Economic Priorities from News-
let tpr, PEP Publication N 8-9. December 18.1978.
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analysis of the Carter policy published in October 1977
(Weapons for the World/Update, R7-3), reserved final judg-
ment as to the ultimate effect of the Carter policy,
although we held out hope that it might presage "a new
direction in E xec utn.e initiatives to limit U S participation
in the world of international arms transfers

One year later, it is now apparent that these new guide-
lines, whi!e enfon ed in certain limited areas, have yet to
produce any bast( alteration in the growth and pattern of
U S. arms sales

In keeping with the principles of these guidelines, the
Carter Administration has taken a limited number of steps
to ( urtail certain aspet ts of the 1) S arms trade It has
apparently kept its promise to reduce (by 8%) 1978 sales of
weaponry to countries other than our closest allies. In addi-
tiointrifty 1978 the State Department announced that in
the preceding year it had rejected $1 billion in Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) requests both in the interest of pre-
serving regional stability and for human rights reasonsand
that it had turned down $800 million in sales proposals for
technical and security reasons. Details on these and any
subsequent rejections are currently classified.

The State Department has also rejected several sales by
foreign countries of weapons with U.S. components. Such
rejections include a sale of Israeli K fir fighters to Ecuador
in 1977 (in keeping with a U S policy restricting the sale of
sophisiticated weaponry to South America); a $2 billion
agreement for the Swedish Viggen fighter to be coproduced
in India (it is not presently U.S policy to sell military air-
craft to either India or Pakistan); and the sale of 20 Italian

Aeritalia C.222 transport aircraft to Libya (to whom the U.S.
no longer sells arms); among others.

In addition, the Carter Administration has reportedly
attempted to monitor and limit the display of U S. military
equipment by corporations at international air shows

Record Number of FMS Orders in 1978
By contrast, these steps toward limitation of U.S. foreign

military sales activities appear ineffectual in the light of
figures already available on FMS activities in Fiscal 1978.
An estimated all-time high $13 4 billion in FMS orders were
received in the year October 1, 1977 to September 30, 1978
Of these orders, Saudi Arabia accounted for $4.1 billion;
Iran, $2 6 billion, Israel, S1 4 billion, and Egypt, 5937 million.
While weapons sales to countries other than our closest
allies were in fact reduced to $8 51 billion in 1978 (slightly
less than the $8 55 billion ceiling projected by Carter and
down from $9 9 billion in 1977), sales of military services
such as training and construction remained uncontrolled
and unrestrained In 1978, for example, over $4 billion in
training, construction and support offers were made to
Saudi Arabia alone. More generally, the Department of
Defense (DoD) estimates that 60% of all FMS contracts are
for support articles and services.

In addition, the General Accounting Office (CV-0 has
questioned the DoD accounting practices on which the pro-
posed reduction from $9.9 billion in 1977 to $8.55 billion in
1978 of weapons sales to nations not our primary allies was
projected According to the GAO, last year's $9.9 billion
figure was inflated due to FMS accounting practices, and
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this year's $8 55 billion ceiling in fact represented only a
$66 million reduction from last year's weapons sales to
these nations

While the prohibition on certain sales of foreign weap-
onry containing U S components indicates an attempt is
being made to maintain regional balances and limit the
spread of U S military technology, the U S has continued
its sales unabated in the most unstable of regions, the Mid-
east In addition to Israel, Saudi Arabia And Iran, Egypt has
now been added as a major purchaser of U S military
equipment and services

1 he various restraints which the Carter Administration
has exercised have not succeeded in stemming the general
volume and changing direction of foreign military sales
under the Nixon and Ford Administrations. The number of
rejected sales and refused transfers, which the Carter
Administration bias publicized, may have resulted from a
greater world demand for U S weapons or weaponry with
U.S components rather than from the ability of the
Administration to restrain the U S role in worldwide
transfers

Further Criticisms of FMS
While the debate over foreign military sales has ranged

over a wide variety of issues (see Weapons tor the Worldl
Update for a brief summary), several new areas of concern
and criticism have emerged within the last year.

Size of the FMS Program The sheer size of the FMS pro-
gram (which has developed basically only over the past four
years) has, in and of itself, emerged as a problem. The U.S

has received FMS orders totalling $47.2 billion over 197477.
Because of the tremendous rate at which these orders have
been coming in and because many of the orders are hir
the most advanced U.S. weapon systems just now entering
productionthe majority of these orders are not filled
immediately and accumulate in a backlog for future fulfill-
ment. As of 1977 there was a huge backlog of $39.2 billion
in unf illed FMS orders. This backlog is effectively equiva-
lent to the combined annual U S. DoD procurement and
research and development budgets in recent years ($42
billion in 1976 and $50 4 billion in 1977) Filling these orders
has become a major admihistrative task for the U S Army,
Navy and Air Force In its Report, "Foreign Military Sales
A Potential Drain on the U S. Defense Posture," the GAO,
for example, has estimated that in 1975 50% of the U S
Army's procurement went to fill foreign orders

Congressional Control Since FMS activity rose dramatic-
ally in 1974, the ability (or lack of ability) of Congress to
monitor and control these sales has been a major issue (see
Weapons for the World,Update for a brief review of
Congress' role) Since 1975 Congress has had the power to
veto major sales of military equipment and services. In
1977 Congress obtained more lead time (30 days) in which
to exercise its veto power. Despite this power and vocal
opposition to several major sales, hoksever, Congress has
Vet to actually disapprove any sale proposed by the
Executive In two casesthe $1.2 billion sale of Boeing
AWACS early warning and communications aircraft to Iran
in 1977, and the $2.5 billion sale of F-15 fighters to Saudi
Arabia in 1978substantial Congressional opposition was
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eventually overcome by the Carter Administration In such
cases, by the time these major sales are actually submitted
to Congress, too much international momentum has been
built up for a Congressional rejection without major foreign
policy repercussions In its report for the 1978 International
Security Assistance Act, the Senate f oreign Relations Com-
mittee noted "The committee too often has heard the
Executive Branch argue that the US has made a commit-
ment to sell a «qtain weapon and that a Congressional
rejection will violate that commitment and seriously
jeopardize 1) S relation% with the proposed buyer nations "
The newly ena( ted legislation c onsequently specifies that
the military sur..yN s hic h the Dot) onducts in foreign

countries to determine defense needs and capabilities prior
to major sales should not be interpreted as commitments
by the U.S., and that Congress must be informed of all such
surveys.

In addition, the 1978 International Security Assistance
Act requires licensing for the export of "crime control and
detection" equipment to most countries (NATO, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand are exempted), and prohibits
the issuing of such licenses to countries with established
patterns of human rights violations, unless the President
notifies Congress that "extraordinary" circumstances exist
(see "Supplying Repression," by Michael Klare, Field
Foundation, [New York, 1978]).

or



Table I

TOP 25 FMS CONTRACT( RS, FY 1977
(Thousands of Dollars)

1977 1978 (rank)

1. Northrop Corp. $ 853,022 $1,292,502 (1)
2. McDonnell Douglas Corp. 446,134 480,460 (2)
3. Lockheed Corp. 305,226 139,111 (9)
4. General Dynamics Corp. 303,322 45,841 (18)
5. Grumman Corp. 252,814 303,662 (3)
6. General Electric Co. 220,958 248.134 (5)
7. Hughes Aircraft Co 156.092 174,256 (8)
8. Raytheon Co. 149,028 218,555 (6)
9. Mi Ryung Construction Co. LTD. 13, '10

10. Litton Industries Inc. 120,941 258,454 (4)
11. You One Construction Co. LTD. 106,429
12. United Technologies Corp. 87,102 104,198 (11)
13 Peterson Builders Inc 79,193
14. Saudi Tarmac Ltd. &

Saudi OS Ltd. 77,247
15, Textron Inc. 73,540 470 (10)
1$, Westinghouse Electric Corp. 70,986 162 (20)
1.74. Ford Motor Co. 42,260 n.a.
TB Harsco Corp. 39,698 61,428 (15)
49. Texas Instruments Inc 34,554 n.a.
20. American Telephone &

Telegraph Co. 26,773 24,596 (23)
21. Chamberlain Mfg. Co. 26,099
22 American Motors Corp. 22,805 88,790 (13)
23. Singer Co. 22,224
24. Teledyne Inc. 21,241 27,024 (22)
25. Hercules, Inc. 19,879 n.a.

Total, Top 25 Companies $3,695,277 $4,235,075

FMS Total 84,449,536 84,860,222

'Not among top 25 FMS contractors in 1976.

Source "Foreign Military Sales, top 25 Companies and Their Sub-
sidiaries Listed According to Net Value of Military Prime
Contract Awards. Fiscal Year 1977." Department of Defense,
Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Informa.
hon Operations and Reports, May 15, 1978.

Note: FMS contract awards for the transitional quarter 197T, July 1,
1976 to September 30, 1976, are not included in 11,a above
f igures for 1976 or 1977 Total FMS awards for that time period
were $935,981000 These figures are not presently availab1e
on a company-by-company basis.
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The Corporations
In the midst of the attempted restraints of the nevi Carter

policy, actual FMS contracts placed by the DoD with pri-
vate firms to fill the increasing volume of orderscontracts
which have risen steadily from $2.8 billion in 1974 to $3.68
billion in 1975 and $4.86 billion in 1976 dropped slightly
in Fiscal 1977 to $4.45 billion This leveling off in corporate
contracts may be in part attributable to the fact that much
of the multibillion dollar military construction work now
underway in Saudi Arabia is being carried out by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers instead of by private contractors.
In light of the tremendous backlog of FMS orders, however,
CEP feels it is likely that this slight drop in FMS contract
awards to U.S. corporations may only be a temporary
phenomenon.

Of the ten top FMS contractors in 1976, eight remained
among the top ten in 1977, For the second consecutive year
Northrop received over 80% of its DoD contracts from' FMS
awards General Dynamics, which had been eighteenth
among FMS contractors in 1976 jumped to fourth in 1977,
with FMS awards accounting for 22% of its DoD business
Lockheed also increased its reliance on FMS contracts from
9% in 1976 to 19% in 1977 Grumman decreased its depen-
dence on foreign military contracts from 31% in 1976 to
18% in 1977, and Raytheon decreased from 28% to 14 3%.
FMS awards accounted for a slightly decreased percentage
of total DoD business for McDonnell Douglas, General
Electric, Hughes and Litton Textron which had been tenth

in 1976 dropped to fifteenth in 1977. with awards of $74
million, while FMC, a manufacturer of armored personnel
carriers, which had been seventh in 1976, did not appear
among the top 25 FMS contractors at all in 1977.

Among the top ten FMS contractors, U S corporations
were less dependent on FMS contracts to supplement their
overall DoD awards in 1977 than in 1976 (24 5% versus
30.5%). (This figure excluded the Saudi MI Ryung Construc-
tion Company which received 100% of its DoD contracts
under the FMS programs. Inclusion of MI Ryung would
bring the average dependency figure up to 32% )

1. Northrop. By far and away the most active U.S corpora-
tion in foreign military sales, Northrop received almost
20% of all FMS contracts awarded in 1977or 81.5% of its
DoD contracts in that year (down slightly from 87.3% in
1976). Its huge "Peace Hawk" technical services and con-
struction contract with the Royal Saudi Air Forceworth
$1 4 billion through mid-1979 has been extended for
another three years at a total $1 .3 billion. Northrop also
received a $74 million, two-year management and support
contract with the imperial Iranian Air Force in the fall of
1977 The largest F-5E order of 1978 came from Egypt This
sale of 50 F-5E/Fs, originally estimated at $590 million, is
now estimated at $700 million. Other major anticipated
orders for F-5E/Fs in 1978 include 16 for Indonesia at $125
million; 12 for Sudan at $117 million; and four to Thailand
at $15 million, In adition Saudi Arabia reportedly trans-
ferred four of its early model F-5Bs to Yeman in 1977.
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2. McDonnell Douglas. McDonnell Douglas, presently the
DoD's largest contractor, received $446 million of its
$2,574 million in contract awards as a result of foreign
military sales in 1977 The 12 5 billion order for 60
McDonnell Douglas 1-15s from Saudi Arabia in 1978 will
certainly increase McDonnell Douglas' EMS contract
awards in ears to c ome In addition, in 1978 Israel was
offered 15 F-15. for $411 million, and Japan 8 F-15s for $144
million Also in 1978, 31 F-4E fighters were otfered to Iran
for $350 million and 11 reconnaissance versions of the F-4
were offered to that country for $170 million, Spain was
also offered 4 10-4, for $11 million Moreover, the
Mc Donnell Douglas Harpoon missile was also of feied to
several nations Germans, 142 tor $86 million, Spain, 40 for
$29 million, Sweden, 100 for $94 2 million, and Australia
(amounts classified) All told, more than $3.7 billion in
offers involving McDonnell Douglas military t.quipment
were made during 1978

3. Lockheed. Lockheed increased its FMS contract awards
for 1977 to $105 milhon, up substantially from $139 million
in 1976 In 1978 Japan was offered 8 P-3C antisubmarine
patrol aircraft for $100 million, five of which are to be pro-
dut ed under li.ense in that country Japan plans to acquire
45 of these aircraft at an estimated value to Lockheed of
$250 million The C-130 transport, which has sold well
around the world, was orderec; by Egypt (14), Portugal (3)
and Bolivia (1) in 1977 Additional 1976 and 1977 C-130H
orders have been reported from Brazil (2 KC-130 tankers),
Cameroon (2), Gabon (1), Iraq (6) and Sudan (6) In addition

to its technical assistance programs with the Imperial
Iranian Air Force and the Iranian Aircraft Industry (see
Weapons tor the World/update), Lockheed also reports that
it is now providing support services to the Royal Saudi
Arabian Air Force

4. General Dynamics. The sharp rise in General Dynamics'
FMS contract awards, from $45 million in 1976 to $303
million in 1977, is attributable to commencement of work
on its huge $2 billion sale of 348 F-16 fighters to Belgium.
Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway It now appears that
additional F-16 sales to other countries will continue to
make General Dynamic's one of the top FMS contractors In
1978, 75 F-16s were offered to Israel for an estimated $1,519
million. Spain is also reportedly planning to purchase 72 F-
lbs and South Korea is cunsidering a buy of 60-90; Iran,
which has already ordered 160 of the aircraft, would like to
purchase 140 more. Economic and social unrest in Iran,
however, have reportedly forced a postponement of this
order

5. Grumman. Grumman's work on its major FMS contract
80 F-14 fighters for Iranhas drawn to a close. The last of
these aircraft was delivered in October 1978 Before the
present civd unrest in Iran, that country reportedly had
been interested in purchasing an additional 70 of the air-
craft a purchase which would have been worth approxi-
mately $900 million to Grumman. Without more F-14
orders, Grumman's FMS work will undoubtedly decline.
Other FMS orders include a $35.5 million Israeli contract
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for the Flagstaff Mk II hydrofoil patrol boat, as well as a
projected order of 6 E-2C Hawkeye electronic early warning
planes by Japan

In a dispute over a S28 million sales commission (only $6
million of which was actually paid) on the original Iranian
F-14 sale, Grumman has recently reached an agreement
with the Iranian government to supply it with $24 million
worth of spare parts for the F-14s without charge

6. General Electric. General Electric's F MS contract awards
were down slightb, in 1977 to $221 million (from $248 mil-
lion in 1976) Because GE manufactures jet engines for
numerous widely-exported U S fighters and military heli-
copters, it will undoubtedly retim its relatively constant
and stable position among E'MS contractors in years to
come Major aircraft offers involving GE engines ncl..ide all
Northrop F-SEEs, and all McDonnell Douglas F-4s Many
foreign military aircraft continue to be powered by GE
engines and several nations «mtinue to manufacture GE
engines under licensing agreements

7. Hughes Aircraft. The Hughes TOW anti-tank missile was
offered to several t.ountries in 1978 West Germany (15,000
for $79 million), Canada (1,728 for $13 million), Korea (1,100
for $8 million and 1,108 for $9 million), and the United
Kingdom Iran was of tered two service and training con-
tracts in support of the Hughes Phoenix missile which arms
its 1-14 fighters, one for $46 million and the second for $68
million In addition both West German and Taiwan
reportedly will be purchasing Hughes air defense systems
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11. Raytheon. fro a major supplier of exported misile sys-
tems. Raytheon continues to hold its place among the
major FMS contractors. In 1978 its Hawk anti-circraft mis-
siles were offered to Israel, 60 for $9 million, and Taiwan,
five batteries for $125 million Also in 1978 Germany was
offered 96 Raytheon Seasparrow missiles for $7 million,
Israel was offered 170 Sparrow mi les for $24 million; and
the 60 Saudi Arabian F-15s will be armed with Sparrow mis-
siles as well as Sidewinder missiles, in the production of
which Raytheon is also involved. Iran was also offered $14
million worth of Sidewinder missiles.

9. MI Ryung Construction, Ltd. MI Ryung Construction is a
Saudi Arabian construction firm working on harbor and
coastal facilities in Saudi Arabia. The firm is one ot many
(predominantly U.S.) companies contracted by the DoD to
do extensive construction theie For the first time in 1977
foreign companies appeared on the top 25 EMS contractors
list. The other two appearing this year were. You One Con-
struction, Ltd , a joint Saudi Arabian-South Korean venture
involved in the building of training facilities for personnel
support in both Saudi Arabia and Korea, and Saudi Tarmac
Ltd Saudi OS Ltd

10. Litton. Litton's position among the top ten FMS con-
tractors this year, as last, is primarily due to work on the
$1 I billion order for four DD-963 destroyers tor the Iranian
Navy. Litton also manufactures inertial navigation systems
on widely exported U S military aircraft, and missile fire
control systems



Table II
TOP 10 FMS CONTRACTORS

(Dollars in Millions)

Fiscal Year Total Sales DOD Contracts
(rank)

Northrop

FMS Contracts
(rank)

FMS OS °AD DoD
Contracts

1977 1,601.4 1,046.7 (10) 853.0 (1) 81.5%
1976 1,265.0 1,480.2 () 1,292.5 (1) 87.3%

McDonnell Douglas

1977 3,5.44.8 2,574.0 (1) 446.1 (2) 17.3%
1976 3,543.7 2,464.6 (1) 480.5 (2) 19.5%

Lockheed

1977 3,373.0 1,573.4 (2) 305.2 (3) 19.4%
1976 3,203.0 1,509.8 (2) 139.1 (9) 9.2%

General Dynamics

1977 2,901.2 1,371.5 (8) 303.3 (4) 22.1%
1976 2,553.5 1,073.0 (7) 45.8 (18) 4.3%
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Grumman

1977 1,564.2 1,428.1 (7) 252.8 (5) 17.7%
1976 1,523.1 982.0 (8) 303.7 (3) 31.0%

General Electric

1977 17,519.0 1,519.6 (5) 221.0 (6) 14.5%
1976 15,697.3 1,347.0 (4) 248.1 (5) 18.4%

Hughes Aircraft

1977 1.700 (approx.) 1,093,4 (9) 156.1 (7) 14.3%
1976 n.a. 910.9 (11) 174.3 (8) 19.104

Raytheon

1977 2,88.3 1,040.9 (11) 149.0 (8) 14.3%
1976 2,462 8 784.4 (12) 218.6 (6) 28 0%

Ml Ryung Construction

1977 n.a. 137.7 (50) 137.7 (9) 100%
1976 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Litton Industries

1977 3,442.9 609.0 (16) 120.9 (10) 19.8%
1976 3,369.0 978.2 (9) 258.5 (4) 26.4%

Sources: Company 1977 Annual Reports; The Defense Department's Top 100 (CEP Newsletter N8-5); and Table I of this Newsletter.



Table III
MAJOR PROPOSED LETTERS OF OFFER BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT FOR

FOREIGN MILITARY SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT,
FISCAL YEAR 1978.

Transmittal
Date on which
Congress was

Number Country Amount Item notified

78.1 Israel $52M (classified number of) AH-1S Cobra Helicopter with TOW anti-tank missiles (10/12177)
78-2 Nigeria $46M 7 madel 161 CH-47C helicopters (12'17/77)
78-3 United Kingdom (classified $) (classified nunber of) TOW missiles (10/25/77)
78-4 Israel $12M (classified number of) rounds of 60mm and 81mm ammunition (11/2/77)
78-5 West Germany S79M 16,000 TOW ant.'-tank missiles (11/22/77)
78-6 Australia $50M Support materlie for 2 guided missile frigates (12/2/77)
78-7 Canada $13M 1,728 TOW anti-tunk missiles (12/22/77)
78-8 United Kingdom $200M 30 Chinook CH-47 helicopters (1/12/78)
7E9 West Germany $84M 9,000 active optice I target detectors for /.114A-9L Sidewinder air-to-air

missiles
(1/18/78)

78-10 United Kingdom S40M (classified)
78-11 United Kingdom $72M 500 MK 46 mod 2 tospedoes (2/15/78)
78-12 Saudi Arabia $174M Construction of MilPary Administration School in Riyadh (2/10/78)
78-13 Saudi Arabia $496M Construction of artillery center and school (2/13/78)
78-14 Indonesia $125M 16 F--5E/F fighters (2/15/78)
78-15 Saudi Arabia $605M Support work by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers relating to the Saudi (2/15/78)

Ordanance Corps Program
78-16 Canada $11M 123,228 rounds of 81mn ammunition (3/14/78)
78.17 No letter of offer
78-18 West Germany $7M 96 Seasparrow missiles (3/14/78)
78-19 South Korea VOA 16 M88A1 tank recovery vehicles (3/15/78)
78-20 NATO $89M Suppert equipment for up-grading the Nike Hercules air defense system (3/15/78)
7841 (classified)
78-22 Korea $40M 6 CH-47C helicopters (3/15/78)
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78-23
78-24
78-25
78-26
78-27
78-28
78-29
78-30
78-31
78-32
7833
78-34
78.35

Australia
West Garman y
Sy/11m land
(ciassifiad)
(classified)
Sudan
Israel
Iran
West Germany
Egypt
Israel
Israel
Saudi Arabia

(classified 9)
(classified 9)
950M

$117M
$9M
$46M
$86M
5590M
$431M
$1,519M
$2,500M

Harpoon missile systems
Forward looklng infrared systems
11,790 Dragon missiles

12 F-5E/F fighters
60 Improved Hawk missiles and 2 radar test sets
Supply support for the F-14 Phoenix missile system
142 Harpoon missiles
50 F-5E/F fighters with AIM 9J air-to-air missiles
15 F-15 fighters
75 F-18 fighters
60 F-15 fighters, with AIM-9J and AIM-7F air-to-air missiles, training and
support

(5118178)
(3120178)
(3/28178)
(4/10178)
(4110178)
(4114178)
(3/30178)
(4/13178)
(4120178)
(4/28178)
(4/28178)
(4128178)
(4/28178)

78-36 Pakistan VON 48 anti-submarine missiles with MK46 mod 2 torpedo payloads (4128/78)
78-37 Sudan 571M AWTPS-43E air defense radar sets (4125/78)
78.38 Spain 511M 4 RF-4C reconnaissance fighters (5111/78)
78-39 Spain 529M 40 Harpoon anti-ship missiles (5111178)
78-40 Iran 5170M 11 RF-4E reconnaissance fighters (5123/78)
7841 Korea 58M 1,100 TOW anti-tank missiles (5111178)
78-42 Korea $29M Supply and support for F-4, F-5, A-37, T-33, T-37 and C-123 ai-lraft (5111/78)
78 43 Korea 530M Supply and support for F-4, F-5, A-37, T-33, 1-37 and C123 aircraft (5111178)
78.44 Taiwan 535M Supply and support for F-86, F-100, F-104, F-5, T-33, C-119, C-47, and (5111178)

C-54 aircraft
78-45 Spain $14M 102 M113A1 armored personnel carriers, plus 18 mortar carriers and (5111178)

4 command post carriers
78-46 Iran 5125M Supply and support for Iranian aircraft of U.S. mit 'n (5111178)
78-47 Iran $33M Training contract for 41 contractor personnel for Improved Hawk anti-

aircraft system
(5111/78)

78-48 Saudi Arabin 540M Parts and supplies tor Saudi Naval Supply Center & Depot at Jubail and (6/5178)
Jidda

78-49 Iran 556M Retrofit 172 Iranian aircraft with AO 62 slectronic counter-measures (5/11178)
Systems

78-50 Iran $130M Support for Iranian Navy helicopters RH-530, SH-30 and AB-212 through
mid-1963

(5/17178)
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Transmittal
D.wossviIgi
Cononme eta

Number Country Amount Item notified

78-51 Saudi Arabia $150M Technical training for Saudi Naval Forces (6/5)78)

78-52 Iran $78M Engineering changos for F.14 fighter and associatd missiles (5/17/78)

78-53 Iran S38M One year spares and support for AK 1J/TOW He tic/rotors (8/24/78)

7854 Japan $144M 8 F.15C1D fighters (5/16/78)

78-55 Japan SlOOM P-3C anti-submarine patrol aircraft plus parts for 5 others to be produced
under ken**

(5/16/78)

78-56 Sweden $94M 100 Harpoon anti-ship missiles, 12 launchers (7/10/78)
78-57 Ecuador $220M 3 battalions (44) Chapparal missile system plus 20mm Vulcan guns (6/26/78)

78-58 Taiwan $2711 150 MK-46 mod 2 torpedoes (6/26/78)

78-59 Tunisia $23M 60 M 113A1 armoured personnel carriers with TOW launchers, 1,200 TOW
anti-tank missiles

(6/26/78)

78-60 Spain il1M 18 155m howitzers (6/26/78)
78-81 Iran $68M Support for F-14 Phoenix missile system (6/26/78)
78-62 Kuwait $58M (classified) (7/10/78)

78-63 Saudi Ar;.bia $75M (classified) (7/10/70)

78-84 Saudi Arabia $21M 15 bulldozers (7/10/78)
78-65 United Kingdom $56M Navigation computers and LORAN receivers for U.K. Polaris missile

submarines
(7/26/78)

78-68 Saudi Arabia $460M Construction of Ministry of Defense and Aviation Headquarters at Riyadh (9/7/78)

78-67 No letter of offer
78-68 Saudi Arabia $35M One 35 MW power plant at a military cantonment (9/7/78)
7889 Israel $20M 100 G8U15(V)4/8 electrical optical glide bomb kits (less warhead),

200 FMU-124 A/8 fuses
(8/19/78)

78-70 Israel $36M 100 Walleye MK1 and 100 MK-22 Extended Range Data Link bombs (8/11/78)
78-71 Israel $14M 48,000 175mm High Explosive Projectiles (8/11/78)

78-72 Iran S192M 84 8" howitzers and 214 155mm howitzers (8/4/78)

7873 Taiwan $75M 100 155mm howitzers (8/11/78)
78-74 Austraha (classified) (9/5/78)
78 75 Pakistan $10M 40 MK-46 mod 2 torpedoes (8/11/78)
78-78 Spain $41M 3 MK-13 mod 4 Guided Missile Launching Systems (8/11/78)
78-77 Korea $9M 1,108 TOW anti-tank missiles (8/11/78)
78-78 Thailand $34M Annual ammunition purchase (8/11/78)
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78-79 Iran $11M 100 M548 tracked cargo carriers with machine guns (8/11/78)
78-80 Iran $14M 188 AIM-9H air-to-air Sidewinder missiles (8/11/78)
78-81 Saudi Arabia $1,300M Three year continuation of Peace Hawk training support program (8/17/78)
78-82 Iran $39M 2 T-AFT ocean type tugboats (8/11/78)
78-83 Korea $24M 37 155mm howitzers (8/11/78)
78-84 Israel $19M 200 Shrike missiles (8/11/78)
78.85 Israel $24M 170 AIM-7F Sparrow anti-aircraft missiles (8/11/78)
78-86 Korea $55M 22 ANITP0-36 mortar locating radar (8/11/78)
78 87 Saudi Arabia 5272M Construction in Saudi Naval Expansion Program at Jubail (9/7/78)
78-88 Taiwan $17M 25 8" howitzers (8/11/78)
78-89 Thailand SliM 40,000 2.75" rockets (8/1118)
78.90 Spain $16M 77 M113A1 armored personnel carriers, 33 mortar carriers, 11 command

post carriers and 8 cargo carriers
(8/11/78)

78 91 Iran 5350M Armament suite to equip 12 frigates built in the Netherlands and Germany (8/21/78)
78-92 Iran 520UM Helicopter logistics support (8/11/78)
78-93 Taiwan 5125M 5 batteries of Improved Hawk anti-aircraft missiles (8/11/78)
78.94 Saudi Arabia $800M Plan and operate various Saudi Naval Forces bases and facilities (8/21/78)
78-95 Saudi Arabil $220M Training and Support for Saudi Arabian National Guard (8/17/78)
78-98 Korea $601.i Spares and supplies for F-4, F-5, A 37 and C-123 aircraft (8/30/78)
78-97 Canada $951v Data processing equipment for 2 Region Operations Control Centers (9/12/781
78-98 Iran $350M 31 F-4E fighters (9/13/78)
78 99 !ran $105M 1,000 Shrike missiles (9/13/78)
78 100 Austria $47M 50 M60 A3 tanks (9/19/78)
78-101 Iran $250M Depot for maintenance and repair of Hawk, Rapier and Oerlikon weapon

systems
(1/19/78)

78 102 Thailand 4 F-5E fighters (10/2/78)
78 103 No letter of offer
78-104 Australia (classified) (9/29/78)

Source: The Congressonal Record and Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

Note. These transmittal notices represent offqrs by the U.S. government for the sale of military equipment or sct.ices, based on an
interest expressed by a foreign governmentnot final sales. The Defense Department estimates that 20-25% of Letters of Offer
do not finally result in sales. This list represents $15.2 billion worth of offers (not including the classified dollar value of eight
offers) for 1978.
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Both in his campaign for the presi-
dency and in the weeks immediately
after being elected, President Carter
repeated that his Administration
would have four primary goals in the
area of arms control. These were:

the reduction of nuclear weapon
totals in a SALT agreement;

the control of nuclear prolifer-
ation through supplier-nation limita-
tions;

the reduction of U.S. conven-
tional arms transfers; and,

the reduction of the U.S. defense
budget.

Two years of his Administration
have now passed and some qualified
success in the first two goals has been
achieved. However, the thirdthe

NICOLE BALL AND MILTON LEITENBERO

The foreign arms sales of the
Carter administration*

effort to control and reduce conven-
tional arms transferhas been nearly
a total failure. This article will discuss
the political constraints that brought
about this situation.

U.S. Senate approval of the con-
troversial package sale of some 200
warplanes to Saudi Arabia, Egypt
and Israel last May followed a long
and heated debate which focused on
the sale of military aircraft to Arab
countriesSaudi Arabia in particu-
lar. Considering that when Mr.
Carter took office some two years ago
he promised to cut U.S. arms sales
abroad, it is some% nat surprising that
very little of the domestic criticism
dealt with the question of whether

*Reprinted lic permission The Bulletin or the Atomic Scientists. v. 35. no. 2: Febru-
ary 1979 : 31-36,
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any of these planes should be sold.
Politics clearly held sway; the vote
was seen by many as a test of U.S.-
Israeli "special relationship."

While this points up the difficulty
that exists in focusing on the issue of
foreign arms sales per se, it is clear
that the Carter administration is not
behaving much differently from its
predecessors on this issue.

Between 1950 and 1976, the United
States transferred more than S110
billion worth of weapons and mili-
tary-related services abroad. The two
main channels through which these
transfers were made are: a grant basis,
using the Military Assistance Pro-
gram; and a cash basis, under the
Foreign Military Sales category. Until



very recently, Military Assistance
Program grants accounted for the
bulk of these transfers. Foreign
Military Sales are currently the largest
conduit for U.S. military transfers
(1-2J. Since 1972, a sizable amount of
Foreign Mihtary Sales has gone to
developing countries, particularly
Saudi Arabia and Iran PI

The significant changes in the
volume and the pattern of U.S.
foreign military sales definitely began
in the Nixon and Ford administra-
tions and reflected the routine use of
arms sales and transfers as the quid
pro quo in diplomacy favored by
then-Secretary of State Henry Kis-
singer. Political and diplomatic re-
quirements came to outweigh stra-
tegic and security considerations in
U.S. arms transfer policy. Some of
these transactions were in fact con-
cluded by the Secretary of State
hgainst the advice of thy Joint Chiefs
of Staff and the Department of De-
fense. The question, however, is
whether the practice of using arms
transfers as a regular diplomatic and
political tool is not becoming insti-

tutionalized, desattir Mr. Carter's
pledges to reduce American involve-
ment in the convention3I arms tre.

Our purpose here is to look at:
some of the most frequently ad-

vanced rationales for arms sales;
the policy of restraint proposed

by Mr. Carter in May 1977 and other
legal restrictions on the sale of
weapons;

the actual U.S. arms sale situ-
ation since May 1977; and

the resulting apparent early
demis.: of possibilities for genuine re-
ductions in the arms trade.

According to the Departmem of
Defense, the primary purpose of arms
sales is "to further the foreign policy
objectives and serve the lest interests
of the United States" thlough the
maintenance of regional military
balances and by fostering "stability"
in areas where military instability pre-
vails (4). However, the reality is fre-
quently different:

The United States has in several
instances been the supplier of arms to
neighboring nations that consider
each other potentially hostile (Iran
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rnd Saudi Arabia).
U.S. military supplies to Iraq

under the Baghdad Pact (and not the
issue of Israel) were the prime deter-
minant of Nasser's initial acquisition
of arms from the Soviet Union and
Czechoslovakia. This provided the
Soviet Union with an entgie into the
the Middle East and the middle
eastern conflict.

A military coup in a recipient
country may overnight become a "de-
stabilizing" factor to neighbors which
had not felt threatened by the pre-
vious regime (Iraq, Ethiopia, for
example).

The very definition of military
stOility in a country With more than
one neighbor that t considers poten-
tially hostile (Peru and Bolivia-Chile
or Iraq and Syria-Iran), and thus with
planning requirements for arms sup-
plies sufficient to overcome all poten-
tial opponents, ensures that arms
supplies to the region will begin an
upward ratchet mechanism, des-
troying any possible stability.

In addition, it is precisely those de-
veloping countries that are hostile to



their neighborsaside from those
wanting arms for domestic political
purposes or for "show"that will be
the most interested in purchasing
arms when they can afford them, and
often w/-tn they cannot 15).

The study known as "NSC 202"
prepared by the State Department to
provide the "basic analysis" for the
Carter arms sale restraint policy
offered a number of "arms transfer
policy objectives," all centering
around the notion that supplier
nations can exert significant influence
over recipients [61. It can be argued,
however, that arms transfers are but
one of many transactions determining
one country's hegemony over an-
other, and that it is difficult to isolate
their influence from the others. Most
leverage seems to result from sole-
supplier situations; but here, supplier
nations must take into account the
risks of armed conflict [7].

It is the Soviet Union which has
suffered the most spectacular re-
versals of influence despite massive
arms transfers: in Egypt, in Somalia,
in Indonesia, and even in China.

Since the United Otates has had many
more arms clients than the Soviet
Union, the deterioration of a rela-
tionship between the United States
and one recipient nation is not seen to
be as much of a decline in overall
U.S. influence as when a U.S.S.R.
client rejects the Soviet Union. Never-
theless, in at least two cases
Ethiopia and Brazilpolitical rela-
tionships have been altered drastically
between the Unitel States and major
arms clients. The United States has
also been experiencing difficulty with
other client countrks, namely Greece,
Turkey and the Philippines.

The entire issue of human rights
and arms transfers offers evidence
that being a country's major arms
supplier does not ensure that thc
supplier's views on human rights will
be accepteJ by the recipient, or that
the latter's attitude will change with
the threat of cutting off supplies [6,
p. 261. In short, the relationship be-
tween arms supplier and recipient is
complex. The power to influence
actions is not limited to the supplier;
recipientsparticularly, but not ex-
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clusively, the wealthy, resource-
endowed ones such as Iran and Saudi
Arabiacan exert considerable in-
fluence over supplier-nations.

As a presidential candidate, Mr.
Carter expressed these sorts of con-
cerns: arms transfers can bring in-
stability; weapons sales are inappro-
priate means through which to con-
duct a country's foreign policy.
Presumably they contributed to the
shaping of his arms sale restraint
policy, which essentially rests on six
major restraints and is hedged by
three major exemptions:

The first exemption is that none
of the restraints apply to U.S.
partners in major defense alliances:
the 14 NATO countries, plus Japan,
Australia apd New Zealand. In addi-
tion, the United States is pledged to
"honor our historic responsibilities to
assure the security of the State of
Israel." To date, only two Israeli re-
quests have been turned down: for
Pershing missiles and for fuel air
explosive bombs.

The second is the President's
right to waive any of the restraints



under "extraordinary circum-
stances."

Finally, Mr. Caner has empha-
sized that multilateral supplier-
nation cooperation must be exercised
as in the case of the London
Nuclear Suppliers' Club--if the
global trade in arms is really to be
reduced. [81. In the recent past,
neither the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom, nor Francecountries
which, along with the United States,
account for close to 90 percent of the
international trade in armshave
shown themselves to be interested in
limiting their exports of weapons.
France's President Giscard d'Estaing
stated publicly that France would not
consider any controls on its own arms
exports without Soviet participation.
U.S.-USSR negotiations on Conven-
tional Arms Transfer were announced
in May 1978. After several prelimi-
nary discussions in the intervening
months, an announcement in late
October 1978 stated that the United
States and the Soviet Union would
begin "concrete negotiations" aimed
at creating common guidelines on the

;

supply of conventional weapons to
Africa and to Latin America. The
negotiations began in December in
Mexico City! The Soviet Union is
reportedly interested in the definition
of a "Lode of principles" that would
govern arms transfer. Apparently,
one concrete suggestion by the Soviets
%as that each country refrain from
selling weapons to any nation on the
other's borders. This was an obvious
attempt to forestall western arms
sales to China. A second suggestion
was that the principles ban the supply
of arms to nations that refuse to agree

These negotiations resulted in a debacle,
largely due to the actions of National Security
Council Director Zbignew Brzezinski. It is clear
that political power considerations will con-
tinue to overwhelm any general arms control
efforts by the Administration. It is ironic that
Mr. Carter's own National Security Adviser
was instrumental in making such short shrift of
a basic concyrn of the President's arms control
policy. The U.S.-USSR negotiations are the
only framework in which one can expect to
impose restraints on Soviet conventional arms
transfer policy; and other international con-
trols are dependent on U.S.-USSR restraint
agreements.
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to arms control pacts. This too was
clearly aimed at China.

The negotiations are structured
around defining a framework for
potential controls. The framework is
to be built around political an,, legal
rules, military and technical criteria,
and regional agreements. It will be a
distinct challenge for these talks to
lead to more significant progress than
past negotiations on other highly
political arms control issues, such as
SALT or mutual and balanced force
reductions (maFg). If the talks do not
produce significant results with the
Soviet Union, and if France and
Britain were to refuse to join in, it can
be expected from the tone of Presi-
dent Carter's statement of November
29, 19A that unilateral U.S. re-
straints of any sort are not likely to
last much longer. In that case, the
President may yet invoke the failure
of multilateral cooperation as a
means of voiding U.S. restraints on
any particular sale or, perhaps, on
the entire policy.

There are six restraints:
The first restraint proposed by



Mr. Carter is that a dollar ceiling be
placed on U.S. arms exports and that
it be lowered annually. The ceiling
has come to be seen as the "corner-
stone" of the Carter arms-restraint
policy, but in fact it has had no impact
on overall U.S. sales. Sales and trans-
fers to the 17 "exempt" countries are
excluded from it. In fiscal 1977, these
countries accounted for some $1.2
billion of the $11.5 billion in U.S.
arms transfers and their purchases
rose to $2.2 billion in fiscal 1978 (9).

In addition, certain weapons
(notably those sold commercially by
American companies) and some
weapons-related services (training,
construction, administration, tech-
nical assistance) are also excluded.
(2, p. 4). According to Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency figures,
construction, training and adminis-
tration accounted for 34 percent of
U.S. arms trade in fiscal 1976 (10).

Finally, according to a recent
General Accounting Office study, the
Carter administration used inflated
1977 figures to determine the 1978
arms export "ceiling." Thus, while

the Administration claims that the
1978 "ceiling" of $8.55 billion is
nearly $700 million less than the 1977
"ceiling," the General Accounting
Office reports that the actual reduc-
tion is one on the order of $66 million
(11).

The second restraint is that the
United States will not be the first to
introduce the most sophisticated form
of a weapon into a region But the
policy does allow weapons transfers
where "countries friendly to the
United States must depend on ad-
vanced weaponry to offset quanti-
tative and other disadvantages in
order to maintain a regional balance"
(8, p. 121. Such a category would
seem to offer another substantial
loophole in the restraint policy.

The third restraint is that the
development of advanced weapons
solely for export would not be al-
lowed. Since very few weapons have
so far been produced "for export
only" this restriction will have little
immediate impact on arms sales levels
(2, p. 5), but a trend toward pro-
duction of "export only" weapons

seems to be developing and the future
importance of this restraint should
not be underrated.

Fourth, controls are to be placed
on the co-production of American
weapons under license in foreign
countries. About three-quarters of all
current co-production agreements,
however, are in thc 17 exempt coun-
tries. Nor are commercial licensing
agreements made with U.S. arms
producers included here (2, pp. 5-6;
3, p. 6).

Fifth, contractual restraints may
be placed on the transfer of weapons
from the original foreign purchaser to
a third country when the weapon is
sold. But the degree of effective con-
trol that can be maintained once a
weapon leaves the United States is
dubious. [14

There is also considerable doubt
about adequate enforcement of the
sixth restraint. This concerns controls
on U.S. weapons firms seeking to sell
abroad, and on the cooperative rela-
tionship which frequently develops
between American corporate repre-
sentatives and U.S. embassy and



military personnel abroad 12-3; 8, pp.
19-23).

Thus, it is apparent that con-
siderable scope exists for circum-
venting the Carter arms restraint
policy. The Administration's failures
to comply with its own restrictions are
growing in number.

There are at least two other areas in
which arms transfer restraints should,
by law, be applied but where the
Administtation has thus far shown
itself to be less than erhusiastic in
doing so.

Congress has passed legislation
requiring the cessation of military
sales, loans and grants to countries in
which there is a "consistent pattern of
gross violations of internationally
recognized human rights." The State
Department study, "NSC 202," pre-
sented a number of reasons [6, pp.
26-271 why the government should
not apply such restrictions across the
board. These revolved around loss of
influence over such countries and
their "collective importance" in
terms of U.S. security interests. And
despite cutbacks in military assistance

,

to Brazil, Uruguay and Nicaragua on
human rights grounds, the Adminis-
tration continues to supply them with
"domestic repression" instruments:
"nonmilitary" aircraft, trucks, shot-
guns, rifles, shackles, leg-irons,
thumbscrews and the like (131. (It also
suppiies these items to other human
rights offenders such as South Korea,
Iran, Chile, the Philippines, Indo-
nesia, the Dominican Republic, and
Saudi Arabiaall of which are still
able to obtain a full supply of U.S.
military equipment.)

The Arms Export Control Act of
1976 states in Section 35 that the
President can terminate arms sales
and guarantees to any developing
country which diverts development
assistance or its own resources to
"unnecessary military expenditures"
(14]. Each year, the U.S. Agency for
International Development (usAID)
prepares a report from the President
to the Congress on "the quantity and
nature of military expenditures" by
countries receiving various types of
American Assistance 051. In 1976,
some 24 countries were identified as

having exceeded "comparative
norms" computed by MAID on the
basis of percentage of gross national
product devoted to military expendi-
ture, the level of military imports and
budgetary expenditure. In each in-
stance, it was concluded that the
"economic resources intended for
economic development were not di-
verted to military purposes"
(emphasis added) (15, p. 2].

Had the President wanted to curtail
arms sales to any cf these 24 coun-
tries, it seems likely that the informa-
tion on which the USAID report was
based could have demonstrated that
any one of them was "diverting its
own resources to unnecessary military
expenditure." By adopting the ra-
tionales in the report, the Carter
administration gave yet another indi-
cation that its concern to reduce the
global trade in arms is not very
strong.

In the first four months following
the announcement of the policy of
restraint, the Administration sent 45
arms sale notifications to Congress in
transactions involving 18 countries



and totalling $4. I billion. Of these, 27
transactions (totalling $3.3 billion)
wt.re for less developed countries.
Iran alone accounted for ten (to-
talling $2.2 billion), including the
controversial sale of seven E-3A Air-
borne Warning and Control Systems.
This sale, if consummated, would
certainly violate Carter's "restraint"
of not being the first to introduce
sophisticated weaponry into an area.

Also in this period, "agreements in
principle" for the transfer or sale of
U.S. military equipment were re-
porteu with Somalia, Sudan, Chad,
Saudi Arabia and South Korea (8.
pp. 26-31). Somalia's expanded ac-
tivity in the Ogaden at the end of 1977
temporarily halted further discus-
sions; by June 1978, the Adminis-
tration was ptpared to send a
military mission to Somalia to discuss
the transfer of $15 million in "de-
fensive" arms [16). The Saudi agree-
ment in principle was incorporated
into the recently approved Mideast
package deal.

In the same four months, the re-
fusal of only three arms deals was

announced. Israel lc,. its appeal for
the right to sell Kfir fighters, fitted
with American engines, to Ecuador.
A Pakistani request for A-7 fighter-
bombers was turned down, as was the
Iranian purchase of F-18Ls (8, pp.
31-32). It has been suggested that the
third "restraint"no development
of "export only" advanced weaponry
was aimed at the proposed F-18L
deal 1171. In turning down the A-7
request, the Administration cited the
desire not to upset the military
balance in South Asia. Unfortun-
ately, both India and Pakistan have
subsequently been offered less sophis-
ticated weaponry.

The Administration has argued, of
course, that many of these trans-
actions were "inherited" from the
Nixon-Ford years. Some critics have
suggested that this was more an
excuse than an argument, while
others were willing to "wait and see."
But the situation seems to be devel-
oping badly. In 1977 the Department
of Defense had estimated total arms
transfers for fiscal 1978 would
amount to $13.2 billion. Just before
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the end of the year, the Adminis-
tration claimed that the original $13.2
figure would not be exceeded [18). In
fact. figures released on October I,
1978 showed a total of $13.7 billion in
arms and arms-related transfers.

The Administration claimed that
the 1978 "ceiling" of $8.55 billion
which in any case the GAO demon-
strates should not have exceeded $8.0
billionhad been maintained (91.
But this was accomplished by de-
ferring the final transactions on
several orders until fiscal 1979 and
1980 (191. It is also possible that the
SI billion in sales to some countries
(Guatemala, Mexico, Taiwan and
Pakistan), which Undersecretary of
State Lucy Benson cited as having
been rejected will surface once again
in future years [18).

Just over one year after unveiling a
policy designed to curb the "spi-
ralling arms traffic" the Carter
administration succeeded in getting
Congress to lift the ban on arms sales
to Turkey, where Turkish forces used
American equipment while invading



Cyprus in 1974*and the United States
was seeking a levet to bring Turkey to
the negotiating table with Greece. Mr.
Carter and some members of the
Congress held that the arms embargo
was having the opposite effect:
Turkey refused to negotiate "under
duress."

More important, however, have
been two political considerations. The
first centered around fears of the
weakening of NATO's southeastern
flank and indications of Turkish
diplomatic initiatives toward Warsaw
Pact nations. The settling of the
Cyprus conflict would clearly be the
greatest factor in repairing NATO ties
and the Administration assumes that
arms supplies are the means to that

It is interesting to note that when Israel
violated the terms of transfer of U.S. cluster
bomb munitions by using !hem in Lebanon
earlier in 1978, Administration officials arid
Senate members st-ited that they "preferred not
to think about the ...!04ti .o." The Adminis-
tration was, of course, in the midst of pushing
its Mideast plane package through the
Congress.

-
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end. The second concern was the
Turkish threat of permanent closure
for U.S. military bases temporarily
closed in 1975 to protest the armE
embargo. After the ban was lifted,
however, it was revealed that only
five bases had been shut down, not 26
as originally reported. Of these five,
four which are strategically :mportant
ussa-listening posts were to be opened
as soon as possible [201.

There are several other proposed
arms sales which suggest that the
Carter administration is using foreign
military sales as a diplomatic and
political tool on a regular basis
[8, p. I).

While visiting Indonesia in May
1978, Vice President Mondale re-
portedly told Jakarta that if "human
rights" were improved Indonesia
would be allowed to buy the squadron
A-4s it had been seeking [21). Indo-
nesia has from 50,000 to 100,000
political prisoners and it was the J.S.
State Department's position that at
least some of these should be released
before the A-4 deal could proceed.
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The "human rights" issue aside,
the A-4 deal has some curious
aspects. Each plane is being sold at a
fraction of cost. Furthermore, the 28
planes sold will be reconditioned to
produce 14 to 16 operational aircraft.
The work will be done by private DOD
contractors and the cost will not be
included in the sale price. This book-
keeping trick will keep the recorded
price below $7 million, so that
Congressional approval is not re-
quired, as it is for sales in excess of $7
million [22).

Discussing the sale of. a squadron
of F-5Es to Thailand, Mr. Mondale is
quoted as stating that "These deals
are not headline items at home. But
they are important symbols to these
countries of our support" (21]. One
coule easily think of other "symbols"
that the American government might
offer and which might actually bene-
fit these countries economically and
socially. Such alternatives, how ?ver,
do not seem as attractive to govern-
ment leaders, either in donor or



recipient countries, as squadrons of
warplanes, radar systems, frigates,
missiles and the like.

Third World opposition has been at
least partly responsible for the failure
of attempts to deal with the conven-
tional arms transfer isue in the U.N.
General Assembly. At the same time,
many developing countries claim that
a policy of restricting the inter-
national arms trade looks to them as
if the industrialized seller nations
were attempting to maintain the
military predominance of rich coun-
tries. Indeed, much of the material
generated prior to the U.N. Special
Session on Disarmament has empha-
sized the need to reduce Third World
arms purchases [23).

In fact, neither the major arms sup-
pliers nor Third World recipients are
eager to see arms sales restraints im-
posed. The industrialized countri,:s
have no intention of reducing their
own production and consumption of
weaponry. Third World countries are
in no way forced to buy arms; they
actively seek them. It is conceivable
that they would attempt to oppose

constraints under any conditions,
even if the industrialized nations
limited their own conventional arms
acquisitions.

The U.N. Special Session evoked a
number of suggestions for dealing
with the conventional arms race. An
Aspen Institute paper called for a
ceiling to be set on the percentage of
gross national product (GNP) devoted
to every form of military expenditure
by all countries [241. But developing
countries might argue that, because
the United States and the Soviet
Union have such large GNPS, this
system inherently accepts the con-
tinued predominance of the major
powers. At the same time, it must be
recognized that a seemingly low pet-
centage of GNP devoted to military
expenditure can mask a substantial
diversion of budgetary resources to
military purposes (See table).

It seems clear that despite the
Carter administration's stated policy,
there is little chance of a sharp drop in
U.S. sales. And without such a drop,
there is almost no chance for reduc-
tions by the other major world arms
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suppliers.
An early and highly important de-

ciiion taken by the Administration
was to accept the entire $27 billion
backlog of Foreign Military Sales
orders negotiated during the Nixon
and Ford years. By the beginning of
fiscal 1979, there was a $43.5 billion
backlog of deliveries stretching to
1986 (25). Thus, while the Carter
administration may refuse an arms
sale here or there, the number of U.S.
weapons actually delivered will not
decline during Carter's present term
of office, nor is it :ikely to do so if he
were re-elected in 1982. Furthermore,
it has been hinted that the oil-
exporting Mideast countries and
So Intl Korea might join the list of
"exempt" countries when future
arms sale "ceilings" are com-
puted [26).

The announcement of the $8.4
billion fiscal 1979 "ceiling" did
not list any new exemptions. But
the President did indicate, in an-
nouncing the new "ceiling," that
future "ceilings" on U.S. arms sales
to nonallied Third World countries



Comparison of Military Exrnditure in Selected Less-Developed Countries
as Percent of National Budget and of Gross National Product

Country

Yemen. Democratic

Military Expenditure

National budget' CNP4
(Percent) (Percent)

57.8 10.50

China. Republic Tamant 42.8 7.03
Pakistar 33.5 5.68
Yemen 47.6 5.26
Malaysia 17.1 4.85
Korea. South 29.7 4.53
Lybia 10.9 3.51

Zambia 13.3 3.31

Sudan 17.7 3.18
Tanzania 11.0 3.15

India 25.3 3.03
Morocco 10.0 2.74
Mali 17.7 2.48
Ethiopia 18.0 2.11

Central African Empire 9.0 2.30
Algeria 7.3 2.28
Bolivia 15.7 2.24

Brazil 25.4 2.05

Venezuela 5.5 1.99

Togo 13.7 1.83

Afghanistan 14.8 1.61

27.0 1 31

Paraguay 14.7 1.27

El Salsador 9,6 1.2.

Jamaica 3.3 0.64

'Data derived trom I eitenherg and Bah, "'The Miiitan, Fspenditure of Less Descloped Na-
tions as a Proponton of the:, State Budgets A Research Note,- tlid/crut Pca« Propmesh
/I 4 (19771. 312-114
U S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agen:s, Wvi Id %tdifriti P. ipi ndamt rind Arm%
runquri, 1966-197c (Washington. 1) (' 19761, Tahk 11, pp. 19-54
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will depend on cooperatioc., by other
major supplier-nations (271. U.S.
arms producers are pushing for an
end to the restraint policy, pointing
out that other arms suppliers are only
too eager to take advantage of the few
cases in which the U.S. does
refuse to make a sale (25, 281. The
prospects for a "London Group" type
arrangement for conventional arms
sales control are not promising. Few
expect slid- an outcome. Once the
United States drops its attempts at
reducing its own foreign arms sales, it
will he impossible for the Adminis-
tration to push other arms producers
to reduce their sales. At the same
time, the Administration appears
unable to continue its own minimal
controls witnout participation by the
other major supplier-nations, par-
ticularly the Soviet Union.

Thus, without some rapid and sig-
nificant results from the U.S.-USSR
negotiations, it is very unlikely that
any significant change in world arms
trade will occur as a result of the arms
sales restraint policy enunciated by
President Carter in May 1977, On the

other hand, should the conventional
arms transfer negotiations produce
results, it will be a very strong
indication that a prior unilateral
policy change by the United States set
the conditions for multilateral
controls.
According to press repots in late
December 1978 the situation in Iran
prompted the Joint Chiefs of Staff to
suggest that particular advanced mili-
tary hardware sold to Iran in recent
years be dismantled, destroyed or
removed if the crisis worsens. Clearly,
another criterion for arms transfers
should beshould always have been
that no piece of military equipment
should ever be sold to a nation if the
donor nation feels that it would be
necessary to retrieve or to destroy it
under a change of government in the
recipient nation. Ironically, the same
press reports told of increased U.S.
arms transfers to Pakistan, Turkey
and various Arab nations, and pos-
sibly even the development of a new
"special relationship" with India of
the sort that the U.S. has had with
Iran since 1970.
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THE IMPACT OF FOREIGN MILITARY SALES
ON THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL BASE*

GENERAL F. MICHAEL ROGERS, USAF

IN BRIEF

The DOD Security Assistance Program to export military equipment and provide support services to
our allies is a valuable instrument of U.S. foreign policy in assisting to maintain world stability

14.without direct intervention, while preparing and encouraging recipient nations to provide for their
oo

own deiense. The grant aid programs of the postwar years have been largely replaced in recent
years by programs overseen by Congress for foreign military sales, as foreign nations of the Free
World develop their own financial resources. Foreign military sales benefit the U.S. economy by
contrthuting to a favorable trade balance, supporting U.S. industry with ongoing R&D and produc-
tion, as well as maintaining employment levels. A sustained level of defense-related industry,
crucial to our national economic interests, is an essential element of military readiness.

"Diplomacy without armaments is like music
without instruments."

Frederick the Great and Sir Edmond Grey

The United States government, through
the Department of Defense, provides
defense articles and services to foreign

°Reprinted by permission of Strategic Review from v. 2, no. 2, spring 1977: 15-21.
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nations under the DOD Security Assistance
Nogram. Benefits which accrue (to both the
distributor and the recipient) are many. But
the most important single benefit today is world
stability.

Today, the Security Assistance Proram con-
sists of three primary subprograms: Grant
Aid Military Assistance, commonly known as
"MAP' ; the International Military Education
and Ttaining Program, another grant aid pro-
gram; and Foreign Military Sales, or "FMS."
The public seems to perceive, however, the en-
tire program in terms of "arms sales." This
label is a misnomer. Since 1950 only 40.5 per
cent of all government-to-government military
exports have consisted of weapons and ammu-
nition. The remaining 59.5 per cent have been
mide up of spare parts (16.2 per cent), sup-
porting equipment (12.3 per cent), and sup-
porting services (31.0 per cent).'

The conclusion one draws from these figures
is that a significant portion of the Security As-
sistance Program has a nation-building role.
The program introduces facilities, equipment
and skills that benefit the civil sector in the de-
velopment of its national infrastructure. In the
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long term, recipient nations are better prepared
to take care of themselves without direct
U.S. involvementparticularly during armed
crises.1

Since 150. the Military Assistance Program
( MAP) and its counterpart in Southeast Asia,
the Military Assistance Service Funded Pro-
gram, has distributed more than $60 billion
worth of military goods and services around the
world." As war-ravaged nations and develop-
ing nations gained economic strength, increas-
ing numbers of them sought to provide for
their own defense. Indeed, they were encour-
aged to do so by the United States.

Security Assistance Legislation

The United States began supplying its
friends when Hitler was menacing Europe.4 A
licensing system for exporting arms was estab-
lished in 1935. It was followed by the Neu-
trality Acts of 1936, 1937 and 1939. In March
1941, the Congress passed the Lend-Lease Bill,
to create, in President Roosevers words, "an
adequate arsenal of democracy.' Under the
bill, the British, the Russians, and others were



to be loaned" arms which they would replace
or return after the war.

After NVorld War H nearly all foreign assist-
ance was in the form of grants. From 1946 to
1948, this assistance, principally to Greece and
Turkey, totaled $481 million. This "postwar
r4ief" period was followed in 1949 by the Mu-
tual Defense Assistance Act which resulted in
$3 billion in military assistance to our allies.
President Truman summarized that U.S. aid
policy in these words:

The concept of peace for thc United States
has become indistinguishable from the con-
cept of peace in the world as a whole. Amer-
ican security and well-being are now de-
pendent upon, and inextricably bound lip
with, the security and well-being of free
people everywhere.°

It is important to note that the U.S. has
phased down grant aid in favor of cash and
credit sales, as our friends and allies are in-
creasingly able to meet their defense needs
with their own financial resources. During the
first half of the past decade, for instance, grant

aid processed by the Mr Fmce averaged $478
million annually, but in the 1970s this figure
has shrunk to $153 million per annum.° In FY
1965, forty-three countries received MAP mate-
rial; in FY 1978 only eight countries are pro-
jected to receive grants of material.'

In total dollar terms, FMS has, over a re-
markably short span, far outstripped grant aid
expenditures. Since 1950 the Department of
Defense has recorded about $57 billion in FMS
agreements.8 Actual cumulative gross pay-
ments by foreign countries through FY 1965
total more than $8.5 billion, averaging more
than half a billion dollars a year.° After climb-
ing from slightly under $1 billion in FY 1970
to nearly $5.8 billion in FY 1973, new orders
rose to $10.6 billion and $10.1 billion in FY
1974 and FY 1975, respectively." Last fiscal
year the total declined to $8.7 billion."

Of course, legislation has kept pace with in-
creasing foreign military sales. The Mutual
Defense Assistance Act of 1949 is the progen-
itor of present day controls on foreign military
assistance. The Mutual Security Act of 1954
assigned the President responsibility for con-
trolling "the export and import of arms, ammu-.
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nition, and implements of war, including tech-
nical data related thereto." The 1954 Act was
superseded by the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 and the Foreign Military Sales Act in
1968, which separated sales legislation from
giant aid legislation. Secretary of State Dean
Rusk summed up the intent of security assist-
ance legislation:

Our foreign policy goal is to assist in the de-
velopment of a stable world community (of]
free and independent nations. . . . This leg-
islation will permit the financially indepen-
dent countries of the free world to buy from
the United States equipment needed to bear
their share of the common defense burden."

In 1976 the Foreign Military Sales Act was
revised and retitled the Arms Export Control
Act, The FMS legislation re-emphasizes that
the Secretary of State "shall be responsible for
the continuous supervision and general direc-
tton of sales . . . determining whether there
shall be a sale to a country and the amount
thereof." There is an additional control. Con-
gress annually establishes ceilings on grant aid
and foreign military sales.'3 Last year, the
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Congress, through the Arms Export Control
Act, gave itself authority to disapprove any
major defense equipment sale over $7 million
and any other sale over $2E million, unless the
President certifies that an emergency exists
which requires the sale in the United States'
national interest. This Congressional authority
extends to government-to-government and di-
rect commercial sales by U.S. contractors.

This is only one of the important provisions
of the International Security Assistance and
Arms Export Control Act of 1976. All sales of
defense articles of $25 million or more must
go through government-to-government chan-
nels except sales to NATO countries. In addi-
tion, the Act eliminates all Military Assistance
Advisory Groups as of September 30, 1977, ex-
cept as may be authorized by Congress." Ad-
ditionally, after that date, there will be no
grant material assistance except as specifically
authorized by Congress on a country-by-coun-
try basis. The Arms Export Control Art ex-
pressed as the "sense" of the Congress, which is
a policy statement and thus has no force in
law, that aggregate annual sales under this
Act should not exceed current levels.



This growth in legislative control came about
as the international system became more po-
litically diffused and more economically inter-
dependent, and our security assistance objec-
tives more complex. It is in response to this
complexity that the Congress has seen fit to
call for a Congressional reviev of all major
defense sales in addition to careful evaluation
of such sales by the Department of State and
by the Department of Defense. Under the leg-
islation, the Secretary of State bears the re-
sponsibility for determining that a given sale
of goods and services would serve the U.S.
national interest.

FMS und U.S. Foreign Policy
As a result of the Security Assistance Pro-

gram, the bulk of which now comprises for-
eign military sales, the United States has fore-
stalled possible communist sales or influence
in a number of key foreign nations: Iran,
Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Jordan and several
Latin-American countries. Furthermore, the
United States is maintaining ties with some
sixty nations which are receiving grant aid,
FMS, or a combination of the two. These as-

sociations provide a subtle leverage when one
considers the long-term logistical support re-
quired for modern weapons. Similarly, even
older, less complex weapons and equipment re-
quire additional ammunition or replacement
parts. On a bros ier scale, FMS helps create
an international economic bond which affects
our world political relations in a very positive
way. A recent study by the General Account-
ing Office asserted that FMS is "a useful and
highly effective instrument of foreign policy." 15

It is a fact of life that many nations must
purchase from foreign sources at least some of
their military hardware and supporting ser-
vices; they do not have the industrial base to
provide all of the equipment they need. Thus,
FMS is truly the cornerstone of national secur-
ity for many of our friends. Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin has even stated that Israel's
"very existence would be in real danger" should
the United States withdraw its support.'''

From a Department of Defense perspective,
the FMS progam is an effective tool of na-
tional foreign policy which complements the
armed forces' defense role and its national se-
curity mission. Additionally, the program
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"supports the military goal of collective secur-
ity, provides the United States with a first line
of defense outside its immediate territory, and
enhances U.S. ability to respond to perceived
threats." E:

Except in the most extreme circumstances,
security assistance significantly reduces the
probability of direct American involvement in
regional disturbances. And even if U.S. in-
volvement or emergency support becomes nec-
essary, the national logistical base (kept vi-
brant, in part, by FMS) would facilitate a rapid
American response. In either eventuality, the
merit of a well-planned FMS program is clear.

FMS Benefits to U.S. Economy

Economically speaking, foreign military
sales produce a numbor of other benefits for
the United States. Mr. T. A. Wilson, Chairman
of the Board of the Boeing Company, states
that "International commerce is critical to our
nation's economic well-being, and foreign sales
ol all U.S. products and services accounted for
about $140 billion in 1974. while providing
jobs for more than eight million people."

Regarding commercial and military contracts,
he said, "Aerospace export sales have exceeded
$7 billion each year since 1973, and reached
nearly $8 billion in 1975." These figures rep-
resent a major contribution to the favorable
trade balance of $11 billion in 1975."

Foreign Military Sales has contributed its
share to that favorable balance: about 7 per
cent of all U.S. exports are FMS transactions."
Although the Defense Department handled
$10.1 billion 2" and $8.7 billion in new FMS
orders during FY 1975 and FY 1976, respec-
tively, it delivered only $3.4 billion and $4.1
billion..' during those two years. Because of
the inherent lag time in manufacture and dis-
tribution, FMS deliveries often are made three
to five years or longer after orders are placed.
From 1966 to 1971 the backlog averaged $5.3
billion: in 1975 the total reached $24 billion.22
Last fiscal year the backlog was almost $32
billion.

The program's scope generates very tangible
benefits for the U.S. work force. In fact, thou-
sands of American workers owe their jobs di-
rectly or indirectly to FMS. The Department of
Commerce has estimated that about $8 billion
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worth of military and civil export business by
the aerospace industry alone would provide
about 192,000 full-time jobs for Americans.
The Defense Security Assistance Agency, which
supervises the DOD Security Assistance Pro-
gram, has estimated that each $1 million in
FMS creates fifty new jobs and keeps fifty ex-
isting jobs active among subcontractors and
vendors outside the immediate aerospace in-
dustry.2"' Such a formula would suggest that
some 800,000 Americans owe their employ-
ment to $8 billion in foreign military sales. In-
dustry officials have computed that every bil-
lion dollars of sales abroad creates 31,000
direct jobs plus another 60,000 in the support
business. This brmulation yields an estimate
of more than 700 )00 jobs produced from FMS
totaling $8 billion. Irrespective of how one
does the arithmetic, it is evident that a sizable
number of Americans are employed because
the United States seeks to help other nations
defend themselves.

Security assistance also makes it less costly
for the United States to defend itself. Produc-
tion lines are kept open longer, thereby reduc-
ing unit prices. The Congressional Budget

Office hu estimated that an $8 billion sales pro-
gram will, on the averap, generate $560 mil-
lion in cost savings annually. Of these savings,
"approximately $160 million represents sav-
ings which are attributable to research and de-
velopment (R&D) recoupments." 24 Dramatic
savings do evolve from the sale of sophisticated
aircraft. Because of FMS commitments, the
F-14 is costing the U.S. about $155,000 less
per aircraft; similarly, the F-16 will also cost
significantly less per aircraft.

As noted, research and development costs,
as well as production and administrative costs
associated with FMS, are charged to the pur-
chasing government. In this way foreign sales'
are recovering a substantial part of U.S. R&D
costs. This help is especially significant, given
that funding for Air Force research, develop-
ment, testing, and evaluation has edged up-
ward only slightly from $3.6 billion 25 in FY
1964 (the last stable year before Vietnam) to
$3.8 billion this fiscal year. Considering the
effects of inflation on the dollar, this modest
increase actually represents stagnation in U.S.
technological development. Sales of equip-
ment that entailed an extensive R&D effort
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could result in a substantial recoupment of
R&D funds.

Foreign military sales eliminate gaps in pro-
duct'on lines, keep facilities open, and retain
skilled employees. The FMS program thereby
maintains at least a portion of the national in-
dustrial base that could not be sustained other-
wise. Jacques S. Gans ler, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Materiel Acquisition.
told Congress last November that foreign mili-
tary sales have "helped us to maintain the
viability of the declining base, reduced procure-
ment costs !to DOD], and improved our in-
ternational balance of payments."" Signifi-
cantly, these gains have been made during a
time of reductions in real procurement expen-
ditures by the U.S.

Operational Readiness

The United States simply cannot have a
credible deterrent force without effective logis-
tics, a system which one of my predecessors at
AFLC labeled "The Logistics of Deterrence." 27
This concept recognizes that when the enemy
assesses our forces, he values only those forces
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which the logistics community has ready for
combat, or can get ready in time, and then
sustain for a requisite period of combat. The
operational readiness of the defense establish-
ment therefore stands squarely on the readi-
ness of its logistical system and of the na-
tion's industrial base.

The United States requires a vibrant indus-
trial base for the survival of the republic. Our
protective military shield depends on industry
to provide the missiles, aircraft, ships, tanks
and guns which deter aggression. Likewise,
the armed forces and their logistic systems de-
pend on American industry to replenish their
supplies and to repair much of their equip-
ment. In short, military readiness directly re-
flects industrial readiness. The sustenance
which industry provides the military is required
now, in advance of any contingency. The ex-
isting industrial base of this nation may well
determine our future. Looking ahead, we will
not have the luxury of time to build our de-
fenses or retaliatory forces. Future conflicts
may well be "come-as-you-are" wars. We shall
be able to fight initially only with the weapon
systems, ammunition and spare parts which



the military and industry have stockpiled.
Should a conflagration continue over a pro.

longed period, we shall succeed only if the ex-
isting industrial base can shift quickly into
high gear. The industrial plants, the skilled
manpower, and the raw materials must be im-
mediately available. We shall need additional
munitions, of course. But we shall also require
thousands upon thousands of replacement
parts for sophisticated and complex weapon
systems. Only a dynamic, responsive indus-
trial base can help satisfy these requirements
in our quest for deterrence in peace and vic-
tory in war.

Effects on Defense Industry

Creating and sustaining a high level of de-
fense-related industrial commitment is not
easy. Inflation, higher labor costs, manpower
reductions, and tight budgets have hindered
the military and business alike. Even with the
increasing FMS orders mentioned earlier,
fewer corporations are seeking defense con-
tracts. They cite a low volume of potential
orders, low profits, excessive paper work, and

an air of uncertainty emanating from Wash-
ington." J. Stanley Baumgartner of the De-
fense Systems Management College found that
defense business in FY 1975 constituted less
'than 10 per cent of the total business of the
top twenty-five defense contractors, down from
17 per cent in 1968." For many contractors,
the civilian market is simply far more lucrative.
Another DOD study revealed last year that con-
tractors earn an average profit of 4.7 per cent 3°
an military sales while earning 17 per cent 31
on similar products sold to commercial custom-
!rs, though this comparison does not include
a corresponding one for private investment.
When coupled with auditors and quality-control
inspectors, the restrictive atmosphere has dis-
couraged potential defense contactors.

Approximately three years ago, the Depart-
ment of Defense became concerned about
these problems developing in the industrial
base. Deputy Assistant Secretary Gansler ad-
dressed the situation last November before the
Joint Defense Production Committee of the
Congress. He noted that difficulties were being
encountered then "by prime contractors . . . in
obtaining adequate compensation for parts and
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components. Subcornractors were declining to
bid . . . and, to keep their share of the defense
market, some large prime contractors, through
acquisitions and expansions, began entering
the subcontract field. As a result, competition
decreased and, in some cases, inordinately high
prices were being paid for parts and compo-
nents." 3"

Gansler also noted that prime aircraft con-
tractors were finding themselves with extra
capacitY because of decreasing commercial and
defense business. "We also observed," he said,
"an aging of plants and equipment with little
investment being made to increase productiv-
ity. . . . Innovations in engineering and manu-
facturing technology appeared to be sagging
because of the lack of business. We became
concerned that our needs for a viable . . . base,
capable of responding to emergency demands,
were becoming threatened."

Satisfying the legitimate defense needs of
our allies and friends through FMS has par-
tially offsei this problem. More permanent so-
lutions are being suggested and implemented
by the Defense Department. Perhaps the most
important of these initiatives is one which per-

mits corporation accountants to include the
cost of capital (imputed interest) in their com-
putations of expenses and anticipated profits."
By making capital investment an allowable
contract cost, the government is motivating in-
duszy to bid for defense contracts and to invest
in new facilities. In the long term, industry
receives a higher profit and achieves increased
efficiency and productivity. Additionally, de-
fense benefits form a stronger industrial base
and lower costs.

Other procurement policies and practices
may need to be modified to attract the smaller
suppliers and contractors. In the meantime,
"We are providing for more flexibility in our
military specifications and encouraging greater
use of commercial parts, and multiple sources
of supply in . . . subcontract procurement. . . .

These initiatives will help to broaden our com-
petitive base, reduce procurement cost, and im-
prove our surge capability at this 'bottleneck'
level of the [industrial] base." 3'

Foreign military sales in recent years have
helped the United States to maintain the via-
bility of its declining industrial base. But we
must consider this phenomenon a bonus de-
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rived from the principal American effortto
help its friends and allies help themselves.
Such mutual assistance is of primordial im-
portance in achieving that state of readiness
which Karl von Clausewitz described:

In the search for peac.ful solutions to the
controversies between states, we must not
forget to always keep our eyes fixed on the
adversary, so that if he decides to wield a
sharp sabre he may be met with something
more than a dress sword.
Foreign governments have requested secur-

ity assistance from the United States in order

to sharpen their sabres and in order to pre-
serve their political stability. Our government
has granted their requests and, in so doing, we
have strengthened our own sagging industrial
base. Much more remains to be done. The
production and supply capacity embodied in
the industrial base is the foundation for the
Department of Defense's logistic system, which,
in turn, is the cornerstone of its operational
forces. The role of FMS in sustaining and en-
riching this relationship is, I submit, crucial to
the national well-being.
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DEANER PROPOSITION THREE

REJOINED THAT: THZ UNITZD STATEJ1 SHOULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE
I'M FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS TO TOTALITARIAN GOVEANMENTS

In recent years there has been considerable controversy regarding
linkages between U.S. foreign assistance programs and various other
foreign policy considerations. Should the United States provide aid
only to countries with which we have a political affinity, or should our
assistance be directed to the poorest of the poor nations? Should eco-
nomic and military grants, loans, and technical assistance programs
be allocated to foreign countries primarily on the basis of U.S. stra-
tegic interests, or should the distribution reflect America's judgment
of -foreign nations' respect for the civil and political liberties, physical
security and integrity, and basic socio-economic needs of their peo-
ple ? Finally, should U.S. aid be provided or denied to totalitarian
states? "Totalitarian state" has been variously defined by different
authorities; one useful characterization of such governments includes
(1) a commitment to a single goal, (2) unpredictability caused by
procedural flux, (3) large-scale use of organized violence, (4) sup-
pression or realignment of organizations that are not committed to the
regime's goal, (5) enforcement of universal participation in organiza-
tions that are committed to the regime's goal, and (6) attempts to re-
shape mankind into the image of the totalitarian system.' The follow-
ing articles have been selected to illustrate several positions on these
questions. Other material addressing these questions in a more general
way is included in the initial section of this volume.

ThIN description of a totalitarian state is offered by Herbert J. Spiro in the Inter-
national Encyclopedia of the Social Sciencea, v. I. David L. Bills. ed. New York: The
Macmillan Company and the Free Press, 1968, p. 108.
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FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND U.S. POLICY *

(By Secretary of State Cyrus Vance)

During the 25 months that I have been Secretary of State, I have
regularly appeared before this committee to discuss a wide variety of
issues of great importance to our foreign policy. I do so again today asI present the Administration's proposed foreign assistance programfor fiscal year 1980, for there is a fundamental relationship between
our foreign assistance programs and America's foreign policy.

President Carter is asking Congress to approve an authorization of
$8.9 billion for the seven components of our foreign assistance efforts.'
$1.8 billion for bilateral economic assistance nearly $2 billion for se-
curity supporting assistance; $656,3 million to finance a total foreign
military sales financing program of $2.1 billion ;$110 million for grant
military assistance; $83 million for grant military education and
training; $3.6 billion for assistance through the multilateral develop-
ment banks; and $4277 million for our voluntary contributions to inter-
national organizations.

In this testimony. I will concentrate on the relationship between
these programs Lnd our foreign policy goals. Let me emphasize that, indoing so I do not suggest that our development objectives need or
should be controlled by international political considerations. The fact
is that well-conceived and well-executed foreign assistanceprograms
that serve development also substantially benefit our foreign policyby improving our relations with individual developing nations.

Let me begin with a brief examination of one of the most important
trends of a new era : the growing economic and political stakes for ourcountry in the developing world.

U.S. STARES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD

First, there is the strong link between a sound American economy
and continued economic vitality in developing nations.

In 1977 developing countnes bought $42 billion worth of U.S.merchandisemore than a third of all our exports. In the agricultural
sector, these countries buy about half of all our wheat exports, 60%
of our cotton exports, and 70% of our rice exports.

During the 1970's, sales of U.S. goods to developing countries grew
by 22% per year compared to 15% for sales to industrialized nations.

Over the past 5 years, developing countries have provided more than
25% of the raw materials we use.

This figure also include* funds tor the food aid program, refugee assistance, and otherforeign economic and financial assistance.
Statement before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on February 5, 1979. The com-plete transcript of the bearings will be published by the committee and will be availablefrom the Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.20402 ; (press release 82). This statement taken from Department of State Bulletin, v. 79.March 1970: 34-38.

(513)
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These statistics demonstrate a very basic fact of economic life in
the late 1970's and beyond. We can enhance our own well-being by
encouraging and 1188isting rapid and equitable growth in the develop-
ing world.

It is clear that our policies toward the developing world affect indi-
vidual lives a honw as well as abroad.

The price of food in the neighborhood supermarket will be affected
by food production progress in the developing world.

!Jobs in our factories will depend on growing export markets and on
critical raw materials imported from Third World nations.

iThe ncomes of many of our farmers will depend on poor countries
earmng sufficient income to expand food imports.

Economic growth in the Third World, particularly in the more ad-
vanced developing nations, will clearly have an increasingly important
and positive impact on growth rates in the industrialized world. Third
World dtwelopment will directly affected both how we live our lives
and the kind of world in which our children will live.

While the economic importance of developing nationsgrows steadily,
so does their political role. They now have a major impact on key
regional and global issues of concern to the United States.

The most important of these is the research for peace in troubled
areas of the world. Conflicts in the developing world pose a danger
to world peace, because they can escalate into great power confronta-
tions. Developing nations play important roles in helping resolve con-
flicts in their regions in two ways. First are the crucial diplomatic
efforts of the nations most immediately affected by disputes near their
borders. The central contributions of the so-called front-line states
to the peace pmeess in Namibia is a case in point. Second, as in the
United Nations and other multilateral organizations, such as the Or-
ganization of American States and the Organization of African Unity,
.nhance their peacekeeping roles, developing nations beconw all the
more important.

In a num149, of other significant areas, our political relations with
the developing world affect our ability to attain goals of critical im-
portance to the Anwrican people.

We will make little progress in halting nuchiar proliferation unles.s
we can convince those developing nations which might otherwise
acquire dangerous nuclear technology that they can meet their energy
and security needs without.

Establishing a greater respect for human rightsboth political and
economic-- depends largely on a growing recognition among develop-
ing nations that healthy societies must defend and miture the dignity
of the individual.

We cannot restrain the dangerous growth of conventional arms un-
less developing nations lycome convinced that this type of arms con-
trol enhances their security.

The battle against pollution of our oceans and our atmosphere can-
not be won unless we enlist the developing nations in this struggle.

Pmgress toward each of these goals depends on the practical deci-
sions of many different governments. Our ability to influence those de-
cisions requires more than exhortation and imaginative diplomacy..
When we ask a poorer nation to work with us for peace or to forgo sensi-
tive nuclear technology or to build a society that is more equitable, our
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influence will depend in part on our ability to offer tangible support for
its security or energy development or economic growth.

We will be more effective in asking developing nations to share our
goals for a better and safer world if we are willing to help them
achieve theic goals of better and safer lives for their own people. This
basic heciprocity lie.s at the heart of the relations with the Third World.

In a broad context, the levels of our foreign assistance are judged as
a signal of our seriousness in the so-called North-South dialogue.

This dialogue is conducted in a wide variety of settings where in-
dustrialized and developing nations meet to share ideas, exchange
views, and negotiate. We have often spoken of the need for this dia-
logue to be a positive one which would avoid the rhetoric of confronta-
tion. But our position in the many North-South negotiations, which
will take place in 1979 and 1980, can only be sustained if we are willing
to bear our fair share of tlw financial burdens and work with others
in addressing global economic problems in a positive fashion.

At a more direct level, our aid is one of the strongest and most tangi-
ble links between the United States and the nations of the developing
world. Trade and investment have a central and significant impact on
developing country economies. Our economic aid is also of particular
importance through its direct impact on the lives of the poor. And it is
the most visible expression of our interest in the economic well-being
of developing nations.

It is not our policy to let short-term political considerations govern
our deeisions about, development assistance. But our development pol-
icy and our diplomacy in general must be carefully integrated, in part
because the governments of nations receiving our aid often interpret
this as either a signs' of deteriorating interest in them or a sign of
American weakness and withdrawal.

Our aid also helps buttress the strong sense of national independ-
ence and identity among the developing nations which is the surest
barrier to domination by outside powers.

This point is important in both long-term and short-term contexts.
In the long run, we can be confident that the relationship between

the West and developing nations will remain positive. These relations
are based solidly on our mutually beneficial economic ties, on Western
acceptance of political diversity and support for human freedom, and
on the cultural, affinities which have enriched all our peoples.

We cannot, however, disregard the shorter term and rely only on
our long-term advantages to deal with Soviet activities in the Third
World.

Some have argued that we should seek to force Soviet restraint by
abandoning efforts to achieve agreements that are deeply in our na-
tional security interestsfor example, a sound SALT agreement. We
believe that such an approach is likely to be ineffective and damaging
to our interests.

A better response is to continue to take an affirmative approach of
active engagement in the Third World itself, te concentrate on our
ties with developing nations because of their inherent importance.
Such an approach requires our seeing Third 'World Problems in their
own terms rather than primarily through an East-West prism. And
it must be harked up by sufficient resources to address seriously the
economic as well as security concerns of developing conptries.
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This strategy of affirmative involvement and support for the in-
dependence and diversity of developing nations serves us well. It
capitalizes on the West's inherent strengths. It improves our ties to
developing countries in a context which does not force them to make
an explicit choice between East and West. It reduces the wider dan-
gers of conflict in the Third World. And the fact is that it is working.
Our ties to the members of the Association of South East Asian
Nations and in the Asian subcontinent, in Africa, and within the
Western Hemisphere are strong and sound. This is reflected not only
in the atmosphere of our rela; ions but in our ability to work more easily
together at the ITnited Nations and on regional issues.

Let me cite an article I recentiv read in Nigeria's Daily Times, en-
titled "The Soviet Dilenuna in Africa." Its author states that :

First the Russians move into some African nation, usually at a time when
the mition's very survival is threatened. For awhile there is a halcyon period
of fraternal colhtboration usually cemented by massive infusions of military
aid. The nation feels a little more secure asid begins to worry about such mun-
dant. things as food and hospitals and roads. It turns to the Russians, hoping
they will give economic aid as readily am they gave military aid. The Russians
say that they don't have the money. The nations turn to the West which is
waiting in the wings. A quarrel ensues and the Russians are asked to leave. . . .

The author goes on to conclude :
This situation in Africa at the present time is such that the Soviet Union is

losing out to the Americans. not so much because African countries detest
socialism as because the Soviet Union is unwilling to, or incapable of. providing
more economic than military aid.

I believe we have every reason to be confident about the future of
our relations with the developing world as Ion, as we continue to
support their econoni.c development and assist them with the means to
provide for their self-oefense.

U.S. OBJECTIVES

Our foreign assistance programs have six important objectives
which guide ns in designing specific programs to help meet the unique
needs of each recipient nation.

First, we work to overcome the worst aspects of poverty and help
nations achieve :elf-sustaining, equitable growth primarily through
a strategy of meeting basic human needs. We play a major role in the
worldwide war on hunger and malnutrition both through our Public
Law 4S11 food assistance programs 911(1 through the strong emphasis
in our bilateral devekpment assistance on efforts to increase food
production, imeroye nutrition, enhance health care and education,
onitrol population gr(mtli. aml foster rural development.

In l'eru's extremely poor central region, there are tragicallyhigh
infant and maternal mortality rates. We plan to allocate $7.5 million
in fiscal Year ItHO to increase the access of 2 million rural people to
improyelf curative and preventive health care services.

In Indonesia we will provide further financing for a river basin de-
velopment project. An estimated 230,000 lowland farmers and laborers
will directly benefit from increased crop production and income from
irrigat ion while Ira inage will improve sanitation mot health.

In Africa's 1icl we have been a partner with the World Health
Organization and more than a dozen other countries and international
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economic stability in the region, our assistance not only lessens human
suffering but also encourages these nations to continue their efforts
to resolve conflicts peacefully.

A fourth objective. of onr imsistaiwe programs is to help friendly
nations maintain adequate military establishments to strengthen their
self-defense. Foreign military sales (FMS) financing, grant military
assistance programs I MAP), and international military education andtraining (IMET) programs, together with FMS cash sales, are the
means by which we accomplish this objective.

In accordance with longstanding executive branch policy and con-
gressional directives, we are cont inning the shift from grant MAP to
FMS financing. We are requesting grant program funds for only four
countries in fiscal year 1980--jordan, Portugal, Philippines, and
Spain.

The FMS financing program is a less costly means than MAP for
assisting other countries in financing their defense programs. Except
for a proposed direct loan of $500 million for Israel on which repay-
ment would Ix, forgiven, FMS loans are eventually repaid and require
the appropriation of only $1.00 to guarat.tee each $10.00 in loans made
by the Federal Financing Hank [Department of the Treasury].

The IMET program continues to provide a significant return on a
modest investnient. It not Only develops the technical and managerial
competence of foreign personnel to use effectively I.T.S.-supplied equip-
ment but also enables officers who have or are likely to attain positions
of leadership in their countries to learn more about. the United States
and establish friendships here. We believe that dollar-for-dollar, this is
one of Our most important programs.

A few examples of proposed security assistance programs in fiscal
year 1980 demonstrate their importance.

We are now engaged in an effort to rebuild our important relation-
ship with Turkey. The $200 million VMS credit and $2 million in
IMET we wish to provide are designed to assist Turkey in its efforts
to maintain It modern armed force capable of performing its NAT()
role. The $98 million in security supporting assistance is crucial to Tur-
key's efforts to stabilize its very difficult economic situation; this is im-
portant both to Turkey's rontribut ion to the mutual security of the
West and also to its capacity as a democratic government to deal with
the vroblenis of development.

e are asking Congress to approve for Greece a $158 million pro-
gram of VMS credits and $1.8 million in military training. This assist-
ance will proniot the reintegration of ( ;reek tomes into the NAT()
integrated mil it a ry st ruct tire, enable t hose forces to meet their NAT()
responsibilities, urn I help to int.nre that the pwsent balance of military
strength among the countries of the region is preserved.

One of our niost important security programs is for Korea. Peace and
stability in Northeast Asia in general and on the Korean Peninsula in
part icular are of vont inning vital importance to our country. This year
we are request ing $2.2.-) million in FMS financing for support of Korea's
5-year force improvement plan. and this will he supplemented by cash
sales. We are also requiesting authority to provide $1.8 million in grant
military training which will focus on training in the use of newly
acquired equipment.

5 9
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A. fifth objeetive is to help to promote respect for individual humanrights and to assist refugees.
Recipient governments are aware that human rights considerations

influence the degree of our responsiveness in terms of both levels andtypes of assistance we extend. President Carter reaffirmed last Decem-ber that "In distributing the scarce resources of our foreign assistanceprograms, we will denunistrate that our deepest affinities are with na-tions which commit themselves to a democratic path to development."'
The content of our economic assistance programs has been designedto encourage more equitable patterns of development and increasedpartieipat ion by poorer people in the development process. This lattergoal is enhanced by programs such as Title II under Public Law 480,which benefit the poor through self-help as well as relief programscarried out by private voluntary organizations.
The budget we are presenting today was carefully reviewed by ourinteragency committee on human riglits before it. was submitted to thePresident for final approval.
Our refugee effort is a key element of our assistance program, help-ing victims of war, civil st rile, and hunuin rights violations to find newhomes and begin new lives. Given the increasingly critical plight ofrefugees worldwide, we intend to strengthen our efforts through newlegislation and more effeetive management. of programs in all agenciesof government.
Our sixth objective is to strengthen international responsibility andthe sharing of financial burdens for global development by contribut-

ing our fair share to multilateral assistance programs.
Multilateral aid is a particularly effective mechanism because of itsleverage in generating contributions by other donors and its mobiliza-

tion of private capital. The principal reason for this is the use of call-able capital which provides linaneial backing for the banks enabling
them to raise the bulk of their funding in the private capital markets.

The aulvantwes of burden-sharing and leverage are most pronounced
in the World Bank where on a cumulative basis each dollar we spendhas resulted in approximately $50 of lending. In the recent replenish-
ment negotiations for the Inter- Anwrican Developnient Bank, we ob-t aMed both increased reliance on callable capitalwhich, though ap-
propriated, does not give rise to budgetary expenditures.

We have been successful in containing and in some eases reducing
mlminist rat ive expenses of the multilateral banks and continue to make
substantial progress in increasing the involvement of these institutions
in aetiv it ies that alleviate ext reme poverty.

The contributions of U.N. programs to development also serve to
meet human needs.

In the Sudan, the U.N. Devehipment Program is equipping trainingventers to teach practical k ti ls to over 60,000 undereducated and un-deremployed people
In the Philippines. UN WEI.' supports a unique televised nutritional

training programa that readies 15 million students every school day.Let me note here a matter of special concern. Last year the Congress
placed in the Stnte Department's fiscal year 1979 appropriation bill a

3 Made at the ceremony on Dec. ti, 1975, commemorating the 30th anniversary of theadoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for full text, see Bulletin ofJanuary 1979. p. I.
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help.national development also through balance-of-payments supportand mfrastructural development.
But many other important factors are also at work in development--

such as the degree of local effort, the natural resources of the nationconcerned, or even the weather. Thus, we and other aid donors neithercan nor should claim some specific degree of credit for the progressthat has been.
What we can say is that progress is taking place.
pver the past 25 years, per capita income in the developing coun-tries grew on the average of 3 percent each year. This is about 50 per-cent better than the historical growth rates in the developed countries

during their period of industrialization.
The quality of life for many millions has been improved by this

growth. These improvements are reflected in significant increases in
life expectancy, adult literacy, eradication of smallpox, and burgeon-
ing school enrollment in the developing world.

T he developing countries weathered the shocks of oil price increase,
crop failures, and recession better than anticipated.

We can also say t;lat our aid must and will continue to be focused
primarily on those nations which share our goal of equitable growth.
While much has been accomplished, much more remains to be d-one.

Poverty afflicts hundreds of millions while the economics of many
nations in Africa, the Asian subcontinent, and the Caribbean are stag-
nating. Population growth continues to outpace food production in
many nations. In the time it has taken me to share these thoughts with
you this afternoon, world population has increased by about 41000
three every second.

These problems are com:munded by massive rural and urban unem-
ployment and a significan t number of regional conflicts which too often
cripple economic progress.

The unfinished business of development presents a tragic picture of
wasted potential and widespread human suffering. It represents a seri-
ous challenge to the economic and political stability which we and
other nations require if growth and prosperity are to be sustained. And
it is a moral challenge we cannot evade.

The funds we have budgeted have been carefully scrutinized. The
same strict criteria which the Administration has applied to other
Federal spending have been applied to the foreign assistance budget.

We had planned to increase foreign assistance levels in the area of
bilateral economic aid more rapidly than we, do in this budget. The
pressing need for budgetary restraint caused us to slow the expansion
of these programs. Substantial cuts were made by the executive oranch.
Indeed, it is important to note that our foreign assistance requests for
1980 will result in only $160 million in outlays above the 1979 appro-
priated level a really negligible impact on the total Federal lmdget.
Nonetheless, we believe that we must make very modest progress to-
ward a goal of substantially incrrased aid in the coming years.

For let me emphasize again that we are speaking not only of the
compelling d ight of human beings in desperate need. We have a com-
pelling national interest in their progress. The United States cannot
have a s( Fong foreign policy of active engagement in the world's affairs
if we are unwilling to put our resources behind our words.



DISTINCTIONS WITHIN DISTINCTIONS*

THE PROTRACTED costriavr

(By James Burnham)

A couple of months ago [NH. Oct. 21] I suggested that in our time
it is more useful to classify the forms of government on the initial basis
of a triple rather than dual distinction : totaiid/ authoritarian/ demo-
cratic rather than dktatorial/ democratic. I defined the triple distinc-
tion as follows:

"Democratic nations, within a range that varies from nation to na-
tion, are politically, culturally, and intellectually pluralist, and have
some sort of represertative political institution (parliament, assembly,
congress) chosen by popular vote through an electoral process to which
opponents of the incumbent administration have access.

"Both authoritarian and tatalist [=totalitarian] governments are
dictatorships, and in both the ruling cadre exercises a political monop-
oly. .. The distinctive feature of a totalist regime is the integration of
all aspects of lifeeconomic, cultural, social, even personalinto the
single power system. Under an authoritarian government, SOW aspects
are exempt, . . . or partially exempt."

THE FINER POINTS

To which, further :
1. These, like all distinctions, are clearer in the abstract than in con-

cretion. No actual regime could be 100 per cent totalistmen being
ornery, there will always be some deviation from the totalist mono-
lith. This means that the line between "totalist" and "authoritarian"
can be blurred. At just what point does a spreading authoritarianism
become totalist. or a loosening tot alism become authoritarian V Is Libya
totalist? Is Yugoslav Communism nontotalist? A 100 per cent democ-
racy would be anarchy, mul an anarchic society cannot actually exist.
Every actual democracy will have authoritarian elements. Is Ceylon a
democracy ? Is Mexico authoritarian V

Then there are hybrid regimes hard to place on the scale. South
Africa is within the democratic ranze so far as its white citizens are
concerned. It is formidably authoritarian (though not quite tot Mist )
in relation to its nonwhites. Such an amalgam is not without prece-
dent : South Africa's political structure is similar to the democracy of
ancient Athens.

In close situations the designation may be arbitrary, but that does
not destroy the usefulness of the distiection. China and the Soviet
Union are totalist, Switzerland and Canada are democratic. Brazil
and Peru are authoritarian. These are not semantic quibbles.

Reprinted by permission from National Review, v. 27, January 17, 1975 : 27.
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it The triple distinction is independent of the Left-Right distinc-tion. Totalist regimes can be Left (Soviet Union, China) or Right(Nazi Germany). Indeed, there have been totalist regimes to whichthe modern Left:Right category does not apply: theological regimes,for example, .as in ancient Egypt, pre-Columbian Peru, and the By-zantlie Empire.
Authoritarian regimes can also be Left (Peru today, Syri_ja most

African nations, Burma, Chile a year ago) or Right (Brazil, Nicara-
gua, South Vietnam and South ICorea, Spain, Chile today). So too
democracies, though in their case it is nowadays mostly a question of
degrees of Leftness. Switzerland, Belgium, West Germany, and theU.S. are, if not Right absolutely, at any rate Rightward of, say,
Sweden, New Zealand. and Iceland.

3. The social composition of the groups holding power in modern
authoritarian regimes varies widely. Sometimes it is the military
(or a branch of the military, or an intellectualizedNasserite--mih-
tary cadre), and the military must always be included. Along with
the military it can be the trade unions (Peronism), sectors of big
business and banking (Brazil, South Korea, pre-Castro Cuba, pre-
1974 Portugal), tribal conununities (Africa), intellectuals and profes-
sionals (many of the Third World authoritarian regimes; in fact,
most current authoritarian regimes and movements).

4. The prewar authoritarian regimes were nearly all Rightists,
often incorporating the Church and big landowners along with the
military and sectors of big business and finance in the ruling stratum.
It was in this context that the still prevailing ideas and attitudes
about authoritarianism were formed. This, plus mistaken analyses of
Nazism and Peronism (partly implanted by the Communists), was
the background of the liberal preference for finding the enemy on
the Right. Liberalism is correlated with democracy. Communism no-
tably asideand Communism was not then an imminent threat in the
Western democraciesliberalism's primary enemy was in truth on
the Right.

But in this as in so much, liberalism is out of phase with history.
Although today's authoritarianism can come from either Right or
Left, it has conic more frequently, and is more threatening, from the
Left. By directing its fire toward the enemy on the Right, liberalism
leaves aemocracy exposed to envelopment from the Left.

5. In exerci-ing their political monopoly, both Left and Right au-
thoritarian regimes can be, and usually are, harsh and often 1Jrutal.
Both have a tendency to extend their hold to other, nonpolitical
splieresa tendency, that is. toward totalism. However, this tendency
is stronger in Left than in Right authoritarianism. The Right usually
allows a greater measiire of economic freedoms--especially.the humble,
basic consumer freedomsand is less likely to interfere with religious
freedom. Moreover. there would seem to be a greater probability of
Left authoritarianism's evolving into (Left) totalism than of Right
authoritarianiqii's evolving into (Right) totalism. Powerful Left to-
talist regimes, promoting totalism, exist today; there are no Right
totalist regimes nor signs of one. Leftist_ economic measures prepare
a foundation for generalized statism. Nontotahst Left doctrine over-
laps totalist (Communist) doctrine. Left authoritarian regimes--even
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some Left democratic regimes.kre willing to accept totalists in the
government.

6. The Greek philosophers are again confirmed in their conclusion
that democracy's defects lead toward its replacement by despotism. In
Chile yesterday and Portugal today the issue posed is not democracy
/1. dictatorship, but Left Right authoritarianism. So it may be
tomorrow in Italy. Spain, and Greece. And where may it not be the
du), after tomorrow V

5



FOREAGN AID
FOR wHAT
AND FOR WHOM'

by Soma P. H1116111.011

"Foreign Aid: Billions in Search of a Good
Reason" was the title of a 1963 Femme ankle
by Charles J. V. Murphy. Seven years later,
the billions may be fewer in number, but the
search for the good reason is all the more
intense. The continued quest foe a rationale
for foreign aid is one of its distineeishire
characteristics as an arm of public policy. It
is a quest which has been pursued through
countless commissions, study gtoups, cos.
femme, reports, and memoranda. President
Nixon told the mom recent presidential task
force that its primary mission was to come up
with a new concept or purpose for foreign aid.
This search for rationale will come to a
public head in the spring of 1971 when Con-
gas will probably peas the first completely
new authorisation act for foreign aid since it
approved the Kennedy Administration pro-
gram in 1961. This legislation will presumably
set the course for the U.S. foreign assistance
program for the 1970's.

One would expect the opponees of foreign
aid to ask: "What's its rationale?" Instead, it I.
those most fervently committed to foreirn aid
who most often raise the question. Here is
marked reversal of the usual pattern. Pot in
other arms of public policy, the putposes of
a program are fairly clear: there is, for in-
stance, obvious good reason to improve the
economic well-being of the urban Negro; the
problem is to come up with the right program
or programs (welfare, job training, black
capitalism, equal job oppottunity) to achieve
that goal. Similarly, there are obvious reasons
why the United States conducts intelligence

°Reprinted by permission from Foreign Polley, no. 1, winter 1970-71 : 151-199.
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activities, engages in overseas public informs-
don and propaganda, and maintains a nuclear
retaliatory force and a Marine Corps. One
may or may not agree with the reasons for
these activities, but at least there is little doubt
as to what those reasons are.

With respect to foreign aid, on the other
hand, many people seem to feel that it is a
good thing but that they lack convincing
reasons as to why it is a good thing. It is
tribute to the emotional dedication and
loyalty of its supporters that foreign aid has
staggered along as well as it has during the
past few years. Both the strength and the
weakness of foreign aid stem from the fact
that its supporters remain firmly committed
to it despite their difficulties in finding a
rationale. To the dedicated, foreign aid is a
"good-in-itself" and the more of it the better.
The cdterion of progress and of the wisdom
of Congress as a legislative body is the size of
the annual foreign aid appropriation.

Supporters of foreign aid agree that its
rationale is "inadequate." They do not, how-
ever, draw the obviouF -..onclusion: namely,
that if its rationale is inadequate, foreign aid
should be reduced. Instead of scaling down
the program, they seek to beef up the ration-
ale. At the same time they castigate Congress
for taking the inadequate rationale at its face
value. The development of the rationale be-
comes the means of preserving and expanding
a program which is good-in-itself, whatever
the weakness of the arguments for it. The
psychology of the foreign aid devotee often
bears a striking resemblance to that of the
battleship admiral or bomber general who
views American ships and airplanes as good
in themselves quite apart from any national
purposes they might serve.

Those who do not belong to the select,
articulate corps of aid true believers may look
at the program slightly differently. To what
extent is foreign aid something "good-in-
itself"? If we had not inherited a foreign aid
program from the past, would there be any
clear national need to create one? If there

5 ,
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were such a need would we create a program
resembling the current one?

The only way to deal with these questions
is to reverse the implicit means-end relation-
ship of the aid true believers. Foreign aid in-
volves the concessional transfer of resources
capital, commodities, expertisefrom the
United States to other countries. Foreign aid
is, in some sense, the foreign counterpart of
federal grants-in-aid to the states. These latter
programs may be devoted to a variety of pur-
poses from road-building to public housing to
welfare to education. In the domestic context,
grants-in-aid are recognized as simply one
means of achieving a number of goals. In the
international context, the facts are the same
but perceptions are different. The federal
government has no single "foreign aid pro-
gram" any more than it has one "domestic
subsidy program." Aid is a means which can
serve a variety of ends most of which can also
be served by other mf.ans. The scope and
nature of U.S. foreign aid presumably should
reflect: (a) the relative importance of the ends
to be served by foreign aid in comparison with
other goals; and (b) the relative effectiveness
of foreign aid as a means to achieve those
ends in comparison with other means.

In analyzing the purposes to which foreign
aid may be relevant in the 1970's, it will be
desirable:

1. to reconsider and to restate the U.S.
interest in the principal purpose to which
foreign aid has been devoted in the 1960's,
i.e., the economic development of pour
countries;'

2. to disentangle from each other this and
other purposes served by foreign aid and to
realign programs and organizations in terms
of major purposes; and

3. to identify any new purposes of high
priority for the United States which might be
promoted by some form of foreign aid.

'Those who ploy( bureaurratese should think "LOC-.
or "less developedcountry. when they read -Poor

eASJk
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The pages immediately following analyze
the interest of the United States in economic
development. The remaining two topics will
be dealt with in the next issue of FOREIGN
POLICY .

1. Trends in the 1960s

Sensitivity to the problems of economic
development manifested itself in the higher
echelons of the U.S. government in the late
1950's. In 1961 the Foreign Assistance Act
replaced the old Mutual Security Act as the
legislative basis for aid programs. The new
act declared that emphasis should be given to
long-range assistance to promote economic
and social development. Two years later
Congress warned that such assistance should
not be diverted to "short term emergency
purposes . . . or any other purpose not essen-
tial to the long range economic development
of recipient countries." Economic develop-
ment thus became the prime rationale for
American economic assistance programs.
There was, as Edward S. Mason observed,
"a growing conviction that the primary
objective of aid was the promotion of eco-
nomic development."2 In the years after
1961, this conviction became an increasingly
accepted assumption for most people actively
concerned with the aid program. Indeed,
"aid" and "development" came to be so close-
ly linked as to be almost interchangeable.'

The growing emphasis on economic devel-
opment of poor countries as the purpose of
U.S. foreign aid more or less coincided with
r,Ao other trends in the quantity and quality
of U.S. foreign assistance. The amount of
U.S. economic assistance moved sharply up-

.

' Eduard S. Macon. -The Dirlomac, of Ec0000ilc
Accistancr I MIddlehurN Collec:e. 1966) r

Vte aIo. the ,11,01Loig st \ lec the !Ionics 4.f PIesl-
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\ Committee (19.'0) u.as officialk 'The Committee
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ward in the very early 1960's, when the
economic development rationale was new,
peaked in the mid-1960's (somewhere between
1963 and 1966, depending on what statistks
arc used), and then declined slowly but
regularly to the end of the decade. Perhaps
more significatuly, Congressional appropria-
tions for the central economic development
assistance program in the Agency for Inter-
national Development (ain) declined much
more sharply. At the same time that there
was this over-all decline in the quantity of
economk development assistance, there was
also a marked deterioration in what is gener-
ally called the quality of such assistance. In
successive annual authorization and appro-
priation acts, Congress wrote in more and
more restrictions as to how, where, and for
what aid could be used. The restrictions
ranged from those designed to prohibit aid to
certain countries (e.g. those who trade with
Cuba, who fail to prevent mob destruction
of U.S. property, who expropriate U.S. prop-
erty, or who are delinquent in debt repay-
ments), to those which were designed to
safeguard the U.S. balance of payments and
provide minimum interest rates for U.S.
loans, to those which benefit specific U.S.
industries. The 1969 Foreign Assistance Act
took 84 pages to spell out restrictions which
had accumulated over the years in response
to the special interest demands of legislators
and lobbies. There were, at that point, some
65 individual restrictions on the checklist for
the making of loans. "It is probably not an
overstatement to suggest," one AID report put
it, "that perhaps as much manpower, talent
and energy are spent in insuring compliance
with specifically imposed restrictions as is
spent in the execution of programs ahd
projects."

The declining level of aid since the mid-
1960's and the multiplying restrictions on aid
since the early 1960's all suggest that economic
development as a purpose lacked a certain
appeal among key policy-making groups, most
notably in Congress. This is not surprising.
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U.S. aid programs In the 1940's and early
1950's were largely devoted to the reconstruc-
tion and recovery of an area of the world
(Western Europe) whose independence, de-
fensibility, and prosperity were obviously of
crucial importance to the United States. The
Mutual Security programs of the later 1950's
were largely devoted to strengthening "for-
ward defense" countries, like Korea, Taiwan,
Iran, Turkey, and Greece, whose security
appeared to be essential to that of the United
States and who appeared to be threatened by
Soviet or Chinese expansion. Compared to
the national interest in European recovery
and containing Communism, the U.S. in-
terest in the general economic development
of poor foreign countries could easily seem
somewhat remote. If a country is threatened
by 50,000 Communist troops, the rationale
for U.S. economic and military aid to that
country is fairly clear. If a country is threat-
ened by a 3 percent rate of economic growth,
the implications for American national inter-
ests are not quite so obvious, to put it mildly.
In addition, so long as the rationale for aid
is primarily in terms of economic benefits to a
foreign country, it is hard to defend the aid
program against restrictions and conditions
designed to provide economic benefits for the
United States (e.g., tying aid, shipping restric-
tions, the Hickenlooper Amendment). Why,
indeed, should we put economic advantages
for other countries ahead of the protection of
seemingly legitimate United States economic
interests?

11. Foreign Aid Without Foreign Policy:

The Purist Rationale

The general weakening of U.S. support for
economic assistance in part reflected the
belief that the economic development of poor
foreign countries was not and could not be a
very high priority goal for the United States.
It also, in part, reflected the negative impact
of one type of rationale which was advanced
in support of developmental aid. The argu-
ment was often eloquently made that eco-
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nomic development should itself be a high-
priority goal of U.S. foreign policy, but that
economic development assistance should not
reflect U.S. foreign policy. Economic develop-
ment was made an end-in-itself, just as at a
lower level of abstraction foreign aid was
considered an end-in-itself. The organiza-
tional implication of this "purist rationale"
was that the administration of developmental
assistance should have an autonomous status
(in an independent bank or institute) di-
vorced from the &ate Department. This argu-
ment undoubtedly reassured aid supporters of
the morality and importance of their cause at
the same time that it weakened that cause.
Three aspects of this approach are worth
noting.

First, the purist rationale emphasized the
general relation between the developed and
the underdeveloped world, stressing the ex-
tent to which development is an extraordi-
narily long-term process. lt abstracted the
whole question of development from the
particular interests which the United States
may have in particular countries for particular
periods of time. The case for aid was typically
phrased in terms of foreign needs rather than
U.S. purposes. As portrayed by the sup-
porters of aid, the needs of the poor countries
were so great that anything the United States
might do would make little difference. The
1969 Pearson Commission report begins by
saying, "The widening gap between the de-
veloped and developing countries has become
a central issue of our time." According to one
analysis, however, even if the Pearson Com-
mission recommendations were implemented.
the gap would "continue to increase to three
or four times its present size by the end of the
century."'

If indeed this is true, then the case for not
bothering to do anything becomes over-
powering. As Ambassador Edward Korry

'Rtchard Jolly, "The Atcl RelationshipReflections
on the Pearson Report" (Paper prepared _for Columbia
Universtty Conference on International Econom: De
velopment, Williamsburg and New York, February
15-21.1970). p. 3.
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neatly put it: "by not differentiating our de-
velopment objectives in accordance with
realities, we appear to be engaged in develop-
ing virtually the entire less-developed world,
An undertaking of that kind is simply not
credible."

Not only has the purist rationale typically
been formulated in universal terms so far as
geography is concerned but it also has been
formulated in indefinite terms so far as time
is concerned. The promoters of aid, indeed,
have gone out of their way to emphasize that
development is a long-term process. This, to
be sure, it is. But a government aid program
needs to be directed to specific objectives
which can be achieved in particular periods
of time. The indefinite, universal quality
which adheres to the goal of economic devel-
opment contrasts with the limited, specific
character of the most successful U.S. aid
effort. The Marshall Plan was: (a) directed to
specific and well-defined goals; (b) limited to
a geographic area of vital concern to the U.S.;
and (c) designed for a limited period of time.
U.S. efforts to promote economic develop-
ment in Third World countries have lacked
all three of these characteristics. As a result,
those efforts appear to have little relation to
U.S. foreign policy purroses.

A second key proposition in the purist
rationale is that economic development as-
sistance should, as one memorandum put it,
"be treated as separate and indeptrident from
the shorter-term political and economic goals
which both donors and recipients pursue as a
matter of immediate national advantage."
Indeed, if there is any cliche which is regu-
larly invoked in almost every report and
analysis of aid, it is this: economic develop-
ment programs must be separated from
"short-term political objectives." Nothing
could better illustrate the self-defeating char-
acter of the purist rationale. As anyone
having even a marginal familiarity with
government knows, "shortgernypolitical ob-

'Ncw York TIrric, Marda m, 1 97 r 2
303
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jectives" are precisely the thing to which
political leaders devote most of their time.
By proclaiming that economic development
is divorced from "short-term political goals,"
the aid enthusiasts are saying that it should
be divorced from the main concerns of
political leaders. It is a little peculiar to try
to mobilize the support of politicians for
something by arguing that it has no relevance
to politics. In economic development as-
sistance, as elsewhere, those who wish to be
pure-in-spirit are usually doomed to be poor-
in-pocket.

In fact, of course, economic development
assistance can be very relevant to politics,
just as aid which is given for political purposes
has been very relevant to economic develop-
ment. By stressing again and again that
economic development must be pursued as an
end-in-itself, apart from all other goals, the
proponents of economic development limit
the potential supporters of aid. The propo-
nents of aid in the Whited States might well
have learned something from those other
countries which have had relatively high or
increasing aid levels in recent years. French
official economic assistance has consistently
been fifty to almost a hundred percent higher
than U.S. assistance as a ratio of Gross
National Product (GNP). One reason for this
may well be that French aid has had the very
consciously defined political purpose of main-
taining French influence in its former colonies
and that it has been almost exclusively con-
centrated in those former colonies. Such
purposes make sense to chief executives and
legislatures. In a somewhat similar fashion,
the rapidly increasing Japanese aid has been
directly tied to the efforts of the Tokyo
government to extend Jppgnese commerce
and investmen:s in Asia. It seems highly
unlikely that the foreign aid administrators
of France, Japan, o any other country would
ever repeat the statement of the U.S. AID
administratol who declared it absolutely
false that "the foreign aid program can and
should win friends for the United States and
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increase our bargaining power in the United
Nations and other international forums." If
supporters of economic development want
the United States to spend the same propor-
tion of its GNP on aid that France does, they
might well forgo their ideological purity and
graciously endorse aid being used for purposes
similar to those which French aid serves.

The most extreme version of the purist
rationale argues not only that economic de.
velopment should be pursued independently
of political goals but that economic develop-
ment is the only legitimate goal of economic
assistance. The use of economic assistance for
other purposes is either immoral or ineffective.
"If the objective of economic assistance is to
have an immediate influence on the politkal
behavior of aid-receiving countries," in
Professor Mason's words, "we had better get
out of the aid business now."' In practice,
however, the United States has frequently
given economic assistance to achieve non-
economic objectives, and with results which
have been at least as relatively successful as
its efforts to promote economic development.
This -ssistance has generally tended to take
three forms:

1. The granting of economic assistance to
a friendly government to help it consolidate
its position after initially coming tu power
(e.g., Brazil, 1964), to help it to survive a
temporary period of financial crisis (Iran,
1961), or to help it win an election against
somebody we would rather not see in power
(Chi!e, 1964). In these cases, there is mutu-
ality of interest between the government of
the country and the U.S. government.

2. The granting of economic assistance to
a government which may or may not be very
friendly to the U.S. in return for that govern-
ment giving us something which we want,

'Quoted in Rov J. Bullock, Memorandum on What to
Do About Foreign Aid, U S Congress House Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs 91st Cong 1st Sets , /a/m-
ars 21 1969, r. 2

'Edward S. Mason, op. cit., p. 13.
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e.g., base rights, a U.N. vote, troops in
Vietnam, the reiection of aid from another
country. In this case there is a reciprocity of
interest between the government of the
United States and the other government; the
relationship depends simply on each govern-
ment feeling that it has gotten what it wanted
from the bargain.

3. The denying of economic assistance to
governments which do things we do not like
or refuse to do things which we want done.
Often the U.S. has, for instance, suspended
assistance to governments which have come
to power through coups d'etat until such
governments have scheduled elections. At
other times, the U.S. has attempted to use the
threat of suspending assistance to induce
governments to settle controversies or refrain
from other political acts.

The desirability of economic assistance for
political purposes in situations (1) and (2)
depends on how one rates the purpose to be
achieved and the price which is paid to
achieve it. Such aid is almost always effective.
Efforts to induce other governments to change
their behavior by threatening to deny them
aid (situation [31), on the other hand, are
often not effective. Psychologically and polit-
ically, it is easier for at.other government to
accept aid in return for performing some
service to the U.S. than it is for that govern-
ment to allow itself to be "coerced" into doing
something by the threat that the U.S. will
take away aid.

The exchange of economic assistance for
political benefits between the U.S. and poor
governments during the past decade has
rested on the fact that the U.S. government
has had hard currency which other govern-
ments have lacked and wanted, Nhi le poor
governments have had other things (e.g.,
strategic locations) which the U.S. govern-
ment has lacked and wanted. In the future,
as the U.S. increasingly assumes a "low
posture" in many parts of the world, pre-
sumably there will be fewer other things
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which the U.S. government would consider
worth a lot of economic assistance. To the
extent that other governments also come to
place less value on economic assistance, they
will, presumably, be less willing to perform
services for th "nited States in exchange
for such assist Thus, the use of economic
assistance purc. for "short-term political
objectives" is likely to decrease. Given the
differences in resources and in goals among
governments, however, such assistance will
appropriately and naturally continue to
exist in one form or another, and it does
not serve any useful purpose to argue that
there is something inherently illegitimate
about it.

111. Pick a Number, Any Dramatic Number

The purist rationale also divorces economic
development assistance from foreign policy
by defining the goal as a level of foreign aid
equal to some percentagt, usually 1 percent
(for all resources flows) or .7 percent (for
official aid) of GNP It Is difficult to conceive of
a more telling admi!oion of bankruptcy of
purpose than the enthusiasm with which the
proponents of economic development have
espoused this target. Such a figure is, of
course, completely unrelated to the differing
and changing interests and purposes of the
aid donors; it is almost equally unrelated to
the differing and changing requirements of
the aid-receivers. The amount of aid which
the poor countries could effectively use for
development has to be worked out on a
country-by-country basis. Their total needs
might or might not be more than one percent
of the GNP of the developed countries. Esti-
mates of the probable needs of the poor
countries in 1973, for instance, range from a
low of $13 billion to a high of $22 billion. The
latter figure is somewhat more than 1 percent
of the probable GNP of the developed coun-
tries in 1973; the former is about 2/3 of 1 per-
cent, or just about the level of United States
aid in 1968. In addition, of course, a target
such as this "puts the emphasis on the wrong



side of the partnership" for yet another
reason: a decrease in the GNP of the rich
countries could well coincide with an increase
in the development assistance needs of the
poor countries.

There is something basically wrong with a
program when its supporters define its goal
in terms of how much should be spent on it
rather than what should be achieved by it.
The establishment of percentage goals reflects
the view that foreign aid is a good-in-itself:
pick a good round figure, which can be easily
dramatked, which is substantially higher than
existing levels, but which is not entirely
beyond the range of the economically and
politically feasible, and make this your target!
In the absence of a clear relationship between
foreign aid spending and some vital national
purpose, however, the percentage goal be-
comes highly unreal. Expenditures are justi-
fied on!y insofar as they serve some important
objective, and the national interest in them
will presumably change over time. Thus, it is
not surprising that at one time some countries
(Japan, Germany) may find it in their interest
to increase their aid efforts significantly, whi
another country (the United States) may find
it in its interest to cut back on aid because it
is moving into a "low posture" in foreign
affairs and giving increased attention to
domestic needs. The foreign aid programs of
different countries are designed to serve dif-
ferent ends. It makes little sense to add to-
gether apples and oranges to produce inter-
national comparisons of aid levels, when the
resulting totals obscure crucial differences in
content, quality, scope, and purpose.

There is no more rationale for setting offi-
cial development assistance at .7 percent of
ON? than there is for setting military spending
at 10 percent of ON? OT educational spending
at 4 percent of ONP. In the mid-1950's when
the Eisenhower Administration was sharply
reducing the defense budget, some generals in

"LI 4k Fo,,e oil International Development, U.S. For,
tnn AN.It,nnt. n thr I 970's: A New Approach.
Nta, /I 4 97u. r
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the Pentagon came up with the idea of trying
to get Congress to declare that 10 percent of
the GNP should be regularly spent on defense.
Fortunately, for both the defense program
and the country, nothing came of this idea.
At that time, however, the generals, like the
proponents of foreign aid today, were having
a hard time making a convincing case for
higher military spending. Their seizing on the
10 percent figure, like the current seizing on
the 1 percent figure, was a sign of the weak.
ness of their case.

A percentage can be a target, but it is not
a purpose. The aid proponents' enthusiasm
for a fixed level of aid underlines a desire to
escape from politics and a reluctance to
develop a rationale relating aid and develop-
ment to other U.S. foreign policy goals. It is,
however, precisely a statement of such rela-
tionships which is required today.

IV. Economic Development and Foreign Policy:

U.S. Interests

A more conscious effort is needed to place
economic development in the over-all context
of U.S. foreign nolicy. Many arguments and
analyses have been devoted to this purpose.
Much of what has been said has been quite
persuasive, though some of it has been
rather extravagant in the claims made for a
U.S. interest in economic development. What
follows in this section is an effort to take a
co!d, hard look at these claims and come up
with an honest answer to the question: To
what extent is the promotion of the economic
development of poor foreign countries a

desirable and important goal for U.S. foreign
policy?

U.S. concern with the economic develop.
ment of poor foreign countries can presum.
ably be analyzed in terms of moral obligation
and national interest.

The moral obligation is clearly that of the
rich to be concerned with alleviating the
pk.verty of the poor. In the words of the
Pearson Commission, "The simplest answer
to the question (Why aidn is the moral one:



that it is only right for those who have to
share with those who have not." This argu-
ment is persuasive and unchallengeable. The
problem is that in its simple form it does not
reach very far. Those who can help have the
obvious responsibility to help eliminate the
obvious evils of hunger, disease, illiteracy, in-
adequate housing. The moral obligation to
attack such evils furnishes an effective justifi-
cation for many elements of U.S. foreign aid,
including the Peace Corps, food programs,
relief programs, health programs, and, per-
haps, population control. The justification for
longer-term and, usually, larger projects and
programs oriented more specifically toward
economic development, on the other hand,
is more tenuous. The moral obligation to feed
the hungry in India is fairly obvious. The
moral obligation to insure that India's econ-
omy grows at 6 percent per annum is con-
siderably less obvious.

The moral obligation is further weakened
.by the nature of the public aid-giving process.
This typically involves the transfer of re-
sources or credit from one government to
another government. The moral obligation,
however, is to help the poor people of poor
count?ies, not the governments of poor
countries. Yet aid which is given to the
government of a poor country may well yield
little direct or indirect benefit to the poor
people in the poor country. This is the reason
why private relief programs and public pro-
grams, such as the Peace Corps, which can
show direct results in aid-to-people, advance
a greater moral claim for support than those
which involve aid processed from the "power
structure" and tipper- or middle-class bureauc-
racy of one country to comparable institu-
tions in another country.

The moral arguroent is thus persuasive
when it conies to providing minimum eco-
nomic well-being for individuals, but much
less so when it comes to promoting optimal

°P.i1tncr. in 1), dormcnt Report of the C.ommission
11 111(0'1,1(1.11,d De1.1. Rnti V New ork Praeger.Iwo) r
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economic growth of societies. Indeed, in some
sense the goal of promoting economic devel-
opment may conflict with the implicit assump-
tions underlying the case for moral concern.
It is, for instance, generally agreed that aid
for economk development should be given
primarily on the basis of past or prospective
economic performance. Donors should help
those who help themselves. The moral case
for aid, on the other hand, normally is made
in terms of need, not performance, which
means helping those who are not able to help
t hemsel yes. °

What then is the U.S. national interest in
promoting economic development in the
Third World! Three argumentseconomic,
security, political--are usually advanced.
First, economically developed countries are
better markets for U.S. goods and better
locations for U.S. investments than less
developed countries. This proposition is in-
disputable. The extent to which it necessarily
follows that the U.S. has a clear economic
interest in the economic development of
Third World countries is not quite so obvious.
Economic development of those countries will
not only open up sales and investment out-
lets; it will also produce many industries
which may compete with U.S. products in
foreign markers and conceivably in the U.S.
market. Economic development may also
have other consequences which could coun-
terbalance the benefits of new sales and
investment outlets. Nonetheless, it seems
likely that the long-term effects of the eco-
nomic development of the Third World
would probably be more beneficial than not
to the economic interests of the U.S.

The second, or security, argument for a

-There is some question as to whether either of these
,ritesia has been consistentls applied in the TJ S e«.
noinis aid program ()sic index ol need presionablv
is the let ei of per apita in a soctet One index
ot performance. presumably is the rate of growth of

%oilers Is. terms ot these measures of both
,tred and restormast.e the East Asian so, tent, ii Ile, e
tt;,. t 5 eliminati .; aid are far more deserving of
assistan,e than the Latin Amernan OCietie I wit(i
highe, ev (grata t.SIP's and lower growth rates) where
the LI S is sontininng aid
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U.S. interest in the economic development of
poor foreign countries revolves around the
inherent instability of a situation in which a
tremendous gap exists between a small pro-
portion of the people of the world who are
tich and a large majority who are poor.
Reducing this gap is essential to the security
of the affluent minority. If this does not
happen, resentment, frustration, hostility will
escalate and violence will inevitably result.

This argument is not very persuasive. In
fact, poor countries are less likely to have
either the desire or the capacity to threaten
the security of others than are countries
engaged in rapid economic and social develop-
ment. Only countries which have reached a
minimum level of economic strength are in a
position to undertake aggression. Historically,
war and economic development have been
closely related. Economic development of a
poor country contributes to U.S. security only
where the security of that country is essential
to the security of the United States. By and
large, poor countries, so long as they are poor,
lack the capability to threaten U.S. security,
whatever their desires may be. Once they are
richer, they will have greater capability to be
a threat to the United States, and there is
little or no basis in logic or history to think
that any desire to threaten the U.S. will he
signthcantly lowered simply because they are
richer. (This is not, let me hasten to add, to
argue that the U.S. should therefore do what
it can to promote grinding poverty in other
countries. It is simply to say that the elimina-
tion of grinding poverty in other countries

dl not increase U.S. security and may well
de teaSe it. Since grinding poverty is an evil-
in-itselt, I. for one, am quite willing to run
the risk cf some insecurity for the U.S., in
order to have less poverty for others.)

Y. The Political Argument

Finally, the political argument for U.S. help
tor Ihird \Voild economic development is
that the current poor countries are going to
develop economically by hook or by crook
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anyway, and that it is in the long-term interest
of the U.S. to help them in order to win their
friendship and understanding or at least to
minimize the bitterness which a failure to aid
them would engender. On the surface, this
argument has a persuasive simplicity to it,
and one can think of cases (u.A.a., Cuba)
where U.S. refusal to give aid probably con-
tributed to subsequent hostility towards the
U.S. But as with most commonsensical propo-
sitions, there is also a commonsensical
counterproposition. How many times have
we heard that one cannot buy friends by
giving them aid, that it is a mistake to think
that other people are going to like us because
we help them, that such relationships are
more likely to breed feelings of resentment,
guilt, and frustration on both sides?

More generally, the gratitude of nations
and governments is normally a transient
thing at best, and is apt to approximate the
classic expression of the ward heeler to the
political boss: "But what have you done for
me lately?" The country, after all, which
received more U.S. aid than any other,
France, was hardly a model ally for many
years thereafter. On the other hand, insofar
as the governments of both rich and poor
countries expect the United States to demon-
strate an interest in the economic develop-
ment of poor countries, the U.S. may well
have a political interest in demonstrating such
an interest in order to avoid the critical opin-
ions and antagonistic behavior which might
result if such expectations were disappointed.
This derived or secondary political interest
could lead the U.S. to promote such develop-
ment even if the direct political benefits which
might result therefrom were minimally posi-
tive or minimally negative.

This political argument is often based on
the explicit proposition that economic devel-
opment is the overriding goal of the people
and governments in the poor countries. That
It is a goal is quite clear. That it transcends all
other goals is not clear at all. Governments,
in particular, have to be concerned with many
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other things which often conflict with eco-
nomic development and must often take
precedence over it. The prime requisite of any
government is to remain a government, and
political leaders give first priority to staying
in power. They are likely to rate the goals of
internal order and external security above
that of economic development. They may
prefer to have a greater degree of national
independence than a higher growth rate.
Some may be more interested in ideological
and symbolic goals than in the more mundane
demands of economic development. In fact,
of course, some political leaders of poor
countries clearly have not given very high
priority to economic development. The extent
to which the World Bank, AID, and consortia
have found it necessary to impose conditions
for aid in the form of demands for fiscal and
economic reforms suggests that the recipient
governments, if left to their own devices,
would give priority to other needs. Foreign
and international aid donors often appear
more interested in the economic development
of the aid recipient than is the recipient
government itself. Since the donor agencies
I. lye that as their raison Let::tre and since
governments are inherently multipurposed,
this situation should cause neither surprise
nor alarm. It does mean, however, that the
economic development goal which may be
the be-all and end-all for donor agency offi-
cials is only one of several targets for the
hara sed and cross-pressured political leaders
of th recipient government.

When viewed from a somewhat broader
perspective than that of the aid agencies,
economic development is also unlikely to be
the overriding American interest in most poor
countries. Take India, for example. The U.S.
has a definite interest in promoting Indian
economic development. The U.S. also has,
however, at least three other important in-
terests in India:

I. The military security of India against
external attack, particularly from Communist
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2. The national integration of India, pre-
venting its break-up into half-a-dozen or more
squabbling ethnic-linguistic states.

3. The political stability of India as the
largest democracy in the world and one of
the few effectively functioning democracies in
the Third World.

Each cf these three goals, it can be argued,
is considerably more important to the U.S.
than the economic development of India. In
some respects, economic development may
contribute to the achievement of these other
goals, but it also may threaten these goals.
The economic development of India would,
presumably, make a net contribution to the
security of India by increasing its ability to
arm itself and to defend itself. (It may also,
of course, contribute to the insecurity of
Pakistan, but that's another issue.) Economic
development, on the other hand, is likely to
have some negative effects on Indian national
unity. It could well exacerbate regional dif-
ferences, promote differential rates of social
mobilization and economic well-being among
ethnic groups, and enhance communal con-
sciousness through increasing literacy and
education. So far as political stability is con-
cerned, clearly the future of India's demo-
cratic system depends, in some measure, on
its ability to bring about at least gradual
improvements in the economic well-being of
the Indian people. At the same time, very
rapid rates of economic development, certain
unbaknced forms of economic growth, and
parti,alarly (as we have seen in Pakistan)
high rates of growth which involve and in
part may be dependent upon at least tempo-
rary increases in income inequality, can he
politically destabilizing. Presumably few would
argue that India should abandon democracy
and adopt an authoritarian system of govern-
ment because that system could promote a
higher rate of economic growth (assuming
that would he the case). Similarly, no one
would argue that India should eschew eco-
nomic development simply because it might
produce strains on its democratic system. The
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probkm, obviously, is to achieve an appro-
priate mix of two inherently desirable goals
which may in some situations be reinforcing
but in others be incompatible.

The general point simply is that the U.S.
interest in the economic development of
India or any other part of the Third World
has to be viewed in the context of other U.S.
interests in those areas. Economic develop-
ment cannot be presumed to be the only U.S.
interest or even the primary U.S. interest in
developing countries.

VI. Where and Hou Much

Assuming the U.S. does have an interest in
the economic developmer.. of at least certain
Third World countries, there is still the
question of how great an interest it has. How
important is it to the U.S. that India achieve
a 6 percent rate of economic growth rather
than a 5 percent rate of growth? If that 1 per-
cent higher rate of growth were clearly de-
pendent upon $300 million or $500 million or
$1 billion aid from the U.S. during the next
five years, what case could be made for giving
that use priority over, say, (a) investing thc
money in U.S. urban ghettos; (b) granting
additional tax cuts to the U.S. poor; (c) allo-
cating the amount to medical and scientific
research; or (d) reducing inflationary pres-
sures by not spending the money at ally There
probably is no way to answer this question
which is both rational and persuasive, but it
is clearly the sort of question which is in the
minds of many critics of aid and which has
to be grappled with in one way or another.

Assuming the U.S. has some general inter-
est in the economic development of poor
countries, there is still the question of its
particulor interest in the development of in-
dividual countries. Recent arguments on
behalf of development assistance have gen-
erally not been framed in terms of individual
countries. Presumably, however, the U.S.
does have a greater interest in promoting the
economic development of some countries
than of ot hos. What criteria nnght be used
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to distinguish among countries in terms of
the extent of U.S. interest in their economic
development? The obvious answer furnished
by the logic of economic development is the
manifest interest of the recipient government
in promoting its own economic development,
measured by past or prospective economic
performance. Yet even the enthusiasts for
economic development recognize that while
they may be able to make a case for the use of
purely economic criteria in allocating re-
sources within a country, they clearly cannot
hope to persuade political leaders that purely
economic criteria should be used in allocating
resources among countries. These criteria
may play some role, but other factors neces-
sarily and indeed appropriately also come into
the picture. Perhaps five criteria are relevant:

1. Economic performance, i.e., the demon-
strated or probable ability of the country to
make effective use of aid for economic devel-
opment and its willingness to commit its own
resources and to adapt its own politics to this
goal;

2. Security relevance, i.e., the extent to
which a country's external security is of major
interest to the U.S. and the extent to which
that security is or could be threatened by
another power;

3. Political democracy, i.e., the extent to
which the country has a broad-based, demo-
cratic political system with meaningful elec-
tions and protection of individual civil
liberties;

4. Historical association, i.e., the extent to
which some special, historical relationship
has existed between the country and the U.S.,
giving that country an extra claim on U.S.
consideration and help;

5. Global imprtance, i.e., the relative
weight which the country does have or poten-
tially may have in world politics.

Presumably the U.S. interest in the eco-
nomic development of countries which meet
several of these criteria is considerably higher
than its interest in those which meet none or

5



only a few of them. The critical point is that
the U.S. interest in the economic develop-
ment of a country is one aspect of the over-all
U.S. interest irt that country and has to be
meshed with the totality of U.S. foreign policy
toward that country.

VII. Economic Aid as a Means to Economic
Development

If the U.S. does have some interest in pro-
moting the economic development of Third
World countries, to what extent is economic
assistance an effective way of achieving that
goal? Are there other means, such as tariff
preferences or investment guarantees, which
may be equally effective or more effective than
capital and technical assistance in promoting
economic growth? Economists may provide
academic answers as to the relative effective-
ness of differing means of economic develop-
ment, but the United States government is
singularly ill-equipped to consider this issue
on a policy basis. AID iS the only agency pd.
marily concerned with the economic develop-
ment of poor countries. AID'S Only real means
of promoting this goal, however, is in effect
through capital and technical assistance. It is
in no position to consider the trade-offs be-
tween aid and other ways of achieving eco-
nomic development. These other means fall
within the jurisdiction of the Treasury De-
partment, the U.S. Tariff Commission, or
Commerce Department, for whom the eco-
nomic development of poor countries is a
relatively low-priority concern.

In practice, therefore, economic assistance
becomes the principal means of promoting
economic development. How effective has it
been in doing this? Here again the talents of
the economist are essential. But it cannot be
blindly assumed that there is a direct positive
relatiopship between economic assistance and
economic development. The relationship may
exist, hut it has to be demonstrated. During
the 1960's, aid financed 10 percent of the
capital investment in the poor countries and
20 percent of their imports. Alan Strout has
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evidence that in developing c.,untries, "the
GNP contribution of foreign capital has
equaled or exceeded that of exports in spite
of the fact that export earnings were larger
than foreign capital receipts by a factor of
5.1" and that it was also greater than the
contribution of all of agriculture." In a few
countries (Korea, Taiwan, Iran, Turkey) mas-
sive doses of aid apparently led to high rates
of growth which either have freed or promise
to free these countries from reliance on con-
cessional aid. In Pakistan, between 1960 and
1965, as Professor Mason has pointed out,
40 percent of the total developmental expen-
ditures and 70 percent of developmental
imports were made possible by foreign aid.
Technical assistance has contributed enor-
mously to the ability of poor countries to plan
and manage their development and to educate
the additional manpower needed for develop-
ment. In agriculture, foreign assistance has
made possible the "Green Revolution" which
promises to make many countries self-
sufficient in food, thus freeing foreign ex-
change for other developmental purposes.

At the same time that a case of this sort
can be made for the role of aid in promoting
economic devdopraent, it is also necessary
to note that there may be a few holes in the
relationship. Even the Pearson Commission
is forced to admit that despite the contribu-
tion of aid, "the correlation between the
amounts of aid received in the past decades
and the growth performance is very weak."''
Raymond Mikesell argues that:

Historically, sotne countries have developed
without significant capital imports and, in
some cases, the achievement of sustained
growth preceded a substantH capital in.
flow. On the other hand. large capital
inflows have frequently made little con
tribution w devdopment. As a genetal
proposition. external capital or aid is

" Foyenn Cart!.11 and F.., (;,tcrIC (1),q,e,
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neither a necessary nor a sufficient condi-
tion for development.13

In a similar vein, Professor Mason has
pointed out that external assistance to India
under the Third Five Year Plan was double
that under the Second Five Year Plan, yet
there was no significant increase in the
Indian growth rate." This testimony would
seem to suggest that in some situations high
rates of economic development may be
achieved with low levels of foreign aid and
that in other situations high kvels of foreign
aid may not alter low rates of economic
development.

The impact of different types of economic
aid on economic development also does not
appear entirely predictable. Economists tend,
for instance, to view defense support or sup-
porting assistance as a somewhat dubious
form of foreign aid which clearly does not
have the same impact as project aid or tech-
nical assistance. Commodity assistance they
seem to be of a divided mind about. "It is,"
therefore, as Professor Nelson has observed,
rather "striking that among the countries
receiving sizeable U.S. assistance, those that
h:wc recently achieved or are expected to
achieve self-sustaining growth are the coun-
tries in which U.S. aid was initially and for
sonic years after directed to security problems.
The outstanding characteristic of these pro-
grams was sustained large-scale commodity
assistance. This assistance almost surely
served as a powerful catalyst for later rapid
rrowt1,."" That this aid would have this
effect apparently was not anticipated by most
economists. Nor does There seem to be any
general agreement now among the economists
as to the relati e value of program and project
assistance. Non-economists, consequently,
may perhaps he excused it they remain sonic-
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what perplexed as to the real efficacy of
different types of aid in promoting economic
development.

VIII. The Opponents Aid

One question deserving more attention is
the increasingly hostile attitude of groups
within recipient countries toward foreign aid.
While American thinkers have been search-
ing for a new rationale for aid, Third World
thinkers have been developing a new ration-
ale against aid. This anti-aid tationale is
rooted in three increasingly important intel-
lectual currents: nationalism, socialism, and
traditionalism or anti-Westernism. The intel-
lectual opposition to aid generally accepts the
view that aid makes a differenceit does have
an effectbut this effect is more negative than
positive. As one reorcsentative Brazilian in-
tellectual has argued, foreign aid is good for
the U.S. because it helps to maintain a
channel for the exercise of U.S. influence in
Brazil, to keep in power a Brazilian govern-
ment friendly to the U.S., and to insure a
receptivity in Brazil to U.S. private invest-
ment. (This latter point that a main purpose
of U.S. aid was to create a favorable environ-
ment for U.S. private investment was widely
endorsed by AID officials in Brazil.) So far as
Brazil was comerned, however, U.S. a'd im-
peded development and sustained the status
quo. Development in Brazil could come about
through either the emergence of a vigorous
national bourgeoisie or by the overthrow of
the existing system by a revolutionary elite.
U.S. aid encouraged U.S. private investment,
which, with its superior resources and mana-
gerial talent, now dominated the dynamic
sectors of Brazilian industry. (This judgment,
too, was cor.firmed by U.S. aid officials in
Brazil.) Hence, there were increasing obstacles
to the emergence of an autonomous Brazilian
entrepreneurial class. The absence of such a
class would place a ceiling on the extent to
which Brazil could develop under a capitalistic
or mixed economy. At the same time, U.S.
military and economic assistance strength-
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ened the repressive powers of the government
and consequently made it more difficult for a
revolutionaty movement to overthrow the
existing system. U.S. aid thus condemned
Brazil to economic and social backwardness.

!ri one form or another, this type of argu-
ment has been expressed by intellectuals, not
all of them either Communist or Marxist, in
almost every developing country. These ex-
pressions range from the argument by the
Chilean psychiatrist, Vincent Sanchez, that
U.S. aid is creating "cultural psychosis" in
Chile to that elaborated by Ivan Illich that the
export of Western concepts, aspirations, and
techniques of mass production and consumer-
ism induces "chronic underdevelopment" in
poor countries from which the latter can
escape only by evolving some fundamentally
different alternatives unknown to developed
Western societies."

Not only is there an anti-aid rationale
developing among Third World intellectuals,
but there are also some second thoughts on
aid appearing among Third World govern-
ments. In Brazil, for instance, the U.S. sus.
pended aid in December 1968 in response to
the Institutional Acts disbanding Congress
and severely restricting individual liberties.
The effects of this action on the Brazilian
government, however, were nil. U.Syaid was
largely directed towards education and agri-
culture, and these apparently did not rate
very high among the Loncerns of the military
officers running Brazil. The v :11ingness of the
governments of Peru, Bolivia, and other
countries to risk aid cut-offs under the
Hickenlooper Amendment suggests that aid
in itself occupies a subordinate position in
their hierarchy of values. Such attirudes may
tem perverse to Americans preoccupied with

development as the overriding goal. Yet it is
perfectly natural and rational for the govern-
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ment of a poor country to be as much con-
cerned with hott its economy develops as with
haw fast it develops. All aid involves some
costs for the recipient, and the additional
10 percent investment (supplied by aid) may
simply not be worth those costs to many
governments.

IX. A Feu Conclusions

U.S. assistance to the economic develop-
ment of poor countries has suffered from the
tendencies of its supporters to divorce eco-
nomic development from over-all U.S. foreign
policy objectives and, more generally, to make
the case for U.S. economic development as-
sistance in terms of the needs of the poor
countries rather than in terms of the interests
of the United States. Economic development
assistance has been underfunded in part
because it has been oversold. In this essay, we
have attempted to escape from the rhetoric
and sentimentality which has so often been
adduced on behalf of foreign aid and instead
to take a cold, hard look at the interest of the
U.S. in the economic development of poor
countries. Three general conclusions seem to
flow from this discussion:

1. As the wealthiest country in the world,
the Unitcd States has a moral obligation
to help alleviate the sufferings of poor
people in poor countries.

2. The United States has some real but not
ovt rriding interest, primarily economic
and long-term, in the economic develop-
ment of poor countries generally; it also
has some derived political interest in not
disappointing the expectations of other
governments that it ought to he interested
in the economic development of poor
countries.

3. The United Slates has special interests in
the economic development of individual
countries which are of particular concern
to the ..5. usually for noneconomic
reasons and the promotion ot whose de-
velopment is an integral part of over-all
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U.S. foreign 1_,:!icy toward those countries.
Rarely, however, 13 the economic develop-
ment of a country the primary interest
which the United States has in that
country.

In most countries, economic assistance
probably helps economic development, but
the relationship between levels and types of
aid, on the one hand, and economic growth,
on the other, is by no means clear. There may
also be other policies, pat ticularly in the areas
of trade and encouragement of private invest-.
ment, by which rich governments can equally
well promote the economic development of
poor countries. Finally but most importantly,
the governments of poor countries may have
good reasons to prefer less aid rather than
more aid.

From this, one can conclude that the U.S.
ought to maintain at least three different types
of economic assistance programs: humani-
tarian and related programs aimed primarily
at alleviating immediate evils to poor peoples;
general economic assistance grants channeled
through the World Bank and other multilat-
eral agencies to assist in the over-all economic
development of the Third World; and bi-
lateral programs which are an integral part
of U.S. foreign policy toward countries where
the U.S. has special political, economic, or
security interests.
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U.S. OVERSEAS LOANS AND GRANTS AND ASSISTANCE
FROM INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (EXCERPTS)
U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

REPORTING CONCEPTS

The current issue of this report continues to summarize and group the individual
countries by geographic region, without distinction between developed and
"developing countries".

The U.S. programs included in "Economic Assistance" for all countries in this
book are equivalent to those included in the U.S. reports to the Denlopment
Assistance Committee, (DAC) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development in compiling its statistics on "Official Development Assistance"
(ODA) -official concessional aid for development purposes. Currently, the major
economic assistance programs carried on by the U.S. are A.1.D., Food for Peace,
the Peace Corps, paid-in contributions to international lending organizations (such
as IDA and IDB), and assistance to refugees.

On each page, following Section Ill, Total Economic and Military Assistance
(Only Economic where there is no Military) is an unnumbered section showing
Other U.S. Government Loans and Grants; these loans and grants are not part of
the economic or military assistance totals above. Export-Import Bank loans are
included in this category, as well as other loans, principally the short-term credits
under the Commodity Credit Corporation Charter Act, Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC) direct loans, and private trade agreements under Title I, P.L
480.

From FY 1955 to the present, obligations by year are on a gross basis, that is,
total new obligations entered into during the year; cumulative totals shown,
however. FY 1946-1977. are on a net basis, reflecting total obligations for the
entire period less deobligations.

I. ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
a. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The data cover commitments for economic and technical assistance made by
A.I.D. and its predecessor agencies. Commitments may be defined as development
Iowa authorized and obligations of other 'A.I.D. funds. A separate memorandum
line item has been included for "Supporting Assistance" obligations. The data
include obligations for grants and loans from the Supporting Assistance
appropriation (excluding funds used for Population Programs FY 1968-!973), as
well as obligations from appropriations for Contingency, Special Assistance,
Defense Support, Direct Forces Support, Joint Control Area, International
Organizations. Indochina Pustw... Reconstruction, Middle East Special
R iirem its Fund. and Assistance to Portugal and Portuguese Colonies in Africa.

The A commitments are Sroken down between loans and grants. The loan
total covers all loans ma-le by A.I.D. from all current and past appropriation

Pn11411,(1 In 197',
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accounts, including Supporting Assistance and Contingency funds. The loan total
also includes "capitalized interest"; this represents interest on prior year loans
which rather than being paid when .due, is added for accounting purposes to the
face amount of the loan, (although it is not new asistance in a physical sense) and
is therei.fter treated as principal to be repaid with interest. Whenever such
capitalized interest accounts for the only loan activity for the year in the particular
country, it is suitably footnoted. Beginning with FY 1974, the current year, and
the cumulative total of capitalized interest also are identified. The loans made from
the Social Progress Trust Fund by the Inter.American Development Bank are not
included in the A.1.D. figures, but are included under "Other Economic Assistance"

b. FOOD FOR PEACE: PL 480 - AGRICULTURAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT
AND ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1954 AND AMENDMENTS THERETO

TITLE I SALES AGREEMENTS

Title 1 provides for the sale of agricultural commodities, either for foreign
currency or for U.S. dollars on credit terms. These two types of sales agreements,
both at export market value, are handled in this report as follows:

Repayable in U.S. Dollars. Sales on credit terms for U.S. dollars are shown in
total as loans, excluding any initial down-payments in dollars which have been
specified in some sales agreements. The data exclude any private trade agreements
financed under the Act. Some agreements have covered more than one year's
program and these have been prorated. Any shortfalls or cancellations through FY
1973 are reflected in the year the agreement was originally signed. Beginning in FY
1974, such reductions are rzflected only in the cumulative total, with no
adjustments in annual agreements.

Payable in Foreign Curvency. The portion of each agreement which is
"planned for country use- is included in the country totals in the year the sales
agreement was signed. A few agreements are more than a year's requirement. These
have been prorated. Adjustments have been made for actual shortfall of deliveries
from annual agreements. As in the case of the dollar sales, initial downpayments are
excluded Authority for this type of sale has expired.

TITLE II 'DONATIONS

Emergency Relief and Economic Development. This part of Title 11
authorizes funds for the transfer of agricultural commodities held in stock by the
Commodity Credit Corporation, to help friendly countries and needy people to
meet famine or other urgent or extraordinary relief requirements, or to promote
economic development. Transfers to the World Food Program are included in this
part of the PI. 480 figures The data represent commodities authorized, plus ocean
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freight distributed by country. Commodity values through FY 1969 are at CCC
cost; subsequent years are at market value. Starting in FY 1973, the data an
shipment levels plus ocean freight which are considered to be the final obligationskr.the fiscal year.

Vohmtary Relief Agencies. Die data included under this part of Title 11 cover
only the cost of agricultural commodities donated to voluntary relief agencies such
as CARE, National Catholic Welfare Conference, Lutheran World Relief, etc., for
distribution to needy people abroad. The figures represent authorizations for
voluntary relief agency donations valued at CCC costs through FY 1969, with
shipment levels for subsequent years at market value. For years prior to FY 1955,
the data represent transfers authorized under Section 416 of the Agricultural Act of
1949 (Public Law 81439). Cost of ocean freight is nut distributed by country, but
is included in the Interregional table on page 176.

c. OMER ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

Peace Corps includes obligations incurred for the operation of the overseas
volunteer program of Action.

Other. Most of the other programs included here were prior to FY 1953. The
major programs included are "UNRRA", "Civilian Supplies (including Government
and Relief in Occupied Areas)", "Surplus Property Credits", "Civilian Relief in
Korea", "Greek-Turkish Aid", "British Loan", and "Philippines Rehabilitation".
Currently, the principal programs in this category are paid-in capital subscriptions
and contributions to international lending organizations (such as the
Inter-American Development Bank and the International Development
Association), grants by the Inter-American Foundation, and grants for International
Narcotics Control by the State Department.

Also included in this category are loans authorized by the Inter-American
Development Bank from the Social Progress Trust Fund, which the IDB administers
for the United States and minor amounts of technical assistance grants from the
Trust Fund. Excluded are participations in IDB loans purchased with principal
repayments to the SPTF.

11. MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Annual .lata for both grants and credits beginning with FY 1964 onward are on
a "ptogram" basis, as are the cumulative totals. Lirlier data are deliveries; the
figures for FY 1962 and 1963 have been adjusted to reflect the undelivered
amounts as ot June 30,1963.
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a. MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (MAP) GRANTS

The data represent primarily grants of military equipment, supplies and
services ir cluding international military education and training purchased with
appropriated funds. They also include the cost of repair and rehabilitation of excess
stocks furnished with cost to the Military Assistance Program, and the cost of
packing, crating, handling and transronation of equipment and supplies. FY
1973-197/ data include the distribution of supply operations by country consistent
with previous years.

b. The "credit" data through FY 1968 represent credit sales to recipient
countries of military equipment and supplies initially credit-financed with MAP
funds, including any credits sold to the Export.Import Bank with Department of
Defense guarantees. Date exclude direct cash sales of military equipment. Credit
data for FY 1969-1977 represent government credits pursuant to the Foreign
Military Sales Act of 1968 (FMS). The cumulative totals represent Mai
governmental credit sales under the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) and the'FMS.

c. MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE.FUNDED GRANTS (MASF)

This category includes all defense articles and services programmed for
transfer to foreign countries or international organizations under authority
contained in the nepartment of Defense Appropriation Act, including.International
Military Headquarters and MAAGs, Missions and Military Groups, initially financed
through FY 1964 under MAP funds. Beginning with FY 1977, MAAGs, Missions
and Military Groups are being financed with MAP funds.

d. TRANSFERS FROM EXCESS STOCKS

Data in this report reflect original acquisition value of equipment and supplies
excess to the requirements of the U.S. military departments granted to countries
without charge to MAP appropriated funds. These amounts are included in the
totals in this report, as well as similar transfers financed under MASF. Previously,
the amount used was the legal value of excess defense articles representing 33-1/3
percent of the original acquisition value.

e. OTHER GRANTS

Included here are the military portion of "Greek-Turkish Aid", "China Naval
Aid". "PL. 454 Philippines Aid" and "Vessel Loans". Since the latter are
essentially transfers on an indeterminate basis, generally requiring only the return
of the vessel, if available, they are treated here as grants. For these "Vessel Loans",
the data represent the estimated value of the vessels; the activation cost is included
in MAP data. In addition, beginning in FY 1972, other transfers of material not
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under MASF, have been included. Also included in this category are other transfers
of material to Korea under Section 3 of Public Law 91-652, and foreign military
sales to Israel for which payment was waived.

OTHER U.S. GOVERNMENT LOANS AND GRANTS

a. EXPORT-IMPORT BANK LOANS

One additional U.S. agency providing economic and military loans to both
governments and other public sector borrowers, during this period is the
Export-Import Bank. Most Export-Import Bank transactions are in the private
sector. Export-Import Bank loans do not qualify as Official Development
Assistance. Direct military loans by the Export-Import Bank in earlier reports were
shown as separate entries under "Military Assistance". For rears prior to calendar
year 1974 Export-Import Bank data include loans for military equipment, but
exclude purchased military credits authorized prior to 1970, guaranteed by the
Department of Defense. Assistance under these credits is shown as part of the
Credit Sales under FMS. Export-Import Bank no longer extends loans for military
equipment, nor does the Department of Defense guarantee any Export-Import
Bank loans.

These data were compiled by A.i.D. from the official reports of the
Export-Import Bank. They represent authorizations in earlier years for loans of five
years or more maturity, and those bought by private banks and other institutions.
The data also exclude all export guarantees and insurance authorized by the Bank.
Beginning with FY 1969. the data include all loans authorized.even those with less
than five years maturity.

Cancellations and terminations are deaucted from loans authorized. The fiscal
year data have been constructed so that if a loan made in one year is increased in
later year, the increase is included in the year it occurred; but if the loan i3
cancelled, decreased or sold to a non.U.S. government purchaser in a later year, the

TE: Details rnav not add to totals due to rounding.
"Denotes less than M.000 %here applicable.
Pritrerpal lulh repaid.
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loan has been decreased in the year originally authorized. Starting in FY 1973,
however, such reductions are reflected in the cumulative total, with no adjustment
in the annual data.

b. ALL OMER

These include short-term credits by the U.S. Department of Agriculture under
the Commodity Credit Corporation Charter Act, plus Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC) direct loans, and private trade agreements under PL 480,
Title I.

TIME PERIODS
The commitments data for all economic and military programs are shown by

U.S. fiscal years arranged in four broad groupinp: Post-War Relief Period
(1946-1948); Marshall Plan Period (1949-1952); Mutual Security Act Period
(1953-1961); and Foreign Assistance Act Period (19624977). The Agency for
International Development has been in existence only during the latter period, for
which appropriate totals are shown.

REPAYMENTS AND INTEREST
The "Repayment and Interest" column shows the cumulative principal repaid

and interest collected for the period 1946-1977 against loans made during that
period. It includes any repayments or interest collections both in dollars and in
foreign currencies; the latter of course, are expressed in dollar equivalents.

For loans fully or largely repaid on which interest has been collected for a
number of years, the total repayment and interest figure frequently will be in
excess of the original loan amounts. When the entire principal has been repaid
under a particular program in an individual country, this has been identified.
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HUMAN RitiHTS AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY*

ISSUE DEFINITION

The basic issue is whether another government's treatment of its
own people should be an important factor in U.S. foreign policy for-
mulations and practice. There is wide disagreement between those who
feel that the U.S. Government should define the human rights condi-
tions of individuals in foreign countries as being within the internal
affairs of that country and therefore outside the appropriate considera-
tion of U.S. foreign policy, and those who favor strict sanctions apinst
governments that violate the basic human rights of their citizens.

BACKGROUND AND POLICY ANALYSIS

During the past few years the topic of human rights has become a
Oery conspicuous and controversial issue in the U.S. Government. Con-
gress has, through hearings, drawn attention to the violation of human
righ,3 in other countrie6 and has instituted legislative mechanisms
aimed at assuring that U.S. foreign policy actions include consideration
of the status of humen rights in other countries. An Assistant Secretary
of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, appointed with
the advice and consent of the Senate, and a separate Bureau for Human
Rights have been established within the Department of State. Human
rights provisions have been written into economic assistance, security
assistant* and other legislation. Such provisions have included require-
ments for annual and other reports on the status of human right:i in
countries receiving U.S. assistance. Assistance to certain countries such
as Chile, Uruguay, Argentina, Ethiopia, and the Philippines, has been
limited or cut off on human rights grounds.

In his inaugural address President Carter gave significant attention
to the importance of a U.S. commitment to and respect for human
rights. The outspoken qualit,y of the President and his Administration
in subsequent statements on the status of human rights in certain coun-
tries has stirred further controversy as to the role that the human
rights of foreign citizens should play in U.S. foreign policy. Official
U.S. expressions of concern about violations of human rights in par-
ticular countries have been viewed by seme as threatening U.S. na-
tional security. ecomanic. political or other interests. While the pro-
motion of human righli: is accepted as a serion, moral concern, there
is considerable disagreement as to whether it is realistically feasible
to give substantial weight to human rights coneerns in a U.S. foreign
policy which deals with sovereign nations and whose _purpose is to
safeguard the i)ower and international position of the United States.

'1.'14 Library of Congres.t. Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division. Human Rigtotsanti I' S. Foreign Polley, [by) Vita Bite. (Washington) 1979, p 1-21. (11177056).
(581)
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(P.14.95-12, see Archived Issue Brief 74031, Rhodesia: U.S. Imports
of (1hrome Ore, for further information).

An approach which has been used recently by both Congress and the
Carter Administrat ion has to limit or cut ott provision of economic
and or military assistance to certain countries deemed in gross viola-
tion of certain human rights. Another approach which the United
states nuty take to expuess its displeasure with the human ights
situation in a given country is to sever or limit U.S. diplomatic
representat

Two aspects of U.S. policy on human rights have caused particu-
lar controversy In recent ,years. One %vas silence on repression of dis-
sent m Communist countries, especially the Soviet. Union. The second
source of controversy was U.S. economic and military assistance to
several regimes that had been widely accused of grossly violating the
human rights of their citizens. The Ford Administration a. .?.41 on the
prennse that U.S. silence on human rights in Communist countries
was linked to giant relat ions with the Soviet ITnion and to progress in
world peace and arms limitation agreements (for more information
see issue brief 77031 Human Rights in Soviet-American Relations).
The Ford Admmist ration also took the position that any cut in aid
made on the ground of human rights would be counterproductive,
and that aid programs allowed the United States to maintain con-
tinued influence in those countries.

The Carter Administration rejected the linkage of human rights
and detente by voeif rously speaking out against human rights viola-
tions in the Soviet I inion and Eastern Europe. The Carter Adminis-
tration has stressed that it is trying to be evenhanded in its public
comments on human rights in Ol countries. Some members of Con-
gress have charged, however, that P.S. concern .for human rights
in particular countries has been in inverse proportion to the closeness
of the U.S. relationship or prospective relationship to that country.
Thus, in thk view, it is easy to express concern for the human rights
of various individuals and groups in such a traditional "enemy" state
as the Soviet Union, while little (whin. concern is expressed about
human rights situations in such friendly or allied states as the Philip-
pines or S.uith Korea.

On the other side of this position are those who say tlott U.S. human
rights policy lup., focii.cil to) much criticism on rig)itist govenments
often friendly to tie. l'nited States, such as 011ie and Argentina, while
human rights violations in communist countries such as Cuba, the
People's Republic of Mini and Vietnam have hardly been tw..n-
timed. In this view. U.S. human rights policy .has been preoccuppd
with relatively minor abridgements of certain rights in authontanan
states while overlooldior massive vhdatiotis in totalitarian states.
Concern has a Isti heelu exressed that I!.S. policy: has been so pre-
occupied with v joInt ion iA smaller!! Africa. that little has been done
ahout alleged viohit nal:: in such countries as CIumea and the Central
African Empire.

EXVITTIVF BRANCH II VNtA N RUMPS .-WTIVITY, 1973-70

In the face of congressiima I act ion. Administration poheies on inter-
national ithmati rights underwent significant charges in the 1973-76
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of the Organization of Ameriean States (OAS) meeting in Santiago,
Chile condemned Chile's violations of "elemental international stand-
ards of human rights," warning that U.S. relations with Chile would
be impaired until changes were made. He also called on the OAS to
broaden the powers of its Human Rights Commission.

Yet, in an October O. 1976 speech Secretary Kissinger said that the
United States must revognize its limitations in dealing with the issue
of human rights violations in other countries. He stated Cita "quiet
diplomacy" often is more effective than a "public crusade." Caution
was also reflected in State Department responses to congressional ini-
tiatives in the human rights area. Thus in response to section 502B of
the Foreign Assistance Aet of 1974 by which the President was to
advise the Congress of extraordinary circumstances necessitating secu-
rity assistance to a:. government engaging in gross human rights vio-
lations, an unsignea, sunnnary report, entitled, "Report to the Con-
gress on the Human Rights Situation in Countries Receiving U.S.
Security Assistance" was transmitted on Nov. 14, 1975 to Congress..
The report coiwluded that human rights violations were common
events throughout, the world occurring both in countries receiving
U.S. assistance and in those which did not:

In view of the widespread nature of human rights violations
in the world, we have found no adequately objective way to make
distinctions of degree between nations. This fact. leads us, there-
fore, to the conchision that neither the U.S. security interest nor
the human rights (11,11' would be pmperly serve!' lay the public
obloquy and impaired relations with security assistance recipient
countries that would follow the making of inherently subjective
U.S. Government. determinations that "gross" violat ':ns do or do
not exist or that a "eonsistent" pattern of such violations does or
does not exist in such countries.

The ropert concluded that qyiet but. forceful diplomacy" continued
to be the best way to improve human rights matters.

DUMAN RIGHTS At"l'IV 1)1121 NO TIIE CARTER ADMINISTRATION

President Carter began his term with a clear vommitment to human
rights both at !ionic and abroad. In his first few months in office he
Toke out about hunum rights abuses in the Soviet ITnion and Czecho-
slovakia. wrote a letter to Soviet dissident, Andrei Sakharov and re-
eeived the -xiled Vladimir Bukovsky at the White House. Moreover,
aid redaction!, to Ethiopia, Argentina, and Iiruguay were announced
because of tlwir hunian rights policies.

President Carter in his Mar. 17, 1977 speech at the ITnited Nations
called for strengthening of the U.N. Human Rights Commission and
for the implement at ion of a 1:2 year old proposal for the establishment
of an indepentlent Commissiowr for Human Rights. He also
pleilged his intention to seek approval for I.S. ratification of some of
the U.N. louutii rights instrumentsnamely, the Covenant on Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Covenant. on Civil and
Political Rights as well IV. the U.N. Genocide Convention and .the
Conveo t ion on t lw Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination.

tiff
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institutions to "oppose" all assistance to countries engaging in a cun-
istent pattern of gross violations of human rights ur less such assist-
ance directly ser-es the human needs of the citizens of such country.

A s.::ular divergencem congressional and executive views arose over
provisions In the Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Appro.
print ums Act, 197S (Public Law 95-1414), As finally worked out after
intercession by President Carter, the measure prohibited direct U.S.
aid for I7ganatt, Vietnam, Canthodia, Laos, Angola, Mozambique, and
Cuba. The House had voted in June to prohibit international finan-
cial institutions from using U.S. funds for assisting the Lbove listed
countries, because of their poor human rights records.

In August. after World Bank President Hobert McNamara warned
that that institution would not accept U.S. funds under the restric-
tions specified by the !louse-passed measure, the Sequite deleted such a
provision from the bill. After a House-Senate conference was unable
to resolve the issue, President Carter (opposed to the House version)
met with congressiontd leaders on Sept. 30, 1977, to work out a com-
promise. On Oct. ftli the Presnlent wrote a letter to Clarence Long,
Chairman of the Foreign Operations Subeommittee of the House
Approprint ions Committee, in which Carter promised to instruct the
U.S. representatives to intermitional lending institutions to oppose
and vote against any loans to the seven named countries during fiscal
year 197s. The legislation as finally enacted into law prohibited direct
l*.S. aid to the seven countries.

By the end of 19714, human rights provisions had been added to the
full rInge of U.S. foreign assistance programsfrom the Interna-
tional Monetary Funds Supplementary Financing Facility to inter-
national military education and training programs to programs of the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation. At the same time, there was
a clear indication of limits on the kind of human rights provisions
Congress would continue to support. A strong human rights provision
added to legislation on the International Monetary Fund's Supple-
mentary Financing Facility was passed by the House, but was over-
whelmingly (le feated by the Senate and deleted from the final legisla-
tion. Similarly. with the Carter Administration strongly campaigning
against the addition of stringent human rights.provisions to Export-
Import Bank legislation, the I louse overwhelmingly refused to add a
requirement that the Export-Import Bank be barred from advancing
loans to human rights violators. The basic argument against the
amendment was that the Bank was concerned not with aid but.trade.
In this view. although Congress might have no particular hesitation
about restricting U.S. aid, it was another matter to place restrictions
on an institution whose purpose was to promote the export of Ameri-
can goods and thus to help both unemployment and thc balance of
payments.

11UMAN RTflhI15 LEGISIATION ENACTED SINCE 1973

Current congressional legislative initiatives on international human
rights began in 1973. Since the enactment of the initial 1973 measures,
provisions relating to human rights have been incorporated into almost
every major piece of legislation reWing to foreign relations. Enacted
human rights provisions are annually undergoing amendment, expan-
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sion, or refinement. The human rights provisions enacted through the
end of 1978 are described in the following summary (by year and by
Act).
/973

Foreign Assi.qtance Act of 1973, Public Law 93-189, Dec, 17,
1973

Expressed the sense of Congress that the President deny economic
or military assistance to any country which interned or imprisoned
its citizens for polit ical puToses.

Prohibited use of funds available under the Foreign Assistance Act
for police training or related programs in a foreign country.

Expressed the sense of Congress that the President should take cer-
tain actions relating to protection of human rights in Chile.
1974

Fomign ..488/4taince, Act of 1974, Public Law 93-659, Dec, 30,
1974

Expressed the sense of Congress that "except in extraordinary cir-
cumstances, the President shall substantially reduce Or terminate secu-
rity assistance to any government which engages in a consistent pattern
of gross violat ions of internationally recognized human rights, includ-
ing torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment ;
prolonged detention without charges; or other flagrant. denials of the
right to 1: ft.. liberty, and the security of person." If assistance were to
be furnished despite human rights violations, the President was to
advise Congress of the extraordinary circumstances necessitating the
assist ance.

Prohibited use of funds available under the Foreign Assistance Act
for training or any financial support. for police, prisons or any pro-
gram of internal intelligence or surveillance on behtilf of any foreign
government.

All military assistanee to Chile was prohibited and c.conomic as-
sistanee was limited to $'25

Called on the United States to eneourage U.N. snpport for a peace-
ful transition to independence_ negotiated settlement of all differences,
and "protection of human rights of all citizens" in Angola, Mozam-
bique. and Guinea-Bissau.

Trade :1et o 1974,1'0)11c Law91-4118,Jan.3,1976
Tied most fa vored-nat ion treatment in trade with nonmarket econ-

omy countries to the maintenance of freedom of emigration from such
count ries.
1975

lnternatioPal e1opment and Food Assistance Act of 1976,
Publit Law 94-10 . Dee, 20. 1976

Prohibited economie assistance to any country which consistently
violates internationally recognized human rights unless the aid will
directly benefit the needy. In determining whether this standard was
being met, the foreigi: relations committees of either House could re-
quire a written nport demonstrating that such assistance would di-
rectly benefit the needy people. If either conimittee or House of Con-
gress disagreed with the justification, action to terminate tissistanoe
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might be initiated. In determining whether a country was a human
rights violator, consideration was to be given to the extent of coopera-
tion of such govermnent with investigations by international organiza-
tions. The President was annually to transmit to Congress a report on
compliance with these provisions.

Economie assistance to Chile was limited to $90 million during
fiscal year 1976.
1976

lnter-A me riean De celopmnt Bank and Afrkan Development
Fund, Public Law 94-304 :Way 31,1976

Authorized and directed the 17.5. executive directors of these in-
stitutions to vote against any loan or assistance to any country which
consistently violates internationally recognized human rights unless
!quell assistance would directly beneht the needy people in such country.
In determining whether this standard was being met, the House and
Senate foreign relations committees and the [louse Committee on
Banking, Currency, and !lousing were authorized to repiire informa-
tion which would identify whether assistance to such country would
directly benefit the needy people.

International Security ..4ssistance and Arms Kxport Control
Art. Puh lit Law 94- .;29,1tpni, 30, /.976

Established as a principal goal of U.S. foreign policy the promo-
tion of increased observance of internationally recognized human
rights by all countries. Established as U.S. imlicy the prohibition of
security assistance to govermnents that engage in a consistent pattern
of gross violations of internationally recognized Minion rights.

Established within the Department. of State a Coordinator for Hu-
man Rights and Humanitarian Affairs to be appointed by the Presi-
dent with the advice and consent of t he Senate.

Required the Secretary of State to submit reports each fiscal year on
11111111111 rights practices in each country proposed as a recipient of
security assistance.

Required that upon request of either the !louse of Senate or of
either foreign relations committee, the Secretary of State prepare,
with the assistance of the Coordinator, a statement on a designated
country's hunizin rights practices including information on the steps
the I7nited States had taken to promote human rights in that country.

Established that, if such a statement on a designated country is not
transmitted within 30 days, security assistance to that country would
cease until the statement was transmitted.

Provided that after the requested statement was transmitted, Con-
gress might reduce or cut off security assistance to the designated
country by adopt ion of a joint resolution.

Expres,ed the concern of Congress for the erosion of.civil liberties
in South Korea and requested the President to commumeate this con-
cern in forceful terms to the South Korean government.

Terminated military assistance to Chile and limited economic as-
sistance to $27.5 million.

Foreign Assistance and llelat«I Programs Appropriations Art,
1977, PubM. Law 94-441, Oct. 1, 1976

Prohibited military assistance to Uruguay.
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1977
Intuo'nationa1 erhpment and Food ..-INxistartec Act of 1977,

Public Low 95 uy. 3. 1977
Required the Administrator or A ID in consultation with the Co-

ordinator for Human Rights and !Inman Affairs to vonsider specific
actions which havebeen taken by the President or Congress relating
to multilateral assistance or security assistance because of human
rights practices or policies.

Rey ised the existing reporting requirement mandating that the
Secretary of State transmit to Congress. by January :11 of ecah year,
a full report On the status 01 internationally recognized human rights
in the countries receiving development assistance. including the steps
the Administrator had taken to alter U.S. programs in any country
because of human riv'a considerations.

Karmarkeil.not less t loin $750.004) to be used for studies to identify
and for carrying out programs and activities which encourage or pro-
mote increased observance of eivil and political rights as set forth
in the Universal Declaration of Human -Rights.

Section 203 of this legislation mhled a new section 112 to Public
Law 480. title I. priigrains which prohibited entry into any agreement
under that title to finance the sale of agricultural commodities to the
govermnent of any country which engages in a consistent. pattern of
human rights violat ions. unless such agreement would benefit the needy
people in snch country.

1 otermaiono1 Stvority A8.11.4tonee Act of 1977. Pnblie Low 95-
7.1977

Expressed the sense of the Congress that the United States supp_orts
-an internationally 1141 wnizvd vonstitlit ional settlement of the _Rho-

_ &slim conflict leading promptly to majority rule based upon demo-
cratic principles atul ujiholiling basic human rights."

Prohibited assistance. credits or sales to A rgent Ma. The House bill
had amended section :02 of the Foreign Assistance Act. to prohibit
military a s:;ist a !WV and sales which would aid the efforts of foreign
governments to repress the kgitinnite rights of their citizens.contrary
to the Universal Declanition of Human Rights. This provision was
deleted I v t lit' Con ference Committee.

Forchfit Rclationo; Act. 1978. Public Law 95-105,
Aug. 17.1977

Elevated the Ciandina tor for Ilunmn Rights and Humanitarian Af-
fairs to an Assistant Secretary for Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs. It also required the Secretary of State by Jan. 31. 1978, to
transmit to Congress a comprehensive report on tlw Office of the As-
sistant Secretary "including its wirrent mandate and operations, the
mandiite and orrations Of its predecessor offiees, and proposals for
the reorganizations of the Department of State that would strengthen
human rights and humanitarian considerations in the conduct of
United States foreign policy.-

Called on the United States to consider proposals for reforming
anti restructuring the U.N. Sy sterns which would improve COOrdInft-
tion of and expand U.N. activities on behalf of human rights.

s
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Expressed the sense of the Congress that Cuba's disrespect for the
human rights of individuals must be taken into aceount in any nego-
tiations to sard normalization of relations with that country.

Authorization for 1 ntemational Financ:al I foititutionA, Pithlie
Law 95-118, Oct. 3, 1977

Provided that the I7.S. Government shall advance the cause of hu-
man rights through those organizations by seeking to channel assist-
ance to countries other than those which show a consistent pattern of
gross v.iolations of !MIMI rights. The United States is to seek to chan-
nel assistance to projects which address the basic human needs of the
people of the recipient. country. Tlw Secretaries of State and Treasury
are to submit an annual report to Congress on programs in achieving
the human rights goals in this section. The U.S. executive directors
of the international financial institutions are to oppose any loan, any
extension of financial assistance or any technical assistance to coun-
tries engaging in a consistent pattern of gross violations of interna-
tionally recognized human rights or providing refuge to individuals
committing acts of international terrorism by hijacking aircraft, un-
less such programs serve basic needs.

Required the 17.S. Government. to initiate consultations with other
nations to develop a standard for meeting basic human needs and pro-
tecting human rights and a mechanism to insure that the rewards of
international economic cooperation are especially available to those
subscribing to such standards.

Export-Import Bonk Act of 1945 A mendnwnts, Public Law
95-14.1, Oct. 26, 1977

Amended section .2(b) (1) ( B) of the Export-Import Bank Act of
1945 relating to the policy of the United States on loans by requiring
the Board of Directors to -take into accomit, in consultation with the
Secretary of State. the observance of and respect for human rights in
the country to receive the exports supported by a loan or financial
guarantee and the effect such exports may have on human rights in
such country."

Foreign As8icrtance and Related Programx Appropriation4 Act,
1978, Public Low 95-148, Ort. 31, 1977

Barred military education and training funds for Argentina.
Prohibited direct U.S. aid to Uganda, Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos;

prohibited such aid to Angola and Mozambique; and prohibited as-
sistance to Cuba.

Prohibited military assistance, international military education and
training, or foreign military credit sales to Ethiopia and Uruguay.

Prohibited foreign military credit sales to Argentina, Brazil, El
Salvador and Guatemala.

Limited appropriations for the Philippines to $18,000,000 for mili-
tary aid, $1,850,000 for military credit sales, and $700,000 for training.

Prohibited security assistance to any country for aiding directly the
efforts the government of such country to repress the legitimate rights
of the population of such country contrary to the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights.

Expressed the sense of Congress that U.S. representatives to inter-
national financial institutions oppose loans and other aid to nations
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systematically violating human rights, except, when the President de-
termined that rights would be better served by not voting against such
assistance or when the aid was intended to go directly to the impover-
ished majority of the country.

Overseas Private Investnwnt Corpo? lion Amendments Act of
P,ildic Lair 9.", 21;8,-1/n..24, 1978.

Amended section '239 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, asamended, by adding subsection (1) providing that the Corporation,
in consultation with the Secretary of State, take into account in theconduct of all its programs in a country, all available information
about observance of and respect, for human rights and fundamental
freedoms in such country and the effect the operation of such programs
will have on human rights and fundamental freedoms in such coun-
try. The provisions of section 116 of the Foreign Assistance Act are toapply to aily insurance. reinsuraiwe, guaranty, or loan issued by the
Corporation for projects in a eountry, except in addition to the e..cep-
tion with vespect to lwnefiting needy peopb. "the Corporation may
support a project if the national security interest so requires."

lvternational Security Assistaney 1978, Public Law 95-884,
pt . 26,1978.

Amended the wording of the first three paragr is (policy state-
ment ) of section :0)-21t of the Foreign Assistance .1. ceording to the
conferenee report. the intended effect of this anent. t was to sub-
stitute for the current poliey statement a legal req, Anent to deny
security assistanc to any conntry whose government engages in a
consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
human rights. unless the Secretary of State finds that extraordinary
circumstances necessitate a continuation of security assistance for such
country. and that. based on all the facts, it is in the national Interest.
of the United States to provide such assistance.

Added the pnwision that security assistance may not be provided
to the police. domestic intelligenee, or similar law enforcement forces
of a country. that licenses may not he issued under the Export Admin-
istration Act of 1969 for t he export of erime control and detection
instruments and eiluipment. and that assistance may not. be provided
under chapter internatiinud military education an(i training) to a
country which engages in a consistent pattern of gross.violations of
internationally recognized human rights, unless the President, certifies
in writing to the Speaker of t he lions(' and the Chairman of the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations ( 'omi) I ittee that extraordinary circumstances ex-
ist warranting provision of such assist ace and issnance of such licenses.

Aibled a third subsectiini to the purposes (section 543) of tk chapter
on international military education and training as being: 'to :nereuse
the awareness of nationals of foreign countries participating in such
activities of haste issues involving internationally recognized human
rights.- (The Senate version had prohibited use of fiscai ;year 1979 in-
ternational military education and training fumis for Nicaragua and
Pa raguay. The tlni fe CI itiiuiu ittee eliminated naming specific coun-
tries. but reduced the int e rum ional military edueation and training ac-
count hy $304 I,o00. the exact amount programmed for both Nicaragua
anti Paraguay.)

Required the President to submit to Congress by De,c, 31, 1979,
a review of U.S. policy toward the Soviet Union. Among other topics,
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the review is to Mein& the policies of the I ;tilted States toward human
rights conditions in the Soviet VI lion and how improved Soviet re-
spect for human rights might be more effectively encouraged, and what
linkages exist, or should or should not exist, between various elements
of U.S.-Soviei rehtt ions sinii as arms control negotiations, human
rights issues, and economic and cultural exchanges.

!nternational celopruitt and Food Assistance Act of 1978,
Public Lair 95-4e 4, Oct. 6,1978,

Amends seetion 116(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 au-
thorizing and encouragiug the Pivsident to use not iess than $1,5 mil-
lion of development assistanue funds in fiscal year 1979 for programs
and act iv it ies to encourage or promote increased adherence to civil
and political rights, as set forth in the Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights.

Fomign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1979, Public
Late 95 -Vb., Oct. 7, 1978.

Stated t he finding of (7ongress that news dissemination and free flow
of informat ion across international boundaries are vital to good rela-
t ions among mit ions and t hat there are strong indicat ions t hat in many
rount ries foreign journalists are subject to governmental harassment
and restrict ions.

Expressed the sense of Congress that the President should advise
foreign governments engaging in such harassment and restrictions of
journalists that t he ['lilted States regards such actions as a significant
and potentially damaging factor in U.S. relations with such country
and that t he President should Ili ise t hue issue of the treatment of foreign
journalists in appropriate international forums. It directs the Presi-
dent to report to the Congress by Jan. 20, 1979, on actions taken pur-
suant to this sect ion.

Stated the finding of Congress that renal& reports attest to the
existence ill Candithlin aml Uganda of governmental practices "of such
systen Antic and extensive brutality" as to require special notice and
condemnat

Urged the President to support multilateral and bilateral action.by
countries having extensive relations with the two countries to bring
about a lesseninq: of inhumane practices.

Directed the secretary of State to t ransmit to Congress not later than
Jan. LW, 1979, a report of ions taken to fulfill (b), Expressed the
sense of ('ongress that the President should (1) prohibit the export of
military and related equipment to ITganda; ( 2) prohibit the issuance
of a visa to any Ugandan official for the purpose of military, para-
military. or policy training in the nited States unless the Department
of State determines that I'ganda has demonstrated proper respect for
the rule of law and internationally recognized human rights; and (3)
instruct the u.s. representative to the I.Inited Nat ions to submit to the
Security Council a resolution imposing a mandatory arms embargo
on Uganda.

International Monetary Fund Supplementary Financing Facil-
y, Public Law 95-4.15, Oct. 10, 1978

Required the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Sec-
retary of State, to prepare and submit to Congress anannual report on
the observance of internationally recognized human rights in countries

6 I
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using the facility. Sect ion . states that Congress runts that the Govern-ment of 1 'ganda had vommitted genocide, and that the U.S. Govern-ment. should disassmiate itself from any foreign government engagedun genocide. Ii. prohibited import. into the 1 Tnited States of any articlefrown, produced, or manufactured in I7ganda. and from exporting toTgamla anything other than cereal grains and food products, until thePresident. d'eteno i nes am! ee rt ifks to t he Congress that the Governmentof Uganda is no hoiger com mitt ing a consistent pat tern of gross viola-tion:4,ot human rights. The President is ditveted to encourage and sup-port internat tonal stinet ions, inehli hug economic rest rictions to respondto comfit ions in Uganda.
Appropriation..< foe Foreiqn I Nxist (nice and Related Programs,1979, Addie -481 , 18,1978

Prohibited direct assistamp to I ',,eanda, Cambodia, Lios, Vietnam,but exempted aid for graduate st udents from Uganda studying at U.S.lust itut ions.
Prohibited dilvet ,a id to Mozambique or Angohi, but, exemptedfunds for financing tra 'onto, of Angolan st intents who started trainingpior to fisea I year 1 97s.
Barred the use of funds for direct aid or trade with Cuba.Prohibited assistance to any count ry "for the !impose of aidiog theefforts of the govermnent of soch country to repress the legitimaterights of the population of such rountry contrary to the UniversalDeclarat ion of Iluman Right
Required the President to direet U.S. represntatives to the inter-national banks to itropose and seek adoption of amendments to the,Articles of Agreement of such instit utions to establish human rightsstandards to be conshlered III conn(et ion with loan applications.

Export-Import Bonk Amemlnullts, Publ;c Lau, li30, Nov. 10,
1978

Deleted the human rights provision added by the 1977 legislation
( P.1 4, 1-t3) and provides instead that "only in cases where the
'resitknt determines that such actioo would clearly and importantly

advance 1 policy- in a mas such as human rights, should the Export-
Imputrt Bank deny applications for credit for non-financial or non-eoniniereia I consideration.

Thp measure also includes provisions which prevent the Export-
Import flank from ext touting credit for any export to the SouthAfrican government that would contribute to the maintenance or en-forcement of apart tient by that government ( unless the President
tleternnnes that significant ))rogress towards the eliminat ion of apart-
heid has I Weil nook and ransmits to Congress a statement describing
and explaining that (lotto-titillation) for any export to Other purchases
III South A frica unless the Secretary of State ITO itles that.the pur-chaser has endorsed :lull 1 has po weeded to adopt the following

: non-seoTe.o.at ion of races in all work facilities; equal and fair
employment for all employees; initiation an.1 (levelopment of train-
ing programs to prepare non-white South A frh.ans for supervisory,
technical. and elerica I jobs; Mile:using the number of non-whites in
management and supervisory itosit ions Wi1 lirguess to engage in col-
lective ha rgaio int, with labor unions; and improvement of the quality
of life for all employeeL.,
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Should Observance of Basic Human Rights
Be a Prerequisite for Aid?
By Edwin M. Martin

I'D LIKE TO PROPOSE A POSITIVE STATEMENT Of what I think U.S.
policy should be with respect to aid and human rights.

"Aid should be given to an LDC when doing so is more likely to
improve the observance of basic human rights in the future than
withholding it."

I want to make half-a-dozen general comments on this policy and
its implementation and then talk about handling aid specifically.

It is a pragmatic criteriahow can we effect what happens
elsewhere?how we feel about ourselves is irrelevant; there is no
room for actions to soothe our consciences or vent our anger at
violations.

We are dealing with societies in various stages of progress toward
modernization. Most of them have ancient and strongly held cultural
patterns and institutional arrangements which more often than not are
quite different in the fields covered by human rights from those of the
English common law or the Napoleonic civil code. Moreover, the
conditions of life with which these institutions and value systems
have to deal are quite different from our own, not only economically
but also politically, as many of them find themselves in a no-man's
land between traditional and modern societies.

What are the basic human rights to be observed? It is not a phrase
that is self-defining, glibly as we are accustomed to using it. For
Americans the most familiar summary of what we hold dear is in the
Declaration of I ndependence"all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

Starting from this statement, I identify five types of human rights as
deserving U.S. suppon:

1. Laws protecting rights such -.s movement, speech, political or-,ganization, etc.
2. Methods of enforcement of all laws which ensure a rational

process for thi. "-ir and prompt determination of guilt or innocence.
3. Institutional arrangements which permit adult citizens to play a

ro!e, directly or indirectly, in policymaking by their government.
4. Ahence of discrimination for reasons of race, religion, wealth,

sex, etc., in the formulation and application of laws or public pro-

Iteprinti hv permission from the Atlantie Community Quarte:ly. vol. 16. Summer 1978 :
2111 221
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grams, or in significant human relationships of' a non-governmental
character.

5. Pro iision of basic human needs without which "life" is en-
dangered, "liberty" is a fraud, and "happiness" cannot be pursued
but only starvation and disease postponed a bit.

Since economic aid has a direct relation to point (5), economic
human rights, I'd like to say a little more about them. First, 1 wish to
read a quote:

"Human needs are inseparable from human rightsthat while civil and
political liberties are good in themselves, they are much more usefirl and
much more meaningfUl in the lives of peopk to whom physical survival is not
a matter of daily anxiety.

"To have sufficient food to live and work, to be adequately sheltered and
clothed, to live in a healthy environment and be healed when sick, to learn
and be taughtthese rights, too, must be the concerns of our governments.
To meet these needs, orderly economic growth is crucial. And if the benefits
of growth are to reach those whose need is greatest, social justice is crucial
as well."

This quote is from the address of President Carter to the Indian
Congress last month. I endorse all of it but would add two basic
needs. The first is that all parents have the effective capacity to have
the number and spacing of children they want. The second is that a
job which will provide a decent living for oneselfand those for whom
one is responsible is a central economic right, basic to self-respect. It
is also usually the most efficient way to meet other basic needs. Since
first writing this paragraph, I was pleased to hear President Carter
refer in his State of the Union message to a job as a human richt.

"Observance" of human rights means, of course, "observance" in
practice, not just in theory or in law. The most basic right is the right
to enjoy one's rights. A perfect legal and judicial system is no protec-
tion if one is unable to know what one's rights are or doesn't have the
money to defend them. Economic rights are even more dependent on
availability of resources.

"Observance" also should follow the rule established in our quote
from the Declaration of Independence that "all men are created
equal." Violations of the human rights of any personthe tortures
endured by a starving infant in an Asian village or inflicted by the
political police on a distinguished scientistare equal, abhorent
crimes which should be of equal concern to us.

Sticking to the rule of the equality of all humans precludes the
application of a double observance standard in choosing countries as
targets for our human rights efforts. Exceptions should have to be
justified fully on major U.S. national security grounds, w;th the bur-
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den of proof clearly on those who would make exceptions.
One may have to seek observance of some rights while accepting

stagnation with respect tJ others. Particularly difficult is the trade off
between freedom and order. I suspect a good many Americans living
in our cities wou'd give up a few legal freedoms to feel able to take a
walk around the block after dark without fear of being mugged; for
them it would be a not inconsiderable freedom. The potential for
conflict between order and economic progress in many LDCs is even
more serious, hard for us at our level of income to appreciate.

When human rights and their observance are so defined it is clear
that what we need are changed attitudes toward them throughout a
society. Otherwise we may get favorable public actions from gov-
ernment leaders from time to time but not the constant vigilance at
every level in public and private actions, which is necessary to assure
their observance.

If one accepts this emphasis on attitudes rather than merely legal
rules, one must look for the best means to motivate people to want to
improve human rights conditions in their community and country. I
feel that punishment can often produce compliance -but seldom be-
lievers and what we need are more true believers. Converts are made
by communication, not by iron curtains.

I would, therefore, put no limit on what we say publicly or pri-
vately, except that public statements should be designed solely to
promote observance of human rights, not to boost our pride in our-
selves.

We need a strong dose of humility in out approaches to this issue.
There will surely be many surprises, pleasant and unpleasant, no
matter what we or other outsiders may dothe Nazi and Fascists
regimes in our century are prime examples of the latter and India last
year of the former. But we must keep trying, evaluate the results
continously and alter our tactics accordingly. Our knowledge of the
chemistry of international dealings is still in its infancy.

What are the tools given us by foreign aid to pursue ox. human
rights goals? I see foreign aid as falling logically into two quite differ-
ent categories for this purpose. First, there is that designed to do our
Quire in cooperative programs with developing countries to improve
the economic, social and political conditions of their peoples. In this
category. I put bilateral and multilateral economic aid and food aid.
Second, there are those activities designed to strengthen, directly or
indirectly, the military power of foreign goverments. In this category,
I put military assistance and our related programs of supporting assis-
tance. I realize that these compartments are not watertight in either
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direction, but the differences are deep enough to justify separate
treatment for our purposes.

Let me treat military assistance first. As a general principle, I am
against giving it to countries with poor human rights records. Adding
to the military strength of such a government can only help it to keep
the lid on its opponents and block change. There would rarely be any
compensating benefit for human rights from such aid which could
outweigh the encouragement given to human rights violators by the
close politk:al friendship which military cooperation inevitably im-
plies, going far beyond the significance of economic aid cooperation.

The oilly rational exceptions to this rule that I can think of would
be situations in which the receipt of military assistance from the U.S.
would strengthen the position of a gove:nment threatened by external
or internal enemies from the right or left whose accession to power
would be likely to make the human rights situation appreciably
worse. But the threat and the need for our help must be clear and
success probable. Even in such cases I would like to believe that the
government being helped was prepared to make an honest effort to
improve human rights conditions, either on its own or as a condition
for receiving such aid from us.

It is also particularly likely to be the case with military assistance
that other foreign policy considerations will be thought to outweigh
those of human rights. But I would put the burden of proof squarely
on those who would seek such an exception to the policy I have
advocated.

When it comes to economic aid, I would reverse the U.S. eosition,
putting the burden of proof very much on those who would withhold
it for human rights reasons, even though there is no doubt that the
usual effect of giving economic aid to a country is to strengthen the
position of the government in power. if it is a government with a
record for violating human rights, that is bad. But it isn't the whole
story. It is not inevitable that a stronger government will be more
repressive. It sometimes turns out to be the reverse. And quiet talks
associated with our aid transaction can sometimes make sure that
conditions improve.

Moreover, if wisely chosen and supervised, the aid can bring about
improvements in the short term in the basic needs aspect of human
rights, as the Congress has recogrized. This may outweigh lack of
progress in other human rights are To enable aid to do so we must
accept several giudelines for our aid activities. First, help must go
most generously to thos.: countries most in need of our aid to meet
such needs, and prepared to use the total resources available to them
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in ways which give a proper priority to meeting the needs of their
poorest citizens.

We must also recognize that a new road or power line, seed, fer-
tilizer or food aid for poor rural areas cannot be restrizted as to use to
just the poor in the region served. We can only select areas in which
the poor predominate and make a special effort to encourage and
facilitate their use of them.

It is essential too, that we recognize that it is not rational to seek
virtue for ourselves alone by requiring that all our aid go directly to
the poor and that other donors do the rest. For there is an essential
rest just meeting human needs even depends on infrastructure
investments as well as direct help for the poor.

Giving reality to the right to a job depends heavily on that "overall
economic growth," which President Carter endorsed in his New
Delhi speech. Of course, it is also necessary to stress labor-intenskve
technology and open export markets for labor-intensive products, the
latter a problem about which I need say no more to this audience.

More important, however, is the effect that the right aid programs
can have on the long-term evolution of the attitudes of society. De-
velopment is change and, if the sitdation is bad, what is needed is
change. No doubt it will be slow, even zig-zag, as it has been and still
is in some fields in the U.S. Let us not become impatient if, despite
our aid, there appears to be backsliding here and there.

As an example of the long-term potential of aid, support for demo-
cratic principles has almost invariably in the past come from people
above poverty line and with some education. And governments
selected dcmocratically have generally improved the observance of
other types of human rights. There is no guarantee, of course, of this
outcome, especially in the short run, but progress has seldom been
made without this contribution of "overall economic growth."
Slums, urban or rural, can produce only mobs, not democratic politi-
cal parties.

Finally, my NO vote rests on the ineffectiveness of the only alter-
native to giving aid in the way I have urged, namely, denying it to
regimes with poor human rights records. Unfortunately, U.S. eco-
nomic aid is seldom important enough to a country that denying it will
force a government to change its basic policies. These policies have
usually been chosen because they are considered necessary to stay in
power. And survival is just as fundamental a goal for governments as
for people.

lf, however, U.S. economic aid should be large enough that denial
would cause troubleunlikely as long as U.S. aid appropriations are
so small for so great and rich a countrylet us remember that all our

t
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expenence suggests that democratic societies, devoted to human
rights, have never been nourished on the soil of economic depression
and cannot be constructed overnight by dictatorial flat. The more
likely result will be even greater political repression to maintain order
in the face of the worsening condition of economic human rights,
made inevitable by the aid denial. An already bad government is
likely to find this their only answer.

To summarize, at base what is required in repressive societies is
change, changes in value systems and changes in power structures.
Development aid, wisely given, can change current attitudes only
slowly, but it can open a few windows, widen opportunities for some
people, create communities capable of doing more things for them-
selves and proud of it. All these are steps toward increased respect
for themselves and for others as human beings, steps which inevitably
undermine that blind acceptance of centralized authority which is the
antithesis of respect for human rights.

Let us then seek in every way we can for pragmatic levers which
will improve human rights abroad, political and economic, and think
hard about what will work, never substituting high moral fervor for
action that will accelerate the process of change. And above all, let us
never forget that the most effective instrument we have is very prob-
ably the example we present to the world of a society which respects
the human rights of all and in which the result is an enhanced quality
of life for all, a better opportunity to enjoy "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness." For observance of basic human rights is a
valid goal only so long as we use it to improve this quality of life.

Address to the 25th Annual International Development Conference, Wash-
ington, 1).C.
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This paper coatinet icon' to Moss
eruptions of moral outmap that address
a single theme among the thousand
themes of which Americsn foiNile

policy is comptiesd: "Why doss the limited
States continue to plop up dictator, around
the globe?"

In some respects, the question may appear
simple-minded, equivalent to asking "Why
does the United States negotiate with foreign
representatives who are right-handed, or
nArtiate on weekdays or before lunch?"
Upon reflection, the question does not seem
so simple.

The question is often asked in contexts
indicating it is asked not out of curiosity or
innocence, but out of ideology. Frequently,
the form of the question express, one
recurrent American trait: moralistic
denunciation (quite different item motility).
A judgment is already included, as in the old
cliche question: "Have you stopped beating
Yo Ur wife?"

Here are a few examples of recent
intenvgation or allegation along this line.

Thomas M. Franck and Edward Weisband
wrote in The New York Times about
then-Ambassador Moynihan's vigorous
defense of American foreign policr

To folly the forces behind the tattered flag
of human dignity and individual worth is
splendid endeavor. Yet (the United States
representative( must also insure that he Is
leen to carry the banner with dean hands.
If he cannot persuade Washinston and
American business to stop subsidising
fascism In Spin and Chile or racist regimes
in Southern Africa. Ws crusade wID merely
appear naive or hypocritical. 1

Columnist Clayton Fritchey wr Nte in The
Washington Post about the mericxn
introduction into the United Nations of a
draft resolution on amnesty for political
prisoners.

It sounds peat at flrst, until others start
asking why the United States for so many
years has supported so many despotic
governments that have specialized in

Iteprinted t.) p..rolksWo frto meters, Journal if tlw U.S. Army Wor College, vol. 7,
I. 1977 $13 7w.



locking up, torturing, and killing their
political opponents. ,

Early in I97b, Mr. Ramsey (lark and three
colleagues denounced conditions in Spain in a
letter to The New Yiwk Times.

...We are particulatly outraged by the
arrest of Si lawyets gatheted us 3 private
home, followed by a police assault on
attorneys and others who pea:chilly
petitioned fur the release ot their
colleagues.

Mr. Clark and colkagues then made it clear
that what they were really denouncing w.is
"the 'traditional' US policy of supporting
dictatorships anywhere and everywhere "1

CATEGORIZING FOREIGN REGIMES

Is there sonic universal set of standards by
which to judge American styles in dealing
with foreign regimes? Are all regimes in the
world headed either by dictators or by
democrats? Does one deal with all dictator% in
an identical way?

Actually, there are about lb() regimes in
control of the nations of the wo -Id, and no
two are exactly ahke, whether monarchies.
republics, tyrannies, luntas, oligarchies,
theocracies, or whatever

In order to manage the data, let me suggest
a typology, a categori/ation of the lb()
regimes into 4 groups Communist
totalitarians. non-Communist t otalit arians,
democracies, and the others a mixed lot,
mostly authoritarians. Can we establish that
different patterns of relationship eharacterue
America's dealings with each gyoup Halpern
suggests that

it may be possible to distinfoish
among( I I countries which. despite tyranny
(or its obverse. nstal-gilts I. are el %mix
thiljili.r Iron) interrial warfare insolswv
ev.ttenusts, or foreign isisennisisni
aggiession (.'!) (AIM; les 46 hi. hk..
Manly's.% I irk, hase sh
authoirtailan road that is intends. 1,, lead
ro deolo,ra,,ind II Lotitittit's de.
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Union of South Africa, Iran or Jordan,
which are clearly heading for the kind of
catastrophic internal or external explosion
which will make intervention by outside
pawns unavoidable 4

Obviously, considerable differences obtain
within each group. Even among the
Communist totalitarian regimes, there have
been basic differences among the regimes of
Lenin, Stalin, Mao, Castro, Kim II Sung, Ho
('hi Minh, and their ideological look-alikes.

THE UNPROPPED COMMUNIST
TOTALITARIANS

Despite the uniqueness of each nation in a
number of respects, this is one category of
dictators which is emphatically not propped
up by the United States.

I must say, at the outset of discussion of
this category, that I decline to diabolize
Communism or Communists; I do not care to
encourage a rabid obsession that regards every
occurrence adverse to America as
Communist-generated, or that regards every
Communist challenge as requiring renewal of
the Cold War, or as threatening our immediate
survival. All kinds of social changes are
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Challenging us that fuse nothing to do with
the Communists. And all the important give
and take in world dy smics is not restricted
to the Russian-American dyad

What common characteristics identity this
group? First of all, without shabolizing the
movement, we observe that Communist
regimes share the common chat as tensfic ot
operating on a number ot repressive prinsiples
that are abhorrent to mast Americans.

Secondly, one notes. it is now lachionahle
in some quarters to observe that the
Conlin on 1st movement IN !hi longer
monolithic Ito he sure, it never was hteralls
100 percent monolithic, hut it was close
enough to achieve the same ef tect 1. as though
that statement esiahhsCi J sonie prenuse that
the movement is no kinger an ads ersary or lin
longer powerful, or no longer dangerous
When opportunities occur to diminish the
strength ot the United States, or to yrs
another geographical unit and its population
loose trom the non-Connnu rust si or Id.
wl .itever the disagreements may be among
Isloscoss. Peking. Hanoi, and ski on . the w toe
CO m iii un ist world more or le ss
"monolithically provides the goods of AM to
the ( ommunisi side of the conflict, as in
Vietnam .And. ot course. the worldst ikk
sop h ist ie ated Corn mu fi rst propaganda
network is Away s niore or less at top
ettitii'ns erindine ism gr.ttitit,,us
'monolithis denunefitions 01 the I res. world
1 hese ate milks, mit kirk of SIIIISI,0111.11

kit also ,1 at unt n t thouelt
Prudent eximnslonist

Itek Just. ot power, ,ind
opposition to the I. oinnitimst ss sit lit
intern,i1 and es ternal operation. Arnett, a
bet AMC and rcin,uns the principal ohs! I, IP

the path ot ommunio 01111, ri \ ,
tragmented and satiousls on-tnons this
those obi:, os lo,o , rirt

The writings ot 1 lesandct 1(,1/11,IIs% 11
\ 11(11c1 SAI01,11., .in,1 othci i. 1. hill:
the N ,:si . sir pricille ill i nl. .1 tide' het 01
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who confirni our intelligence data? Shall we
pretend that they do not know what they are
talking about, and that, for example, Jane
Eonda's opinion is much more reliable on
what the ('ommunist movement is still about?

How much has been eroded? In a 1975
book generating a furor in European political
circles, Jean-Francois Revel wrote:

Follinsing the lead of the Communist
Party III ltaly, the French Communists have
been tiling Is) show that they are now
dedicated to democratic principles and a
pluralistic society and that they are

independent of Moscow .5

At Helsingor, Denmark, on January 18,
1076, at a conference of 18 European
Socialist Parties, Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
of West Germany opposed cooperation ,ith
Communist parties; but in a realistic fashion.
he obseived:

the Communists are large parties in
France and Italy , and they won't disappear
lust because we think their strong appeal to
the voters is a bad thing. It would be wrong
if hs our conduct we contributed to halting
the developments that have led to a

break,up of the former monolithic block of
COMMurlism 6

()Iie pourn,dist observed in February 197h
that "many anti-Conimunist Europeans see a
historic opportunity if Moscow loses control
of the international Communist
movement . , ."7 ( Obviously , "many
uropeans- regard Moscow as being still in

control of the movement.)
Another iournahst reported

lii Nosember the hench and Italian
fCliminuniqf parties signed a Colurnoll
I: ha I ICI endorsing pail'', ipatron in a

phiralistr,' poll! 1:al s")stern as opposed to
the one-pans system prewnred in the

So ret I ,nion Simi. lot 7

MI Manful, /leader of the Communist
l'arts if ranee/ renewed his call tor his

p.itn. to drop one of the most sacred
oshysisi Inc s Ow di, ljtiuslui1

1,1 the p



These are hopeful signs, but they primarily
compnse words. Non-communist states
remain skeptical, waiting for deeds. Wrote
Flora Lewis of these movements.

. Almost all non4'ommunist Europeans
share with Washington suspicion of the
depth and sincerity of the claims of
Wesrcrn Csiminumsts to have cast oft the
chains or Moow and to have been
converted to political democracy

Even an editorial in The .Vess' Y ork Times
expressed skepticism

Marchais and his comrades are trying to
lump on the bandwagon of national
Communism which they denounced tn
3els tIe suhiection to Moscow tor
tlecado .

National Conunumsm. it must be

irmembercd, really surfaced with Stahn's
esplusion of Yugoslavia from the
lxii,ntorin in the late nineteen imn,:c. lt
sta the central issue in the Polish mutiny
.unl in the Hungarian revolution against
Soviet rule in I qitt, as wU as in the
Soviet( lunese break in the early nineteen
sixties And it played 3 key role tri the
'Prague spring' .4 lonx which ende,' ith
Me Solder ulvasion of Ctechoslovakia lit
all those historic tests Of the Communist
movement. the Frendi communist Party
Vi3S One ot ?4,toscow's most ardent
ideologica supporters

.

Ii may well he that hunger for pos,:r
Whet th,U1 Online IdeolOpAl mersion,
is at the root ot the b rench Communist
khange Neiertheless. it is some kind .1

c cc hen Miljt 011at

he moo orthodox ot the thltt!,1's
Conlin:MI..1 p.11 tie 111..1, 1 jSINJhte to
vrewrn j llore IhAmMe CstCrlr and
p oc im pt.,' ter independem e t!,111
MOS SOrne Its Olc re mrs ci cit

Jettlott ,tt ht 01,0 the I tir h
te,ttI tiC's ,NAn I

JR th,' .1,11(111s th,11 1111.!11 ct.r 11,111C.
Lon! ributc I persrt.sdtrrg s Ie. thitilo
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cooperation for their well-known goals of
subversion and conquest? What are the
Soviets, then, doing in Angola. and Portugal,
and the Middle East, and Somalia? For that
matter, as the Soviets are still heard insisting.
for example, that it is only right for the
Israelis to abandon Arab territory captured in
the 1967 war, what are the Soviets still doing
in whok states "captured" during or soon
after World War II Czechosvakia, Poland,
Hungary, East Germany, Bulgaria, Rumania,
1.4tvia, Estonia, and Lithuania? If the Soviet
Union is relentlessly determined to support
movements of "national liberation"
everywhere, how is it that the Soviets pride
themselves on supporting "liberation" in
Angola and Vietnam but not in Hungary and
Czechoslovakia?

Most Americans are quite clear about the
threat's still being there, clearly desirous of
damaging American interests if it could get
away with it, most Americans have
confidence that it can be contained by the
United States and its Allies so long aS they
remain alert to prevent greater
aggrandizement of Communist
power-monolithic or not.

Therefore, on one side, the United States
continues to be open, as always, to genuine
cooperation with Comnunist states and all
other states. It remairs cpposed to aggressive
maneuvers of Communist states-not because
those states are undemocratic-, or because
they arc totalitarian, or even because they are
Communist in ideology and system. (The
United States has said repeatedly that it
would raise no obiection to the installation ot'
a Communist regime honestly elected via
open, free elections by any full electorate.)

In so in, the primao r:asons for US
resistance and opposition to propping up
did at ors of the Communist variety are
these

Communist regimes are specifically and
relentlessly anti-American, in deed as well as
K(irti

'1 hey are not merely individually
threatermie countries. In many attributes.
thL ate still linked together. combining and
!mount; mg the power ot many countries into
a "monohtlite- Accretion of power.
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The Communist movement threatens
America not with ideas but with actions.

Thus, the self-ehosen guidelines tor
American dealings with Communist
totalitarians are not mere whims. America's
stance of resistance and refusal to "prop up"
Communist dictators is not an option it
selects automatically out of willfulness, or
perversity , or ideology, or distorted
perception.

THE SOMETIMES-PROPPED
NORCOMMUNIST TOTALITARIANS

In many particulars, the reprehensible
features of internal orientations of
Communist totalitarian regimes are replicated
in all totalitarian regimes, whether
representative of the Right or the Left,
whether fascist or Communist or maverick.
Such internal regimes are universally though
variously deplored, denounced, or despised by
democratic and semidemocratic societies, and
on occasion by benign authoritarian regames.

Is ther any basis for difference in US
responses to totalitarian nations, either in
propping up or in nudging down? If so. what
is the difference? The cntical basis is the
difference between internal and external
policies, between internal and external
activities, and, within the category- of external
relations, the differences among helpful,
neut ral, and harmful acts not merely
statements or abstractions, but actions

In sonie non .Communist states, the
totalitarianism or authoritarianism is not
maximal but at some lower or intermediate
level of intensity, and applied only in selected
fields, ways, or degrees Their niadities do not
constitute the whole of some sssteris We
deplore then totalitarian aspects, son of
which are total as in Comm..nist
societies and some of which are not ln
general, such nations constaute a categors to
he distinguished from Communist
dictatorships, at least on the lollo wing
grounds

I hey remain individual, separate states,
not linked together in threatening aggregated
pow t I

SOW h.tse considerable power, as

single-nation power goes, but the scale of even
the most powerful constitutes no real threat
to the United States even if the power were
directed by anti-American orientations.

Possibly the greatest difference between
Communist totalitarians and other
totalitarians is that most of the latter arc not
anti-American. They may argue with America
over particular issues, but neither in word or
deed, so far as we Lan tell, do most of them
express or intend harm to the United States.
They may be repressive in relation to their
uwn peoples; but, fcr various reasons, many
admire America and like Americans and
American ways. Some among them may not
like American ways, but do respect American
power

Some other totalitarian and authontarian
states may not be pro-American, hut they arc,
for various reasons, anti-Communist. To the
extent that individual nations can affect such
an issue, they have no intention of permitting
aggrandizement of the Communist-controlled
portion of the world.

Some totalitarian countries control
certain critical resources or geopaphical
features, primarily involving valuable strategic
local ion related to countering certain
Communist-world potentialities for damaging
America or the West.

Suppose an American looks, for example,
at South Africawhat does he see? Well,
It depends largely on what he is looking

for. Some Americans will see only thc
censorious characteristic, apartheid, and
nothing but apartheid, and insist that for
Americans nothing else matters.

But there are a great many other things
about South Africa, favorable clia7acteristics
that also matter sery much in international
strategic equations, such as high literacy;
advanced modern civiliiat ion , high skills, high
standards of performance in economic,
military, professional fields, strategic location:
physical power: largely Western values:
1110,h-speaking. self-support, not dependent
on anyone else, not linked in power
aggregation with others. achievement 01

position through sw eat. blood . and bums.
an,i similar attributes



No doubt, a substantial majority of
Americans, still in process of eliminating
racial discrimination from our own society,
would condemn apartheid. However, no
matter how agonizingly the single factor of
apartheid looms in current social analyses, it
does not and should not constitute the sole
basis or the overriding criterion for
determining total American relationships with
South Africa. lt is to be noted, for example,
that several black African regimes have conic
around to the perspective that, despite
apartheid, they themselves are now willing to
do certain kinds of business with South
Africa. The US Government has condemned
apartheid in numerous public statements and
official communicatic:is to the South African
Government, but we maintain full diplomatic
relations with that country

There is also olie additional notable and
transcendent trait of South Africa that
necessarily looms very large in Amerian
policy. South Africa has no enmity towards
the United States. It happens in this decade
that we are not so besieged by foreign
admirers that we can afford gratuitously to
alienate another nation that wishes us well. C.
L. Sulzberger cited a late 1975 informal
estimate among American diplomats that in
the UN General Aembly at that time there
were represented about 35 nations friendly to
us. about 35 neutral but rather hostile, and
about 70 "sworn adversaries." t

while some general pattern of
relationships can be worked out to govern
A mericati dealings with non-communist
totalitarians. each nation presents a largely
unique .ut still complex challenge to be
sorted out on its own nierits, with heavy
em phasis on reality and practicality.
Particularly difficult cases tot American
policy involve those countries that tall captive
to tot alitarian regimes, despite having
previously emoyed democratic traditions,
and, perhaps, alTiKahle retatiOtis with the
United States osel extended periods or
time

tricidentaliv in relation to supporting
certain sele,. led regimes. it 'should not be
dit ii ult to discern that. in special
kart imistark.es, stipt,ot iit k ire di, 1,1tol
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Want another dictatoror perhaps both of
them.

TNt DIMOCNATIC NATIONS

US inttraction with democratic regimes
poses no domestic ideological inhibitions for
Americans. However, for those who seem
offended by having to deal with anything but
democracies, it is unfortunate indeed that so
few nations possess valid credentials. On
December 17, 1975, US Ambassador
Moynihan, addressing the UN General
Assembly, noted that "most of tht
governments represented in the General
Assembly do not themselves govern by
consent lof their citizens1"; he asserted that
there are now "28, possibly 29, functioning
representative democracies in the world"and
one of them, Switzerland, is not a member of
the United Nations.12

Freedom House, at the start of 1976,
estimated that of the world's 158 countries
and 4.06 billion people:

1,823 million people in 65 nations are
"Nut Free."

1,436 miilion people in 53 nations are
"Partially Free."

804 million people in 40 nations, mostly
in North America and Western Europe, are
"Free ."l 3

It is sad but true that not a great deal of
the world's strategic real estate is currently
controlled by democratic states, stmply
because, among several reasons, there are so
few of them. Thus, if one insists that the
United States deal only with democracies, our
foreign policy cupboard is likely to be nearly
bare a good bit of the time.

THE MIXED OTHERSMOSTLY
AUTHORITAMANS

This fourth category of nations is the
largest and most varied. Most nations in it are
in some stage of authoritarianism. There may
well be. for example, some direct correlation
between thei degree of democracy preveent in
a society and its degree of economic and
social progress, but the connection is not
readily r iovjble. Many experts do insist that

5 s



only via strong internal centralized control
can developing countries emerge from
backwardness and stagnation, Pnd the
argument makes much sense. Another expert
insists that only two kinds of government are
feasible in poor countries, and both are
authoritarian; one type seeks to perpetuate
inequitable elite advantages, and the other
type seeks gradual but genuine social
reform. I 4

Practically all Third World countries have
small, authoritarian elites, no classes,
and masses of the poor. Moreover, among the
world's poorer nations, both old nations that
were never colonies and new nations emerging
from former colonial status, few were ever in
the hands ot democratic regimes or developed
democratic cultures. Their regimes have
invariably been authoritarian, they have never
experienced any other.

Barbara Ward is one of those who insist
that to operate even basic democracy
miecessfully, large numbers of literate, trained
administrators must be avallable.15 Probably, ,
many other elements are likewise essential at
least minimal numbers of competent leaders
at several levels of participation, articulate
leaders and electorate, some moderate level of
universal literacy; at least minimally adequate
networks of communications, a press
encouraged to he and committed in large part
to, society', positive interests and not to
ideology or aggrandizement of itself or elites,
at least moderate per capita economic
prosperity, making modest degrees ot
diversity profitable, and nation-building,
encouraging innovation. But liberty places
responsibilities on individuals that people in
some stages of different cultures do not want
They may distrust their own igmirance, or
fear to question the dicta of :km priests, or
in other ways fail to enthuse over demos-ratic
visions They. may resht change, and prefer
stability Instead ol .,utonomy they may
prefer a system or godfathers. Accordingly
even to assist such peoples, one must in manS
instance, do business with dictators

VARIETIES OF INTERACTIONS
ANO "PROPPINGS UP"

No.iliOlIN !Or ,entur 113,1 anthassad,,I,
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at foreign capitals to express their specific
advice or demands. While the types of
objectives of relations among states have not
changed much (such as alliance, trade, and
threat), the range, scale, and means for
intervention have increased enormously,
Literacy, transportation, communications,
political awareress- all are proliferating; so
that there are now seemingly endless varieties
of ways and means to influence another
nation's course.

There are, of course, a host of positive and
negative ways short of armed attack, in which
support or propping-up may be rendered, or

which coercive measures in the form of
intervention, interference, or attempted
threat might be brought to bear against
another state, its personality, or its political,
economic, and cultural elements.

We need a set of more precise terms to
identify the various ways in which one nation
can project influence into another. Halpern
observes:

It is an illustration of the unstable
character of the present international
system that there is no agreement on the
definition of the two acts mou likely to
destroy the sovereignty, independence and
equality of any parti:ipant of the system,
or perhaps even the system itselfnamely,
aggression and Intervention. That is not to
say that there is no agreement whatever.
There is etiouLth agreement to make the
system endure, not sufficient agreement to
make it stable

...We live, more now than ever, ill an
interdependent world A great power
intervenes in the domestic realm of other
states when it says yes and when it says no.
indeed by its sheer existence ....lb

'Inc characters and values of foreign
regimes, as noted, vary widely. Some foreign
countries have pursued policies that one or
more subgroups ot Americans have found
distasteful on religious, psychological,
economic, social, theoretical, or other
grounds America has supported some regimes
land declined to support others) that
condoned a host of practices considered
controversial 01 repugnant, including capital
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punishment, euthanasia, ancestor worship, the
killing of bulls, the smiting of seals.
castration, sterilization, 'polygamy, drug
usage, child betrothal, wholesale race or class
discrimination, and many other practices that
some Americans disapprove of. It is important
to realize that among the Americans who
disapprove are often included American
decisionmakers themselves, who had to
choose workable policies, and American
representatives, who had to negotiate them.

In passing. it may be worth noting, for the
benefit of Americans who are quick to
denounce any practice of others that they
find distastefill, that despite American
amenities here exist also a number of
widespread practices tolerated in America but
repugnant to certain foreign societies, such as
hedonism and blatant exploitation of sex;
contempt for authority; preeminence in
incidence of vandalism, homicide, and other
crimes against the person; widespread
personal possession of guns; self-glorification;
appalling waste, in a so:Hid of shrinking
resources; commercialization; and
irresponsibility of sectors of the media. Would
it be conceded by any Americans that foreign
disapproval of such characteristics would
justify denunciation or attempts by foreigners
to intervene in American internal affairs or to
exclude the United States from some facet of
international relations?

We have difficulty, indeed, in
understanding ourselves, in predicting
the outcome of complex factors which

partly assist but partly obstruct desired
outcomes, in predicting our own future, in
achieving optimum mixes of policy that
satisfy the many strands and interest groups
in America. It is difficult to identify what is
best for ourselves. How much more difficult it
is to select what is best for other societies'i'

Who are we to insist that we know better
than they do what is best for them, how they
ought to perceive external pressures, where
their interests lie, what pace of change they
should adopt, and how best to oraanize their
political and economic affairs? How would we
know what trade-offs between personal
sacrifice and national progress they should

prefer? Democracy may not be-indeed,
apparently is not-suitable for elementary
stages of social organization. Perhaps
democracy is acceptable as a universal goal:
but until different societies reach their
respective "critical mass" stases of
development, democratic practices may be
not only premature but counterproductive.

Ultimately, MP primary criterion must be
the same one later discussed in relation to
recognition of new regi.nes: effectiveness.
Regardless of political cast or the state of
internal social justice, does or does not the
regime in question have effective capability to
govern?

In judging on the basis of its internal
practices the desirability of supporting a
foreign regime, the United States may be
faced with a difficult choice in ambivalent
circumstances. The real choice, as so
frequently occurs in human affairs, may not
lie between a good course and an evil course;
that choice poses no insuperable problem.
The great dilemmas involve choice among
several courses, each of which, dependent
upon the perspectives and perceptions of
observers, involves different kinds and degrees
of "evil "

It has been essential to distinguish between
external affairs and internal affairs.

Thus, in international affairs, the principle
has long been accepted that, while the
external affairs of a nation involve other
nations, the internal affairs of a nation are no
other nation's concern. President Kennedy
underlined both points in the last paragraph
of his letter answering Chairman Khrushchev's
protest against our Cuban crisis intervention:

1 believe, Mr Chairman. that you should
recogMee that free people in all parts of the
world do not accept the claim of historical
inevitability for Communist revolution.
what your government believes is its
business: what It does in the .rodd is the
world's business! 8

Rooted in this and related causes, there bas
existed, historicaII . powerful barrier to
American intervention in the internal affairs
of other nations the provision of

5 v
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international law prohibiting such
interference or intervention. This provision
has not deterred Communist orga-izers and
activists, frequently posing (and occasionally
acting) as genuine homegrown revolutionaries
against repressive local elites. Most local
masses have not understood in time that,
when they follow Communist cadres, they
merely exchange one set of repressive masters
for another

America, supporting the concept of rule of
law, has generally respected this provision of
international law. This is not to say that the
Unned States has not intervened; for it has
done so, particularly in Latin America, M
three kinds of situations.

To restore order, when chaos threatened
or arrived in the Western Hemisphere.

To forestall Eumpean intervention or
colonulization, when a power vacuum
involved sorne other nation in the Western
Hemisphere (thus, rather than exploiting the
endangered nation's vulnerability, American
policy preserved the nation's sovereignty).

When invited to intervene by the
concerned nation itselt

Almost invariably, and r. ,stly sooner
rather than later. American irtervention was
terminated when order ys.i. restored and as
viable adinuwaration pthered momentum. Of
course, American interests were usually
involved, though of tiso kinds. One kind
comprised direct American interests, such
actirms tended to be understood if not
applauded. by pragmatic regimes of a striNs.
Ihe other kind compnsed certain interests
and responsibilities of the United States, as a
superpower. for some ;,egree of world order.

0
ne feels that any discussion of
interaction,. or ol uppropping. is

incomplete these days without at least
mentionmg the proliterating means and
methods. brought about hs technological and
social l: have, for projecting influence trom
people to people. overpassing governments,
and rendering more ,omplex and difficult
adherence to the nonniterterence principle

A number ot signit R-ant :lunges are in
progress or in the of I if4:. appvaring to presage
weakening ot distinctions between domestic

and foreign policy. To cite one illustration,
Senator Henry Jackson and others have
applied pressures with some success on
American-Soviet negotiations, apparently
benefiting the efforts of Jews to be released
from the USSR in order to emigate to Israel.
In another example, the US Senat., on
February 18, 1976, voted 60-30 to pass the
International Security Assistance and Arms
Export Control Act of 1976; one provision of
the Act would terminate transfers of
American-made weapons to nations "judged
to have violated the human rights of their
citizens."' 9

One is entitled to some unease about this
provision. In instances of flagant cruelty, of
well-documented internal repression of such
extreme degree as to "stink to high heaven," a
foreign nation may well decline to do business
with a particular regime involved (and thus
intervene via inaction). But extreme
conditions tend to simplify policymaking;
most problems fall within ettremes, along
spectra exhibiting many intersections of many
complex factors. Which human rights will be
involved? What degree of violation is intended
to result in prohibition? If we could be sure
of two thingsthe reliability of our data, and
the participation of Solomon in judging net
truth and virtue in each instance-. we might
come closer to justifying such "negative
intervention," even in violation of
international law.

In any event, the former uncertain state of
separation of internal and external aspects of
issues is being further eroded, by many forces,
including such changes as these:

Instant worldwide communications via
satellites, TV, and radio.

Immediate means of international give
and take constantly available at standing and
ad h oc international conferences,
organizations, and other agencies.

A great variety of economic interventions
and proppings-up are becoming available and
more effective, such as interactions on oil
allocations, and oil prices.

'1'he government of one nation can today,
in many instances, even appeal over the head
of government to the people of another
nation. One notes, for example, full-page
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advertisements in The New York Times and
The Washington Post of September 24,1974,
headed "The President of Venezuela
Responds to the President of the United
States." The issue was oil policy. Had the
Venezuelan President's real purpose been
merely to address the American President, he
certainly did not need to buy a page of 1 he
New York Times to do so.

It is now feasible for private groups to
intervene in other nations, in contradiction to
official national policy. Criminals and
terrorists have demonstrated that they can
intervene and even intimidate some societies
and governments into acceding to their
perverse wishes. For another examPle, Prime
Minister Harold Wilson of the United
Kingdom denounced in December 1975
"misguided Irish-American supporters of the
Irish Republican Army";20 and the Prime
Minister of Ireland, in addressing a joint
session of Congress in mid-March of 1976,
asked that the US (,overnment put a stop to
this form of intervention in Irish affairs.

BASIC US INTERESTS

Careful definition becomes imperative in
modern times when a charge is leveled, for
example, that "the United States is propping
up dictators." What US interests are involved,
and wha t means of up-propping are
employed?

The primary interest of the United States is
exactly the same as every other nation's; it is
precisely what Dean Acheson said it was when
he was asked. "To survive," he responded,
"and, if possible, to prosper."

One may argue -gingerly, for analogies can
be tricky-that the hierarchy of interests of a
nation can to some extent be perceived to
resemble the universal hierarchy of personal
interests that Abraham Maslow postulated for
individuals. Maslow's five-step hierarchy of
interests and motivations agrees with age-old
priorities in establishing that self-preservation
is the first law of nature. Maslow's basic step
has first phority among 411 steps the most
fundamental interest a man is survival and
the means to survival: life, food, warmth,
shelter, healing iTo the contrary. moral codes

do not give high place to self-interest, but in
the practical arenas of living, self-preservation
comes first.) As Adam Smith wrote in The
Wealth of Nations I 776)

It is not from the benevolence of the
butc.ier, the brewer or the baker that we
expect our dinner 'nit from their resard to
their self-intereri We address ourselves not
to their humanity, but to their
self-love .21

In Maslow's terms (endorsed here to the
extent that they appear to reflect real life)
other considerations and aspects of
self-interest come later: security, esteem,
prestige, self-actualization. While no analogy
is ever completely parallel, one may
reasonably draw one obvious analogy between
the identical first priorities of individuals and
nation-societies: to exist, to survive, to
endure. Thus, thc security of the nation is the
first and foremost of each and every nation's
interests. Moral considerations take second
place.

William Bundy recently identified three
objectives of American foreign policy: the
physical security of the United States; the
maintenance of an international environment
in which the United States can survive and
prosper; and, somewhat unique to the United
States, thc exertion of American temporizing
influence, by word, example, or action, upon
the more repressive governments in the
world.33

Accordingly, can there be any quarrel with
consensus that, similar to the primary goal of
every other nation on earth, the
overwhelming objective of, for example,
American aid (economic, military, or other)
to foreign countries is to preserve American
n a t ional security and prosperity? This
primary objective does not preclude
incorporation of other objectives among our
"package of objectives" influencing our
support of any particular nation or group of
nations (e.g., NATO). It does not preclude
generosity, humanitarianism, or
encouragement to democracy and social
justice in appropriate circumstances. The
United States has frequently incorporated
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ouch values in its agreements But there
should be no confusion about the pnmary
objective. As one writer points out

... there are thow who believe that, in the
reality of the power struggle between the
United States and its two principal tivals,
the U.S.S.R. and China, respect for
Internatkmal law, self-determination. and
the like must come iecond Such principles
will, in Dean Acheson' t plisse , serve as
'ethical restraint but will yield to higher
necessities '2)

Needless to say, the outcomes of these
dilemmas are not often crystal clear in
advance, and favorable outcomes cannot

be guaranteed. No one can read the future,
Some tvcipient countries are not sure what
they themselves will do. We make mistakes, as
do our adversaries. We win some, and we lose
a few.

MIT political scientist Lincoln Bloomfield
has expostulated:

The question for the United States is

whether it is to he permanently cast 3% the
enemy of all new movements, tendencies.
and historical forces . . Nothme in the
US Constitution says we have to be allies of
small-rime dictatorships. one-party polwe
states, and unpopular oligar;:hies, wil wr
are in 3 war in which our very existence is
at stake ..

On the other hand, the Constitution does
not stand mute about the defense and
security of the United States. It contains no
requirement to refrain from cooperation or
alliance, if need be with any state in a

position to protect or further American
ink rests, whether or not that state is a

democracy or a tyranny, , benign or cruel,
or reactionary, moral or immoral or

amoral
A II public officials. elected and

appointed the President. members of
Uontexess, cabinet ministers civilian and
military officials, and nuns others -,)rnind
themselves, by taking a public oath, to detend
the Constitution against both external and
internal enemies

r; 1

Neither the President nor anyone else,
elected or appointed, is committed by his
oath of office to spread democracy around
the world, or to be generous or stingy with
America's wealth, or to educate or criticize
foreigners about their faults or virtues, or to
choose morality (whose morality?) above all
other considerations, or to favor foreign
nations according iu the preferences of
powerful pressure groups in America, or to
support the Right or the Left anywhere in the
world, or to see to it that foreign regimes
treat their people the way even most
Americans think they should. The sole
overriding commitment of public ofiiials is
to the security of this nation, "to defend the
( onstitution against all enemies, foreign and
domestic"a clear and stark priority.

Emphasis on the criterion of selfinterest
does not connote that the United States
believes it has any right to ride roughshod
over the interests of any other nation, or that
America imagines that it can afford to engage
in relations with other states, big or small,
without morality, equity. or compassion.

THE AMERICAN STYLE
OF INTERACTION

American policy toward ny one nation is
never conceived in a germfree laboratory or in
a vacuum. Any one major American policy
must em.rge from some resolution among a
host of conflicting forces and interests.
including critical American interests:
peripheral interests, perceived and stated
interests of the regime and the people ot the
other nation involved, interests of allies and
clients of the United States and the other
nations; interests of other third parties; the
interests of world (and possibly regional)
order: long-range factors as differentiated
from short-range; "the opinion of mankind"
in its various manifestations; morality as

differently perceived; pressures by interested
private groups within the United States;
alterra, P.' means and methods available,
feasible, and preferable; and others.

Two circumstances of interaction are
particularly significant the recognition of
new governments, and interactions with Third
World commies It seems to me likely that. in
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many respects, relations with Third World
countnes will become the prototypes of
Mations with most or all foreign countries.

In 1949, Secretary of State Dean Acheson
enunciated set of pnociples which expressed
America's overall commitment to "Waging
Peace in the Americas I hat cluster
expressed as well as any other the basis
principles characterizing US foreign policy

Our essential faith ui the worm of the

the prewrsatioi. of our was, of life
without trying to impose it On others

the observance by all gswernments ot
ethical standards bawd on Kish, e arid
respect lot heels accepted international
obligations,

proteetion of the legitimate m,etens
of out people and gosemment, together
with respest tot the legitunate interests ol
all other peoples and governments,

the juridical equAlts ot all the
Ametisan Repuhlks,

nonintervention in the internal or

external :111.111% 01 an) Amencjn Rerihk
the stimulation of private effort as the

most important faitot itt polok
economic. and so,131 p UT pow

needom ol information and the
development of tier exchanges in all fields.

the perfection will rho .01,.,
A mem: itt ounti cv, ot regional an,1
universal arrangements tot 11131111,11n tug

inteinallen.ed peace and,
the promotion oi the esorionos, sos.-111.

and pohtm ti weltare f the pe,,ple 01 the
Arnett...in Kepuhl,

In reference to the recognition of hew
governments. America has hcco, in general,
sympathetic towards genuine revolimonars

Movements that appeared to hs actintr in their
people's interests (hot not Alth er.att
revolutions instig,tled I, s strhscrsisc
movement s dui', tell hv revolutionaries
trained in other 4.....l01111cy 111 I1lt:11 1111C1C \IN 1

Henry Munson %Ink' c.k, Rims JO St ' e,
insisted to the t oW1,11o1 f orcien Relation. ril
1031 that sins C 111C \ 111C1 h. 30 R..solollOn tr 1/4,

pohcs 011 11',..0?2.1011'11 ol ne,A ,..,5,101,1,10.

had always emphasized the de facto element
(meaning recognition of a regime's effective
control of the country, acquiescence by the
people, and willinpess to discharge
international obhgationsi, with the de lure
factor held in abeyance." Dean Acheson, on
the same 1931 occasion referred to above,
explained traditional American policy:

...Our policy with respect to recognizing
new governments in the hemisphere is not
inconsistent with our encouragement of
democracy. We maintain diplomatic
relations with othei countries prtmardy
because we are all on the sante planet and
must do business with each other. We do
not establish an embass) or legation in a
foreign country to show approval of its
government. We do so to have a channel
through which to conduct eisential
government relations and to protect
legitimate United States interests.

.. if and when we do recognize a
goveinment under these circumstances. our
act of recognition need not be taken to
imply approsal of it or its policies. It is
recognition of a set ot facts, nothine more.
We may have the gravest reservations as to
the manner in which it has come into
pt wer. We may deplore its attitude towaid
civil liberties ....27

Professor John Gange wrote in 1959.

f he United States has often held the fact
of free elections to he 3 critical test of the
freely given support of any people to the
government .... In the immediate postwar
months in 1945, Ilk t tithed States
government made frequt -derences to
this matter of free elections in ifs
constderation ot extendine recognition to
some of the new governments cif Eastern
Europe

As evenly proyressed and the
Communists firmly fastened their control
over the goV er nment s itt I'351ern Ellf011C
(ex,..ep I Finland) the t:nited States
reluctantly gave up its Insistence on free
des tions and recognued most ot these nev
go5etnments 1 he inevitahilos if
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rgnition because of the need for
offIcial intercourse was thus dlustiared
again, as it had been many limes before ui
our history and undoubwdly will be

again 28

Something of the same inevitabiht
emerged to move the United States toward
recognition of the USSR in 1033 and
recognition of the People's Republic of Cloud
in 1 071

There are three nations that regard
iheinselses as motherlands of revolut ton
the United States, France, and Russia

Each expends much rhetoric on the point,
and each has much to support its claim, hut
no elaim exceeds Armrica's in validity . We
might profitably cite here a number of
eleiracteristie elements of the American style
in dealing with, supporting. propping up,
opposing, or assisting all foreign countries
over generations

I he A m er lea n i dea resolutionary
successful, open has provided a beacon to
mankind for 200 years, millions of people
have abandoned almost all other lands to
participate in the American dream in is a

matter of chapoi that so many young
Americans, rejecting history. appear not to
know what an unmatdied beacon America
has represented to much of the feo of the
world over time).

Amer ican sy mpathies have usually
focused on the underdog, the downtrodden,
the disadvantaged (yet we have also learned
via considerable painful experience of the
questionafle effects of helping people who
appear unwilling to help themselsesi

Ameriea has eonsistently pressed for
self-deteemmation of peonies every where,
during and after Norld War II, the United
States, despite the variable resentment and
obloquy ot some of its friends. rressed tor the
end of the colonial age and for the Ireedom of
colomalued peoples

As noted. America bds frequently been
tinning the rust to extend recognintm to
genuine IToluttonar ieones

Whenever and wherever disasters ha%c
struck other pecrles. illorka has rushed to

provide practical help in the form of funds,
transport, food, supplies, and medical services
to afflicted peoples. from Russia to India to
Turkey to the Congo (rarely have reciprocal
efforts fror. foreign nations been contributed
on behalf of disadvantaged Americans).

The United Mates has solidly and
consistently supported efforts to articulate
universal human rights and to eneourage not
only words but also deeds in making such
rights meaningful

The United States nas undertaken no
measures t owards other nations that
encouraged or aided in the repression of their
peoples -no reparations after wars, no
degradation of enemy peoples: no or
cymbolic chains. To deseribe US performance
as "imperialistic- requites distortioa and
falsehood. Rather than damage others, the
United States has poured much of its
resources into foreign peoples, even into
reconstruction of enemy peoples. 1he
Marshall Plan, which Churchill called "the
most unsordid act in history," was taffered
even to Communist nations tot their
participation (and refused by them); but the
unique unselfishness of the Marshall Plan was
matched in America's Baruch Plan the offer,
while America enjoyed a monopoly of nuclear
power, to yield control of nuclear weapons to
an international agency (another offer
declined by the Soviets). Nor were such offers
solitary, to them can he added others, such as
Eisenhower's "Open Skies" proposal. and
Nixon's suggestion that all coastal nations
waive economic Interests derivable from the
oceans and ocean beds in favor of
underdeveloped nations.

Can any honest and irformed evaluator
summarile American relations with foreign
nations by asserting that the United States
traditionally "supports dilatorships
anywhere and every where"'

In sum. the American style of approach to
other nations large, small. rich, or poor has
carried a heavy content 01 inoVeLti' e
humanitarianism, and magnaninnty. It has
been charaetenied h, aspects that are the
antitheses 01 encotiragement of dictators. No
ot her nation, ot a ny persuasion, has
con t riltu ted mote construct 1% . more
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c ooperatively, more effectively, to the
OConortliC and political betterment of foreign
pfoples, or to their progress toward social
justice, than the United State.. As
then-Ambassador Moynihan challenged the
critics recently in the United Nations: "Find
its equal!"

Unfortunately, America's image as the real
inspiration for genuine revoluti, n toward
the achievement of social justice has

become clouded, tarnished partly by events
beyond its control, partly by its own actions.

When the United states assumed from the
French the burden of the war in Indochina,
even though for radically different objectives
than the French pursued, the United Stems
involuntarily but inevitably took on, in the
eyes of many Asians, something of the mantle
of a colonialist power trying to prevent the
self-determination of Asian peoples. Such
perceptions were untrue and unfair, but to
many peoples, particularly unsophisticated
people, the role seemed fairly clear.

The American crusade behind
"counterinsurgency" was similar:), misleading.
We meant to "counter" ('omrnuniNt (i.e..
really unperialistic) insurgency, not genuine
revolutionary movements; hut that
qualification never became as clear as the
"countering- part. The Communists
trumpeted "national khcrarriai", our slogan
trumpeted the "countering- of insurgencies.
It did not take long for both contrived and
natural image-shaping forces to cast America
in the role of the world's great
c ounterre volutionary power. Again, this
perception was false and distorted; but since
when has human perception limited itself to
reality, to fairness' And we had ourselves
contributed to being misunderstood.

Various aspeds of other American policies
contributed to strengthening rand others to
weakening) the misleading image of America
as a status quo power Manfred Halpern otters
a thoughtful recommendation

In the re1111) of intervention. as one
insight I ut memher of the Department of
State has polluted out, these new ttileN of
the game demand tar none skill and

prudence than the old. For example, for a
peat power patently to extend support to
any local faction, whether in the
government oe the opposition, may in this
highly nationalis. environment turn out to
be a Kin of Death. In a world in which the
Soviet bloc has become an alternate source
of support and supplies we may not always
be able to afford to let a country which
refuses to abide by the conditions of our
aid suffer the consequences But the more
moral and more useful course of action has
also become cleare- it is no longer enough
to pick a strongman and intervene on his
behalf The politics of social change
demand intervention in behalf of programs
relevant to societies already in rapid
transformation.29

The argument does appear persuasive, in
these times of political and social awakening,
that the United States cannot let itself be
cast, in the eyes of downtrodden peoples, as
the means by which an oppressive regime
appears able to continue repression.

Sometimes, applicable policies must be
delicately spun, with great tact and sensitivity
yet with certain kinds of firmness. Professor
Edwin 0. Reischauer, former American
ambassador to Japan, wrote in 1967: "We
should not sponsor political, social, or
ewliornic change in Asian countries, though
we should be responsive to requests...."
(italics added.) Reischauer points out that
there is too much risk when we take the
initiative or when our influence is so
preponderant that we appear to assume
responsibility for a regime or its practices:30

Among proliferating and intensifying
challenges to America in the future, the
followin,r appears to be one of the most
critical: how to see that the image of the
United States disseminated around the world
is reasonably accurate, reasonably consonant
with the real ethos of American approach to
foreign peoples, nreferring equity and
cooperation, tilted toward the side of
generosity and humanitarianism not the
image of a guilt-ridden "do-gooder," but of a
tna gnat lc power t ha t emphasizes, in a
civilized way and among a number of



important objectives, Its own sellinterests.
American interests can be assumed to fart
better in relations with other nations that are
friendly and cooperative, and if possible,
strong.

FIRST THINGS FIRST

Hoot)! lay and multiple accommodation,
while never losing appreciation for "first
things first," seems to me amply illustrated by
Abraham Lincoln's sortmg out of priorities,
even in reference to such an important issue
as slavery. Ervidently, Lincoln abhorred
slavery but not, at that time, at the expense
of preservation of the Union. It was in I tiri.2
that Lincoln wrote to Horace Greeley

It I .ould save the Union wnhout (teeing
any slave. I would do it. and it I could S:he
it by treeing all the slaves. I would do ii .

and I ould do it by treeing some and
leasing others ahme, I would also do that

II h Olden( from the arguments used by.
such spokesmen as were 4.1ted at the outset
of this paper that a school of opinion exists

which holds that the l nited States should
enter into joint agreements only with foreign
nations vs hii:li -think like v.e do I h,:ye no
desire to misrepresent or overstate the case .

but wino mr,i,.., do w*.,b to re!,.trict America's
eschange arrangements to democratic regimes
like ours. Otheis do not insist that the regimes
we do business with be democratic only that
they not be repressive Others emphasare
some desired orthodoxy in J single aspeLt,
st.ch as economic or racial or religious
eonilitions Such proponents hold that the
overriding entenon as to whether or not the
United States should deal with the foreign
regime should be the nature ot the regime
Sortie %Mild Ilt4 e,,CI1 -res oeni in ,. er tam
regimes ot which they disapprovc

Among others, Harold I dsssr.:1 and l),Intel
I met have 5ited Ow need tc .Ork,t this
-radio!. talla, s OW .1,t1InCs -III rvillik:s as
III JII iTC.111C mt.. that HI: ,,l,i,,, 1 I on(' .,
.1 ( t int ion Is Me,,,,,,if il\ 11,,,, th ,0,10.7, ,,I

1,111\ JII'. holt hi roliti,,ii 5,ii.n.c..1. in .111
s, ten, n, the , t...,. is ii.n.tik Ilic
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reverse ...."31 We shall doubtless continue
to find it prudent, in our own interest, in
appropriate ez: .umstances, to prop up or
otherwise enter into mutually beneficial
arrangements, whether or not the regimes in
question are dictatots or democrats. As
former Secretaries Stimson and Acheson
made clear, recognition and the making of
suitable arrangements do not necessarily
convey approval. One recalls the' comment of
Winston Churchill in the House of Lords,
March 7, I 9S0

One has to recognize a lot of thinp and
people in ihis world of sin and woe that
one does not like. The reason for having
diplomatic relations is not to confer a
compliment but to recure a convenience.3 2

Or even more simply, as William Miller has
expressed it, we may or may not like them;
but we deal with them "not because we like
them, but because they are there."3 3

Two criteria remain paramount: Will the
proposed commitment be likely to benefit or
to injure American interests? Will the
proposed commitment be likely to enhance or
to disturb world stability?

However, the immediate contexts in which
criteria and principles manifest themselves are
steadily chanithig. None are immune, though
paces of change vary from glacial to frantic.
Even internationally, the imperatives in favor
of the rule of law promise continuing support
at some substantial level for the principle of
noninterference by one people in the affairs
of another.

On the other hand, it will not serve
American interests to exhibit abiding zeal in
measuring out support to the world's worst
regimes. Most indicators point to the probable
lowering of impediinents to social progress.
Perhaps, in a number of instances, one of the
intera ct ions most likely to slow down
desirable gams will be the injection of moral
outrage volleyed and thundered gattlitously
by foreigners without responsibility for the
subsoluent mir..k..ess or failure of their
csh,o tations.

prinuples and criteria appear
snimhle in the future, we will need.,is alway
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less heat and more tight more careful,
informed assessment, not of quirks, whims,
biases, or sentimental impressions, but of hard
data, as nearly impeccabk as we can obtain.

To assert that the United States "props up
dictators" --in tending by the assertion to place
a slur upon the United States as deliberateb
choosing to be indifferent to injustice or
insensitive to oppression or enthusiastic about
human misery -is not only false and absurd; it
is perverse.

In sum, wherever America supports some
dictator, it is never ?Wattle he is a dictator.
A ni e r i ca ako opposes other dicta t ors.
America also supports some democrats and
in-betweens and rejects others. Whatever our
policy turns out to be toward one countrs or
another, the bedrock principle invelv,i is the
same in every case American inter :st.
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HUMAN RIOI1114 ABROADREALITY OR ILLUSION FOR U.S. POLICY?*

President Jimmy Carter has proclaimed human rights "a funda-
mental tenet of our foreign policy." Abroad, this new emphasis pleases
sow leaders, worries others and offends still othersnotably in the
Kremlin. At home, it. is welcomed as reflecting this nation's heritage
of freedom and our desire that Amerioa should regain its position as
a moral force in the world. But can we harmonize these noble principles
with our other foreign policy goals? Can we advance indivilual free-
dom abroad without endangering peace and orderly progress? What
means should we use, and how soon can we expect results?

"Our commitment to human rights must be absolute . . Because we
are free we can ne rer be indifferent to the fate of freedom elswhere.
Our moral se n4te d ktates a clearcut preference for those societies which
share with us an abiding respect for individual human rights. We do
not meek to intimida t e, but it £5 clear that a world whieh others can
dmiamtte with impunit -would be inhoseitable to dereiruw and a threat
to the ot,eil-being of all people. rom President Carter's Inau-
gural Address. January 20, 1977.

Dnring his tirst months in office, President Carter made it clear, by
word and deed, that, he ranked human rights high on his list of foreign
policy priorities. Only 16 days after his inauguration the President
wrote the Soviet physlcist awl leading dissident, Andrei D. Sakharov,
a personal letter which the U.S. Embassy in Moscow hand-delivered.The Soviets protested I7.5. meddling in their domestic affairs. On
March 1 the President and Vice President received the exiled Soviethuman rights activistVladimir Bukovskyat the White House.Again the Soviets were outraged : they considered Bukovsky a
"criin inal."

The Carter Administration sought to reussure Moscow that it wasnot our intention to be -strident or polemical." "We will not comment
On eadi and every ksue, hut we win from time to time comment when
we see a threat to human rights, when we believe it constructive to do
so." We were not picking on the Soviet Union, we added. The U.S. un-derscored the voila by suspending security assistance to three non-( 'ominumst human rights violatorsArgentina, Uruguay andEthiopia.

Despite our reassuranees, U.S.-Soviet relations in the following
months cooled perceptibly. At the end of March 1977 the Soviet Union
rejected two U.S. Proposals for concluding an arms pact. That ap-peared to kill any prospects of a strategic arms limitation agreement in
1977. It also gave rise to sonic second thoughts about the priority given
to human rights.

Reerinted hy permission from Great Decisions '18 published by Foreign Polley Assoeia.lion, New York. 1978. p, 4-18.
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UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Domestically. opinion polls indicate, the President's efforts to regainthe country's moral leadership have struck a responsive chord. Speak-ing out as a nation on behalf of human rights tJecause it is monallyright appears to have dispelled some of the cynicism and disillusion
that were kgacies of Watergate and Vietnam. Morality aside, is theU.S. human rights posture sound foreign policy? Will our commit-ment. to hunuin rights enhance our stature as a world power or dam-
age other vital goals? Can we be outspoken in condemning human
rights violations in the Soviet Union but not in China, in Argentina
but not in Iran, in Ethiopia but not in Zaire, without appearing hyp-ocritical ? If the U.S. is not evenhandc,1 and consistent in upholdinghuman rights, does it risk creating a back lash at home and abroad?
As the Carter Administration quickly discovered, only one thing is cer-ta in : human rights is a complex and controversial issue.

In t he future how much weight, if any should the U.S. give to human
rights in formulating foreign policy ? Ahould we apply a single stand-ard to all--to the developing nations and older industrialized coun-tries? to Communist and non-Communist countries? to allies, neutralsand potential adversaries?

low can the most effectively promote respect for human rightsin the world? l4 example ? By 'discreet diplomatic protests whenrights are trampled upon? By publicly denouncing violations? Bypunishing violators, cutting off economic aid, military support andtrade concessions? Do we have a right to impose our standards onothers, to act as a moral policeman to the world? Do you have an obli-gation to do so? Are we wise to do so where military allowances mayconflict with human rights aims? Are there any universally acceptedfundamentally shared standards of It111111111 rights and fundamental
freedoms?

FROM CAVE TO I N TER N ATION A L COVENANT

Freedom is the absence of force and the ability to do what onewishes- to eat and to work, to vote and to worship, to travel and tospeak one's mind, to receive a fAir and speedy trial. Freedom, writes
Herbert .r. Muller. author of The VV.'? of the PaAtI is "the condition ofbeing able to choose and to earry out purposes."

The history of freedom begins with man's using his distinctive pow-ers of the mind to meddle with the natural.environment. By construct-ing irrigation and drainage systems, building cities, inventing writingand increasing his power over the environment, he also gained moreeffect i ve freedom.
The first recorded use of a wonl meaning freedom goes back to the24tb century B.C., when the Sumerian king Urukagina of Lagash, thefirst known social reformer. put. a stop to the abuse of his citizen-sub-

jects by running the tax collectors out of town and curbing the excessesof the high priest.
Urukagina was well ahead of his time. Centuries passed before all-powerful rulers gave more than fleeting attention to their subjects'welfare. And then it was in the Westin the. Greek city-states and inRomethat the concept of civil and political rights of the individual

took root. The legacy of ancient Athens was democracyalbeit a

42-137 0 - 30 6,u 0
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Hungary. The latter contained several nationalities, and rather thanset up each nat ionality as independent, the League of Nations Cove-
nant extended its protection to some 30 million national and linguistic
minorities within the multinational states of Central anti Eastern Eu-
rope. Meanwhile, far from European shores, the covenant also startedanother wave of self-determination by parceling out Germany s for-
mer colonies as "mandates- to the several Allied powersand obligat-
ing the mandatories to re4pect the rights of the peoples under theirtutelage.

With that one exception, the covenant contained no reference to hu-
man rights. Individual civil and political rights, not to mention
economic and social rights, were not considered an appropriate concern
of an internatiomil, body: they were strictly the responsibility of
governments.

It took a second world war to convince the international community
that violations of individua: human rights were a threat to the peace
and that protection of those rights was a collective responsibility. The
barbarous tyranny of Nazism and the extermination of 6 million
Iews, and unnumbered people of other allegedly "inferior races"
demonst rated that deprivations of human rights go hand in hand with
aggression.

At the same time, a further step was taken: the concept of human
rights was extended to include not only civil and political rights but
also WOW/1mile rights. In listing their peace aims in the Atlantic Charter
of August l941, President, Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Win-
ston Churchill ea Iled for international collaboration to secure"for all,
improved labor standards, economic advancement and soeial secu-rity . well as the right of people to choose their own forms of
government.

On the eve of victory in 194:), ;)0 nations with diverse political.and
eeonomie systems met as United Nations founders in San Francisco.
In ratifying the UN Charter, the members affirmed their faith in the
dignity anti worth of the individual and undertook an unprecedentedly
broad obligation to promote universal respect for and observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms. Each nation pledged itself to
work separately and in cooperation with the UN to implement as
obl igat ion.

'I'he Charter does not define human rights. 'Nat task was left to fu-
ture con ferences. On Deceniber 10, 1948, the UN General Assembly
adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights without a dis-
senting vote. alit' Soviet bloc, Saudi Arabia and South Africa ab-
sta Met!. The declaration in titne has t:onie to be more than amere

mstateent of basic principles. In the ilegislative work of the UN t has
beeome it s:amlardltf reference to whICII every new text in human rights
must eon form. For new governments, it has served as a model for their
must itut ions. And, according to sonic experts, the declaration is now
part of the customary law of nations and therefore binding on all
states, whether they voted for it, or not.

Not all lawyers agree on the last point. But there are international
human rights t rent ies called conventions or covenantsincorporating
direct re feretwes to the declaration that ar, binding on their signa-
tories, in law if not in actual practice. Principal among them are the
two covenants which were conceived as the first international bill of
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human rights: the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, with its Optimal Protocol (nations which sign the protocol
accept the right of petition by individuals as well as by governments)
and the International Covenant on EconomicE. Social and Cultural
Rights. The covemints were adopted by the General Assembly in 1966
and entered into force in 1976. The President signed them in October,
but they have not been ratified. The Soviet Union is among the more
than 40 signatories.

Two regional organizations have made significant contributions to-
ward international observance of lounan rights. One is the Organiza-
tion of American States (OAS), which adopted the American Declara-
tion of the Rights and I >iit ies of Man in Bogota, Colombia, nine months
before the UN apprmud the Universal Declaration. The other is the
Council of Europe, a pioneer in developing machinery for the collective
enforcement of human rights. Under the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, adopted in
1950, an individual, group of individuals or nation whose rights have
been violated can tile a complaint with the European Commission of
Human Rights. If a settlement isn't reached, the aggrieved party has
recourse to tlw Eumpeall Court of Ilmnan Rights or the Council of
Europe's Committee of Ministers. All 19 Western European members
of the council have ratified the convention. Indeed, respect for human
rights is a condition for membershipand the condition is maintained.
Portugal was not admitted until 1976, after democracy was established,
and Spain is not yet a member.

The European commission served as 11.1del for the OAS Inter-
American Commission on Hinnan Rights, created in 1960. Its members
are usually distinguished jurists of independent stature. The commis-
sion, whic)i acts as a monitor of human rights in the Americas, has in-
vestigated violations in Cuba, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Haiti and dse-
where. In the last few years its effectiveness has been hurt by the refusal
of some countries to permit on-the-spot investigations and pressures to
curtail its activities.

HELSINKI

A new chapter in the unfolding history of human rights was started
in Helsinki, Finland, on August 1, 1975 when the U.S., Canada, the
Soviet Union and 3.2 nations of Western and Eastern Europe signed
the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope. In Achange for accepting as permanent the post-World War II
map of Enrope----Moscow's basie aim in originating the conference
the 'Western conferees obtained inelusion of a section known informally
as Basket 3. The section calls for the freer movement of people, ideas
and information bet ween East and West. The act is a political state-
ment of intent not a treaty or legally binding agreementbut its
modest undertakings on human rights have already had a powerful
psychological inthience in all the signatory countries.

It was left for a follow-up conference in 1977 to measure the extent
of eacli count ry's implementation of the Helsinki act's provisions. The
U.S., in a mid-1977 report to tlw follow-tip conference, charged that the
Soviet I 'nion and its allies -have advanced arguments and interpreta-
timis which seek to Hunt the purpose of Basket 3 through token and
selective implementation of its provisions." The August 1977 report of
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a joint congressional commission was even more critical. It declared
that the Soviet Union had "shown systematic disregard for civil and
political rights." A follow-uti meeting convened in October in Bel-
grade, Yugoslavia and was still meeting behind closed doors as Great
Decisions went to prem. Like the act itself, resolutions adopted by the
meeting will not be binding. But bindingor not, Helsinki and Belgrade
have focused attention on what the Kremlin insists are domestic mat-
tersthe widespread violations of human rights in its own country and
in Eastern Europe.

FREMOM UNDER FIRE : A Woman TOUR

International concern for human rights has come a long way in a
short time. Thirty-odd years ago there were no inteniationally agreed
standards of human rights or government behavior with respect to
those rights; no international forum for discussing the subject ; no pro-
cedures for in vestigat ing complaints; no continuing studies of particu-
lar rights and their violation. Today all those things existyet human
rights a Ivocates believe ,most of the hard partimplementationlies
ahead. !Ian,y would agree with Ambassador William W. Scranton, who
told the UN in 1976, "Today the only universality thatone can honestly
associate with the Universal Deelaration of Human Rights is universal
lip service."

Few nations measure up to the declaration's "common standard of
achievement." Moreover, there are basic disagreementsover the rela-
tive importance of the rights of the individual vs. the right of society;
over economic and social rights vs. civil and political rights. In the
West, the individual conies first and the state helps assure the liberty
that, is his birthright. In Connni nist and other one-party states, the
individual is subordinate to the state and is permitted only such rights
as the state sees tit to grant.

Many developing countries' leaders insist that for them political
rights are frills. What use. they ask, is freis_clom of speech to a starving
man? Civil libertarians turn the question around : How can the starv-
ing man hope to improve his lot unless he can change the government
that permits him to continue starving?

Measii red by the standards of the universal declaration and the inter-
national eonvenants, how far has the world advanced in securing in-
dividual liberty ? Ilow nniny countries recognize, let alone achieve in
practice. an irre(lucible minimum of fundamental freedoms

Freedom from governmental violation of the integrity of the
person ( that is, torture ; erne ; inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment ; arbitrary arrest or imprisonment ; denial of fair
public trial) ?

The right to such vital necessities as food, shelter, health care
and educat ion ?

Civil and political liberties; freedom of speech, of the press, of
assembly ; freedom )f religion ; freedom of movement both within
and outside one's own country ; freedom to take part in govern-
ment and to oppose official po'licies? What is the status of human
rights in the world today ?
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THE U.S.S.R. AND EASTERN EUROPE

Under communism, the state guarantees such economic and social
rights as employment, education, security and medical care, but, eivi'
and political rights exist primarily on paper. The Connunnist party
the sole legal part vhas a Monopoly of power and rigidly circum-
scribes individual liberties, including freedom of thought, association
and the right to emigrate. This has been true in the Soviet ITnion since
1917 and in Eastern Europe since just after World War II, when under
Soviet pressure one country after another succumbed to (7ommunist
rule and Moscow's domination.

Moscow's repression of dissidents and "refuseniks"people who
have sought and been denied permission to emigrateis the severest
in 'many years. But despite the repression there 9merged after the Au-
gust 1975 Helsinki meeting a small, organized movement demanding
human rights. Since mid-1976before the current U.S. rights cam-
paign got under way---Soviet intellectuals have risked police and ju-
dicial harassment, imprisonment, confinement in psychiatric wards
and forced exile to monitor their government's compliance with the
Basket 3 provisions of the Helsinki accord. By last June, when the
preparatory meeting for the Belgrade conference convened, three
founders of the Moscow group and at least six members of three pro-
vincial groups were in jail. Three more were arrested in August. One
U.S. journalist who had known some of the dissidents was expelled
from the Soviet Union. A second reporter was arrested for questioning
but was released after the U.S. expressed the "strongest objections."

In Eastern Europe the two main centers of human rights activism
are Czechoslovakia and Poland. In Czechoslovakia in 1976-77 open
dissent was greater than at any time since the "Prague Spring" of
196S---a period of liberalization which ended with the Soviet-led War-
saw pact_ invasion. Over 700 writers, scholars, scientists and former
governinent offiicals signed a human rights manifesto, Charter 77,
which called on the government to implement- the rights guaranteed
in the two international covenants on civil and political rights and on
economic, social and cultural rights, which are part of Czech law and
were confirmed at Helsinki. Charter 77 cited sp,Tifically the rights of
free expression (inchnling the right to work in one's profession even
if one's views differ from the official ones), freedom from fear, re-
ligions freedom and a whole range of civil rights. 'The reaction of the
(;ustav IL usak government, one of the most orthodox and loyal Soviet
allies, was predictable signers had their telephones disconnected or
lost_ their drivers' licenses. Eighty lost their jobs. Some were arrested
und imprisomd.

In cmnparison to Czechoslovakia. Paola permits a relatively high
degree of freedom: nationals can travel abroad, even emigrate if they
so desire, and Western radio and television are fairly accessible. The
government has been severely slmken three timesin 1956, 1970 and
most recently in 1976by workers protesting food shortages and food
price increases. In 1976, as it had before, the government granted some
concessions. It- "stuffed their mouths with sausage so they'll shut up,"
(inipiwd one Polish poet. But it also jailed over 50 rioters. A Workers'
Defense Committee was organized in 1976 to help the victims, and last
year a broader-based human rights movement was started by a small



group of intellectuals. They have the support of Stefan Cardinal Wys-
zynski and the Roman Catholic Church, a major force in Poland. Sev-
eral dissidents were arrested last sununer, but the movement reportedly
continues to grow.

In Emit Gernunty, which has the reputation of being Eastern Eu-
rope's most rigid regime, there is no organized opposition comparable
to Poland's and Czechoslovakia's. The ratio of Soviet troops to East
Germans is 1:48a mark of the East German government's fear of
an explosive upheaval. In 1975 and again in 1976 about 10,000 persons
atmost all family hardship easeswere permitted to emigrate. En-
couraged by Helsinki, another 100,000 to 200,000 had applied by 1976.
The net of applying to emigrate is now a punishable offense.

CHINA

The almost 1 billion people of China enjoy no Western political or
civil rights tinder Communist theory and practice. Dissent is punished
by criticism and confessnm, transfer to peasant jobs in far provinces,
imprisonment and forced labor but rarely by torture, according to Pro-
fessor Francis B. Randall of Sarah Lawrence College. However,.the
government has alternated between harsher and milder polic;es. &nee
1966, many provinces have been quasi-independent and some, notably
Kwangtung and Honan, have usually been milder in their tmatment
of dissent than Peking. In 1976-77 the moderates, after the death of
Chairman Mao Tse-tung, overthrew the leftists, and a few hundred
thousand of the chief violators of human rights were now themselves
purged. Profesor Randall notes that the Chinese exercise a limited
de faeto right to present individual complaints and political com-
nwnts On signed wall posters.

THE 'THIRD WORLD)

For most colonial peoples the most prized freedom is national self-
deternunation and independence rather than individual freedom. Most
of the former t.olonies are now independent, but many governments are
still struggling to establish their authority and unify their countries.
Where state power is at stake, the government often discriminates
against minority groups and ignores civil liberties.

Many third-world leaders maintain that what their people want
most is food and work, and only strong leadership and stern discipline
can provide those necessities. ". . . Without carrying out the basic
needs of human beings, all the other rights are mere illusion," accord-
ing to Fereydoun-Hoveyda, Iran's representative at the UN.

Other leadeN disagree. Coercive dictatorships, they claim, are not
Only cruel but inefficient and wasteful. They squander talents and skills
daily by detaining without trial, exiling or executing people who be-
long to the wrong ethnic group or political faction.

ASIA

Most i)ostiinkpcndeiwe governments modeled on Western democra-
cies in Asia and elsewhere have long since been replaced by single-
part v systems or by military ride. The majorbut not the only--ex-.
ception is Italia. which proved at the polls in March 1977 that it was
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have simply "disappeared"---range from 50,000 to 300,000 in a popula-
tion of 19 mi Ilion. ( Another 50,((a) noncitizen Asians were expelled in
1972.) Similarly, the Tutsi-dominated government of Baran& (popu-
lation 3.9 million) is reported to have killed as many as BX),00() men,
women and children of the Ilutu majority in 1972. Another 80,(XX) fledthe country. In tiny Equatorial uineti, slavery has been reportedly
introduce& Thousands were killed last year and a fourth of the popu-
lation driven into exile by the government of President Macias
Nguenia.

Such full-fledged reigns of terror in Africa have been mercifully
few. When they have occurred, expressions of Arial outrage have
been confined largely to non-Africans. African governments maintain
that their silenee is in keeping with the principle of noninterference
in the internal atfaiN of others. Practically speaking, a majority ofblank frican nations are hauntod by the fear of national dissolution.
Their governments authority is fragile, the divisive pulls are power-ful, and their greatest protection against collapse is the assurance thatother African countries will not openly intervene.

SOUTHERN AFRICA

One issue on which not only bhwk Africans but virtually the entire
international community is united is racism in southern Africa (seeGreat Decisions '77, Topic 2). In South Africa a white minority gov-
ernment, representing 4.16 million whites, has imposed a policy ofpartheid (the separation of races in all spheres) on 18 million blacksand 2 million "Coloreds" (people of mixed ancestry). The govern-ment's official policy, already partly carried out, is to relocate the
entire black majority in nine "independent" homelands, or bantustans,
occupying 13 percent of the territory. Meanwhile millions of blacks,
employed in the industrial areas, live in segregated townships such as
Johannesburg's strife-torn Soweto.

South Africa also stands condemned by the UN for continued con-
trol of neighboring Sonih-ll'est Africa, or Namibia, a former League
of Nations mandate dominated by its own white minority. After adeeade of UN pressure anti sporadic violence, along the northern
(Angolan) border, South Africa has agreed to_grant the territory in-
dependencebut on terms unacceptable to the UN.

In embattled Rhode.wia (Zimbabwe is its African name), 268,000
whites dominate 6.3 million blacks and allow them only minority
representation in the central government. It was to maintain white
dominance that the Rhodesian Front, led by Prime Minister Ian D.
Smith, itied its "unilateral declaration of independence" from Brit-
ish rule in 1965. In 1977, despite. strenuous diplomatic attempts by the
US. and Britain, the outlook for a peaceful transfer of.power to the
black majorit y was clouded. Smith insisted on constitutional guaran-
tees for the white minority and a qualified franchise; the black leader-
sluip was divided except on one pointmajority rule through universal
su tnage.

LATIN AMERICA

In the Latin American republics, progress toward modernization
has been marked by a frequent abandonment of parliamentary gov-
ernment in favor of arbitrary rule by military strongmen.

6 (18
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In recent years the systematic violation of human rights in Chile
has been a special target of international condemnation, joined in by
Western and Communist countries alike and heavily documented by
international organizations and private groups. Since September 1973,
when the democratieally elected, embattled Marxist government of
Salvador Al leude Go&sens was overthrown hy a military junta, a state
of siege has been in effect and all constitutional guarantees have been
suspended. The government of President Augusto Pinochet Ugarte
has institutionalized the practice of torture, arbitrary arrest, deten-
tion and exile. Some 500 persons have "disappeared."

Last August, in what was seen as a gesture toward the Carter
Administration's hinnan rights polky, the government announced that
it was disbanding the notorious secret police agency charged with
killings and torture. Whether tlw agency's functions have ceased or
have merely been transferred to a newly created agency with similar
powers is not yet clear. The announcement coincided with the visit of
U.S. officials to Santiago, the nation's capital.

Although less publivized, setbaks to eivil and itolitical rights have
Iven frequent in other parts of Latin America in recent years. The
smaller and poorer oligarchical states, such as Nicaragua, Paraguay
atul Haiti (the )oorest country in the Western Hemisphere), 'have
traditionally allowed litt h freedom, and periods of general violence
are frequentas tn Guatemala, where about 15,000 are believed to
lutve been killed by political terrorists in the last six years. But several
of the more-industrialized countries, whose citizens in the past have
periodically enjoyed civil and political liberties, have also recently
suffered widespread human rights violations. In Mexico (see Topic 7),
there has been only occasional civil strife in recent years. Not so, how-
ever, in Argentina, where a junta overthrew the elected government of
President Isabel Martinez (le Peron in 1976. ln its less than three years
in Office, the Peronist government had been unable to prevent over 2,000
political assassinations, the majority by right-wing extremists. In the
last two years kidnapping, torture and summary executions by armed
men operating imleiwndently or under orders, government security
forces and left- and right-wing guerrillas have become a feature of
daily life. Amnesty International, a private organization dedicated
to freeing prisoners of conscience, reported in Marcli 1977 that since
the coup -bet ween .2.00) Witt 5,1)00 people disappeared without a
trace"- most of them leftist militants but also suspected subversives,
priests, intellect nals. polit ica I re fugees ; another 5,000 to 6,000 were
being held as political prisoners. The government announced last Oc-
tober that it was very clow to final victory over left-wing terrorism.

In Bro.:11, accusations of torture, the aisappearance of individuals
and the death of detainees at the hands of the military continue to be
leveled against President Ernesto Geisel, tlw fourth army general to
govern since 1964. Amnesty International estimated in 1976 that there
were Soo political prisoners under detention in Brazil. Incidents of
torture involving political $uspects, however, are said to have declined
sharply.

The lomunt rights situation in ITruguaya country which for three-
quarters of a century waS an example of constitutional stability and
democracy -was comparable in 1977 in all mspects to that in Chile,
according to the International Commission of Jurists, a nongovern-
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mental group. Since the dissolution of Congress in i973 there hasIwen a severe restriction on any form of organized opposition to theregime. Uruguay now has the greatest number of political prisoners(an estimated 5.)00) relative to its population (2.8 million) of anycountry in Latin Anwriva.
In Cuba, Premier Fidel Castro admits to holding 2,000 to 3,000lit ical prisoners. Some estimates place the number as high as 20,in a population of 9.6 million- --a ratio that would make Cuba one ofthe world's leading poliip states.

0 I

I I I

IDDLE EAST

In the Middle East the two countries most frequently cited for grossviolations of human rights are Iran and Iraq. The InternationalLeague for Human Rights, in a protest sent to Shah Mohammed RezaPahlavi last .1mai, cited evidence of HIRSH arrests and torture of Irani-ans as well as harassment of Iranian citizens living abroad. The StateDepartment, on the other haml, said there had been "very encourag-ing developments" in human rights since the beginning of the year inIran, one of this couatry's largest customers for advanced militaryhardware. In Iraq. according to Amnesty International, the "inci-dence of reported executions is probably the highest in the MiddleEast." Viohttions are also alleged by Xmnesty in a number of otherMiddl(' Eastern countries, including those crucial to a Mideast peacesettlement. (see Topic :1) : Israel is accused of holding prisoners forsecurity offenses" and the Arab states, of holding prisoners belongingto banned politieal groups,

THE NORTH ATLANTIC

Violations of human rights are by no means limited to developingcolmtries or Conununist countries, to particular continents or peoples.In fact no example from Asia, Africa or Latin America can equal themonmnental iisrt,ward for human rights during the 1930's and 1940'sin those parts of Enrope overrun by Hitler and his allies.Yet it is Western Europe, together with its political heirs across theNorth Atlantic, that boasts the longest tradition of individual andpolitica 1 liberty. In the 1970's, io a degree perhaps never before equaled,non-Communist Europe has become solidly democratic as the excep-tions that blotted its record came around one by one. Portugal oustedits civilian dictatorship in 1974 and in 1975 held its first, free electionin mow than 40 years, Last year. after the death of dictator FranciscoFranco, Spaniards voted in their first free election in 41 years. And in1974 Greece, the classic cradle of democracyfrom whose languagethe very word is derived----deposed the latest of a wries of militarydictatorships that have afflicted it in modern times and mstored parlia-mentary government,
Other developed countries whose citizens enjoy a broad range ofcivil, political and economic liberties are Japan (see Topic 6), Israel,Australia. New Zealand, Canadaand the oldest constitutional re-ptiblie on earth, the U.S. NolIV, however is totally without fault. TheU.S, over the past deeade has made great strides, particularly in com-bating discrimination on the grounds of race, sex and national origin,but--as President Carter acknowledged to the UN General Assembly
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in March 1977--"our own ideals in the area of human rights have not
always been attained." Despite the progress, there are wide areas of
injusticenot because the principles are wrong but because they are
not universally observed.

U.S. PolAcy : Pown AND PRINCIPLE8

American foreign policy over the years has alternated between what
an editorial writer characterized us "weekday diplomacy," or the lan-
guage of power, and "Sunday diplomacy," or the radiation of values.
Weekday diplomacy is essential to survival, the editorial asserted.
Sunday diplomacy is a historical necessity to nurture a consensus at
home. Frequent ly'U.S. policy has been a blend of the two.

The containment policy of the late 1940's, for example, started out
as a hard-nosed, practical response to the expansion of Soviet power
in Eastern Europe. It was specifically designed to reamure a politi-
cally insecure Western Europe. But by the early 1950's the crusade
against communism had become an exercise in Sunday diplomacy
seven days a week--an effort to radiate American values not only in
Europe but worldwide. In the war between freedom and communism,
President Eisenhower's Secretary of State John Foster Dulles de-
clared, there can be no neutralspven though a majority of the world's
population considered themselves just that.

There was even talk of rolling back eonununism and liberating East-
ern Europe. But when Soviet tanks rumbled into Hungary in 1956
and gunned down freedom fighters, the U.S. calculated the risks and
kept its powder dry.

John F. Kennedy set a high moral tone for his Administration's for-
eign policy when le declared that this country would "support any
friend or oppose any foe in order to assure the survival and success
of liberty." Within less than a decade that policy formulation had lost
much of its appeal.

As if responding to this shift in taiblic opinion, the Nixon and Ford
Administrations defended our diminishing role in Indochina in terms
not of human freedom but of the national interest. The "fundamental
moral imperative," according to Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of
State to both Presidents, was to aert nuclear war. That meant restor-
ing a balance of power in Southeast Asia, maintaining the existing
balance in Europe and elsewhere, and at the same time seeking de-
tente with the Soviet Union. U.S. commitments abroad, he stated, had
to be based on security needs, not on moral judgments. Therefore,.he
argued, human rights questions should not be linked to foreign policy
decisions.

A nmjority in Congress disagreed with the Kissinger concept. They
did not believe the American people would long support a foreign pol-
icy which did not clearly reflect the country's ethical values. They op-
posed subsidizing repressive regimes with U.S. aid and arms. Under
the leadership of Representative Donahl M. Fraser (D-Mmn.), Con-
gress in 1974 voted to cut off military aid (and aid to police forces)
for governments engaging in "a consistent pattern of gross violations"
of human rights. except in extraordinary circumstances. It passed the
Jackson Amendment. linking trade lxinefits for the Soviet Union to the
issue of freer emigration (whereupon Moscow opted for neither). It

,
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extended the prohibition on security assistance for human rights vio-
lators to include economic and development aid, except where such aiddirectly benefited needy people. It curtailed the sale of arms, notably
to Chile, in 1976 and as'ked the State Department to prepare reports outhe status of human rights in all $2 countries receiving U.S. aid.The Department of State under Secretary Kissinger resisted these
congressional actions. It argued that there were no objective standardsby which to measure "consistent patterns of gross violations," and thatto attempt to do so by subjective judgment would serve neither oursecurity interests nor the cause of human rights, but would ()Ay em-barrass our friends and hurt relations with them. Congress insisted, andthe State Department released the reports in January and March 1977.The reports confirmed that human rights were being violated in vary-ing degrees by most of the countries.

C;iongress iaso insisted that human rights receive greater attention in
the Department of State. An Office of Humanitarian Affairs was setup in 1975. Under the Carter Administration it was expanded into anew Office of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, headed byPatricia Derian.

Congress' preoccupation with human rights accurately reflected theconcern of many Americans, according to a 1976 preelection poll of
community leaders and foreign policy experts by the Public A.genda
Foundation. Tlw study revealed a consensus that "regaining our posi-
tion as a moral force in the world" should be a foreign policy priority.
Among the experts, in pa:iicular, there was broad support for the
proposit ion that "the U.S. should actively promote democracy abroad,wherever it enjoys local support, using political and economic tools but
not military leverar," and that this should be an underlying principle
of our foreign policy. A renewed commitment to democratic values,they agreed, "may help to resolve a central dilemma of contemporaryforeign policydeveloping a foreign policy which both serves the na-tional interest in the traditional sense and reflects the fundamental
values of the American people in a positive sense."

Candidate Carter's commitment to human rights had struck a re-sponsive chord among Americans. As President, Mr. Carter stated his
conviction that human rights could be "a beacon light that will make
our people proud and say we stand for something."-In his first year in
office, the President pursued his human rights campair by public
pronouncements and symbolic acts, quiet diplomacy an persuasion,
pressure and force of example. Ile spoke out against torture, arbitrary
arrest and imprisonment, and on behalf of civil and political liberties
and the right of people to adequate food, shelter and education.

Concerning human rights in the Soviet Union, the most conspicuous
steps were the President's personal letter to Sakharov and his White
House encounter with Bukovsky. Less publicized was his decision to
increase substantially the transmitting capacity of Radio Free Europe
and Radio Liberty, which broadcast to Eastern Europe and theU.S.S.R.

!Inman rights policy toward non-Communist countries.has varied,
depending on whether the U.S. considers them of strategic importance.
For those that are not, the Administration has used the carrot-and-
stick approach. It reduced small military sales credits to three coun-triesArgentina, Uruguay and Etluopiaon the grounds they were
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guilty of gross violations. And it offered financial incentives to others
to promote. human rights. The Administration asked Congress for a
20 percent increase in foreign economic assistance for fiscal year 1978,
and it expanded the program of aid for "new initiatives in human
rights."

In the case pf countries which violated human rights but where
national security considerations were judged to be overriding, the
U.S. maintained or even increased the level of aid. South Korea, the
Philippines and Indonesia fell into this category. Again on practical
rather than ideologicalgrounds the Administration successfully
blocked a House-approved foreign aid bill that would have barred
international financial institutions from using U.S. funds in loans to
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Cuba, Angola, Mozambique and Uganda.
If Congress passed the House version of the bill, the World Bank
warned in advance that it would have to reject all U.S. funds.

The President also took steps to improve this country's own human
rights record. The Administration removed all restrictions on the
right of U,S. citizens to travel abroad, supported Congress' liberal-
ization of visa requirements for foreign visitors, sought to broaden
assistance to political refugees, and successfully lobbied for congres-
sional repeal of the 1972 Byrd Amendment. The amendment permitted
U.S. imports of chrome from Rhodesia, a breach of the UN Security
Council's binding decision to impose sanctions and thus a violation
of our international legal obligations. African states viewed our policy
as one of contempt for the struggle for majority rule in Zimbabwe.

President Carter has asked Congress to ratify a number of pend-
ing human rights treaties, including the 19 A.merican Convention
of Human Rights. a hemispheric treaty which he signed in June;
the International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and the International Conven-
tion on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, which
the U.S. signed in 1965 but which for 12 years was not forwarded to the
Senate. The President also endorsed the controversial genocide con-
vention, which prohibits acts intended ''to destroy, in whole or in part,
a national ethnical, racial or religious group." The General Assembly
adopted the convention in 1948; it came into force in 1951. U.S. oppo-
nents claim that U.S. ratification could subject Americans to extra-
dition and trial in foreign jurisdictions. Supportersincluding the
American Bar Assodation which reversed its long-standing opposi-
t ion in 1976disagree. They point out that while the convention car-
ries moral weight, adherence to it would not affect the rights of
Americans. As Great Decisions went to press, Senate supporters lacked
the votes necessary for ratification.

THE RESPONSE ABROM)

Abroad. the Carter human rights policy has had a mixed reception.
The sharpest reactionevidently a surprise to the Presidentcame
from the Soviet Union. The deterioration in the East-West political
atmosphere last spring and summer, Moscow said, was caused by the
U.S. "anti-Soviet propaganda campaigns" and "the attempts at inter-
ference in the internal, affairs of the U.S.S.R. and other socialist
countries umkr the pretext of 'defense of human rights.' " This, it
continued, was the reason for the lack of progress in drafting a new
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treaty on the limitation of strategic arms. This hint that too much
enthusiasm for human rights could threaten SA Ur itself wits the
heaviest warning Washington had received on the subject.

The Soviets were not alone in their objections. Argentina, Brazil, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Uruguay were so angered by the
new policies that they announced they would refuse further U.S. aid
linked to respect for human rights.

Even sonic Atlantic alliesnotably France and Germanyas well as
Canada expressed dismay with what they called President Carter's
"little cold war." They were concerned that it could provoke a more
hostile Soviet position on a whole range of East-West issues and en-
danger détente. They felt they stood to lose far more than the U.S. if
détente failed and Moscow once again sealed off Eastern Europe. Since
the signing of the Final Act at Helsinki, West Germany, through
quiet diplomacyl had negotiated the release of 65,000 ethnic Germans
from Eastern Europe. Renewal of the cold war would jeopardize
further gains. Other Europe leaders, however, backed the President's
human rights stand. He "is formulating a concept that is com-
mon to us all," declared Italy's Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti. Brit-
ain concurred. "In a world grown cynical it has been a consolation that
President Carter should so robustly have upheld human rights as en-
shrined [in the Final Act]. . ." Roy Jenkins, President ot the Commis-
sion of the European Conununities, told the Chicago Council on For-
eign Relations.

Defending its Soviet. policy, Administration spokesmen have in-
sisted that there is no linkage between human rights on the one hand
and strategic arms limitation or economic cooperation on the other. The
U.S., they say, will speak out on behalf of human rights when those
rights are violated; it will also continue to pursue arms control ac-
cords and a reduction in international tensions. But in what some ob-
servers saw as a tacit admission of past mistakes, the Administration
last July formed an interagency committee under the State Depart-
ment to coordinate future policies toward the Soviet Union. Mean-
while, the President, in a Charleston, S.C. speech on U.S.-Soviet re-
lations, gave his main stress to arms control and opined that "an
itt mospluire of peaceful cooperation is far more conducive to an in-
creased respect for human rights than an atmosphere of belligerence or
hatred or warlike con f rontat ion.- Moscow quickly acknowledged the
"positive- tone of the speech.

While the Administration has been somewhat defensive about its
human rights policy toward the Soviet Union, it sees evidence else-
where that the policy has begun to produce results:

Eastern European countries have cooperated in the family re-
unification program and have otherwise relaxed their emigration
rules.

Czech signers of Charter 77 and Polish workers and human
rights activists would probably have received even harsher treat-
ment if the U.S. had not spoken out in their defense.

In Loin Anwrica, Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru plan to hold elec-
tions be buy the cud of 1980 and Uruguay in 1981, In Argentina
and Chile. the State Department found a decline in political re-
pression last year. Argentina, Chile, I laiti anti others have released
some political prisoners and there are fewer reports of torture.

61 4
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In Asia, South Korea has released some political prisoners.
In Africa, the military government of IsTigeria, the continent's

largest country, ha,s promised a return to civilian rule in 1979 with
free elections for a new parliament--the first since suspension of
constitutional government in 1966.

In the econotnic sphere. several A frictuk count ries are beginning
to develop programs to lessen the vast disparities between rich and
poor. And some Latin American countries are again pursuing land
reform in an effort to give their people a stake in their own
country.

At the same time that the Administration was claiming progress in
its human rights drive, some observers detected a loss of momentum by
mid-summer. They felt the Administration was more cautious in its
approach to human rights violators. Other observers complained that
the U.S. was beginning to renege on its commitment. and was applying
a double standard, exacting higher standards of behavior from weak
countries which represent no threat to us than from strong countries
of strategie importance.

Secretary of State Cyrus H. Vance acknowledged that balancing
human riglits and national security needs is a very difficult task, and
that in some instances the U.S. risked appearing hypocritical. "We
must always keep in mind the limits of our power and our wisdom. . . .
A doctrinaire plan of action would be as damaging as indifference. We
must, be realistic. Our country ran only achieve our objectives if we
shape what we do to the case Itt hand. . . ."

Critics and supporters alike agree that. the U.S. has a moral commit-
ment to human rights. Where they differ is on the question of whether
our concern and our commitment should be translated into direct
action.

BAsic OrrioNs

In its first year. the Carter Administration's human rights policy
received widespread public applause. But there was also (.riticism--
smile for being too strmig. some for being too weak. The nat ion has yet
to decide clearly its future direction tat this question : What place
should we nutke iii onr foreign policy for the ideals of freedom on
which this Hat ion was founded?

A case can be mmle for any of t h me broad options.
/. The idea/istie opt;o0 calls on our country to give top priority to

human rights in our foreign policy. support ing that tanse consistently
and vigorously wherever peoph. air not free--even if this means con-
frontations. To this end we should use all effective means short of war.These include public a in I diplomatic pressure. phis the leverage of
w.ithholding various benefits such as ditdolliatic relations, economic

tratItug privileges and other forms ot cooperation. We should also
bring to bear the force of international law and other standards of
conthict, not only by joining and invoking existing treaties such as the
Illtemat bona I Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. but by working
to !mild new :mil ininv-en forceable world law to bring human rights
violators to justice. And where dt privation of cewiomie rights is anutin obstacle to freedom. as in most of the third tt.orld, we should
attack the roots of pot erty by insisting on fundamental political and
social reform as a condition of our aid.
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Such a policy, its advocates would argue, will :
Promote a, national fiweign policy eonsensns Mleeting our coun-try's fundamodal imdiey the people can be proud of

and be willing to sacrifice for.
Demonstrate to the world that Ameriea stands for sonwthingbetter than sheer power, something that responds to universal

human aspirations.
Free our country from morally distasteful alliances withdictators.
Speed the evoInt ion of a world eonuntuuts of freedom, the only

kind of world in which um. people can feel secore since freedom
is indivisible.

As Secretary Vance himself has said: "Our own weli-being, andeven our .;ecority, are enhanced in a world that shaips common free-
doms and in which prosperity and economic justice create the condi-tions for pace. . . We always risk paying a serious price when webecome identified with repression."

Proponents of this rouNe reject the view that U.S. opposition toinjustice in powerful countries, especially the Soviet Union, endangersour own interests in arms control and other East-West agreements.The Soviets, they argue, have as much interest in such accords as wehave, Moreover, tlw- Soviet Union itself pursues 'revolutionary goalsaround the worldin Angola. for example---and is free to advomte.itsbeliefs in our own open society. Why should we shrink from pursuingour beliefs with the saint. vigor? As for warnings of a tinderbox.inEastern Europe, it is not our responsibility to help the Soviets policetheir empire; rather, we can help by peaceful means to keep alive apotential for autonomy in that area,
As for the problem of poverty and freedom, this view holds thatthird-world econoniir development and political development are in-separable. We should not feat to press for land reform, equitable taxes,twen if this risks social turmoil, for the longer reform is post-poned, the worse the turmoil will eventually be.

The security optiotr calls for this country frankly to subordinateits ideal of universal freedom to tlw necessity to maintain and stabilizethe global power leilance with our nmin adversary, the Soviet Union.hi this perspective, the only freedom which we have, a duty to promoteand.defend is the freedom of the American peoide. Abroad, the pro-motion of human rights is one of many U.S. foreign policy concerns,but. In the thermonuclear age it ranks nowhere near the top. The pri-mary consideration. as Senator John Sparkman (D-Ala.), chairmanof the Foreign Relations Committee, has said, miust remain thesecurity of the its allies and its friends." This strategy does notMean an alroult arms ravi. but rather a high priority for regulating themilitary and political competition with the Soviet Unionfor unlessthat is done, rrilnly observvs Sovietologist Marshall D. Shulman,'1 here will Ix. no opportunity fin. the stmngthening denmeraticvalues."
Arc-tinting to this policy view, the I'.5. should judge other govern-ments only by how they deal with this country, not by how they treat,their own pe(ple. Many 21 t init. we have felt the need to form relation-ships with dirtators or oppressors in order to obtain some facility orgeograplue position. or to till a strategic 01. economic need in ourcontest of power with the only country that can destroy us, the Soviet
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Union. We should never hesitatA to do this. We should maintain diplo-
matic relations with any regime that controls a country :Ind can protert
Americans' interests there. We should give up our futile and quixotic
passion for ridding the world of injustice. "Moral indignation," said
the English historian Herbert Butterfield, "corrupts the agent who
possesses it and is not calculated to reform the man who is the object
of it." It is enough if we contribute to the universal cause of human
rights by keeping a free America secum and by promoting a more
just society at home as an example, to the world.

3. The pragmatic option holds that our foreign policy should avoid
any rigid strategy or set of rules concerning human rights,,but should
treat eadi case as uniquebalancing our security needs against human
rights and other traditional ethical values.

This approach. while fully accepting our historic commitment to
freedom, insists that we must responsibly recognize the lim7ts of this
or any other nation's capacity to shape world events. Like a prudent
misioner, we must learn not to live beyond our means, not to attempt
more than we can perform. This is especially true in dealing with
such a complex value as freedom, which cannot be imposed from the
outside or conveyed as a gift, bat must be earned and kept by the virtue
and exertions of the peoples who seek it.

In pursuing human rights goals, this argument insists, perfection-
ism and cynicism are equal and opposite dangers. As the Carter
Administration has acknowledged, we have security and economic
interests which often call for dealings with undemocratic governments
such as those in South Korea, Iran and South Africa. and such situa-
tions will continue to arise. Furthermore, societies which have little
tradition of democracy may take Homy years of trial and error before
they can deal with the stresses of free debate. They should not in the
mean Ade be deprived of the a i4 I and friendship of the U.S.

Moreover. denying aid or other benefits to all countries that violate
human rights would mean punishing many countries that give im-
portimt support to our other foreign policy goals.

Therefore, in determining its policy toward human rights violators,
the U.S. shouhl study each unique case to determine the most appro-
priate response in the light of all our interests, human rights included.
It should examine the extent of the violations: are they increasing or
dec.hning? It should consider the means for effective action as well as
the posLiible undesiris I side. effects. If aid to an oppressive government
is withheld, for example, will we punish the victims along with their
oppressors

"Our political aiu I no will principles," writes philosopher Charles
Frankel in his II EA DIA N E Series for the Foreign Policy Association
on "Morality and U.S. Foreign Policy," "are not applicable every-
where and are not. wanted everywhere. And if they were applicable and
wanted, they would still be beyolul human powers to implement every-
where. But on the other hand, he warns. when we are indifferent to
these values "we do violeuce to our sense of ourselves and destroy a
principal source of our power in the world." Awkward and un-
drama t lc it may be, but the course of wisdom when caught between con-
flicting principles of equal veight is to walk the middle road.

Of these three basic options, which do you think the U.S. should
follow?

4 I



WHY AMERICAN BUSINEM SUPPORTS THIRD WORLD FASCISM*

(By Noain Chomsky and Edward S. Herman)
The Vietnam war has been digested by the U.S. political systemwith hardly a trace. Essentially the same people manage national af-fairs, and possms virtually exclusive access to the mass media; thecritics of the war have lapsed, or been forced, into silence; and the

media have not allowed the vast accumulation of sordid details aboutour Vietnam involvement to disturb the Tizth of U.S. benevolence and
concerned pursuit of democracy abroad. his myth has remained un-ruffled even in the face of the accelerating "Brazilianization" of the
Third World over the past dec.ide, very often under active U.S. spon-sorship, with ' quent displacement of democratic governments and
extensive and growing resort to repression, including physical torture,
imprisonment, death squads, and mysterious "disappearances," allwithin the U.S. sphere of influence. And now the President of the
country that has sponsored and supported the Somoza family, the
Shah, Marcos, Park, Pinochet, Suharto, and the Brazilian generals
has announced a campaign for human rights throughout the world.

The background against which human rights issues have arisen in
the period since 1945 includes an unparalleled, worldwide, economic
expansion by the United States, its establishment of a global military
presence with a peak of over 3,000 foreign military bases virtually sur-rounding both the Soviet Union and Communist China, and inter-
ventions in the affairs of other states that are unmatched in number,
scale, and global reach. In the face of these developments, the myth has
been successfully established in the public mind, and in liberal circles
in Western Europe, that the United States is merely "containing"
other "expansionist" powers ! Rarely is the United States portrayed
by the mass media or mainstream academic scholarship as engaged in
the positive pursuit of its own economic-imperial interests at the ex-
pense of any people standing in its way ; nor are its exploits described
as subversion or outright aggression.

The hypocrisy and sheer silliness of much political commentary in
this regard are truly remarkable. To cite only one example, William V.
Shannon. liberal commentator for the New York Times and President
Carter's ambassador-designate to the Republic of Ireland, laments the
failures of American policy in these terms (September 28, 1974) :

"For a quarter century, the United States has been trying to do good,
encourage political liberty, and promote social justice in the Third
World. Rut in Latin America where we have traditionally been a
friend and protector and in Asia where we have made the most painful
sacrifices of our young men and our wealth, our relationships have
mostly proved to be a recurring source of sorrow, waste, and tragedy."

*Reprinted by permission from Business and Society Review, no. 23, fall 1977: 18-21
(817)
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Even in Chile, he explains, our "benevolence, intelligence and hard
work have proved not to be enough," as we intervened "with the best
of motives." We are trapped in "ironic paradoxes" as we seek to "ad-
vance our moral ideals" throughout the world.

Such self-deception can reach quite extraordinary heights. Suppose
that Fidel Castro had organized or participated in at least eight assas-
sination attempts against the various presidents of the United States
since 1959. It is safe to conclude that the Neu, Y ork CISS News,
ami the mass media in general would have portrayed him as an inter-
national gangster and assassin, who must be excluded from the com-
munity of civilized nations. But when it is revealed that the United
States has unnle or participated in that many attempts on (!astro's
life, it's just "one of those things that governments do." The press will
hardly suggest on the basis of such information that the world's "na-
tions have to evaluate the U.S. potentiality as a responsible world
citizen," to paraphrase a recent Christian Science Monitor editorial
that had the gall to a%ert that the United States, after the record of
t he past :10 years, is entitled to stand in judgr..ent over Vietnam for its
alleged violations of human rights!

President Carter has kindly offered to move toward normalizing
relations with Cuba if it will refrain from "participating in violence
acrass the oceans, [and] will recommit[sic] the former relationship
that existed in (1nba toward human rights. . . ." Eight admitted at-
tempts on Castro's life, a sponsored invasion, innumerable acts of
satx)tageha Carter can talk about Cuban external violence and not
be challenged or ridiculed by anyone whose voice can be heard. Carter's
reference to the state of civil rights in Cuba under the Batista dictator-
ship also elicited neither criticism nor satire.

TIM ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF FASCSIM

Since the Second World War there has been a steady deterioration
of political and social conditions in Latin America and generally
throughout Third World areas that 'Are within the "Free World" orbit.
Liberal ideologists treat this as fortuitous and independent of U.S.
choice and power, claiming that as a democracy we support democratic
institutions abroad. while any contrary trends are based on forces over
which the United States has no coarol. In the process it is necessary
to suppress and belittle the long-standing relations between the U.S.
political-military elite and the military juntas and comprador ele-
ments in states like Brazil, the economic advantages of Third World
fascism to U.S. economic Interests, and the evidence of positive U.S.
political and economic support for brutal dictatorships and frequent
hostility to reformism as well as radicalism in the Third World.

The real relationships are shown in the table on imTo I 6191 which re-
lates U.S. economic and military aid (and that of U.S-dominated
intermit lonal lending agencies) to various political and human rights
and economic factors. The table focuses on a series of strategic changes,
whose dates are shown in column 1, for ten U.S. client countries. Col-
umns 2-4 describe the effect of the:e events on the political environ-
ment and human rights, with minus signs ( ) indicating an adverse
effect on human rights. i.e.. a decline in democratic institutions and
an increase in use of torture and incarceration of political prisoners.

6 ; 9
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Column 5 shows the effect of these events on the "climate of invest-ment": :ut slusw:.; + if laws or regulations were subsequently changed
to reduce taxes on foreign companies or to make it easier for them toInitilinte profits, and shows f i f labor conditions were improved
from the standpoint of foreign investors. Columns 6-10 show percent-
age changes in aid and credits from the I rnited States and interna-
tional organizations for the two or three years after the political
change as compared with comparable period prior to the event. For
example, for Brazil. 1964 is a strategic date, as noted in column 1. We
ean see that human rights deteriorated, investment climate improved,
and overall aid and credits by the U.S. and multinational lending or-
ganizations went up 112 percent in the three years following the coup
RS compared to the three years preceding the coup.

U.S. Aid, investment Climate, and Human Rights in Ten Countries
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Country (1) (2) (t) (41 ISA) -(56) ;61 (7) OH (9) C101
Brazil
Chile
Dominican

Republit
Guatemala
Indonesia
han
Philippines
South Kerea
Thailand
Unieuay
..---

1964
1971

+
+

+
+

+ 14
+558

1965 NA + + + 57
1954 !'..k + + NA
1965 + NA 81
1951 - + + NA
1972 + + +204
1972 _. + + 52
1971 + + NA - - 61
1971 - - f + 11

-40
8

+10
NA
-79
NA
+67
-56
-64
+ 9

SlfUnt. 1 hoormaimn on lonurr and political roisoners mostly horn the Amnesty Internal/ono! Report on Torture,
1975 and The Anmetty Inte,natron.11 Rntsort 1975-76, 1976 Supplemented with data from newspaper
intik les, yournais. an.1 books on the spec On countoin Data on investment climate lamely from article',
tournals. and books on the *pecan countriec

2 Data on aid taken horn I, 5 Oveiseai loans arsd taant, and Assistance from International Organizations,A I it 19'1 and 197), editions. for years 1%1 1975 Data previous to 1961 taken from Historical Statistia
ol the Called States, Bicentennial (chicon Dept of Commene, 1975

- 7 + 180 + 112
+259 +1,079 + 770

+ 52 + 305 + 133
NA NA +5.300

- 81 + 653 + 62
NA NA + 900

+143 + 171 + 161
- SS + 1113 - 9
- 64 + 218 + S

2 + 32 + 21

some respects t his table is incomplete and occasionally mislead-ing. Trends ill torture and numbers of political prisoners are not easyto establish. ainl in a few +list 11111es t he evidence is tentative. Aid fig-
ures ran also be mislealling. IfS ot her factors may temporarily distort a
a real relationship: e.g.. the decline in aid to SoWli Korea after thePark coup of 1972 was rrcatly inthieneed by the withdrawal of South
Korean mercenaries from South Vietnam 1111d the resultant,.decline in

payments for t hese hired soldiers. The reduction in military aidto Chile after the faseist coup of 1973 is also misleading, since the high
rate of unlit a ry aid under . len le retketed U.S. support for the right-
wing military in the interests of counterrevolution.

For all it: t his table bears ont in graphic form a set of
relationships that should be obvious to any student of recent Third
Worhl history. Vor most of t he ten countries. U.S.-controlled aid haa
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been positively rehtted to h. ;estment elimate aml inversely related to
the maintenance of a democratic order and human rights. (Only in
the ilises of South Korea aml Thailand is the pattern reversed, and
special circumstances al) ply in both cases.)

The pattern revealed is clear, persistent, ratiomtl, and ugly. Human
rIghts have tended to stand in the way of the satisfactory pursuit of
P.S. econoniic interests, and they have been systematically brushed
aside. U.S. economic interests in ehe Third World have dictated a pol-
wy of containing revolution, preservMg an open door for U.S. in-
vestment, and assuring favorable conditions of investment. Reform-
ed to improve the lot of the poor and oppressed, including the
encouragement of independent trade unions, are not conducive to a
favorable climate of investment. Reformism means instability and
strikes, neither of which attracts corporations. As Bu8ines8 Week re-
ported in late 1976, "Fiat may still find Brazil a good place to put its
money; the military government is stable, and labor peace prevails."
Democracy is also not conducive to a favorable climate. As noted by
Edward A. JesserTr., chairman of the United Jersey Banks, in a
hpeech to the American Bankers Association: "Quick and tough de-
cisions can be made in a relatively short time in a country such as
Brazil, compared to the difficulty there is in reaching agreement on
what actions to take in a democracy."

The perspective of the business community was illuminated in last
year's ten-page Special Report by Bu8inexm Wee le on "Reversal of
i'ohcy: Latin America Opens The Door To Foreign Investment
Again." The editors are positively ecstatic about these new develop-
ments. The report is studded with such terms as "pragmatic," "real-
istio," "stability," "tough," and "confidence." The words "democracy"
and "torture" do not appear in the Special Report, nor is there any
discussion of trends in income distribution or the allocation of budge-
tary resources to arms, business subsidies, and education and medical
research. The wopl "repression" appears once, in the following
context :

"A lin' 'dug theme of Latin military governments is that they
standrc. liiiiii to standfor social and economic progress, not just
law and order. Faced with it choice, however, they are likely to post-
pone social improvement as a goal secondary to economic consolida-
tion 'sic: whatever this Means] and political stability, imposed with
varying degrees of repression." in the same article, Busnmess Week
even expresses pleasure with Chile, "whose economy had been reduced
to a shambles" lw Allende--no mention of the CIA-ITT contribution,
hiseist achievements "have been obscured by a deep recession and b7
the harsh austerity measures"- -the truth is that industrial output fell
marginally under Allemle, whereas the index went from 113 to 76 tin-
der the junta. These muddled apologetics exhaust Businen Wee1e8
analysis of welfare, income distribution, and political trends in Latin
America. The important point, though, is that the magazine that rep-
resents "enlightened" U.S. business interests displays mupialified
enthusiasm for Third World fascism, based clearly on its favorable im-
pact on U.S. husiness. Any adverse effects on the majority of the popu-
lation are completely irrelevant.

6 2,
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1974. Clearly the new Brazil, so pleasing to !Amines* Week and the
U.S. business community, is not exactly a welfare state.

A U.S. MODEL OF GROWTH

In his Stayof of Krcmornie Growth, Walt W. Rostow describes an
idealized development 1)rocms for Third World countries that come
into our orbit : they become gradually like us, with advanced industrial
technologies and democratic institutions. The Dominican Republic of-
fers an earthy illustration of the reality of development processes
under U.S. auspices. It is an especially apt and relevant case for this
reason: with anti after the invasion of 1965 the United States re-
asserted effective control over that small country and has since thor-
oughly domimited its politics anti economics. Given the absence of any
threatening counterforces, we can say that in the Dorninical Republic
the flow of events must have been in conformity with the desires of
the U.S. foreign policy leadership.

It will be recalled that the United States invaded the Dominican
Republic in 1905 to prevent the displacement of the relatively benign
fascist regime of Donald Reid Cabral by the Constitutionalists of
Juan Bosch, who had been overthrown by a military coup in 1963
without eliciting any U.S. intervention to save him and his brief
experiment in democratic government. The invasion of 1965 reestab-
lished a firm V.S. grip on the island. As Bosch put it in June 1975,
"This country is not pro-American, it is United States _property."
What. then, have been the main characteristics of the Dominican
model of Third World development, as seen in a country under close
U.S. surveillance and control?

The first chaiaeteristic is extensive and systematic terror. In the
Dominican Republic. Guatemala, and Brazil, three client fascisms
that came into being with explicit U.S. connivance, by a strange coin-
cidence paramilitary death squads quickly made their appearance and
went on rampages against political dissenters, petty criminals, and
sometinws purely arbitrary victims. Amnesty International reported
on the Dominican Republic: "In 1970 it Was alleged that there was
one death or 'disappearanee' every 34 hours." In July 1971 Norman
Gall claimed that, in the post-1965 era political murder in the Domini-
can Republic exceeded that of any comparable period under Trujillo.
Gall went on to note that the essential function of political terror
in the Dominican Republic has been to control the slum population,
"which was the main force that defeated the Dominican military in
the 1965 revolution."

The Wall Street Journal reported on September 9, 1971, that "The
conservative Catholic Church hierarchy has condemned the 'institu-
tionalization' of terror." The Journal also claimed that the opinion
was widespread in the Dominican Republic that, the United States
was behind the paramilitary death squads. Whether or not this spe-
cifiie allegation was true, the Journal reported that "the Embassy
has done nothing publicly to disassociate itself from the terror. The
United States continues to provide substantial aid, training, equip-
ment, and arms, to the Dominican police and army."

Since 1971 the nite of killing has slackened, but political assassi-
nations continue on a steady basis. The incarceration and torture of
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political jai:miners also continues to play its role in maintaining sta-
bility. So does the steady outflow of dissidents who survive the death
squads and tire of the struggle.

In its Mardi 1977 Human Rights Report to Congress, the State
Department. blandly observes that "The Dominiean Republic does not
have a tnidit ion of political democracy." The report passes in silence
from the era of Trujillo. who -left a legacy of brutality and contempt
for human rights" when he was deposed in 1961, to "tshe present con-
stitution of 1966," muter which "the Dominican Republic is a repre-
sentative democracy." Not a word about the American invasion of
1965 and its a fteriiiat h. While there were hunum rights violations in
the late 196ns am! early 1971rs, the report coneedes, nevertheless, "Ob-
servance of the right to life. liberty. and security of the person is gen-
erally respected in the I1Dminicnn Republic, except for persons sus-
pected of engaged in violence or seeking the violent overthrow of the
government. In sucli cases the legal rights of individuals apprehendedare not always observed."

oovF.RNHENT FOR HIRE

A second characteristic of the Dominican Republic model is wide-
spread venality. Alan Riding writes in the New York Times (June 6,
1975) that "the blatant corruption of military and civilian sectors of
the government is spreading bitterness among the urban masses, whose
wages have la.en hehi down despite high inflation rates since 1966."
The military mat police in this -tient state are large and well taken
care of. Alan Riding reports edit one method whereby Ralaguer re-
tains control is "by openlv allowing senior officers to enrich themselves.
With Aidal salaries of $700 it month. for example, most of the coun-
try's 37 generals live in huge modern houses, drive limousines, andown cattle ranches"

A recent S-Ic. report to the Securities and Exchange Commission
by Philip Morris shows: (1) a $16.000 payment, to a Dominican tax
Arial for a favorable tax ruling; ('2) the payment of $120,000 to
various Dominican legislators for passage of a law that, would give
Philip Morris a privileged position in the Virginia tobacco line; and
(3) monthly payments of $1.000 by Philip Morris to uan Balaguer
hitnself. The president of a presumaldy independent, state taking
payoffs from a private foreign business firm would seem rather
sensational. but this passed virtually unnoticed in the United States.
U.S. firms go business done not only by payoffs but by putting impor-
tant. people (ai their ialyrolls ana by building both personal and
financial ties to the riding elite. Thus the brother of the important
Director of Tourism is a vice-president of Gulf & Western's sugar-
producing subsidiary in the Dominican Republic.

A potential conwet it or to tiolf & Western's large seaside resort. at
IAt Romana. NI. Wayne Fuller. has run into a steady stream of
obstacles from the Tourism °like in importing supplies and obtain-
ing tax concessions sup osedlv available to foreign enterprises. In
April 1975, a government decree was signed expropriating Fuller's
beach land propertyfor use as a public park -helped along possibly
by the fact that the president 0:* G & W subsidiary was an
adviser to the Dominican Republic Park Commission. This decree
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was rescinded when Fuller mobilized his forces, including various
army officers and Balaguer himself. In brief, foreign interests are
exceedingly powerful as they curry and buy favor and mobilize their
elite cadres, with whom they jointly dominate and loot this small
dependency.

SWEETS FOR THE SWEET

A third characteristic of the Dominican model has been a radical
sweetening of conditions for foreign business and a strong reliance
on foreign investment for national development. As in Greece under
the Colonels' regime of 19671973, great stress has been placed on
tourism and investments related to tourism (foreign hotels, airport
development). An Investment Incentives Law of 1968 removed any
restrictions on foreign ownership, extended generous tax and duty
exemptions to new investments, and guaranteed capital and profit
repatriation. U.S. companies have swarmed into agriculture, food
processing, mining, banking, and hotel and resort complexes. Gulf &
Western is the largest. landowner and employer in the country, with
over 10 percent of all the arable land, mainly in sugar, and with a
large resort complex. The conglomerate also serves as private manager
of a large tax-free zone adjacent to G & W's Cajuiles golf course.
One of the many Dominican Republic ads in the New York Time8
funded in good part, by "contributions" from foreign companies in
the countrynotes that companies settling within the G & W free
zone "are given special duty free import, and export privileges. They
are granted a 10-year tax-free status."

A fourth characteristic of the Dominican model, closely related to
the preceiing. is effective government pacification of the labor force,
a crucial requirement for an appropriate "climate of investment." As
noted above, the systematic police terror since 1965 has returned the
large urban proletariat and sub-proletariat to the desired state of
passivity, 911(1 the countryside has been more easily kept in line by
periodic violence and threats. The Dominican Republic advertisement
section in the .Vew York Tinw8 of january 28, 1973, has a heading
entitled "Industrialists Dream of Chances Like These," featuring the
low, low wage rates, running between 25 and 50 cents an hour. The
ad stresses the role of the law in fixing hours and wages and allowing
the free import of foreign technicians. There is no mention of any
trade unions, but employers will properly read between the lines that
unions have been broken and pacified. Of special interest is the regu-
lar use of government troops and police to break up independent
unions. The agricultural union Sitaleato Unido, whieh operated the

& AV fields, was broken by pfilice action in 1966 and 1967, and a
number of its leaders, including the union lawyer Guido Gil, were
arrested and killed by the forces of law and order. Another major
foreign enterprise, Valconbridge Nickel, also successfully broke a
union with army and police assistance in 1970.

in containing unions and rendering them docile the Dominican elite
has had the steadfast support of the AFLCIO which has long co-
operated closely with the CIA and international business firms in this
unsa vory peration. Its arm, CONATRAL actually helped destroy
the pro-labor Bosch regime in 1963 and has stemlily supported its to-
talitarian and antilabor successors. Presumably their blind hatred of
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communism and radicalism in general has led Meany and his closefollowers to sell out systematically the interests of labor in the Domin-ican Republic and in other U.S. satellites. Meany aml some otherlabor basses actually have a more tlirect interest in the pacification oflabor in the Dominican Republic. Meany, his number-two iluth LaneKirkland, Alexander Barkan, director of COPE, the AFL-C10 polit-ical arm, and Edward .1. Car lough, president. of the sheet, metal work-ers, are all stockhohlers in the 15,000-acre Punta Cana resort andphintat ion in the I haninican Republic. In order to clear the ground forthis enterprise designed for the Beautiful People, a large number ofsquatters were evicted by the army.
A fifth characteristic of the Dominican model, following naturallyfrom the preceding, is the sharp deterioration in the well-being of thebulk of the popnlat ion. The effect of the 1965 counter-revolution andinstallation of the Dominictui model On income distribution and wel-fare is summarized by the Wall Street Journal (September 9, 1971) asfollows:

The middle and upper classes are better off, as are the lowerdames lucky enough to have jobs. But work is scarce; the poor arepoorer and more munerous. "Per-capita income is about the sameas before 1965, but it's less equitably distributed," a foreign eco-nomic expert says. Ile estimates per-capita income at. $240threetimes that of Haiti but half that of Cuba. . . . Malnutrition isWidespread. SILys George B. Mathues, director of CARE in theDominican Republic: "You see kids with swollen bellies all overthe country, even here in Santo Domingo." Food production ishampered bv scutifeudal land tenure. At last count, less than 1percent of Ow farmers owned 47.5 percent of the land, while 82percent farmed fewer than 10 acres,
These effects, and the cultural degradation of the Dominican Re-public, are obviously beside the point. "Stability" has been brought tothe country, and from the perspective of U.S. investment opportuni-ties, the Dominican Republic deserves the glowing description of aU.S. Embassy report describing it as a "little Brazil" and "one of thebrightest. spots in Latin America."
The linkage between American power and severe human rightsviolations is systematic, not accidental. The American defeat in Indo-china. Ilumgh of great significance, led to no institutional changeswithin the I 'Ilited States. EVeli the doct rinal system, bruised when theMtliscrintinatc violence of the A meriean assault could no longer besuppressed, has quickly been restored, with the aid of ideological in-stitutions: the mass media, t he academic professions, the schools, thejournals of opinitni. It is sheer romanticisni to expect, under theseeirennistances. that a sudden concerti for human rights might. signifi-cantly intlnenve the foreign policy of the ITnited States. To some ex-tent this new coneern may reflect genuine beliefs on the part of in-div idna Is who have absorbed the more humane elements of Westernideology. 11111 the linderlying forces that have given precedence to"investment climate- for many decades still determine the broad sweepof Policy moralists in power find "business confidence" sag-ging when t hey push too far in humanistic directions, even verbally.VVIIntever their real aims, their discretion is sharply limited.
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Thus far, in fact, the Carter human rights campaignmainly one
of words rather than deeds, in any casehas been relatively strong on
Soviet violations on civil rights and weak or nonexistent on human
rights in U.S. client states. Carter has written to Sakharov and 're-
ceived Bukovsky in person, hut he has not communicated with Mrs.
Allende. His campaign has had an impact on Soviet attitudes, hut not
those pertaining to human rights; rather, it has added to Soviet sus-
picions of U.S. interest in controlling the arms race. Carter's mobiliza-
tion of power in Congress has not been sufficient to prevent the
conservative House from voting against aid to Cuba, Vietnam,
Mozambique, and several other exclusively left-oriented states, while
preserving it intact for client fascism. Thus. whatever Carter's real
intentions, his human rights movement thus far has worked out in
practice to exacerlatte war tensions and affect Minimally human
rights in areas under United States influence.

But while the new moralism is not. likely to have a large impact on
human rights, it may well be effective as an instrument of propaganda.
After the horrors ot Indochina, some dramatic, initiatives were needed
to reconstruct the image of Amerkan benevolence that has proven so
useful a device to achieve conformism and obedience in this highly in-
doctrinated society. These results obtained, the United States will be
able to return to the "activist- foreign policy that is essential for pre-
serving the global interests of American capitalism.

Still, in spite of these facts, there may be some marginal gains to
human rights from the new propaganda offensive. The expreF:ter'. con-
cern for human rights may offer opportunities for people Alia are
genuinely interested in the issue. They can exploit the new rLetoric,
and should, to try to alleviate the suffering and oppression of the vic-
tims of terroristic states, and they may even be able to enlist Some
support in the United States, when this is not unduly expensive
which is perhaps more than one could have hoped during the past
three decades. But it is hardly reasonable to expect that the recent dis-
covery of liii mm maui rights violations will offset the systematic factors
that impel the United States to impose and support client fascism,
factors based on poWer.ful and conqaqIing eeolionlie interests that have
in no Way bven diminished hy recent developments, domestic. or
intermit ional.

6'2 7
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INTERN ATION M . DEVELOPMENT
AND COOPERATION ACT

1Mr. . GOLDWATER asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks, and to include extraneous
matte's..

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. Speaker, a
%Ica ago todav I had the opportunity to
go out and campaign for the gentleman
tram the 1 lth District of California. Mr.
BILL Rovga. and fortunately he was vic-
toricras During a moment of campaign-
im I was stopped bY a husband who wa.s
on Ins may home from work I asked him
to go and vote. and we got engaged in
lung conversation about foreign aid He
made it very clear that he wis opposed
tO his Gmernment giving away his tax
money, and he saw little value in it.

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that
perhaps he was expressing the concern
of a lot of .kmericans as to our policy of
foreign aid. Why is foreign aid a "dirty
word" to the U.S. taxpayers? For just a
minute, stand back and try to see it from
their perspective. Consider the following :

Last year. the President vetoed a
public works bill because he claimed that
$42 million for U.S. public works was
inflationary.

This year, the administration sent the
Congress a bill propsisuig a $600 million
cut in social security beneflts.

Last Monday morning. the Congress
incre e. ed our national debt limitation to
$832 billion, and the budget is set at
over a half a trillion dollars.

Gas prices will probably hit the dollar
a gallon mark by the end of the summer.

Overall inflation will probably be
double digit by the end of the year.

The President's asking citizens to hold
pay increases to 7 percent

The U.S. dollar continues to take a
beating on foreign money markets and
our balance of payments are amongst the
worst of any industrialized nation in the
world

Now, what good does the U S. taxpayer
see coming about because of his past and
present generosity to the rest of the
world Not much. I can assure you.

He sees the United State giving away
a canal it bought and paid for several
times over. and then is asked to pay the
recipient of the gift to take it

He hears himself being called every
name in the book by every petty dictator
from Africa to South America. and then
has to hear these same dictators demand
more of his hard earned dollars,

He hears stories of starvation in India
and then finds that India has used his

tax money to develop an atomic bomb.
He is admonished by the United Na-

tions to get out of Puerto Rico; told by
his own representatives to the U.N. that
he needs to change his value system:
subjected to derision by the majority of
U N. delegates, and then asked to pay the
lion's share of running the organisation.

He sees the spread of communism
throughout the world; watches his Pres-
ident cave in to every demand of Red
China; sees his government desert tra-
ditional, long time allies and court the
favor of avowed enemies; and he's un-
derstandably confused by a muddled
"human rights" policy that is both hypo-
critical an contrary to U.S. interests.

I would like to ask unanimous consent
to print at the conclusion of these re-
marks a list of recipients of U.S. aid and
the amounts these countries have re-
ceived between 1946 and 1977.

Keep this list handy, and the next
time you read about an American Am-
bassador being shot; or an African dic-
tator giving himself a $25 million coro-
nation; or an anti-U.S. resolution in the
U.N.; or another developing country wel-
coming the presence of Cuban troops and
Russian advisers, get this list out and
find out just how much good will our for-
eign aid dollar has brought us.

The U S. taxpayer has had it. He is
suffering financially at home. He is de-
spised abroad, and until there is some
kind of change, he is justifiably opposed
to sending billions of dollars out of this
country that could better go toward
meeting his needs and paying his debts.
As one of my constituents recently ob-
served, "you gotta be just plain crazy
to keep paying somebody to spit in your
face."

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that it
is probably time that the Congress re-
evaluate our entire foreign ald program
to make sure that it meets with the
needs and the desires and the anxieties
that most Americans hold inside.
Iturroarcai. TOTALS or U.S. ECONOMIC AND

MUJTART AIMISTANCR, SZNATR Itaroar No.
95-1194

Summary Jor all countries
uln thousands)

Total Economic and Military
Assistance, fiscal years 1946-
1977 9199, 609, 000Total. Other US. Loans and
Grants, fiscal years 1948-
1977 31, 395, 000Total, fiscal year 14123, (esti-
mated) 9. 941). 306

Bee footnotes at end of table

Remarks hy Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr. In the Hollse, from the Congressional Reeord((fatly pd rot 125. APr 10. 1979 : 111:1s9 H2141.
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Summery for ell countries -Con tsnued
(In thousands

Grand total, US. For-
eign Asslatanos. fiscal
years 1946-1977 940, 988. 866

Laoe
Malaysia
Philippines
Ryukyu Islands
Singapore
Thailand

3. 806, 214
198, 008

2, 751. 793
387, 825

32, 669
2. 241, 844Dtalls bp region and country (fiscal years Vietnam 23. 234, 139

11148-77) Winton Samoa il. 907
A. Near last and South Aida.- 649. 001, 899 East Asia Regional 572. 533

Afghanistan 820. 370 D. Africa 7. 119, 148
Bahrain 3, 078 Angola 188
Bangladesh 1, 119, 104 Algeria 198. 525
Cyprus 102. 691 Bastin ( formerly
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f r "US Overseas Loans and Chants and
Aaalstance from InternatIons: Organisa-tions." a pnblication of the Agency for Inter-
national Development See this publication
for explanation and detail Sutuniav tratalsmay differ slijghtly due to use of full num-bers

?Through Scptemher 30 1977. repavinentsof principal and interes, of both economic
and military loans total $23 419 COO In addi-tion, It is estimated that 5662.100.000 will be
repayed on AID loans In fiscal year 1977

LEOISLATION TO CONTINUE PRICE
CONTROLS ON DOMESTICALLY
PRODUCED CRUDE OIL
(Mr. LUKEN asked and was given

permission to address the House for 1minute and to reviae and extend hisremarks I
Mr. LUKEN Mr. Speaker. today I am

introducing legislation to continue price
controls on domestically produced crudeoil for 2 more years. Senators JACKSONand METT.eNuAt'ig are introducing similar
legislation in the other Hou:e.

Last week. the President proposed to
decontrol the' price of oil and to estab-
lish a windfall profits tax The revenues
from the windfall profits tax are sup-posed to be put into a fund to improve
programs for solar energy development.
mass transit and conservation among
low-income residents.

I have no disagreement with the ad-
ministration's dftsire to reduce consump-tion of oil and thereby reduce our de-

pendence on foreign oil aupplies. How-
ever. decontrol of oil pnces is not the
answer. By the administration's own
estimates, we will experience only 200.-
000 barrels per day in increased produc-
tion from full decontrol. This is an un-
acceptable burden in light of the price
increase that all consumers will have to
pay. It is estimated that the total first
year increase to the consumer will be
approximately $11 billion. Senator JACK-
SON has indicated that the cost per gal-
lon will increase about 10 cents per gallon
to the commuter by 19111. The possibility
is that when coupled wtth recent OPEC
price increases. the 10-cent figure may
be on the low side of the spectrum.Since it la expected that productionwill not increase substantially with oilprice decontrol, the only other Justifi-cation that I can see is that the price
increase will provide consumers with anincentive to conserve oil. This ls an in-
accurate assumption at beat. We must allremember the dramatic price increasesthis country has witnessed during thepast 5 years. Increases of much morethan 10 I.- ents per gallon. that did noth-ing to deter consumption of gasoline.Quite the opposite has happened, In thepast 5 years we have witnessed recordlevels of consumption by the American
consumer. We must conclude that thisincrease in cost will have little effect onthe consumption patterns of oil by thiscountry.

I do believe that if we are to decontrol
oil prices we must have a strong and
effective windfall profits tax plan inplace first. The President has not tied
decontrol to his proposed tax plan. Thereis a great deal of feeling in the Senate,feeling that I share, that this alreadyweak windfall profits tax plan will not
emerge intact from the Senate Finance
Committee. What we may well end upseeing is "plow-back" proposal thatwill just provide more money to the largeoil companies at the expense of theconsumer. I fully endorse the conceptthat we should maintain controls on
domestically produced crude oil, until theCongress has had the opportunity toimplement a windfall profits tax that willprovide some benefit to someone elseother than the major oil companies.It is apparent to me that we will not
see an increase in supply nor a decreasein consumption under the President's
Propmal. I think you may still !Ind somemerit to the plan if the revenues fromthe windfall profit's tax would have aneffect in other areas of energy wage.However, the dollar figures the adminis-tration expects from the tax will havelittle or no effect in other vital areas ofenergy usage. In the first year the ad-
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ministretion expects to realize $1.6 bil-
lion and in the second year we should
see $4.6 billion. When we consider that
this money will be spent on mass transit,
energy conservation for low and fixed
income citizens and further solar energy
development, we must conclude that
rewenues will do little In any of these
three areas when considered by itself.
Certainly, total of $6.4 billion spread
out across the Nation will have little
impact in improving the mass transit
picture fi this; country,

In these tnflationary times, $ t is wrong
to place additional and unnecessary bur-
dens on the consumer. What we are faced
with is decontrol plan that will do
little to deter consumption or improve
supply of domestically produced crude
oil. The accompanying windfall profits
tax has little chance of emerging intact
The far greeter probability is that we
will see additional money, over and
above what the administration recom-
mends, going to the major oil ccmpanies
with no improvement In our energy
situation. Even if the windfaff profits tax
did emerge intact, it would have little
effect on the b.oblems it is designed to
help solve. I can see no msrit in re-
warding the oil companies for something
that will not happen.

I look forward to receiving the supPnrt
of many Members of the House. I have
already been joined in this effort by our
colleague from Ohio. Mr. Morn, and our
colleague from New York, Mr. WEISS.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL ENTITLED
-NUM EAR REACTOR MORATORI-
UM AND WASTF. DISPOSAL PRO-
HIBITION ACT"
(Ms. OARAR asked and was given per-

mission to addre.ss the House for 1 min-
ute and to revise and extend her re-
marks.)

Ms OAKAR mr. Speaker, today, I am
Introducing a bill entitled the "Nuclear
Reactor Moratorium and Waste Disposal
Prohibition Act The bill has two pri-

mary funcUous: it would suspend the
licensing of nuclear fission powerplants,
pending an in-depth study by the Office
of Technology Assessment, second, it
would prohibit the location of nuclear
mete disposal sites within or near
densely populated areas.

More specifically. this legislation
would prevent the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission from licensing or renewing
the licensing of nuclear fission power-
plants. until such time that the Once of
Technology Assistance completes a com-
prehensive study on the operational
safety of such plants. The rationale for
such action is simple, logical and mends-
tore. AS early as 1958, there have been
documented reports of nuclear accidents.
The Three Mile Wand incident clearly
accented and highlighted the potential
hazards of nuclear radiation, however,
the peril of nuclear energY has long been
our bedfellow. My kgislation addresses
the Problem of the absence of applied
safety standard crttena for nuclear fis-
sion powerplants and purports to do
what must be done to provide-individual
and national safety and security.

Furthermore, this legislation would
prohibit the Department of Energy from
building or constructing a nuclear dis-
posal site within or near any densely
populated area. OAO completed a report
in September 1977 entitled, "Nuclear
Energy's Dilemma: Disposing of Hazard-
Ous Radioactive Waste Safely." The re-
port spells out in clear and simple Eng-
lish that there is a definitive lack of
demonstrated technologies for the safe
disposal of existing commercial and de-
fense high level wastes, The Department
of Energy has seemingly refused to heed
the documented, dangerous uncertain-
ties associated with the safe and perma-
nent disposal of radioactive nuclear
waste. The blatant denial and bold re-
fusal by the Department of Energy to
look at and realize the facts of this re-
port, prompts me to urge strong legisla-
tion which will mandate that nuclear
waste disposal sites in highly populated
areas be prohibited.



FREEDOM
AND FOREIGN POLICY

by Donald M. Fraser

Jimmy Caner took office with a commit-
ment to infuse American foreign policy with
a deeper concern for human rights. As often
happens with campaign promises, however .

the fulfillment of this commitment may
prove difficult.

Some of tbe difficulty will be created by
the practitioners of realpolitik who see a
tough, threatening world that must be dealt
with in kind and for whom a concern about
human rights is at best misguided idealism,
and at worst a return to Wilsonian preach-
ing about democracy.

Others will make the oft-heard argument
that the poor, developing nations face such
severe problems that they cannot afford the
luxury of Western-style democracy. Still
others will point to the overriding American
interest in security issues as incompatible
with a high priority for human rights. Fi-
nally. there will be the traditional State De-
partment outlook, concentrating on main-
taining good relations with other countries.
For these tradit;onalists, encUmbering diplo-
matic intercourse with human rights issues
is not only abrasive and unwelcome, but an
unwarranted intrusion upon the affairs of
other nations.

Despite these difficulties. I believe that
Carter can not only make good on his com-
mitment, but that American interests will
be advanced by doing so.

There is a worldwide growing abuse of
human rights, with violations of interna-
tional standards so widespread that we are.
indeed, facing a global human rights crisis.
The causes are not hard to find. Communist
governments based on mass, highly ideo-
logical movements pay lip service to human
rights, but maintain tight control. In the
newly independent nations of Africa, single-
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party dominance hos been accompaaisd by
constraints on the political activities of otb-
er parties and organiastioss. In Latin Amer-
ica. increasing polarisation between the right
and the left has led to higher levels of vi-
olence. with rightist governments sanction-
ing tortu. killing. In some countries.
regressiol rie observance of human rights
is occurring As rulers seek to perpetuate their
power. In other countries, tensions arising
from racial, religious, or linguistic differ-
ences often lead to increasing repression on
the part of the government.

Nonetheless. societies cannot long be gov-
erned peacefully in the Aetna of mutual
respect among citizens and between citizens
and their government. Just as the golden
rule expresses a basic code of behavior found
in varying forms in most SOCittill of the
world (and in most religions), the princi-
ples embraced in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights are widely shared through-
out the world &I the rules that should gov-
ern relations between governments and the
governed. Rarely is it argued that the depri-
vation of such r:ghts is a desirable goal, even
though such deprivation may be accepted u
a means to an end.

Serving 11.5. Interests

Thus an American foreign policy that
seeks a gradual evolution toward a peaceful
international system must stress the impor-
tance of the protection of human rights as
a foundation for such a system. Such an em-
phasis also makes us credible and consistent
with our own principles.

The doubters will concede this, but will
argue that we can do little to influence what
happens in other countries and that we may
risk other important U.S. interests. This
line of thought has dominated U.S. policy
for the past decade, but overlays a deeper
concernthat because democracy is too frag-
ile and unstable in most developing societies,
and since the militant forces of the far left
get assistance from the Soviet Union, Cuba.
or China, unless we provide aid to the alter-
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.sative governments, which are usually of
the right, we lose by default in the world-
wide struggle for power aad influence. This
view was implicit in the remark by focuser
Treasury Secretary Simon in an interview
broadcast on radio, in which he said flatly
that the Pinochet regime in Chile wu a big
improvement over the Allende regime. It
apparently mattered little to him that a long
tradition of constitutional government was
destroyed when the coup came, and that
Chile has 'bun one of the most consistent
violators of basic human rights ever since.

The problem with this view is that the
policies it has spawned art not working very
well. and U.S. interests are not being served.

During the last decade the number of
democratic governments has been declining.
In a few cases the United States bears some
responsibility, and in many more the United
States has been in the background. ready to
continue aid to governments that have seized
power illegally. Caught in the middle of the
increasing polarization between the far left
and the authoritarian right are the large
number of people who want to live in a
democratically run nation. They find them-
selves without support anywhere, and often
are drawn to struggles initiated by the far
left. which cloaks its ideology in democratic
rhetoric, because joining forces with them
may sum to be the only choice open to
thaw who oppose rightist regimes. It is im-
portant to remember that the far left often
strives to produce a heavy-handed rightist
regime as the first etep in building a mass
movement upon which they hope one day
to seize power.

Rightist regimes are not likely to be dur-
able. since they cannot often build and re-
tain the mass eupport needed to stay in
power. In the meantime. the United States
finds itself identified with these regimes and
their abuses. The cost to the United States
is a loss of respect among democratic forces
abroad, and the growing disillusionment of
the American public.

An important question is whether or not



we should permit tbe Communist counties
to writs the apse foe actioa by the United
Statas. It le iscesesiogly doubtful that the
competition for idiom in other nations
(via involvement I. their internal struggles)
is as imponsot as k once eserned to be. We
have increasing evidence that nations chart
their own wanes. regardless of past support
or friendship, although common ideology
often generates common perspectives. Even
these give way to aationalistic concerns.
however.

It would be far better for the United
States to write its own agenda. We should
actively support democratic regimes. and
deny close support foe coercive or author-
itarian regimes either of the left or the right.
gaunt compelling considerations to the con-
trary. Within our limited capacity to do so.
we should encourage increased observance of
human rights in all societies. This would
enable us to chart a new foreign policy con-
sistent with our values.

Yet we need to avoid moralistic impulses
impelling us into direct involvement in the
affairs of other societies, as this may be de-
structive both of their welfare and ours. I
would pl-ce Vietnam in such a category.
Although the justification for intervention
there was broader than the simple defense
of freedom or democracy, those moral im-
pulses did play an important role in justify-
ing and sustaining our early intervention in
Indochina.

We must also take care that we do not
impose U.S. values in raising the issues of
human rights. We need to work with inter-
national standards for human rights, which
have a broad base of support. The document
that stands first among the many interna-
tional conventions and declarations dealing
with human rights is the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights adopted a quarter
of a century ago in the General Assembly of
the United Nations. There were no votes
in opposition, although some nations ab-
stained. As a declaration it did not require
ratification by member nations, but it has
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had such wide aueptame that some legal ex-
pens give it the force of international law.

The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights covers many kinds of rights, social
as well as political. Some are more widely
accepted than others. Others are far less like-
ly to be achieved in the short Wm. Still
others may require govsrnmental action
quite beyond the means of a particular gov-
ernment.

So we must narrow our focus to what is
achievable. We should begin with a more
active defense of those rights that enjoy the
widest international support.

Grievous Violations

Two kinds of human rights violations
especially merit our concern. The most griev-
ous violations are those that violate the in-
tegrity of the personthe use of torture,
arbitrary killing, and the practice of arrest-
ing and detaining persons for extended pe-
riods of time without charges or a trial. Few
countries will admit to these violations and
none will defend them. The second category
covers a much wider range of rights, and
refers to any retreat from a more advanced
stage of human rights observance to a lesser
one. Any such backsliding should be of con-
cern to the wocld community. Positive
trends, such as in Portugal, daerve en-
couzagement, and disappointing reversals de-
serve more than a polite expression of regret.
Moreover, turning back the clock on broader
human rights is often a precursor to the re-
newed violation of the more fundamental
rights involving the integrity of the person.

When confronted by grievous human
rights violations in another country, Mt
first step should be to dissociate ourselves
from any appearance of support for the of-
fending government by cutting off military
aid. Military aid adds to the power and
statute of a recipient government, but sel-
dom improves the lives of the people.

Carter has before him military aid re-
quests for fiscal year 1978. In evaluat'ng
these requests he should give careful atten-
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don to the sates of Inman rights in the
nations requesting military aid. Section
5023 of tbe %feign Assistance Act pro-
hibits military aid to governments engaged
in a consistent pattern of gross violations of
human rights unless there are extraordinary
circumstances justifying ouch assistance.

During the first months of the new ad-
ministration, the State Department should
inform those governments committing par-
ticularly serious violations that the level of
military aid for fiscal year 1978 is likely to
be adversely affected unless there are some
significant and fundamental improvements
in the observance of human rights. Simply
releasing some political prisoners, foe in-
stance, while maintaining the same laws and
practices that provide the basis for new de-
tentions would not suSce. If military aid
is reduced. the governments affected should
be informed of the reasons for the reductions
and the likelihood of complete elimination
of military assistance should such violations
continue.

A continuous review of the human rights
situation in countries receiving military aid
should be made: if the situation deteriorates
in a particular country or a consistent pat-
tern of gross violations continues, the State
Department should consider reducing the
amount of funds to be obligated to that
country.

The use of Section 5028 should not be
confined to cutting military aid. I also be-
lieve that it should be viewed as requiring
the United States to avoid giving assistance
that could be used to maintain internal se-
curity in countries with serious human rights
violations.

The United States should pay special at-
tention to the fate accorded requests by in-
ternational and nongovernmental organiza-
tions to obtain information about the status
of human rights in a particular country as
well as to the response of governments to
the findings of such organizations. Refusal
by a government to grant an international
organisation permission to make a field visit
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should establish a prima facie case in favor
of terminating security auistance.

Whether oe not economic aid ought to be
terminated because of human rights viola-
tions is a far more complicated issue. Some
aid is clearly humanitarian and reaches the
people who need it. Other economic aid may
be directly supportive of a repreuive gov-
ernment and only indirectly benefit the peo-
ple. There.is a difference, too, between fin-
ishing a partially completed project and
starting a new one. With the limited amount
of economic aid we have to dispense. gov-
ernments with a poor track record on hu-
man rights should expect that record to
weigh importantly in the allocation of new
aid commitments.

Food aid deserves a special comment. Fre-
quently. concessional loans to another coun-
try to buy food does little more than give
direct support to that government's foreign
exchange position. Careful judgment should
be exercised before granting such loans to
oppressive governments. Donations of food
for humanitarian purposes stands on a dif-
ferent footing and ordinarily ehould con-
tinue.

A particular problem is created when a
reasonably legitimate government is illegal-
ly displaced by another, accompanied by in-
creased violations of human rights. Because
of the violence such coups do to the principle
of constitutionalism and the rule of law,
and because of the need to encourage order-
ly. peaceful transfers of power, the United
States should adopt a fiat policy of with-
holding supportive economic and military
aid from such governments for a period of
time.

Military alliances add another dimension
to the problem. Some military alliances are
more important to our security than others.
Some provide bases for U.S. forces. Some
involve the maintenance of sizable U.S.
forces t..n the soil of the ally.

No single prescription can be written to
give force to a policy of deeper concern for
human rights. But certain observations can
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be made about the choices open to the United
States. The most obvious option is to let
the offending country know that human
rights violations will cost them something
in their relationship with the United States.
It may be a reduction in aid for a period.
protests channeled through international
institutions, a narrowing of access by U.S.
business enterprises, removal of some forces.
or a combination of these. Where feasible.
the steps taken by the United States should
apply steadily increasing pressure until the
message about human righu gets through
to the other government.

The U.S. response in the past has been
modest and largely ineffective. Quiet diplo-
matic representations have been accompanied
by continued military assistance thus clearly
letting the offending nation know that they
can safely overlook our protests. These
representations have often been expressed
with the warning that continued violations
will cause an adverse reaction by the Con-
gress: they are rarely expressed as based on
the views of the executive branch itself.

Hard Qusations

Ultimately. however, the hard questions
must be faced. How well and for how long
are U.S. interests served by military alliances
with governments that are guilty of a con-
tinued pattern of gross violations of human
rights? We are faced with this issue today in
both Korea and the Philippines.

The United States, under a mutual se-
curity treaty. maintains over 40.000 troops
in South Korea. The justification for these
U.S. troops is twofold. First, it is argued
that Korea is essential for the defense of
Japan. Japan is very important to the
United States. It has been thought that a
shift in political control over the southern
half of the Korean peninsula could signifi-
cantly increase the military danger to Japan.
Upon closer examination, however, an in-
vasion of Japan from a Korea controlled
by the Communist North appears unlikely.
Also, Japan facts military forces in main-
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land China and the Soviet Union much
larger than those of North Korea.

The second argument is that we art de-
fending a bit of freedom; that South Korea
is part of the "free world" and its loss
would represent a retreat on the part of the
West. However, we are not defending free-
dom when we help to preserve a South Ko-
rean government that has, over the last
four years. systematically abrogated the
basic freetkims of the South Korean people.

Meanwhile, we continue to run an inor-
dinate tisk that trouble may break out on
the Korean peninsula under circumstances
that will make U.S. public support for ac-
tive U.S. involvement doubtful. The steady
erosion of human rights in Korea may well
undermine the solidarity of the people of
South Korea against the Communist govern-
ment of North Korea. This is a real danger
as the younger people who didn't personally
experience the North Korean invasion mea-
sure the system that oppresses them against
the inexperienced Communist menace. An
incident in the South might be seized upon
by the North Koreans as a pretext to move
South. If we withdraw at that time, because
of public disgust in the United States at the
thought of another war involving a dic-
tator with whom we are unfortunately en-
tangled. the result would be shattering to the
Japanese. They would see this as evidence
that U.S. defense commitments are no lon-
ger dependable.

I believe that if the South Korean govern-
ment persists in its present course, the
United States must be prepared to disengage
from South Korea carefully and in full con-
sultation with Japan on a step-by-step ba-
sis. President Park's argument, that the pres-
ent restrictions on the rights of the Korean
people are necessary in face of the threats
from the North, lacks credibility. The threat
from the North was far greater during the
1960s. when greater freedom was enjoyed
by the South Korean people. If we are
forced to depart because the South Korean
government continues to severely restrict hu-
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man rights. we should give South Kona
enough additional arms so that it can de-
fend itself, and offer Japan additional U.S.
forces. On the other hand, if a majoe shift
occurs in South Korea toward a fuller a-
strialiCe Of huOtan rights, the maintenance
of U.S. forces in South Korea would be
thoroughly compatible with a policy of aid-
ing democratic governments facing direct
threats to their secutity.

The Philippines is another important
can. The present government rules under
martial law. While often characterized as a
less harsh dictatorship than most, recent
evidence points to widespread torture. Po-
litical opponents have been jailed, and a
free press no longer exists.

The United States has two major bases
in the Philippines. Clark Air Force Base and
the Naval Base at Subic Bay. The Ford ad-
ministration argued that both of these bases
were essential, and negotiations for con-
tinuing U.S. rights to the bases an already
underway. If the United States is to con-
tinue to use these bases. despite the condi-
tions in the Philippines. a more businesslike
rental arrangement might enable tbe United
States to dissociate itself from the violation
of human rights. The need for these bases,
however, should be studied, because a rea-
soned argument can be made that they are
not important to U.S. security. Moreover,
the continued presence of U.S. bases in the
Philippines may not be consistent with the
desire of the nations of that area to move
toward a nonaligned posture.

Clearly the issue of human rights cannot
be isolated from the issues of murky, de-
velopment. access to goods, and other con-
siderations. The upgrading of the human
rights factor in our foreign policy inevitably
draws us into a discussion of the broader
objectives of our policies, including the
thoroughly legitimate question of how much
we can expect to accomplish by taking ac-
tion in response to serious human rights
violet ions.

In some cases it may well turn out that
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we will have to swallow our concern and
maintain existing policies because other con-
siderations art so compelling. Or we may
well conclude that no matter what we do
our actions will have little Of nO impact on
the offending government's conduct.

Influencing the behavior of Communist
countries, at least in the short run, is difficult.
Nevertheless, sometimes U.S. policies have
some effect. Corigretsional and executive
branch pressure succeeded in temporarily ex-
panding emigration for Soviet Jews. But
enacting the Jackson-Vanik amendment
with its strictures both on most-favored na-
tion treatment and on access to U.S. credits
contributed to the Soviet government's deci-
sion to tighten restriaions on emigration.

The continued utilization of Radio Lib-
erty and Radio Free Europe to introduce
feedback into the Warsaw Pact nations may
be of only modest value in the short run,
but in the long run they may encourage
leavening of those societies. The use of cul-
tural exchanges pursued on a realistic basis
can aid in the leavening process. The recent
Final Act of the Helsinki Conference has
committed the Eastern European countries to
observe certain human tights set forth in the
third basket." Their full observance should
be pressed by the Western nations.

In implementing the Helsinki act, we
must also look at Our OWn performance. par-
ticularly in relation to our visa policy. Un-
der the McCarran Act, the United States has
often refused entry for visits into the United
States to persons WhO ift members of the
Communist party of their country.' Such
a policy is inconsistent with the spirit of the
Final Act of the Helsinski Conference and
often is harmful to Our interests. The execu-
tive branch and Congress should work to-
gether to amend this law.

We should also be re/sonably consistent
in our policies. Nothing undermines the
credibility of concern about human rights
more quickly than the double standard of-

See Richard Holbroolte, "A Little Visa Problem."
FOREIGN POLICY 11.
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ten found in the positions of both the left
and the right. A selective concern about hu-
man rights moves us backward. It is seen
merely as ammunition to fight Weo logical
battles rather than u a commitment to basic
decency.

The oft-used phrase "the free world"
contains such a selective concern. When the
free world includes nations that are engaged
in massive, continuing violations of basic
human rights, the phrase can only be sten
as an ideological weapon.

A new administration committed to a
higher priority for human rights CIA weave
into the strands of policy a persistent con-
cern about how people are treated by gov-
ernments. It can do so in a way that will
gradually win us the respect of people
throughout the world. The administration
can work with Congress to maximise diplo-
matic effectiveness. With a judicious undet-
standing of what we are capable of achiev-
ing, we can nudge governments along the
pith to ever wider observance of human
rights.

We should always acknowledge that oth-
er societies will be governed in a manner
that they work out for themselves. Never-
theless We mint insist on our right to re-
frain from special supportive relations as
distinguished from diplomatic and trade re-
lations.

Once we have withdrawn our support
from a government, WC shritIld approach the
human rights issue with caution. Most hu-
man rights violations are not capricious, but
are the consequence of what a government
perceives to be necessary to maintain power
or to govern. In some cases, the governments
may be correct in their asuument that a
fuller enjoyment of human -ights would de-
st.oy valid social objectives, including civil
order.

The International Machinery

Another avenue open to the United States
is the international machinery that exists
for the protection of human rights. This in-

6 ; a
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dudes tbe U.N. Commission on Human
Rights, tbe Subcommission on Prevention of
Discrimination sad Protection of Minorities,
and the Inter-American Commission on Hu-
man Rights of the Organization of Ameri-
can States (ows). The Council of Europe
(which does not include the United States)
has the most advanced machinery of a I. in-
cluding a Court on Human Rights with
authority to adjudicate human rights issues
brought by individual citizens against their
governments. The Inter-American Commis-
sion on Human Rights has done excellent
work, but governments can and do ignore its
requests for information and access to their
countries, and its recommendations. Until
recently the OAS General Assembly gave per-
functory attention to the commission's re
ports. The U.N. Commission on Human
Rights has the poorest track record of all,
caused at first by its refusal to accept indi-
vidual complaints and its reliance instead on
governments to file complaints. Of course
they rarely did. In recent years the U.N.
Commission has begun to accept complaints
from individuals, but its procedures are so
slow, and the unwillingness of governments
to point the finger at one another so great,
that thus far it has bad little impact. A no-
table exception was the creation of a special
committee to study and report on conditions
in Chile. Its respected members produced a
detailed report that had a noticeable impact
on the willingness of other governments to
censure Chile.

The United Nations has had more suc-
ceu in dealing with human rights issues in
Southern Africa because of the worldwide
dislike for minority white regimes. Even
here, however, lack of enthusiasm for af-
firmative action by Western countries has
hindered the United Nations in addressing
these issues.

A major objective of a renewed interest
in human rights by the United States should
be the strengthening of this international
machinery for the protection of human
rights. The concerting of international
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opinion in defense of hu-ssn rights is one of
the most effective, noncuercive means open
tc induce useful responses from offending
governments. Leadership by the United
States in this field will be accepted only
gradually by other nations because of their
attitudes toward past U.S. policy.

We also have an obligation, as a member
of the international community and party to
the international conventions on refugees.
to grant asylum to political dissidents.

Although the United States has granted
asylum to refugees from oppressive regimes,
the administration of this program has been
uneven and unpredictable. In many cases.
the United States has taken far fewer refu-
gees than have other. much smaller Western
countries. We need to develop a consistent.
more evenhanded policy of granting asylum
to refugees from countries with oppressive
governments of both the left and the right.

Recent legislation now compels the U.S.
representative to the Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank and the African Development
Bank to vote against loans to governments
that are engaged in serious human rights
violations unless the aid is directly benefit-
ing needy people. The executive branch has
been able to comply with this requirement
and still make certain that loans were ap-
proved with the votes of other represen-
tatives. This legislation did not succeed in
producing a commitment by the executive
branch to actively lobby against loans that
the U.S. representative is required to oppose.

The role of the international banks must
also be examined with care. Despite the as-
sertion by the executive branch that only
etsmomic questions, not political issues.

shape loan policies, politics have entered
heavily into the actions of these banks. Loan
patterns appear to reflect the U.S. preference
for certain regimes, some of which have
been involved in massive violations of hu-
man rights. It is especially troublesome to
Congress that international bank loans are
used to counteract congressional action aimed
at limiting U.S. aid.
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Specific Steps

In addition to giving more active support
for human rights in general. some specific
steps should be taken:

The president should consider delivering
a major foreign policy speech in which he
places the human rights issues in their proper
perspective, to educate both the public and
the federal bureaucracy. He should point to
the obligation of the United States, under
the Charter of the United Nations, to pro-
mote the observance of human rights, and
identify the means by which -he proposes
that wv discharge that obligation.

In tl e White House, a commission on in-
ternaticn al human rights should be created,
with a small membership of five or six per-
sons, to make recommendations on ways
that the United States can strengthen its
efforts on behalf of human rights. In for-
mulating its recommendations it should as-
certain the overseas image of the United
States on human rights issues, examine the
quality of human rights reporting from the
field, and review the impact of our aid pro-
grams on the observance of human rights.
The commission should give special atten-
tion to coordinating human rights-foreign
policy issues among the many federal agen-
cies that are engaged in international activi-
ties. Aside from the Department of State, the
Departments of Defense. Treasury, Com-
merce. Agriculture, and others have inter-
national responsibilities. The commission is
not envisaged as a permanert agency; it is
hoped that within a matter of months its
work would be completed and the commis-
sion disbanded.

Within the State Department, it is vitally
important that the senior level positions be
filled with persons committed to the prin-
ciple that human rights deserves priority
consideration in the making of U.S. foreign
policy. If this is done, human rights will be
given far more favorable consideration at
the lower levels. It is important, however.
to strengthen the existing human rights



bureaucracy. The position of human rights
officers in each of the regional bureaus should
be made a full-time position. Additional po-
sitions, to handle human rights questions.
in the legal adviser's office should be con-
sidered. The coordinator for human rights
and humanitarian affairs, a position recently
established i,y Congreu. should be filled by
someone who is a vigorous and effective ad-
vocate of human rights.

Congress should proceed with the repeal
of the Byrd Amendment if no progress is
made in the talks on Rhodesia. and the
Senate should ratify the Genocide Conven-
tion and then begin immediate study, with
a view toward ratification, of the Interna-
tional Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic. Social, and Cultural Rights.

The initiative talten by the Agency for
Internationa! Development in the past year.
to identify and undertake programs to as-
sist the human rights effort, should be con-
tinued and strengthened. The aid legislation.
with its current priorities on rural develop-
ment, health. and education, should be
Amended to include a fourth category: train-
ing. in the United States, in building the
institutions of government.

We should urge stronger U.N. programs
to bring young graduates and government
people to study in leading universities or for
training with government agencies.

The role of nongovernmental organiza-
tions is so important in the human rights
field that steps should be taken to maximize
their potential without destroying their in-
dependence and autonomy. A national com-
mission should be created to administer a
modest amount of public funds in support
of programs that strengthen the role of the
private sector working in the human rights
field. Such funding might provide for con-
ferences on the subject of human rights, fel-
lowships for human rights studies abroad.
and studies of special human rights prob-
lems. It would function in a manner similar
to the National Commission on the Arts
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and Humanities. One conference which
should be funded either through this source
or through tht government directly is a U.N.
seminar on human rights. Such seminars
have been regularly held around the world,
but the United States has thus far declined
to serve as host for one.

The Carter administration has the op-
portunity to shift U.S. foreign policy sig-
nificantly toward a more active concern for
human rights. This opportunity comes at a
time when the American public is openly
disturbed about past U.S. policies and Con-
gress has asserted a strong interest in human
rights issues.

Human rights will, of corm, be advanced
by action on a number of fronts. We should
increase our economic aid efforts overseas,
since sheer poverty will often drown the hu-
man rights issue. We must also work active-
ly to achieve a greater degree of equity in our
economic relations with the Third World
nations. A strong public commitment to the
advancement of human rights will also be
very important.

A new emphasis on human rights will
open up many diplomatic opportunities. In
recent years, Congress has struggled with a
recalcitrant executive branch over this issue.
When the executive branch failed to imple-
ment the legislative mandates on human
rights the only recourse open to Congress
was to act on specific situations. Congress
will welcome a clear declaration of intent
by the executive branch to stress human
rights in its fore'gn policies, and will be
ready to accept quiet diplomacy as the most
effective way to give expression to the deep-
seated desire of the American people that
their government be devoted to furthering
decency in the conduct of human affairs.
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The Limits of Public Support'

By Bums W. ROPER

ABSTRACT: Polls reveal that the American public's interest
in foreign affairs remains consistently low. In only three of
ten to twelve areas of government spending, polled since 1971,
did the public feel that the United States was spending too
much; of these, foreign aidboth economic and military
was an easy first.

Burns W. Roper is Chairman of the Board of the Roper Organization. tf?lias been
engaged in marketing and opinion research since 1946. Mr. Roper has written a
number of articles, has made frequent appearances on both radio and television,
and has served as an expert witness in legal cases int oh ing consumer researchand public opinion.

Reprintrol toy laormission from The !Inman Dimension of Foreign Policy : fin AmericanPerspective Philadelphia. American Academy of Political anti Sodal Science. 1979.pp. 40- -IN. 1 Annals. vol. 442. Mar. 1979.)
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TmIIE Aerican public has had a
Au nerahzed antigm, ern me. nt

spending attitude over manv years.
nAt the sae.. tune, a number of Roper

surveys (as well as those of other
organitations) have shown that, when
it comes to specific government
spending programs, the public is
more inclined to think that we are
spending too little on them than too
much. Thus, the American public is
in the somewhat anomalous position
of fax tiring an overall decrease in
government spending, but increases
in spending for most major govern-
ment programs.

Possibly the spirit of Proposition
I:1 w ill change the pattern that has
persisted over the years. It has
heightened the generalized anti-
government spending attitude. When
a trend question about specihc gov-
ernment programs is repeated, we
shall know whether it has turned
people in favor of reduced spending
tor specific governmental programs
rather than increased spending.

Since 1971 we have periodically
asked a qiiestiim about government
spew ling tor s ;thous programs or
problems, both domestic and inter-
nati(nial, for example, spending for
education, welfare, the military, or
foreign economic aid. In Our latest
reading, the public was incliiwd to
kel w e w cre spending too little
rather th,m too much on eight of the
twelx I. programs, was e%enly di% ided
how el, too httic And too 111111,11 on a
ninth program, and v.,,IS inclined to
teel w e were spending too much
rather than too little on only three
pru(zratits ,..tahle I).

Foreign aid w ,IS !Mt On! .S OIle of the
three items that the piddle feels we
are spending too ninch on, but it was
an eas first as the item we are spend-
inv. tiu, nith I) ()II Ses e nteun tirlo's as
inans Ameri(ans (69'1.-4'1 ) kel we
are spending tiai much as fc....1 we are

11,

spending too little on foreign aid;
and, three and a half times as many
69% -19%) feel we are spending too
much as feel we are spending the
right amount. Thus, three times as
many (69g-23%) feel we are spend-
ing too much as feel we are not
spending too much.

All that can be said in a positive
way about public attitudes towards
foreign aid is that attitudes were
not quite as negative at the end of
last year as they were five years ago,
when the ratio of too much foreign
aid spending to too little was 38
to one.

In December this question will be
updated, hut it is unlikely that atti-
tudes towards foreign aid spending
will be significantly improved, in
view of the seven year trend and in
view of the more recent antigovern-
ment spending implications of Prop-
osition 13. A more likely expectation
is that critical attitudes towards
foreign aid spendingas well as
other programswill increase. In
fact, a poll conducted in early Octo-
ber tOr Time Magazine by Yankelo-
vich, Skelly and White suggests there
has been no improvement. An exact
comparison between the Yankelovich
figures this October and our own
figures of last December is not pos-
sible because of differences in
methodology and sample composi-
tion. For example, our qnestion has
consistently been asked of a nation-
wide sample of people 18 and over,
whereas Yankelovich's sample con-
sisted of registered voters. His poll
as reported in Time showed 72% of
registered voters feeling there is too
much government spending on for-
eign aid and only 4% thinking there
is too little. While the difference be-
tween our 69% from last December
and his 72% this October may not
represent an actual increase in anti-
foreign aid sentiment, it does at
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TABLE 1

Pu IILIC REACTION TO GOVERNMENT SPENDING FOR SPECIMC PROGRAMS

Turning now to the business of the countrywears faced with many problems in this country,
none of which can be solved easily, or inexpensively. I'm going to name some of these prob-
lems, and for each one I d like you to tell me whether you think we're spending too much money
on it. or too little money, or about the right amount. First, the space exploration programare
we spending tOO much, too little, or about the right amount on the space exploration program?

Dec
1977

Dec Dec
1575

Dec
374

Dec
len

Ocv
1171

Foreign aid
Too much 69% 67% 75% 73% 76% 89%Too little 4% 3% 3% 4% 2% 4%

Welfare
Too Much 58 59 53 49 48 52Too little 15 13 17 19 18 18

The space exploration program
Too much 43 4 55 56 68 88Too little 12 11 9 7 3 6

The military, armaments and
defense

Too much 24 22 27 32 32 34Too little 23 22 20 13 14 15
Solving the problems of the

big cities
Too much 15 18 20 10 10 10Too little 42 40 37 43 42 41

Improving and protecting the
environment

Too much 12 12 13 11 15 5Too little 49 50 48 49 45 56
Improving the nation's

education system
Too much 9 10 8 8 9 9Too little 54 48 49 46 44 44

Improving public transportation
Too Mich 7 10 8 7 7
Too little 45 42 45 47 54

Deahng with drug addiction
Too Much 7 7 9 7 5 4
Too little 54 57 56 55 57 62

Increasing the nation's energy
supply

Too much 7 7 7 7 4 *Too little 5 7 59 55 52 66
Improving and protecting the

nation's ..,alth
Too much 6 7 6 5 5 4
Too little 58 55 57 60 57 55

Halting the rising crime rate
Too Much 5 5 7 5 5 4Too little tIt.) 71 64 66 62 61

Not he(4 ,n. *n *1
NOTE Itor.. are presenteo trom largest too much percentage to smallest, not in order asked
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the very least suggest that there
has not been any dramatic turnaround
in public opinion since our last
measurement.

In testimony before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in
September 1975, another pollster,
Louis Harris, testified that pubhc
attitudes towards foreign aid were
negative only with respect to military
foreign aid; that the public actually
was in favor of economic foreign aid.
Two months later, to test this thesis,
we asked a national sample two ques-
tions. The first asked was whether we
were spending too much, the right
amount, or not enough on fo-eign aid.
The secoml, asked of those vho said
too much, was whether we si,ould cut
back on military aid only, on eco-
nomic aid only, or on both. While a
few more people thought military aid
only should be cut than thought
economic aid only should be cut, the
difference was slight indeed. More
significantly, nearly two-thirds of
those who felt foreign aid spending
should be cut felt that both economic
aad military aid should be cut
(Table 2).

When those who felt that both
kinds of aid should be cut are added
to those who feel economic aid only
should be cut, we find that 60% of
the entire public thinks we are spend-
ing too much on foreign economic
aid. Put another way, nearly 80% of
those who think we are spending too
much on foreign aid in general specif-
ically identify economic aid as a kind
of aid we are spending too much on.

It seems clear then that objections
to foreign aid spending are not
focused solely on arms aid.

In addition to finding out whether
objections to kreign aid were focused
on military aid, economic aid, or
both, we asked a third question in
which we gave people eight state-
ments: four favorable to kreign aid,
four critical of it. People were asked
this question regardless of whether
they had earlier said we were spend-
ing tco much or too little on foreign
aid and regardless of whether they
criticized military aid or economic
aid. People were asked to tell us
whether they agreed or disagreed
with each of the eight statements.
While agree/disagree statements are

TABLE 2

Puinic REACTION TO SPENDING FOR FORM AID

At the present time do you think we are spending too much money on foreign aid to other
countries about the right amount or that we are not Spending enough on aid to foreign
countries')

And if too much"
Do you think we should cut back on military foreign aid only. or cut back on economic foreign
aid only n !hat we should cut back on both military and economic foreign aid?

Spending too much on foreign aid 77%
And should

Cut military only 13

Cut economic only 11

Cut both 49
Don t know 4

Spending abc., t right amount 1 4

Not spending enough 2
Don t know 8

484
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TABLE 3

Pueuc RIACTION TO SININOINO RON FOREIGN EComoseic Ai0

Leaving aside military foreign aid, hors are some things that have been said about our
economic aid to foreign countries (Card shown respondent) For each one, would you tell me
if you basically agree or basically disagree? First, a lot of the economic aid we provide goes
to the wrong countries. Do you basically agree or disagree with that?

AWN§
Ols-

ACM I
Dow' Y
KNOW

We have problems of our own here at home and should spend the
money here instad of overseas 74% 16 10

Most of the economic aid we provide never gets to the people
who need it 70% 15 15A lot of the economic aid we provide goes to the wrong countries 65% 20 15Our foreign economic aid is an important factor in maintaining
world peace 54% 28 18

Putting money into foreign aid is like pouring money into a bottom-
less hole 51% 36 13

It is important that we continue foreign economic aid even if there is
a certain amount of waste and inefficiency in the program 48% 39 16

AS long as we are better off than other countries, we should share
our wealth with them 43% 42 16

The economic aid we provide has gained us valuable allies
through the world 36% 48 16

NOTE Statements are presented from largest agree percentage to smallest, not in order asked

commonly nsed by pollsters, they
produce a bias that must be taken
into account in assessing the signifi-
cance of the results to such queshons..
There is a tendency on the part of
people to agree with a statement
rather than to disagree with itwhat
is known as a -yea-say" effect. This
yea-say effect is particularly pro-
nounced where people do not have
strong ingrained feelings.

The yea-say effect may be seen in
our questn about economic aid
(Table 3). Four of the statements
were favorable to economic aid and
four were critical. Yet the public
clearly agreed with six of the eight
statements (all lour negatives an(1
two of the positives), ss as marginally
inclined to agree with a s, venth and
disagreed with only out. of th eight.
There is no precisels defined dis-
count value to apply to afl agree per-
centage, but III my judgment, an
agree/disagree ratio ot three to two
represents in reality an approximate Is

even split in public sentiment.
Higher than a three to two ratio is
likely to be in fact what it appears
to begreater agreement than dis-
agreement. Less than a three to two
ratio is likely to represent in fact dis-
agreement with the statement.

While this article is not intended
as a treatise on how to evaluate re-
search, it is necessary to appreciate
this yea-say bias in order to under-
stand people's reasons for being op-
posed to economic foreign aid. As I
evaluate the results to this question,
I would say there are four dominant
reasons for the public's opposition to
economic foreign aid. One is clearly
having problems of our own and the
belief that charity begins at home.
Another is a feeling that the aid never
trickles down to the truly needy, but
gets siphoned off by the big shots,
fat cats and dictators who are not in
need of it. Closely related is the be-
lief that a lot of aid is sent to the
wrong countries.
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It is clear from looking at Table 3
that these are the three statements
that get the strongest agreement.
The fourth major reason, in my judg-
ment, that most people are opposed
to economic foreign aid requires
taking into account the yea-say bias.
The data imply that there is a strong
disbelief that economic aid has
created valuable allies for us. To be
sure, less than half of the public dis-
agreed with the statement "the eco-
nomic aid we provide has gained us
valuable allies throughout the world."
But when correction for the yea-say
bias is talc( n into account, the 48%
who disagree with that statement
seems to me approximately as signifi-
cant as the 65%, 707c and 74% who
agree with the previously cited
reasons. In fact, the rather pale en-
dorsement of the idea that our for-
eign economic aid has been an im-
portant factor in maintaining world
peace confirms, it seems to me, the
disbelief tk t our aid has created al-
lies, and is a major reason for op-
posing foreign aid.

These data on economic versus
military foreign aid and on the pros
and cons of economic foreign aid are,
of course, now three years old. In the
intervening three years, attitudes to-
wards military versus economic for-
eign aid mas have changed; and the
reasons for people's feelings about
economic foreign aid may also have
changed. Since, however, people's
opinnms as to whether we are spend-
ing too much, about the right amount,
or too little on foreign aid have re-
mained rather constant in the inter-
vening years, it seems reasonable to
assume that the reasons for these
opinions have probably also re-
maind rather constant.

To develop a public opinion that
is positive towards foreign aid would
require demonstrating that foreign
aid, in addition to what it does for
"them,- does more for "us" than if the
same money were spent at home. It
would also require demonstration
that the money does get to the right
people in the right countries and,
further, demonstration that it has
gained us valuable allies.

But even if a compelling case can
be made on these various counts,
there will be still another hurdle to
creating favorable attitudes towards
foreign aid. That hurdle is to gain the
American public's attention in order
to get across this compelling story.
Our surveys have consistently shown
that the public's interest in foreign
affairs is at a comparatively low level
relative to domestic concerns. Given
United States involvement in a war
or the imminent threat of war% inter-
est in foreign affairs can become over-
ridi ng. But given the kind of "peace"
we have had since the end of the
Vietnam conflict, foreign affairs con-
siderations are of a low order of
interest.

In fact I think a case can be made
that while our foreign aid program
has undoubtedly been reduced, rela-
tive to GNP and the overall federal
budget, because of negative public
attitudes towards it, at the same time
it has probably managed to survive
in reduced form because of the public
apathy about foreign affairs. Given
the lopsided negative sentiment
about fiqeign aid, the program would
probably have been killed long ago
if foceign affairs and hence foreign
aid were a burning issue to the
American public.
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GLOBAL EVANGELISM RIDES AGAIN: HOW TO PROTECT HUMAN
RIGHTS WITHOUT REALLY TRYING (EXCERPTS)* ERNST B. HAAS

The Administration seeks to protect and promote human rights
in a very heterogeneous world, a world of rich and poor, socialist and
capitalist, Hindu, Mua lim, Christian and atheist, pluralist and totali-
tarian. A right can be considered generally accepted if governments
commit themselves to its observation in a solemn, legally binding
fashion. One evidence of such a commitment is the act of ratifying
the main conventions in which these rights are defined. A right can
be considered internationally accepted if a large majority of states
have ratified the text.

We have the needed data for 140 states.10 We have divided
them into groups so as to capture two dimenaions of interest: the
place of civil and political rights of individuals in the national insti-
tutional order and commitment to policies involving the economic,
social, and cultural rights applicable to groups and to individuals. The
classification of commitment is based on generally available data con-
cerning each of these countries.

Our nut classification is based on the question "how open are
the political institutions?" Polities are classified as competitive, semi-
competitive, non-competitive, and totalitarian. (1) In a competitive
pohty, groups and individuals are able to dissent from official policy,
and may freely organise to do so as long as they use peaceful and
nonviolent means. They way exercise freely their right to speak,
write, listen, organize, advocate, and vote. Competitive polities con-
duct regular and honest elections; government changes hands peace-
Wily as a result of such elections. Dissidents are not repressed. (2) In
a semi-competitive polity, dissidents are permitted to express them-
selves within a circle of oligarchic rulers, and may not suffer repres-
sion even outside such a circle as long as they do not push too hard
and are unlikely to prevail. Some political competition is allowed by
means of manipulated and supervised debate and voting within of-
ficial parties, though unsupervised rival parties are not allowed.
Elections occur, but they are usually rigged and do not always follow
any constitutional schedule. Cooptation is widely practiced by the
oligarchy in control of the state. Government changes hands often as
a result of an extra-constitutional coup. In other instances supreme

10The following countries were excluded from the survey: Papua-New
Guinea, Tonga, Qatar, Bahrein, Maldives, Djibouti, Comoros, Solomon Islands,
Belize, St. Tome and Principe, Rhodesia, Cape Verde Islands, Seychelles, Angola,
Samoa, Nauru. In some cues descriptive data were not available, and in other'
independence was oo recent as not to allow time for the ratification of treaties.

Itehrttit,1 peroti,,h.h II rrhust It ltlohlt1 Evangelism Ithles .tgnin : How toProteet ttutu 10410 s it It, ;111., I 1 ink; IlwrkelP , Inslitniv of Internationalt',r-I r iIit.ri, I:17s pp It; 17. ::o I'olicy i'npers In InternationalAffairs I
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WHO ACCEPTS WHICH RIGHTS/

power is exercised by a hereditary ruler and his supporters in the
bureaucracy. The armed forces, as an institution, sometimes preside
over a semi-competitive polity, again often in collaboration with
civilian allies. Repression is practiced selectively. (3) A non-competi-
tive polity, however, practices indiscriminate repression. No scope is
allowed to any dissident forces. All political power is monopolized
by the ruler or the single party. Elections ale rituals of popular ac-
clamation, not choices among competitors for office. However, if
groups and individuals simply lead their private lives and do not
challenge the powers that be they are left to themselves. (4) In a
totalitarian polity, by contrast, enforced participation in the official
program is the norm. Not only is there no tolerance for dissidents,
but everybody is expected to join organizations and participate in
whatever is decreed to be the policy. Opting out of. the collective
effort by way of withdrawal into privatism is not possible. Repres-
sion is fully institutionalized through appropriate police arrange-
ments and the legal code. Changes of government occur as a result of
arrangements within the top ranks of the ruling party ; no totalitarian
regime has yet been overthrown as a result of a coup, though non-
competitive regimes often suffer this fate.

The United States faces a world in which just over one-third of
mankind lives in competitive polities! Promoting human rights im-
plies a willingness, in principle, to work on improving the lot of the
remaining two-thirds. The task looks like this:

Table 1

INCIDENCE OF REPRESSIVE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

Political
Institutions

Percent of
World Population (1973)

Number
of States (1977)

Competitive 36% 41

Semi-competitive 17 31

Non.competitive 13 48

Totalitarian 34 20
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IL AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Our survey of the global scene, the meaning of human rights,
and the frail commitment to their promotion has thrown doubt on
the tamability of a consistent policy on the part of the United States.
To work energetically and consistently for the perfection of human
rights in two-thirds ot the world's countries implies a willingness to
mount another crusade for democracy. Our former crusades failed to
capture and secure the Holy Sepulchre. The costs of trying, despite
the well-known penchant of the American people for a moral foreign
policy true to the historical mission of American nationalism, have
been aevere, and the recurring waves of dimenchantment have caused
periodic agonising reappraieals of domestic policy priorities. They
also cost Lyndon Johnson the presidency.

The argument now turns to a different point. I suggest that an
energetic policy ol promoting human right& abroad is not a moral
policy. I shall argut that most of the means available for the promo-
tion of human rights are blunt and undiscriminating and that they
may do more harm than good. I shall also argue that among the
various and equally moral objectives of American foreign policy, the
protection of human rights cannot be given priority without serious-
ly sacrificing some other end. The measure of morality is not the
loud espousal of strongly held beliefs, but the principle of propor-
tionality between ends and means, the principle of weighing compet-
ing but legitimate ends and choosing the most moral among them for
priority attention, while doing the least harm to nations, groups, and
individuals who may get in the way.

WHAT IS THE CARTER FOREIGN FOL.CY?

"This administration has excellent objectives, comsponding to
admirable intentions. But foreign policy is not a matter of objectives;
it is a matter of strategythe interconnection between an overall
conception, a set of objectives, and specific policies."18 That is the
crux of the matter. The objectives include the continuation of
ditente with the Soviet Union, strategic arms control and nuclear
non-proliferation, limiting the diffusion of conventional armaments,
making progress toward a "new international economic order" favor-
ing the developing countries by means of multilateral arrangements,
eliminating white domination in Africa, making peace between Israel

18stanky Hoffmann, "TNe Heti of Cood Intentions," Foreign Policy 29
(WinWr 1977-78): 3.

6 5 7
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and the Arab states, and promoting human rights. The pulicies which
constitute the means for attaining these objectives are the same as
those practiced by any other administration: rewarding and offering
incentives to your friends and allies, or treating them with benign
neglect; persuading and threatening your enemies, or rewarding them
for approved behavior. The way this is done remains constant: give
or withhold foreign aid, raise or lower barriers to trade, promote or
end "special relationships," establish or interrupt normal diplomatic
contact, protest or praise the policies of others, either privately or in
a splashy public forum.

The trouble is that the policies are only as good us the objec-
tives they are supposed to serve, and the objectives are not mutually
consistent unless they are ranked and ordered in terms of their
importance to the United States. Ranking and ordering calls for an
"overall conception," a generalized' future state of affairs toward
which these objectives are suppoied to move the country and the
world. Depending on what that conception is, détente might take
priority over new economic agreements, or the new economic order
might take priority over Africa and the Middle East. If human rights
were to take tint place, they would make the attainment of most of
the other objectives quite impossible. But if they do not take first
place, where do they fit in the scheme of things? Since the Carter
Administration has no overall conception, it is impossible to tell.
Quite rightly, Stanley Hoffmann entitles his analysis of this state of
affairs as "the hell of good intentions."

How, then, does the Administration describe its human rights
policy? "The Carter Administration," says the Department of State,

has made an active concern for human rights throughout the
world a central part of US foreign policy.... A positive policy
offers hope to those whose rights have been denied. It also
serves the national interest by reasserting American ideals as
the foundation of our foreign policy, encouraging respect
among nations for the nue of law in international affairs, and
rebudding domestic consensus in support of our foreign
policy.19

Even though this statement does not make quite clear whether the
national Merest consists in creating respect for law abroad or appeal-
ing to a constituency at home, the rights of interest to the United
States are those enshrined in "our historical documents" and in the

19U 8 Department of State, Gist (January 1978).
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major international texts reviewed above (none of which has been
ratified by the United States to date). But more specifically they are:

Freedom from arbitrary arrest and impriso nent, torture, un-
fair trial, cruel and unusual punishment, and invasion of pri-
vacy; Rights to food, shelter, health care and education; and
Freedom o! thought, speech, assembly, religion, press, move-
ment, and participation in government.2°

In short, the United States is committed to the promotion of the
rights of the individual enshrined in the U. S. Bill of Rights and to a
few selected economic and :ocial rights. How does this policy fit into
the other objectives of the Administration?

The US is seeking to integrate human rights considerations into
its bilateral and multilateral relationships as a key element in
decisionmaking. Other factors, including security and economic
interests, continue to be important in defining our policy. We
wish to develop a policy permitting a case-by-case approach to
improve human rights situations in the most effective way pos-
sible. This policy, while concerned with progress on the full
range of human rights, will continue to recognize differences
among countries.21

Are the "other factors" more or less important than human rights?
Does a "case-by-case" approach suggest that human rights will be
addressed only if more important objectives are not jeopardized by
doing so? Or does it mean that only cases involving (Jur enemies will
be taken up? What is the "most effective way?" Quiet diplomacy,
the UN comp!aint procedure, or the Belgrade Conference on the
Helsinki Treaties? How can the "full range" of human rights be

20/bid

21Ibid. Periodic comments by Secretary of Staia Cyrus Vance suggest that no
consistent ono' systematic campaign is intended, much to the chagrin of some
domestic champions of international human rights. On April 30, 1977, Vance
said that "a sure formula for defeat of our goals v:ould be a rigid, hubristic at-
tempt to impose our values on others.. . . A doctrinaire plan of action would be
as damaging as indiffe-ence" (New York Times, May 18, 1977, p. 14). Early in
February 1978 Vance spoke of "tentative results" achieved by the policy in
easing repression in some countries and reaffirmed that human rights, because of
the Carter Administotion's emphasis, has becoene "a major theme of discussion"
in international organizations (San Francisco Chronicle, February 5, 1978,
p. 16). At the same time, stories from Washington :uggest that the Administra-
tion is tired of the campaign and wishes to downgrade it, and reported to Co7,
gresa very reluctantly on the extent of human rights violations among countries
receiving U. S. aid (New York Times, February 10,1978, p. A14).

6 0 9
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covered if, as we -Jaw, these rights are mutually contradictory and
often conflict with established American law and practice? If we
"recognize differences among countries," do we put pressure only on
nations who already practice democracy or on those who do not?
Only the actual record of the Administration in implementing these
commitments can answer these questions.

METHODS OF INFLUENCE AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

Supposing that the Administration were serious about system-
atically working for the improvement of human ..ghts everywhere in
the world, what methods of influencing unwilling foreign govern-
ments does it have at its disposal? The methods include private
remonstrances, public denunciations, appeals to internati nal or-
ganizations, and coercive measurescutting aid, restricting trade and
clandestine or overt military force. All have been used in the past,
with very mixed results.

Making unpublicized protests against specific practices is the
most commonly used method. It is also the method preferred by pro-
fessional diplomats and by Henry Kissinger. Washington, if no
grandiloquent statement of principled intention is first announced,
has the option of when and where to protest. Since the lack of
publicity means just that, we have no complete public record of such
diplomatic protests. This protects the protesting officials against
charges of failure and saves the target government the embarrassment
of having to acknowledge American intervention and, possibly, com-
pliance with it. It is said, for instance, that such protests brought
about the emigration of 35,000 Jews from the Soviet Union, a figure
which was cut sharply as soon as protests became public and were
linked in the U. S. Senate with restrictions on trade with the Soviet
Union. In any event, such protests have been recognized as a legiti-
mate exercise of the law of humanitarian intervention for a long
time. They have often led to the release from prison of individuals,
the cessation of specific acts of persecution, and the granting of for-
eign asylum to political leaders opposing a given government. If the
Carter Administration confined its policy to this method there would
be no occasion to offer these comments. Making quiet protests is an
act of commissioo free from the problems to be analyzed further.

Protescs ran also be made publicly, by "speaking out" as the
Carter Administration is fond of doing. This can still lw confined to a
bilateral exchange: the offending government is made die subject of
a remark in a speech or a press conference, or it is mentioned ad-

oft
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versely in a report to Congress. Public protest, of course, can be ac-
companied by private Remonstrances by the U. S. Ambassador in the
offending country. This was done during 1977 in order to stop tor-
ture and illegal detention in South Korea, the Philippines, and
Argentina, among others. The negative implications of this approach
were clearly illustrated in the case of Panama: opponents of the
Panama Canal treatia and political exiles from Panama made an issue
over the repressive nature of the Torrijos government, while the De-
partment of StaW then sought to soft-pedal the issue.

Going public can be done with even more splash by appealing
to an international organization or other multilateral forum. One cur-
rent example is the discussion of human rights in the Belgrade meet-
ings reviewing the Helsinki agreements. Since more is at stake there
than the relaxation of repression in Eastern Europe, American dele-
gates had to decide to what extent they would harp on human rights
violations. Their task was not made euier by the Soviet response
which sought to link the introduction of the human rights issue w4th
a revival of the Cold War.

Appeals to international organizations are subject to all the
vagaries discussed above and raise the issue of the double standard on
human rights questions. The United States has thus been singularly
unsuccessful in getting the United Nations to include on its agenda
human rights violations considered serious in Washington. It has been
equally unsuccessful in deleting from the agenda situations not con-
sidered serious by American diplomats, such as the case of Israel. But
things are somewhat different in the Organization of American
States. Its Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is a body
made up of independent experts. The United States has been able to
support the work of the Commission in investigating and airing vio-
lations, and in putting the collective pressure of publicity on the of-
fending government. This method brought results in the cases of
Chile and the Dominican Republic; it did not work when applied to
Cuba and Paraguay.

Coer measures on behalf of human rights have rarely bern
used in the east, though i.;iey are prominently featured by the Carter
Administration. The simplest way of applying coercive pressure is to
cut or eliminate foreign aid. In the case of military aid, or govern-
ment-sanctioned sales of military equipment (usually provided on
credit), a foreign government highly dependent on such supplies may
be forced to mend its ways, at least for a while. It is difficult to find
striking examples of the successful application of this kind of pres-
sure because the United States has rver followed such a line for a
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sufficient length of time. Moreover, if the United States stops a sale,
France, Britain, or West Germany can always jump into the opening,
not to mention the Soviet Union. That happened when Washington
stopped military aid to Ethiopia and South Africa. Cutting economic
aid is still more difficult, because it is not the offending government
which is punished, but its needy population. The method worked
when, in 1948, Washington cut off aid to Holland to force the Dutch
government to grant Indonesia the right of national self-determina-
tion. The Carter Administration has declared that it will not use eco-
nomic aid as a means of pressure, though it has actusilly done so in
Uganda, Ethiopia, and the Central African Empire.

Congress, in the enthusiasm of some of its members to use for-
eign aid as a lever for pushing human rights, discovered during 1977
that there has been a steady trend away from bilateral toward multi-
lateral grants and loans. Economic aid is being given increasingly by
the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the UN Develop-
ment Program and such regional institutions as the Inter-American
Development Bank. Can these institutions be used to coerce govern-
ments to stop violating hunian rights? In the past, the United States
had on occasioa justified its opposition to extending multilateral aid
to Cuba on the grounds that such aid would abet the continued vio-
lation of human rights. The House of Representatives adopted
legislation in 1977 which, had it been passed by the Senate, would
have compelled U. S. delegates to aid-giving institutions to vote
agaat economic projects aiding states in violation of human rights
standards. The State Department opposed the legislation and Presi-
dent McNamara of the World Bank announced that U. S. contribu-
tions "tied" in such a fashion were unacceptable. Multilateral aid, in
short, can be used as a method for promoting human rights only if a
sufficient number of countries sides with the U. S. Moreover, to the
extent that foreign lendLng is handled by private banks and corpora-
tions such assistance to economic development also escapes this form
of leverage.

That leaves trade embargoes and armed force. The imposition of
a trade embargo against Cuba simply drove that country more
tightly into the Soviet embrace, without doing a thing for human
rights. However, the banning of sugar imports from the Dominican
Republic in 1961 did have the desired effect of temporarily stopping
political repression in that country. Unfortunately for the Adminis-
tration, there are few countries in the world as dependent as the
Dominican Republic, and therefore as susceptible to this method of
pressure. No country has ever used its armed forces to compel
another to respect human rights only, though this objective has
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sometimes been included among othim objectives when armed inter-
vention was undertaken, as the United States dic' in 1966 in the Do-
minican Republic. The United States, along with all other industrial-
ized countries, has resolutely refused to consider armed action to
protect human rights in South Africa, though it observes the UN-
ordered embargo on arms sicles.22 On the other hand, clandestine
armed force has occasionally been used for, and against, governments
involved in human rights controversies. Thus, CIA involvement was
widely suspected in the installation of the repressive Greek military
regime in 1966. CIA involvement in the overthrow of the Allende
government is established, though it cannot be proven that the U. S.
planned to install the extremely repressive Pinochet government in-
stead. It is dear in both cases that clandestine force was used so as to
result in violations of human rights. However, the U. S. also gave
clandestine support to regimes using force to protect themselves
against the repressive designs of their domestic opponents. This oc-
curred in Venezuela during the 1960's and in Portugal in 1975.23

How effective have the methods been since the Carter Adminis-
tration took office? Our account is necessarily incomplete, because
we have no way of assessing the private protests which may have
been launched, and it is confined to events during 1977. The Depart-
ment of State says that "the Administration hts undertaken diplo-
matic initiatives with mary countries, urging improvement in human
rights conditions. We seek to encourage ane a,Eist those governments
that have taken forthright steps toward improving human rights."24
There is no indication of what ttsf*e measures uf positive reinforce-

22Until the advent of the Carter Administration, the U. S. had not complied
with the UN-ordered total trade embargo directed against Rhodesia. Neither had
most other chrome-importing countries, including the Soviet Union.

23These pr ices highlight the conundrum of international human rights
policies pursue.. by unilateral measures. In Chile, the Allende government was
promoting the economic and social rights of the peasantry and the workers, tifthe expense of the rights of the middle classes. The CIA, in undoing the results
of a democratic election, was also indirectly supporting the human rights of a
segment of Chile's population. In Venezuela, support for the AD government
had the result of protecting the civil and political rights of groups associated
with the regime against the civil and political rights of the left.wing terrorists,who suffered torture and illegal detention (and who were trained and supported
by Cuba). What does nne do when intervention has to result in somebody's
enjoying rights at someon, else's expense?

"Gist., The Administration sent to the Senate for ratification the two UN
Covenants, the Genocide Convention, and the Convention on Racial Discrimina.
tion. President Carter also signed the American Convention.

42-157 - 7,4 - 43 6 fi
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ment and reward have been. On a bilateral basis, the Department
notes that the reduction or halting of military aid is the main mode
of action, while economic aid is to serve those who need it most.

Over fifty countries were singled out for public criticism by the
United States during 1977. In a few cases the complaints took the
form of statements by the President or the Secretary of State. In the
case of the Eastern European countries the forum for denunciation
was the Belgrade Conference. The bulk of the criticism was expressed
in the two reports sent by the State Department to Congress in con-
formity with legislative provisions that military aid might be denied
to violators of human nghts. Twelve countries were subsequently
mentioned as having improved their record by releasing some prison-
ers, permitting some dissidents to emigrate, or promising to hold
elections some time in the future: Argentina, Haiti, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Uruguay, South Korea, P. liguay, Yugoslavia, Brazil,
Equador, Chile, and East Germany. In no ease was it maintained that
the overall repressive character of these regimes had been altered.
Who among the violators suffered actual or threatened cuts in aid?
Argentina, Ethiopia, Uruguay, Brazil, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nica-
ragua, Angola, Mozambique, Vietnam, Cuba, Cambodia, Laos, Ugan-
da, and Chile were mentioned in various releases of the Depaament
of State. The list is curious in many respects. Angola, Mozambique,
Vietnam, Cuba, Cambodia, Laos, and Uganda were not receiving any
aid in the first place, though negotiations for making them eligible
were going forward in some instances. All the Latin American victims
except Nicaragua announced their refusal to seek or accept U. S. aid
before action was taken in Washington. Ethiopia's share of aid was
ehminated for a variety of reasons having little to do with human
rights.25

The Administration also moved on the multilateral front.
U. S. delegate to the UN, Allard Lowenstein, sought to include
Soviet persecution oi dissidents on the agenda of the UN Commis-
sion on Human Rights and also talked about Uganda. Moreover, he
said that for the first time in recent years the Commission's debate
was more balanced because bloc voting was avoided. Encouraged per-
haps by this evidence of an alleviation of the double standard,

25This material was collected on the basis of all events reported in the New
York Times On March 7, 1977, Warren M. Christopher and Patricia Derian told
the Senate Foreign Aid Subcommittee that cutting aid was not Ihe best way to
deal with human rights violations. Instead they urged that U. S. diplomatic per-
sonnel be given P. training in human rights matters so as to he better able
to use quiet diplotoacy and friendly persuasion.

6 ti
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President Carter renewed the earlier American proposal for the crea-
tion of the office of a UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. He
urged the issue of human rights in the Western Hemisphere in the
meetinp of the OAS and worked to increase the budget of the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights, while stressing American
support of the Commission's investigation of repressiin in Chile. To
complete the story, mention should be made of separate multi-
lateral negotiations with South Africa and Rhodesia. A group of
Western countries has been talking with South Africa about the
future of Namibia; the talks were dominated by disagreement as to
whether "the people" of Namibia or one of their liberation organi-
aatIonsSWAPO--should exercise the right of self-determination.
British-American mediation in the Rhodesian case was undercut
by the conclusion of an agreement between the Smith Government
and nationalist leaders in Rhodesia not connected with the armed
liberation movements. The Administration sought to vest the right
of self-determination in the guerrillas; many of the future Zim-
babweans seemed to think otherwise.

What can we cohclude from this record? There has been some
marginal improvement in behavior on the part of a few countries.
Nobody can tell how permanent that change may be, but past experi-
ence with similar waves of relaxation in repression strongly suggests
that, unless a regime changes basically, people released from prison
remain liable to rearrest. The skills of the torturer, though perhaps
not used for a while, are not forgotten. No fundamental change in
the global human rights picture can be discovered. Moreover, it has
become very clear that neither multilateral discussion and censure
nor the manipulation of foreign aid has been an effective means for
persuading other governments. And that leaves us with quiet diplo-
macy and its occasional succesaes in alleviating the fate of single vic-
tims of repression. Such had been the situation before President
Carter took office; it will be the situation when he leaves it. The
question is: why is this so?

WHAT IS THE NATIONAL INTEREST? THE PROBLEM OF TRADE-OFFS

International politics is not like the politics of the American
civil rights movement. There is no collective guilty conscience about
past misdeeds. The suffering of individuals and groups elsewhere does
not evoke a sustained and energetic response. There is no body of
core values, no underlying acceptance of a clear norm which can
guide and inspire those who fight for the elimination of discrimina-

6 u
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tion and torture. There is all too much awareness that local condi-
tions and Ilcal values differ and justify modes of governance re-
pugnant to the American tradition. There is no central legislature
which can pass civil rignts legislation and no central police force to
protect civil rights leaders or keep integrated schools open. There is
no Supreme Court to hand down a Brown v. Board of Education.
There are no voters to punish those who ignore human rights or re-
ward those who promote them. And none of the international pro-
nouncements and legal texts so far adopted goes any distance in the
direction of creating such attitudes or institutions. Nor can they be
expected to do so, given the realities of the world.

The paradoxes of making a moral choice among competing
national interests are illustrated in seven cases. Each case raises the
question: which interest must we give up in order to attain another,
and by how much? Each case suggests that there is no clear, moral,
consensual answer.

1. Is the maintenance of a repressive but anti-communist re-
gime committed to the economic betterment of its people more im-
portant than the protection of human rights? The case in point is
Argentina. It proved impossible in Argentine politics to work simul-
taneously for the improvement of the working class, a stable price
level, continued investment in the industrial sector, and the preserva-
tion of a competitive political system. The opposing forces of Argen-
tine society were too strong and too antagonistic to accept any com-
bination of these options, and when deflationary policies were
chosen, portions of the Marxist Left unleashed a bloody civil war
intended to introduce the dictatorship of the proletariat. The Right
struck back in kind, and the current repressive regime represents
some of its interests. If we put pressure on Argentina the Left will
gain, and if it comes to power it will quickly suppress the human
rights of its erstwhile opponents. If we leave Argentina alone, the
Right may succeed in stimulating economic growth once more and
thus, eventually, satisfy some of the economic demands of the work-
ing class. Human rights will be violated in either event.

2. 's the gradual transformation of a repressive but anti-com-
munist regime, committed to the economic betterment of its people,
more important than the protection of human rights? The case is
Brazil. Brazil has taken longer and firmer strides into the modern era
under the military regime in power since 1964 than in its entire
history. During that period civil liberties have been curtailed and
the working class has been denied gains in living standards. Unlike
Argentina, hr wever, Brazil never had a faltering tradition of demo-
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cratic governance. A sudden reintroduction of civil and political free-
dom may force changes in the successful economic policies pursued
by the dictators, because the people to be enfranchised may compel
the choice of inflationary policies which would undo the gains of the
last decade. Which is worse: continued poverty or the curtailment of
individual freedom? Which makes more sense: stigmatizing the
government of Brazil in public or quietly encouraging it to gradually
relax repression?

3. Is the maintenance of a pre-modern regime, uninterested in
women's rights or unemployment benefits for sheepherders, more
important to the United States than urging that regime to become
modern? The situation is typical of much of Asiafor instance, in
Saudi Arabia. An insistence on the adoption of human rights con-
sidered consensual in the West implies a desire to impose one culture
on another. Is it not more moral to permit the rulers of such a coun-
try to choose their own way into modernity? Or to reject it al-
together? The rapid modernization of Saudi Arabia can be con-
sidered to be a national interest of the United States only if one
wishes to make the world safe for multinational corporations and
countervailing air power.

4. Is the support of a repressive regime which is selling us
strategic commodities more important than the democratization of
that regime? Consider Zaire. Its government is in the hands of a
dictator whose control over Ls own huge country can only be main-
tained with the help of foreign troops. The citizens, to the extent
that they are conscious of living in a place called Zaire, have never
enjoyed any political or economic rights. A relaxation of repression
would surely trigger various secessionist movements, no more com-
mitted to human rights than General Mobutu. In the meantime,
Zaire sells the West various needed primary commodities, from which
the bulk of the local population may eventually get some economic
benefit. In such a setting, is it moral to punish the government for
not observing human rights?

5. Which is better: holding out for individual freedoms, agree-
ing to the primacy of collective rights in the hope that this may
lead to economic betterment, or doing nothing? Take the case of
Algeria. Its socialist government does not allow political opposition
and insists that one-party rule ensures the collective rights of nation-
al self-determination, racial equality, and state control over natural
resources. It has also chosen economic policies which may eventually
lead to a wealthier and healthier Algeria. Do we applaud the commit-
ment to collective rights which serves as a cover for oppressing the

7
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individual, oven though that commitnwnt may lead to a more pros-
perous future for individual Algerians? Perhaps morality consists of
doing nothing.

6. Which is more important: putting pressure on a stable re-
pressive regime committed to certain harsh pohcies of social change
which would be jeopardized by democracy, or leaving such a regime
alone because it also plays an important role in maintaining world
peace? China and Egypt illustrate the point. Neither is in the least
committed to the protection of human rights. While Egypt might
buckle under American pressure, at least temporarily, China would
not. In any ient, American policy with respect to the maintenance
of peace in East Asia and in the Middle East depends very heavily on
correct relations with both. One cannot be sure that leaders in Peking
and Cairo would continue to collaborate with Washington in favoring
policies of military disengagement if the Carter Administration also
sought to stigmatize them as torturers, wardens of labor camps, and
police spies.

7. Finally, which is more important: arms control and halting
the spread of nuclear weapons or protecting the rights of dissidents
in totalitarian countries? The rulers of the Soviet Union have strong-
!), hinted that Washington cannot have it both ways. Protesting the
violation of human rights in the Soviet Union may bring about the
emigration of another 20,000 or 50,000 people. Permitting the
nuclear arms race to escalate will put in mortal danger the lives and
health of four or five billion.26

THE IMMORALITY OF CONFUSING PRIORITIES

Some of the greatest crimes against individual human rights
have been committed by those who claim to incorporate the col-
lective rights of peoples and nations and classesby those who claim
to be leading their followers to the utopia of equality and fraternity
by shooting and exiling their opponents. Almost every national lib-
eration movement which has led its supporters to political indepen-

26Testimony by Marshall D. Shulman before the House Committee on Inter-
national Relations (U. S. Department of State, Statement, October 26, 1977.
pp. 6-7) does little to clear the matter up. Shutman argued that "although the
human rights issue has been a source of contention in U. S.-Soviet relations, it
is our hope that ver the longer run, it will be seen to have had constructive ef-
fects." The hope is based on the argument that long-term reductions of political
and military tensions can contribute to easing internal repression. Perhaps so.
But then, should not ideological confrontation be avoided until after political
tensions between the two countnes have actually been removed?

6
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dence in the last twenty years, with the blessing of the United Na-
tions, has become a repressive machine whose more fortunate victims
seek asylum in the "capitalist-racist" West.

That is a fact of contemporary life with which even the Carter
Administration has to come to terms. There is little that can be done
about it, unless a new global crusade is to be launched. Such a cru-
sade, of course, would call into question the success of other inter-
national priorities: cgtente, military disengagement from the Third
World, economic betterment, improved health and housing, environ-
mental protection, nuclear non-proliferation, a stable peace in vari-
ous parts of the world. The foreign leaders on whose cooperation
these priorities depend are the violators of human rights. We do not
have to encourage them with arms, words of praise, police training
techniques, or the CIA. But we cannot expect to change their ways
with denunciations and the curtailment of aid and trade unless we
are also willing to give up on other objectives.

Nor does it help to claim that our first priority is the creation of
a better world order and that the observance of human rights is anessential part of such an order. "The quest for human rights and thequest for world order are not identical," says Stanley Hoffmann:

Ordinary world order issues may foster conflict, the ultimate
objective is accommodationcompromise for survival and
prove's. The issue of human rights, however, by definition,
breeds confrontation. Raising the issue touches on the very
foundations of a regime, on its sources and exercise of power,
on its links to its citizens or subjects. It is a dangerous issuea
difficult one to manipulate, because if the Carter Administra-
tion does mean what it says it means, many other nations may
take this as an assertion of American hubris, an old fondness for
telking others how to run their affairs. The subject of human
rights almost inevitably increases tensions with our enemies. If
it is pursued very avidly, it diminishn the chances of coopera-
tion on a number of other world order issues."

Hence the human rights issue cannot be used, as President Carter
suggested it should be used, as a way of relaunching the United
States as the moral leader of mankind.

Yet there may be situations in which these tensions and con-
frontations may be acceptable, where an active policy of using
national power to coerce a violator of human rights is free of the
problems we examined. Such situations involve several ingredients:

"Hoffmann, "The Hell of Good Intentions," pp. 7-8.
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the violations are particularly brut& md widespread; their continua-
tion arouses the strong opposition of lost governments; collective or
unilateral coercive measures are unlikely to interfere with the pursuit
of other important foreign policy objectives; the use of such mea-
sures will not create a bad precedent for the evolution of a more
benign world order. The case for a strong American policy on behalf
of human rights in South Africa and in Uganda ought to be ex-
amined in these terms.

South Africa. There is no need to summarize the racial and eco-
nomic policies institutionalized in South Africa; they are universally
condemned as very serious violations of the human rights of the
black and Asian majority. The United States gives no foreign aid to
South Africa and maintains no military Iliance with its government,
but American firms invest heavily there and are reluctant to pu" at
merely because the government i repressive. The United States has
been urged to add a policy of eco...omic and financial discrimination
to its embargo on the sale of military ego nent in c . der to put
pressure on Pretoria, a policy which would .. a change in the con-
duct of American firms and investors. In all k ood, such a policy
would not seriously interfere with the attainnsat of any other for-
eign policy objective. Massive economic warfare against South
Africa might very well compel the Pretoria government to change its
ways because it is very dependent on the export of minerals to the
United States, whereas the United States can buy the same com-
modities from others. Why not enact such an embargo?

Uganda. Nor is there a need to enumerate the crimes of Idi
Amin. Unlike the case of South Africa, however, his rule by mass
murder is not universally condemned. Other African states, irrespec-
tive of the private sentiments of their leaders, have publicly defended
Uganda and expressed their opposition to unilateral or collective
sanctions. They are unlikely to intervene actively in Uganda. Hence
legislation is currently under discussion in the House of Representa-
tives designed to bring about the fall of the Amin regime by means of
a unilateral American boycott on the purchase of Ugandan coffee.28
It is quite possible that such a step would be effective. It is equally
possible that it might both arouse the active opposition of most
African governments and lead to greater Ugandai dependence on
Soviet aid. In my judgment these would be entirely acceptable costa.

28Richard Ullman, "Human Rights and Economic Power: The United States
Versus Idi Amin," Foreign Affairs, 56: 3 (April 1978). Ullman makes a most
convincing cam in favor of the moral nd practical feasibility of a coffee embar-
go. My argument accepts and draws on his reasoning.
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An embargo on Ugandan coffee, in short, would pose no issue as far
as the attainment of other American policy objectives are concerned.
Why then does the Carter Administration oppose the legislation and
maintain that this mode of protecting human rights does interfere
with other objectives?

The justification for inaction in South Africa and Uganda has to
do with the creation of undesirable precedents for the future world
order. The Carter Administration, like its predecessors, prefers to
keep "politics" and "economics" separate in international relations.
It does not wish to make trade and financial relations dependent on
political alignments and calculations in the hope of keeping them
subject to the universalistic norms which have grown up since 1945
(in spite of the fact that the United States has been highly 'elective
in its adherence to these norms). A trade embargo justified by the
policy of promoting human rights could backfire badly, even if it
works in the cues in point. Suppose the Arab countries launch an
oil embargo against the United States in the pursuit of their policy to
safeguard the human rights of Palestinians? Or the organization of
copper-producing nations boycotta sales to the West so as to promote
the right to set commoditv prices and limit corporate remittances?
Remember, these are "human" rights as currently defined by the
United Nations!

We can only speculate on the likelihood of such events. But,
then, who predicted the oil embargo of 1973 over a purely political
issue? In any event, the precedent has already been set; the United
States was the chief actor in its establishment in relations with Cuba
and the Dominican Republic. The application of our criteria, then,
offers no compelling reasons against coercing South Africa and
Uganda through economic measures.

Yet, I would argue, the principle of doing the least harm to
innocent bystanders argues in favor of not enacting such measures
against South Africa whae imposing them against Uganda. The prin-
ciple of proportionality forces us to ask who would suffer the most
from such measures, granting that no great burden would be foisted
on the United States in either case. In South Africa, those who
would suffer most in the short run would be the very population
whose rights are to be promoted; the slow down in industry and
mines would inevitably increase social unrest and heighten the pos-
sibilities of internal violence. It would make more sense to provide
incentives to American firms to so treat their black employees in
South Africa as to set a telling example for the government of South

6
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Africa and thus add to the already heavy pressure to alter the apart-
heid laws.

But in Uganda things are different. Since the coffee-growing
peasantry is already denied most of its share of the revenue, no
additional suffering would be entailed. Moreover, unlike the situation
in industrialized South Africa, the Ugandan economy is so precarious
as to make the loss of the American coffee market an emergency
which would damage the regime immediately. Since no moral or
practical issue militates against the use of economic sanctions, one
might expect the Carter Administration to welcome this opportunity
to try a little harder. It exemplifies the "selective approach" with
minimal costs. For once, there are no important trade-offs to be
considered.

TOWARD A TRUE HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY

Many veterans and beneficiaries of the civil rights struggle
applauded the emphasis on human rights and saw in it the exten-
sion of their concerns to Africa and Latin America. Others welcomed
it as a way of showing A.nerica's continued opposition to commun-
ism without having to resort to armed threats. Many, while sharing
some feeling of malaise about the feasibility of the policy, neverthe-
less supported it enthusiastically because they felt the need for an
ethical reaffirmation, a restatement of core American values after
the traumas of Vietnam and Watergate.

They will all be disappointed. All of these expectations, and
Carter's desire to cater to them, ignore the issue of trade-offs. All of
them fail to recognize the global trend toward collective rights, the
lack of consensus, the impatience with indiviival rights. Either the
Administration resolutely pursues human rights everywherewhich
it cannot and will not do for the reasons we have givenor it pro-
motes them "selectwely," as it has in fact done. Selective promotion
will be seen as a sellout, as trimming. If it goes too far it will be ex-
posed as hypocrisy, not as an affirmation of an ethically rededicated
nation.

Yet more modest alternatives are open to the Administration. It
can certainly refrain from supporting repressive regimes actively
when no important objective of p3licy is served by such support. But
in terms of generous acts of comr.lission rather than omission, it can
underwrite certain rights which are consistent with the American
tradition and are compatible with all the major foreign policy objec-
tives. They do not raise any of the nagging moral and practical is-
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sues. No problem of priorities arises. Moreover, these rights have
already been legitimated by a number of recent international meet-ings.

Prominent among them is the right to adequate food and nutri-tion. The right is personal, capable of being defined in scientific
terms, universal, and subject to efficient implementation through
international programs and national contributions. A right to a mini-mal standard of healthas opposed to "full mental and physicalhealth"is eqtially reaLstic, and for the same reasons. Others maycome to mind readily. They can be embraced by communists,
fascists, liberals, and ordinary authoritarians. They are of equal ap-peal to Muslims, Hindus, Christians, and atheists. They threaten nogovernment and they do not pit legal and philosophical traditionsagainst each other. I commend them to the Carter Administration.

6 L.
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Appendix

CLASSIFICATION OF POLITIES BY POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC TYPE

Competititv/Industriahsed-Mixed Economy

Australia France Japan Spain
Austria Germany (West) Luxembourg Sweden
Belgium Iceland Malta Switzerland
Canada Ireland Netherlands U. K.
Denmark Israel New Zealand U. S.
Finland Italy Norway

Competitive/Deueloping-Mixed Economy

Bahamas Cyprus India Trinidad
Barbados Dominican Repub`ic Jamaica. Turkey
Botswana Fiji Portugal Venezuela
Colombia Gambia Sri Lanka'
Costa Rica Greece Surinam

Semi-Comprtitiue/Industrialized-Mixed Economy

Argentina.
Kuwaltb
South Africa.
United Arab Emirates"
Uruguay.

Semi-Competitke/Deueloping-Mixed Economy

Bolivia Guyana Mexico Singapore
Brazil* Honduras Nicaragua South Korea
Ecuador* Indonesiaa Nepalb Taiwan
Egypt Kenya Omanb Thailand
El Salvador Lebanon Pakistan' Yemen
Grenada Malaysia Perua
Guatemala Mauritius Senegal

Classification imperfect
a Institutionalized army regime
b Traditional/absolute monarchy

)
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APPENDIX

Nnn-Competitiuethetetoping-Mixeri Economy

Afghanistan* Guink Mauritania SwazilandbBanos:Ile
Bhutan°

Haiti
17-mb

Moroceob
Niger

Togo
Tunisia

Burundi Ivory Coast Nigeriaa Uganda
Cameroon Jordanb Panamaa Upper VoltaCentnl Affican Lesotho Paraguay Yugoslavia*Em pire Liberia Philippines Zaire
Chad Malagasy Rwanda Zambia
Chilea Republic Saudi Arabiab
Gabon Malawi Sierra Leone
Ghana Mali Sudan

Non-Competitive/Developing-Command Economy
Algeria
Bonin*
Burmaa
Congo*
Iraq&

Libyaa
Somalia*
Syria
Tanzania*

Totalitarian/Industrialized-Cornmand Economy
Bulgaria
Czechoalovakia
Germany (East)
Hungary

Poland
Romania
U. S. S. R.

Totalitarian/Developing-Command Economy
Albania
Cambodia
China
Cuba
Equatorial Guineas

Ethiopia
Guinea-Bisaau
Laos
Mongolia
Mozambique*

North Korea
South Yemen
Vietnam

4
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analyze our policy toward various regions.
Van der Kroef, Justus. Carter's foreign policy : options and problems. Studia

diplomatica, v. 30. no. 3, 1977 : 227-242.
The Vietnam legacy : the war. American society, and the future of American

foreign tmlicy. Edited by Anthony Lake. New York, New York University Press,
1976. 440 p. DS55&V5 959.704.

Watt, D. C. A return to Americanism? The foreign policy of President Carter.
Political quarterly, v. 48. Oct.-Dec. 1977 : 429-439.

"To European t)bservers the most alarming features of President Carter's for-
eign policy so far have lain in the manner of Its formulation as much as in itscontent. . . . Above all what European political observers seem to want of the
new administration is that it should stop talking for a little, both in public andprivate, and listen."

Wesson, Robert G. Foreign policy for a new age. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1977.
462 p. JX1417.W43 327.73.

Williams, Douglas. Human rights. economic development and aid to the thirdworld : an analysis and proposal for action. ODI [Overseas Development Insti-
tute] review, to'. 1. 1978 : 14- 37.

For the more serious breaches of the 'U.N. covenants on economic, political and
cultural rights "there can be no Justifiation on developmental grounds-indeed
they can only Impede developnient----and the international community should becareful before It tnakes eoneessional funds available to help countries guilty of
such breaches. On the other hand, to use aid funds as a crude economic sanction,
tempting though this Is. k more likely to damage the development effort than to
Improve human rights.-
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B. DEBATE PROPOSITION ONERESOLITED THAT : THE UNITED STATES SHOVLD
StoNn'tcANTIN etiAsea.: ITN Foams Tama.: Polity

Abegglen, James C., and Thomas M. Hout. Facing up to the trade gap with
Japan. Foreign affairs. v, 57, NH WS: 146-198.

Analyzes "the realities of U.S. competitive performance in Japan." Sees U.S.
exports to Japan restrieted not by Japanese protectionism. but by the loss of
competitiveness in the world markets of U.S. products and by U.S. foreign trade
policy. Also examines sectors of the Japanese market which might absorb l'.S.
products, concludes -that there is au urgent need for review of the U.S. interna-
tional economic competitive position aml for the development of policies to im-prove the U.S. position."

American labor's stake in a changing world economy. Monthly labor review, v.
100, Mar. 1977: 34-50.

"At an unusual international emiferenee, trade union leaders, governmentofficials, and educators were among those debating U.S. trade policy, interna-
tional labor standards. regulation of multinational corporations, and the demandsof developing nations.-

Baldwin. Robert E. The political economy of postwar U.S. trade policy. [New
York! New York University, Center for the Study of Financial Institutions, 1970.40. p. (New York University. Center for the Study of Financial Institutions.
Bulletin 1970-4

-This paper attempts to xplain why U.S. trade pulley has emerged in its
particular c,,mpromised form as well as why realignments in party support haveoccurred. Particular attention is devoted to the role of pressures front groupswith eommon economic interests as a determinant of trade policies."

Beasley, Michael W. Thomas F. Johnson, and Jialith A. Mather. An interimanalysis of the effects a clip Jackson-Vitnik ameneltnent on trade and humanrights: the Romanian example. Law and policy international bilsinest4. V. S. 110.1, 113711; 193-221.

Comment examines the Jackson-Vanik amendment to the Trade Act of 1974,which linked increased trade between the United States and Communist coun-tries with a requirement for a policy. of free emigration from those countries,
citing the Rimmitinii example and amtlyzing the efficacy of the linkage. nf trade .and lonnan rights.

Bergsten. Frell. remand a new international economie order seleeterl papersof C. Fred itergsten, 1971-1974. Lexington, Mass., Lexington Books. 1975. 519 p.I I F'1411.1143 33N.91.

LS. trade policy and the world economy. Atlantic community quar-terly, v. 15, winter 1977 .75: 442-449.
Opt. 1977 address by Treasury official to a conference on the -crisis in worldtrade" outlines t'arter adiniaistration actions and policy "to help preserve theopen international trading system."
Bingham. Joniethan ie.. and Victor r. Johnson. A rational approach to exportcontrols. Foreign offairs. v. 57. spring 1979: 594-1120.
Blacklmrst. Richard. Niceelas Marian. and Jan Tumlir. Trade liberalization.protectionism. and interdependenee. tieneva. Cieneral Agreement on Tariffs andTrade, 1977. 79 p. (GATT studies in international trade, no. i I. liF1411.B59.

Brooksteine, Jeffrey M. The multinational businessman and foreign policy:entrepreneurial politics in Egst-V.'est trade. and investment. New York. Praeger,1976. 1S3 p. e Praeger special studies in international business, tinanee. findt rade). 111.'1455.1173, 382.3.
Cleveland. flarlan. Our (soiling foreign policy crisis. Saturday review. v. 2,Sept, 6. 1975 1914. 16. 15-20.

1-.S. gimvernment has long lacked a pedicy for revising the internatleatalconomic system, foeusing the management of re(ources on the meeting ofhuman needs, and res!ructuring the. United Natiem).." The U.S. "wood he welladviseel to take the lead in proposing a practical beyood-the-rhetorie program ofnegotiating about real issues of mutual convent- -energy. food. developmentst rategies resottrve I roasters. en vi regimental protect ion."
I 'Oben, 11111.111111in J. The 1".5, trade detleit : a cause for alarm? Fletcher forum,v. 2. May 1978: 238-241,
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Cooper, Richard N. The economics of interdependence; economic policy in the
Atlantic community. New York, published for the Council on Foreign Relations
by McGraw-Hill, 1968. 302 p. (The Atlantic policy studies). IIF1411.C587 338.91.

U.S. position on international economic relations. Dept. of State bulle-tin, v. 77, Nov. 14, 1977: 696-704.
Corden, Warner Max. Trade policy and economic welfare. Oxford. Clarendon

Press, 1974. 423 p. HF1713.0093 882.1.
East-West trade: managing encounter and accommodation. Boulder, Colo.,Westview Press 119771. 194 p. (The Atlantic Council policy series).
Contents.---An East-West trade policy for the United States, by the AtlanticCouncil Committee on East-West Trade.Organization and conduct of East-West trade by nonmarket economies, by C. Movit.The role of bilateral agree-ments in East-West trade, by K. Taylor.GATT as a framework for East-Westtrade by J. Evans.The Tokyo Round and the nonmarket economies: a focuson nontariff barriers, by K. Taylor.Financing U.S. exports to the Soviet Unionand Eastern Europe, by A. Wentworth.
Goals for mankind : a report to the Club of Rome on the new horizons of globnl

community. Ervin Laszlo, and others. New York, Dutton, c1977. 484 p. CB480.061977 900.82.
Hardt, John Pearce. U.S.-Soviet commercial relations: the interplay of eco-nomies, technology transfer, and diplomacy. Prepared for the Subcommittee onNational Security Policy and Scientific Developments of the Committee onForeign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, by John P. Hardt and George D.Holliday. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1973. 105 p. (Science, technology,

and American diplomacy). RIP3108.H36 382.09f8.
Hein, John. United States exports in world markets. (New York] ConferenceBoard, 1978 19 p. (The Conference Board. Information bulletin no. 49).Examines trends in U.S. exports over the past ten years from two mainpoints of view. First, it looks at U.S. international competitiveness as measuredby several price, cost and exchange-rate indicators for the U.S. and six othermajor industrial countries. The second part focuses on actual export perform-ance. which, in the end, determines a country's international standing.
Johnson, Harry Gordon, ed. Trade strategy for rich end poor nations. London.Allen and Unwin, 1971. 232 p. HF1713.J64 328.7108.
Karlik, John R. Crisis in U.S.-Japanese relations? A congressional view. Ori-ental economist, V. 46. May 1978: 22-29.
A senior international economist of the Joint Economic Committee discusses

U.S.-Japanese econotnk. relations and Congressional attitudes toward the situ-ation. Sees pressures for protectionist legislation building, but doubts any actionwill be taken.
Kindleberger. Charles P. U.S. foreign economic policy, 1776-1976. Foreignaffairs, v. 55. Jan. 1977 : 395-417.
The author focuses primarily on the twentieth century and concludes with afew remarks on what lies ahead.
Kirkland. Lane, and others. Labor's international role. Foreign policy, no. 26,spring 1977: 204-246.
Includes ssays and commenb, from a Dec. 1976 conference, American Labor'sStake and Voice in a Changing World Economy, among which are the followingpapers: !Labor and foreign trade policy] by L. Kirkland.[Labor's views onthe Trade Reform Act of 19741 by II. Hatnuel.IProblents in international col-lective bargaining! by B. Sharmsn.----1InternatIonal wage differentials] by E.Kassalow. !Problems with trade adjustment assistance) by P. Henle.
Krasner. Stephen D. Defending the : tionIaI interest: raw materials invest-nients and U.S. foreign policy. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press.clinS. 404 p. 11F1455.K77 182.6.
Kraus, Melvyn 11 The nen protectionism: the welfare state and internationaltrade. New York. Published by New York University Press for Economic PolicyStudies, 1975. llf. p. HF1713.K73 382.7.
Lawrence.. Robert Z. An analysis of the 1977 U.S. trade deficit. Brookingspapers on economic activity. no. 1, 1978: 159-189,
Presents an analysis of the causes of the current U.S. deficit. A quantitativeassessment of these different causes that are important for the design of appro.priate policy is given.
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League of Women Voters of the United States. The politics of trade. Wash-
ington, 1971. 48 p. HF1456.1971.L4 382.3.

McCracken. Paul Winston. Foreign trade policy; an AEI round table held on
September 10, 1973, at the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Re-
seareh. Paul W. McCracken. moderator with William R. Pearee and others.
Washington, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1974.31 p. HF1455.M254 382.0973.

Maddock, R. T. The politics of trade-the American experience since 1945.
International relations, V. 6, May 1978: 272-301.

This analysts of U.S. foreign trade policy emphasizes free trade initiativesand U.S. insistence on "the prior requirement of economic accommodation inmatters of diplomacy."
Malmgren. Harold B. Sources of instability in the world trading system. Jour-

nal of international affairs, v. 30, spring-summer 1976 : 9-20.
Says that even with global recession. U.S. trade policy "remained more orless intact regarding the traditional issues and the traditional trade amongthe richer countries of the world."
Mitchell. Daniel J. B. Labor issues of American international trade and in-

vestment. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, e1078. 112 p. (Policystudies in employment and welfare; no. 24). HD5724.M6 382.0973.
Monroe. Wilbur F., and Walter Krause. U.S. foreign economic policy : a for-

ward look. Akron business and economic review. v. 8, spring 1977: 7-13.
The Assistant Director, Council on International Economic Policy, and hiscoauthor, an economies professor, suggest the need for a fresh approach to U.S.

foreign economic policy and give guidelines and illustrations for a new approach.
The new international economic order : conflict or cooperation between north

mid south? Confrontation or cooperation between north and south? Edited byKarl B. Sauvant and Ilajo Hasenpflug. Boulder. Colo., Westview Press, 1977.
-174 p. (Westview special studies in international economics). HF1411.N43 382.1.

Prospects for partnership: industrialization and trade policVbs in the 1970s.Edited by Helen Hughes. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, c1973.289 p. 11101410.P74. 338,9,
Schroeder, !Dullard C. Trade talks and prote(tionism. [Washington] EditorialResearch Reports. '97s. '23-44 p. t Editorial research reports, 1979, v. 1. no, 2.)Contents.-- Actitat on Ieneva negotiations..-Protcotionism vs. free trade.-rutegles for enlarging trade.
Sneath. William S. Tht. U.S. and international trade----a realistic look at the

future. National journal, v. 10. Apr. 29, 1978 : 693-699.
Chairman of Union Carbide exi:mines the U.S. world trade position and U.S.trade isdicy nittl contends that -the conceptual foundation of our nation's tradepolicy and that of the G vrr Is ituply no longer the reality." Calls for amodernizat it at of the (1ATT i nd for "Vunsonable" tariff cuts by all parties.
Starr. Robert, East-West ousiness transactions. New York, Praeger, 1974. $77 p.(Praeger special studies in international economics and development.)HF1411.8790 382.09171.
Toward a new world trade policy : the Maidenhead papers. Edited by C. Fred

Bergstek Lexiogton, Mass.. Lexingttal Hooks, 1975. 393 p. 11141-110.T69 382.1.
Tratle and the dolinr owing with interdepeadence. In Great decisions '79.I New York 1 Foreign Polky Asmaiation 119791 p. 14-23.
Trade, inflation (4, ethies. Lexington. Mass., Lexington Books, 1:176. 303 p.

(Critical choices for Amerienns, V. 51. 11141455.T64 338.9173.
Trade. techntiltwy. and leverage Ft weign policy. no. 32, fall 1978 63-106.
U.S. Commission on laternatimuil Trade and Investment Policy. UnitedStates Intermit If ma 1 iwlicy In an ibterdependent world. WashingtonFor sale by the Supt. of I1ocs., U.S. Govt. Print. 4 61'.1 1971. 3 v.
The commission's moil to the President is supplemented by a two-volumerompendium of papers prepared by persons who appeared before the commission.

by government ngemles, and by the vommission's staff. 11F1455.A5153 382.0973.V S. Congress. Douse. Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs.Subeommittee on Icternational Trade, Investment, am! Monetary Policy. Tradepolicy and protectionism : hearings. 95th Cong., 2d Hess. July 25-26, Aug. 1, 1978.Washington. U.S. (:ovt. Print. Oft, 1978. 235 p. K127.13577 1978c 382.3.
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U.S. Congretts. House. Committee on Ways and Means. Subcommittee on Trade.
Causes and con4equence:4 of the U.S. trade deficit and developing problems inU.S. exports; hearings. 95th Cong., ist mess. Nov. 3 and 4, 1977. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. off_ 1977. 563 p. liF27.W3IS 19771 382.1.

The impact of international trade on U.S. employment : a snrvey of litera-
ture. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 22 p. HD5723.C65 1977a 331.11.

Congress. Joint Economic Committee. Subcommittee on InternationalEconomics. Hearings, 96th Cong., 2d seas Aug. 30 and Sept. 29, 1978, Washing-
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. MC. 1979. 136 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Rousing, and Urban Affairs.
Subcommittee on International Finance. Export policy. Hearings, 95th Cong., 2dsess. Washington. U.S. Goi t l'rint. off.. 197s, s v.

Hearings held Feb. 6, May 17, 1979.
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.National export program. Hearing. 95th Cong., 2d seas. Sept. 28, 1978. Washing-

ton, U.S. Govt. Print. off.. 1978. 141 p.
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Finance. Background materials andeconomic (Pita relating to International trade. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,1979. 117 p.
At head of title: 96th Cong., 1st seas. Committee print.
U.S. Congressional Budget Office. TI7'% U.S. balance of international paymentsand the U.S. Issmolny. Washington, for sale by the Supt. of Dom, U.S. Govt.Print. 1/1Y.. 197S, II p, 11G3ss3.V7 1'56 197s as2.17.
----U.S. trade policy and the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotia-tions; background paper. Washington, 1979. 49 p.
U.S. Dept. of state. The trade debate. 1Washington, for sale by the Supt. ofDoes.. U.S. Govt. Print. Off- 1975.1 25 p. (U.S. Dept. of State. Publication 8942.)coutents. History.- l'atterns of U.S. trade.--Current U.S. policy 101455.-1'MM 197s 3s9.11973.
U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service, Issues in Nast-West eommercial relations ; a compendium of papers submitted to the JointEtonomie Committee. Congress of the United States. Washington, U.S. Govt.Print. Off., 1979. 322 p.
At head of title: 95th Cong., 2d sess. Joint committee print.
U.S. ()dice of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. FutureUnited States foreign pelley. Washington. U.S. Govt Print. Off., 1969. 101 p,11e1456 1969, A57 3042,0973,
U.S. ecenomie growth from 1976 to 1986: prospects, problems, and patterns:stmilem prepared for the use of the Joint Evonoulic Committee, Congress of the1'111441 st ales. Washington. 1'.S. tiovt. Print. OfT., 1977. v. 12.At head if t le : 9; t Cong.. 1st sess. Joint committee print.12- ,Economic growth in the international context. HC106.7.U59 330.973.Weil. Gordoe LeV. American trade policy : a new round. New York, TwentiethCentury Fond. 1975. 78 p. 11F1445.W32 382.3.
Werner. Roy A. und 1*.s. security. Orlds, v. 21, fall 1977 : 651-670.
Whitman. Marina V. N. A year of travail : the United States and the inter-national economy. Foreign affairs. v. 57. no. 3. 1978 : 527-554.-Two set or is-oles were acute during the year. One se,- involves such 'macro-econotnie' aptestions as the eoordination of domestic stabilization policies and theoperntion of the international monetary sy,ttem, including the exchange-rate re-gime. In the other or inieroremounie. sph ,re, especially in trade and commercialpcIleles, measures to restriel or eartelize world trade proliferated even as theyea r-plut deadline Pawing the innitilateral trade negotiations in Geneva drewchiser."
wood, I ;14 liTrey E., and ofnights R. Mudd. The recent U.S. trade deficitnocause for panic. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis review, V. 60, Apr. 1978 : 2-7.Says -the ha honey of trade is tally one aspect of a country's international eco-rola I hors. and there are circumstames when a trod, deficit is highly desir-able. Further. the fear that a troth. defkit will aggravate national unemploymentIs erroneous_ In terms of national twonomic isalley, the recommendation toreduce ism, component of the deficit so as to strengthen the dollar would not behelpful."
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Yeager, Leland B., and David G. Tuerek. Foreign trade and U.S. policy : the
case for free international trade. New York, Praeger, 1976. 295 p. (Praegerspecial stu(lies in international businesa, finanee, and trade.) HF1713.Y38.382.710973.

C. DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO-RUMS= THAT : THE UNITED STATES SHOULD SIG-
NIFICANTLY REDITE Primic AND PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION Or WEAPONS TO FOREIGNCousvituts

Albrecht. U.. and others. Militarization, arms transfer and arms productionin peripheral countries. Journal of peace research, v 12, no. 3, 1975: 105-212.
Examinee the consequences for industrialization of the establishment of de-fense industries in developing countries.
Albrecht. Ulrich. Avns trade with the third world and domestic arms produc-

tion. Instant research on peace and violence, v. 6, no. 1-2. 1976: 52-61.
Alexander, Archibald S. Arms ransferis by the United States: merchant ofdeath or arsenal of democracy. Vanderbilt journal of transnational law, v. 10,spring 1977 : 249-267.
"This article deals with transfers of all kinds of non-nuclear arms from orby the United States, and it examines all types of transfers including grants.

transfers on credit, government to govr_vnment sales, and commercial transac-
tions in which the seller is part of the private sector of the United States. There
Di an analysis or statutory law and applicable international agreements, followedby a description of the machinery that the United States Government uses to
make decisions regarding transfers."

Anatomy of the arms trade. Newsweek, v. 88, Sept. 6, 1976: 39-42, 45. "The
arms trade is nonetheless one of the world's largest and fastest-growing busi-
nessesand it is now under sharp and sometimes moralistic attack."

Arms and the Middle East. Bulletin of the atomic scientists, v. 34, Feb. 1978:
38-49.

"Arab and Israeli views of how to stop the huild-up."
ContentsArms and the Middle East, by B. red.A new game: stabilization

by accentuated destabilization, by E. Galal.Arma and security in the Middle
East by Y. Evron.

Arms trade and transfer of military technology. Bulletin of peace proposals.
v. 8, no. 2, 1977 : whole issue.

l'artial contents.The transfer of military technology to third world coun-
tries, by S. Landgren-Backstrom.--The eigniflcance of military technology, by
U. Kaidor.Teehnology and militarization of third world countries in theoreti-
cal perspective. by U. Albrecht. Consequences of transfer of military-oriented
technology on the development process, by P. Lock and H. Wulf.Military de-
pendency versus development in the third world, by M. Wolpin.

Arnson, Cynthia. Arms race in Central America : Nicaraguan tinderbox. Nation,
v. 228, Mar. 10. 1979 : 266-267.

Ball, Nicole, and Milton Leitenberg. The foreign arms sales of the Carter
Administration. Bulletin of the atomic scientists, v. 35, Feb. 1979: 31-36.

"As a presidential candidate, Mr. Curter pledged to reduce U.S. involvement
in the conventional artns trade. His administration, however, is not behaving
much differently than its predecessors."

Bah, Daniel J., Richard Corrigan. and Robert J. Samuelson, Muffling the arms
explosion. National journal, v. 9, Apr. 2, 1977 : 496-513.

"In this special report. .1 team of National Journal reporters examines the
extent of the world's arms trade, the domestic pressures to sell arms abroad,
the relationship between arms sales and U.S. foreign policy goals and the prob-
lems of curbing the arms race."

Barinthy. Frank. Arms and the Third World. New scientist, v. 74, Apr. 7, 1977 :

30- 31 : April 21 : 137 139.
"The escalating trade in arms between the industrialised nations and Third

World countries is leading to a number of unprecedented arms races in thelatter."
Becker. Abraham 8. Arms transfers, great power intervention, and settlement

of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Santa Monica, Calif., Rand Corp., 1977. 25 p. (Rand
Corporation. Paper P-5901).
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Bellany, I. The acquisition of arms by poor states. Yearbook of world affairs, v.30, 1976: 174-189.
Benoit, Emile. Defense and economic growth in developing countries. Lexington,Mass., Lexington Books (19731 326 p. HC79.D4B45 338.09172.

Growth and defense in developing countries, v. 26, Jan. 1978: 271-280.
Benson, Lucy Wi loon. Controlling arms transfers : an instrument of U.S. for-eign policy. Dept. of State bulletin, v. 77, Aug. 1, 1977 : 155-159.
Address by Under Secretary for Security Assistance, Science, and Technology.
Berry, Clifton, Jr., and Benjamin F. Schemmer. How Europe sells : in con-trast to Carter's new policy. Armed Forces journal international, v. 114, Aug.1977: 15, 18.
Brown, James K., and George S. Stothoff. The defense industry : some per-wectives from the financial community ; a research report from the Conference

Board's Division of Management Research. New York, Conference Board, c1976.38 p. (Conference Board report no. 693.) 111)9743.U6 B7 338.43.
Burt, Richard R. Developments in arms transfers: implications for suppliercontrol and recipient autonomy. Santa Monica, Calif., Rand Corp., 1977. 25 p.(Rand Corporation. Paper P-5991.)

Proliferation and the spread of new conventional weapons technology.
International security, v. 1, winter 1977 : 119-139.

Byrd, Robert C. The Senate and arms sales. Remarks in the Senate. Congres-
sional Record (daily ed.) v. 128, Oct. 7, 1977 : 816619-816821.

Cahn. Anne Hessing. America the arsenal : what should United States arms-trade policy be? Harvard magazine, v. 78, June 1976 : 23-36.A call for a reassessment of United States policy on arms sales,
Have arms, will sell: quantity is up and so is the quality. Bulletin ofthe atomic scientists, v. 31, Apr. 1975: 10-12.

"Competition is tierce among the major arms suppliers, and the weapons theyare selling are bigger und better than ever."
Caldwell, Jean. The conflict of arms and rights. Boston globe, May 21, 1978:63, 60.
Casualties of a cut in arms sales abroad. Business week, no. 2480, Apr. 25,1977 : 34-35.
Clark, Dick, and Bernard A. Schriever. U.S. arms sales abroad: a policy ofrestraint? [Washington ] American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Re-search (19781. 28 p. (American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research.AEI (lefense review, v. 2. no. 5)
"Proponents of restraint weigh the ultimate gains in collective security to begreater than costs to the United States in lessened domestic employment andglobal influence. otthers believe that a policy of self-imposed restrictions strikes

at bakie r.S. strengths and yet holds little prospect of achieving its noble aims,
unless there are international arms control agreements among the world's princi-
pal arms suppliers." HD9743. 116C54 382.45.

Controlling future arms trade. Anne Hemming Cahn [and others] ; introd. byDavid c. Gompert and %lexander R. Vershbow. New York, McGraw Hill, 1977.
210 p. (1980s Project/Council on Foreign Relations) HD9743.A2C57 382.45.

Controversy over the scope of U.S. arms shipments abroad. Congressional di-gest, v. 57, Apr. 1978 99 12$.
Contents.--Foreword.Role of military assistance In the U.S. foreign aid pro-gram. o ve rn men t. to-govern inent. -Cmainercia I aa les.The President's arms

t rot nsfee piney statement. -Action in Congress since 1976.Should Congress nowapply greater restraints on traiNfers Of S. arms abroad?
Cooper. Wendy ( U.S. arms exports] Journal of eomm?rce, Feh. 13, 1979; 1, 10;

Feb. 14 : 3 ; Feb. 15 : 1. 15 ; Feb. 16: 1, 3.
Copley, Gregory R. New directions in the international defense trade. Defense& foreign affairs digest. v. 7, Feb. 1979 : 7-8, 13, 29-30, 45.
(*ottani. Richard W. Arms sales and human rights; the case of Iran. CollegePark. Md.. Center for Philosophy and Public Policy. University of Maryland.

1077. 211 1. I Working paper IIIWP- 2.1
Cyr, Arthur. Arms sales and the major Western powers. Vanderbilt journal of

transnational law, v. 10, winter 1977 : 109-120.
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Analyses "the overseas arms sales policies of the three major western supplier
nationsthe United States, Britain, and France."

Day, Bonner. Behind the confusion over U.S. arms sales. Air Force magazine.
v. 61, Dec. 1978 : 56-00.

"The U.S. is still regarded as the Arsenal of Democracy by much of the world.
But new trends are changing that role: sharp controls on American arms sales
and competiticn by the Soviet Union and Western Europe. The result is confusion
at home and abroad as foreign countries turn to new suppliers."

Derian, Patricia M. The role of human rights policy in arms transfers. Dept.
of State bulletin, v. 78, Nov. 11178: 51-54.

Dixon, John. How foreign trade controls work is eommon senseless: guest
editorial. Government executive, v. 11, Feb. 1979.

Doenges, Byron. The international arms trade. Challenge, v. 19. May-June
1976: 14-19.

"The world arms trade is a growing multi-billion-dollar business. Small wonder
that arms control is difficult to achieve."

Engelbrecht, Helmuth Carol, and Frank Cleary Hanighen. Merchants of death :
a study of the international armament industry. New York, Garland Pub., 1372
[c19341 308 p. ( The Garland Library of war and peace.) 11D9743.A2E54 1972.
338.47.

Farley, Philip J., Stephen S. Kaplan, and William H. Lewis. Arms across the
sea. Washington. Brookings Institution [c19781 134 p.

"This study assesses U.S. policy toward the international trade in arms. Deal-
ing with military assistance, government and commercial sales, and technological
contributions to foreign production capabilities, the authors suggest how each
might be usod to promote the interests Id the United States and international
security. In the belief that U.S. withdrawal from the arms trade would do nothing
to reduce it's intensif.y, they argue for discrhninating judgment and selectivity
in decisi:Ins by T.. S. officials. . . ." 1109743.U6F37 382.45.

Freund, Ron. Arming the world. Christianity and crisis, v. 38, Feb. 1978 : 2-4.
Gail, Bridget. "The tine old game of killing": comparing U.S. and Soviet arms

soh's. Armed Forces Journal international. v. 116. Sept. 1078 : 16-18, 21-22, 24.
Explains why dollar compariswes tof and Soviet arms sales are meaning-

less based on the CIA .stimates of $eeviet arms sales. Criticizes the Carter admin-
istration for looking a. arms sales as intrinsically wrong and destabilizing rather
than as a tool for creating regbonal stability.

Gelb, Leslie 11. Arms sales. Foreign polky, no. 25, winter 1976-77: 3-23.
". the' rnitud States should approach arms sales as a foreign pe,licy prob-

lem, not as an arms control problem. Sales are so intertwined with other matters
that they have to be treated on a country-by-country basis with decisions based
on pragmatic tradeoffs."

Gervasi, Tom. Arsenal of democracy : American weapons available for export.
New York. Grove Press. distributed by Random House, 1978. 240 p. 11D9743.U604
1978 382.45.

------Eagies, doves, and hawks: arming the world in order to arm ourselves.
Harper's. V. 156. May 1978: 19-22.

Great decisions '77. [New York 1 Foreign Policy Association 1c19771. 90 p.
Contents. -The sproad of deadly weapons.-- Southern Africa.---The Middle

East. cauldron. Western Europe hi transition.- --I'.S.- Soviet relations.- -China
and the . 5. Food and population. Panama and Cuba.

Hamer, John. World arms sales. (Washington) Editorial Research Reports,
1976. 3:25 341 p. Editorial research reports, 1976, v. 1, no. 17e

Clements. Clisurge of arms sales abroad. -Ileritage of mbinitions merchants.--
New contrewersies in arms trade.

Concentrates on Anwrican arms sales abroad. focusing on pro and con argu-
ments. history of the arms trade, and the recent charges lot bribery.

Ilarkav,N. Itibbert E. The arms trade and international systems. Cambridge,
Mass., Ballinger l'ub. co., 1975. 291 p. 11D9743.A2 1137 382.45.

fiariamor, Slava W. Future of arm sales policy questioned. Aviation week &
leilmsdogy. v. 108 Jan. 16 1978: 26- 29.

Harvey. David. The law of supply and the armed industry and the US arms
control polkies. Defense & foreign affairs digest, v. 6, Sept. 1978: 15-17, 21-22,
35-30.
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Manhole, Erhard. Weapons for the Third World. Swiss review of world affairs,
V. 28, June 1978 14-15.

Hots, Robert : Carter's export muddle : editorial. Aviation week & apace tech-
nology, v. 100, Aug. 7, 1978 : 9.

Howe, Russell Warren. Arms and the man from Plains: diflicultieb of restraint.
New leader, v. 60, Aug. 1, 1977 : 4-6.

ilutchings, Raymond. Soviet arms exports to the Third World : a pattern and
its implications. World today, v. 34, Oct 1978: 378-389.

"The observable eimilarity between the rhythms of Soviet defense spending
and Soviet arms deliveries to the Third World raises the possibility of an im-portant and as yet little heeded causal factor in international crises."

Johnsen, Katherine. Arms exports increase 60% in deeade. Aviation week &
space technology, v. 109, July 81, 1978 : 19.

--Congress to expand arms sales monitoring. Aviation week & space tech-nology, v. 109, Aug. 14, 1978 : 14-15.
Review on arms restraint set. Aviation week & space technology, v. 100,

Dec. 11, 1978 14-15.

State Dept. doubts arms limit success. Aviation week & space technology,v. 105, Oct. 4, 1976: 16.
U.S. to seek arms restraint support. Aviation week & space technology, v.108, Feb. 13, 1978 : 19.

Kaplan, Fred. Still the merchants of death. Progressive, v. 40, Mar. 1976:22-25.
"Arms sales are a substitute for policy . . . when we can't think of anythingelse," concludes the author. attacking some of the rationale for arms sales.
Kaplan, Stephen S. U.S. arms transfers to Latin America, 1945-1974: rationalstrategy, bureaucratic politics, and executive parameters. International studiesquarterly. V. 19, Dec. 1975 : 390-481.
"U.8, government 'decisionmaking' concerning arms transfers to Latin Americain the postwar period can be explained In terms of rational strategy, bureau-cratic politics, and executive parameters, and relationships that exist betweenthese modes of analysis. The most important independent variable is the strategicperspective held by the members of the National Security Council."
Kealy, Walter G., Jr., and Rodney D. Thorn. Military transactions in the U.S.International accounts, 1972-77. Survey of current business, v. 58, May 1978:22-27.
Military transactions of the U.S. military agency sales contracts which repre-sent deliveries of military goods and services to foreign governments under theforeign military sales ( FMS) program.
Kennedy, Edward M. The Persian Gulf : arms race or arms control? Foreignaffairs, V. 54, Oct. 1975 : 14-35.

The article examines the arms sales to the Persian Gulf States, the evolvingrole of superpowers in the Gulf and the relationship among the Gulf Statesthemselves.
Klare, Michael. America's white-collar mercenaries. Inquiry, v. 1, Oct. 16, 1978:14-19.
Discusses the phenomenon of the proliferation of white-collar mercenaries asa direct result of the boom In U.S. arms sales to the developing world. "Unlikethe mercenaries of old, who usually worked for disreputable governments orrenegade warlords, this new breed of warriors usually works for establishedgovernments or, more often, for giant multinational corporations cngaged in thearms trade. Instead of spearheading coups or revolts, the new mercenaries spendtheir workdays repairing missiles, programming computers. or operating com-munications consoles."

Carter's arms policy: business as usual. NACLA's Latin America & em-pire report, v. 11, July-Aug. 1977 : 15-28.
The article reviews Carter's arms sales policy and his concrete propoaals oneby one and considers their impact.

flow we practice "arms restraint". Nation, v. 225, Sept. 24, 1977 : 268-278."Carter'a 'policy of arms restraint' amounts to little more than 'business asusual.' Perhaps there will be a slight reduction in the overall volume of sales
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. . but in general we will be seeing a continuing flow of advanced U.S. arms
to an ever growing number of countries abroad."

The political economy of arms sales. Bulletin of the atomic scientists, v.
32, Nov. 1976: 19-1S.

"With the United States leading the field, the weapons trade is growing
spectacularly in quantity and quality ; the prospect is for an ever-expanding
volume and the heightened risk of war."

The political economy of arms sales : United StatesSaudi Arabia. So-
ciety, v. 11, Sept.-Oct. 1974 : 41-49.

"The cumulative impact of administration policies has helped fuel an upwardly
spiraling balance of terror in the Pet Alan Gulf."

Supplying repression : U.S. support for authoritarian regimes abroad.
[Washington, Institute for Policy Studies, 19771 56 p.

Argues that "the United States, its government and its arms industry, is
deeply involved in the delivery of repressive technology and tee-oiques to for-
eign governments, including some of the world's most notorious dictatorships."

Kozicharow, Eugene. DOD reviRes policy on export. Aviation week & vace
technology, v. 107. Sept. 12,1977 : 12-13.

Landgren-Backstrom, Signe, and Ronald Huisken. Arming the Third World.
Atlas world press review, v. 25, July 1978: 23-24.

Leepson. Marc. Ameriea's arms sales. Washington, Editorial Research Reports,
1979. p. 327-344. ( Editorial research reports, 1979, v. 1, no. 17.)

Lewis. William H. U.S. arms embargo against South Africa. Dept. of State
bulletin, v. 77, Sept. 5,1977 : 329-322.

Lock, Peter, and Herbert Wulf. New trends and actors in the arms transfer
process to peripheral countries : a preliminary assessment of peace research, some
hypotheses and research proposals. Instant research on peace and violence, V. 5,
no. 1, 1975: 18r..-19(i.

Coneludes that "peace research has contributed very I ,tle to illuminate the
process upderlying the disastrous increase of arms prolif, ration. Not to mention
t hat peace research has had practically no influence ou political decIsionmaking
nor has it been instrumental for politkal action against the inducement of ands
races in the periphery,"

Louscher, David John. Foreign military sales -an analysis of a foreign affairs
undertaking. (Unpublished Ph.d. dissertation, I 7ni versi t y of Wisconsin-Madison,
19721 256 p.

A va liable from University Microfilms International, Dissertation Copies, P.( I.
!lox 1784knn Arbor, \lich., 48108. ( trder No. 72 -33883.

-The rise of military sales as a U.S. foreign assistance instrument. Orbis,
v. 20. winter 11)77 : 933 9114.

"In exploring the a mpiitieation of arms sales as an instrument of U.S. foreign
policy. this study illustrates the impressive size and growth of EMS: discusses
the attitudes tlmt favored the inception of the program examines the factors that
contributed to its increased growth deserilws its multiple purtloses: and lastly
considers the apparent decline in support for FMS."

Lucas. Hugh. Shnpillied rules enwrging for foreigi: arms sales. Electronic
warfare, v, 9, May-Jane 1977 : 71 72. 78, 78.

Luck, Edward I'. The arum trade. Proceedings of the Acadetry of Political
Science, v. 32. no. f, 1977 : 179 15.3.

Lydenberg, Steven. Wealsais for the world update: the U.S. corporate role in
iliternatbinai arms transfers. [New York, Council on Economic Priorities, 19771

p. (Council on Economic Priorities. CEP publication It7-13)
-The substantlul growth of American arms exports III recent years has

prompted the Coumdi on Economic Priorities to undertake a study of the role
played by U.S. eorporations in the sale of U.S. military equipment. training and
services throughout the world." 11119743,1111,9

McChesney, Jack Lester. The evolution of the foreign military sales program
and Its impaet on defense procurement policies and procedures. (Unpublished
D.B.A. dissertation, Geilrge Washington University. 1978) 292 p,

Availnble from l'niversity Microlihns International. Dissertation Copies, P.O.
Box 1784, Ann Arbor, Mica., 45106. Order no. 76-24583.
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Maxfield, David M. Commitment? Arms gales, human rights policies questioned
on 11111. Congressional quarterly weekly report, v. 35, Oct. 29, 1977: 2319-2320.

Mayer, Laurel Anthony. Third World arms transfers and U.S. foreign policy.
(Unpublished Ph.d. dissertation, Miami University, 1977) 244 p.

Aval!able from University Microfilms International, Dissertation Copies, P.O.
Dox 1764. Ann Arbor, Mich., 48106. Order no. 78-07500.

Morse, David L. Foreign arms sales : 2 sides to the coin. Army, v. 26, Jan. 1976:
14-21.

"Moral and political arguments dominate debate over the U.S. kole in the
international anus trade. but evonomic considerationowhile not self-justify-ingshould not be overlooked."

Nesseu, Joshua. The USstill arming apartheid. Southern Africa, v. 11, Nov.
3-6.

"Officialy, the US adhered to its arms embargo. But a variety of loopholes
have allowed a stream of helicopters, tighter planes and personnel earners toleak into South Africa's secret arsenal."

Neuman, Stephanie. Security, military expenditures and socioeconomic develop-ment : reflections on Iran. °rids, v. 22. fall 1978 : 569-594.
Oberg. Jan. Arms trade with the Third World as an aspect of imperialism.

Journal of peaee researeh, V. 7. no. 3. 1975: 213-234.
Smiles the patterns of weapons transfers from 1950 to 1973. Shows how the

problem of arms control will become complicated by the fact that in the futurethe aims trade "will expand through military-induabrial subimperialists, i.e. ahumber of peripheral countries will import the sophisticated materials toletherwith resources for their own production of more conventional equipment whichthey will export part of to their peripheries. In other words, a quite new division
of labour in terms of world military production is emerging ..."

Ognibene, Peter J. The arms embargo myth. Washington post, July 2, 1978:
113.

Pattie, Geoffrey. Defense policy and arms sales. Journal of the Royal United
Services Institute for Defence Studies, v. 121. Dec. 1976: 59-67.

"Report of a seminar held at the RUST on 17 March 1976."
Peieg, Ilan. Arms supply to the third worldmodels and explanations. Journalof modern African studies, v. 15. Mar. 1977: 1)1-103.
Peleg offers a mo1e1 of arms supply which recognizes 2 characteristics of the

melpient, the technological capacity of the recipient and the political demandby Una country for weaponry. His model also recognizes 2 external determinantsof arms supply : the intensity of local conflict among the recipient and its neigh-bors and the intensity of foreign competition in the region.
Polities behind arms sales to Morocco. Business weel 2500, Nov. 13, 1978:53. 56.
Remick, William C. The case for foreign military sales In American Persian1;111f strategy. United States Naval Institute proceedings, v. 103, Jan. 1977 :1S- 26.

Review of research trends and an annotated bibliography : SOCial and eesmomict he 11 rums race and of disarmament ; bibliography compiled forl'nesm under the invices if the international Peace Research Association bythe International Institu.'s for Peace, the Arbeitssruppe Rustung and Unteren-twicklung. and the Tampere Peace Research Institute. Paris, Unesco New York,distributed hi Unipub, 1978. 44 p. (United Nations Educational, Scientific andCult aro I Organization. social Science ('learing House. Reports and papers inthe social s( knees no. 39. ) 1162.1'4711 no. 39 327.174.
Rogers, F. Michael. The impact of foreign military sales on the nationalindustrial base. St rategie review. v. 5, spring 11)77 : 15-21.
-Foreign military sales benefit the U.S. economy by eontributing to a favorabletrade balance, supporting U.S. industry with ongoing R&D and production, aswell as maintaining employment levels. A austained level of defense-related indus-try. crucial to our nati.olat evoliolnIV interests, ls an essential element of militaryreatliness.-
Itonfehlt, David, and Caeboir Sereseres. U.S. arms transfers, diplomacy, andsee :rity in Latin America and beyond. (Santa Monica, Calif., Rand Corp.] 1977.62 p. tftand Corporatiou. l'aper P -60051
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"U.S. arms transfers to Latin America have been impottant more for their
impact on political relations than for their contribution to U.S. defense. For the
remainder of the 1970s, arms transfers will continue to he an important element
of U.14.-Latin American relations, . . . arms transfers are diplomacy by other
means." A830R28 no. 0005 amos.

Rudniek, D. Death of or embargowhy Amerieu resumed arms sales to
Turkey. Round table, no. 272, Oct. 1978: 355-301.

Sampson, Anthony. The arum hamar : from Lebanon to Lockheed. New York,
Viking Press, 1977. 32 p. 111)9743.A2835 338.47.

Schandier, Herbert Y. Arms sales: a program with a pnrpose. Sea power, V. 21,
Feb. 1978: 28-33.

"A powerful and moralif sometinws misumierstoed----instrument of national
policy should not be cast aside lightly," argues the author.

Scheminer, Benjamin F. Pentagon reevaluates Carter armee transfer policy :
NATO standardization jeopardized. Armed Forces journal international, v. 114,
Aug. 1977: 12-14.

Sell U.S. warplanes to the Saudis? U.S. news & world report, v. 84, MaY 15,
1978: 17-18.

Representative ('lement Zablocki argues "yes" and Senator Joseph Bidenargues ''no".
Shah, Sha Mat Ali. The political and strategic foundations of international

arms transfers; a ease study of American arms supplies to, and purchases by,
Iran and Saudi Arabia ; 1908- 70. 1 Unpublished Ph.d. dissertation, University of
Virginia, 1077) 348 p.

Available from Univer.-tity Microfilms International. Dissertation Copies, P.O.
Box 1704, Ann Arbor. Mich., 48100 Order no. 79-01155.

Sivard, Ituth Leger. Military budget:4 and social needs: setting world priorities.
, New York, Pullin.. Affairs ('omndtteel 1977. 24 p. 1Public affairs pamphlet no.
551)

The pamphlet offers some basic information as baekground for an appraisal
of two sets of prntrities essential to the security of society-military and social.
U A17.855. 355.023.

Splitting up NATO's arms tntde: U.S. weapons makers are "scared silly" by
Carter*.-1 plan to shift their market. Busiewss week, no. 2557. t wt. 23, 11178: 111.
114.

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute. SIPRI yearbook of world
armaments and disarmane.nts. 10418/00---. New York. Humanities I'ress. UAW.
SMIn 3-11.7:1.

UNA-USA National Policy Panel on Conventional Arms Control. Controlling
the internatlemal a runs trade. New York, United Nations Association of the
United States of America, 19711. 441 p.

United Nations Association of the United States ef America. Iowa Division.
Big Business: conventinnal weinsms. l Muscatine. Iowa. 19761 '16 p.

Analyzes by region the. transfer of etHiventlmnil arms from the U.S. and othersellers.
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. World military e4penditures and

arms transfers, 1979. Washington. 1979.
U.S. Central intelligence Agency. National Voreign Assessment Center. Arms

flows to I.DCs: U.S.-Soviet comparisons, 1974-77. [Washington] 1978. 13 p.
U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Panel on Indian Ocean

Force Limitation and Conventitand Arms Transfer Limitation, Indian Oeenn
forees Illffitation and conventional arms transfer limitation : report. inth Cong.,
2e1 sess. Washington. U.S. Gevt. Print. Off., 1979. 15 p.

U.S. rtmgress. Mouse. Committee on internatiomd Relations. Subcommittee
on International Security and Seientifie Affairs. Con ;entional arms transfer
policy ; imckground information. Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. eff., 1978 158 p.

At head of title: 95th Cong., 2d seas. Committee print.
i g II assistance legislation for fiscal year 19711 (part 2). Hearings.

95t 11 Cong.. 2d sess. Washington, U.S, (tort. Print. I 1978. 228 p.
I learings held Mar. tl . . . Apr. 11, 1978. KF27.1549 1978 353.008.
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--Review of the President's conventional arms transfer policy. Hearings.
96th Cong., 2d sees. Feb. 1 and 2, 1978. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978.147 p. Kr27.15495 1978 353.00K

U.S. Congressional Budget Office. Budgetary cost savings to the Department ofDefense resulting from foreign military sales. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,1976. 26 p. (Staff working paper)
-------The effect of foreign military sales on the U.S. economy. Washington, Forsale by the Supt. of lwes U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 27 p. (Staff working paper)Analyzes the nricroecononde effects on the U.S. economy of the sale of U.S.

arms abroad, using two evonometrie models.
U.S. General Accoenting Office. Perspectives on military sales to Saudi Arabia :report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States. [Wash-ington I 1977. 50 p. "ID-77-19A. Oct. 26, 1977" HD9743.U6U59 1977a 382.45.
U.S. Library of Congresv, Congressional Research Service. Implications ofPresideLt Carter's conventional arms transfer policy : report to the Committeeon Foreign Relations, United States Senate by the Subcommittee on ForeignAssistance of the Committee on Foreign Re'.ations. United States Senate. Wash-

ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 50 p.
At head of title: 95th Cong 1st Ness. Committee print. F872.U45 1977 327.73.
U.S. President. 1977- (Carter). Arms tender policy; report to Congress.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 107 p.
At head 44 title: 95th Cong.. 1st sess. Committee print.
Vayrynen, Raimo. Transnational corporations and arms transfers. Instant re-search on peace and violence, V. 7, no. 3-4. 1977 : 145-166.
A vote for continued arms sales abroad. Nation's business, v. 65, Aug. 1977 :10.

Weapons for the world : update II. Council on Economic Priorities newsletter,Dee. 18, 1978 : 1-8.
Weaver. Jerry L Arms transfers to Latin America : a note on the contagioneffect. Journal of pence research. v. 11. no. 3, 1974 : 213-219.
Hypothesizes that -the purchase of a new weapons system by one country will

spur its suspicions or rival neighbors to obtain new arms."
weiss, Seymour. President Carter's arms transfer policy : a critical assessment.[Washington] Advanced international Studies Institute [1978] 23 p (AdvancedInternatilmal Studies Institute. Special reports on international affairs)
"Attellipts to examine the Carter Administration's policy as It has been applied

over a numia.r of 1111Olt Its . . . to deterntim. the extent to which It has in fact
been adhered to and to assess the impaet it has had on r.S. interests." E872.W44.
327.171.

Why Carter will have a tough time trving to curb arms sales. U.S. news &
world report, v. 83, Aug. 1, 1977 : 39-40.

D. DERATE VioN THREE REsoINED THAT : THE UNITED STATES SHOULD
SIONIVICANTLY REDUCE ITS FOREIGN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS TO TOTALITARIAN
GOVERN SIENTs

Heitz. Charles U. Human rights and social justice. College Park. Md., Center
for Phihmophy and Pali.. Poliey, University of Maryland, 1978. 21 1. (Workingpaper MOT- 3A )

Breslin, Patrick. Human rights : rhetoric or action? Washington Post, Feb. 27,
1977, p. C1. C4.

"Jimmy Carter's outspoken advocacy of human rights abroad moved from
rhetoric to coOrrete action."

Bundy, William P. Dictatorships and American foreign policy. Foreign affairs,
V. ri4. Oct. 1975 51 00.

in an historival so rye) the author shows that American policy on the question
of dictatorships has often been contradietory and comes to the conclusion that
our distaste for dictatorships should have much clearer weight In our total

Center for International Policy. Human rights and the U.S. foreign assistance
program. fiscal your 1978. part 1-- -Latin America. Washington, 1977. 61 p.The report exandoes Argenthat, Brazil. Chile and Nicaragua.

Chace, James. How 'moral' can we get? New York times magazine, May 22,
1977: 38-40, 42, 44, 46, 48.
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"By injecting human rights into foreign policy, Carter has revived an oldAmerican dilemma."
Chomsky, Nonni. "Human rights" and Amerlean foreign policy. Nottingham,

Spokesman Books. 1978. 90 p. E744.C5143
. and Edward S. Herman. Why American business supports Third

World fascism. Business and society review, no. 23, fall 1977 : 13-21.
For a group of ten eountries with dictatorial governments, the authors develop

the thesis that "human rights have tended to stand in the way of the satisfactorypursuit of U.S. emhomic Interests, and they have been systematically brushed
aside."

Claude, Richard P. Human rights in the Philippines and United Stases respon-
sibility. (7ollege Purk. Md., Center for Philosophy and Public Policy, University of
Maryland, 36 1. ( Working paper HRFP--5.)

Christopher, Warren. Human rights : principle and realism. Dept. of State
bulletin, v. 77, Aug. 29. 1977 : 269-273.

Derian. Patricia M. The role of human rights Iloilt'y in arms transfers. Dept.
of State bulletin, V. 78. Nov. 197$ 51-54.

Doran, Charles F. U.S. foreign aid and the unstable polity : a regional case
study. Orbis. v. 22, summer 197$ : 435-452.

Examines "the aid/stability linkage in the context of historical experience
within the Caribbean-Central American region. . . . The impact of foreign aid
on the domestic political stability of Caribbean and Central American politiesis especially timely."

Drew. Elisabeth. Human rights. New Yorker, v. 53, July 18, 1977 : 36-38, 40-42,44, 46, 51-52, 54-62.
"A human-rights policy, it has already been discovered, will he hard to imple-

ment, because the advocaey of human rights as an aim of foreign policy caneollide with other, contradictory al Ms.'
Falk, Richard. The human rights country reports. World issue, v. 3, Oct.-Nov.1978 : 19-21.
Finn, James. A friendly disagreement about human rights. Worldview, v. 20,July-Aug. 1977% 4- 8.
A pro and con dialogue.
Fish, Howard M. Security assistance in perspective. College Park, Md., Centerfor Philosophy and Publie Policy, University of Maryland, 197$. 15 I. (Workingpaper IIRFP-4
roreign policy and human rights. In American Society of International Law.Proceedings of the 69th annual meeting. Washington [c1976] p. 254-264.
Remarks by Leonard Meeker and Carlyle Maw.
Frankel, Charles. Human rights and foreign policy. (New York] Foreign

Policy Association 119781 64 p. ( Headline series, 241f
"The association of America with the idea of fundamental human rights has,through most of its history, made the country, as it were, an international

possessiona country whose performance has been watched with special hope.and also with a sharp critical eye. And It has been traditional for Americans
themselves to think, or wish to think, that human rights are not just an Americanidea."

Fraser, Donald M. Freedom and foreign policy. Foreign polio% no. 26. spring1977: 140-156.
"Jimmy Carter took (alive with a commitment to infuse American foreign policywith a deeper concern for human rights . . . however, the fulfillment of thiseommit went may prove difficult."
Front Marshall Plan te global interdepemience: new challenges for the indus-trialized nations. Paris. OECD Washington, D.C., sold by OECD PublicationsCenter, c1978, 216 p. 11059,F796
Goldberg, Arthur J. Malan rightsan issue for our time. Hastings law journal,v. 29. May 1978: 887-891.
"The current concern with human rights can be viewed as part of an ongoingrevolution, a central concept of which is that human rights transcend the lawsand domestic jurisdiction of states and are rightfully the concerti of all men,"writes -former Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States and
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Chairman of the U.S. Delegation to the Conference on Security and Cooperationin Europe (CSCE)."
Gordon Lester E. An assessment of development assistance strategies; interimreport. [Washington] Brookings Institution, 1977. Various pagings."Submitted to the Department of State in accordance with Grant No. 1722-720235."
The Great foreign aid debate of 1978. Americans for Democratic Action legisla-tive newsletter, v. 7, Nov. 10, 1978 : 1-4; Nov. 15 : 1-4.
Haas, Ernst B. Global evaugelism rides again : how to protect human rightswithout really trying. Berkeley, Institute of International Studies, Universityof California, 49 p. (Policy papers in international affairs ; no. 5.)K3240.6.113 341.481.
Harkin, Tom. Human rights and foreign aid : forging an unbreakable link.College Park, Md., Center for Philosophy and Public Policy, University of Mary-land, 1978. 101. ( Working paper HRFP-7.)
Hawk, David. Human rights at half-time: toting up the score in PresidentCarter's most noble enterprise. New republic, v. 180, Apr. 7, 1979: 21-23.
Henderson, Conway W. Underdevelopment and political rights: a revisionistchallenge. Goveramer t and opposition, v. 12, summer 1977: 276-292."The tusk of this paper is to take the revisionist side of the issue as to whetheror not political participation, as a right, can be enjoyed in the context of under-development." The article defends the revisionist position and raises seriousquestions about the position of the apologists, supporting authoritarian rule.Holmes, David R. The role of US security assistance : its impact on the recipientnation. Military review, v. 58, Feb. 1978 : 68-74.

Howell, Leon, Human rights: real commitment or seasonal fad? Christianityand crisis, v. 37, Apr. 18, 1977 : 74-77.
Are human rights a high priority iii U.S. foreign policy ?
Homan rights abroad : reality or illusion for U.S. policy? In Great decisions '78.!New York Foreign Policy Association [1978] 4-15p."President Jimmy Carter has proclaimed human rights 'a fundamental tenetof our foreign policy.' Abroad, this new emphasis pleases some leaders, worriesothers aud offends still othersnotably in the Kremlin. At home, it is welcomedas reflecting this nation's heritage of freedom and our desire that America shouldregain its position as a moral force in the world. But can we harmonize thesenoble principles with our other foreign policy goals? Can we advance individualfreedom abroad without endangering peace and orderly progress? What means?a hi we use, and how t40011 can we expect results?"
Human rights & American diplomacy, 1975-77. Editor, Judith F. Buncher ;contributing writers, Joseph }Ickes, and others. New York, Facts on File. e1977.271 p. JX1417.H85 327.0978.
Homan rights : seven selected documents on human rights. [Washington] Dept.of State, Bureau of Public Affairs. office of Media Services, [1977] 29 p. (SelecteddoeumentsDepertment of State. Office of Media Services; no. 5.) K3238.A1H85.341.481.

Huntington, Samuel P. Foreign aid for what and for whom. Foreign policy,no. 1, winter 1970-71 : 101-189 : no. 2. spring 1971 : 114-134.
An introduction to the study of human rights : based on a series of lecturesdelivered at King's College. London in the autumn of 1970: introduction by SirFrancis Voila t. London. Europa 119721 127 p. 3C571.164 323.4.Johnson. Donald e. Congress. the executive, and human right,. legislation.Foreign Service Jou rna I. v. 53, Dec. 1970 : 18-20, 28.
Johnson argues that reeent Congressional legislation to make economic andsecurity assistanee to developing countries contingent on those eountries achiev-ing a certain undefined level of civil liberties, is poorly conceived.
Kissinger. Henry A. Cont (mutty and change in Ateerican foreign policy. Society,v. 15, Nov. Dec. 1977 : 97-103.
"I wouhl like to (Mynas some of the philosophical nnderpinnings from whichtact iesI decisions derlye: the !Mitre and purpose of bipartisanship in our democ-racy : the challenge a pursuing our moral values, especially human rights, ina complex world and the relationship ot Issues such as human rights to others."

Morality and power : the role of human rights in foreign policy. Wash-ington post, dept. 23, 1917, p. C3.
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-Morality without security is ineffectual; security without morality is empty.
To establish the relationship and proportion between these goals is perhaps the
most profound challenge before our government and our nation," concludes former
Secretary of State.

Kyrolainen, Hamm. An analysis of new trends in US military training and
technical assistance in the Third World. Instant research on peace and violence,
v. 7, no. 3-4, 1977: 167-183.

Laqueur, Walter. The issue of human rights. Commentary, v. 63, May 1977:
29-35.

The human-rights issue being made a cornerstone of foreign policy, presents
u dangerous challenge to the administration.

Luteef, Noel V. Targeting foreign aid to the poorest of the poor. Foreign Service
Journal, v. 54, Dec. 1977 : 18-20, 33.

"A new development strategy, newel), that of targeting external assistance
to the poorest of the poor in developing countries, has prompted considerable
speculation that fresh life is being breathed into the battered corpus of foreign
aid."

Lefever, Ernest W. The trivialization of human rights. Policy review, no. 8,
winter 1978: 11-26.

-The Carter campaign has confused our foreign policy goals and trivialised
the concept of human rights. It both reflects and reinforces serious conceptual
flaws." The article examines mix interrelated flaws of the human rights crusade.

Lobe, Thomas. United States national security policy and aid to the Thailand
pollee. (Denver, Graduate School oi International Studies, University of Denver,
l977 161 p. (Denver. Univeraity. Graduate School of International Studies.
Monograph series in world affairs)

Loescher, G. 0. U.S. human rights policy and international financial institu-
tions. World today, v. 33, Dec. 1977 : 453-463.

-In the formulation of US foreign policy today, human rights issues are con.
sidered In the allocation of security, economic and financial assistance."

McKinley. R. 0., and R. Little. A foreign policy model of U.S. bilateral aid
allocation. World polities. v. 30, Oct. 1977 : 58-86.

-One vlew explains the allocation of aid ln terms of humanitarian needs of
the recipient, the other explains it in terms of foreign policy interests of the
donor. . . . This paper develops an analytic model of the foreign policy view of
aid . . . [which kJ tested by making a cross-national, longitudinal study of the
nihslition of U.S. aid over the years 1960-1970."

McLaughlin, Martin M. The United States and world development : agenda
1979. New York, Praeger (c19791 268 p. (Praeger special studies)

"To participate effectively in what the President on his inauguration day called
a 'common effort' to alleviate the world's increasingly interrelated economic and
modal problems, the United States nmst now simultaneously (1) help revive the
presently stalled negotiations to reform the international economic system that
now KO clearly fails to assure the future progress of both North and South, and
I I focus on the need to launch an international effort to meet the basic needs
of poor people everywhere within a specified time frame."

Marchino. Miehnel. and Robert K. Musil. Food for Peace or food for power?
Christian century, v. 94. Aug. 17-24. 1977 : 714-71S.

Authors contemi that the Food for Peace program is "a foreign policy weapon
designed to promote U.S. economic, political aml military advantage. They "criti-
cize the U.S. for making aid a failaille to repressive regimes, for using aid as
a means of maintaining l'.S. agricultural prices, and for ignoring destitute
countries whose friendship would not mivam.e 1*.S. foreign policy alms.

Martin. Edwin M. Shouhl observance of basic human rights be a prerequisite
for aid? Atlantic community quarterly. v. 10, summer 1975 : 216-221.

"Aid should be given tu an WC when doing so is more likely to improve the
ipbservance of basic human rights in the future than withholding It."

Martin. William M., Jr. Human rights and foreign policy : the relationship of
theory and net hal. Parameters, v. $, Sept. MS: 30-40.

[Inman rights- "it is not n new idea, but one that in the last few years has
suddenly beeome a major theme in world diplomacy and one of the thorniest
issues between l':ast and West. The present administration eeems firmly com-
mitted to its cause."
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Mason, Paul T., ed. Totalitarianism ; temporary madness or permanent danger?Boston Heath 119671 121 p. (Problems in European civilization.) JC481.M295.821.9.
Maxfield, David M. Commitment ? Arms sales, human rights policies questionedon Hill. Congressional quarterly weekly report. v. 35, Oct. 29, 1977: 2819-2820.Mower, A. Glenn, Jr. Implementing United Nations covenants. Society, v. 15,Nov.-Dec. 1977 : 76-80.
"Polities and human rights are so interwoven that they cannot be separated.. . . Twenty years has produced a rights-implementing machinery that is 'notthe hest, but probably the hest obtainable.' "
Moynihan, Daniel P. The politics of human rights. Commentary, v. 64, Aug.1977: 19-28.
"Human rights is the single greatest weapon we have left for the defense ofliberty. It would be calamitous if we allowed ourselves to be robbed of it by thevoices of fear and quilt. inside the government or out," concludes United StatesSenator from New York.
Neuhaus, Richard John. What we mean by human rights, and why. Christian(entury. V. 95, Dec. 6. 1978 : 1177-1180.
"It is important to list those rights that must be protected ; it is more im-portant to understand the moral foundations of rights as such."
Niemeyer, Gerhart. Freedom and rightti: what is to be done? Review of politics,V. 40, Apr. 1978: 183-195.
Explores human rights and legitimate foreign policy objectives.
Packenham. Robert A. Liberal America and the Third World ; political devel-opment ideas in foreign aid and social science. Princeton, N.J., Princeton Uni-versity l'ress, 1973, 395 p. IICOO.P2 338.91.
The political problems of the new debate on human rights. Government andopposition. v. 12, summer 1977 : 289-275.
The article deals with several factors which are going to bring the issue ofhuman rights to the forefront of international relations, and the problems ofnational and international politics created by the new debate.
Pranger, Robert J., and Dale R. Tahtinen. Toward a realistic military assist-ance program. Washington, American Enterprise Institute for Public PolicyResearch, 1074. 48 p. Foreign affairs studies, no. 15.) UA12.P7 355.0820073.
Reisman, David. Human rights: conflict among our ideals. Commonweal, v.194, Nov. 11. 1977: 711-715.
"The focus inevitably plays into the Cold War mentality."
Schlesinger, Arthur. Jr. Human rights and the American tradition. Foreignaffairs. v. 57. uo. 3, 1979 : 503-520.
"After two uncertain years, [human rights initiative] . . remains a vital ifproblematic strain in American foreign policy. It therefore seems appropriate toattempt an interim assessment of the human rights initiative: its origins, itsambiguities, its achievements, its perils. Its prospects."
Shin., Henry. Foundation for a balanced U.S. policy on human rights: the sig-nificance of subsktence rights. College Park, Md., Center for Philosophy andPublic Policy, University of Maryland, 1977. 32 1. (Working paper HRFP-1)
Shulman. Marshall 1.1. On learning to live with authoritarian regimes. Foreign

affairs. v. 55, Jan. 1977 : 325-338.
The article deals with U.S. relations with the Soviet Union and examines alsoU.S. relations with some less powerful but authoritarian regimes.
Smith. (1addis. What we got for what we gave : the American experience withforeign aid. American heritage. v. 20. Apr,-May 1078: 64-71, 76-81.
"The American government. beginning with the loans of World War I. hashad sixty years' experience with foreign aid. The experience reflects the shiftingassumptions of foreign policyfrom the denial in World War I that our loansshould be eonsidered a contribution to a common military effort ; to the gen-erosity of 1.4110-1.44184, and the Marshall Plan during and after World War II ;

. . . to the disillusionment of the Vietnam era, when many Americans seemed onthe verge of abandoning the whole enterprise: to a quieter, more mature willing-ness in the late 1970's to continue foreign aid, but on a relatively modest scaleand without utopian expectations."
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Smith. Ralph Stuart. The United States and the Third World: a discussion
paper prepared by Ralph Stuart Smith, special adviser, Bureau of Public Affairs,
Department of State. Washington, Office of Media Serviees, Bureau of Public
Affairs for sale by the Supt. of Does. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 65 p. (General
foreign polio. series. 301: Department of State publication. 8863 M759.7.355
338.91.

Sohn. Louis B. The human rights law of the Charter. Texas international law
Journal, v. 12. spring-summer 1977 : 129-140.

"Not only the letter of the Charter but also the spirit of its human rights pro-
visions have had a profound influence on the changes in the human rights field
which have occurred in many parts of the world since 1945."

Special issue: human rights. Bulletin of peace proposals, v. 8, no. 3, 1977:
whole issue.

Partini mntents.- Human rights and peace research, by K. SkJelsbaek.--The
United Nations and human rights: a critical appraisal, by T. Van Boven.--Mill-
tarizaCon and hiunan rights in the Third World. by R. Falk.Development and
human rights. by S. Marks.--Human rights and educational reform, by B. Rear-
don.--Human needs and human rights: a theoretical approach, by J. Galtung
and A. Wirak.

Stauffer. Robert B. Philippine authoritarianism : framework for peripheral
"development". Pacific affairs, V. 50. fall 1977 : 365-386.

Examines eritically the political implications of the American development
model for the Philippines. -The American model accepted the high probability
that development would be amanpanied by widening internal gaps between rich
and poor, between regions, and between the industrialized center and the devel-
oping periphery. . The basic economic model hides an implicit political model
that of an authoritarian polity."

Tonelson, Alan. Foreign aid reform: killed with kindness. Nation, v. 226,
.1 u ne 10. 1978 : 680-689.

"A bill containing the most ambitious effort in seventeen years to overhaul
the beleaguered U.S. foreign aid program died quietly early this spring."

1T.S. Agem.y for International Development. Implementation of "New Direc-
tions" in development assistain.e: report to the Committee on Internutional Rela-
tions on the implementation of legislative reforms in the Foreign Assistance Act
of 11173. Washington. I'.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 86 p.

At head of title: 9ith Cong., 1st gess. committee Ion Intermitiouni Relations]
print. K PRO:. A8123 343.7307,1.

C.S. Congress. House, ('ommittee on International Relations. New directions
iii devehitanent : excerpts from the legislation las of January 1977). Wash-
ington. 1..5. Govt. Print Off.. 1977. 20 p.

At head of title: 95th Cong.. 1st sess. Committee print. KF4668.A25 1977.
343.73.

U.s. Congress. Iloonse. Committee on International Relations. Subcommittee on
Internal ion d 1)eveiopment. Rethinking United States foreign policy toward the
developing world. ilea rings. 95th Cong.. 1st sess. Washington. IT.5. Govt. Print.
Off.. 1977. 211 p.

fun rings held Aug. -1. let. 12. an(l Nov.1, 1977.
critical review or All). briefing on certain executive branch activities in the

foreign aid field, the Brookings Institution report.- K4'27.1549 1977c 353.0(0(92.
U.S. comgress. !louse. "limmittee on International Relatioms. Subcommittee on

International organizations Foreign assistance legislation for fiscal year 1979
part 11. Hearings. 95111 Cong.. 2d sess. Washington. U.S. ( ovt. Print. ()ff., 197$.

755 p.
U.S. policy 4 )11 human rights and military assistance in Indonesia. Nicaragua,

Phiiiipines. Thailand. and Iran. U.S. voluntary contributions to international
organizations and proigrams.

Hearings held h'ph. . NInr. S. 1978. K F27.1349 1978 353.00$.
Ilunnin rights and United States fo!reign pol icy : a review of the Admin-

istrntion's record. Hearing. 95th Cong.. 1st sess. (let. 25. 1977. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. liff., 197s. II p. K1.'27.1:1191 1977o 323.09.

r.S. congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Subcommittee on
Foreign Assistance. (Inman rights. Waring:, 9:011 Cong.. 1st sess. Mar. 4 and 7,
1977. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. I a., 1977. 1111 p. li.F26.F11357 35100892.
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U.S, Congressional Budget ()ike. Bilateral development assistance: back-ground and options. [Washington. for sale by the Supt. of Does., U.S. Govt.Print. Off., 1977f 41 p.
At head of title: Budget Issue paper.
Contents.--The history : changing programs and reelpients.----Current U.S.economic assistanee.Assesaing bilateral development.Budget options for bi-lateral development . IIC60. u 486 1977 338.91.
U.S. Dept, of State. Country reports on human rights practices; report sub-mitted to the Committee ot. International Relations, U.S. House of Representa-tives and Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate in accordance with sec-tions 116011 and 502Bi lit of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Oft, 1978. 426 p.At head of title: 95th Cong.. 2d seas. Joint committee print.

Human rights practices in countries receiving U.S. security aaaistance;report submitted to the Committee on International Relations, House of Rep-resentatives by the Department of State, in accordance with section 502B(b1 ofthe Foreign Assistance Act, as amended. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977.137 p. K3240.4.U54 323.4.
Report on human rights In countries receiving U.S. aid. Submitted tothe Committee on ForelKo Relations, U.S. Senate and Committee on ForeignAffairs. U.S. House of It*.p.....sentatives. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979.706 p,

At head of Gtle : 96th Cong.. 1st Seas. Joint committee print.
U.S. Laws. statutes. etc. New directions In development aid; excerpts fromthe legislation. l'repared by the (7ommIttee on International Relations of theHouse of Representatives. Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. 21 p.KI0466s.A3 1976 343.73.
U.S. Library of Congress. Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division.Human rights conditions in selected countries and the U.S. response. Preparedfor the Subcommittee ou International Organizations of the Committee on Inter-national Relations, U.S. House of Representatives. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.Off., 1978. 372 p.
At head of title: 95th (Song., 2d sess. Committee print. JCZ71.115 1978 323.4.-Human rights in the international community and in U.S. foreignpolicy, 194576. Prepared for the Subcommittee on International Organizationsof the Committee on International Relations, House of Representatives. Wash-ington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 58 p.
At head of title: 95th Cong.. 1st sess. Committee print. K3240.4.11555 341.481.United States arms transfer and security assistance programs. Pre-pared for the Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East of the Committee onInternational Relations, U.S. House of Representatives. Washington, U.S. Govt.Print. Off., 1978. 175 p.
At head of title : 95th Cong.. 2d seas. Committee print."V.S. seeurity assistance programs, are now conducted under the followingbroad categories: the military assistance program (MAP) ; internationaleducation and training (IMET) ; the foreign military sales (FMS) pro-gram: eommerelal sales ship transfers; and security supporting assistance.Within each category, thls study summarizes key information on program pur-Poses, legislative authority and limitations, program administration, and currentstatns.- 111197-13.1'91703 1975 3s2.45.
rtley. r A reapprois:11 of the human rights doctrine. Policy review, no, 3,winter 197S: 27 34.
"My intention is to examine the proposition, now fashionable In Britain andthe United States, tinit the defense of lumina rights Ahould be among the ,..hlefobjects uf foreign isulicy. 1 shall argue that this proposiiion Is both false anddangerous:.
Vance. ryrnl. !Inman rights lied foreign poli('y. Georgia journal of interna-

tional and comparative I.0 w, v. 7. simmer 1977: 223-229.
"Law !Oily Address to the 1,timpldn School of Law given at the University of

Georgia. April 31), 1977,"
Vogelgesang. Sandra. What price principle? U.S. policy on human rights. For-eign affairs. v. 56, July I97S: 819-841.
"The U.S. policy on human rights . . . has reached a critical point of deci-

sion. . . . The issues have important implications for East-West and North-South
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relations and, indeed, for the redefinition of the national interest and consensus
underlying U.S. foreign policy."

Weissbrodt, David. Human rights legislation and U.S. foreign policy. Georgia
journal of international comparative law, v. 7, mummer 1977 : 231-287.

"Part I of this article sets forth the historical precedents for the new United
States human rights activities. Part II then outlines the human rights legislation
which mandates and shapes the United States human rights efforts. Part III sug-
gents a tentative approach for pursuing the fundamental mandate of the human
rights legislation to make internationally recognized human rights a central f0C1111
of United States foreign policy."

United States ratification of the human rights covenants. Minnesota law
review, v. 63, Nov. 1978 : 35-78.

"On February 23, 1978, President Carter submitted two Human Rights Cove-
nants, . . . to the Senate for its advice and consent. In a letter accompanying the
four treaties, the President recommended a series of reservations and under-
standings as to the Covenants. . . . This article begins by briefly discussing the
background of the Covenants . . . Turning next to the reservations and under-
standings proposed in President Carter's letter . . . the article . . . identifies
three standards against which these reservations can be evaluated--+he United
States Constitution, international law, and the response of other nations."

Wermuth, Anthony L. America's relations with dictators. Parameters, v. 7, no.
1,1977 : 63-78.

"In sum, wherever America supports some dictator, it is never because he is
a dictator. America also opposes other dictators. America also supports some
democrats and inbetweens and rejects others. Whatever our policy turns out to
be toward one country or another, the bedrock principle involved is the same in
every case : American interett."

Wiarda, Howard J. Democracy and human rights in Latin America : toward a
new conceptualization. Orbis. v. 22, spring 1978: 137-160.

The article deals with the issues of human rights and U.S. relations with au-
thoritarian regimes of Latin America, "and raises some troubling questions:
Are democracy and human rights every ?There the same and universal? Are they
relevant in the aame sense to all societies and in all time frames?"

Williams. Douglas. Human rights, economic development and cid to the Third
World : an analysis and proposal for action. ODI [Overseas Delelopment Insti-
tute] review, no. 1, 1978: 14-37.

For the more serious breaches of the U.N. covenants on economic, political
and cultural rights "there ('an be no justification on developmental grounds
indeed they can only impede &velopmentand the international community
should be careful before it makes concessional funds available to help countries
guilty of such breaches. On the other hand, to use aid funds as a crude economic
sanction, tempting though this is. is more likely to damage the development effort
than to improve human rights.-

Wolpin. Miles I). Military- aid and couiterrevolution in the Third World. Lex-
ington, Mass. Lexiegton Books, 1972. 327 p. UA12.W64 322.5.



How To SECURE ADDITIONAL MAMMAL ON UNITED STATES FolUEIGN POLICY

A. GENERAL INDIEXE8

Because review of the literature for material to be included in this compila-tion ceased in March 1979, there is included here a guide for the debater whowishes to update or expand on this compilation. The debater can keep up with therapidly changing events which affect U.S. foreign policy by reading a daily news-paper and one of the popular weekly news magazines such as Time, Newsweekor U.S. News & World Report. Many of the large-circulation newspapers aroundthe country provide in-depth coverage of foreign policy issues and are also ac-cenible by published indexes. The New York Times Index, the Wall Street JournalIndex, and the Index to the Christian Science Monitor are relatively long-standingindexes to newspaper articles. More recently. the Bell & Howell Newspaper index-ing Center has compiled indexes for the Chicago Sun-Times, the Chicago Tribune,the Denver Post, the Detroit News, the Houston Post, the Los Angeles Times, theNew Orleans Times-Picayune, the San Francisco Chronicle, and the WashingtonPoet.
Other general indexes to current literature include the Readers' Guide toPeriodical Literature, a guide to general and non-technical periodicals; theBulletin of the Public Affairs Information Service, a subject list of books, pam-phlets, government publications, reports of public and private agencies, andperiodical articles ; the Social Sciences Index, a subject and author index to se-lected English language periodicals ; the International Political Science Abstracts,an index to foreign and American journals publishing primarily on political sci-ence; the Vertical File Index, a list of free and inexpensive pamphlets, leaflets,booklets and mimeographed materials ; and the Business Periodicals Index,subject index to periodicals in the areas of business and finance. The Book Re-view Digest offers a subject index to reviews of current books appearing in se-lected periodicals. Dissertatit n Abstracts International provides subject access todoctoral dissertations approved by American and foreign universities. ABC PolSci (Advanced Bibliography of Contents: Political Science and Government),published quarterly, contains the tables of contents from several dozen politicalscience journals and provides a quick scan of recent literature in one publication.

B. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Some of the most valuable sources of information on official U.S. foreign policyare U.S. Government publications. Government publications available to thegeneral public are listed In the Monthly Catalog of United States GovernmentPublications. This catalog is arranged according to the various Governmentagencies which prepare documents and the documents are in turn indexed inthe Welt of each issue by subject. All material in this catalog is available forpurchase by the general public. If documents listed in the Monthly Catalog arenot available at your local library consult your librarian who can tell you thelocation of the nearest depository library which has them or initiate an inter-library loan for you. There are over 1,300 Government depository librariesthroughout the country which have been designated to receive large collectionsof Government publications. The Monthly Catalog provides an index to Con-gressional hearings, reports, documents and committee prints as well as topublleations from the Executive departments.There are several other Government publications which are particularly usefulfor tracking Presidential-Executive and Congressional statements and activities.The Congressional Record, beeides recording the debates on the floors of Con-gress. contains insertions of articles and speeches presented elsewhere. TheRecord is printed daily during sessions of Congress with a hi-weekly index.Round volumes of the Record are published nt the end of each Congress with acumulative index for each session. Pagination differs between the daily and
(701)
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bound editions of the Record. The Digest of Public General Bills and Resolu-
tions, issued several times during each session provides summaries of each
public bill and resolution and its current status in the legislative process.

The primary source for PresidenUal speeches, public statements, messages to
Congress, press conferences and other material released by the White House is
the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents. It is indexed by subject,
format and name. The most up-to-date official reeord of U.S. foreign policy is
the Department of State Bulletin. Issued monthly, the Bulletin includes key
speeches by State Department officials, transcripts of testimony before CongresS,
texts of press releases anti other official statements.

C. SOURCES COVERING CONGRESSIONAL AND PRESIDENTIAL ACTION

Several periodical services regularly analyze changes in federal policy through
the actions of Congress, the President, the Courts and interest groups. They all
provide in their general coverage of imblic policy issues, coverage of political
developments in I.S. foreign policy. Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report
summarizes congressional activities for the io.,sceding week and includes back-
ground information on issues before Congress. The Congressional Quarterly
Mummy is an annual comprehensive review of the legislative session. The
weekly, National Journal Reports, covers recent congressional and Presidential
actions and their impict on public policy. Congressional Digest features a pro-
eon discussion of one current legislative problem in each of ten issues per year.
The Commerce Clearing House Congressional Index is a loose-leaf service re-
porting the status of pending legislation. The United States Code Congressional
and Administrative News reproduces public laws. House or Senate reports of
each bill that heroines law, legislative history for public laws and an essay
section discussing issues before rongrese..

A further aid in finding the wealth of information published by Congress is
the congressional Information Service/Index which abstracts ani indexes con-
gressh Inn I hearings. reiwrts, documents and committee prints. Congressional ma-
terials are indexed by subject. names of witneswes at hearings, authors. affilia-
tions of witnesses, popular names of hills and reports. and law, bill, report. and
ihwunient numbers.

D. INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION

For the stmlent interested in pursuing the documentation of international
urizailizations relating tu the debate tiropositions, reference should be made to
Iltili, International Bibliography, Information, Documentation which contains
a subject list or tdlkial publicatitms from several dozen international organiza-
tions. rnited Nations documents are indexed in UNDEX, United Nations Doc-
uments index by subject, country and issuing U.N. agency. A current account
of Cnited Nations activities is found in the U.N. Monthly Chronicle.

F. HISTORICAL SURVEYS

loor an historical overview of l'.8. foreign policy, debaters may refer to the
following works:

Bailey, Thomas A, A diplinnntic history of the American people. 9th ed.
Englewood Cliff, N..1.. Prentice-Hall 1197-11 1042 p. E183.7.B29 1974 327.73.

Ferrell, Robert H. American diplomacy, a history. 3d ed. New York, W. W.
Norton 119751 p. 1:18:1.7.F1 1975 :127.73.

1.eotH11(1, Richard W, h growth of Aweriean foreign policy. a history.
New York, A. A. Knopf, 1962, 818 p. E183.7.1,47 327.73.

Major problems in merican foreign policy : tiocuments and essays, edited
by Thomas G. Paterson. Lexington, Mass., D. C. Heath 119781 2 v. E183.7.M28.
327.73.

Prattlullus W. A history of United States foreign policy. 3d eel. Engle-
wood N .1.. 119721 921 p. F183.7.1'73 1972 327.73.

Ithppaport, Armin. A history of American dip1omaey. New York, Macmil-
lan Plih. co, 119751 1941p. F183,7,1129 327 73.

8151111er, .101111 W. American foreign policy since World War II. ith ed.
New York. Praeger 119771 354 P. E714.S8 1977 327.73.
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T. ASSOCIAIIONS

Additional material may be obtained by contacting the following organizationsand government agencies.
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1150 Seventeenth St.,NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
Amnesty International, U.S. AllMate, 2112 Broadway, Rm. 405, New York, N.Y.10023.
Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University, 1800IC St., NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.
Center of International Studies, Princeton University, Corwin Hall, Princeton,N.J. 08540.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1615 H St., NW, Washington, D.C.20062.
Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy, 110 Maryland Ave., NE, Wash-ington, D.C. 20002.
Conference Board, Inc., 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.Council on Foreign Relations, 58 East 68th St., New York, N.Y. 10021.Emergency Committee on American Trade, 1211 Connecticut Ave., NW, Wash-ington, D.C. 20006.
Foreign Policy Association, 345 East 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.Foreign Polley Research Insatute, 3508 Market St., Science Center, Philadelphia,Pa. 19104.
Institute for Policy Studies, 1901 Q St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20009.League of Women Voters of the United States, 1730 M St., NW, Washington, D.C.20036.
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Washington Center,1750 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006.
Overseas Development Council, 1717 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C.20036.
U.S. Agency for International Development, 320 21st St., NW, Washington, D.C.20523.
U.S. Arms Control and Disarnuunent Agency, Department of State Building,Washington, D.C. 20451.
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th St. Between Constitution Ave. and E St.,NW, Washington, D.C. 20230.
U.S. Departnwnt of Defense. The Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20301.U.S. Department of State, 2201 C St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20520.
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Availabk Government Publications on the 1979-1980 National
High School Debate Topic.

*******************************

What Should Be the Future Direction of the Foreign Policy of the United
States? 1979.

Ambassador Young's African Trip, Hearing Before the
Relations, Subcommittee on African Affairs, Senate,
Session, To Receive a Report From Atbassador Andrew
cent Trip to Africa and United States Policy in the
1977. 29 p. Y 4.F 76/2:Y 8/2 S/N

Committee on Foreign
95th Congress, 1st
Young on His Re-
Arda, June 6, 1977.
052-070-04144-7 i 1.30

American/Soviet Trade: A Joint Seminar on the Organizational and Legal
Aspects. Texts of presentations ma& by American and Soviet representa-
tives at a December 1975 seminar in Moscow. 1976. 118 p.

C 54.402:Am 3 S/N 003-009-00232-0

Arms Control and Disarmament, 1977. The 17th annual report of the Arne
Control and Disarm:front Agency, disclosing its arms control aims and

policies, and detailing effbrts and aocemplishernts in fiscal year
1977. 1978. 62 p.

AC 1.1:977 S/N 002-000-00062-8

Arms Transfer Policy, Report Va Congress. Discusses Jurrent restraints
on United States arm sales bo fbreign countries, an.: analyses the
effects of the restraints on our fbreign policy, economy, andmili-
bay posture. 1977. 107 p.

Y 4.F 76/2:Ar 5/18 S/N 052-070-04175-7

1.90

2.30

2.10

Background and Status of xhe Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Pro-

vides background infbrm2tion on these negotiations, summarises the
preparatory work to d2te, and the basic objectives of the United
States and Nujor fbrisign countries. 1975. 74 p.

Y 4.W 36:T 67/33 S/N 052-070-02742-8 .90

Supplement 1 to the above. 1975. 35 D.
Y 4.W 36:T 67/33/supp.1 S/N 052-070-03472-1 .55
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China's Economy and Foreign Trade, 1977-78. A brief analysis of theetzjor evente and factors aff4cting the economy and formign trade ofthe People's Republic of China. Ina ludas tables p nricling sirmarydata on major United States exports to China. 1978. 47 p.
C 57.2:C 44 S/N 003-009-00262-1 2.30

Commission on the Organization of the Government for the Conduct ofForeign Policy (The Murphy Report). A report on the Murphy Commis-ion organised to stucbj and necorrynd changes in the formulation andimplementation of United States foreign policy. 1975, reprinted 1977.278 p. 11. Y 3.F 76/5:1/975 S/N 022-000-00108-6 2.75
Congress and Foreign Policy: The following publications summarisecongressional contributions to the shaping of United States foreignpolicy. In examining congressional input into specific foreignpolicy decisions, these rep3rta also analyse the large issue of therole of Congress and its relation to the executive branch in theformulation of United States foreign policy.

1.90

3.00

3.25

1975. 1976. 186 p.
Y 4.In 8/16:F 76/975 S/N 052-070-03625-7

1976. 1977. 222 p.
Y 4.In 8/16:F 76/976 S/N 052-070-04070-0

1977. 1978. 214 p.
Y 4.In 8/16:F 76/977 S/N 052-070-04653-8

Congress and Foreign Policy, Report. This report examines the char-acteristics and problem of executive-legislative relations in thearea of United States foreign policy and makes a series of recommenda-tions on how these problem can be addressed and how Congress' appro-priate role in foreign policy-mvking formulation can be best insured.1976. 26 p . Y 4.In 8/16:F 76/7 S/N 052-070-03868-3 .45

Congress, Information and Foreign Affairs. 1978. 103 p.
Y 4.F 76/2:C 76/7 S/N 052-070-04676-7 2.40

Diplomacy in the 70's, A Program of Management Reform for the Depart--Rent of State. Thirteen task forcres vere assigned the task of collect-ing data, hearing testimony, and producing recommendations for a com-prehensive blueprint to strengthen the Department, to better equip itto superviee and coordinate all foreign policy operations of the UnitedStates government. The State Department reformers produced some 500recommendations. The complex results of the study and the text of theensuing recommendatione to the Secretary of State are available in thispublication. 1970. 610 p.
S 1.69:143 S/N 044-000-01295-2

Food Proble of Developing Countries: Implications for United Statesm
Policy, Hearings Before the International Relations Committee, Sub-
committee on International Resources, Food and Ene. gy, House, 94th

'Congress, 1st Session, May 21; June 3 and 5, 1975. 1975. 355 P.Y 4.In 8/16:F 73 S/N 052-070-03077-1

70

6.60

3.10
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Foreign Assistance and Related Programs Appropriations for Fiscal Year
1979, Hearings Before the Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on
Foreign Operations, Senate, 95th Congress, 2d Session, On H.R. 12931:

Part 1, (Peace Corps), Agency for International Development, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Department of State, Department of the Treasury,
Export-Import Bank of the United States, General Accounting Office,
Inter-American Foundaticn, Public Witnesses, February 22, 27; March
2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 21, 23; and April 5, 1978. 1978. 1088 p.

Y 4.Ap 6/2:F 76/7/979/pt.1 S/N 052-070-04598-1 $ 8.25

Part 2, Appendixes. 1978. 550 p.
Y 4.Ap 6/2:F 76/7/979/pt.2 S/N 052-070-04599-0

Foreign Economic Assistance Programs:

Part 1, Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 (Marshall Plan and Related
Measures). 1976. 373 P.

Y 4.In 8/16:14 62/v.3 S/N 052-070-03687-7

Part 2, Extension of the European Recovery Program. 1976. 664 p.
Y 4.In 8/16:H 62/v.4 S/N 052-070-03688-5

Government Sponsored Research on Foreign Affairs, 1977 Projects Re-
ported between July 1, 1977 and September 30, 1977. Lista newly re-
ported research contracts and grants on foreign affairs supported by
the Department of State and other Federal agencies. Projects are
listed by supporting agency and indexed by subjects, regione, support-
ing onganiaatione, investigatore, and performing organisations. 1978.
78 p. S 1.101/10:977/1 S/N 044-000-01684-2

Great Decisions in United States Foreign
International Relations Committee, House
April 10, 1975. 1975. 29 p.

Y 4.In 8/16:F 76/:

Human Rights. 1978. 63 p.

S 1.131:5/2

Policy, Hearings Before the
94th Congress, 1st Session,

4.75

3.40

5.40

2.40

S/N 052-070-02909-9 .45

S/N 044-000-01713-0 2.40

Human Rights and the United States Foreign Policy: A Review of the
Administration's Record, Hearings Before the Cemmittee on Interna-
tional Relations, Subcommittee on International Organizations,
House, 95th Congress, 1st Session, October 25, 1977. 1978. 74 p.

Y 4.In 8/16:H 88/28 S/N 052-070-04438-1

Human Rights and Uni ted States Foreign Policy. Discusses the signi-
ficance of the Carter a...*rinistrat:on's special efforts, reviewing the
sw,cessen of international ceoperation, appraising the task ahead, and
mvre. Lists internati.2nal documents on humn rights and provides the
text of the Univeroal Declaration of Human Rights. 1978. 28 p,

S 1.2:H 88/6 WN 044-000-01711-3

2.00

1.40
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Numan Rights Conditions in Selected Countries and the United States
-Response. This document euernariaes the widecy varying human rightsconditions in eaoh of 19 countries, as uetl as the limited States re-ponse to those conditions. 197C. 372 p.

V 4.In 8/16:H 88/30 S/N 052-070-04608-2 $ 4.50

Human Rights, Hearings ilifore the Foreign Relations Committee, Sub-
---COmmittee on Foreign Assistance, Senate, 95th Congress, 1st Session,

On Human Rights Issues and Their Relationship to Fnreign Assistance
Programs, March 4 and 7, 1977. 1977. 104 p.

V 4.F 76/2:H 88/6 S/N 052-070-04089-1 2.10

Human Rights in the International Community and in United States
Foreign Policy, 1945-1976. 1977. 58 p.

4.In 8/16:H 88/20/945-76 S/N 052-070-04149-8

Human Rights Reports, Prepared by the Department of State in Accord-
ance With Section 502(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act, As Amended.
Contains State Department sumnuries of human rights practices in 82countries in Asia, Europe, Africa, and South America. 1977. 143 p.

Y 4.F 76/2:H 88/5 S/N 052-070-03975-2

Iwplications of President Carter's Conventional Arms Transfer Policy,Report. Examines the pattern of arvhs trunsfer transactions which
has developed since the President annotowed his new arms transferpolicy on May 19, 1977. 1977. 50 p. 11.

Y 4.F 76/2:Ar 5/19 S/N 052-070-04340-7

1.80

1.60

1.80

International Human Rights: Selected Declarations and Agreenents.A selection of the forenvst international declarations and agree-ments on humin rights of the past quarter contung. Included are:
Sxcerpts from the Charter of the United Nations, the 1948 Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil
and Politi,,al Rights, the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights cotd F'unci2mental Freedoms, and more. 1976. 69 p.

Y 4.G 74/6:H 88/2 S/N 052-070-03650-8 .95

International Protection of Human Rights, The Work of International
Organizations and the Role of Uriited States Foreign Policy, Hearings,
August 1; Septenter 13, 19, 20, 27; October 3, 4, 10, 16, 18, 24, 25;
November 1; and Decenter 7, 1973. 1974. 987 p.

Y 4.F 76/1:H 88/4 S/N 052-070-02297-3 6.45

International Relations Dictionary. 1978. 48 p.
S 1.2:In 8/30 S/N 044-000-01715-6 2.30

Living With the Trade Deficit, Report. 1977. 11 p.
Y 4.Ec 7:T 67/15 S/N 052-070-04308-3 .90

__Major Publications of the Department of State: An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy. The b.`04s, p.-17Thlots, rid roriJioals tiowd in this hibliog-
nwhy Lk, pr their :rioting tulue to persons seriously in-
Wrested f he foreign policy amd international
re/ationo of the United :7tatPs. Rev. 1977. 27 p.

S 1.71:200/3 S/N 044-000-01665-6

7u6

1.30
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New Perspectives on the Persian Gu'lf, Hearingm Before the Committee on
---Foreign Affairs, Subcommittee on Near East and South Asia, Nouse, 93d

Congress, 1st Session, June 6-November 28, 1973. 1973. 227 p.
Y 4.F 76/1:P 43/4 S/N 052-070-02150-1 $ 1.75

Persian Gulf:

1974 Money, Politics, Arms, and Power, Hearings Before the Committee
on Foreign Affairs, Subcommittee on Near East and South Asia, House,
93d Congress, 1st Session, July 30; August 5, 7, and 12, 1974. 1975.
267 p. 11. Y 4.F 76/1:P 43/5 S/N 052-070-02769-0

1975, The Continuing Debate on Arms Sales, Hearings Before the Commit-
tee on International Relations, Special Subcommittee on Investigation,
House, 94th Congress, 1st Session, June 10, 18, 24, and July 29, 1975.
1976. 261 p. Y 4.In 8/16:P 43 9/2/975 S/N 052-070-03212-0

Reports on Human Rights Practices :n Countries Receiving United States
Aid. Prepared by the Department of State, in accordance with sections
116(4) and 5028(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.
These reports cover those countries receiving economic assistance
under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. It is mot a worldride sur-
vey and does not include reporta on numerous countries with serious
human rights problems. 1979. 706 p.

Y 4.F 76/2:11 88/9 S/N 052-070-04831-0

2.80

2.90

5.25

Rhodesian Sanctions Bill, Hearing Before the International Relations
Committee, Subcommittee on Africa and International Organization,
House, 95th Congress, 1st Session, On H.R. 1746, February 24, 1977.
1977. ,68 p. Y 4.In 8/16:R 34/977 S/N 052-070-03963-9 .85

Shifting Balance of Power in Asia, Implications for Future United
States Policy, Hearings Before the Committee on International Rela-
tions, Subcommittee on Future Foreign Policy Researa and Development.
House, 94th Congress, November 18; December 10, 1975; January 28;
March 8; April 7; and May 18, 1976. 1976. 236 p.

Y 4.In 8/16:As 4/2 S/N 052-070-03684-2 2.20

Status of Human Rights in Selected Countries and the United States
Response. This booklet contains reports on human rights conditions
in 16 countries, including Cambodia, North Korea, Vietmar, and
RUssia, and the United States position. 1977. 79 p.

Y 4.In 8/76:H 88/21 S/N 052-070-04150-1

They Know How, An Experiment in Development Assistance. Reports on
the Inter-American Foundation's experiment in responding to Latin
and Caribbean sooial change initiative-0. 1977. 175 p.

Y 3.In 8/25:2 K 76 S/N 022-000-00137-0

Trade Debate. Rev. 1979. 28 p.

S 1.2:1 67/6/979

1.90

2.50

S/N 044-000-01717-2 1.30
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Trade Deficit: How Much of a Problema What Rewedy? Hearing Beforethe Joint Economic Committee, 'Subcommittee on International Economics,Congress, 95th Congress, 1st Session, October 11, 1977. 1978.101 p. 11. Y 4.Ec 7:1 67/6 S/N 052-070-04536-1 $ 2.30

Trade of the United States
With Communist Countries in Eastern Europeand Asia, 1975-1977. 1978. 31 p. Issued with perforations.

C 57.11:78-32 S/N 003-000-90618-3 .e0
Trading With the Enemy: Legislative and Executive Documen'ts Concerning--legulation of International

Transactions in Time of Declared NationalEmergency. 1976. 684 p.

Y 4.In 8/16:7 67 S/N 052-070-03757-1

United States and the Third World. A State Department analyeis ofthe prospects fbr the "Third World" --the less developed countries ofAsia, Africa, and Latin America --in ouch areas as population control,
energy, trade, and agricultural development. Also discusses U.S. re-lations with the Third World. 1976. 65 p.

S 1.71:301 S/N 044-000-01617-6

2.75

1.05

United States Arms Sales to the Persian Gulf, Report of a Study Mis-sion to Iran, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, May 22-31, 1975. 1976.33 p. Y 4.In 8/16:P 43 g/976 S/N 052-070-03172-7 .75

United States Corporate Interests in Africa, Report. This report
analyees the impa,,t of international credit in South Africa, surveystho tabor practicos ofAmerican

firm doing business in South Africa,and reviews the role of United
States corporations in relation to,the currant challenges to apartheid. 1978. 232 p.

Y 4.F 76/2:Af 8/12 S/N 052-070-04375-0

. United States Foreign Energy Policy, Hearings Before the Joint EconomicCommittee, Subcommittee on Energy, Congress, 94th Cosgress, 1st Ses-sion, September 17-19, 1975. 1976. 75 p.
Y 4.Ec 7:En 2/9 S/N 052-070-03275-8

3.25

1.25

United States International Trade Policy and the Trade Act of 1974.---1976. 39 p. ii. Y 4.F 49:T 67/35 S/N 05?-070-03190-5 .75

United States Trade With Major World Areas, 1971-1977. 1978. 90 o.
C 57.11:77-12 S/N 003-000-90631-1 .80

World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers:

1965-1974. 1976. 76 p. 11.

AC 1.16:965-74

1966-1975. 1976. 85 p.

AC 1.16:966-75

S/N 002-000-00054-1 1.80

S/N 002-000-00058-0 1.50

World Militry Expenditures and Arms Transfers con.

1967-1976. 1978. 168 p.

AC 1.16:967-76
S/N 002-000-00063-6 3.50
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